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more reasons why
leading the way
Computers.

also makes a LOGO program compatible with the
SV-318. It was Spectravideo's Microsoft BASIC/LOGO
that helped to make MSX possible.

Another standard that Spectravideo can take
credit for is the built-in Joystick/Cursor Control. Built

right into the SV console, this control is always at
fingertips and is much easier and faster to use than
external joysticks or conventional editing controls.
Certain engineering elements that helped to make
this built-in control possible have also been incor-
porated into MSX.

OTHER STANDARDS OF EXCELLENCE.

While these are the computer standardizations
that Spectravideo helped to initiate, they by no
means represent the whole SV-318 story. This

remarkable computer has also established many
standards of excellence that other personal com-
puters now aspire to:

Built-In Super Extended Microsoft BASIC-Makes the
SV-318 the first truly programmable affordable computer!

Extraordinary Memory-32K ROM expandable to 96K.

and 32K RAM expandable (via bank switching)to an
amazing 256K

Unparalleled Expandability -A full supporting system of
14 peripherals, including our new ColecovisionrM Game
Adapter, 7Slot Expander Unit, Floppy Disk Drive, Data
Cassette, Interface Cartridges, etc

More Available Software-Built-in CPM compatibility
gives you immediate access to over 3, OOO existing soft-

ware programs. Plus, you can utilize Spectravideo's own
fine software library.

Advanced Graphics Capabilities- The SV-318 offers 16

colors in high resolution, and more importantly, 32 pro-
grammable sprites that allow tremendous control of
movable screen objects.

Many other fine features-Such as Z80A Microprocessor
with fast (3.6) internal clock, top-loading cartridge slot.

lO user-programmable special function keys, 3 sound
channels (8 octaves per channel!), low profile and
attractive styling.

Computer systems you'll grow into, not out of.

SPECTRA VIDEO. INC 39 W 37TH STREET. NEW YORK. N Y 10018

TZEK
Spectravideo's personal computers are supported by a Ml line of Mgh-quaHty peripheral products

^ *p*r%
compatible software standard

CP/M is a trademark ot Digital Research Inc
Sv-903 DATA CASSETTE SV-601 SUPER EXPANDER Sv-902 ROPPY DISK DRIVE SV-800 SERIES EXPANSION

MSX, Microsoft LOGO, and Microsoft Extended BASIC Is a trademark ol Microsoft Corporation Colecovision is a registered trademark ol Coleco Industries
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MSX and LOGO": Two
Spectravideo is

in Personal
While price wars and confusion reign all around

us, Spectravideo goes about its business, setting stan-
dards by which all other personal computers will soon
be judged. MSX and LOGO are the two latest ex-
amples of how Spectravideo is rocking-and reshaping
-the personal computer industry.

MSX AND LOGO.

It is now history that, on June 15 1983, Spectra-
video, Inc. joined with most of Japan's largest

electronics firms to launch MSX: The most far-reaching
personal computer standard in history. MSX is the
name given to a specific hardware software con-
figuration that makes product interchangeabiliry
possible. While Spectravideo is proud to participate
in MSX we are even prouder of this fact: It was our

own SV-318 computer that was used as a prototype
for the MSX design! There are two important aspects
to this.

First, all future MSX hardware-i.e. computers,
peripherals, appliances-will be based on several key
design elements of the SV-318. What does this

mean to you, the consumer? A great deal, because
when you buy an SV-318. you will not only be able to

use all of Spectravideo's own software and hard-
ware-you'll also be able to take advantage of all the
remarkable new eauipment that will be coming from
other MSX participants.

In addition, the software aspect of MSX was
largely inspired by the software built into the SV-318.
From the outset, Spectravideo offered built-in Micro-
soft BASIC as its resident interpreter. Now, Microsoft

FOR UNDER $300.
FOR KEYBOARD ONLY

32K ROM EXPANDABLE TO 96K 32K RAM EXPANDABLE TO 256K
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SPECTRAVIE1EO IS BUSY
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If you guessed that a Practical Peripherals Micro-

buffer™ printer buffer saves time, you're right. For

the way it works, this inexpensive product is the

most practical addition to your microcomputer sys-

tem ever.

With Microbuffer, you don't have to wait for

your printer to finish before you resume using your

computer. Data is received and stored at fast speeds,

then released from Microbuffer's memory to your

printer. This is called buffering. The more you

print, the more productive it makes your workflow.

Depending on the version of Microbuffer,

these buffering capacities range from a useful 8K of

random access memory — big enough for 8,000

characters of storage — up to a very large 256K—
enough for 256,000 characters of storage.

Practical Peripherals makes stand-alone

Microbuffers for any computer and printer combi-

nation, including add-on units especially for Apple

II computer and/or Epson printers. Each has differ-

ent features like graphics dumps and text format-

ting besides its buffering capabilities. You can

choose one that's just right for your system.

Best of all, they're built to last and work

exactly like they're supposed to.

If you're still guessing whether you can afford

to have one, talk with any computer dealer. That's

the best way to find out how practical a Practical

Peripherals Microbuffer is.

31245 La Baya Drive

Westlake VillaRe.CA 91362
(213)991-8200
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There are incredible things on
the horizon from the leader in

Personal Computer Software.

M
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Look what's ahead for you from Datasoft" the latest
games and hottest titles, featuring your favorite characters
from TV. the movies, cartoons and the arcades.

Wheel and deal your way through "Dallas'"
-

, with all the
intrigue and maneuvering of the hit TV series. You'll have to

sharp and conniving as J R'"to t>

Ready for some computer Kung Fu -

? Then |ump feet first
into "Bruce Lee"'" for action that's as quick as a karate chop
Or you can laugh it up with "Heckle and Jeckle" ", or play

along with everyone's favorite feline. "Heath(

Which games gobbled most your quarters at the arcades
last year? Zaxxon"'". and Datasoft " brings it to you with all
the totally unique color graphics and unprecedented 3-

dimensional effects you saw in the arcade version. We also
have "Moon Shuttle"", where you're pitted against all the
life-threatening man-o-wars. meteors, bomb launchers and
expandos that the Prince of Darkness can hurl at you And
Datasoft is bringing you the game that is quickly becoming
one of the hottest challenges in the arcades. "Poo Yan"

"

If you want more than games. Datasoft" has a full line of
graphic^and home management programs, including Text
Wizard!"Spell Wizard!"Basic Compiler.'" Money Wizard'"and
Word Wizard

'"

If you're looking for games with more action plus high
quality and high resolution graphics, look to the leader in
personal computer software, Datasoft" We've got some
incredible things on the horizon for you

DaU^oft
196 I M< Naught -..

manorial Inc

ltd

9421 Winnetka Avenue. Chatsworth. CA 91311 (213) 701-5161

Moon irk of Nichibutsu. USA
Zaxx<

>l Sega Enterprises. Inc
Datas.

it Inc
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evaluations& profiles

1 fi The SpectraVideo SV-31 8 And SV-328 AW
1w The first MSX machine-an outstanding value

OQ The Pied Piper Communicator Devlin

Whither thou goest thy computer will go

07 The Diablo 630 Printer Ahl

Exceptional quality and high reliability— at a price

48 9-Track Tape Drives For Apple Arrants

" Increase your storage options

CO Stroke Ot Genius Sandler

Inhome keyboard for the Atari 400

CQ The Real Thing Linzmayer
** Replacement keyboard for the Color Computer

ca No More HotCoCo Linzmayer
°^ A cooling fan for the Color Computer

7-1 Controller Update Linzmayer
' New joysticks from CES

ae Apple Arcade Action And Adventure Arrants
00

Exciting new games for the Apple

QQ A Gaggle Of Games Anderson. Leyenberger & Staples
** Games for the Atari

1 °7 ©«"•• For The IBM PC Devlin

Challenge your reflexes and your intellect

IOC Fun And Games With The Tl 99/4A Van Tyle & Devlin
' '" New arcade and adventure games

-1 A£i Colorful Games For The Color Computer Linzmayer
1 ^w Glaxxons. Zaxxon. and Sands Of Egypt

1 *>0 E'8nt Gr8at Games For The Vic 20 Busch
' **v Sharks, snakes, insects, helicopters and more

1 Rft TRS-80 Arcade Action Linzmayer
1 '"",

Penguin, Martian Patrol and Hamburger Sam

1 fi*5 Words, Words, Words Staples
1 **** Six word games for the verbally inclined

1 76 Cno8» 70 Sommers
* ' " A world class program

1 79 Strategy Games And Simulations From SSI Murphy
* Six new ones for serious gamers

1QO An Avalanche From Avalon Hill Murphy
** GFS Sorceress, VC. Andromeda Conquest and Telengard

articles
200 Report From Summer CES Ahl

224 Reflections on CES Uston
fcfc Observations and awards

232 Whither The Video Games Industry Uston

Report from the First Video Games Conference

applications& software

1 40 Switch-Type Joysticks For The Tl 99/4A Cook
Improve your game scores

24Q Legible Listings For TRS-80 Model 100 Ahl
*-^*» Translate this program and win a prize

052 Crossword Puzzle Pattern Generator Kennedy & Cooper
*•»*• Create your own puzzles

departments

6 Input/Output Readers

1 Notices Fee

•i 2 Street Price Index Ahl

Who's selling what for how much

OCT Print About Printers Staples
fc** New printers at NCC

Ofift Controller Corner Riley & Rileytwo A race car steering wheel for your Apple

27ft Outpost: Atari Anderson
•- * ° New products from Atari and others

2R6 APPte Cart Arrants
fcwv Removing DOS, new products, trade-ins

oqn Commodore's Port Lane
fcWV A sprite editor for the Commodore 64

2Q4 IBM Images Glinert-Cole
*-^* Books and assembly language

OAQ TRS-80 Strings Gray
***»»' The Model 4 and disk storage options
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REFINED LUBRICANT

THE

STANDARD

Youcanwait for industrystandards
tomandate improved performance.
Oryou can have itnowon Maxell.

TheGold Standard.
The refinements of The Gold Standard, from

oxide particles to lubricant to jacket, are uniguely

Maxell. And therefore, so are the benefits.

Our unique, uniform crystals assure dense
oxide packing. So you begin with an origi-

nal signal of extraordinary fidelity. A signal

we safeguard in ways that leave industry

standards in our wake.
I

An advanced binder bonds oxides

to the base material preventing time

and money-wasting dropouts.

Calendering then smooths the sur-

face for a read/write signal that stays

clear and accurate. And lubricants reduce fric-

tion between head and disk for a longer media
and head life. To house it, we then

constructed a new jacket heat-

resistant to 140° F to withstand drive

heat without warp or wear. And
created the floppy disk that

leads the industry in error-free

performance and durability.

All industry standards exist to

assure reliable performance.
The Gold Standard expresses

a higher aim: perfection.

maxell
itsworth rr

Computer Products Division. Maxell Corporation of America, 60 Oxford Drive, Moonachie, N.J. 07074 201-440-8020
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Morality of War Games
Dear Mr. Ahl:

Re: the War (James blurb in your July daleline:lomorrow"
column. I also enjoyed Ihe film in a general way. but came out of
the movie house very disturbed about a specific aspect: the film

portrays the very sympathetic ami likable young man adroitly
ami with no moral compunction, entering the computer system
of his school ami changing his and his friend's grades. Aside from
his friend's mild rejoinder of "Isn't that wrong?" this event is

treated by the film maker as quite normal behavior for a young
computer "hack." and as a result, viewers of the film may and
likely will gel the impression that such behavior is quite accept-
able. Additionally, our "hero" tries to break into the computer of
a game company and. of course, this is where the plot then
develops into war games. Again, this behavior is not treated as
ethically aberrant.

I would think (hat as the editor of a highly respected computer
magazine, you would be concerned about the ethical consider-
ations of the new computer technology and perhaps even address
the issue in major articles. As the representative of a major
northeastern university. I interviewed a senior high school student
last year who told me with candor, alacrity, and absolutely no
sense of wrong-doing how proud he was of being able to tap into
a local university's computer system and "mess" with course
information, grades, etc. When I asked him whether he felt it

was wrong in any way to do what he did, his reply was. "No, I

look at it as a challenge. There's nothing wrong— everyhotly
tries to do it." Do the film and the student represent the new
generation? Something ought to be done before it's too late.

Barry J. Rosenbaum. M.D.
Atlanta Nephrology Referral Center

497 Winn Way. Suite A-210
Decatur. G A .VX).K)

Thanks for your comments with which I wholeheartedly
agree.

On another note, the entries have been pouring in as to which
issue <>/ Creative Computing was shown in the movie. Most
guesses focused on 1982 issues when Leading Edge was running
the distinctive Elephant Disk ad on the hack cover. Since the
front cover goes by SO fast, the giveaway was the Logo Ideas
article. The 3-page Jade ad following the article was replaced by
thefoUout ad lor Protovision. And there you have it— September
1982. Ihe first person to correctly identify this issue was Alice
Bell of Anderson. LA. Kudos. Alice. -DHA

tunately. it is in about the same category as an article telling you
how to shoot yourself in Ihe foot and then apply first aid. It's

much more pleasant to avoid shooting oneself in the foot in the
first place.

The entire article could have been replaced by one sentence:
Don't load a level 2 Basic tape and then try to b<x>i your DOS:
boot your DOS and then load your level 2 Basic tape. Done thai
way. there is no need for tinkering and fooling around with
machine language programs.

I had to look at the cover twice to make sure this wasn't the
April issue. Anyone with any reasonable familiarity with the
TRS-80 would recognize thai this is a non-problem. Next month,
are you planning lo run an article on how to convert a TRS-80
Model I to a 64-character wide screen?

Ronald Tansky
2049 Rivcrview Lane
Oakford. PA 19047

Wish we could say we were kidding, or that it was onlv a lest

for TRS-NO owners. Somehow the piece got through quality
control and into the pages of our magazine. We sincerely

apologize to our TRS-80 readers, many of whom wrote us with
variations on the letter above. It will not happen again, we
assure you. —JJA

Downhill Fast
Dear Editor:

Grout's article in your July 1983 issue about how to load TRS-
80 level 2 Basic tapes on a disk system was interesting. Unfor-

99/4A Clarifications

Dear Editor:

As managing editor of 99'er Home Computer Magazine— the
only publication of its kind devoted exclusively to the Texas
Instruments Home Computer- 1 was impressed by the fairness of
the TI-99/4A review by Fred Gray in your May, 1983 issue. There
is. however, one serious error in Mr. Gray's reporting and inter-

pretation. Mr. Gray stales that the TI-99/4A with its TMS9918A
VDP chip "does not allow the automatic movement feature of the
sprites to exist along with the high-resolution capability." This is

not true: in fact, the popular Tl Command Cartridge. Parsec. is a
prime example of the simultaneous use of sprite automation and
the use of the high-resolution bit-map. The secret is to relocate
the sprite velocity table in memory.
One other minor point: In closing. Mr. (iray mentions that the

TI-99/4A is sold at a price normally discounted to less than S3(X). I

would like to supplement this with an update. As of June 1. with
Ihe recent price decrease and $50 rebate, a TI-99/4A can be
purchased for less than $100. making it an even more "astounding
value."

David G. Brader
Managing Editor

99'er Home Computer Magazine
Emerald Valley Publishing Co.

1500 Valley River Dr., Suite 250
Eugene. OR 97401
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ELAN From TECMAR
The Most Powerful Local Area Network for the IBM PC

Networking using Ethernet protocol

Telephone support — autodial/autoanswer modem
Voice recognition of commands and voice response

Voice mail and messages

Dictating system using Pearlcorder X-02

or XR from any telephone in the U.S.

Complete software for written/voice mail,

time management and audio/visual clock,

calendar, and calculator functions

Three ELAN Systems; the Secretary,

the Manager and the Executive ^

The Executive

ELAN is designed to meet your total communications

needs, including computer-to-computer (i.e., networking),

person-to-computer, and person-to-person communica-

tion requirements for data and voice. The industry-

standard high speed Ethernet network protocol is

employed in ELAN, permitting many IBM Personal Com-

puters to be linked together by ordinary thin coaxial

cable. In addition to his own computer, an ELAN system

user can access the other devices attached to the cable

— such as printers and large disks.

All versions of ELAN include an Ethernet interface with

equipment to convert voice into data and back again. This

enables the user to give and receive spoken messages

from any location as well as store them for later use. In

addition, with the Executive version, all ELAN software

packages can be operated through verbal commands,

through the telephone keypad or through the IBM PC

keyboard. The computer can then respond verbally, either

by telephone or in person'.

•ELAN (Extended Local Area Network) lormerly ComNet

The Manager

The MANAGER system adds a modem for telephone data

communications and by adding a separate handset, will

permit voice communications. The modem enables the

MANAGER to receive unattended voice and data from any

telephone in the U.S. Also, the MANAGER can accept

commands through decoding the tones from the

telephone keypad.

The EXECUTIVE is the most complete implementation of

ELAN, adding computer recognition of spoken com-
mands. An executive might phone the PC to leave or

retrieve messages or request specific information. The
PC, in a spoken voice, can request a user's access code

or prompt the user for a command. The executive can res-

pond either by pushing buttons on the telephone, or by

actually speaking back to the computer.

The SECRETARY is the basic ELAN system. It includes

an Ethernet interface and all other ELAN features except

modem and voice recognition.

Whether you choose the

EXECUTIVE, MANAGER or

SECRETARY, an ELAN
system will improve

your productivity

and expand the

versatility of

your IBM PC.

H|BBI4
iiiiiiiiiiiHiiii I

TECVMR 6225 Cochran Road, Cleveland, Ohio 44139, Phone (21 6) 349-0600, Telex 466692
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Mnemonic Plague
Dear Editor:

After reading Dr. Enlander's letter in Input/Output March '83.

I decided to write because I need similar help.
In spring last year I got tired of reinventing wheels, looking for

table A in book B, and searching through magazine X to find
subroutine Y. So I started to compile material for a Level II

Basic Programmer's Dictionary. If you convert programs from
one Basic dialect to another. Dr. Lien's Basic Handbook is a
great help, but what can you do if you need a reference list of
6502 assembly language mnemonics, memory addresses of
screens from various computers, the meaning of control codes
or just a handy, little subroutine in Level II Basic? The only
solution so far is sitting atop a huge pile of books, manuals and
magazines -permanently seeking specific information.
Although I accumulated a lot of information and many sub-

routines, the amount of missing material is still large. That's why
I would like to ask the readers of Creative Computing for help.
What I am looking for is system and language information

(memory maps, language references, screen formats, special
ASCII and control codes, graphic, etc.) of various computers
(e.g. Vic. CBM. OSI. Apple. Dragon 32, ZX81, Spectrum. BBC.
Atari. Tandy CC. PC, etc.) to compile lists for program con-
version, short Level II Basic programs, machine language rou-
tines, and any kind of special programming technique or trick
for the TRS-80 and PMC computer. If anybody wants to help me
with this project, please send me a letter, a listing, or a cassette.
Many thanks in advance for your kind assistance.

Marvin C. Stahl

30Buelow St.

1000 Berlin 30
West Germany

expensive for a game. Games should be for fun. You shouldn't
have to empty your wallet each time you buy one.
A lot of people are going to question our sanity again, but by

unanimous agreement among the Penguin Software staff and
authors, we're going to try pricing our games at $19.95. From the
reactions of the retailers and customers we've talked to. we think
we'll sell more than enough to make up for the decreased money
per game. We're going to try it for six months as an experiment,
and if we're right, it will continue.

Mark Pelczarski. President

Penguin Software
830 4th Ave.

Geneva, IL 60134

Insane Prices

Dear Editor:

Last year we decided to take the copy-protection off of our
graphics utilities. We thought it was the right thing to do, although
we weren't quite sure how wise it was. A lot of people around the
industry questioned our sanity, and wished us luck. But it worked,
and now here we go again.

We've started publishing games and looking more carefully at
that area of the market. We priced ours at $30 to $35 because
everyone else did, and they sold fairly well. But wait! Wasn't $30
the going price for a game three or four years ago when there
were fewer than 100.000 Apples sold? Yes, but the packaging has
gotten more fancy, hence more expensive, and advertising costs
have risen dramatically, so maybe that's what one has to charge to
recoup the initial investment. But then again, $30-40 seems a little

Tales from the Crypt

Dear Editor:

Your May 1983 was, as usual, a great issue. You are a bit

redundant though. You should not have to say "In-Depth Reviews"
for it is well known, by now, that your reviews are the deepest and
most revealing!

The special coverage on cryptology was good for it spoke to
the user's needs, not to his fears. We believe cryptology can
assist a microcomputer user if that user is aware of just what
cryptology is about. Your features served that end well. Gordon
Ritchie's, "The Secret Code Machine," on the Playfair Cipher
with its historical prelude before the program was nicely done.
We should like to call the readers' attention to two other books
which will serve them well. Elementary Cryptanatvsis by Helen
Fouche Gaines, a Dover paperback, and Cryptanal'vsisfor Micro-
computers by Caxton C. Foster, a new Hayden paperback.
Of course we believe we have a unique source in the publication

of our scholarly journal, Cryptologia, now in its seventh year.
Readers may write for details. However, with the current interest
in cryptology being high we should like to call attention to our
Third Annual Undergraduate Paper Competition in Cryptology
which has a prize of $300. Entries are due January 1. 1984. and the
winning paper is published. We shall be glad to supply more
details.

Keep up your good work in showing just how computers touch
many aspects of our lives and how we can better deal with them.
One closing comment: We produce Cryptologia and our new

journal Collegiate Microcomputer on a microcomputer using
WordStar. It was with the advice and reviews of your good editors
some three years ago that we purchased the NEC Spinwriter over
all other letter quality printers to prepare our camera ready copy.
It does an outstanding job and we have had no trouble with it

since then. Thank you for the good reviews and the solid advice.

Brian J. Winkel. Editor
Collegiate Microcomputer

Terre Haute, IN 47803
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HUNKS FOR THE

Introducing the meet logical place to store

Elephant Memory Systems® (or lesser brands

of disks): The Trunk.

With its alphabetized library index, you can

file or retrieve up to 60 disks, instandy.

The Trunk is made of durable molded
plastic with a hinged, one-piece lid, to keep
disks safe from dust, dirt, and other detriments

which disks despise.

And, it's portable. Because the lid doubles

as a carrying handle so your Elephant Memory
Systems® disks can go anywhere you do.

There's a model for 5V4* and 8' floppies, as

well as a cassette-and-game file and a special

Atari® version.

So if you're looking for the best disk storage

system on the market . .

.

The Trunk is an open-and-shut case.

THE TRUNK. ENDORSED DV ELEPHANTS.
Elephant Memory Systems'9 Disks

Afull line of top-qualityfloppies, in virtually every 5'U" and 8" model,for compatibility with virtually every computer on the market.

Guaranteed to meet or exceed every industry standard, certified 100% error-free andproblem-free, and to maintain its qualityfor at least

12 million passes br over a life-time ofheavy-duty use).

Marketed exclusively by Leading Edge Products. Information Systems and

Supplies Division. 55 Providence Highway. Norwood. MA 02062. Dealers: Call

toll-free 1-800-343-8413; or in Massachusetts, call collect (617) 769 8150.
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Applefest/San Francisco
Applefest/San Francisco, will be held

Friday through Sunday, October 28-30,

1983, at the Moscone Center in San Fran-

cisco. Apple-compatible products, in-

cluding hardware and software, will be
on display and for sale at over 300 displays

and booths.

The Applefest Conference Program
features seminars, tutorials, application

workshops, advanced user workshops,
and software/hardware spotlights. Special

happenings at Applefest include: an Open
Forum with Steve Wozniak, one of the

founders of Apple Computer, Inc., and a
panel discussion with leaders in the soft-

ware field on "The Great Software Piracy

Debate."

Northeast Expositions, 822 Boylston St.,

Chestnut Hill, MA 02167; (800) 841-7000
or (617) 739-2000.

versions are Downhill with Upgrade" in

our June issue (see I/O for details).

Once in a while we do manage to foul

up, and when we do, we do a good job of
it. This was about the topper.

Our TRS-80 quality control has been
bolstered, and no repeats of the incident

will occur.
Next month: a 40-column display for

the Atari!

An Apology
We apologize once again to our TRS-

80 readers for the publication of "Con-

National

Computer Conference
A Call for Papers, Sessions and Sug-

gestions has been issued for the 1984
National Computer Conference, to be
held July 9 through 12. 1984 in Las Vegas,
NV.
You may participate in the Twelfth

Annual NCC by writing a paper or organ-
izing and leading a session. The deadline

for submission of papers is October 31,

1983 and the deadline for final session

proposals is August 30, 1983. A prelim-

inary proposal (title, abstract, target

ALF COPY SERVICE
1315F Nelson Street Denver, CO 80215 (303)234-0871

FAST • RELIABLE • LOW COST

If you produce software, ALF's disk copying service is the quick,
convenient answer to your duplication needs. Most orders are shipped in

less than a week. Every disk we copy is verified bit by bit and guaranteed
100% flawless.

We can copy virtually any soft-sectored mini format. Standard
formats: Apple II (including nibble-copy proof, double-boot, and fast load),
Apple III, Atari, IBM PC, Kaypro, NEC PC8000, Osborne, TRS-80 I and III,

Zenith Z-90 and Z-100, and more. Copy protection is available for most
formats.
Our "no frills" pricing means you don't have to buy extras you don't

need— set-up charges start at $10, and copying charges are 30« to 40« per
side. (See blank disk prices at right. Minimum: 50 copies.) Quantity dis-
counts available for large orders.

Of course, we have the frills too: label application, 3-hole vinyl pages,
printing of labels and sleeves, shrink packaging, heat sealing, and much
more. We can put your product in a customized package— vinyl folder or
IBM-style binder/slip case— for a low price in small or large quantities.
ALF is one of the oldest and most trusted names in the duplication

business. ALF designs and manufactures copying machines that other
copying services and software publishers around the world rely on every
day. Our complete understanding of duplication technology assures you
of the finest reproduction available.

We're eager to solve your duplication and packaging problems—
whether you want one service or a total package. Give us a call
today!

audience) is required and must be ap-

proved before final proposals will be ac-

cepted. All authors and session leaders

will receive final notification of accept-

ance by January 31, 1984.

Submissions, proposals, correspond-

ence and inquiries should be sent to:

Dennis J. Frailey, Program Chairman
Texas Instruments Incorporated

8642-A Spicewood Springs Rd.

Suite 1984

P.O. Box 10998
Austin, TX 78766
or call (512) 250-6663.

The theme of the 1984 National Com-
puter Conference, Enhancing Creativity,

reflects the increasing personalization of

computer systems, and the attendant

focus on individual productivity and in-

novation.

Corrections
We have received the following cor-

rections from Kel Hess for his article

"Computers Against Crime" (May, 1983).

In the listing on page 163, Line 50
should read:

IF INP(255)AND128THEN40
In Lines 210, 230, 290, and 340 change

OUT255.11 toOUT237,15
In lines 220, 270, and 350 change

OUT255.11 to OUT 237,13

BLANK DISKS
ALF buys large quantities of

disks for our disk copying service—
and we can pass our savings on to

you. If you're buying hundreds of
disks, ALF is your ideal source for

top quality disks at a reasonable
price. We buy our disks in bulk
packages, avoiding the expense of
fancy printing and labeling.

The disks listed below are 5 1/4",

single sided, double density (except
as noted), unlabeled, with hub re-

inforcement ring. Other disks are

available, call for details.

3M
MEMOREX
NASHUA
NASHUA
(single density)

VERBATIM

$165 per 100

$165 per 100

$160 per 100

$140 per 100

$190 per 100

Without sleeves: add $2.50
shipping per 100.

With tyvek sleeves: add $7 plus
$2.50 shipping per 100.

Packed in boxes of 10 with tyvek
sleeves: add $15 plus $3.00
shipping per 100.
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To err is human.
To forgive is SAVVY.

With SAVVY' you can misspell, mistype or rephrase and still command your computer.

If you're tired of inflexible personal software, it's time to get SAVVY.

SAVVY teaches your computer to adapt to you. It's part hardware, part software, and part

remarkable. It lets your computer see things as you see them. Do things the way you like to do them.

It even allows for those unavoidable entry errors that we all sometimes make.

What's the secret? SAVVY can recognize patterns (other software products can only recognize

exact duplicates) and you can teach it to recognize your language. That means it will carry out your

commands instead of flashing "error" messages.

Whether you want SAVVY to teach yourself programming, to run your business applications or to

develop drills for students, there's a version of SAVVY to suit your needs and

your budget. It's a database system, hie manager, natural language programme^,

and an operating system, all in one. SAVVY operates on Apple II Plus* and He*

computers as well as Apple-compatibles.

Call 800-551-5199 to arrange for a demonstration at your local dealer.

SAVVY is a product of ExcaliburTechnologies

Corporation, 800 Rio Grande Boulevard N.W.,

Mercado 21, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87104.

SAVVY
a product of Excalibur

TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION

CIRCLE 156 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Creative Computing Street Price Index
This is the second month for the Creative Computing Street Price

Index. It is an on-going monitor of the average price levels of selected
computers, peripherals, video games and related accessories in the real-
world marketplace. The list price is the price set by the manufacturer for
the product when it was first announced and is not necessarily the
current manufacturer list price.

As time goes on. this Index will be presented in graphic form, but until
there are six or seven data points, a graph would be of little value.
This Index is not intended to be a purchasing guide. Frequently, the

lowest price for a computer will be offered by a vendor who is going out
of business or closing out that particular item. Unless you are convinced
you will never need service or are skillful enough to repair an unhealthy
computer yourself, you would probably not want to buy a machine from
such an outlet.

Furthermore, most of our price monitoring is done in major metro-
politan areas on the two coasts. Prices outside of large cities and in the
central part of the country are usually higher.

Computer

Apple He
(64K, 40-col)

Atari 400, 16K
Atari 800, 48K
Atari 1200, 64K
Commodore Vic-20
Commodore 64
Osborne 1, 64K
Radio Shack:

Color Comp, 16K
Model 4, 64K

TI 99/4A, 16K
Timex 1OU0, 2K

Average home com-
puter (up to 16K)

Orig July 1983
List Month

Ago
Year
AgoPrice High Low Average

1395 1395 1175 1285 1285 n/a

559 259 69(1) 164 178 352
999 549 325(1) 437 460 863
899 679 409(1) 544 610 n/a
297 149 79 114 116 2 74
599 399 199(1) 299 344 n/a

1795 1795 1187 1492 1492 1895

399 199 199 199 249 399
999 999 999 999 n/a n/a
635 269 89(1) 169 174 299
99 65 2 9 43 46 149

3 98 208 94 151 154 295

Line Printer

Epson FX-80
Epson MX-00FT
NEC PC-8023A
Okidata 82A
Okidata 92
Star Gemini 10

Average 8J-col dot
matrix printer

699 695 565 630 630 n/a
745 505 395 450 467 567
795 499 399 449 467 599
799 459 3 80 420 420 549
699 599 489 544 544 n/a
449 3 99 299 359 369 n/a

697 526 421 473 482 572

Video Games

Atari 2600
Atari 5200
Colecovision
intellivision II

Average video game 216

199 99 69(1) 84 84 149
269 200 155 178 178 n/a
199 189 135 162 162 n/a
199 150 79(1) 115 115 189

145 lfci9 127 127 169

Dynamic Memory Chips (200 ns, quantity 8)

16K x 1 bit (4116) . .

.

64K x 1 bit (4164) . .

.

(1) Includes a manufacturer rebate or equivalent

12

. . . Lowe St....
1.95 1.50 1.73 1.50 1.56
7.49 5.95 6.72 n/a
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THE BEST REASON FOR HAVING AHOME COMPUTER.
Your children. Thaf5 why we created

the Early Games series for them. We're

educators as well as computer special-

ists. lA/e create games that teach
children important skills.

There are five programs in the Early

Games series Early Games for Young
Children is a set of nine entertaining

activities for children 2Vz to 6. They
can work with numbers and letters and
create colorful pictures. Matchmaker
uses shapes, sizes, directions and
colors to help children develop reading

readiness skills Children ages 5 to

12 can learn to play melodies with Early

Games Music Our Piece of Cake turns

math problems into, well, a piece of

cake. And Fraction Factory takes the
work out of fractions.

Early Games feature multiple

activities, easy to use picture menus,
and colorful graphics. The games
are fun, children love to play them! That's

why they learn from them.
And they're the best reason for having

a home computer.

counterpoint software inc.



SPINNAKER'S LINE OF
EARLY LEARNING GAMES

IS GROWING
AS FASTASYOUR
CHILD'S MIND.

Watching your kids grow up is a lot of fun. But
making sure their minds grow as fast as their

bodies is even more rewarding. That's where we
can help. With a growing line of Early Learning
Programs that are not only lots of fun to play, but
also educational.

Some of the games you see on these two pages
help exercise your child's creativity Others help
improve vocabulary and spelling skills. While others

improve your child's writing and reading abilities.

And all of them help your child understand how to
use the computer.

So if you're looking for computer programs that

do more thanjust "babysit" for your kids, read on.

You'll find that our Early Learning Programs are not
only compatible with Apple® Atari® IBM® and
Commodore 64™ computers, but also with kids

who like to have fun.

A trip through Alphabet Zoo.

It's a race. It's a chase. It's

Alphabet Zoo. the exciting

game that will have your kids

zipping through the maze,
after letters that fit the
picture on the screen.

And at the same time, your
kids will be learning the rela-

tionship of letters and sounds, and sharpening their

spelling skills. So they'll be laughing and learning at

every turn.

Apple. IBM and Atari are registered trademarks of Apple Computer. Ire International Business

i 1983. Spinnaker Software Corp All rights reserved

Mammas Corp. and Atari. Inc. respectwly Commodore 64 5 a trademark of Commodore Electronics Limited



The story of STORY MACHINE:" Ages S to 9.

STORY MACHINE is

like a storybook come
to life. Using the key-

board, your children

write their own fun

little stories. The
computer then

takes what they've

written and animates their

story on the screen, com-

plete with full color

graphics and sound.

STORY MACHINE
helps your children

learn to write correctly,

become familiar with

the keyboard, and lets

them have fun exercising

their creativity at the same time.

K1NDERC0MP." Numbers, shapes, letters, words and
drawings make tun. Ages 3 to 8.

KINDERCOMPis
a game that allows

very young children

to start learning on
the computer. It's a

collection of learning

exercises that ask

your children to match

shapes and letters, write their

names, draw pictures, or fill in

missing numbers. And KINDER-
COMP will delight kids with color

f»fl^JjJA

ful rewards, as the

screen comes to

life when correct

answers are

given.

As a parent
you can enjoy

the fact that

your children are having

fun while improving their

reading readiness and
counting skills.

FACEMAKER™ makes faces fun. Ages 4 to 12.

FACEMAKER lets chil-

dren create their own
funny faces on the

screen. Once a face is

completed, your

children will giggle

with delight as they

make it do all kinds

of neat things: wink, smile,

wiggle its ears, or whatever
their imagination desires.

Plus. FACEMAKER helps

children become com-

fortable with computer
fundamentals such as:

menus, cursors, the

return key. the space bar.

simple programs, and

graphics. FACEMAKER
won't make parents frown because

their children will have fun making

friends with the computer.

We make learning fun.

fori Apple. Atari. IBM. Commodore 64.

Cartridge* tor: Atari. Commodore 64
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SpectraVideo
SV-31

8

and SV-328

The SpectraVideo family of comput-
ers is an interesting international effort.

Overall management, marketing, and
direction come from the company head-
quarters in New York; systems software
development including the powerful im-
plementation of Microsoft Basic was
carried out by ASCII Microsoft in

Tokyo; while the manufacturing is done
in Hong Kong. The SV-31 8 and SV-328
are the products of this unusual, but
highly successful three-way marriage.

While this is a review of both ma-
chines, we will generally speak of the
computer (singular) and point out the
differences between the two models
(built-in memory and keyboard) in the
appropriate places.

Functional Console
The computer is housed in a sturdy

white plastic case measuring 15.5" x
8.7" which slopes from a height of 1.7"

at the front to 3" at the rear. Immedi-
ately visible on the top of the case is the
keyboard and a red LED indicating that
the power is on. Although a small fea-

ture, this is much appreciated; so many
computers today provide no indication
of whether they are on or off.

Also on top of the case is a hinged car-
tridge port in which to plug in software
packages that come in cartridge form.
Moving to the right side, we find a

male 4-prong power supply input. The

16

David H. Ahl

power supply is a heavy duty unit

providing 14 volts at 2 amps and 8 volts

at 3 amps. This is three to four times the
power offered by the average home com-
puter power supply; thus it ought to

Rear ofcomputer has bus expansion slot,

cassette slot and video jack.

Right side of SV-318 and SV-328 has two
joystick ports, on/off switch, and power
receptacle.

more than enough reserve power for all

the peripherals you may ever want to

add.

Also on the right side are a rocker-

type off-on power switch and two game
controller ports. These are standard DB-
9 receptacles for Atari-type joysticks,

paddle controls, and track balls.

On the back of the console are an
expander port, cassette port and video

output port. An RF modulator fur-

nished with the system plugs into the

video port and, according to the specs,

will produce NTSC, PAL or SECAM
output as appropriate. It uses a standard
5-pin, 180-degree DIN connector which
can be easily wired to provide a compos-
ite video signal to a monitor with sepa-

rate audio output.

The cassette port connects to the

SpectraVideo stereo data/audio cassette

recorder. The computer has lines for

sending and receiving data, motor con-
trol, and power.
The expander port allows the com-

puter to be connected to a single slot

expansion adapter or a 7-slot expansion
box. More about this later.

A Complete Package
The attractive box contains nearly

everything you need to start computing.
You get the computer/keyboard unit,

RF modulator (with 3' cable), shielded

video cable (5"), video switch box, power
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Siiius
For more Information contact

your local Slrlua dealer or con-
tact Sirlus directly at 10364
Rockingham Drive. Sacramento.
CA 95827; (916) 366 1195.

Game design by Mike Ayebum
IBM-PC version programmed by Uneh Bamett

Package, program and audio visual I 1983

arms Software. Inc All nghls reserved

Sinus and Buzzard Bail are trademarks of

Sinus Software. Inc Apple II. It • » lie are trade

marks of Apple Computer Inc IBM PC is a

trademark of International Business Machines.

Corp Sinus is not affiliated weti Apple or IBM

IBM-PC Disk
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SpectraVideo SV-328, continued...
supply, instruction manual, and war-
ranty card.

The manual has eight pages of photos
depicting all aspects of hooking up the
system and getting it into operation. An-
other helpful feature is the built-in
diagnostic check that automatically oc-
curs upon powering up the system. A
successful self-test is signaled by a beep
in the TV speaker about 1-1/2 seconds
after turning on the power switch.
Upon a successful power up, the

SpectraVideo logo appears in three col-
ors followed by a message indicating the
version of Microsoft Basic in the system
and the number of free bytes of user
memory. A standard SV-318 has 32K of
RAM; 16K is allocated to graphics sup-
port and the other 16K is user address-
able memory. Well, not quite; 3569 bytes
are reserved for overhead, I/O, and the
like. Thus an unexpanded 16K SV-318
has about 12.8K truly usable bytes and a
standard 32K SV-328 machine has
29.2K. Both computers are expandable,
with 16K or 64K external memory
packs, to a maximum of 256K.

Computer/Keyboard Unit
The SV computers use the Z80A mpu

chip operating at 3.6 MHz; until re-
cently, most personal computers used a
2 MHz clock rate. In theory, this should
make the SV computers faster than

Guts of an SV-318 at the plant in Hong
Kong.

other comparable machines. In practice,
the issue of speed is somewhat more
complicated.

The version of Microsoft Basic used
by the SV computers automatically
makes all variables double precision.
Hence, a variable occupies eight bytes,
and every time it is called, those eight
bytes must be moved. In contrast, most
other small computers use single pre-
cision variables (four bytes) so there are
correspondingly fewer memory accesses
when a variable is called. The bottom
line is that in a normal Basic program,
the SV computers are considerably more
accurate than, say, the Mattel Aquarius
or TRS-80 Model 4, but only about half
as fast. A slight improvement in speed

18

SV-318 has a cursor directional pad.

(about 10%) can be obtained by defining
variables as single precision.

On the other hand, the speed advan-
tage is apparent when using machine
code. Also, as we will see later, the
inclusion of several powerful Basic and
graphics commands makes program-
ming much simpler, particularly for ani-
mated graphics. This may yield a speed
advantage as well, since one command
does the job of many.
The keyboard on the SV-318 has 71

rubberized Chiclet-style keys. In addi-

Each of the five function keys can select
two functions.

tion to the expected alphabetic, nu-
meric, and symbol keys, the keyboard
has five function keys, three program
control keys (stop, enter, and con-
trol), and six miscellaneous keys.
Each of the five control keys activates

two functions depending upon whether
shift is pressed. The function of each of
these keys is shown on the bottom of the
TV display. The functions controlled by
these keys are color (to set character,
border, and background colors), auto
line numbering, list (the entire program

or the last line you were working on),

run, cassette load, goto (allows execu-
tion of a program from any point), and
continue. In addition, all ten of the func-
tion keys are user programmable with a
simple statement, for example, key 1,

"Creative". From then on, whenever
function key 1 is pressed, the word Cre-
ative will automatically appear.
The six miscellaneous keys are caps

lock, clear screen and move cursor to

home position, insert, delete, and left

and right graphics. These last two keys
are used to select the 52 graphic symbols
on the keyboard (each of the 26 letters

can produce two graphics symbols).I
IB

iOSB \ PHNT /

B ' ~ *

BBB '
VI 1-HN

A joystick handle can be added to the
cursor directionalpad on the SV-318.

SV-328 has arrow keys for cursor move-
ment.

To the right of the keyboard on the
SV-318 is a joystick/cursor control pad.
A joystick may be screwed into the cen-
ter of the pad for use in games or to
move the cursor around the screen in

any of eight directions. Actually, we
found it most convenient to move the

cursor by pressing the indentations in

the pad rather than using the joystick at

all.

The feel of the keyboard was as good
as could be expected from the Chiclet-

style keys. With each keypress, an au-
dible keyclick sound is produced in the
TV speaker to aid in accurate typing.
This can be turned on or off with the
commands click on or click off.
The SV-328 differs from the SV-318 in

that it has a full-stroke keyboard with 86
keys. In addition to the keys on the SV-
318, the SV-328 has a numeric keypad
and arithmetic function keys to the right

of the main keyboard, and the cursor
control pad is replaced by four direc-

tional keys. The keyboard has an ex-

cellent tactile feel, and we had no need
to leave the keyclick sound on.

Extended Microsoft Basic
The version of Microsoft Basic in the

SV computers is one of the richest we
have ever seen. As mentioned earlier, all

variables are automatically double pre-
cision unless specified otherwise in your
program. This yields 16.8 decimal digits

of accuracy which beats hands down any
computer that we have tested with the
exception of the calculator-like TI CC-
40.
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You'll find it wherever computergamers

go to score the latest and greatest in

entertainment software.

The HOT RACK. It's where the

"hot" ones are.

You'll find games that'll grab you,

thrill you, and hurl you to worlds you

never dreamed were possible. Best-

sellers like CHOPLIFTER. CASTLE
WOLFENSTEIN. AZTEC. STAR-
BLAZER . . . and many, many more.

So, stop wasting your time and
money on games that could leave you

cold. Look for the HOT RACK at your

local computer store.

If you don't see it, ask for it.

Dealer inquiries invited.

Dealers only, call 800 432-3129 (Inside California) or 800 854-6801 (Outside California).

Another marketing first from MICRO D.
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SpectraVideo SV-328, continued...
The computer has four types of vari-

ables: double precision, single precision,

integer, and string. A variable type can
be declared at the beginning of the pro-
gram (DEFSNG, DEFINT, etc.) or by
means of a suffix attached to the variable
name (1%, B!, F#, A$).

There are 26 Basic commands. These
include the usual new, run, save, and
the like, but we found a number of un-
usual commands as well.

key list lists the contents of the pro-
grammable function keys, merge brings

a second program into memory and
merges it with the one already there; if

there are duplicate line numbers, the sec-

ond program takes precedence.
motor on or off turns the cassette

motor on or off while sound on or off
turns the cassette audio track on or off.

switch causes the computer to use a
different memory bank, width sets the
width of the screen display and TRON
and TROFF turn the trace function on
and off.

An extended list of 29 Basic state-

ments includes beep and sound (r,b)

which puts a sound byte, B, into one of
the three sound registers, R. Control of
the three sound channels is extensive

and includes pitch (over eight octaves),

amplitude, envelope period, envelope
shape, and rhythm. In addition, there is

a noise generator. To take full advantage
of this sound capability, the SV comput-
ers include a Music Macro Language
with 1 1 additional commands.

Other extended Basic statements in-

clude swap (exchanges the value of two
variables), wait (suspends program
execution to read an input port), out
(puts a byte to an output port), def usr
(defines an entry address for a machine
language subroutine), and erase (re-

leases space used by a variable array).

The Basic operators include the ex-

pected arithmetic and Boolean opera-
tions. In addition, we find mod (integer

modulus), xor (exclusive or), eqv
(equivalence), and imp (implication).

The arithmetic functions are what would
be expected; however, SpectraVideo has
thoughtfully provided in the User's
Manual a table of 20 inverse and hyper-
bolic functions not directly implemented
on the computer, showing the formula to

calculate each one.

Again, the string functions are more
or less as expected with the addition of
hex$ and oct$ (converts numbers to
hexadecimal and octal strings), and
strincsS (l,e) which returns a string of
L length with the numeric value speci-

fied by expression E.

The I/O and interrupt control func-
tions and commands are fascinating and
allow amazing control of printers, termi-
nals, joysticks, and other I/O devices.

The SV computers have a built-in timer
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which can be accessed from Basic pro-
grams to perform all kinds of tricks. We
were especially interested in the state-

ment on sprite gosub which causes the
program to jump to an address when it

detects a collision between two sprites.

Sprites are little graphics critters

which can consist of up to 32 bytes

which define colors and pixels on the

screen (rockets, tanks, people, or any
moving object). A program can use up
to 32 sprites, many more than are avail-

able in other comparably priced comput-
ers. Unfortunately, neither the User's

Guide nor the Quick Reference Guide
included with the computer describes

how to use sprites in a program. (Cre-

ative Computing had a multi-part tu-

torial on the use of sprites about a year
ago.)

In addition to the various sprite com-
mands, the SV computers have many
other graphics statements which make
graphics programming a real joy. These
include circle, line, get. point, pset,
vpeek and vpoke (peek and poke to
video screen locations), and draw. This
last command is used to draw on the
screen with a special graphics macro lan-

guage which has 14 additional
commands.

On-Screen Editing

More and more computers are being
produced today with on-screen editing
to replace the older systems which re-

quired an entire statement to be retyped
or a special editing function to be in-

voked. With on-screen editing, you sim-

ply move the cursor to the place

requiring a change, type the change,
press return, and presto, the change is

made. Good on-screen systems include
insert and delete keys, and allow the

duplication of statements by simply typ-
ing a new line number over the old one;

the SV computers have these features.

In addition, the SV computers have
several other editing and cursor move-
ment functions which are invoked by
pressing the control key in combina-
tion with a letter. Some of these func-

tions include backspace-and-delete, cur-

sor to end of line, truncate line (a real

joy!), and clear logical line.

The only "missing" editing command
that we would like to have seen is Line
Insert; however, the only low cost com-
puter on which we have found this com-
mand is the Panasonic JR-200.

Graphics Display
As mentioned earlier, the SV comput-

ers can drive either a color monitor or a
TV set with an RF signal. Naturally the
image on a monitor is better, but the

computer produces a surprisingly good
image on a TV set. Up to 16 colors can
be produced simultaneously, although
some of them tend to appear very simi-

lar. On the other hand, it is rare to want
16 completely different colors on the
screen at one time.

The default color for text is a highly
legible white on blue, although by means
of the color command you can set this to

anything you desire.

Normal text resolution is 40 charac-
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* new higi

J computer
skill games

Think balancing a pile of blocks is kid's stuff? Think again.

Building a stable tower in this game takes muscle,

a keen eye and a good bit of planning.

Barnaby, Highrise's master builder, supplies the

muscle. But it's up to you to select blocks of various

shapes and sizes from any of five chutes. Then load

'em onto the springboard in any of five positions

*M and flip 'em up onto the pile.

Plan your block selection and placement correctly

and you build a balanced pile. Stack 'em wrong
and your pile comes crashing down.

Each block you add racks up more points.

Complete a pile and Barnaby climbs up and takes

you to the next level of difficulty. But hurry-you're

piling blocks in a race against the clock.

Highrise. It's a new high in computer skill games.

Recommended only for players with a keen eye, an agile

mind and very steady nerves.

1% Available for Apple II" and lie,
"

IBM PC,'" Commodore 64'"

and Atari 800-

?i micro leara
THE COMPUTER EDUCATION DIVISION OF MICROLAB, INC.

Hlghr lie " Is a registered trademark of MkroLab. Inc.

(cj Micro Lab 1983 MkroLearn Is a registered trademark of MkroLab. Inc.

MkroLab. Inc., 26»» Skokle Valley Road. Highland Park. IL 60035. 312/433-7550
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Intertec Offers

Should've Offered.

fOne-^ear^actory
Warranty



The rationale behind the

conventional 90-day warranty

is that anything likely to go
wrongwill gowrong in the first

3 months.

But it can take 3 months

just to get comfortable with a

new system. That's the honey-

moon-period, when you treat

your equipment with the deli-

cacy of a safecracker.

ConipuStar can network up to255 intelligent

terminals and give each ofthem access to

common or restricteddatabases.

Ah, but now it's 5 months

down the road,the honeymoon
is over, your equipment has

finally begun to justify its cost,

and that's the afternoon your

processor's fan succumbs to

fatigue.

Or maybe the malfunction

is more gradual, like a disk-

head drifting increasingly out

of alignment.

Or more elusive, like an in-

termittent failuredue toborder-

line components.

WhenYou BuildThem
Stronger, Vbu Can Back

Them Longer.

And that's why all Intertec

terminals, computer networks

and disk storage systemscome
with a full year of coverage.

Not because you'll need it,but

to assure you that you won't.

*( J* \h\ J nyi\UTi\tl>ikkttkiik <4 DfcMW *tm/i

See—unlike other makers,

we know what we're standing

behind.

We don't slap Intertec

nameplates on other people's

parts.We build virtually all our

equipment ourselves.

Andwe assemble it ourselves.

And we test and re-test it

ourselves.

More Bytes
For\burBuck.

That's also why
we can offer you flatly

superior dollar-values.

In single-user

desk tops, for example,

our SuperBrain offers
™"^™ twin Z80s, standard;

64 kbytes of dynamic ram,

standard; up to 1.5 mbytes of

disk storage, standard;

CP/M2.2*andMBasic+

standard.

And compared to conven-

tional multi-user systems, our

CompuStar systems can give

you many more hours of

productive labor every day—
because, instead of depending

on a central processor fordata

manipulation, each worksta-

tion in a CompuStar network

has its own processor and its

own 64 kbytes of ram.

As a result, you can have

anywhere from 2 to 255 work-

stationsworkingsimultaneously

without suffering noticeable

declines in execution-time.

WhyJust ExpandWhen
YouCanUp-Grade?
In fact, if you assess your

expansion alternatives in terms

of relative payback potential,
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you're very likely to find that

up-gradingwith Intertecequip-

ment from scratch would be

more cost-effective than

burdening your existing instal-

lation with add-on's.

Dollar for dollar, the Inter-

tec system is apt to be not only

faster,more powerful and more
versatile, but more reliable and
better supported.

ServiceOn Site?

Within 4 Hours?
In addition to ourone-year

warranty, and the carry-in

service providedby authorized

Intertec dealers, we also have

600 factory-trained technicians

to provide service on-site in 120

US. cities,often within 4 hours.

To arrange for that service

Since we build our

equipmentfrom
scratch, we can

afford todo it right

and still holddown
ourprices.

just call ourCustomer Services
Department at 803/798-9100.

At the same time we'll be happy
to give you the name of your

nearest Intertec dealer.

Or writeon your letterhead

to Intertec Data Systems Cor-

poration, 2300 Broad River

Road, Columbia,SC 29210.

intertec



SpectraVideo SV-328, continued...
ters by 24 lines. In Basic, the bottom line

is reserved for the function key defi-

nitions. Obviously, we thought, there
must be a way to turn off this bottom
line, but we couldn't find it except in the
graphics modes.

There are two graphics modes, low-
and high-resolution, appropriately en-
ough. High-resolution provides 256 x
192 pixels; low-resolution has 64 x 48
boxes. In addition, you can use the
graphics characters in text mode (40 x
24). While this sounds practically use-
less, bear in mind that the 52 graphics
characters effectively divide each box
into four; thus the usable resolution is

more like 80 x 48.

Program and Data Storage
SpectraVideo offers both a cassette re-

corder and floppy disk drive for the SV
computers. We had the SV-903 cassette

recorder for our evaluation. Unlike
other computers, the SV machines can-
not use just any cassette recorder. While
it might be possible to hook one up, we
recommend that you use the SV-903
which is designed for use with the
computer.

Spectra Video cassette recorder has no
critical volume and tone adjustments. One
channel is digital, the other is audio.

The recorder comes with a single ca-
ble which carries power, input and out-
put signals, and control signals to the
motor and audio speaker. This is a ste-

reo recorder with programs and data on
Channel 1 and audio, if desired, on
Channel 2. The recorder has a built-in

microphone so you can add your own
voice support with your programs.

Digital information is stored at 1800
baud—an in-between speed these days.
A 16K program takes a bit over a
minute to load.

The SV-902 floppy disk drive is a
compact unit which uses single sided,

24

double density disks. The storage capac-
ity is 163.8K per disk. According to
SpectraVideo, with the disk drive, the
computer is compatible with CP/M soft-

ware. Naturally, you can't go to the

store and buy CP/M disks that will run
directly; however, this compatibility
opens up the possibility of easy conver-
sion of the huge CP/M software library

from both the public domain and
commercial vendors.

All these peripherals, as well as
modems, printers, and expansion mem-
ory, are plugged into the SV computers
using either a single slot expansion unit

MSX-
Wave of the Future

SpectraVideo, along with 14 Japanese
companies recently announced an
agreement with Microsoft to use MSX,
a set of specifications for low-end, 8-bit

home computers.
Manufacturers adhering to the MSX

specification will do their own product
design, but the I/O port and major chip
functionality has been specified so that
all MSX machines will run a common
set of software. The MSX spec calls for

a Z80A mpu, Texas Instruments 9918
video display processor chip, input/
output ports, joystick interface, and a
32K ROM with an enhanced version of
the Microsoft Basic interpreter. This
version includes support for multivoice
music and high-resolution graphics.

Microsoft stated that they expect all

the major software companies such as
Sierra On-Line, Sirius, Activision, Spin-
naker, and others to write software for
MSX machines.
The companies that will be supporting

MSX include: SpectraVideo, NEC, Mat-
sushita. Sony, Toshiba, Canon, Fujitsu,

General, Hitachi, JVC. Kyocera, Mitsu-
bishi, Pioneer, Sanyo and Yamaha.
-DHA

or a motherboard expander with seven
plug-in slots. Both of these expanders
plug into the back of the computer and
receive their power from the computer
itself.

Printer

SpectraVideo offers a printer, model
SV-901, which is an 80-column, dot ma-
trix unit that operates at 50 characters
per second. This popular printer, made
by Seikosha, is also sold by several other
computer manufacturers as well as by
Leading Edge, who call it the Banana.
The SV-901 printer will produce both

text and graphics output, but alas, there
are no descenders on the g, j, p, q, and y.

However, the printer interface will

drive any printer with a Centronics par-

allel interface. Initially, we were un-

successful in getting any printed output
from our SV-328 on any printers here. A
call to SpectraVideo revealed that
Jumpers 1 and 2 on the printer interface

card must be connected for most print-

ers other than the Seikosha unit. This in-

volves taking three screws out of the

interface box and soldering two quarter-

inch jumpers near the center of the PC
board. SpectraVideo tells us that inter-

faces will be available for both kinds of
printer; purchasing the right one is, of
course, a better solution than soldering

jumpers.
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For non-Seikosha printers. Jumpers 1 and
2 must be installed in printer interface
module.

Documentation
If there is a weakness in the

SpectraVideo line, it is in documenta-
tion. The computer comes with a 136-

page User's Manual and 22-page Quick
Reference Guide. Both are punched for

a 6" ,x 9" three-ring binder (included),

but the spiral bound User's Guide is bet-

ter used without the binder.

The User's Manual takes a very dif-

ferent approach to teaching Basic than
we have seen before. In particular, it

starts with graphics and shows how you
can use the computer to design simple
pictures and draw them on the screen.

This is an excellent approach and builds

up interest quickly among new users.

Unfortunately, it doesn't go far
enough. While it deals with all the stan-

dard Basic and graphics commands, it

doesn't discuss any of the nifty extended
features of the SV computers. Nowhere
are we told how to use sprites. The
amazing sound capabilities of the ma-
chine are covered in only the most cur-

sory way.

The Quick Reference Guide has a
short description of most of the Basic

statements and commands and will be
the document of choice for the skilled

programmer; however, it too fails to de-
scribe the commands in sufficient detail

to allow programs to be written without
a great deal of experimentation. Indeed,
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PLATO EDUCATIONAL COURSEWARE
BRINGSNEW EXCITEMENTTO LEARNING.
Ifyour kids think serious education

has to be dull, wait until they use

Control Data PLATO® educational

courseware.

With PLATO courseware, children

can learn by competing against them-

selves,- by interacting with stimulating

graphics that keep them motivated.

They see their progress, and find real

excitement in achievement.

PLATO courseware is being used in

classrooms across the nation. Now
you can bring this quality education

home. "fou'U find PLATO lessons

at selected retail outlets where

quality software is sold.

For the Apple II Plus

and Apple He, the

TI 99/4A or Atari 800.

The selection includes

elementary Math lessons

in Basic Number Facts, Whole
Numbers, Decimals and Fractions

Through such computerized activi-

ties as "darts" and "pinball," PLATO
makes learning math almost fun.

Foreign Language lessons use the

popular hangman or pyramid game
concept to help teach French, German
or Spanish in a way that holds and

builds interest.

PLATO
COMPUTER-BASED EDUCATION

Our Computer Literacy lesson pro-

vides a perfect introduction to the

computer age for kids and novices.

For Apple II Plus and Apple He.

Our Keyboarding lesson shows

children and adults how to use a key-

board to enter data into the computer.

Developed in cooperation with

Gregg-McGraw Hill.

Widen your child's world.

See the growing library ofPLATO
educational courseware at

selected retail outlets. Or for

information and a free PLATO
educational courseware

catalog, call toll-free

800/233-3784. Or write:

Control Data Publishing

Co., PO. Box 261127

San Diego, CA 92126.

In California call

800/233-3785.

Co . 4455

Warranty avaiable free from Control Data

t Mai. San Diego. CA 93121

CONTROL DATA
PUBLISHING
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Haroutunian
has done it again.

The mind behind our first

Atari® success, Kid Grid, has just

dreamed up another one: Juice!
And if you don't think that's

electrifying, consider what the
experts are saying.

Electronic Fun with Comput-
ers and Games says that Kid Grid
"may sound like kid stuff, but it

isn't. Even on the slowest setting

...the game is quick enough

to challenge
almost anyone."

That's right. And that's not all.

Electronic Games calls the Kid
"Hypnotic, appealing, fast-moving
arcade action of the highest
calibre, ...one of the most com-
pulsive, utterly addictive contests
in the world of computer
gaming:'

We couldn't agree more.
What will the critics say about

Juice!? Will they like its colorful

graphics, superior sound effects,

charming characters and chal-
lenging play patterns?
Why wait around to find out?

"^
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Edison,

the kinetic android,

leads a frustrating life.

All he wants to do is build his

circuit boards and go with the

flow. But things keep getting

in the way.
Nohms— a negative influence

— bug him constantly. Flash, the

lightning dolt, disconnects every-

thing in his path.

And the cunning Killerwatt is

out to fry poor Edison's brains.

You'll get a charge out of this

one. And a few jolts, too!
(Requires 32K memory. Suggested retail $29.95)

Con-
necting the dots

on our colorful grid should
be easy, right?

Wrong. Because the bullies

are in hot pursuit!

Squashface, Thuggy, Muggy
and Moose are their names. And
you are their game. And what's

more, they're faster than you are.

But you're smarter. And you
control the stun button.

So keep your eyes peeled for

the mysterious question mark
and don't slow down at corners!
(Suggested retail: $29.95)

8295 South La Cienega Blvd.. Inglewood, CA 90301

Available on diskette or cassette for your Atari 400. 800 or 1200 computer.

TM

Atari' is a register

mm——

<

X
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Atlantic »

Computer
Accessories

CALL OR WRITE FOR
FREE CATALOG

MM
At TERMINAL

1 A? TERMINAL
51800
546 00

1MB!
AMDEK 1 13 COLOR MONITOR
AMOEK II 13 HI RES RGB COLOR MON
AMDEK III COLOR MONITOR

31000
469 00
425 00

ANCHOH AUTO AARS 23? DIR CON MODEM 85 00

AXIOM PRINTER 199 00

OCNAYES
HMICRO/TP MICRO MODEMII W'TERPRO
HSMART SMART MOOEM
HCRON CHRONOGRAPH
HMICRO MICRO MODEMII

' H1?00 SMART MOOEM 1?00

30900
215 00
19900
27500
5)900

EPSON
MX 80 DOT MATRIX PRINTER
FX 80 HI SPEED PRINTER

CALL
CALL

IIM
5 1/4 SSDD DISKS < 10)

I S 1:4 DS DO DISKS ilOl
25 00
30 50

MAXELL
MDI5 25 SSSDlBOXOF IOi

M1DD5 25 SS/DOlBOX OF IOi

MD2S2S DO SDiBOXOF 10)

3200
4100
4500

MM
1 C MAGIC ROM FOR IBM
VIP CARD FOR APPLE
MONTE CARLO CARD GT
MONTE CARLO CARD OUATRO

1 APPLE TIME CARD '88
HOUSTON INSTRUMENT
DMP-40 A/B SIZE PLOTTER
DMP 41 C/0 SIZE PLOTTER

CALL
CALL

MICROSOFT
SOFTCARD* Z80 CARD
MULTIAPP MULTI PLAN APPLE
MULTIAPPCPM MULTI PLAN APPIE CPM

CALL
CALL
CALL

MICROTEK
64K RAM CD 64K MEMORV CARDS
128K RAM CD 128K MEMORV CARDS
80COL CD 80 COLUMN CARO
DUMPLING 16K PARA INTRF W/16K BUF
Q DISK 128K * DISK EMULAT FRMWR

199 00
295 00
16900
163 00
329.00

MICROWARE MST
GRAFIT APPLE GRAPHING PROGRAM
PERFORMR PRNTR ENHNC USE W/PAR CD

2195
38 90

NOVATION
APPLE CAT II

J CAT OIR CON 300 BAUD MODEM
289 00
119 95

OKHMTA
M83A MICROLINE 83A PRINTER
MICR080 MICROLINE 80 PRINTER
M82A MICROLINE 82A PRINTER
2350P HIGH SPEED PARALLEL PRNtR
92 160CPS PRINTER
93 WIDE CARRIAGE 160CPS PRINTER

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

PANASONIC
CT 160 COLOR MONITOR
TR 120 MIP HI RES GREEN PHOSPHOR

299.00
159 00

QUANTEI 7030 MUL1IM00E PRINTER 1634 00

SILVER REED EXP 550 74900
TAXAN
VISION 1 RGB MON
VISION III HI RES RGB MON

317 00
529 00

TALLY MI 160 CALL

TELEVIDEO
910 TERMINAL
925 TERMINAL
970 TERMINAL

620 00
778 00
1145 00

TG PROOUCTS
JOY STICKS
PADDIES

47 00
32 00

TYMAC PARALLEL INTERFACE & CABLE
USI INTERNATIONAL
PI2 ir GREEN PHOSPHOR MONITOR
PI3 12 AMBER PHOSPHOR MONITOR

99 00

159 00
175 00

MK1
VIDEX1 80 COLUMN CARD
VIDEX5 ENHANCERII

CALL
CALL

WA0SHM11A411X 5 25 SS/SDOSK OOl 2099

CALL lor MONTHLY SPECIALS and
CURRENT LOWER PRICES.

Pices subiect lo change Fla residents Add 5% Tai

FREE SHIPPING - Payment w/ order

Se Hablas Espanol Over $100.00.

COMPUSERVE ID* 7S73S.2S2

1-800-327-8020
1-305-972-5399
6951 N.W. 15th Avenue
Ft. Lauderdale. FL 33309

SpectraVideo SV-328, continued

A fully-configured SV-328 system at the

plant in Hong Kong.

after an afternoon of experimentation, I

had more pages of notes than there were
pages in the Quick Reference Guide.

However, it is our expectation that the

SpectraVideo computers will achieve a

strong market position and publishers

will leap into the documentation void

with enthusiasm. We are sure that au-

thors will be eager to tell the world how
to get the most out of a machine with
these capabilities.

Software and Support
SpectraVideo is no newcomer to the

personal computer market, even though
this is their first computer. They have
been successfully marketing several ex-

cellent games and a joystick for the

Atari VCS for some time. At CES, we
were amazed at the lineup of software
they had running on these computers,
the prototypes of which are barely six

months old.

SpectraVideo had a spreadsheet pack-
age, MultiPlan. MultiTool-Filer. home
accounting programs, a word processing

package, Ave utility packages, IS or so
educational programs, and scores of
games. Moreover, they have announced
an attachment which allows Coleco-
Vision games to be played directly on
the SV computers.

While SpectraVideo does not seem to

be encouraging third party software

manufacturers to develop software for

the computers, they have not ruled it out

either.

As far as service goes, at this point, it

is a big unknown. Obviously, mass mar-

ket outlets are not in a position to offer

service other than exchanging the unit

outright, hence, this will probably be the

approach for service under the initial 90-

day warranty.

Beyond that period, SpectraVideo

tells us that they have an agreement with

Carterfone to provide nationwide service

through the Carterfone service organiza-

tion. This seems like a good approach

since Carterfone is a well-established,

professional organization with electronic

servicing experience.

In Summary
The SpectraVideo SV-318 and SV-328

computers offer an incredible array of

features at very attractive prices. The ex-

tended Microsoft Basic language has

Laying out one of the interface boards.
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SpectraVideo has demonstrated many
software packages which should be on
dealer shelves before long.

outstanding graphics, sound, and I/O
capability. The keyboard on the SV-318
is among the best of the Chiclet-style

units while the full-stroke keyboard on
the SV-328 is outstanding compared to

any other. The on-screen editing is a joy,

and the "extra" function keys make
programming fast and easy.

The full array of peripherals means
you will not quickly outgrow the system.
The CP/M capability with the disk drive

opens up a potentially huge library of

software that augments the impressive

lineup already announced by Spectra-

Video.

The one glaring weakness in an other-

wise outstanding offering is that the

documentation just doesn't provide the

information needed to exploit the ad-

vanced capabilities of the computer.
Nevertheless, at the suggested retail

price of $299 for the basic SV-318, we
agree with SpectraVideo, that this is a
"computer system you'll grow into, not

out of."
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game home and watch your child play,

you'll know the excitement of a winning

choice.

Active Family
Your family and CAI's growing family of

animated, full-color programs have a lot to

share —beginning with a willingness to

reach beyond the ordinary to achieve the

best.

At YourCommand
You may meet a princess, a juggler or a

dragon in Wizard ofWords™ You may
appear as a guest on TV in Master Match,™
The GameShow™ or Tic Tac Show.™ Or,

you may extend these programs still further

with our LearningWare™ diskettes, offering

hundreds of questions matched to the

teaching strategies in the games. In every

case, CAI puts a world of imagination and
learning at your fingertips. And puts you
and your child in control.

Unique Approach
Key features place CAI thinking tools in a

class by themselves: Each program comes
with its own library ofsubjects. But that's

just the start. Our unique authoring system

let's you or your child create your own
lessons on any topic, tailoring the program

to your family's needs —and no computer
knowledge is required. Add the fact that

weVe kept the vital ingredient -FUN- in

learning, and ourproven success is no
surprise. Over 2,000 school districts now
use CAI programs to teach essential

vocabulary and logic skills in a variety of

subject areas.

CAI supports its products - and you —with
an unconditional guarantee and a free

backup disk. And provides compatibility

with the most popular computers: Apple,®

IBM* (and soon Commodore™).
Wise Choice
CAI is a group of experienced educators

and programmerswho believe that success

begins with opportunities you create at

home. Ask to see a demonstration of CAI

programs at your local computer store, and

see for yourself just how rewarding a good

education can be.

Computer
Advanced
Ideas
Bringing Ideas Home
1442A Walnut Street, Suite 341
Berkeley, CA 94709 (4 15) 526-9100
Apple is a registered trademark ofApple Computers. Inc IBMisa
regis tered trademark ofIBM Corp Commodore is a trademark of

Commodore Business Machines. Inc
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The Pied Piper
Communicator

—

L

motive
computing

equipment

evaluation

Joe Devlin

The Osborne 1, introduced in 1981,

has many things going for it—a low
price, portability, and bundled software

that includes the CP/M operating

system, a word processor and a
spreadsheet package. The machine also

has its limitations—most notably a 4"

screen and a 27 pound weight that

makes it difficult to carry long distances.

There have been many imitators, all

trying to grab a piece of Osborne's suc-

cess by offering a few extras. Some give

you a bigger screen, some a lighter

weight. The Pied Piper Communicator 1

is the latest of this group. The Pied Piper

does not look like the Osborne, but it is

constructed according to the same
formula—low price, bundled software,

and portability.

The Piper is a Z80 based system
manufactured by STM Electronics
Corporation. It features 64K of random
access memory, a single disk drive, and
six software packages—all for $1299.
Like the Osborne, it is quite a lot of
machine for the price. In fact, the Piper
is one of the least expensive portables on
the market today. The manufacturer
achieves this low price by offering a
slightly different type of bait than
Osborne and most of its clones. Some
will wish to bite, others will go for the
hook with the old flavor.

When judged by the standards of pre-

vious portable computers, the Pied Piper
is an odd looking machine. This is not to
say the machine is ugly. In fact it is quite
attractive. It just doesn't look like a
computer. With the protective cover in

place over the keyboard the Piper is eas-

ily mistaken for one of those ubiquitous
radios so often seen balanced on
youthful shoulders.

Remove the protective cover and the
Pied Piper begins to look more like a
computer. The keyboard you find is a
high-quality, full-sized, full-stroke key-
board complete with upper/lowercase
shift, caps lock, escape, delete, break,
and back space keys. Two cursor control
keys provide vertical and horizontal
scrolling.

All the keys have a nice, substantial

feel and will repeat if held down long

enough. Above the keyboard are three

indicators which tell when the unit is

powered up and when the disk drives are

operational. A single 5.25" disk drive is

built into the right front of the machine
next to the keyboard.

All hardware interfacing is through
the back of the machine. In the lower

central region are a TV output, reset

button, monitor output, and printer

port. The carrying handle is recessed

into the back of the machine. On the

right is the on/off button and a place to

plug in the power cord. Behind two plas-

tic cover plates on the right is an edge
card (expansion bus) and a four-pin

connector that allows a dealer to attach

a second disk drive. Other dealer-

installed options include two RS-232
interfaces that go into the opening
underneath the carrying handle, a built-

in modem, and an external hard disk
drive.

Looks aside, the hard plastic case is

not very sturdy and is one of the weakest
points of the Pied Piper. For example,
the hollow plastic handle that collapses

into the back of the machine is of lower
quality than handles found on most por-

table radios. The keyboard cover is diffi-

cult to remove and is awkwardly hinged
on two flimsy plastic tabs. The disk

drive and most of the cable connections
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are left open to the elements, and no
space is provided in the case to carry the

detachable power cable, CRT cable, or

floppy disks.

About The Screen (Or Lack Thereof)
One of the reasons the Pied Piper can

be sold for so much less than the

Osborne and its clones is that it lacks a

built-in screen. This can be viewed as

either a blessing or a curse depending
upon how you want to use your
computer.

If you must have a built-in screen,

then obviously the Piper will not be your
choice. On the other hand, many people
have found the Osborne 4* screen with
the 24 line by 52 character display too
small for serious work. Sure, you can at-

tach an external monitor to the machine,
but if you are going to do this you don't

need the dead weight of a built-in mon-
itor. At almost 27 pounds the Osborne
quickly becomes difficult for all but the

burliest he-man to carry. The Piper may
not have a built-in screen, but at just

over 1 1 pounds it is much easier to tote

around.

When the time comes to attach some
sort of screen to the Piper you have sev-

eral options. The Piper comes with both
monitor and TV connections. This
means that you can plug your machine
into a CRT monitor or, if you don't

mind an inferior picture, you can use an
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APPLE* lie 64K

A personal computer
is supposed to be a

computer for persons.

Not just wealthy
persons.Or whiz-kid

persons. Or privileged

persons.
But person persons
In other words, all the personswhom

Apple, IBM, and Radio Shack seem to

have forgotten about (including, most
likely you).

But that's okay. Because now you can

get a high-powered home computer
without taking out a second mortgage

on your home.
It's the Commodore 64. We're not

talking about a low-priced computer that

can barely retain a phone number
We're talking about a memory of 64K

T7
T»

^~^_ 1 til II unit 1 1U3I
Vi "«*

$1395* $999* $1355
TRS-80 III 16K IBM PC64K

other home computers can't. Including

some of those that cost a lot more.

(Take another look at the three comput-

ers above.)

By itself, the Commodore 64 is all

the computer you'll ever need. Yet, if

you do want to expand its capabilities

some day you can do so by adding a

full complement of Commodore pe-

ripherals. Such as disk drives. Modems.
And printers.

You can also play terrific games on
the Commodore 64. Many of whichWhich means it can perform tasks most

Apple is a registered trademark ol Apple Computer, inc

TRS80 ts a registered trademark of Tandv Corp IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corp

will be far more
challenging than

those you could

ever play on a

game machine alone.

And as great as all

this sounds, what's
even greater-sounding

is the price. It's hundreds of dollars less

than that of our nearest competitor.

So while other companies are trying

to take advantage of the computer
revolution, it seems to us they're really

taking advantage of something else:

Their customers.
•Manufacturers' suggested hst prices as ol March 20. 1963

Monitor included with TRS-80 III onfy Commodore Business

Machines. TO Box 500R. Conshohocken. PA 19428.

Canada-3370 Pharmacy Avenue. Agncourt Ont . Can M1W 2K4

fz commodorev
COMPUTER

THE COMMODORE 64. UNDER $600.
You can't buy a better oemputer at twice the price.
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Pied Piper, continued...

Cover off the Piper looks like a computer. Cover on. the Piper is easily mistaken for a portable radio.

RF modulator to connect your machine
to a convenient TV set. A two-line, 80-

column LCD display can also be pur-
chased from the manufacturer.
The monochrome image provided by

using a video monitor is 80 characters
wide by 24 lines deep and is clear and
crisp. A program is provided that pares
the screen width down to 40 characters
for TV sets and monitors that cannot
handle an 80-character line. If you do
want to see 80 columns on the TV you
can make use of a horizontal scrolling

feature. The cursor is a solid block. A
blinking cursor would help.

Disk Drive
The Piper comes with a single 5.25"

floppy disk drive built in. That one
drive, however, offers an impressive
784K of formatted storage (1Mb
unformatted)—more storage than most
computers offer on two disk drives. The
Osborne, for example, typically provides
only 340K of unformatted storage on
two disk drives. Then again, two drives
of a lower capacity can be much more
convenient than a single drive of any
capacity.

For example, backing up on a one
disk drive system requires constant
swapping of source and object disks. The
copy program provided with the Piper
copies files in segments of 30K each.
This means that you will have to go
through approximately 20 copy cycles to
copy a full disk.

The disk connector in the back of the
machine supports the attachment of a
second floppy disk drive. The addition of
that drive, while not necessary, would
add a great deal of convenience. A hard
disk drive is available for those who need
even more storage.

The Great Software Giveaway
The software that comes with the

Piper includes the CP/M operating sys-

tem (version 2.2), a selection of CP/M
and Pied Piper utilities, and four
applications packages produced by Per-
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feet Software, Inc. The Basic language
does not come with the system and must
be purchased separately.

The applications software includes the

Perfect Writer word processing package,
Perfect Speller spelling checker, Perfect
Filer file management system, and Per-

fect Calc spreadsheet package. These are
all proven software packages that have
been available for some time. (Kaypro,
for example, offers the same four Perfect
programs with their portable computer.)

Each of the four Perfect software
packages is a well written and powerful
example of software of its genre. STM
says that the software that comes with
the Piper could cost up to $1700 if pur-
chased separately. (Perfect Writer retails

for $289 and the other packages cost

contents or an index of key words and
can justify margins, paginate, underline,

center text, and produce proportional

spacing. You can save a document peri-

odically during an editing session and
you will find the command that lets you
recall accidental deletions to be
especially useful.

The virtual memory feature merits
special notice. This feature allocates the
resources of the computer, automatically

breaking up documents too large to fit

into RAM into smaller pieces that are

automatically swapped in and out from
disk as needed. The result is that the

Piper can edit documents larger than its

64K internal memory and can control

editing of up to seven programs and files

at a time. All this swapping is done so

Both monitor and TV connections are standard. This portable can be used with anv
convenient screen.

$189 each.) In addition, each of the four
packages can work with data supplied by
the other three. For example, names and
addresses maintained in Perfect Filer can
be used to compose form letters using
Perfect Writer and can be checked for

spelling using Perfect Speller.

Perfect Writer is the type of word
processor that uses a logical sequence of
two keystrokes to perform most word
processing functions. Press control or
escape in conjunction with other keys
to tell the program what to do.

Perfect Writer can handle all the func-
tions normally desired in a word proces-
sor. Features include search and replace,
subscripts and superscripts, and the
automatic placement of footnotes. The
software can also construct a table of

quickly and efficiently that most typists

will remain unaware that anything so
sneaky is going on as they type.

Another nifty feature is the use of split

screen displays, which allow you to

work with and view two screens at a
time. (For more information on Perfect
Writer see the review in the June 1983
issue of Creative Computing.)
The other three packages use com-

mands and operating logic similar to
those of Perfect Writer, which means
that you don't have to memorize four
entirely different sets of commands. For
example, all four Perfect software pack-
ages make use of the same virtual mem-
ory and split screen capabilities.

Perfect Speller is a spelling checker
with a 50,000-word dictionary. It can
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System saver
oortant peripheral for your Apple II and He.

Fbr Line Surge Suppression

The SYSTEM SAVER provides es-

sential protection to hardware and

data from dangerous power surges

and spikes.

Vl^ J_

T
SYSTEM SAVER

««>iE«

By connecting the Apple II

power input through the SYSTEM
SAVER, power is controlled in two

ways: 1) Dangerous voltage spikes

are cbpped off at a safe 130 Volts

RMS/175 Volts dc level. 2) High fre-

quency noise is smoothed out be-

fore reaching the Apple H A PI type

filter attenuates common mode
noise signals by a minimum of

30 dB from 600 khz to 20 mhz, with

a maximum attenuation of 50 dB

Easy Installation

Just clips on.

No mounting or

hardware required.

Color matched
to Apple TJ

©LISTED *&U*
MTENT PENOMG

Fbr Cooling

As soon as you add 80 columns or

more memory to your Apple II you

need SYSTEM SAVER
Today's advanced peripheral

cards generate more heat In addi-

tion, the cards block any natural air

flow through the Apple II creating

high temperature conditions that

substantially reduce the life of the

cards and the computer itself

Fbr Operating Efficiency

SYSTEM SAVER contains two

switched power outlets As shown

in the diagram, the SYSTEM
SAVER efficiently organizes your

system so that one convenient,

front mounted
power switch

controls SYSTEM
SAVER, Apple II

,

monitor and printer I

Available in 220/240 Volt 50 Hz

fOi

SYSTEM SAVER provides cor-

rect cooling An efficient, quiet fan

draws fresh air across the mother

board, over the power supply and

out the side ventilation slots.

Compatible with Apple Stand

The heavy duty switch has a

pilot light to alert when system is

on You'll never use the Apple power

switch again!

$89.95 at your local dealer or order direct

by phone or mail.

For phone or mail orders include $2 50 for

handling New York Stale residents add sales

tax VISA and MASTERCARD acre
i

Dealer inquiries invited

Kensington Microware Ltd

919 Third Avenue. New York NY 10022

(212) 486-7707 Telex 236200 KEN UP

KENSINGTON
^J MICROWARE
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Pied Piper, continued...

handle 4000 words a minute or ten pages
in about a minute and a half. Should
50,000 words prove insufficient, you can
add your own words to the dictionary.
The Perfect Filer data management

package will sort up to 65,000 records
on up to five keys simultaneously and
includes two predefined mailing list

databases.

Perfect Calc is an electronic
spreadsheet program that comes with a
library of 16 predefined spreadsheets
including personal finance, small busi-
ness accounting, and stock portfolio
evaluation.

Documentation
The documentation that comes with

the Pied Piper is a mixed bag. Each of
the Perfect software packages comes
with an excellent user's manual and a
reference card. However, the manuals
obviously were not written for the Pied
Piper. For example, although all the
commands in the Perfect Writer manual
seem to work, there are a few commands
that work on the machine that are not
explained in the manual. The up, down,
right, and left arrows will let you move
the cursor through the document with-
out having to type any control charac-
ters. This fact is not mentioned
anywhere in the Perfect Writer manual.

There is a help function which
should be used to explain machine-
specific commands. You can easily get
into the help function, but once inside,
it is quite hard to get out. Not to men-
tion the fact that help does not seem to
give you any information that you can
use.

The user's manual provided with the
computer is a dreadful 72-page spiral-
bound pamphlet. Two thirds of this
pamphlet is devoted to brief descriptions
of the more important CP/M com-
mands. Nowhere does the manual de-
scribe the most rudimentary technical
specifications of the machine. If you
want to know how to attach or where to
attach peripherals such as printers and
modems you will have to look elsewhere.

I have also seen a photocopy of a well
written, 17-page Software Primer. This
short primer introduces you to the soft-
ware, guiding you through such vital ar-
eas as copying disks and booting the
various software packages. I am told
that a 76-page specification book will be
available by the time you read this. With
luck it will fill in some of the gaping
holes in the original manual.

Service

STM has signed a contract with
Xerox to provide service for the Piper at

any of its over 100 service centers
throughout the U.S. Xerox guarantees
16-hour turnaround on Pied Piper re-
pairs. A technical support number is be-
ing set up jointly by STM and Perfect
Software to answer software related
questions. A 24-hour telephone service
line has been set up to provide informa-
tion about dealers and service centers.
The Piper comes with the standard

90-day warranty. Those who want extra
protection can purchase an extended
one-year warranty that is activated at
the end of the initial 90-day term for
$199.

In sum, the Piper looks like a winner,
a few rough edges notwithstanding. A
sturdier, more weatherproof case would
be nice, and the documentation has a
long way to go. However, if you are
looking for a low-cost, full-featured, por-
table computing system, the Piper may
well be your choice. Especially if you
don't want the built-in screen that comes
with most other portables and don't
need the exercise that comes with lug-
ging that built-in screen. At ll'/2
pounds and $1299 the Piper may be the
machine you want to carry away.
Semi-Tech Microelectronics (STM)

Corp., 525 Middle Field Rd., Suite 130,
Menlo Park, CA 94025. (415) 326-
6226.

LOWERED ON SOFTWARE!
...to keep your Hardware on the "FAS-TRACK'

VERSAFORM
EXEC. ACCT SYSTEM
25:01
D BASE II

FRIDAY
VISICALC 2S6K
VISI0EX
VISIWORO
VISISPELL
TIM. Ill

12 3

CROSSTALK
HOME ACCT PLUS
PFS: FILE
PFS: GRAPH
PSF REPORT
PFS: WRITER
PC TUTOR

ATARI ON DISK
DEADLINE $33 95
STARCROSS 26 95
COSMICBALANCEIORII EA 26.95
ZORK I. II. OR III EA 26 95
SUSPENDED 3395
ZAXXON 26 95
CASTLE WOLFENSTEIN 19 95
DAVID'S MIDNIGHT MAGIC 23.95
MASTER TYPE 26 95
CHOPLIFTER 22 95
SERPENTINE 22 95
CANYON CLIMBER 19 95
SARGON II 22 95
FROGGER 22 95
JAWBREAKER 1995
CROSSFIRE 1995
SNOOPER TROOPS 1 OR 2 EA 29.95
STORY MACHINE 22 95
FACE MAKER 22 95
KNIGHTOFTHEDESERT 26 95
BANKSTREETWRITER 44 95
HOME ACCOUNTANT 47 95

APPLE '

DEADLINE
STARCROSS
COSMICBALANCEIORII
ZORK I. II, OR III

SUSPENDED
WIZARDRY
KNIGHT OF DIAMONDS
ZAXXON
CHOPLIFTER
ARCADE MACHINE
SARGON II

JUMP JET
GERMANY 1985
PFS: FILE
PFS REPORT
PFS: GRAPH
MINER 2049 ER
POLICE ARTIST
MICROBE
STICKY BEAR BOP
STICKY BEAR NUMBERS
STICKY BEAR ABC

v - "^ T*s
133 95 DOU8LE TAKE < 22.95
26.95 BANK STREET WRITER 44.96

EA 26 95 ZOOM GRAFIX 32.95
EA 26.95 SENSIBLE SPELLER 78.95

3395 SCREEN WRITER II 81 95
33.95 SCREEN WRITER PRO 128.95
22 95 THE DICTIONARY 84.95
2695 MAGIC WINDOW II 94 95
22.95 VERSAFORM 23895
3995 HOME ACCOUNTANT 47.95
22.95 THE GENERAL MANAGER II 148.95
19.95 VISICALC 3.3 164.95
3895 VISITREND/PLOT 198 95
84 95 DESKTOP PLAN II 184.95
8495 KNOW YOUR APPLE HE 16.95
8495 PASCAL TUTOR 81 95
2895 PASCAL PROGRAMMER 18895
22.95 D.JONES MARKET ANALYZER 289.95
2995 CONDOR III 48995
2695 LIST HANDLER 6895
26.95 WORD HANDLER 128.95
2695 EXEC BRIEFING SYSTEM 124 95

rip rwc< compiler ptodug::,

34

Pwsonoi cnectu allow 2 weeks w
*
0CCW

d
V
«Ou*nfS*'*n

,

,2 LTi,??"
1 E * 'UPm'">n *"«> lnclua« « °° '»* "W* 0"'° '"Wan* odd

Idiscount only & ore subject to chonge without notice Pieose enclose your phbn?no .rttiwi™
s% stole soles ton Prices reflect cosn
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Sroderbund

Lode Runner
Serpentine

AE

3495 2450 CP/M Card

34% 24SO ZCaidn
149b 2450 Smartterm II

599% 53896

16996 14295 1

179 9S 1519b

Raster Blaster

Pinball Construction Set

;6K Ramcard
Disk Drive (2nd)

Tubeway
Aztec Adventure

2095
2795

2450 Joystick (new)

2795 Riddles
Select a Port

Zaxxon

The Prisoner II

Rendezvous
Empire H

2995
3995

3495
3995

3995 27% '

v Wlam (ss/dd)

__ 5^- Disk Cleaning Kit

3295 2350
b ^. Dul( Dnve Analyzer

»% 23K; KMTKBTAINMENT ^

7995
33995

5495 „»
6495 455C
3995 2795

5995 4196

1250

>WS *

'+«* r

•!&

Zork I

Zork 11

Deadline
toss

Suspended
Witness

Robot War
Caverns ot Freitag

Penguin Software

Pie Man
Transylvania

Spy s Demise

Beneath Apple Manor

All Baba * the 40 Thieves

Siena OivUne
Dark 1

Ultima II

Wizardry Proving Grounds

Wizaidry Knights ot Diamonds

Wizardry Legacy ot Uylgamyn

Galactic Attack

Star Maze

MM
Magicalc
Magicword

AshtonTate

dBase II

tod.tbund
Payroll

General ladgei/Payables

Accounts Receivables

Bank Street Wnter

4995
4995

3995
2996

1995
1995

1995

2995
3295

3995

3496
3995
2995
3495

2795
2795
3495
2795
3496
3495

2795
2095

1595
1696

1595

2096
2350

2795
4195

3496
2495
2795
20 96
2496

lode Runner (Broderbund)

Temple ot Apshai (Epyx)

Witness (lnlocom)

Suspended (lntocom)

Legacy ol Liygamyn (SirTech)

Cosmrc Balance II (Sttat

Fighter Command (Slrat Sim)

night Simulator (sublogic)

Zaxxon (Datasolt)

Ultima II (Sierra On Une)

H

Dig Dug (R) (Atari)

Donkey Kong (R) (Atan)

Miner 2049er (R) (Big Five)

Mountain King (R) <CBS Soil)

AE (D) Broderbund)

Castle Wolrenstein (D) (Muse)

Ultima II (D) (Sierra On Une)

Apple Panic (IVO (Broderbund)

Blue Max (DAT) (Synapse)

Dimension X (D/C) (Synapse)

Zaxx ,sol,)

14996 10495

6995 4895

69995 42495

39495 27650
49495 346 bO
39495 27650
699b 499b

Jumpman (D/C/R)

Zork I (D) (lnlocom)

Star Cross (D) (lnlocom)

Gnd Runner (R) (HES)

Choplittet (R) (Broderbund)

Frogger (O (Siena On Une)

Pharohs Curse (D/C) (Synapse)

Temple ol Apshai (D/C) (Epyx)

M
Serpentine (Brodetbund)

Suspended (lnlocom)

Flight Simulator (M Sott)

Cyborg (Sentinent)

Wizardry 1 (SirTech)

BUSINESS

• •

For modi orders
address

Please
I

Sensible Speller

Back it Up II

12495

5995

9495
4195

Screenwntet Protessional

General Manager II

Systems Plus. Inc.

GL/AP/AR/Inv

APPLE UTILITIES

19995 13995

22995 16095

39500 29500

Magicalc (Artsci)

MultiTool Financial (M Son)

MultiTool Budget (M Son)

Wordstar (Mictopro)

14995

lOOOO
15000
4950O

iMgli lroth.r.

Apple Mechanic
DOS Boss

Pronto DOS
Double Take

Complete Graphics System II

The oiaphics Magician

Southwestern Data Systems

Munchabug
Merlin
Assembly Lines

2995
2395
2995
3495

6995
5995

4995
6496
199b

209b
1950
2095
24 50

4895
4195

3495
4550
1595

Atan Wilier (D) (Atan)

Time Wise (Atan)

Bank Street Wntet (Broderbund)

Home Accountant (Continental)

Visicalc (Visicorp)

123 (Lotus)

PFS Write (Sonware Pub)

aBase H (AshtonTate)

Home Accountant Plus (Contin)

Easy Wnter n (IUS)

49bOO
14000
695OO
150OO
JbOOO

3712b J
10500 i

45000 J

1126' '.

addres7o'nH'^
rit?USe

'nclude name.uuaress and phone number tvne of

forma residents add 6*%1S£?"
NONAGON SOFTWARE

PC. BOX ]486
EL CERRJTQ CA 94530

[» [CALIFORNIA ALASKA.
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YOUR HOME COMPUTER IS

JUST THE BEGINNING.

You've got your home finances

organized, learned a little French,

played a lot of Zork. You have all

the software you want.

Yet, something is missing.

Introducing Delphi™. The

information, communications and

entertainment system that takes you
far beyond the limitations of disks

and cartridges. The system that's

so friendly the whole family can

use and enjoy it.

Delphi is^^*.

what the
"

home
J

computer

was
really

meant

for.

[What the

home

The price is

friendly, too.

HERE'S WHAT DELPHI GIVES
YOU NOW

With a simple telephone^m^
call, you can look up any

thing in a vast research

library which includes

a 20,000-entry

encyclopedia. You can

do your banking. Get the news^

weather and sports stories you
want from several wire services.

Check airline schedules and make
reservations. Shop from an electronic

catalog. Tap into the Comp-U-Store*

discount shopping service. Keep

track of your appointments. Play

games. Get in touch with other peo-

ple through the electronic

bulletin board, mail and "talk"

services. Seek advice from other

members and volunteer your
own expertise. Collaborate on /
the Delphi novels. Take part ((
in or run a subscriber poll. \\

That's just the beginning. ^

You can be part of the
design Committee.

We're continually adding new
services. But only services we think

you and your family

will use and enjoy.

What's coming,

for example,

are tutorials on
subjects from

algebra to zoology.

You can be part of the

design committee. Just tell

us what you'd like to see

on Delphi.

so friendly, you don't
Even need our handbook.

Delphi is the easy-to-use,

friendly information system. We
designed it for humans. You

don't have to speak

computerese. In fact,

you don't even need

our friendly

handbook. Well

take you on a

guided tour right

on your screen.

DELPHI

It's just 149.95 to establish

your Delphi membership and for the

handbook to get you started. Then

just as little as 85 cents for 10

minutes ($5 per hour) on-line for

most services during home time . . .

evenings, weekends and holidays.

Office time, of course, is more.

DELPHI IS COMPATIBLE
WITH YOUR EQUIPMENT.

No matter what home
computer you have, you can use

Delphi. Unlike other systems, Delphi

is compatible with all makes and is

easily adaptable to any screen size.

And you can use just about any

acoustic coupler or direct connect

modem to connect Delphi to your

telephone.

WE PROTECT YOUR PRIVACY.

We designed privacy into^
Delphi from the start. Our

password system

prevents

unauthorized

access. We don't

even know your password,

and you can change it any

Hime.We can't monitor your trans-

actions or communications. We can't

retrieve information except at your

request. The safeguards are spelled

out in our policy statement and

agreed to by our people. A copy is

available. We are members of and
subscribe to the policies of the

Videotex Industry Association.

SIGN UP, LOG
XON

BE IN TOUCH,

To sign up-'

and log on, or /

for more informa-

tion, just see your

dealer. Or get in touch ^vithl)elphi.

We'll put your computer in

touch with destiny.

''•?
' **t k ' n*BITOl indmark nf Com? I Ord <>( kmem
Dealer Inquiries Invited

What the home computer was really meantfor.
Gener.ilVhJoitt.-x Corp. 3 Bladwone Street. CarnhrklRe. MA02139 (HrjcnSM-WDS (6P) 491 3393
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creative

computing

equipment

evaluation

The Diablo G30

David H. Ahl

We recently had the opportunity to

conduct an extended use test of two
Diablo printers, the Models 630 API
and 630 ECS/IBM. The acronyms stand

for, respectively, All Purpose Interface,

Extended Character Set, and, of course,

Big Blue.

Diablo Systems Inc. is the pioneering

manufacturer of letter quality daisy

wheel printers. For many years, most of

their business was producing printers on

an OEM basis for other manufacturers

and system integrators. Indeed, as

recently as two years ago, over 90% of

Diablo's sales were to OEMs. Today,

however, end users account for nearly

45% of Diablo's business. Still, you may
well find yourself looking at a Diablo

printer with someone else's name on it.

Over the years, the numbering system

on Diablo printers has been somewhat
confusing. The most popular models

have been the 1620, 1640, 1650, Hytype

I and Hytype II. Frequently, software is

advertised as being able to run on one or

another of these printers. Unlike many
computers we could name, Diablo has

continued to use the same control codes

in all their printers, hence, software

written for earlier models will probably

work on the current 630 models.

Setting Up
The Diablo 630 comes in a box the

size of a small house. Fortunately, most

of the box is filled with a dense foam

cushioning material; the printer is about

the size of a wide carriage electric type-

writer (23" x 19" x 10"). Still, this is big.

Alongside a modern 80-column dot

matrix printer, the Diablo 630 looks like

a Peterbilt next to a Chevy Luv. The
comparison is apt: four dot matrix print-

ers would fit in the same volume as the

630; the 630 is very solid and heavy; it is

slow and fairly noisy, but is designed to

produce high quality print day in and

day out for years.

For your $2340, you get the printer it-

self, and a 30-page manual—that's it. To
connect the API printer to a computer,

you need a cable for another $89. Six ca-

bles are available to go between the 50-

pin connector on the 630 and the

following connectors: RS-232C; IEEE-

488; IBM PC; Apple II or III; TRS-80
Model I, III, or 4; and Centronics 703.

The design is very clever as both the

parallel and serial interfaces are con-

tained in the Model 630 and API and it

simply selects the active signal entering

the 50-pin connector. Thus you could

make up your own cable with both serial

Diablo 630 u about four limes the size and weight of a typical HO-column dot matrix

printer.
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HARDWARE PROFILE

Product: Diablo 630 printer

Type: Daisy wheel printer

System: Interface cables for nearly

all computer!

Specifications: Print speed: up to 40

cps, bi-directional. Pitch: 10, 12.

15, and proportional. Prints up to

6 copies. HK. 96 or 192 characters

per print wheel

Performance: Excellent

Ease of Use: Excellent

Documentation: Fair

Price: Approx. $2500 with cable, print

wheel and ribbons.

Summary: A rugged, high-quality

printer. Should have a

long service life. Only
daisy wheel printer to

reproduce entire IBM PC
character set.

Overall Mark: Excellent

Manufacturer:
Diablo Systems Inc.

901 Page Ave.
Fremont. CA 94537
(4I5I49S-7000
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Diablo 630, continued...

and parallel connectors (or even two dif-

ferent parallel connectors) for more than
one computer. To do this, you would
probably need to buy either the ECS
API Interface Manual for $8 (describes

pin assignments and signal definitions in

detail) or the Interface Reference
Manual (shows RS-232 cable diagrams
for over 75 different computers).

The Model 630 ECS/IBM is specially

designed to work with the IBM PC and
includes the connecting cable. The main
difference between this printer and the
630 API is that it supports a special 192-

character printwheel. There are two
characters on each of the 96 plastic pet-

als, and, in addition to rotating, the

wheel jogs slightly to print the inner
character. Carrying this process one step

further, several printed characters re-

quire two stokes, accented letters, for

example. In all, 241 separate characters
can be printed (see Figure 1).

In addition to the cable, you must also

purchase separately a print wheel and
ribbon cartridge. The printer can handle
either a plastic or metal daisy wheel. A
metal wheel costs about $69 compared
to $8 for a plastic one. However, a metal
wheel will last virtually forever whereas
in heavy duty use of a plastic wheel will

not last for more than two or three
months.
Two flavors or ribbon are available, a

400' carbon film multi strike and a 60'

nylon one. Both cost about $7 or $8.

Setting up the printer is very simple.

First, you remove a few shipping re-

straint screws and tie wraps, install the
black plastic paper rack on top, snap in a
clear plastic sound panel, and plug in the
cable to the 630 and your computer. A
series of photos in the manual shows

•AW'°^\
IB^^^^^^^^M

Two DIP switches select interface protocol,

which are rarely changed in use.

how to perform these steps as well as

how to install the print wheel and ribbon

carriage.

Following this physical setup, you
must contend with two rotary switches
and 16 DIP switches. All are conven-
iently exposed when the front cover is

removed. Setting the switches is not as
complicated as it might seem from look-
ing at the manual. One rotary switch se-

lects the type of print wheel while the

other selects the pitch (10, 12, or 15

characters per inch, proportional
spacing, or self-test).

The DIP switches select language
(English, German, etc.), baud rate, par-

ity, auto linefeed, and printer ready
protocol. You may have to try both po-
sitions of this last switch since most
computer manuals are not clear as to

whether the printer ready or DC1/DC3
protocol is used. The 630 manual de-
scribes this in some detail, but it was of
little help since we didn't know what any
of our computers was expecting.

IEEE interface users will have to set

another four DIP switches to specify the

primary address. Again, this is described
in much detail in the 630 manual.

It is probably a good idea to perform

LIST
10 LPRINT CHR$(14)
20 FOR 1=1 TO 254
30 IF (I>6 AND I<14) OR (1=19) OR (1=27) OR (I>28 AND I<33) THEN 60
40 PRINT CHR$(I);"
50 IF P0S(0)>50 THEN PRINT
60 NEXT I

Ok

RUN
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Figure I. 241 characters can be printed by the Diablo Model 630 ECS/IBM.
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language, baud rate, and other attributes

the self-test next. On page 13 in the API
manual it states, "The Model 630 in-

cludes a provision for self-test." On page

14 is sample output from the self-test,

but in no place does the manual explic-

itly describe how to activate the test.

Fortunately, the ECS/IBM manual cor-

rects this oversight with a complete
description of the self-test on page 28.

For normal operation, the setup is

now finished and the printer is ready to

go. However, it is also possible to teach

the 630 some additional facts such as

top, bottom, right, and left margins; tab

stops; page length; and spacing. To do
this involves manually spacing the

printer to the desired point and sending

it a control code from the computer.
This feature is probably of more use to

the designer of a word processing pack-
age than to most end users, but if you
want to get exotic with your output
formatting, the 630 has the capability.

Powering Up and Printing

When the printer is buttoned up, the

outside front panel has six indicator

lights (power on, cover open, etc.) and
seven touch sensitive switches (reset,

linefeed, pause, etc.). In addition to

lighting up the appropriate LED, error

conditions also cause a brief warning
beeper to sound.

Okay, so you have put in paper, ro-

tated the platen to the top of a sheet, and
are ready to go. What to print? Here is

an idea suggested to me by Richard Vo-
gler, senior product manager of Diablo.
Print five or six full rows (132 charac-

ters) of capital H's. This is a tough test

of printer quality. The print density

should be perfectly uniform from the

beginning to the end of the line, the line

should be absolutely straight, and the

vertical elements of each H should be of
uniform density.

Here is a short program to do this:

10 FOR N=1 TO 5
20 FOR 1=1 TO 132
30 LPRINT "H";
HO NEXT I-.LPKINT
50 NEXT N

How did the 630 stack up on this test?

Pretty well, although it was not ab-
solutely perfect. Density was uniform,
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programmers

10 REM PROGRAM FOR UR I T ING / SELL ING YOUR PROGRAMS AND IDEAS

15 REM TO SOFTWARE PUBLISHERS, GAME COMPANIES, OEM'S, ETC.

20 S = SALEABILITY: = ORIGINALITY: C = CREATIVITY: GD = GOOD

DOCUMENTATION
30 E = ENTHUSIASM: P = PERSEVERANCE

40 PGM = PROGRAM: ENV = ENVELOPE: T = TODAY

5 IF E = P THEN GOSUB 80: REM SOFTWARE COMPANIES ARE

SEARCHING FOR GOOD PROGRAMS

60 FOR X = 1 TO 10: REM READ CHAPTER ON "THE X FACTOR = 10

STEPS TO WRITING A SUCCESSFUL PROGRAM"

70 S = X + + C « 3D: NEXT X : REM DON'T CONFUSE X WITH S or

or C or 3D. X = 10 ADDITIONAL FACTORS

80 GET SOFTWARE WRITER'S HANDBOOK

90 PEEK SOFTWARE WRITER'S HANDBOOK: REM FOR IMPORTANT GUIDANCE

ON WHAT PROGRAMS THE COMPUTER COMP AN I E

S

/PUBL I S HE RS WANT

100 PEEK SOFTWARE WRITER'S HANDBOOK: REM FOR DETAILS ON HOW TO

WRITE A SUCCESSFUL PROGRAM

110 WRITE PROGRAM

120 DEBUG PROGRAM: REM READ HANDBOOK CHAPTER "HOW TO DEBUG"

130 PEEK SOFTWARE WRITER'S HANDBOOK: REM READ HANDBOOK CHAPTER

"HOW TO WRITE CLEAR DOCUMENTATION"

140 WRITE DOCUMENTATION: REM CLEAR DOCUMENTATION IS THE FIRST

THING PUBLISHER'S LOOK FOR.

150 PEEK SOFTWARE WRITER'S HANDBOOK: REM FOR THE NAMES AND

ADDRESSES OF THE RIGHT PUBLISHERS FOR YOUR TYPE OF PROGRAM

160 POKE PGM + ENV: REM PUT PROGRAM IN ENVELOPE AND MAI. IT TO

THE RIGHT PUBLISHERS

170 RETURN: REM RETURN TO HANDBOOK REPEATEDLY FOR IDEAS *

INFORMATION ON THE WHO/HOW/WHAT OF SELLING YOUR PROGRAMS

180 READ Q: POKE Q * ENV + T: REM FILL IN THE DATA AND SEND FOR

YOUR COPY OF THE "SOFTWARE WRITER'S HANDBOOK"

190 DATA SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR S19.95

200 DATA SORRY, NO C.O.D.'S

210 DATA MAIL TO: SOFTWARE WRITER'S GUILD

220 DATA P.O. BOX 87

2 30 D ATA STONY POINT, NEW YORK 10980

240 DATA (914) 354-546?

250 DATA INCLUDE YOUR NAME, ADDRESS, PHONE #

260 END: REM ACTUALLY A VERY SMART BEGINNING

CIRCLE 250 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Diablo 630, continued...

the lines were straight, but occasional
vertical elements were not quite uniform
(see Figure 2).

Dick Vogler told me that the 630
could easily run faster than 40 charac-
ters per second, but Diablo quality con-
trol people demand absolutely perfect
registration of characters on a line, thus
they elected to limit the speed. In-
cidentally, the speed is quoted as being

"up to 40 cps." The minimum speed is

32 cps with 10-pitch metal printwheel or
extended character set plastic printwheel
with no shifting. Naturally, printing
characters that require two strikes of the
ECS/IBM wheel slows print speed
considerably.

In addition to a rich character set on
the ECS printwheels, Diablo offers a
wide assortment of standard wheels.

EDP supply catalogs may lead you to

believe there are about 12 choices of
printwheels for the Diablo. Not so. The
Diablo Type Book lists over 200
printwheels. A sample of several com-
mon fonts is shown in Figure 3.

Depending upon the word processing
package on your computer, the 630 is

able to perform several special printing
and formatting functions such as under-

52mS]^ HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH^
HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

Figure 2 Printing a row ofH's is a tough test ofprint quality. The print lines should be absolutely straight and the vertical elements
should be of uniform density.

Pica 10-Plastic This paragraph was printed by a PICA 10 plastic print-
wheel. Comparison of this paragraph with the one print-

Pica 10-Metal The paragraphs shown here display some of the many popu-
lar type styles available on Diablo and Xerox printwheels.

Titan 10 The paragraphs shown here display some of the many popu-
lar type styles available on Diablo and Xerox printwheels.

Elite 12 The paragraphs shown here display some of the many popular type styles
available on Diablo and Xerox printwheels. Many of these styles are

Vintage 12 The paragraphs shown here display some of the many popular type styles
available on Diablo and Xerox printwheels. Many of these styles are

Master 12 The paragraphs shown here display some of the many popular type styles
available on Diablo and Xerox printwheels. Many of these styles are

USA Spokesman 10 The paragraphs shown here display some of the many
POPULAR TYPE STYLES AVAILABLE ON DlABLO AND XEROX PRINT-

Roman PS The paragraphs shown here display some of the many popular type styles
available on Diablo and Xerox printwheels. Many of these styles are

Cubic ps The paragraphs shown here display some of the many popular type styles
available on Diablo and Xerox printwheels. Many of these styles are

Bold PS The paragraphs shown here display some of the many popular type styles
available on Diablo and Xerox printwheels. Many of these styles are

Script PS-96 The pa.mgra.ph>> hhown ftete dihplay iome oi the many popular type tiytet,

available on Viablo and Xerox pxintwheetb. Many oh the.be. Uytei aie

Titan Italics 12 The paragraphs shown here display some of the many popular type
styles available on Diablo and Xerox printwheels. Many of these

Gothic PS The paragraphs shown here display some of the many popular type styles
available on Diablo and Xerox printwheels. Many of these styles are

Tile 15-96 W. P. The paragraphs shown here display some of the many pop
ular type styles available on Diablo and Xerox print-

Figure 3. Diablo offers a wide variety of type fonts for the 630 printers.
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STATE OF THE ART
MEMORY SYSTEMS

512KB SINGLE BOARD IBM MEMORY W/RS232-C PORT
. Addressable as a contiguous block in 64KB increments thru 1

megabyte.

• On board parity with interrupt on parity error.

SINGLE QTY. PRICE: $595.00

MEMDISK 1 Allows memory to emulate disks. Increases system performance..
M

FREE with purchase of memory.

NE*

64kb wjiss^sasas
01™1

SYSTEMS 65 MEMORY

I A^twe
e
a

r

sTcSuous b.ock in 4K increments with

respect to VXA or VUA.
• Pin to Pin compatibility.

SINGLE QTY. PRICE: $250.00

512KB TO 2MB SINGLE BOARD
MULTIBUS MEMORY

• Pin to Pin MULTIBUS compatibility for both 8 bit and 16 bit

• Onboard parity with selectable interrupt on parity ERROR.

• Addressable up to 16 megabytes.

SINGLE QTY. PRICE: 512KB

2MB&vu

$ 895.00
$4495.00
$8700.00

64KB SINGLE BOARD
S100 MEMORY

• Addressable as a contiguous block in 4K word increments.

• Battery backup capability.

• Functions with on board refresh.

SINGLE QTY. PRICE: $250.00

256KB TO 1 MB SINGLE BOARD
LSI 11 MEMORY

• On board parity generator checker
„„„„,«

• Addressable as contiguous block in 256KB increments

through 4 megabytes.

• Battery back up mode.

SINGLE QTY. PRICE: 256KB

1MB

$ 595.00
$2650.00
$3995.00

OONT ASK WHY WE CHARGE SO LITTLE, ASK WHY THEY CHARGE SO MUCH.

£ Chrislin Industries, Inc.
31352 VI. 0-JJM.aKfcVJgJ^JJ-J

iHMH
CIRCLE 136 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Diablo 630, continued...

lining, bold face, strike over, subscripts
superscripts, and justification (see
Figure 4).

v

Diablo is working closely with most of
the major suppliers of word processing
programs for the IBM PC to ensure that
they will all support the 630 extended
character set. To the user this would

T^n„ rha
i

When a ^racier above
ASCII 128 is used it will be displayed
correctly on the screen even though it is
typed with the control or alt mode key
in combination with a letter. So far the
packages that will support this approach
include Word Star. Peachtext. Easy
Writer II, Volkswriter, and Word Plus-

We tried several different word
PJ2.""' n 8 Packages with the 630fcCVIBM printer and had no trouble
achieving the desired output. We also
tried the 630 API with several different
computer systems and word- processing
packages, including a home brew text

TpTJn.f F?kage that
* wrote for the

TRS-80 Model 100. Again, no problems.
,

' ne only computer with which the
630 did not function perfectly was the
Olivetti M20 (it refused to execute a car-
nage return—ever). We suspect the
problem is with the computer and not
the 630.

On the other hand, the furnished RS-
232 cable did not work with any of the
computers we first tried. The reason for
this was immediately apparent when we
got the Interface Reference Manual
most computers require switching the
connections to one or two pins or re-

Typewheels are held hy friction fit on the spindle

quire two pins to be tied together. The
computers with which the cable will
work without modification are the
Xerox 820, Heath/Zenith 89, Osborne 1

Northstar Advantage, and Apple with
the Super Serial card.

Unlike the 1600 series Diablo printers,
the 630 has a 1 344-character buffer This
is about 190 words or 80% of a double-
spaced page. This all but eliminates
handshaking during printing since the
computer can transmit bursts of text at
the full baud rate. The baud rate can be
set to 1 10, 300, 1200, or 2400; we settled

J"
^ 1' HI IIM

Q B H H PJ Pj M

Seven functions are .elected on touch-sen.si„ve front panel.

on 1200 as a happy middle ground. Of
course, an external buffer such as the
Micro Fazer can be used between the
computer and the printer.
The built-in buffer just doesn't forget

anything. If the 630 halts during print-
ing, say because the end of a ribbon has
been reached, you can change the rib-
bon, press reset, and the 630 will resume
printing without missing a single charac-
ter. In fact, there is no way of interrupt-
ing the print once the buffer is filled. If
you find your program has produced a
load of garbage that you don't want
printed, your only recourse is to turn off
the printer power. The functioning of
the buffer, incidentally, is not described
in the manual.

In addition to the standard text print-
ing mode, two other print modes are
available: graphics and vector plotting.
While the operating codes for these fea-
tures are listed in the manual, their use
is not described, nor are there any
programming examples (Diablo could
take a lesson in manual writing from
Epson). As a result, the user will have to
turn to magazine articles to learn how to
make full use of these graphics featuresWe tried the plotting program for the
Diablo 1610 from the June 1979 issue of
Creative Computing and, with a few
minor changes, it worked like a champ.
Under normal circumstances, we

This Tine illustrates how to underline, boldface, and ,„P,»Mfce
IiLLs,llne^s^nd^rIln^and^arts are In bniH^^

^_
nste1

" says e=n,c
2

. His favorite drink is H
2
0. I.think. H)

FigUre 4
-
Pr"" """P'e ^ows several special printing features.
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Can you tell the IBM
from theTranstar 130?

Letter quality
standard of
the industry

5« mjgnific«tio*i

One of these two print samples was generated by an IBM
Selectric II: the letter quality standard of the industry.

The other was generated by the new Transtar 130 letter-

quality printer.

Transtar
P.O. Box C-96975, Bellevue, WA 98009

B

Letter quality
standard of
the industry

5« mjqmticjlion

And print quality is just the beginning! The
new Transtar 130 daisy wheel printer is

also plug-and-go compatible with the best-selling

word processing packages! It features bidirection-

al printing, superscript, subscript, underlining and
a true boldface. Retail price? Only $895.

Quietly producing copy at 18 cps Shannon text

speed, the Transtar 130 also features a unique
autoload button to make printing on letterheads

a breeze! Three new daisy wheels have just been
made available for the 130 from your dealer:

letter gothic (shown), script, and a 15-pitch

"gothic mini"—perfect for printing spreadsheets

to fit on one page!

Offering an end-user warranty period of a full

six months, the Transtar 130 is an extraordinar-

ily reliable machine. Its minimal failure rate runs

less than 1%, but if your 130 should ever need

repair, a nationwide network of authorized

Transtar service centers stands ready.

Have you decided yet whose type is whose?
If you picked A...You picked Transtar. The
new standard for letter quality printing.

I 'Wrii Mjcrt.ftn. Inc
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Diablo 630, continued...

would expect the 630 to be used with

single sheets of paper; after all, it is a let-

ter quality printer and letters are nor-

mally typed on letterhead. For high

volume use, a single sheet feeder is avail-

able. This monstrosity clamps on the top

of the printer and plugs into the back.

We didn't try it, but we saw it

demonstrated at NCC and it worked
reliably.

However, we did try the tractor

feeder. This also clamps on the top of

the printer and has adjustable width

tractors which can handle anything from
2 l/2 " wide labels to 15" EDP paper.

The 630 has a two-position forms
thickness switch which allows printing

of up to six-part carbon forms. We tried

printing a four-part form with excellent

results.

Reliability and Maintenance
The Diablo 630 carries a 90-day un-

conditional warranty. If required, ser-

vice during this period would be
performed by the dealer which sold the

printer. After that, you have a choice of
service from the local dealer, four re-

gional Diablo service centers, 200 Xerox
service centers, or an independent ser-

vice such as Sorbus. One year on-site

service contracts from Sorbus cost about
$300 and may be a good investment if

the printer is to be put into continuous

duty operation.

On the other hand, Diablo printers

have a well-deserved reputation for reli-

able operation. Our oldest Diablo
printer is a 1641 which we have been us-

ing more or less continuously for nearly

three years. Aside from periodic dusting

and changing the prim wheel and ribbon,

it has never had a moment of downtime
or required any service.

Compared to other daisy wheel print-

ers, the initial cost of the Diablo 630 is

relatively high. However, amortized
over the life of the unit, it begins to look

like a bargain.

The Bottom Line
The Diablo 630 is an evolutionary

continuation of the high quality line of

Diablo daisy wheel printers. It is rugged

and designed for heavy-duty use. The
clever use of different cables on the API
model for interfacing to either parallel or

serial computer ports means that it can
be used with virtually any computer and
will be ready for use when you upgrade
your current computer. The ECS/IBM
version is the only letter quality printer

that produces the entire IBM PC
character set.

Print quality is outstanding and
printwheels are available for virtually

Front and top cover arc easily removal

for ribbon and type wheel changes.

any character set. The built-in buffer

ensures that nothing will ever get lost,

even if an error condition occurs.

The printer has excellent graphics

capabilities (for a daisy wheel unit),

however, the manual does not ade-

quately describe the use of these

features.

The excellent reliability of previous

Diablo printers suggests that the 630
will have a long service life. However,
service, if needed, is widely available. At
around $2500 for printer, cable,
printwheel, and ribbons, the 630 is not

cheap, but given its expected long life, it

may well be a best buy.

A REPORTING SYSTEM FOR A SPREADSHEET DATABASE
(for any VisiCalc® or Lotus 1-2-3® User)

Most database systems consider rows of data fields as records. The 3-D concept promoted by Abacus says to consider an entire report as a record.

Therefore, visualize "pages" of reports stacked on or scattered-around your desk; these would constitute your database

With Viz-A-Con (Namely-A-Consolidation System) you can add 3-Di-

mensional capability to your spreadsheet program. As a Report Writer

to your database, Viz-A-Con allows vou to select records ("pages"), get

sub-totals and totals for all number fields, and have Customized labels

on the final report. For example you can perform hierarchical con-

solidations (Dept., Div., Company) or time period roll-up (Day, Week,
Month, Qtr, Year). You can consolidate up to ^l tiles in one process .ind

you can tie together as many as 80 processes in one group. Then play
"what if" with VisiCalc and regenerate all reports in one single step.

VI«-A-MERCE
With Viz-A-Merge (Namely- A-Merge System) you can "cut and paste"

sections of spreadsheet reports together to form new reports - - -

Electronically!!! As a spreadsheet utility Viz-A-Merge allows you to

combine sections, rows, columns, or single cells from any number of
spreadsheet pages into one new report, or into an existing report, then
recalculate selected formulas. For example, you could "cut" total year
end columns from Department reports and the consolidated reports,

then "paste" them together for overall company analysis. Or, you could
place a total sales row into an income statement and recalculate all

formulas.

Each Product has a simple Question & Answer procedure to assist you in organizing your report processes. You can create a complete reporting network
from a spreadsheet database. They have the ability to "remember" the steps they went through to create the final reports. You can use your spreadsheet
program to recalculate new data, then use our products to regenerate all new reports in one single step. Also, you can set-up special formulas to calculate
additional data fields within the new reports. You can customize titles, row and column headings, footnotes, etc for each report

Both products include sample sessions which are easy to understand, allowing the average person to learn them in only 15 minutes. They are both
compatible with dBase '•'(IBM), PFS Graph* and a host of popular products.

Abacus Associates is dedicated to producting products that allow users to create customized reporting svstems tailored to the way they manually
organize their data.

Please order either Viz-A-Merge or Viz-A-Con directly from Abacus Associates. Send your check or monev order to Abacus Associates, 6565 W. Loop
South, Suite 240. BelUire, TX 77401, or credit card customers may CALL TOLL FREE (800) 547-5995, ext. 170. In Nebraska, (800) 642-9606, ext.170

Apple II, II + , lie. IRS-80 I, 111, IV $ 99.95
Apple HI, TRS-80 11/12/16. IBM-PC $139.95
Add $3 95 S & H per package.

Look for forthcoming 3-D application templates
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PERBRAIN

CP/M DISKS
DISKETTES

DYNACOMP
The Leading Distributor Of
Microcomputer Software

PRESENTS

HOME FINANCE CARD GAMES
PERSONAL FINANCE SYSTEM (ALL) $ 39.95 BRIDGE MASTER (ALL) $ 29.95

TAX OPTIMIZER (ALL) $ 59.95 GIN RUMMY (APPLE) $ 22.95

MICROCOMPUTER STOCKS (ALL) $ 59.95 POKER PARTY (ALL) $ 23.95

MICROCOMPUTER BONDS (ALL) $ 59.95 BLACKJACK COACH (ALL) $ 33.95

BUDGET MODEL ANALYZER (ATARI) $ 23.95 EUCHRE (ATARI) $ 19.95

PERSONAL BALANCE SHEET (OSBORNE) $ 29.95

STOCK MASTER/STOCK PLOT (APPLE) $ 59.95 WAR GAMES
NYINDEX (ATARI) $ 29.95 LEIPZIG 1813 (ATARI) $ 33.95

STOCKAID (ATARI) $ 29.95 SHILOH 1862 (ATARI) $ 33.95

PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT (APPLE/OSB) $ 69.95 IRONCLADS (CPM) $ 29.95

INVESTING ADVISOR (TRS) $ 39.95

INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT ADVENTURE
(ATARI/IBM) $ 49.95 CRANSTON MANOR (CPM) $ 19.95

OPTIONS ANALYSIS (TRS/OSB/APPLE) $ 99.95 WINDMERE ESTATE
(NORTH STAR/APPLE) $ 29.95

BUSINESS ZODIAC CASTLE (NORTH STAR/APPLE) $ 29.95

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT STARSH1P LANDING PARTY (TRS) $ 19.95

(NORTH STAR) $149.95 GENESIS-THE CREATOR (APPLE) $ 49.95

MAIL MASTER (ATARI) $ 39.95 VALLEY OF THE KINGS (ATARI) $ 29.95

PAYFIVE (APPLE) $149.95

LIFE CYCLE ANALYSIS (APPLE) $ 39.95 GAMES
DATA RETRIEVAL SYSTEM (ATARI/CPM) $ VALDEZ (ALL) $ 23.95

OPTIMAC (TRS/APPLE) $ 43.95 FLIGHT SIMULATOR (ALL) $ 23.95

BOOKKEEP (CPM) $ 69.95 BACKGAMMON 2.0 (ALL) $ 23.95

CUSTOMER PROFILE (OSBORNE) $ 59.95 MANAGEMENT SIMULATOR (ALL) $ 29.95

CHESS MASTER (CPM/TRS) $ 23.95

EDUCATION STARBASE 3.2 (ALL) $ 17.95

HODGE PODGE (APPLE/TRS) $ 18.95 CACTUS LEAGUE BASEBALL (ATARI) $ 19.95

CHILDREN'S CARROUSEL (APPLE) $ 19.95 FINAL ASSEMBLY (ATARI) $ 19.95

TEACHER'S AIDE (ALL) $ 17.95

TEACHER'S GRADE BOOK (APPLE) $ 49.95 ENGINEERING/STATISTICS
PLAYER PIANO (ATARI) $ 19.95 DIGITAL FILTER (ALL) $ 53.95

SPELL IT (APPLE) $ 19.95 HARMONIC ANALYZER (ALL) $ 33.95

ELIZA II (ALL except APPLE) $ 19.95 BASIC SCIENTIFIC SUBS. Vol. 1 (ALL) $ 53.95

PROBABILITY (APPLE/ATARI) $ 39.95 BASIC SCIENTIFIC SUBS. Vol. 2 (ALL) $129.95

TYPEMASTER (TRS) $ 18.95 BASIC STATISTICAL SUBS. (ALL) $ 99.95

FEELING BETTER (APPLE) $ 39.95 CELESTIAL BASIC (APPLE) $ 49.95

FROGMASTER (ATARI) $ 21.95 ACTIVE CIRCUIT ANALYSIS (ALL) $ 43.95

BEAM DEFLECTION (ALL) $ 39.95

DISKETTES ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE (ALL) $ 43.95

$'/*" SS/SD with hub rings, packed in PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS (APPLE) $ 49.95

plastic storage box (10/box) $ 19.95 STATTEST(ALL) $ 33.95

PRICES ABOVE ARE FOR 5'/." SINGLE DENSITY. ADD $3.00 FOR DOUBLE DENSITY, $2.50 for 8"

THESE ARE ONLY A FEW OF THE HUNDREDS OF PROGRAMS
IN THE DYNACOMP LIBRARY.
Besides being the leading distributor of microcomputer software, DYNACOMP
currently distributes software in over 60 countries. DYNACOMP provides

FRIENDLY, ACCESSIBLE CUSTOMER SERVICE through our highly

qualified and knowledgeable staff. WE'RE AS NEAR AS YOUR TELEPHONE.
DYNACOMP*S prices are highly competitive and we promise prompt processing

of every order!

WRITE FOR A FREE, DETAILED CA TALOG
Daytime 24 Hour

Toll Free Order Phones: Message and Order Phone:

(800) 828-6772 (800) 828-6773 (716) 442-8731

Office Hotline:

9-5E.S.T.

(716) 442-8960

DYNACOMP, INC.
1427 Monroe Avenue • Rochester, NY 14618
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Apple Business

Artscl
Magic Window II $ 9S

Athton Tale
dBase lUReo z«n $419

Broderbund
Payroll $249
Accounts Receivable $249
The Bank Street Writer J 4$

Continental Software
Tne Home Accountant $ 48
1st Class Man $ 48
CPA Module ll-GL J 159
CPA Module >2 - AR 1159
CPA Module »3 - A,P $159
CPA Module *4 - Payroll $159
CPA Module »5 - Properly Mgt $159
The Form Letter $ 20

Datasoft
Micropainter $ 23
OatasmA52 $ 59
Lisp Intepreter $ 79
The Basic Compiler $ 65

Don't Ask Software
SAM $ 79

Microcomputer Products Hayes
Hayes Terminal Program $ 65

Howard Software
Creative Financing $129
Real Estate Analyzer II Si 19
Ta» Preparer 1983 $145

IUS
Professional Easywriter $115
Original Easy writer $ 65
Original Easymaiier $ 45
Pro EasywnterrMaiier Combo $189
Ong Easywriter 'Mailer ComOo $ 89

Link Systams
Datafai $119
Oataiink $ 62

Lotus
Executive Briefing System $125
Alphabyles Font $ 17
Alphabets Font $ 17

Micro Lab
The Tax Manager $ 95
Data Factory 5 $189
Payroll Manager $ts9

Microsoft
Tasc Compiler $ttg
A L D S (Reg Z-80) $ 79
Multiplan (Apple Dos or Z-80) $1 75

Systams Plus
Accounting Plus — G/L $239
Accounting Plus (GL. AP. AR) $499
Accounting Plus (GL. AP, AR. INV) $629

On-Llna
Screenwriter 11 $82
The Dictionary $ 65
Screenwriter Professional $129
The General Manager II $149

PBL Corporation
Personal Investor $ 95

Sensible Software
Sensible Speller $ 79
MultlOisk Catalog III $17

Silicon Valley
Word Handler II $129
List Handler $ 59
Dictionary ...... $ 79

Software Publishing
PFS Report $ 85
^S $85
PFS: Graph $16

Sorclm/ISA
Supercalc <Req Z-SO) $179
SpellguardtReq Z-80) $125

Southeastern Software
Data Capture 4 $ 47
Data Capture 4 0/80 $ 59

Vlslcorp
Vlslcalc 3 3 . $165
VlSlplot $t39
VlsltrenoVPIot $199
Vlsldex $188

Apple PreSchool

/Educational
Sticky Bear Sop $30
Sticky Bear Numbers $30
Sticky Bear ABC $30
in Search of Amazing Things %27
Hey Diddle Diddle $20
Snooper Troops »t Spinnaker $30
Snooper Troops #2/Spinnaker $30
Delta Drawmg/Spinnaker $45
Story Maker'Spmnaker $26
f»C9 Maker Spinnaker $26
Rhymes 6\ Riddies/Spmnaker $20
PLATO Whole Numbers $39
PLATO Decimals $39
PLATO Fractions $39
Alien Counter'Face Flash $24
Gulp & Arrow Graphics $24
Frenzy Flip/Flop $24
Battling Bugs/Concentration $24
The Jar Game-Chaos $24
POl Preschool lO Buddet $24
Planetary Guide/Synergi»tic $23
Star Gazers Guide/Synergistic %22
Astro Quotes POi $i;
Juggles Rainbow/Learning Co $30
Bumble Games/Learning Co $39
Bumble Plot Learn. ng Co $39
Gertrudes Sec ret^Learning Co $49
Gertrudes Puzzles.learning Co $49
Rocky s Boot s>Learning Co $49
Compu Read Edu ware $23
Spelling Bee w/Reading Primer $27
Algebra I'Eduware $34
Fractions'Eduware $34
Decimals' Eduware $34
Master Type Lighting Software $27
Type Attack Sinus $27
Wordrace'Don t Ask $i

;

Dueling Digits'Broderbund $20
SAT Word Attack Marcourt Brace $34
New Step by Step'PDI $59
Whole Brain SpeihngSubiogic $23

Apple lie
64K with 80 column card, one
Apple drive, one Apple low glare
monochrome (green phosphor)
monitor, one monitor stand

Call For
Price

Micro Prices
Apple Hit List

Normandy $ 27
Witness $ 34
Germany $ 39
Epidemic $ 23
Galactic Gladiator $ 27
The Cosmic Balance $ 27
The Battle ol Shiloh $ 27
Guadacanal $ 39
Pursuit ol the Graf Spree $ 39
The Shattered Alliance $39
AE $ 20
Space Vikings $ 34
Kabul Spy $ 20
Zero Gravity $ 20
Electric Duel $ 20
Tuesday Morning Quarterback $ 20
Hi Res Computer Goll $ 20
David's Midnight Magic $ 23
Track Attack $ 20
Sargonll $ 23
Hi Res Football $ 27
Star Bluer $ 22
Swashbuckler $ 23
Repton $ 27
Critical Mass $ 27
Cannonball Blitz $ 23
Pool 15 $ 23
Cyborg $ 22
Crisis Mountain $ 23
S.EUI.S $ 27

Knight ot Diamonds $ 23
Way Out $ 27
Zaxxon $ 27
SAGA Adventure Ea $ 27
Serpentine $ 23
Chopntter $ 23
Frogger $ 23
Sea Fox $ 20
Temple ot Apshai $ 27
Zork I. II. Ill Ea $ 27
Castle Wollenstein $ 20
Wiz & Princess $ 22
Ulysses & The Golden Fleece $23
Wizardy $ 34
Tigers in the Snow $ 27
Sherwood Forest $ 23
Deadline $ 34
Bandits $ 23
Starcross $ 27
Aziec $ 27
MaskoltheSun $27
Pie Man $ 20
Miner 2049er $ 29
Ultima II $39
Dark Crystal $ 27
Millionaire . .$ 55
HiRes Secret $ 79

Police Artist $ 23
Suspended $ 35

* * Specials of the Month * •
Franklin Ace 1000 64K w/color $849
Elephant Disks s/s $ 20
Verbatims Disks s/d $ 24
Maxell Diskettes s/d $30
Amdek Color I $299
Amdek Color II $659
Micromodem II $259
Mlcromodem II w/Terminal Pk $299
Novation Apple Cat II Modem $329
Hayes Smartmodem 300 $209
Hayes Smartmodem 1200 $499
The Grappler + $119
Flip ft File Diskette Box $21
Mlcrobuffer II 32K Parallel $199

Graphics/Utilities
Beagle Brothers Penguin Software

Apple Mechanic $20 Complete Graphics System $48
Tip Disk #1 $15 Special Effects $27
Flex Text $20 Graphics Magician $39
Frame Up $ 20
Typefaces ... $ 15

Information & Order Inquiries (702) 369-5523
Technical Assistance (702) 796-0296

Call Toll Free

1-800-634 6766
Order Line Only

We accept VISA and MasterCard

Mon. — Frl. 8 A.M. to 6 P.M.
Set. 9 A.M. to 6 P.M.

Dealers' Inquiries Invited



Just For You.
IBM Specials Atari

Advanced Operating Systems
The Programmer $129

Applied Software
V.n.lorm $249

Ashton Tata
sBase II (CP/M 86) $419

sBase II (MS Dos) S419

Continental Software
The Horn* Accountant Plus

1st CUM Mali

Computer Sotware
Technology
Wort/PC

Davldaon A Aaaoclates
Speed Reader

Datamoat
Reel Estate Investment Program

Write-On

Comprehensive Software
PC Tutor

Denver Software
Eiecutive Accounting System

(128K)

Eagle Software
Money Decisions

Howard Software
Real Estate Analyzer II

Tax Preparer 1983

Information Solutions
2501

Innovative Software
T I M III

IUS
Easy Filar

Easy Writer II

Easy Planner

Accounts Receivable

Accounts Payable

General Ledger
Financial Management Series

Micro Lab
The Tax Manager

» 95
J 79

t 4S

» 49

J 79

$ 85

8 St

8469

$129

$159
8159

8 65

8299

8239
8209
8159
8369
8369
8369
8899

8159

Micro Pro
Wordstar *299

Mailmerge * 15*

Spellstar $'09

Inlostar $299

Reportstar $209

North American
Business Systems
Answer 8159

PBL Corporation
Personal Investor 8 89

Peachtree
General Ledger 8329

Accounts Receivable 8329

Accounts Payable $329

Peach Pak (GUAR/AP) $329

Software Publishing
PFS Report $ 84

PFSFIIe $ 84

Digital Research
Concurrent CP/M 86 $209

C Basic 86 $'25

Pasc«/MT * 86 $239

Speed Programming Package 86 $125

CIS Cobol 86 $489

Peter Norton Computing
Norton Utilities $ 55

Select
Select Word Processing System $299

Softword Systems
Wordmaker $289

Sorclm/ISA
Supercalc $"9
Superwnter $239

Speilguard $'25

Southeastern
Data Capture $ 75

Visicorp
Visicalc (2S6KI $'65

Desktop Plan 1 $'99
Visitrend/Plot $'99
Visifue $'99

Visidex $'65
Visischedule $'99

Business Forecasting Model $ 69

With Factory Rebates —

1200 XL $419
\

800 4SK $299
400 16K $159

Hardware
Monitors

Amdek
Color It 659
Color III $ 399

Color IV (RGB Analog Input) $1029

AmdlSk 3 $ 729

Amplot $ 769

Amdek $ '79

NEC
NECJB1201M

Ouadchrome
Mi Res RGB Monitor

690 > 240 Resolution

$ 169

Call for Price

1010 Recorder
410 Recorder

810 Disk Drive

1025 Printer

630 Modem
850 Interlace

461 Entertainer

482 Educator

463 Programmer
464 Communicator
863 16K Ram
The Bookkeeper Kit

CX4104 Mailing List

CX404 Word Processor

CXL4007 Music Composer
Programming 2 8 3

Conversational Languages
CX4018 Pilot

CX405 Pilot

CXL4003 Assembler Editor

CX8126 Microsoft Basic

$ 72

$ 72

$419
$409
$145
$159
$ 64
$110
$ 52
$289
$ 74

$165

$ 19

$102

$ 42

$ 22

$ 42

$ 55

$ 92
$ 42

$ 62

Printers

NEC
NEC8023A
NEC 3530
NEC 7710

NEC 7730

NEC 3550

$ 439

$1599
$2059
$2059
$1899

Diablo
Diablo 620RI25CPS)
Diablo 630RI40CPS)
Diablo 630KSR (40CPSI

$ 949
$1729
$2429

Epson
Fxao
FX100FT

$ 599

$ 799

Smith Corona
TP 1 Parallel $ 499

commod

VIC 20 $99
COrniTIOdOre 64 mtA'acfory trade m $219
1530 Datasette $ 59
1541 Disk Drive $249
1525 Graphic Printer $229
1600 Modem $ 89
1701 Monitor $289
Super Expander $ 59

8K Memory $ 52

16K Memory $ 79

RS232 Interface $ 43

Business & Utilities

Visicalc * 169

Mail Merge > 20

Oata Perfect $ 75

Letter Perfect $'05

Text Wizard $ 65

Datasm6520 $ 59

File Manager 800* $ 65

Syn Assembler $ 34

P,ge6 $ »
Atari World $ 39

K. Dos * »
Micropainter $ 23

Color Print $ 27

Lisp Interpreter $ 79

Bishops Square $ 20

Graphic Master $ 27

Graphic Generator $ '7

Basic Compiler $ 65

Computan's Financial Wizard $ 45

Color Accountant $ 65

Oatalink $ 27

File It 2 System $ 34

Diskette Inventory System $ 1

7

P M P Property Management $1 79

Programming Techniques

Display Lists $ 17

Morlz/Vert Scroll $ '7

Page Flipping $ '7

Basics of Animation .$17
Player Missile Graphics $ 24

Sound * 24

Data Flies $ 24

Okldata
ML82A $ 419

ML63A $ 649
MLS4P $ 979
ML84S $'089
ML92 $ 489

ML93 $ 889

IDS
Microp'ismSO $ 549

Prism 132 $1399
(with Sheetleed $ Graphics)

Prism 132 $'589

(with Sheetteed Graphics $ Color)

Prism to IBM Cable $ 48

Citoh

8510 Prownter

FlOStarwnter
FlOPrlntmaster

$ 365

$1199
$1599

Mannesmann Tally

MT160L
MT 1802 (Parallel)

MT 1805 (Serial)

Gemini
Gemini 10

Gemini 15

Oume
Oume Sprint 11

Tractor Feed
Printer Interface

$ 599
$1559
$1559

$ 319
$ 479

$1349

$ 175

$ 75

1095 E. Twain (702) 796-0296 Las Vegas, Nevada 89109

COMPUTER OUTLET
OKOEMNG INFOHUATION AMD TCWMS:
For fast delivery send cashier checks money orders or direct bank wire transfers Personal and company checks allow 3 weeks to clear COD orders ($300 minimumi

and 1% of all orders over $300 School purchase orders welcome Prices reflect a cash discount only and are subiect to change Please enclose your phone number with

any orders

SHIPPING. Software l$2 50 minimum) Shipping — Hardware (please call) Foreign orders APO $ FPO orders — $10 minimum and 15*/. of all orders over $100 Nevada

residents add 5 3/4 •'• sales tax ah goods are new and include factory warranty Due to our low prices, all sales are final All returns must have a return authorization number

Can 702 3695523 to obtain one before returning goods for replacement All returned merchandise is subiect to a restocking fee and must come with their original packaging

in order to be accepted NO returns permitted alter 21 days from shipping date
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Increase your storage options

creative

computing

equipment

evaluation

9-Track Tape Drives
For The Apple

The ability to exchange data with
larger computers opens up a new world
of attractive applications for the Apple
user. Until recently, floppy disks and
Winchester drives offered the only reli-

able storage and retrieval media.
If a business owner wished to buy or

rent mailing lists, he was faced with a
dilemma. Few companies offer mailing
lists or other data on Apple compatible
media. The U.S. government, for exam-
ple, offers a seemingly endless supply of
data on nine-track tape. The FAA and
FCC routinely make their files available

for a small copying charge. The com-
plete directory of the new nine-digit zip

codes may be borrowed at no charge
from the U.S. Postal Service.

Almost any federal data except that

concerning national security, matters of
personal privacy, or proprietary
information is available for a reasonable
fee. For an additional charge you may
request a subset of the data based on in-

come, residence, age or almost any other
category. Information on government
data and software is available from the

National Technical Information Service,

5285 Port Royal Rd., Springfield, VA
22161.

Many private companies such as
magazine publishers, polling organiza-
tions, universities, and research bureaus
also offer mailing lists on magnetic tape.

An Apple with a magnetic tape drive
is ideal for data collection in scientific,

commercial and educational situations,

or for data reduction and analysis

projects in these environments.
At less than $1 per megabyte, mag-

netic tape is a reliable, reusable medium
for archival storage, hard disk backup,
and general bulk data storage. Data stor-

age and retrieval time with a nine-track
drive are speeded up to almost 20 times
faster than those achieved by an Apple

48

Stephen Arrants

disk drive. For example, BLOADing the

8K hi-res buffers used in the photo-

graphs takes about nine seconds with the

Apple drive. Loading from a medium
speed (25 IPS) tape takes less than 0.5

seconds.

Electrovalue Industrial Inc. is a six-

year-old firm specializing in the pur-

chase of quality commercial and
industrial excess inventory items for re-

sale to computer hobbyists. We recently

discovered that this company which
leases space in the Creative Computing
building offers a unique product de-

signed to afford data interchangeability

among the Apple, minicomputers and
large mainframes.

Electrovalue's Apple 9-Track Tape

Drive consists of an industry standard

tape drive with Apple adapter and with

cables to a small controller card. The
drives are compatible with the Apple II,

Apple II + , and the Apple He, as well as

with Apple look-alikes such as the

Franklin Ace. They do not run with the

Apple III.

The controller plugs into any available

slot and performs all the necessary data

transfer, control and formatting func-

tions. This allows easy reading and writ-

ing of tapes via simple CALLS from Basic

and/or assembly language programs. A
Pascal version is under development.

Two drives currently offered by
Electrovalue differ primarily in tape

speed and the maximum diameter reel

which may be mounted. The full size

drives read and write tape at 25 IPS and
handle any size reel up to the largest

(10.5"). The smaller size drives run at

The Electrovalue drive in operation.

September 1983 l Creative Computing
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OPEN YOUR APPLE TO A
WORLD OFCOMMUNICATION

\ idex ' new PSIO Dual Function

Interface Card gives you a whole

new world of communication ..

.

with .1 whole ne» ease

of operation.

rhe PSK ) allows you to use a

printer (parallel out|

and ,1 modem [serial I O •
port simultaneously, •

through use of iusi one

card! But best ot all, '

the PSK) makes com-
munic ating through
either method worlds

easier than it's ever •

been before.

/ he PSIO lets you
( hoose from among
an unmatc bed range ot

software-selet table

options, including vari-

able baud rate selec lion,

form width, form length,

auto linefeed, linefeed mask,

Xon Xoff protocol, lower,

masking, shilJ wire mod support,

duplex mode, parity, data format;

v ideo e< ho mode and a slot ec ho mode,

PSIO can also open up new worlds for

graphic S, since it can reproduce your picture on

any graphic s printer/Rotate your picture, enlarge

it, change it as you wish.

Once you/ve < hosen youi

options, the PSK )s highly

sophisticated NOVRAM
(non-volatile RAM) will

remembei and perma
• nently save them, I bat

means \ ou won t have to

• g!ve the same c onfig-
• urations ovet and ovei

again . \our PSK ) will

do it foi you. And it you
want to < hange t hose
i onfigurations, von < an

do it through software in

stead of through the i < »n

fusing array of switches thai

Othei 1 ards use.

rhe I'SK) will work with any

* printer modem sou now hap

pen to own., .and it will work with

<\n\ printer modem you happen to

purchase in the future. Adaptable'

Definitely!

7 he PSK) is. completely compatible with

BASK , Pascal and CP/M* systems.

The PSIO from Videx . . . how in the world



Titan Empire.

It's light years ahead of its time.

Introducing the most excit-

ing space adventure in the
•

UniVerSe. Command your Starship

through space. Race through the universe at

speeds up to Warp 9. Raise your Shields to

protect yourself from heavy enemy attack.

Beam up armies to strengthen your position.

Fire Photon Torpedos and Tracking Missiles at

the enemy. Set your Radar Range and visu-

ally see into space Sector by Sector as you
go through the solar system. Control your

^ fuel consumption and repair damages
sustained in battle.

YOUR MISSION: To defend the remaining
friendly planets and win back those

planets already enslaved by the Titans.

If you are a worthy commander of your

Starship and you can take over all the

planets in the shortest period of time

your name will be entered into the Titan

Empire Hall of Fame.
Titan Empire™ is an exciting space

y game that combines elements of video
action and challenging strategy into a
space adventure that is both fun and
educational. Titan Empire'" contains

a realistic solar system with the sun,

nine orbiting planets and their major
moons, plus enlightening educa-
tional information about each

r 1 °
,hem

$34.95
APPLE 11+ & lie

48K DISK DRIVE

Look for these other fine Muse Products.

fj
SOFTWARE

347 N. Charles Street, Baltimore, Maryland 21201 (301) 659-7212



Tape Drive, continued...

18.75 IPS and take up to a 7" reel.

Half-inch nine-track tape comes on

standard removable reels. Tape length

can vary, depending on the user's needs,

from 200 feet to 3600 feet. Quantity

prices for ten reels range from approxi-

mately $7 to $27 dollars. An explanation

of how data is formatted on tape will

show how this drive provides an

inexpensive method of data storage.

How It Works
Two nine-track recording formats are

common today: 800 BPI (bytes per inch)

and 1600 BPI. The Apple drives can

read and write only the 800 BPI format,

which is unfortunate, since 1600 BPI

format provides twice the storage capac-

ity and is more popular than the 800

BPI tape. This drawback is offset by sev-

eral factors: 800 BPI drives are less

expensive, many of the drives in

commercial use are capable of dual-den-

sity 800/1600 BPI operation, service bu-

reaus offer inexpensive 1600 to 800 BPI

conversion, and popular sources of data

offer both formats.

Data are written on tape in blocks of

9-bit characters (an 8-bit byte and an

automatically generated parity bit),

hence the term nine-track. Collections of

blocks are separated into files which are

delineated by special blocks called EOF

(End of File) markers. Each block also

contains special characters used to check

the data. These are generated by the

controller when writing and checked

when reading.

The length of the data blocks written

on tape varies, depending on the applica-

tion. The ANSI standard for 800 BPI

defines a maximum block size of 2K.

(2048 characters), but in practice this is

often exceeded. The Electrovalue

interface can easily handle block lengths

of up to 16K.

Software
The firmware I/O routines provide a

versatile, application independent means

of accessing the tape drive. Electrovalue

provides additional programs written in

Applesoft to help users get the system up
and running. The Demo program trans-

fers ASCII files from tape to screen,

disk, or printer and vice versa. It handles

up to 100 tape files and allows the user

to specify block size when going from

disk to tape.

I found this program slower than I

would have expected. This was traced to

the programmer's use of get a$ and

print a$ for character handling. All

actual I/O transfers between tape and

memory ran at full speed—up to 36,000

CPS with a 25 IPS tape drive.

Electrovalue is rewriting the character

handling routine in assembly language

and adding EBCDIC-ASCII conversion,

September 1983 e Creative Computing

two desirable improvements to a very

versatile program.

The Diagnostic program reads and

writes blocks of random data and per-

forms other operations to check drive

operation, controller, and ROM resident

firmware. It runs quickly and provided

excellent information when I forced an

error by inserting a piece of paper

between the tape and the read/write

head.

Finally, a Basic Subroutine package

provides a way to access quickly and

easily all the tape drive functions from

Basic. It contains a short application

program in the form of a test which calls

an integrated set of Basic subroutines.

After reading the documentation, I sug-

gest you study a listing of this program

to see examples of tape drive

programming.

Documentation
The documentation is clearly written

and extensive in scope and technical

content. Don't be put off by the three-

ring binder and line printing.

Electrovalue prefers to maintain docu-

mentation on a word processing system

in order to be able to make quick

updates.

Included with the documentation are

a copy of the drive manufacturer's tech-

nical manual, a review of magnetic tape

format and use, a thorough description

of each of the firmware I/O routines

with examples, schematic diagrams of

the controller and adapter boards, in-

stallation procedure, and listings of the

three sample programs. After a session

with the documentation, you will have

enough information to get the system up

and running.

A new, full size 25 IPS drive with

integrated controller is $3000. A smaller

and slower drive is $1800. Used, refur-

bished drives are available from time to

time at lower prices. Drives which are

compatible with Electrovalue's control-

ler are made by Cipher, Digi-Data, Ken-

nedy, Perkin-Elmer, Pertec, Wangco,

and others.

If you have your own drive, the

controller along with system cables,

documentation, and software is available

separately for $900. At these prices, not

every Apple owner will be able to afford

such a drive. However, for those users

who need nine-track compatibility with

other computers, who need reliable data

backup, or who use Apples for large

scale data collection, this is a cost-effec-

tive alternative to other storage media.

Commercial minicomputer magnetic

tape controllers alone sell for about

$2500.

Electrovalue Industrial Inc., P.O. Box
376-D, Morris Plains, NJ 07950. (201)

267-1117. D

You have an apple II

an IBM PC
a TRS-80/III

Use it.

lege boc I from

SEI SAT/GRE
je or college students of all ages

Get instant answers
for tough questions.

SEI™ verbal skills pak
word i

all throe packed disks $60

SEI™ math skills pak
. S25

both packed disks- S50

Enjoy it.

SEI

Get smart with words.

foreign words in English
po

acronyms
$25

"I want to add auctions."
"I want to use my own words."

"I have another hint."

So change ours:

Easy-to-use-editor
on every SEI™ disk.

Learn a language.
trom

SEI '

Get the basics fast.

French $30

German wo
Spanish haracters S30

We're SEI. Try us.

Send your order to:

SEI
P.O. Box 7266-B

Hampton VA 23666
804/826-3777

Vita MasterCard
.-•<a

SEI

SEI $215
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Inhome Keyboard for the Atari 400
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Stroke of Genius

Herbert Sandler

Necessity may not have mothered this

invention, but convenience and ease
were certainly parties to the conception.
Inhome Software has filled a gap with a
sturdy, full-stroke keyboard that sub-
stitutes for the membrane original on the
Atari 400 computer. I installed the key-
board in about 20 minutes using only a
screwdriver.

Although this crowning of the 400
does not quite make an 800 (it might be
dubbed a 599), at $105 it is a reasonable
upgrade.

When I considered a small computer
for our family's recreational and entry-
level use, I narrowed the choice to three
machines: the Vic 20, TI 99/4A and
Atari 400. The first two have full-stroke

keyboards, with a feel similar to that of a
typewriter, while the Atari has a flat,

printed board (Atari calls it a
monopanel).

Caveats About The Keyboard
The 400 was appealing in its superior

graphics, sound and game adaptability
and its 40-column display. Its big
brother, the 800, had a "normal" key-
board and a second cartridge compart-
ment but at double the price, and with

Herbert Sandler, 28-45 Clearview Exp., Bayside, NY
11360.
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nearly the same interior and output, it

seemed less of a value. A several hun-
dred dollars savings buys a great deal of
software. So, disregarding caveats about
the plastic membrane keyboard, I

brought home an Atari 400. I have been
very content with the choice—except
that the keyboard was truly a pain to
use.

The printed mylar panel is peanut-
butter and Dr. Pepper-proof. It does al-

most everything that the 800 does and
yet . . .

I found myself poised above the flat

quasi-keyboard with, switches on, in the

full flush of creativity knowing that I

cannot pounce upon the keys. Instead, I

had to descend purposefully, adjusting
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programmers

WHO TO SELL YOUR PROGRAMS
THOUSANDS OF COMPANY NAMES AND
WITH DETAILED LISTINGS SHOWING:

(1) WHAT PROGRAMS PUBLISHERS ARE LOOKING FOR

(2) HOW THEY WANT YOU TO SUBMIT YOUR PROGRAM
(3) HOW MUCH THEY PAY — AND WHEN!
100 CATEGORIES — FROM "ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE"*
TO "GAMES" TO "VIDEO CONTROL" PROGRAMS
HOW TO WRITE CLEAR DOCUMENTATION
DEBUGGING TECHNIQUES Name

Reserve Your
Copy Today!

Enclose check or money order

for $19.95 f No C.O.D.s) to:

IPF Publications

146 Country Club Lane

Pomona. NY 10970
(914) 354-5585
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Atari Keyboard, continued...

to a kind of squeeze—a massage that at

times elicits a reluctant response.

My wife, an expert on a heavyweight
office typewriter, nearly mutinied after

being introduced to the printed laminate
of the 400. It is not friendly to the touch
typist because the fingers cannot distin-

guish the home keys. And the lack of a
sense of detent restrains rapid typing.
When programming the computer,

"entering" the commands suits the ac-
tion better than "punching them in."

However, we did not intend to displace
the office Selectric, and we have been
satisfied with the computing ability of
the 400 aftermarket.

Along comes an aftermarket improve-
ment to raise an itch of dissatisfaction.

Merely replace the membrane keyboard
of the Atari 400 with Inhome Software's
B Key 400 kit and your problems are

Replace the membrane
keyboard of the Atari
400 with the B Key 400
kit and your problems

are solved.

solved, the manufacturer claims.
I was a bit skeptical, but I brought

home the new keyboard with anticipa-

tion. The keyboard package consists of a
printed circuit board with 61 individual
spring switches connected to a flat cable
and a packet of attractive, contoured
keycaps. The four-page instruction man-
ual, though adequate, needs larger and
clearer illustrations; everything seems to
have been crowded toward the tops of
the pages.

Installing The Keyboard
The operation started smoothly. You

remove the top of the computer, which
is held on by four Phillips-head screws.
Then you trespass into the interior

(which will void the warranty) and dis-

connect the ribbon cable from the com-
puter to the membrane keyboard. You
maneuver the keyboard out of the top
cover and put it away for the relic

collection.

Next, you plug in the new keyboard
using its own ribbon cable. And, as fore-

warned in the manual, you need a third
and fourth hand to steady the machine
while you hold aside wiring and wiggling
home the cable assembly. A strong flash-

light or lamp makes the work a bit eas-
ier. The new cable pins (really wire ends)
are not as substantial or manageable as
the flat, stiff prongs of the original. After
some anxious moments, however, a firm,
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persistent grip accomplishes the
coupling.

You fit the new keyboard, with the 61

switches exposed, into place over the ca-

ble assembly, and reattach the top of the
computer. I was eager to confirm the
correct installation; I switched the unit

on and pressed a few unmarked keys.

They worked, and I haven't squeezed a
laminated keyboard since.

The last step calls for installation of
the keycaps. By moving five of the keys
(CTRL, CLR/SET TAB, CAPS/LOWER, ESC
and del/backs) to either side of the
spacebar as on a professional keyboard,
the designers have been able to spread
out the alphanumerics a needed couple
of inches. The keycaps are full-sized,

contoured, and quite receptive to touch
typing. The materials seem durable
enough to support the manufacturer's
claim of a life of one million operations.

I have a few minor gripes. The keys,
and especially the spacebar, rattle a bit

(though no worse than the keyboard of
the Atari 800 and many others). The
shift keys are the same size as all the
others and are placed inconspicuously.
The return key, too, is now smaller, but
at least it protrudes a bit at the end of its

row.

It would be nice to have some of the
keys color-coded. The control key could
be color-coordinated with other keys re-

lated to it. I may try to color-mark the
return and shift keys with a small
stick-on dot label and dampen the space
bar clatter with a bit of felt.

Keyboard Enhancement Kits
The Atari 400, of course, isn't the

only model with a plastic membrane top.

Users of the extremely popular
Timex/Sinclair 1000 computers have to
contend with an even smaller panel key-
board. Perhaps a dozen "keyboard
enhancement" kits are now available to
them, ranging from a plastic overlay
with finger-guiding holes to full-strike

conversions in cabinets large enough to

house both computer and add-on RAM
circuits. This wide array of aftermarket

equipment has been fostered by suppliers

from Britain, home of the Sinclair

computer.
Inhome Software is not the only

manufacturer offering an upgrade for

the Atari 400 keyboard. RCE of Grant's
Pass, OR, has also entered the market
with a pair of keyboard and calculator

options under the Commander label.

These are separate wood-trimmed enclo-

sures with eight feet of connecting cable.

They can be used without disturbing the

original keyboard of the Atari 400. The
numeric keypad model permits cal-

culator operations without involving the

computer keyboard. Installation is a bit

more involved for the two models, and
with their deluxe features, they are

priced higher than the Inhome
conversion.

Meanwhile, back at the Sunnyvale,
California ranch, there are rumors that

Atari has seen the light and plans to in-

troduce an intermediate model, between
the 400 and the 800, with an upgraded
full-stroke keyboard.

That doesn't ease the way for present

users of the 400, however, which brings

us to the next question.

Is the B Key 400 keyboard worth the
price and the effort to install it? I would
say yes: for the touch typist typing be-

comes more pleasant and accurate. My
wife says the new keyboard has a softer

and more effortless touch than her IBM
office typewriter. The keyboard may not
be a dead-ringer for the 800 (or as ele-

gant as other microcomputers), but
economically speaking, it has the right

stuff.

The solid-looking console is hand-
some enough with its chocolate-brown
molded keycaps. The B Key 400 does
well. In fact, it is inviting the family
back to the keyboard, where they are in

touch once again.

Does anyone have a use for a dead
membrane-type keyboard?
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Innovative technology
brings you quality color

printing

for only $599

The technology of the all-new Transtar 315 color printer

revolutionizes color impact printing! Unlike old-fashioned

printers needing multiple passes with pins to print color, the

Transtar 315 employs an innovative 4-hammer print head to

allow 7 colors and more than 30 shades to be printed in

a single pass!

A unique 4-color diagonal ribbon maximizes the efficiency

of the 315's color imaging and enhances its simple reliability.

Built by Seikosha, the most experienced manufacturing

company of the famous Seiko group, the Transtar 315 is

available now and has been designed to be compatible with

the IBM, Apple I l/l le and Franklin personal computers. An
optional PICS card also allows Apple and Franklin users to

simply depress the 315's "copy" button to print any high

or low-resolution screen without exiting a program!

Transtar is bringing the technology of tomorrow to you

today. Your future in color printing is only $599 away.

Transtar
P.O. Box C 96975, Bellevue, Washington 98009
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Howto quicklyB
Ifyou'd like to turn the agony

of small business bookkeeping
into the ecstasy of total control,

you've come to the right place.

Because even if you're starting

with a shoe box full of invoices
or a pile ofchecks hiding under a
pile of deposit slips, we can tell

you how to centralize, organize
and monitor all that information,

and manipulate it in ways that

will make your business a

pleasure— all with an Apple* III

Personal Computer.

Attain instant
financial status.

An Apple III, teamed with the
BPI General Accounting Package,
can put every basic accounting
function right at

your fingertips.

Technically,

that means

*&*iK

General Ledger, Accounts
Payable, Accounts Receivable

and Payroll— all in one package.

Meaningfully, that means you
can turn numbers into answers.

With BPI, your Apple III can
give you a snapshot of your
company's financial condition,

an up-to-the-instant

balance sheet. It

can also generate

instant and
xr \ detailed

reports

*»

>£<,

I
^>



;ainyour ce.
on your customers and vendors.

So you know who owes whom,
how much, and how come.

And just how well your cash

flow is flowing.

And where to give creditwhere

credit is due (a customer inquiry

The BPI General Accounting

Package also lets your income

statements be coded by location,

department or product line. So
you know where your money's

coming from.

And where it's not.

results will make an important

statement to everyone you deal

with— including your banker.

More ways Apples pay.

There are more people in more
places doing more things with

h can also allow you to take full advantage of

merchandise discounts. So you'll know whom to pay.

whentopay, how much to pay— and save a lot of

dams in the process.

Make a timely
statement.

Add an Apple Dot Matrix or

Daisywheel printer to your Apple

III, and you can print out your

entire balance sheet in minutes.

Or any number of reports, from

cash receipts to payroll ledger to

income. You can even print

checks and customer statements.

The impressively professional

Your Apple can generate instant income statements

(with expense ratios) or balance sheets, and let you

compare them to last months or year's, then print

them out to suit your banker.

feature allows you to make credit

decisions based on the most

current information).

You can also list your

purchases by discount

dates. And take advantage of

them in no uncertain net terms.

You can even keep payroll records

without paying more, because it's

part of the same package.

Profitfrom history.

In business as in life,

experience is the best

teacher. And the Apple/BPI

system can provide you with

instant comparisons of

this-month-this-year vs.

this-month-last-year, or

this-year-to-date vs.

last-year-to-date.

So you can quickly

spot changing expense

ratios and make decisions with

20/20 foresight.

Call (800) 538-9696 for the location of the authoreed Apple dealer nean

(800) 268-7796 or (800) 268-7637. Or write Apple Computer Inc.. Advertising and Promotion Dcr

CIRCLE 109 ON READER SERVICE CARD

To avoid fishy transactions, you can instantly

display customer's payments, charges and current

balance. In this case, a few more cans of tuna

would put Mr. Moser over his $2,000 limit.

Apples than with any other

personal computer in the world.

Because for one thing, there's

more software for Apples than

for any other personal computer
in the world. So the same Apple
that handles all your accounting

needs can also handle financial

spreadsheets, word processing

and electronic filing.

You'll also find programs that

are designed specifically for your

kind of business. Be it dentistry,

architecture or swine herding.

Of course, the best way to learn

all the ways Apples can help you
make better business decisions

is to visit any one of over 1500

authorized Apple dealers.

So drop in. For a full account.

cippkz



OqDATA

THE PERSONAL PRINTER BUILT
LIKE A SHERMAN TANK

PERFORMS LIKE A STRADIVARIUS.
A Tough Act To Follow. Frankly,

an Okidata printer is the best printer

on the market today. Why? We pack
more performance features per dol-

lar into our dot matrix printers than
anybody. Bar none. Data processing
at speeds from 80 to an incredible

350 characters per second. Excep-
tional letter quality printing at three
times the speed of most daisywheels
Draft and color printing. High resolu-

tion all points addressable graphics
for charts, graphs, illustrations and
photos. Even alternate character sets

for self-designed typefaces and sym-
bols. (Print a G-clef. if you like.)

Long-Term Engagement. Our high

performers are the most reliable

printers available, with rugged steel

frames, laser-welded parts, and a
print head (the most vital part of all)

so strong we guarantee it for up to

one full year. No wonder our warran-
ty claim rate leads the industry at less

than </2%.

Perfect Harmony With Your
Computer. Every Okidata printer

works in concert with the major
names in personal computers. Better
and faster, in fact, than the major
computer name printers. (Which, by
the way. aren't even made by the
major computer companies.)

Best Selection. Right Price. No-
body offers you a better choice.

There are eight Okidata printers in all.

ranging in price from $449 to $2995.
suggested retail. Suggest you call

l-800-OKIDATA (in N|. 609-235-2600)
to find the dealer nearest you. You'll

get more for your money from your
personal printer. Not to mention your
personal computer.

4b
'l

OKIDATA
^^ Ml Laurel N| 08054

A subsidiary of Oki Electric Industry Company Ltd
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A Replacement Keyboard For The Color Computer

The Real Thing

creative
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evaluation

_____

Ask any Color Computer owner what

one thing he would like to change about

his system, and the response is most

likely to be "that %@ 1#!@ keyboard."

Take heart, all of you frustrated touch

typists, relief is at hand with the Super-

Pro replacement keyboard from Mark
Data Products. The "chiclet" keyboard

is now a thing of the past.

Carefully packaged in a sturdy card-

board box, the Super-Pro keyboard

comes complete with a plastic dress

panel and a single sheet of instructions.

While one page of documentation may
not seem like enough, remember that the

entire replacement operation is painless

and takes less than five minutes to

complete.

After taking the new keyboard out of

the box and removing the seven screws

that secure the computer lid, you are

ready to begin. The detailed instructions

September 1983 c Creative Computing

Owen Linzmayer

are numbered for easy step-by-step ref-

erence. Although there are no illustra-

tions, each direction is spelled out quite

thoroughly.

To install the Super-Pro keyboard,

The advantages of a
full-stroke keyboard

become apparent even
before you begin to

type on It.

you must follow only a few simple

procedures: remove the existing key-

board by detaching a small cable, clip off

the top portion of an unused support

post, place the new keyboard into po-

GPeattve Gomp-tiRg
HARDWARE PROFILE

Product: Super-Pro replacement

keyboard

System: TRS-80 Color Computer
orTDP-100

Cost: $69.95 for keyboard,

$4.95 for plug adaptor

Manufacturer:
Mark Data Products

24001 Alicia Pkwy., No. 226

Mission Viejo, CA 92691

(714)768-1551
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rMHa^36Woi32rKrjMSiarr«aiat>M S]K
rvavijriAViar^ *ternaim*<io«» vac sins*^**r*+*^S* IForPC-i raurjas 10-12UB 12395
LNTTEO SPECIAL Pow&arMCon** 1SI9UB S279S

UAYNAPO fcccvDrrrtConf/WBoart 1rj. up1o4dr«s I 19S

Mm»««hS«n*Pon $325
tamaratiPaitalPon s 275

I 179

I 250

IIS
I2M
1465

INI
UN
1429
127$
1440
UTS
I 235

UN
I 235

1345
I IN
1211

IIN
1239
UN
I11M
uni

I IN
I23S
IIN

PRINTERS AND ACCESSORIES
EPSON UXorFIPRaXTERS
LEAONCEOGf Gonta Banana
PRACTICAL PEMFHERAIS UooMhy m L«64K

PuaMUrMrialBuftH
UkcrobunVmi™64KS4nal
UrmnalBKIar

USTARNCHONKS 9i90MUa>n IOOcps.23K.Ganw> 10

»r90olU>»u >00ops23K Ganw>'5
I 8U PC» Epson oSUrUcroncs Cat*

Aprxmwtau and Cat* fcr Epson r/Gmn
Grapper t^OranrjiUoo spaoNnrrtai
APM GfapracsDump Program by Epaon
LETTER OAJALITV- DAISY WHEEL FN

CALL CAU
' $250 I

1349 I2N

1349
5 499

$649
I 60

I 96

1

I

I
I IS

I N

COIMEX ComravCR't IF 200wpm LmMStwoai 11199 IMS
ComnwiTiaclorFoBdlorCR I I 111 IN

samMMRAlNATPlPfnnfsrnnrysanalaiparaaailF Spacw S 999 I 499
TPITiaaorFaM $149 I IS

IUa9\AlS:Tr»c»Faa< Papal rlKiow Ha^di Cuw Owr W»all «M Rttons

8" CP/M-80 ***-
I PARTIAL UST. CALL

AMTO»MTtdBaaai
NFOCOM Zen I or2b* orJo* HI or Sttcran. aacK
I9X»0C»4A^ Varcw|Uo^l»IJaluj4pwlPro1a$i««») aacn
9OI0tm WcnStir* rtaimWbro^ Tra>>^— -|Calon2Pak,3P4Aandot»rs|

V»»nSU,PiTAas«»onal 4P» 34D0W • SUrlndn

(VptvTSUr

riFNCROSOrT
BASIC Compaar

COBOL-90

BASIC -90 Metre*.
muLispmuStarM
u-Son-ao

tmm
Uaoc-to

UST OUR
PNCE NKE
1700 IIN
I 50 I N
S 995 1469
1*95 I
1250 UN
1250 I 129

IMS 1429
NEW 1 495 IM
NEW I 350 I IN

1275 I IN
1 500 1325
1395 IIN
1750 IS4S
1350 1279
1200 I IN
I IN I 149

I 120 I N
1200 UN

MONITORS_ ACCESSORIES
AMOEK 12 Qrpgn #3rjoG I 200 I IN

1? Amber #300A $ 210 I IN
13(^1 Compose* I 379 1 2H

*I3 CoWN RGBHReslAp II »I«8UPC 1 529 I IN
*'3 CoWllI PC8 Cormeraal lAp « Bj| I 479 I 3N
DVU Cow II or KB Apple HMerlaor 1 .99 I 171

NEC '2 Green UooXJBtTOlU s M I 159
12Cok>Compoa4tUbileiXI212U I 450 I IN

FfWCETONRGBHRaa I 795 I IN
0AI*WliUI0u4iWirnrnel?RGBCoW 1 795 I SIS
SANYO 9 Green UbWDU5109 1 200 I IN

12 Green UodeJDUt'lXX I 260 I IN
13 Coibi Compoa*.UoilelCM60i3 I 470 I IN

T»JUUI RGBVwnl 390Lnes I 399 I IN
2B9TH 17 Green Uodel2VUI2l I ISO I N

MODEMSr
HAVES U<ronoi>tTtH(1o*tr*Aa)k.||i

Apple Triwi* Ptt»«vTi loriAaomtomU
CM PC Srwtcorfi N

SB»0»orioo;ap)>(RS232i

Smanmoilem300lRS-232l
Smarlmodeml200lRS232l

UnomodemlOOIS 'OObutl
©UPC 10 Uodem Cable

UICROCO»Uc.oCoune.lo.Appiell

uoo Telegram k>App»ll
NOVATION Ar>>ecalllUorJem300BAUD

2i2App»Ca! 1200BAUO
SIGNALMAN Uodem UKI IRS ?32i

SSU Transom) 1 lor Ape* II OauComm
MorJemCardlorrheAoplell

$ 399

$379
S 100

1 111

$249
5 289

$699
S399
$ 39

$250
$250
S389
$725
$ 99

S N
S2M

IIN
1275
I 65

I N
UN
1 225

IS35
1275
I 29

1125
1125
I 269

UN
I 71

I N
$259

PORVfIQ l>»NHarto*a..olr»ertace
V«VA»T%lrVJ«J IlkkslHerdOna.aMeruxe

20IA>gHarilO»*,»olnlerl4ce
rSMPCWertacuSUOOS UanuallCablelU
Urmy burl rn lor easy backup

AprMHarln.HaissallCalaerul
0l^»r»1acK Ornr»-Nel Cnraliaaaon U»roi Al^Saxt

12395 I1N5
13195 e
54195 S
1300 I
1790 I Nt
1300 UN

CV1
HP75CPorlableC<»»Ixaer4eK.ioadiol69K I 995 I
HPaicCaicuiaor $ 195 1 in
HP4ICVCacu«jr«*?2KMeniory 1 275 I 211
FNtajjelHPrsCariilHWIiccaaiartii teirlrMia Cat

DISKETTES
CONTROL DATA CC4W>MTION CertAeO Top ol 9>e Una DnkeHn
COCl00eM.SI4ealireig.SSW.NTIAppleljU.elcl 1 550 I IN

IOeacn>14a*rrigS5CO«T|Aprja.eu.elcl I 55 I 22
lOeaclvS-i 4aalhrfig.0S.ro MTreuHPelcl 1 75 I N

OYJ** lOeacn 5 1 4 SS SO lAppie «

!

I 69 I N
10aKrl.S>14.DS.OO.4tT|eu.HP.elc) I N I N

UUllJL 'Oeacn SI 4 UD-i SSSOorSS.DO S 55 I 35

GENERIK DISKETTES
l00eacHSSSO35Tiacli|Apc<e AOnaKI 1415 IIN

r l0O3eacnSSSO35TraaiAppre.Aun.elcl $3200 tm
1 00 each OS CO 40 Tract l«3M H Pea;) 1 626 UN

r 1000eadlOS00 40TractlfJU.riP.alc) $4550 11200
<*»iacl«e4,rwlabafc, predialW a lopclftet^ Ndayeawantybyus

-A- Means a BEST buy #976
CASH* CARRY OUTLETS:
Ow IVcounlar Mas orey Open Uonaey trough Saturday 10 00 ii« 500

POBTLArO. OREGON, 11507-0 SW Paokltay Terrace SWppra Canter

Tgam On99WbeNMn2l7andF5 Cat245-I020

StUlTl£WASH^C<lr«Cwr^So^CNIr.locNan

nnncoiur: iwcnDU atiou tun tcduc. ** *"' ro *" nm>
-
***** o* 97223 Math nncum i s,»i n . AD #976

UnUCniNVl INrUMMAIIUrl AND ICHlW^>Jrkmuluaayrisloct *rrrr»«are^rKrM Clsrwsa»cti Mor^r»», FcrTur^lCI»Cr»»s»«
GorarowOiacta F»rio««Corr«iar,

KT??'TT?™ to' StH >«9™w<a)atnlanl«oaildJ\iiiorelorUPSe»»^ Addl?Nlolailo.SlAHIoiL«Poslal APOorFPO-hll'mrmJm
to SUH ^SHm -

**** ** C*"*L VK«"•"» •»" ">•/ 1 09Tar«»t PoaW aocM.araaor spar^Poalal FwarjsorrJart etc«c< Canada lor SI*H«B 18% cr»5
rr«wnjmlr,sl»Heicrrr<lotrr«jnrt«add30\orSS0mmwr«nloiS4H Prices subnet lo change an) typo errors, so cal tjwrry Ai goods are raanctjrk^arey and are cuaran

S£,"S?nJS!l
1

i?.' *J
l25-^L5*!i*" F,W- C*»«»i» •»«»» »^«»«9U»«iNUc»iai«l OOars receMd -h nsulto., S HH own.,- be reCelad

ORDERDESKMOURS8B6PST Ucndaylhrau^Frrjayarxl 10B4S«urday l PUhere rs 4 P u m Ne» Yo*

OUR REFERENCES: «he«t>e«nr. compters and eioctrxtcssmtSSe acompuler dealer since 1978 arMeirrwl order s«xe 1979 Barks IsHnWrstalt Barti
1503)60^71 Y»belonglo lie Clwritoracorimatca (5011 6M<)123 Baa*8wa^
He »arf«onolOTach Group he Faaaat-artlu^n^- iret^oarrajrtsolCarJCaporatcjn
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LOW PRICES TO PROFESSIONALS WHO KNOW WHAT THEY WANT AND KNOW HOW TO USE IT.

cippks nvne supply center

r
DEALER
WE BUY
EXCESS

.INVENTOfllESi

HARDWARE

AmEbMCWCOUNN
APtuitiaKNCouMi
APPLEM STARTER SYSTEM iT APPLE (System A)

S4x«<iaacoui«i
Milaticmnier

MonlvStxid
APPUteSTAPJEJ) SYSTEM BY COIlPljrER EXCHANGE
[SYSTEM B]

I** mdSOcokiwi
1 MCro-SoDmtieftcoranlar
FDi.UltlyantDr>SMC!
Sanyof GiaanMonaoi
flfitajuawltaMtaTV)

11.171

S1JH

11MS

11.175

•MMUMTY s 10W PintMKm k> 90 days by us

To rntatut o> dLJW*m on SrUm B. ub»d SMSmd
add c»»e once [System Ol

Tce«antecrfrSoA2L>rveloabr»e.add$245 {System OOl

To lUbMlll OrWi mentor on System B. subtract S 130 and add other

montorpncalSysmM)

DISK DRIVES for

APPLE 11 + /lie

fJMJ.ll A2 S-14- t43KD»kDaM
WSMHam rnnM>rj>rlt>Ulta.

1479 |Mt
J 100 1 T»

Mtcnosci *A«5H iSOXDakOrwe S449 |2N
ATOM! 21SK On* Drive SWIM
ConMhrloiAWorATO 1 100 1 7t
Fee. DatUHaySollnrt $ JO » 15

WSWlCT*"" isoo urn
Ota*. S\ Double Sidad 320*

HDHagM (420 l»t
Ouenel 5 2Due«sSrfer,Sne

or StandardCabm $ 711 I 571
Contour Card 1 » t 71

*Vl0tJ0Ou«r.SU Forma
wCtrtoltr. CofflfMv 12196 $12K

TEAC £Z2?£*'
I7,,+

f K>'IV CornOKiCM
$379 in
l n l a

aEDctmcsbyComX
* ttNTRAL POUT.Ft*, utaly md 0OS 3 3 S 20 t 11

for Apple II

RAM EXPANSION
USTm

• ComXItvileMcci MKAdderCard 5 295

*ComX HA«IC»d?Vr Wly (ll-l ISK $171
*ALS.A0ORam|l-> 1BK S 100

• Hcreu* RAMCtrdlli-l tat S 100

*SahmSyttan»t RAMCardlll-l 32*. 1249
RAMCardlH-l 64K S 421

RAMCardlk>|12tK S 199
•AatMrttaOMIIytMtM - orer320K $1396

VIDEO CARDS
*ALS Smartermlli • Orel $179
Cona»c»64K4dderiliel $296
Motor VdeoHrrnWro

I
• Orel $341

* LWaTermi • r»el (379
SoftWdnSMoMl.) ( 36
Eraiancavlll.) (149
FutcaonStrell • 1 ( 71
Fun Vitelline Cal UpB36Vorl

vata vsonao $ 299

MISCELLANEOUS
AlSTheCPMClnjV30i- ore! (399

Z<C*dl«oe) (It)
Cowm • ore) (171

ASTARE* simulator ( 36

CCS Serai treartace77lOA (ISO
DenPeyaeaUoaerCaaeCriiill-l ( SO
DtnlAeADAOOTOSAUouti ( I2S

«rimdi WMdWrxper ( 130

MMMQltM. SyslPTiSiw S 90

KayTwit kfooo keyboard

Mkeys(l-) $79)
KimjoyaaiAoH,) $ tl

Padd»(ApM-> ( SO

MIRSupflun ( 10

l.aoSo*tardl-oie> S 345

aoSolicaidPkai'orai (MS
SracardPianui<Padi|l>) $695
Saltan)Prtrtsum Pack (til S 415

MaroTtk Dumr*ng6< ftyie. j 349

e fringeNero GraptmPw
PracaceT '

SOFTWARE
on disk lor Apple 11/11 * /HE

S 161

(279
(219

MBPle64KPai {EpuilrtemaH . el

MBSfc32KSw (l«ntMem«|| . el

ttoOCkilerll- 16K|-orel

ParSerlipaofyl

M«MbuttrH-.64K.|-c»t,

PuSeilipacdyl
PCPI Appl-Card IlkaaUae 4KV $295

SUV S 376

(19
$69
(71
(161

(31*

(136

(141

(221

$271

SB
(N
$56

$121

$116

$25
$129

IN
$6$
$N
(61

(111

(46
(36
I »

(966

OH
(111

(266

(IN

BUSINESS
UST OUR
pwce ppjce

AppMC»ii»j»)li,tic.50-.c)l»st onAppenr. sotaare Cal
Applied Sort Tech. VersaFom (369

NEW ( 150

S 700

(700
( 30

Tele dBase II
i
CPU

i

Franc* Planner

usersGude by Software Banc

tnSyataM Gl AR AP PflorlNV each $395

_
JobCott

BTOOijVWMd, Bink SktMl WraV
Cort-^nUIGl *R APorPflea

Home Kixojtttrt

PCM
DimJonat Mark* Anaryzar

(436

(20
$215

S 595 $435

( 70 147
(250 SIM
( 75 (46

UST OUR
PRCE PRICE

Sense* Sens Speaer !peciry«ersion (125 IK
* seeonvatty WordHanDer S 210 (136

Sol Sys E.ecukve Secretary $250 $166
EMcutrveSpeaer $ 71 ( 55

SoMnrehtaaMaj PES Fee ( 12s ( 61
laptory l Orel PES Report I 121 (61

PES Grapn $ 125 $ 61
SMm.ari 06 Master ( 229 (111

OeUaMylal ( » (66
OeUaaerSPali Seen. $667 (317

Vatta Arrleai*»lp*tootdak (20 (11
VtaUcMcol prabootdak (10 SM
Vscat90coilo176Kdr» $ 90 $66
v«JeolemU»eaeiOrs» $ 37 (26

enn-ofp persona* POftaant

.

Vacates 3 $ 210 (IN
VrsicalcEnriancedHal NEW ( 210 $161
VrftjorVaOn tacit $ 250 UN

UTILITY & DEVELOPMENT
( 100

(300
( 110

(N
$231

II

( 195 (126

(225 (IN

RMBaowaaca Super Fan »

# Saturn SyMpMS Aontoaflor H

SSMAlOa. Serial Para Merlace

TGPradactl GameParWesin I

JP7I«<*(»«)
SaM-A-Ponia • i

TrakMII*)
VMaaPSlOPifaSerWertace
IRCOTracM>a>(Apl«-|

(3*9 (9(6

$271

IN(
( 599

(221
( 40

( (0

( 60

( «
(221
( 10

( 70

(IN
(21
5 45

$45
(44
$1H
(11
147

( 175

( 150

$111

$

$995 (4N
(195 $4N
$ 160 (111

HtTydtfi n# Wr>ltr
| Specify brt

)

rtonrdSoH.Re*Eaa»An»y;«.N
Tie Preparer

Ma. 1Mb. Eatywaer iPPOl

UK. Le»ar Period «*WMeroe
• NcreCn* |reojres2B0CPtM*di

rnlaaaiiainiMiaaiiii

Verdcl lLeojlB<>ig|

* acnLak.Tai Manager
acre Pro |aa reguie2BOCPM Card)

WodStar- • TranngManuai SPECIAL (495 tm
Medaeioi- SPECIAL (210 (121
SpetSur- SPECIAL 5 210 (121
WoefiwProleiaanal.aPat.

Jatxive SUrlnde. SPECIAL S B95 $421

lar.AcplcjrtiCPMljpecuJl $411 (346

LMuaSanlCPM or App* OOSi ( 271 UN
Fmanoal MuaawiCPMorDOSl S 100

BudotmjMcoiCPMorDOSl ( ISO

SMn*OiMJm.Saean«rr*aiil S 130

TheLVaonary NEW S 100

General Manager « NEW ( 230

OabameC P Sod lDak and Book)
Some Common Base Programs 175 each)

Ciaiaci and Mati Programs (100 ( N
Practc»BasicPrograms|40eacrii (100 (N
" lFWu.resCPMlMEU6C eOoiynns

Saajtt UMfyCay (
DOSBoss (
AppaMedianc (

CenlralPoail Filer OOSW*ly (
* CcoyllPWIWcopwl (

CompmorAppa rabbles A»ay« $
Epson GrapricsD^^ j

BHOAGnFORTHbyPaULijIus (
atcreeoriALOS

BASIC Compeer
CoboitO
Fortran 80

TASCComjiaar

• Omega Locfcsmanit>tcop*r)

Pengaei Comp Grpncs Sys NEW
OrapncsMagoan NEW

Phoenii ZoomGrakr
Outlay Bigot Tncks NEW
SaluniSyttaait VC-Eipand

VC-E«andlO
BacklUp (brtcopar)

S I2S

$395
(750
( 195

S ITS

( 100

( 70

( 60

( 40

$ 40

$ too

$ 121

$ 60

$22
$ II

$22
$ 1!

$3$
Sit
t I

IN
(75
$2N
$51!
!l«
$159

17$
113
141
134
!»
IN
IN
141

Senas 400LIARIAPH3
Senas 4C!nv or Pay .each

Senes

9

t« J See's M» m 3

P4vtjct Pertect IMaai

PeileO Speaer

PerteO VlWer SpHer 2 Pak

Penan Fear

Quart WordJuggiermi

S 195 UK
taoo an
$ 595 tat
(491 tut
$ 295 1129

$695 tat
! •' $259

BudgeCo PrtalCona Set

Conteienlal HomeAccounlarl

Dttaatoel AmcorZaoon each

Edu-Ware (Large klvenloryi

Hiyden SargcnlllChessI

Mocom Zorkl.l orU orSUrcross each

Ijgliamng Maswtype
MtaoljjMner2049er
Muaa. Casta WotanalBei

Srerr»0n4Jne Llama II

Sotpomix Rated)

Se-Tech nVardry

SubLoax FMiSenu>
OTICRCRAIJOS AND PROORAMS IK STOCK CALL

$ 36

S 40

S 75

S 40

Cat

S 35

S 40

S 50

S 40

S 40

$ 30

S 60
S 31

$ 50

$

$ a
$27
$49
$27
Cat
129
$27
$14
$27
117
la
IN
la
ta
t»

THE WORLD'S LARGEST COMPUTER MAIL ORDER FIRM

CONROY-LA POINTE
Formerly Computer EXChatl^O

ALL MAIL: P.O. Box 23068, Portland. OR 97223
SHOWROOM AT 1 1507O SW PACIFIC HWY .

PORTLAND. OR. OPEN M-SAT 10-5

WHILE THEY LAST
• OVERSTOCK SPECIALS •

FOflAPPLEM- «t

»AlS$vr«n»rei Si»e<c»r -Conrkikull •
> (749 ON

Antdei OP60O0 DolMalraPnnW $995 OtS
Ctl.SeraWenaD.niOA ( 150 tia

»CtaX16KRAMCan.2Vr Warranty lorl' 1179 la
MAR SuceaemtOcOlorll- (371 UN

McreCountr I 210 118
UcnTaajgnm 1 2M 118
A70.5'/e'2HKDa*Drlw I SW $2N
IWRAMCardkel. $ 100 I a

Sttum lllMllllCTRAM Card lor I. 5 249 Sit*

fu ll Vall | VendHarm. $ 250 SIN
VaJuVUtrMrm McotatncMkll • $345 $29

SYSCOM II

Apple II • Work-a-like
Note: SuCaakAoie and dentone same as Sntue B apply

Syscom2issotl

He Act*. 1-

Syaco«2 UK r Apple a 1 C<rmptMae)

Sy*com2UkSun>.SrOemlsameaS

Appe He System B*oveera»i
UK aocoUmsl SltlO nta

•- iai

AAXLON Tlet Leader in Atari Add-ons

Rampn-er 1 2tK System 16OOI $ 475

ATAPI rsampo<nir46KMocUe|1or400) ( IK"r^" 1 n .ii-ynrriiiintYii' rsampriarei32ll IWortOOi
Rantscan(kagnoabc Dtaaata

t 120

( 15

nis
IN
III

• Means a BEST buy.

AD #976

SSe^sk toll free
(800)547-1289
AIIOt^On»«slKludin9rH>rtllod:245-o200

OfftjonTCHlFBH

|tO0|451-5151

Hoi Lnn For binji iittlioo

Ol Your Order

[S03]245-1030

CIRCLE 134 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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American Software C/ub has been selling software for the APPLE, ATARI, IBM,
TRS-80 and CP/M Computers (DEC, Eagle, Vector 4, Northstar, Xerox 820, Super-
brain, Heath/Zenith, NEC, Televideo, Altos, Columbia, Osborne, Sanyo) since 1981.

Computerists don't just /o/n ASC—they stay with us.

Chalk it up to. .

.

Having 600 products in stock and our "lowest price" guarantee.
Chalk It up to. .

.

Our free bi-monthly Compendium magazine which gives comprehensive product
descriptions, club news, and services.

Chalk It up to. .

.

Our toll free technical support and order lines. ASC doesn't just sell software—
we support it!

Chalk It up to. .

.

Speedy shipping. Because we know waiting can be frustrating, ASC has been
shipping more than 60% of orders in under 6 hours.

But don't just take our word for it. Join now, and take advantage of our free one year
membership offer. With absolutely no purchase obligation, you have nothing to lose

J

and everything to gain.

Wondering if there are strings attached? The only one is in the cartoon

.

For a One-Year Trial Membership with no fee or obliga-

tion, fill out the coupon or call our Toll Free Number:

1-800-431-2061
(NY Residents call 914-762-5644)

American Software Club, Inc.
Millwood, New York 10546
Please begin my free one-year trial membership as outlined above.

Name

Address

City/State/Zip

My computer is:

J

n APPLE
ATARI

D IBM PC
TRS-80
(Mods 1,2, 3, 4)

nCP/M(8"or5V4")

Outside the US Please enclose S1500(US) for a one year membership.

CIRCLE 1 10 ON READER SERVICE CARD

The Real Thing, continued...

sition, secure the dress panel on the

computer lid, and screw everything back

together. That's it! No soldering, no

traces to cut, and no rewiring. In fact,

you do nothing to alter your computer

in any way. You may remove the Super-

Pro and replace it with the original

keyboard at any time.

The advantages of a full-stroke key-

board become apparent even before you

begin to type on it. Most noticeably,

your Color Computer instantly takes on

the appearance of a professional com-

puter. The sleek new look is comparable

to that of an Apple.

Unlike some of the other replacement

keyboard kits available for the Color

Computer, the Mark Data kit comes
with a plastic dress panel designed and

colored to complement the system. My
only complaint with the panel is that un-

less you use high quality tape to secure it

on the inside of the computer, it can be a

little bit flimsy when pushed on. To rem-

edy this, you can take more effective

measures such as gluing the dress panel

in place. Unfortunately, this makes the

replacement permanent.

In addition to looking better with the

well-fitted keyboard installed, the Color

Computer also performs very well. The
key contacts are solid, and each touch of

a key is smooth—the response is very

good. There is no annoying keybounce

as there was on the early TRS-80 Model
I computers. The Super-Pro keyboard

makes typing on the Color Computer a

breeze. Gone are the days when your
fingers were constantly slipping off of

the toy-like keys of the original

keyboard.

Take note: Color Computers manu-
factured by Tandy after Octobw oK \9%2

are of a newer style and require a special

$4.95 plug adapter (also available from
Mark Data). The new boards are com-
monly referred to as F versions, but the

letters that are actually printed on the

board itself are ET. Check for this before

ordering.

This American-made product costs

$69.95 and comes with a 90-day war-

ranty. If you are serious about your
Color Computer, you cannot afford to

be without a "real" keyboard of this

quality. D
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And PRO-MODEM 1 200 has it. A Real Time Clock/Calendar combined

with an intelligent full 21 2A 300/1 200 baud telephone modem. Plus

the capability to expand into a full telecommunications system.

Much more than just a phone modem.

When you're on-line, time is money. PRO-MODEM helps you

save. By monitoring the duration and cost of your phone calls.

By sending and receiving messages at preset times when the

rates are lower. Unattended. With or without your computer.

I
Compare the $495 PRO-MODEM 1 200 with any other

modem on the market. For example, you'd have to buy

both the Hayes Smartmodem 1200 plus their Chrono-

graph for about $950 to get a modem with time base.

And PRO-MODEM 1200 does more. It lets you

build a full telecommunications system with

features like Rep Dialer, Incoming and Outgoing

Message Buffering, Mailing List, Help Mode,
Programmable Operating Instructions, a

1 2-Character Alpha-Numeric Time and

Message Display, and easy to use
PRO-COM Software.

There isn't space to describe it all here.

See your local dealer for complete

details now. It'll be well worth

your time. And money.

Prometheus Products, Inc.,

45277 Fremont Blvd.,

Fremont, CA 94538,

(415)490-2370

Pro-Modem 1200 from)' i , . . ]
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A Cooling Fan For The Color Computer Ml
Hi--l'Ht'

computing

equipment
•"i i tin i

i_J L

No More Hot CoCo

"Aaaaarrgh,
M

I shouted after finding my
Color Computer in a state of irrevocable

rigor mortis. I had just spent hours at the

keyboard typing an important document
and the darn computer died on me. I soon
found the cause of the crashed system: the

heat generated by the computer had trig-

gered a malfunction which locked up the

keyboard. Something obviously had to be

done. Thank goodness for CoCo-Cooler.

a cooling fan from Rem Industries.

Even during normal operations, the

large transformer inside of the Color Com-
puter gives off a great deal of heat. If you
leave the power on for any length of time,

say an hour, the case of the computer
becomes quite hot to the touch. This in-

crease in temperature is not healthy for

the delicate electronic components inside

the Color Computer. The CoCo-Cooler
remedies this situation for under $40.

Molded out of high-impact black plastic,

the CoCo-Cooler attaches to the Color

Computer on top of the vent holes in the

left rear corner of the case. Installation of

the unit is so simple that even the least

technically inclined user should be able to

accomplish it without a hitch.

After taking the CoCo-Cooler out of its

box, you remove the protective paper from

creative computing
HARDWARE PROFILE

Product: CoCo-Cooler

System: TRS-80 Color Computer

Catalog No.: AM501

Price: $39.95

Dimensions (h xwxd|:4"x 6.5" x 5.75"

Manufacturer:

Rem Industries, Inc.

9420 "B" Lurline Ave.
Chatsworth, CA 91311

(213) 341-3719

Owen Linzmayer

the adhesive tape and firmly press the unit

onto the side of the computer casing.

That's it. Once positioned correctly, the

fan is held in place by the thin strips of

adhesive.

Although the unit is not the same color

as the computer, it does not look out of

place on the system as it is designed to fit

snuglv on the case. The CoCo-Cooler
has its own rubber support feet so no
additional stress is placed on the computer
housing itself.

The Cooler has an independent on/off

button located to the rear of the unit which
means that you can shut off the fan but

continue to use the computer. The fan

does not draw current from the computer,

instead it has a separate seven-foot power
cord.

When operating, the CoCo-Cooler
makes very little noise. If you turn on the

unit when you turn on the computer, you
will notice that the case never becomes
the slightest bit warm. On the other hand,
if the computer starts to heat up and you
then turn on the fan, the machine is cooled
to a satisfactory temperature within min-

utes. Not only is the power transformer

cooled, the entire computer enjoys the

soothing benefits of the powerful little

fan.

If you use your Color Computer for

serious functions such as word processing,

programming, or setting high game scores,

you should invest in a CoCo-Cooler. The
reasonable price of $39.95 may save you
from your next system crash and save wear
and tear on your nerves at the same time.D
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WORDS
CANT DESCRIBE

THE EASE OFUSING
TRANSEND PC FOR

ELECTRONIC
MAIL,

TRANSEND
[HI WORLDJUST KEEPS GETTING SMALLER.

he screens say so
much, in fact, that you

?ht never need the

lual. Transend PC
kes electronic mail

work the way you work.

1. Transend PC usesl

baskets— just like you dc

To choose one, just hit

a key.

2. The basket zooms
up so you can see what's

|

inside. To choose a docu-
ment, hit a key and voi\a\\

3. It pops up to
readable size. You can
read it, edit it. file it,

address it or toss it (Note

the WASTE basket on
screen 1).

4. To route or ad-

dress a document, pick a
name from the Transend
PC ADDRESS basket.

Transend PC does the xes\

To mail it over the

phone, just move it to the

OUT basket and hit an-

other key. Transend PC
dials the addresses,

delivers, checks for in-

coming mail, and signs

off. Automatically.

Transend PC can
manage more than mail.

You can label baskets to

handle all your paperwork.|

including your calendar

and personal address

book Transend PC works
with all other software

packages like 1-2-3™,

WordStar*, and VisiCalc*

For a closer look at

the screens, ask your
dealer for a demo. For a

closer look at Transend
PC, read on:



THEBESTWW
THEWUE

APPLE

CONNECT rr
7 TOTHE <

r
1 WORLD. ^

I here are three Transend
software packages for Apple,
each with a new level of
capability:

Transend I connects
your Apple instantly to
other computers and public
information networks.

Transend 2 is

Transend I plus features
for sending electronic mail
from one Apple to
another, and verifying that
it was received intact

Transend 3 is the
complete, automatic
Apple communications
package You can leave the
office while your Apple
exchanges information
over the phone with other
unattended Apples

Each Transend pack-
age, like Transend PC,
includes a valuable sub-
scription offer to THE
SOURCE.

To find out how to

Transend your Apple or
IBM PC, just turn the
page.

TRANSEND
THL WORLD JL'SL KEEPS GETTING SMALLER.



t

Electronic communications will change

the way you see your world It has already

changed the way you'll see SSM Because the

leading innovator in electronic communica-

tions now has a name which means electronic

communications for your personal computer

It's quite simple

nc

is now

TRANSEND



TRANSENDPC
WEDONT

PROMISETHAT
ITWILL

increasetour
productivity.
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MVE{
GUARANTEE IT.

TRANSEHD
THE WORLD JUST KEEPS GETTING SMALLER.

Next to your IBM PC,

Transend PC software

is the most powerful prod-

uctivity tool you can buy
Electronic mail. With

Transend PC. mail takes

minutes instead of days.

You can schedule auto-

matic mail directly to indi-

vidual PCs, or through
centralized services like

SOURCEMAILSM
and

OnTyme* Your unattended
PC can send and receive

mail at night, when phone
rates are lowest, and save
your incoming messages.

Instant information.

Transend PCs BE-A-
TERMINAL function con-
nects your PC to any
other computer, including

mainframes, timeshare

systems, and information

CSL

resources like THE
SOURCE", Dow lones

News/Retrieval '". and
DIALOG'S Knowledge
lndex

SM

Networking. Transend
PC lets you build your

own worldwide network
with other PCs.

But Transend isn't

just for PC users. . .



TRANSPAKS,
TRANSMODEMS
ELECTRONIC

COMMUNICAOONS
FOR

1 ransend offers every-

thing for electronic com-
munications: Software.

Modems. Transpaks. Buy
only what you need. It's

that simple.

Software: Transend

software works with any
modem. Each package
offers more features.

From terminal emulation

to unattended electronic

mail But there's more to

Transend than software.

Modems: Transend

also offers a selection of

modems for Apple. IBM
^PC—or any computer. But

^here's still more
Transpaks: Everything

in one package: Your
choice of Transend soft-

ware, modem, cable and
interfaces. PLUS subscrip-

tion offers to popular

information services.

To find out more,

take these pages to your

Transend dealer One
demonstration will make
the world smaller And
simpler.

2190 Paragon Drive
San lose. CA 95131
(408) 946-7400
Telex 171171 SSM SN|
transend I transend 2 transend 1 transend PC. transpaks and
transMtadems Mr trademarks ol Transend Corporation • IBM PC
•
• a trademark ot lntrma(n>nal Busim-*.^ Machines Corpora-

lion • Apple is a registered trademark ct Apple Compute* ln< •

I J I is a trademark ot lotus Development Corporation

WordStar is a tetislered trademark of MicroPro Int • VisK.dk is

.i registered trademark ol VistCorp • I Ml NOUrK I and
SOtlRCI MAI I are setwe marks ol The Source Ic-t«ompulin(( Cor

Dotation a subsKl>ar> ot The Reader \ Digest Assoc ulion

In. • Dow tones News Rciiift.il is a registered trademark ot Ilow

mpany lot • Ontyme rs a registered trademark ot

TymsHare lm Knowledge Index is a service mark ol DIAICK.
Inlormatmn services Inc



Controller Update

The Summer Consumer Electronic

Show (CES) held in Chicago during the

first week of June held quite a few sur-

prises. Computer related equipment was

given an entire hall to itself due to the

enormous number of new entrants in the

field and a horde of new products to be

displayed. While most of the attention

was focused on game software, there was

an amazing amount of interest paid to

controllers. Following is a round-up of

the new joysticks, track balls, and

assorted other controllers.

Note: when we refer to a controller as

being Atari compatible, that means that

it will work with all Atari computers

and game systems except the Atari 5200.

It also works with any other computer

or game system that can accept with or

without an adapter the standard 9-pin

plug used on the original Atari joystick

such as Vic-20, Commodore 64,

Panasonic, TI, Video Technology,

Coleco, etc.

GIM Electronics

Fire Command II Joystick (Atari)

The Fire Command II is one of the

most durable Atari replacement joy-

sticks we have ever seen. The case is

molded out of die-cast metal and weighs

in at a whopping 4 pounds. While its

large size is the most impressive thing

about it, the Fire Command II also

sports many other noteworthy features.

Like most of the new joysticks in-
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Owen Linzmayer

traduced at the summer CES, the Fire

Command II has two fire buttons. Situ-

ated on either side of the housing, they

make the controller suitable for both

left- and right-handed action. The large

7
/g" red buttons activate arcade quality

leaf switches for quick and accurate

firing. Both buttons are clearly identified

by large stickers marked FIRE.
Designed for tabletop use, the Fire

Command II also works well when sit-

ting in your lap. The 2.5" long stick is

topped with a non-slip ball grip and pro-

vides sufficient leverage that you do not

have to apply too much pressure to

throw the stick to its most extreme

position, W from center.

At a rather high price of $49.95, the

Fire Command II is as close as you can

get to a real arcade controller without

ripping one out of a coin-op game.



Controller Update, continued...

TG Products Enjoy Stick (Atari)

Long recognized as one of the leading

manufacturers of quality joysticks for

the Apple computers, TG Products has
recently entered the highly competitive

TTie Enjoy Stick

Atari replacement joystick market.
Their newest offering, the Enjoy Stick, is

a departure from the norm in that it

does not use a series of switches to deter-

mine the position of the stick, but uses,

instead, potentiometers.

Like most Apple controllers, the En-

joy Stick uses potentiometers, resistors

that change value when the central axis

is turned. Normal switches produce dig-

ital readings, whereas pots give a wide
range of analog values. Since the Atari

understands only the nine different dig-

ital values of switch-type joysticks, the

Enjoy Stick converts its precise analog

readings into digital ones.

People familiar with potentiometer

joysticks will probably fall in love with

the Enjoy Stick. But if you have become
accustomed to switch controllers, the

feel of the pot stick may be strange. The
short stick has a diameter of %" and
returns to the center when released.

The unique shape of the Enjoy Stick

makes it ideal for extended hand-held
use. It fits comfortably in the palm of
the hand and boasts very smooth edges
all around its base. By pressing on the

two tabs at the front of the unit, you can
release the piece of plastic in which the

fire button is mounted. This allows you
to change the position of the button to

either the front left or front right. You
can, therefore, choose between using
your thumb or index finger to press the
button. The fire button itself is

l

/2 " in

diameter, but offers no tactile response
when pressed.

1
COMPUTER
GMES

"Sir. why don 't you try the board games down the aisle?

The Enjoy Stick is a premium control-

ler that carries a premium pricetag:

$34.95 per stick. While this may seem

quite expensive, you should keep in

mind that the Enjoy Stick has a full

coverage, 5-year warranty. That tells

you how much confidence TG has in

their products.

Zircon Z-Stick (Atari)

The Video Command joystick from

Zircon has received a great deal of

coverage in the past for its innovative

design. Now the people at Zircon have

added several new features to this

unique controller and renamed it the

Z-Stick. The result is a fascinating joy-

stick for the Atari.

The Z-Stick has a long, tubular body
that is gripped in one hand while the

72

The Z-Stick.

other hand manipulates a 1 '/„" trian-

gular "knob" at the top of the unit. The
Z-Stick is equally comfortable in either

the right or left hand.
There are two 3/8 " buttons on the

front of the grip which are controlled

with your index and middle fingers. The
top button is a standard action button
which provides tactile response when
pressed. By sliding the small switch near
the bottom of the base, you can engage
the auto-fire feature. As long as you hold
the top button down, a continuous
stream of positive signals is sent to the

Atari.

Below the fire button is a second but-

ton called the speed control. When
pressed, it is supposed to slow down the

player's action on the screen by oscillat-

ing the signals to the computer. The the-

ory is that by sending signals only half as

often as normal, the speed is slowed
down. This is not necessarily true with
all games. For instance, if your Pac-Man
is headed left down a corridor, it will not
change direction or speed unless you
move the joystick to a position other
than left. Slowing down the rate of the
"left" pulses in no way affects the speed
at which the Pac-Man character moves.
On the other hand, it works as intended
with shoot 'em up games such as
Defender.

As with its predecessor, the Video
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INTRODUCING THE
GAME THAT ISN'T OVER
WHEN rrs OVER.
TRICKSTER COWOTR

Take this clever critter to task and

triumph! Trickster Coyote™ is a challenging

. hidden word game that's especially fun

because the coyote's so cunning

he can beat you if you blink!

It's fast, colorful

and a natural to play

with your friends.

Once you clobber the coyote on the

first level words you go on to the second.

And when you've downed the dirty dog the second time

around you're ready to trip him up on the third.

When all three battles are won,

and you've used up the 300 words on

the disk, you can add your own words

to see if the coyote can beat you at

your own game. This mutt loves
(

punishment!

Trickster Coyote is a brain game

that doesn't get boring because you

keep on making new games. It

grows as you do. Long after other

games start to look old and tired,

this rotten varmint will still give you

a howling good game.

See your local dealer, or Call Toll-Free:

800/431-8800. (NY, AK, HI: 914/241-5727).

Warranty information available upon request by

writing to: Reader's Digest

Services, Inc., Microcomputer

Software Division, Pleasantville,

New York 10570.

I- a, WIE Phn-

Tncks.er Coyote is a traded of The Reader* D«es. Aviation. Inc. App* ,s a revered trademark of App* Compute, .nc. App*' ... .. PH». ..e: 48K and dUk drive.

CIRCLE 217 ON READER SERVICE CARD



If You Liked Donkey Kong,
You'llLove JUMPMAN!

%.

JUMPMAN. THE COMPUTER
ACTION GAME.

If you likedjumping over barrels and climbing
ladders to save damsels in distress, you'll love the
blazing excitement ofJUMPMAN. Your incredible
speed and iet boosters let you leap from girder to
//1#/W^»t»P Mnl9[9[Z3ii9Z]iItMi»l*Tll?*(*'TmIL,J?l tmiafzl

bombs plfhted in Jupiter Headquarters. But it's
not easy/Tnd there are thirty levels of difficulty
You 'II hafi to dodge missiles, killer robots, flying

saucers, crumbling girders and vanishing escape
Routes. In the heat of battle, JUMPMAN must keep
a cool head.

The Award-Winning
Computer Games

Epyx, 1043 Kiel Court, Sunnyvale, California 94086
ICIRCLE 155 ON READER SERVICE CARE

JUMPMAr.
idemark of Nintendo ,.( Am.



Controller Update, continued...

Command, the Z-Stick offers fast

maneuverability and accurate control

with all games. The Z-Stick also comes

with a removable collar that locks out

diagonal movement, thus improving

gameplay of maze programs such as Ms.

Pac-Man. Our Video Command stick

has suffered months of rigorous play and

is still serving us well. We can only hope

that the $19.95 Z-Stick holds up as well.

Konami JE 501 Joystick (Atari)

Best known for their coin-op arcade

games Amidar, Time Pilot, and
Rock'n'Rope, Konami has recently in-

troduced a new Atari compatible joy-

stick. Our initial impression is that they

should stick to creating video games.

The JE 501 is a tabletop, eight-

direction joystick. The light-weight plas-

tic base does not provide enough surface

area to stabilize the unit adequately, and

it is too big to be held comfortably in

one hand. The stick measures %" in

diameter and is 3.5" long.

The Konami JE 501 has only one fire

button, located on the top of the stick.

While many people prefer the fire button

in this postion, others enjoy having two

buttons, one on the top of the stick, and

the other on the base. The red
l

/2
"

button does not provide tactile feedback

but is very responsive.

We were not paricularly impressed

with the Konami JE 501 because it

didn't live up to our expectations of

what a new joystick should offer. In a

market that is almost saturated, a new

product must be either unique or

superior. Unfortunately, the Konami JE

501 is neither.

Wico Boss Joystick (Atari)

Wico has been manufacturing arcade

joysticks since the dawn of the coin-op

video games era. In recent years it has

turned its talents to providing quality

controllers for home systems. Wico's

newest Atari compatible stick. The Boss,

follows in the footsteps of the immensely

popular Wico Command Control
joystick.

The black and white base of The Boss

resembles the base found on other Wico
controllers, but I have been assured by

company representatives that the in-

nards are sufficiently different to war-

rant being called a new product. "A
heavy duty printed circuit board and

sensitive leaf-switches provide instant

contact for superb accuracy and
speed,"—at least that is what the Wico

flyer says about The Boss.

The stick of The Boss is best described

as a molded pistol grip. While some of

the younger testers liked the non-slip

grip, those of us with more adult-sized

hands found it a bit small. The grip itself

can be rotated a full 360° indefinitely.

This should not cause too much orienta-

tion confusion as the front of the stick is

clearly identified.

Without suction cups. The Boss

proves a bit shaky for one-handed

tabletop play. There is a single square

button located on the top of the pistol

grip. While this button is extremely sen-

sitive, it has a long throw. This means

that although you don't need to. you

may find yourself pressing the button

too far, thus tiring out your trigger

finger.

While the looks of The Boss are

impressive, it appeals mainly to those

who enjoy very responsive, specialized

controllers. If you already have a Com-
mand Control stick, you don't really

need to spend another $19.95 to buy The

Boss unless you are an avid controller

collector.

Championship Electronics

Mini-Champ Joystick (Atari)

Much like its predecessor, the Super

Champ, the most interesting thing about

The Mini-Champ Joystick.

the Mini-Champ is its 4.5' retractable

cord. The Mini-Champ is also unique in

that it is one of the only joysticks

designed exclusively for small hands and

children.

The cord of the Mini-Champ can be

retracted into the circular base of the

unit much like the power cords found on
many vacuum cleaners. This feature al-

lows you to let out as much or as little

cable as you want, thus avoiding the

jumble of wires that is so often asso-

ciated with video game systems.

The Mini-Champ is a small hand-held

OUTERS

chase

". . . and your mailing address, sir?"

The Boss.
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Controller Update, continued...

joystick that uses four internal switches
to determine up to eight directions of
movement. There are three fire buttons
on the Mini-Champ; two on the base,
and one on the top of the control stick.

The red %" buttons on the base are situ-

ated one on either side of the stick so
that southpaws will be just as comfort-
able as righties. The larger rectangular
button on top of the stick offers respon-
sive action and tactile feedback.
As stated previously, the Mini-Champ

is designed specially for smaller hands.
The smooth pistol grip handle is perfect
for preteens, and the manufacturers
claim that it "increases a player's scor-
ing performance by reducing fatigue." I

don't know if I believe this, but the hand
grip is certainly more comfortable than
most of the others on the market.

The Mini-Champ is manufactured un-
der the catalog number JC351. It has a
standard 9 pin plug which means that it

works with all systems that use Atari
joysticks. With special adapters, also
available from Championship Electron-
ics, the Mini-Champ functions on both
TI 99/4A and ColecoVision consoles.
With a low retail price of $11.95, the
Mini-Champ ranks as one of the most
inexpensive, high-performance joysticks
available.

Milton Bradley
Cosmic Commander Joystick (Atari)
Not your everyday run-of-the-mill

joystick, the $40 Cosmic Commander
controller comes complete with its own
VCS cartridge. Survival Run. To call the

Cosmic Commander a joystick isn't

fair—it deserves at least to be called a
controller—and a strange controller at

that.

The Cosmic Commander is the first in

a line of "theme" controllers from Mil-
ton Bradley. Each joystick in the series

comes with its own cartridge. The gim-
mick is that not only do you get a new
VCS game, but you also get a joystick

specially designed to complement the
theme of the game.

In Survival Run, the object is to fly

through a scrolling 3-D maze and finally

destroy a crab-like creature called the
mothership. The mothership is located
at the far end of the maze which means
you must battle an almost endless on-
slaught of assorted meanies before you
encounter the horrible crab. Flight Com-
mander, the second theme joystick, gives
you an airborne view of a countryside
littered with tanks and anti-aircraft

guns. You must avoid being shot down
as you try to destroy enemy airplanes.

While both games are rather shallow,
they do a good job of demonstrating the
particular capabilities of the controllers.

Unfortunately, neither of the games is

captivating enough to warrant the pur-
chase of these expensive joysticks.

Roklan Un-Roller Controller (Atari)
If I were to offer an award for the

strangest controller ever invented, the
new Roklan Un-Roller Controller would
certainly win hands down.

At first glance the Roklan controller
looks suspiciously like an oversized

cbex.
Oh, he s perfectly happy down there . . . as long as I give him a new

video game every so often!"

76

The Un-Roller Controller.

track ball, though the large yellow dome
doesn't spin like a conventional roller

controller. That is because the Roklan
controller is like nothing you have ever
seen before. Instead of gripping a stick,

you place your palm on the textured
globe and simply rock in any of the eight

directions—no calluses, no aching
fingers, no stick.

One selling point of this stickless

controller is that it also improves hand
circulation since no gripping is

involved—big deal—how many arcaders
do you know who have poor circulation?
The non-slip surface helps reduce the
force needed to control the globe but
tends to get dirty after extended use.

Roklan representatives claim that the
Un-Roller Controller works well with
anything that normally uses a track ball.

I disagree: one of the most appealing fea-

tures of track balls is that momentum
continues to spin the ball even after you
have removed your hand.
The Un-Roller Controller works best

as a tabletop unit. It is difficult to hold
the controller in one hand and apply
enough pressure to rock the globe at the
same time. The single button is located
in the upper lefthand corner of the base
and clicks audibly when pressed.
Those people on the staff of Creative

Computing who have had the opportu-
nity to play with the Un-roller Control-
ler commonly ask "Why?" I don't have
the answer, but one of the associate edi-
tors commented that it may have some-
thing to do with a Freudian fixation.
The suggested retail price is $49.95 a
pair.

Newport Controls
Prostick II/III (Atari)
The newest offerings from Newport

Controls are the Prostick II and Prostick
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s what you get with the LNW80 Model 2 -undoubtedly

the most versatile, powerful and fully equipped microcomputer

in its class today A machine so superior in concept and design,

that it will define the standards of microcomputer performance

for years to come

VERSATILITY
The LNW80 2 performs wonders with the most complete

library of software available to any microcomputer on the

market today Every LNW80 2 comes con ,
eti with tl

outstanding library of Business Software LNW SMALL BUS
INESS AND PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTING SERIES

Vxounts ReC( counts I

ELECTRIC SPREADSHEET ; ELECTRIC PENCIL

WORDPROCESSOR; MICROTERM MODEM PROGRAM;
CHART EX HIGH RESOLUTION BUSINESS GRAPHICS

CHARTING PROGRAM. CP/M 2.2 : DOSPLUS LNW
BASIC MICROSOFT BASIC. In addition to a comprehensive

of LNW80 2 Software it is also fully compatible with soft-

ware from TRS80' (Models 1. 3 .4). CP M and Cromemco

worlds -a capability which gives you access to the most

sof business, scientific •

mq tamment software applications So no matt

how far you expand into user applications the LNW80 2 will

ind right along with you

POWER
LNW80 2 performs miracles with the computing pi

of 96K RAM (standard) of user memory matched with a

mass storage capability which handles 5V floppy disks

hard disk drives And while the unit comes with build-m

controllers for 5V and 8" floppy disks (single double sided,

single/double density, up to 4 5 Megabytes capacity), the

LNW80 2 also gives you the unique ability to read and write

diskettes from a greater variety of other popular computers

than does any other microcomputer So regardless of how

big you grow, you will never end up with thumb-twiddling

down time while you expand to a more powerful system The

LNW80 2 will always have enough muscle to handle your

biggest and toughest jobs

FULLY EQUIPPED
The LNW80 2 was developed to anti( needs of both

expansion and compatibility So the computer was designed

with enough built-in features to keep you from having to spend

a small fortune as you move down the road to higher levels

of user sophistication Standaul Features include high and low

resolution graphics in both color and black-and-white

asynchronous serial communication channel, and a wide

ety of tape, printer, monitor and hardware expansion ports

In addition, the LNW80 2 contains an array of quality construc-

tion features that fully justify its remarkable one-year limi-

ted warranty

So if you re looking for a microcomputer that will satisfy your

performance needs as you grow and develop, take a loi

hard look at the LNW80 2 Its the one microcomputer built to

meet the challenges of tomorrow-for a long time to come

For more information and the name of the dealer nearest you,

or telephone
LNW Computers
2620 Walnut. Tustin, California 92680

Telephone: 714/544-5744

£
JaHgH^^HK

STATE-OF-THE-ART ENGINEERING
STATE OFTOMORROW PERFORMANCE.

I.NW CCMPUTIER5
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Quark introduces
A deceptively simple solution
to your word processing

If you're serious about word processing on
your Apple*lle, you may be bewildered by the

sheer number of programs available. And a
tad perplexed by their claims and promises.

After all, a glamorous package that says "easy
to use," may not even be easy to open.

The dilemma is real. And Quark is happy to

provide the solution.

A proven program for serious
word processing.

Quark's new Word Juggler lie turns your
computer into a dedicated word processor.

You get the extraordinary ease of use, sophis-

ticated capabilities and straightforward docu-
mentation that make our original Word Juggler
a best seller on the Apple III.

For example, there's virtually nothing to

memorize. Because principal editing functions

are identified on a unique keyboard template

— and nineteen, easy-to-install, replacement

keycaps.

Changing keys is quick and simple, too. Just

slide our special keycap remover over the key
— twist— and pull. Your new keycaps can be
in place in less than two minutes.

A flexible tool to increase your
productivity.

But don't be deceived by Word Juggler lie's

disarming simplicity. The program packs the

powerful features you need to quickly perform

the most complex editing tasks.

Characters, words, even entire paragraphs
can be deleted with a single keystroke. There
are search and replace keys. Block move and
copy keys. And you always have instant con-
trol over page length, margins and any other
formatting parameters.

Document display and print out are easy,
also. One keystroke displays your document
on the screen. Another prints it. And whether



'fu WlrW r

ord Juggler lie
you need to print only specific pages, multiple

copies, or even documents too large to fit in

memory, Word Juggler He can easily accom-

modate you.

A clever way to foil Mr. Murphy.

Even the best of us occasionally forgets

when "i" does not come before "e" — and

even the most agile fingers can press the wrong

key. So you should also give serious consider-

ation to Quark's new Lexicheck ™ I le— a spell-

ing checker with a highly compressed, 50,000

word dictionary.

Accessed from within the word processor,

this program lets you virtually eliminate typo-

graphical errors and common misspellings.

Lexicheck He will scan your document at up to

8,000 wpm — then highlight, in context, the

first occurrence of any word it does not

recognize.

If the word is correct, as in the case of in-

dustry jargon or abbreviations, you can simply

add it to your personal dictionary. If the word is

actually misspelled, you can swiftly correct it.

22SSSX&XE^S&^JS**~— °-~- «•»*.

A lot more.
These are only some of the ways Word

Juggler lie and Lexicheck He can help solve

your word processing dilemma. Your Quark

dealer has even more details, as well as com-

plete information on our line of office automa-

tion tools for the Apple III.

Ask for a demonstration today.

QuarkhHB^^ INCORPORATED

Office Automation Tools

2525 West Evans Avenue
Suite 220
Denver, CO 80219

Word Juggler lie $239. sug. U.S. retail price

Lexicheck He $129. sug. U.S. retail price

CIRCLE 212 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Controller Update, continued...

Ill, both Atari compatible joysticks.

These controllers offer something found

on very few joysticks today, switchable

gateplates.

You may be asking yourself "just

what is a switchable gateplate?" It is a

plastic collar around the base of the

short stick that can be positioned in one

of two ways. When the embossed arrow

on the gateplate is pointing toward the

number four on the face of the unit, the

joystick cannot produce diagonal sig-

nals. This is supposed to increase the

payability of games such as Pac-Man

and Donkey Kong in which you may
move only in the four compass direc-

tions. The eight-way setting offers the

regular action. I find it a great advantage

to have the diagonals blocked out as you

do not have to move the joystick so

precisely.

On the Prostick II there are two fire

buttons located on the front piece of the

unit. Neither of these offers tactile feed-

back, but they are well positioned so that

you may use your index finger to ac-

tivate them. The only difference between

the Prostick II and the Prostick III is

that the latter has a "trifire bar" located

on the front of the base instead of two
separate buttons.

Intended for use with the Coleco-

Vision system, the Prostick III is a bit

awkward to handle. When the left side

of the tribar is pressed, it acts as fire but-

ton number one on the ColecoVision

JOYSTICKS

Manufacturer Model/Name

Potentiometer-type

A2D
Astar International

BMP Enterprises

CJM
Datamost

Apple Computer

Kraft

Kraft

Syntronics

TG Products

TG Products

Wico
Zircon

Switch-type

Atari

Championship
Electronics

Championship
Electronics

Coin Controls

Datasoft

Discwasher

D-Zyne Video

Electra Concepts

Gim Electronics

HES
Konami
Milton Bradley

Newport
Newport Controls

Newport Controls

Questar

Roklan

SpectraVideo

Suncom
Suncom
Wico
Wico
Zircon

Zircon

2001

Robo Stick-

1

Joystick

Microstick

Joy Stick

Joystick II

Color Computer
Joystick

Joystick

Applestix

Enjoy Stick

Super Joystick

Analog 50-1043

Video Stik

Price

$44.95

29.95

59.95

59.95

59.95

49.94

n/a

64.95

34.95

34.95

59.95

34.95

49.95

Size

WxDxH

Table

Top/ Potentiometer Stick Size Button Size

Hand Held Resistance Trim (in dia.) (in dia.)

Button Tactile

Placement Feedback

Joystick

Mini-Champ

Super Champ

Competition-Pro

Le Stick

Point Master

Supr Stick

Triga Command
Fire Command

2001

JoyMouse

JE501
Cosmic

Commander
Prostick Series B
Prostick II

Prostick III

Joystick

Un-Roller

Controller

(Quick-Shot III

(Quick Shot

Slik Stick

StarFighter

Red Ball

The Boss

Video Command
Z-Stick

13.95

11.95

3.0X3.5X2.0
2.6x5.0x17
4.8X2.5X1.6
4.0X2.8X1.6
2.1x5.0x1.8
3.2x3.2x1.5

4.0x4.0x2.3
4.0x4.0x2.3

(1)

n/a

5.0X3.2X1.7
n/a

2.5x5.3x1.6

3.5X3.8X1.5
n/a

19.95 4.5x4.5x7.0

19.95

39.95

n/a
39.95

n/a

49.95

3.5X4.5X5.5
1.5 dia. X 5.0

4.0X4.0X5.5
5.8X3.0X2.0
4.0x4.0x7.0
11X6.0X5.0

19.95 3.0x3.5x3.0

17.00 n/a

40.00 n/a

34.95

24.95

29.95

n/a
49.95

19.00

13.95

9.95

16.95

n/a
19.95

14.95

19.95

3.3X4.4X2.0
n/a
n/a
12.5X8.0X3.0
n/a

n/a

4.0X3.5X1.3
3.5X3.5X1.5
3.5x3.5x15
4.5x4.5x6.5
4.0x4.0x6.8
1.4x2.0x5.0
1.4X2.0X5.0

Both

Both

Both

Table

Table

Both

Hand
Table

Hand
Table

Both

Hand

Both

Hand

Both

Both

Hand
Both

Table

Both

Table

Table

Table

Table

Table

Hand
Hand
Table

Table

Table

Both

Hand
Hand
Both
Hand
Hand
Hand

150K ohms
75K
150K
110K
150K
150K

150K
150K

n/a

150K
500K
90K

Yes 0.4 0.6 sq Rear side Yes

No 0.75 0.4 Both sides rear No
No 0.7 0.4 sq Top Yes

No 0.7 0.5 sq Left top No
No 0.75 0.3 Left top rear No
No 0.4 0.5 sq Left top rear Yes

Yes 0.4 0.3 Left rear Yes

Yes 0.4 0.4 sq Left top & rear side Yes

No 0.4 0.5 Front right or left No
Yes 0.4 0.6 Left top No

Yes 0.8 0.8 Left top No
No 0.4 0.4 Left side rear No

— 0.6 0.6 Left top No
1.3 0.4 Top and both Yes

sides rear

_ 1.5 0.5 Top and trigger Yes

1.3 1.0 Both sides rear No
_ 1.3 0.8 Top No
_ 1.0 0.5 Top Yes

_ n/a 0.4 Top Yes

_ 2.0 0.5 Trigger No
_ 1.3 0.9 Both sides top No

_ n/a 13 Front No
— 0.9 0.5 Top No
— n/a 0.5 Top No

_ 1.0 0.5 Left top Yes

1.0 0.6 (2) on front No
_ 1.0 15 Front No

1.3 0.8 Both sides rear No
— n/a 0.9 Left top Yes

— n/a 0.8 Top and trigger No
_ 1.7 0.6 (2) Top and left top No
— 0.75 0.5 Left top No
_ 0.9 0.5 Left top No

1.0 0.4 Top and left rear No
_ 1.3 0.5 Top No
_ 1.8 18 Top No
_ 1.8 0.25 Front Yes
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Controller Update, continued..

The Prostick II.

control. When the right side is pressed,
it functions as the second fire button. It

is difficult to press one and then quickly
change to the other, and if you don't
press exactly one side or the other, both
functions are activated simultaneously.
Included in the package is a "y" adapter
cord which allows you to use the
CoelcoVision keypad in conjunction
with the Prostick III.

Many of our reviewers loved the solid
grasp they could get on both of these
Newport joysticks, yet some found that
their hands were too small. The butt of
your palm rests comfortably on one side
of the unit as your fingers activate the
buttons. The other hand is used to
manipulate the stick which is topped
with a smooth 7/8 " plastic ball. Most of
us were in agreement that $24.95 is not
too high a price to ask for such a nice
controller if you are not satisfied with
your present one.

Spectravideo Quick-Shot III

TokTo Vision)

Almost overshadowed by the new SV-
328 computer in the Spectavideo booth
at CES, the Quick-Shot HI was pre-
sented for the first time. Since we were
only allowed to look at the unit as it re-
mained out of reach beneath a plastic
bubble, the following should not be
considered a review, merely an
observation.

Few of the new ColecoVision replace-

The Prostick 111.

ment joysticks introduced at the show
actually mimicked the functions of the
original. Many shortcomings were
apparent. Most of the new joysticks have
only one fire button, so if the
ColecoVision game calls for both but-
tons, you are out of luck. The Quick-
Shot III seems to be the only controller
that promises to do exactly what the
ColecoVision joystick does, only much
better.

The Quick-Shot III is a tabletop
controller that adheres to any smooth
surface by means of four suction cups on
the base of the unit. It provides standard
eight-direction movement and has four
buttons. Two of the buttons are po-
sitioned on either side of the keypad.
The other two are on the stick itself; one
on the top of the stick and the other on
the trigger of the molded handle.

Unlike most replacement joysticks for
the ColecoVision, the Quick-Shot III has
its own keypad to select gameplay levels.

The 12 pressure-sensitive switches are
covered by a thin piece of plastic. This is

a membrane keypad that offers no tactile

feedback.

As I have pointed out, the Quick-Shot
III on display was a prototype that was
kept under glass. We have yet to see a
finished unit so we can not make any
comments on how well it plays. If the
Finished product lives up to the claims of
the manufacturer, I will certainly rush
out to buy one. At $19, it's a steal.

Wico Analog Joystick (5200)
One of the main things I don't like

about the Atari Super System is the lack

of a decent controller. Finally, after

months of waiting, 5200 owners can buy
an analog joystick from Wico.
The faults of the 5200 controller are

many, and the Wico joystick seems to

remedy most of them. This unit does not
have its own keypad built in, but at addi-
tional cost you can buy a high-quality

replacement keypad if you wish. The
Analog joystick can be used as either a

tabletop controller or a hand-held unit.

It is equally well suited for either mode
of play.

This 5200 joystick measures 6" high,
4" wide, and 4" deep. The plastic red

handle tapers to a point at the top; the

reverse of a bat handle. The Analog joy-
stick uses potentiometers, and precise
trim controls are easily accessible on the
right side and back of the unit.

Most people complain that the
controllers that come with the 5200 are
not self-centering. While some games
benefit from this, many other do not.

The Wico Analog joystick solves this

problem by allowing you to engage or

I he Analog Joystick.

APPLE PADDLE CONTROLS
Manufacturer

A2D
Apple Computer

Computer Works
Kraft

Tech Designs

TG Products

Zircon

Model/Name Price

2002 $34.95
(Paddles (original) 39 95
I Hand Controller 29.95
Pro Paddles 49.95
Paddles 49.95
Adam and Eve 39.93
Super Paddles 39 95
Alpha Command 19.95

Size

WiDiH
3.0x3.5x2.0

2.5x3.2x0.8

2.0x4.5x1 (XI)

1.5x2.5x1 3

4.0x4.0x2 .3

2.0x3. 5x1.0(1)

2.0x4.0x1

2.0x4.3x1.0(1)

Table Top/ Potentiometer
Hand Held Resistance

Knob Size Button Size Button Tactile
Trim (in dia.) (in dia.t Placement Feedback

Both

Hand
Both

Both

Table

Hold

Both

Hand

n/a

I50K
150K
I50K

I50K

I50K

I35K

I50K

No 0.9

No 13
No 1.0/2.0

No 1 .0

Yes 1.2

Yes 0.9

No 1 .4

6 so

0.2

1 0x0.6
0.4 sq

0.4 sq

4 sq

0.6

(1) Shape is not rectangular

No 1.0/17 4

Rear side Yes
Ix'ft lop rear No
Right side rear Yes

Rear side Yes

Left rear Yes

Left side rear Yes

Ix-ft side rear No
Right side No
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Presenting two strategy sports games from SSI:

COMPUTER BASEBALL™ & RINGSIDE SEAT™
Already voted the " 1982 BEST COMPUTER SPORTS GAME RINGSIDE SEAT

F. mi7IriMWfi irIB*y*s»wsi*»»*J

BASEBALL is now available for the Commodor.

As the most advanced and realistic simulation of baseball, it

lets you manage any major-league team you like, giving you over

25 options with which to direct your players.

Complete data for over 20 historical AL and NL teams are

provided so you can re-create immemorable games of the past or

play out hypothetical matchups Imagine the thrill of pitting the '27

Yankees against the 75 Reds! You can even enter your own player

statistics and create a team to your specifications

Best of all. to get all this detailed realism, you doi

give up on speed and excitement The action onsen

fast pace to make you feel like you're actually playing it

ballpark' After all. that's how COMPUTER BASEBALL got to be

recognized for what it is — the best.

See • your nearest computer/game/ software store!

COMPUTER BASEBALL ($39.95) comes on 64K

disk for the Commodore' 64. Also on 48K disk for

the Apple' II. Coming soon for the IBM' PC

s l K \ 1 1 <

•

II

nt.^nnr ctrn-r 1.„ ,u .k„ ,;,iKi ounches to make it the

set up your own championship matches, choosing from among

fifty of the best fighters of all time.

Now you can answer all the intriguing questions in boxing:

Who really was the greatest? Could Joe Louis outwit Muhammed

Ali9 Could Jack Dempsey outslug Larry Holmes?

RINGSIDE SEAT recreates every champion s authentic style

and the strength, speed and stamina he had in his prime. As his

manager, you tell him how to fight: stick and move, cover up. go for

the knockout. The semi-animated Hi- Res color display shows you

the fight in the ring as it happens, blow-by-blow, round-by-round.

This two-player and computer-as-opponent game also allows

you to make up your own fighters by rating them for style, speed,

aggressiveness, strength and a dozen other factors.

RINGSIDE SEAT It not only lets you tell the great sluggers of

.vorld how to fight, it makes them listen to you 1

RINGSIDE SEAT ($39.95) comes on 64K disk for

the Commodore ' 64 or on 48K disk for the Apple

'

11 with Applesoft ROM. 11+ . He. or Apple III

«. VISA and V :lJ Y°ur Check to Strategic Simulations Inc

-.„ California. ca» 800-772-3545. ex, 335
__„ /_ t^lL iliM800-772-3545, ext 335 auuu'J"

WRITE FOR A FREE COLOR CATALOG OF ALL OUR GAMES
....
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COMPUTERS:
A RENAISSANCE

IN

CREATIVITY

During each age of man, the discovery of new technology has given
artists greater freedom to create. Moveable type and printing presses
gave birth to the novel, the photographic process ushered in motion
pictures Now, computers art allowing artistic spirits to soar as never
before. Artists are creating new visions, musicians are creating new
sounds, writers are turning their thoughts into text almost as fast as
they can think them. All through computers. Genesis II -Creation and
Recreation with Computers, by Dale Peterson, thoroughly explores
the computer revolution and how artists are turning it into a creative
revolution. Ifs the kind of reading that can help free the artist in any
computer owner's soul. And it's only from Reston.

Reiton Publishing Company
A Prentice-Hall Company
11480 Sunset Hills Rd. Reston, VA 22090
Available at your local bookstore
and computer retailer or call us ot (800) 336-0338.

CIRCLE 229 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Controller Update, continued...

disengage the self-centering without hav-

ing to disassemble the housing. On the

underside of the controller are two slid-

ing switches that disable the return-to-

center springs on each axis.

There are two buttons in the upper

lefthand corner of the base. The %" con-

cave button acts as fire button number

one of the 5200, and the smaller,
3/8

"

button is the second control button.

Neither offers tactile feedback.

The Analog joystick we saw at CES
was a bit wobbly, but this can probably

be attributed to the fact that the unit was

a prototype and took a great deal of

abuse at the show. The Wico Analog

joystick is a vast improvement over the

current 5200 controller. Selling at

$34.95 each, other versions of the An-

alog joystick also work on the IBM PC,

the Apple II/II + , and TRS-80 Color

Computer.

HES JoyMouse Controller (Atari)

Just as the Un-Roller controller looks

deceptively like a track ball, the Hes

JoyMouse resembles a mouse for a com-

puter. In very simple terms, a mouse

controller is like an up-side-down track

ball. The JoyMouse, though, acts like an

Un-Roller controller. This gets more

confusing every minute.

The JoyMouse is a tabletop unit that

you control with one hand. The palm of

your hand fits on top of the unit with

your fingers extending over the fire bar

in the front. There were two different

models of the JoyMouse on display at

the show. With the first version you sim-

ply tilt your palm in the direction that

you want to go, with the other model

you push, or slide, the top portion of the

JoyMouse in the desired direction. The

fire button has different placement on

both units.

"The final version of the JoyMouse

will most likely be a compromise be-

tween the two models," explained a HES
representative. Most people to whom I

The JoyMouse.

spoke liked the sliding model and the

fire bar located on the front. Expect to

see finished products on store shelves

during September of this year. The
JoyMouse will retail for $19.95.

Wico Track Ball

And Controller Card (Apple)

This new version of the popular Wico
computer Track Ball differs from its

predecessors in that no software
modifications must be made to use it

with your Apple.

For an up-close and personal look at

the Wico Track Ball, check out page 1 19

in the Fall issue of Video A Arcade

Games. Not many modifications have

been made to the hardware of the unit;

the main one is the addition of a re-

quired controller card. With this car in-

stalled, the Wico Track Ball is almost

completely compatible with all existing

software. Warning: the Track Ball does

not work with the Apple He. Not yet,

anyway. Wico is working on it.

We were told that there will be some

kind of return policy initiated so that

owners of the older, outdated model

don't get the short end of the stick. The
complete package, including the Track

Ball, cable and controller, costs $89.95.

Wico has also promised a comparable

unit for the IBM-PC.

Muyam
In Texas Orders

Questions & Answers
1-713-392-0747

22511 Katy Freeway
Katy (Houston) Texas 77450

To Order
1-800-231-3680

800-231-3681

SAVE BIG DOLLARS ON ALL TRS-80* HARDWARE & SOFTWARE
TRS W) BY RADIO SHACK. Brand new in cartons delivered. Save state sales tax. Texas residents add only 5% sales tax.

Open Mon hri. M, Sat. 9- 1 Central Standard Time. We pay freight and insurance Come by and sec us. t all us lor a

reference in or near your city. Ret: Farmers State Bank. Brookshirc, lexas.

WE OFFER ON
REQUEST

Federal Exprtt* (Overnight Delivery)

Houston Intercontinental

Airport Delivery (Same Dey)

U.P.S. BLUE (Every Dey)

WE ALWAYS
OFFER

References from people who have

bought computers tram us probably in

your city. We have thousands of

satisfied customers. WE WILL NOT BE

UNDERSOLD!

m
Ne Tex on Out of Texee Shipment*!

10% 15%
OR MORE

ED McMANUS Telex 77-4132 (FleksHou)

See us in the Wall Street Journal every Tuet. .
Wed

' TRS 80 a Rtgisit«iil Tiadomafi of Tandy Corp

We accept Master Card, Visa and

American Express

We use Direct Freight Lines. No

long weits.

We always pay the freight end

insurance

Toll free order number

Our cepability to go to the giant

TRS 80 Computer warehouse 5

hours sway, in Ft. Worth, Texas,

to keep you in stock.

JOE McMANUS
, and Thurs
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Apple Adventure and
Arcade Action

Stephen Arrants

Suspended
From Infocom, creators of Zork I. II

and ///, Deadline, and Starcross, comes
one of the most exciting games I have
seen for the Apple. Suspended, written
by science fiction author Michael
Berlyn, is set far in the future on a planet
run by computers. Apparently, the
rulers of this planet don't trust their
machines, because a lottery has selected
you to be the guardian of the entire
system.

Something has gone wrong, however.
Systems are crashing and thousands are
dying. You are awakened from cryo-
genic suspension to direct the repairs.
Six robots are at your command. Each
has different attributes: Sensa can detect
energy waves and fields, but she isn't
good at manipulating the environment.
Auda can hear, but she's blind. Iris, con-
fined to the control center, can see.
Waldo has different appendages to pick
up and move objects, but he is a bit
thick. Whiz can interface with the
information banks of the main com-
puter. The last robot is Poet, a speaker
in rhymes and riddles. Unfortunately for
you, he seems to have a problem with hisROM—you can't always understand
what he says.

The robots can be directed singly or in
groups. You must learn how to direct
them efficiently to achieve the smallest
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FC INTERRUPT: ALL ROBOTS, REPORT
LOCATIONS.

IN THE WEATHER MONITORS
IN THE GAMMA REPAIR

THE CENTRAL CHAMBER
INTRY AREA.

OAMAGE

Suspended

number of casualties. Parts must be
replaced and machinery repaired

—

quickly. If the system isn't set right after
a given number of turns, humans from
the surface storm the cryogenic chamber
and disconnect you.

All this would be easy, were it not for
the fact that the previous guardian was
unbalanced. He destroyed equipment,
disabled a seventh robot, and left defec-
tive parts in the complex.

Because this is a text adventure,
Infocom includes a map of the complex
with plastic stick-ons representing the
different robots. Without this map, play
would be very difficult.

Suspended has four levels of
play—normal, advanced, configure, and
impossible. The advanced level begins
with one of the six robots disabled and at
a later stage of the game.
The configure level allows you to set

up the game the way you want. You can
decide where the robots will begin, how
long it will be until a system fails, how
long until the humans come for ven-
geance, and other factors. Winning at
the impossible level guarantees a free
trip to the planet at Infocom 's expense.
A hallmark of Infocom games is the

extensive vocabulary used. It is almost

as if you are conversing with a human
rather than a computer.
The first time I played Suspended it

took me about an hour to get used to its

format. By 3:00 a.m., I was hooked.
Suspended is intelligent, satisfying,

addictive, and a break from the usual
computer games. Infocom has set a new
standard for text adventures that will be
tough to beat.

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Suspended

Type: Text-adventure

System: Apple II. II+ , Atari,

Commodore 64, IBM-PC
Format: Disk

Language: Machine

Summary: Superb adventure. The best

yet.

Price: $49.95

Manufacturer:

Infocom, Inc.

55 Wheeler St.

Cambridge, MA 02138
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HIGH
TECHNOLOGY

REQUIRES
HIGH

PERFORMANCE
ACCESSORIES

In the last moving, high

technology world of

microcomputers, the need

for high performance

accessories often gets

overlooked.

Discwasher, recognized as a

world leader in audio video care

accessories, understands this

need and has developed a line of

computer accessories to allow users

to get the most from their computer

hardware.

The easy-to-use Disc washer Disk

Drive Cleaner is both a problem

preventer and problem solver. Its dry

format safely cleans single or double-

sided drives without altering the delicate

head alignment or doing possible damage

to rubber drive parts with solvents.

The Discwasher- Computer Cassette Drive

CareSet » is a total maintenance package for

your cassette drive system. It includes both

the Discwasher' Computer Cassette Drive Head

Cleaner and the Computer Cassette Drive Mechanism

Cleaner. Together, these two maintenance units

can keep the high resolution heads and the critical

drive system of your cassette drive system in

optimum performance.

The Discwasher- DiscKeeper . is a magnetically

shielded storage system for floppy disks that

takes up no more space than conventional folder

packs. DiscKeeper protects against stray

magnetic fields which can destroy valuable

software. Three DiscKeeper sizes provide loss-

free storage and protection for transporting any

size disk format.

discwasher
1407 NORTH PROVIDENCE ROAD PO BOX 6021 DEPT CC COLUMBIA MO 65205 USA

A DIVISION OF JISMN an EbMAHK Company
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Apple Games, continued

Pentapus

Pentapus

Created in the classic style of arcade
games, Pentapus is a unique fusion of ar-

cade effects and illusions which places it

far beyond most of the games available
for the Apple.
You are on a mission of vital im-

portance. The galaxy has been rendered
uninhabitable by Armageddon-like bat-
tles. After searching other galaxies, man
has learned that only the Milky Way
galaxy can sustain human life. Unfortu-
nately, mutants have taken over, led by
the evil and powerful Pentapus. To re-

gain human domination, you must con-
trol the five remaining stargates.
Pentapus is a tough adversary, however.
Wave after wave of mutants defend their
newly won territory.

There are four levels of play, K, 1,2,
and 3. The K level is for youngsters.
Movement is extremely slow at this

level; perhaps too slow for experienced
kids. Play becomes faster and more furi-

ous at higher levels. Moving the joystick
causes the stargate (the bomb sight) to
move across the screen. The stargate can
be scrolled off screen right or left and
made to reappear on the other side. One
button fires bombs, while the other tem-
porarily shrinks the stargate, making it a
smaller target.

Four waves of aliens attack you:
the Drangels, C-Aliens, Eagulls, and the
loathsome Nagas. The Nagas have a ten-
dency to turn into Drangels at the
worst possible moment. Destroy these
attackers and you are up against
Pentapus. Beating this creature is not as
difficult as you might think. Eliminate
his fleet of Whirrs, and Pentapus is

defenseless. Hit him squarely between
the eyes and he's a dead alien. The uni-
verse is reclaimed by defeating Pentapus
three times.

88

Pentapus includes a pause feature,

useful if you want to make a trip to the
fridge or answer the telephone. High
scores can be saved and written to the
disk.

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Pentapus

Type: Arcade

System: Apple II. II+ , He, IBM
Format: Disk

Language: Machine

Summary: Cute, fun game. Kids will

love this.

Price: $29.95

Manufacturer:
Turning Point Software
HAMainSt.
Watertown, MA 02172

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Old Ironsides

Type: Hi-res adventure

System: Apple II. He. Ill

Format: Disk

Language: Machine

Summary: An interesting entry. Moves
must be well-planned.

Price: $39.95

Manufacturer:

Xerox Education Publications
245 Long Hill Rd.
Middletown, CT 06457
(203) 347-7251

Old Ironsides

Great sound and graphics combined
with interesting twists to the arcade for-

mat make Pentapus an exciting game

—

one that will be played over and over.

Old Ironsides

This game is an interesting twist on
sea-based games. Usually, they involve

submarines, bombers, helicopters, and
other pieces of modern technology.

Coming from, of all places, Xerox, Old
Ironsides is a one- or two-person battle

game featuring old, three-masted ships

fighting it out with cannons. The graph-
ics are superb, adding to the enjoyment
of the game.
The ships battle on the high seas,

fighting not only each other, but winds
and currents. Figuring out how to use
the wind to your advantage is a factor in

winning this game. Like their real-life

counterparts, the ships are slow to

respond and maneuver. When in range,

they can fire up to six cannons at each
other. A direct hit can destroy masts,
thus reducing the ability to maneuver. A
brave commander can ram his enemy
and fire his cannons to cause maximum
damage. If you hit the enemy's powder
magazines, however, both ships are
destroyed.

As on any sea, fog is a danger.
Strangely, it is only present off-screen. A
compass helps you get back on-screen. If

you stay in the fog too long, you are lost,

and doomed to float forever. This is the
hardest part of the game. Fog on-screen
would be an improvement. The docu-
mentation is comprehensive, in the form
of a parchment booklet. It includes a log
book for recording your own famous
naval encounters.
A mixture of arcade and strategy
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The Caverns Of Freitag

game features. Old Ironsides could be

used in schools as a supplement to a his-

tory course.

The Caverns Of Freitag

Waiting inside a cave on the En-

chanted Isles is Freitag, a particularly

creative coiRpatiRg
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Caverns of Freitag

Type: Adventure

System: Apple II, II + , He

Format: Disk

Language: Applesoft Basic w/machine

language core

Summary: A tough time-consuming

adventure.

Price: $29.95

Manufacturer:
Muse Software

347 N. Charles St.

Baltimore, MD 21201

(301)659-7212

ness for birds. Invoking the spell turns

you into a bird, allowing you to run

twice as fast as a pursuing monster.

Unfortunately, using the spell tires you

out, so you must stop and rest.

The monsters are almost limitless.

There are moths, serpents, bats,

invisoids, evil wizards, and mimics. At

some points of the game, a large group

of monsters queues up, a new one replac-

ing the monster you have just hacked to

death. Since this game does not have a

pause feature, you must keep fighting

without a rest.

Moves are forced in this game. Al-

though you can set the time used in each

move, be quick—the monsters won't

wait for a decision. Move or die. Even

though I don't really like "quest" games,

The Caverns of Freitag is good fun. The
fact that play can't be stopped adds to

the enjoyment. Just when you think you

have won the game, there is another sur-

loathsome dragon. It seems that all

Freitag does is wait for some poor fool

to stumble into the cave and become the

next entree.

Getting to the cave is no easy trek.

You must battle creatures, both real and

imaginary along the way. True to the

sword-and-sorcery fantasy role-playing

genre, you start off as a poor but worthy

serf and attempt to rid the land of an evil

scourge.

A sword and bow are your only weap-

ons, along with a spell, the Charm of Sir

Robin. Sir Robin, it seems, had a fond-
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Announcing
theEncore diskette.

Theway itperforms,

you'd neverguess

itcostsonly$1.59:

Here's your best value in diskettes today.

New Encore meets the same high standards that

big-name brands meet -100% error-free performance.

ANSI certification In many cases it actually exceeds

system requirements There's even a 1-year replace-

ment guarantee

Yet the cost is as low as $1 59 for single-sided

single-density 5V*" Encore diskettes (when you pur-

chase four or more boxes, ten diskettes per box)

And only $2.99 for double-sided. double-density

5V!t" Encore diskettes

With important savings comes reliable perfor-

mance on all popular systems Apple II. IIPIus. lie. Ill;

IBM PC; Radio Shack TRS-80; DEC; Wangwriter and

many others So from now on. get accurate, reliable

performance without the high cost Get Encore

Send coupon today. Or caM

1(800)547-5444.
hi California 1 (800) 547-5447.

To ensure your complete satisfaction. Encore diskettes

are covered by a 45-day risk-free trial period Allow

two weeks for delivery This offer good only in theConti -

nental U S Call for information on system compatibility

FREEInmac Floppy Library Case!

Order your Encore diskettes within the next 30 days,

and with each box you'll receive a free Floppy Library

Case for easy storage, fast retrieval, and sure protec-

tion of your data But hurry - supplies are limited.

(Limit 4 per order)

*aee
9***

•Price kx one SSSD5V
Encore diskette when

purchasing 40 or more

I MM

ORDER NOW
Inmac Encore InttwhOoryOI* 24»S*o»wi»1e0r Santa Ca»a.CA9iOS1
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Apple Games, continued...

A.E.

prise waiting. I won't reveal it here, ex-
cept to say that killing Freitag is the
least of your worries. Remember—he
has many friends! Good graphics, a
quick pace, and some twists on an old
theme make The Caverns of Freitag a
good successor to Muse's Castle
Wolfenstein.

A.E.

We buy from the Japanese autos, ster-

eos, televisions, VCRs, printers, and now
A.E., an arcade game for the Apple.

Jun Wada and Makoto Horai, two
programmers from Japan, have come up
with one of the best games of the year. A
large, multinational corporation has cre-
ated pollution control robots which suck
up all the foul gases in our air. Unfortu-
nately, a few bad models slipped through
quality control. These creatures strafe
and attack almost anything. Your mis-
sion is to destroy all of the mechanical
misfits.

creative competing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: A.E.

Type: Arcade

System: 48K Apple II, II + , He, Atari,
Vic-20

Format: Disk

Language: Machine

Summary: Japan's exciting new import.

Price: $34.95

Manufacturer:

Broderbund Software
1938 Fourth St.

San Rafael, CA 94901
(415)456-6424

Looking like stingrays, the A.E. at-

tack in a formation of six. One of the
greatest effects of this game is the 3-D
screens. Watching a flock of A.E. swoop
across the sky, behind and in front of
scenery takes your breath away. Each of
the eight playing screens takes place on a
planet farther from Earth as you drive
the evil ones closer to the edge of our so-
lar system. Each screen is progressively
faster and more difficult to complete.
The A.E. are sneaky. Sometimes they

attack in a straight line formation of six,

sometimes they split off into smaller
groups. Winning a screen involves
destroying three waves of A.E.

Play is by joystick, although firing

and detonating the missiles will take
some getting used to. Push the trigger to
fire a missile, and keep the button
pressed. When you think an A.E. is in

range, let up on the button to detonate
the missile. This allows for long range
destruction. Detonating a missile at the
beginning of an A.E. attack wave can
result in destroying the whole wave
with just one missile.

The graphics are superb. There is no
jerkiness or jumping about. Everything
moves smoothly.

A.E. is addictive. It is also a game that
requires excellent timing and dedication
to the arcade spirit. Games clods and
other less zealous players will probably
find the action frustrating. A split-sec-

ond can make the difference between
destroying an A.E. or becoming its

dinner.

Spectre

Take the mobile police of Tron, add a
dash of Pac-Man, mix in some 3-D views
a la Wayout, and you have Spectre.
Though not the most exciting game to

come from DataMost, Spectre offers
some good excitement.

Spectre

You are on a disabled space station,

marooned in the outer reaches of the so-

lar system. Help is on the way, but aliens

have invaded the station, and it is up to

you to force them out. As you travel

down the corridors of the station, dodg-
ing the alien Questers, you are reminded
a bit of Pac-Man being chased by his

enemies. Step into an energy beam and
turn the tables on the aliens. It then
becomes their turn to run away!
One interesting twist is that about five

seconds into the first level of the game,
the walls of the maze disappear. Trans-
port chambers are available, letting you
jump to the place at which you started.

You are out of danger for a short period,

but don't slack off—the Questers are
quick and deadly!

This is not the most exciting game on
the market, but it is seductive. It looks
so easy, so simple, that you are tempted
to play it "just one more time" and beat

your best score. Isn't that one reason we
play these games?

creative comparing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Spectre

Type: Arcade

System: Apple II. II + . He
Format: Disk

Language: Machine

Summary: Interesting combination of
game elements.

Price: $29.95

Manufacturer:

Datamost
8943 Fullbright Ave.
Chatsworth. CA 9131

1

(213)709-1202
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Introducing BurgerTime
for your Apple and IBM.lb beat this game,

you've really got to move your buns.
Now you can make your Apple

8
1 1 and IBMTersonal

Computer sizzle. With fast-food action from BurgerTime'"* by

Mattel Electronics.

Build a better burger. Hold the mustard.

And watch out for those pickles!

It's a tall order to fill.

But you've got to do it before

those hostile hot dogs cancel it.

BurgerTime™* from

Mattel Electronics. A rare opportunity for computer

game excitement.

Apple* II, II Plus, and Me

Available this Fall

IBM Personal Computer

m network^ p/OTTTrEL dELrECTnQniC5
£MATTEl ELECTRONICS. INC !«3 All Rignn Reserved

'Burger Time n * t»*

Apple II. II Plus. *nd lit are trademark* of Apple

East USA. lot .used under license c 1962 Data E*U USA. Ine

IBM n a trademark of International Business Machines Corp
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Apple Games, continued..

Maze Craze Construction Set.

Maze Craze
Tired of playing Pac-Man for the mil-

lionth time? Have you gone through the
mazes so many times that you could run
them in your sleep while tied to an
arcade console?

Get ready for some new maze action.
Data Trek's Maze Craze Construction

Set will please the most hardcore Pac-fa-
natic as well as the occasional player.

Instead of giving you a set number of
mazes and patterns which can be memo-
rized after repeated play, the Maze Craze
Construction Set lets you construct your
own mazes. That in itself would be
enough for me to recommend this game.
But Data Trek goes a bit further. You

Y T€W R!T
DAISY WHEEL

PRINTER

• Full Olivetti
typewriter
warranty

• U.L.
Listed NOW

$495

plus shipping
FEATURES
• Typewriter operation with nothing to disconnect • in. 13 at is characters Dernch switch seta table • portable with carrying case • Entire Interface mounted
internally in the Olivetti Praxis 10 typewriter •Underlining scabies available iormost computers • Service iron. Olivetti dealers • Centronk s compatible i>.ir,iiu-i
input • Built in sen k-si • cartridge ribbon • _>n<i keyboard switch selectable

CBYT E WRITER
125 NORTHVIEW RD.. ITHACA. NY. 14-850

(607) 272 1 132

92
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Lancaster

can also create and modify game play-
ers, monsters, and all their attributes.

Choose the speed of a player, its intelli-

gence and sensitivity, and do the same
for monsters. The possibilities are limit-

less. You have so many choices that you
will be hard pressed to repeat a single,

complete game.
On booting the disk, you are pre-

sented with a menu detailing the various
options available. I suggest configuring
the disk for either keyboard or joysticks

and then playing some of the sample
games included. When you tire of those,

create some of your own.
Ten mazes are provided. Pick one and

enter the Edit mode. By using the joy-
sticks you can designate the starting

point for a player, where to locate tun-
nels for quick escape, and where you
want the bonus dots. In each maze there
can be a total of four energizers, placed
wherever you want. After editing a

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Maze Craze Construction Set

Type: Arcade

System: Apple II, II+ , He, Atari,

Commodore64

Format: Disk

Language: Machine

Summary: Perfect for the maze
fanatic. Tough!

Price: $39.95

Manufacturer:
data trek

121 West E.St.

Encinitas, CA 92024
(619) 436-5055
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I LOCK T4'CHASE
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XV

Introducing LockW Chase
for your Apple and IBM.

It'll give you a run for your money.
No, it's not a computer scheme to beat the stock market. It's

Lock 'N' Chase™* from Mattel Electronics. For your Apple* II and IBM*

Personal Computers. The computer game worth its

weight in gold.

Picture yourself in a bank vault helping

yourself to gold bar after gold bar. Tax free!

But here come the cops!

And the chase is on. While you try

to slow your pursuers by slamming

locked doors on them.
Lock'N' Chase"* from Mattel Electronics.

Good as gold.

:sieo

• +

:.sni.:c
:?:":!i

Apple^ll.MPIus.andlle

iBM'Personal Computer

Coming soon

©M/NITEiet£CT»OMCS.INC 1983 AH OgKO »»wvnl

m network' byMATTEL £LiECTRDPI1C5*
•Lock NCKntn i trMtmartt oIOiuEMIMK ,uiM«Mii«m« £1981 1982 Ojo E« USA. Inc

Appkr II. II «us. *«J lie *t tr**nu<l(l ol Aec* CompuW l-x IBM n 1 Irjomrt o» kmnutionjl Buwms MaiMnn Corp
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Since 1956, word game enthusiasts

have risen to the challenge of JOTTO.
Now you can face a JOTTO master
each time you play. Game after game.

"JOTTO.the perfect blend of low price,

challenge, quality.: ^^
Here's a JOTTO game in progress.

Each guess word has 3 letters in com-
mon with the secret word. Guess the

secret word and WIN $5.00 off

the regular price!

Guess Word

BUILD
CLUED
DULLS
SLIDE

Letters Correct

3
3
3
3

Secret Word

$24.95 with secret word!

To order by phone call: 800-227-3800

ext 1138 or mail coupon to:

W/ORP
.KKlWIMIva

55 Sutler Suite 361 San Francisco. CA 94104

YES! Please send me JOTTO
For my IBM PC

For my Apple II, He

Name

City

State Zip

V1SAD MASTERCARD

Numbei

Expiration Data

Payment enclosed
• CA residents must add 65% tales tax

j
JOTTO, IBM. and APPLE are registered trademarks
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Apple Games, continued...

maze, lay out the dots to complete the
maze.

Creating characters is a bit more diffi-

cult. Be sure to study the examples in

the sample programs.
The next step is the Game Editor.

This feature allows you to string to-

gether several mazes and characters to
form a complete game. Your game does
not have to be entirely your own cre-

ation; you may pick some of the samples
to use along with your own. Finally, the
Game Intelligence level allows you to

change the monster and bonus intelli-

gence, control collision detection, and
set the skill level of the game.

After creating your own games, save
them on a formatted disk for later play
or editing.

How do these games play? And how
do they compare with other maze
games? On the whole, play is very good.
The player figure is quick to respond,
and the animation is smooth and clean.
There is none of the jerkiness or jumping
associated with some other maze games.

This set of games is different. I like

defining the situation and rules of play.
We have had this game at Creative for a
little less than a month, and I have
already filled up one disk with games
of my own design.

If you know a dedicated maze player,
this is the perfect gift. And if that player
has beaten you time and time again,
Maze Craze Construction Set by Eric
Hammond is the perfect revenge.

Lancaster

Strange, bubble blowing bugs threaten
Earth with destruction. Only you and
your Apple stand between them and
total annihilation.

To attack, shoot the bubbles to release
the larvae within. These critters are
immune to your weapon, but within
seconds they turn into vulnerable

yet deadly insects. The bubbles don't

explode on the first few shots, they are

just knocked upward.
Points are earned by destroying the

insects and by using your pincers to

bounce the bubbles on corresponding
colored bars at the bottom of the screen.

This isn't as easy as it sounds. The bub-
bles are slippery and seem to fight your
attempts to clamp onto them. There is

creative compatiRg
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Lancaster

Type: Arcade

System: Apple II. 11 +

Format: Disk

Language: Machine

Summary: A fun chase and gobble
game.

Price: $29.95

Manufacturer:
Silicon Valley Systems
1625 El Camino Real
Belmont. CA 94002
(415) 593-4341.

also the possibility that the bubble will

explode and release larvae.

There are six levels of play, each
more difficult than the last. If the attack
gets too intense, drop one of your three
Smartbombs. Smartbombs destroy
everything except larvae and your ship.

Play is either joystick or keyboard con-
trolled, and both can be used inter-

changeably. High scores can be saved to
disk, and a pause feature is included.

This is not the most exciting game to

come along, but the graphics, audio, and
execution are first rate. Lancaster looks
and plays like a real arcade game,
providing much of the excitement of a
coin-op.
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Introducing Night Stalker
for your Apple and IBM.No wonder
some people are afraidof computers.

Now there's a computer game that'll leave everyone hanging from

the rafters. Nightstalker
,M

from Mattel Electronics. Now available for your

Apple* II or IBM® Personal Computer.
After all, what could be more fun than being

trapped in a cave full of bats? How about being

trapped in a maze as well. Underground.
And as if that weren't

enough, you've got to watch out

for gigantic DDT-resistant spiders.

And extremely anti-social robots.

Yourjob? What else? Get them before they get you.

Nightstalker™ from Mattel Electronics.

Working nights will never be the same.

Apple •11.11 Plus, and lie

IBM' Personal Computer mm$tmB
m NETVKKK-tyMfljTfL iELiECTODniC5°

c MAt >H J Ail (Tiqnt* (revived

Apple It. It Huv. and lie are trademark! of Apple Computer lot I8M n a trademark of* International Buimeu Machmei Corp
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"The Philadelphia Story" in Reading:

Improved Skill and Comprehension
At a Price Any District Can Afford

Now the Philadelphia School District's Computer Assisted

Reading Development (C.A.R.D.) Program Can Be Included in Your

School's Computer-Assisted Instruction Curriculum

Field-Tested Courseware
For the past fifteen years, the Philadelphia City

Schools have been using a Computer Assisted

Reading Development program throughout the

district. It has undergone constant revision and

testing, and has become known as a model of

computer-assisted learning. Radio Shack has

adapted this highly successful program for our

TRS-80® Model III and Model 4 microcomput-

ers, and is making it available to your district.

With C.A.R.D. I-. Sentences and C.A.R.D. II: Para-

graphs courseware, your students can take ad-

vantage of a proven program that requires a

minimum of teacher supervision. Clearly devel-

oped lesson sequences will help your students

to improve reading comprehension.

Skill Development
C.A.R.D. I-. Sentences covers four topics. The

series of lessons for each topic builds a skill area

in sentence use. The first topic, Sentence

Recognition, asks students to identify which

groups ofwords are sentences. Topic two, Label-

ling, asks students to choose topic "labels" that

express the like relationship between keywords.

Sentence Relationships asks them to identify

sentences with a related meaning, and Ordering

Sentences has them put a series of sentences in

logical or chronological order.

C.A.R.D. II: Paragraphs is divided into five topic

areas. They require the student to find the gen-

eral topic of a paragraph, specific topics, details,

topic sentences, and to define paragraph rela-

tionships. Each topic in both C.A.R.D. I and

C.A.R.D. II has a pre-test, six or seven develop-

mental lessons and a post-test.

Reinforcement and Branching

In the C.A.R.D. programs, the computer pro-

vides immediate constructive feedback to every

student response, with reinforcement after cor-

rect answers and hints or corrections after incor-

rect responses.

In addition, key questions within the lesson are

used as criteria for branching students through

different lesson paths. When a student answers

one of these questions, the computer immedi-
ately evaluates the response and automatically

sends that student along the lesson path appro-

priate to his or her performance.

Comprehensive ... Yet Affordable

C.A.R.D. I and C.A.R.D. II programs will soon be

followed by Directions and Comprehension to

give your district the full range of reading pro-

grams. C.A.R.D. I (26-2603) and C.A.R.D. II

(26-2604) are priced at $199.00 each and are

ready to run on your disk-based Model III or 4

with the addition of either our TRS-80
AUTHOR I (26-1727, $149.95), a complete

computer lesson development program, or

TRS-80 AUTHOR I Lesson Presentation Package

(26-2707, $64.95).

For more information, visit your nearest Radio

Shack Computer Center, participating store or

dealer—or contact your Radio Shack Regional

Educational Coordinator.

For the name of the full-time Educational Coor-

dinator in your area, call Radio Shack's Educa-

tion Division at 800-433-5682 toll-free. In

Texas, call 800-772-8538.

Radio /hack
The Name in Classroom Computing

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

Tor more information about Radio Shack educational

|
products and services, mail to:

I

I

I

Radio Shack. Dtp! S4-A-234
300 One Tandy Center. Fori Worth. Texas 76102

NAME.

SCHOOL.

| ADDRESS

I CITY

I TELEPHONE

.

. STATE

.

.ZIP.

Prices apply at participating Radio Shack stores and dealers
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A Gaggle of Games
for Atari

John Anderson,
Arthur Leyenberger,
Owen Linzmayer and
Betsy Staples

Jumpman
Well, I'm hooked again. Once every six

months or so I discover a game that I just

can't get enough of. Galaxy Invasion for
the TRS-80 was the first, followed by
Tsunami for the Apple, the arcade Snap
Jack, and handheld Turtles from Entex.
When I find a game I really like, 1 stick
with it, playing for hours at a time, and
while I have never missed a meal because
of a game, I have burned a few.
My latest addiction is Jumpman from

Epyx. Vaguely reminiscent of Donkey
Kong, Jumpman features a small white
figure whose mission is to disarm bombs
placed in locations of varying accessibility

on the playscreen. To disarm the bombs,
he must only touch them. To get them,
he must often climb ladders and leap gaps
in the girders on which he climbs.
You control your jumpman with the

joystick, moving the stick in the direction
in which you want him to go and pressing
the fire button when you want him to
jump. The jumping is the hard part; it is

all too easy to send your man hurtling off
into space and on to his death below.
Each of the 30 screens is different. Each

has a different arrangement of girders,
ropes, ladders, and bombs, and each has

Arthur Leyenberter, M) Lawrence Rd..
party. NJ 07054.
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Jumpman.

Farsip-

a different hazard that you must avoid.

Hazards include "intelligent" bullets that

go out of their way to find you, vampire
bats, hailstones, "jumping blocks." and
undoubtedly a host of others that I have
yet to encounter. You will lose many
jumpmen experimenting and learning
your way around each screen, but even
when you have mastered a given screen,
you must remain alert for the unpredict-
able hazards.

The Beginner level cycles you through
screens I through 8. Intermediate through
screens 9 through 18, and Advanced
through 19 through 30. Other selections
include Randomizer, which offers a ran-

dom selection of playscreens, and The
Grand Loop, which allows you to work
through all 30 screens in order.
You earn points for each bomb that

you disarm, and you can accumulate
bonus points by moving swiftly and
smoothly to complete a screen before the
bonus timer runs out. The top ten scores
and bonus scores are saved on disk, but
you can clear the scoreboard and start

over at any time.

Jumpman has everything I like in a
game. It is very playable right from the
beginning, so first time players don't be-

come discouraged. It allows you to im-

prove as you practice and learn. It has
clever little tricks to challenge your in-

genuity. It offers just the right amount of
randomness in the form of the hazards to

keep you from getting bored. And it bol-

sters your ego by recording your high
scores. Jumpman has earned my highest
recommendation.—EBS

creative compatiRg
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Jumpman

Type: Arcade game

System: 32K Atari, 48K Apple,
Commodore 64

Author: Randy Glover

Format: Disk and cassette

Language: Machine

Summary: Challenging fun for all ages.

Price: $39.95

Manufacturer:

Epyx/Automated Simulations
1043 Kiel Ct.

Sunnyvale, CA 94086
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WHEN YOU BUYAN ATARI'COMPUTE:
WE

There's no limit to what you can do with a home
computer...and no way any mere instruction man
ual can help you discover all the possibilities.

So ATARI gives you the extra help you need:

an ATARI computer expert to answer your

questions. Free. He'll help you write your own
programs, learn how to do new
things, and diagnose problems

when the things you're trying

to do just don't work out.

It's the ATARI Help Line.

A toll-free help-and-information

service to help you get more out

of your ATARI Computer. Just call 1-800-538-8543.*

And if you ever need anything fixed,

ATARI has over 1,600 ATARI SERVICE"'Centers

nationwide. You'll find the nearest one listed

under "Computers" in your Yellow Pages.

ATARI SERVICE isn't the only good reason

__^^^^^_ to huy an ATARI system. Rut it's

an awfully good reason not

to choose any other kind.

1-800538-8543*
ALARI SERVICE *HELP

A. © I9K3 Auri, Inc All Rights Reserved «*A Warner Communications Company

•California: 1-800-672-1404

rtcKjRftnycfVW wnwoc*
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Atari Games, continued...

Qix
Qix has been one of my all time favorite

arcade games, and I eagerly awaited the
home computer version of this classic.

The game consists of drawing boxes of
color on the screen, the objective being
to cover as much of the screen as
possible.

The boxes of color are created by
making lines (Stix) with a cursor (the
Marker) at either fast or slow speed. The
major danger is a spinning helix (called
the Qix) which constantly moves around
the screen. If at any time it touches your
Stix before you complete a box. your
Marker is eliminated.

Another danger is called Sparx. While
you are drawing Stix, two little Sparx run
around the Stix patterns and if they run
across your Marker, you lose one Marker.
Two more Sparx appear to antagonize
you at predetermined intervals. The dura-
tion of this interval may vary from 10 to
90 seconds; the default duration is 40
seconds.

If at any time you stop drawing without

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Qix

Type: Arcade game

System: 16K Atari 400. 600. 800,
1400XLD, 1200XL, 1450XLD

Format: Cartridge

Language: Machine language

Summary: Good translation of the
arcade favorite.

Price: $44.95

Manufacturer:

Atari, Inc.

1265 Borregas Ave.
Sunnyvale. CA 94086

completing a box, the Fuse ignites where
you began and follows your Stix to destroy
you. Only by moving again can you escape
the dreaded Fuse. Finally, if you attempt
to cross your own line with your Marker,
the Fuse starts after you until you move
sideways and turn back. If you are unfor-
tunate enough to create a spiral, there is

no hope. The Fuse starts again and ulti-

mately destroys your Marker.
The direction of your Marker is con-

trolled with the joystick movement and
the controller button controls the speed.
A box drawn in the slow mode is colored
red, and a box drawn in fast mode is blue.
Slow draw gives you more points, but
your Stix is vulnerable to the Qix for a
longer period. As the game progresses, a
second Qix appears, and the action heats
up.

Compared to the arcade version, the
game seems a little slow when a box is

being colored in and when you are waiting
for a new Marker to appear. This is no
cause for alarm— it is still a challenging
game.

Qix is really a one-player game. In the
two player mode, the first player uses all

three of his Markers, then the second
player does the same. That means that
the first player completes the entire game
before the second player gets a chance to
play. The result is that two players of
uneven ability will probably never play
together since neither will want to sit on
the sidelines until the other finishes.

In spite of this drawback, Qix is still a
fun, challenging game that will be enjoyed
by the whole family, albeit one at a
time.—AL

Sneakers

If you are headache prone. Sneakers
by Sirius Software will probably give you
one. But it will be one of the most enjoy-

able (and hectic) headaches you will ever
have. As the game begins, a herd of little

critters with oversized shoes called Sneak-
ers attempts to do a tap dance on your
ship. You have five ships, and your mis-
sion is to blast the Sneakers (or other
objects) into oblivion.

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Sneakers

Type: Arcade game

System: 48K Atari 400/800. 1200.

48K Apple

Format: Disk

Language: Machine language

Summary: A fast action shoot-'em-up
game.

Price: $29.95

Manufacturer:

Sirius Software

10364 Rockingham Dr.

Sacramento, CA 95827

Each subsequent screen presents dif

ferent objects for you to shoot at. There
are saucers, meteors, daggers, and more.
The movement of the objects is different
for each screen. For example. Sneakers
tap dance, meteors fall like rain, and
daggers zig-zag before attacking. Once
eight screens have been completed a new
level is reached.

Points are awarded for each object shot
down, and bonus points are scored when
you complete a screen without losing a
ship. Options include selecting a paddle
or a joystick (a paddle gives you much
better firing accuracy and control),
choosing a difficulty level, pausing the
game, and turning off the music.

I'm a sucker for a fast action shoot-em-
up game as long as I can start at an easy
level and work my way up to the pro-

100
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Picnic Paranoia.

fessional level. Sneakers is as good a game
as any in this genre. In fact the action is

so hectic, I can only play this game in

small doses (like half an hour) before my
hand begins to cramp. This is especially

true at the higher difficulty levels.

If you are a fan of the "If it moves,

shoot it" type of game, you will like

Sneakers.—AL

Picnic Paranoia

The name Picnic Paranoia had a nice

ring to it and the cover art looked inter-

esting with an assortment of insects at-

tempting to remove hot dogs, ketchup,

and pickles from a picnic table. As it

turned out, the cover was a good repre-

sentation of what the game was all about.

The game is easy to understand, and

you can begin playing immediately. The

scenario is simple. George has gone on a

picnic, and an assortment of pests are

intent on sharing his food. Ants come

from all sides, bees buzz around and try

to sting him (which temporarily paralyzes

him), and spiders not only bite but weave

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Picnic Paranoia

Type: Arcade game

System: 48K Atari 400/800. Apple II

Format: Disk

Language: Machine language

Summary: Challenging and a lot of

fun to play.

Price: $34.95

Manufacturer:
Synapse Software

5327 Jacuzzi St.

Richmond, CA 94804

their webs, impeding his movement. If

you don't swat the ants quickly they will

carry off the food. The webs must be

cleared to reach the ants and only then

can an attempt be made to grab the food

and return it to the table. It is rather

tricky and takes a while to master.

Points are earned for each insect swat-

ted and for the amount of food remaining

on the table after each 90-second round.

Also, after the first 5000 points and each

10,000 points thereafter, a can of bug

spray sweeps across the screen extermi-

nating everything in its path— a nice

touch. The picnic is over when all of the

food is gone. There is a cute end of game
screen when the insects have won, which

they always do.

If you are the kind of person who does

not like to get ants in your pants or who
leaps 10 feet into the air at the sight of a

spider, then Picnic Paranoia is for you.

Why? Revenge. Here is your chance to

swat all of the bugs that have ever gotten

on your nerves in the comfort and privacy

of your own home. The sound of swatting

the bee is especially satisfying.

If you want an unusually challenging

way to release your aggressions and hos-

tilities, choose the night picnic option of

the game. In the night picnic you can see

only the insects in your immediate area.

You can see the food disappearing from

the table, however, so you always know

where the pests are.—AL

Star Sentry

The creatures on the cover of this box

gave me nightmares. The back of the box

read: "The place: a remote outpost on an

ice world light years from the earth. Sud-

denly the small planet Thule is sur-

rounded by alien life orbs destined to

change the atmosphere to suit themselves.

This spells certain death for your base as

Star Sentry.

the frozen mountains start to melt!" So

far. Star Sentry sounds interesting.

The game begins with a group of aliens

swarming out from beneath the planet.

These alien orbs immediately surround

the planet, and your goal is to destroy

them. It takes three direct hits to oblit-

erate an orb. With each shot of your

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Star Sentry

Type: Arcade game

System: 24K Atari 400/800

Format: Disk or tape

Language: Machine language

Summary: Another space shoot-'em-

up.

Price: $39.95

Manufacturer:
A.N.A.L.O.G. Software

P.O. Box 23

Worcester, MA 01603

(617) 892-3488

September 1983 c Creative Computing

photon cannon, the alien is reduced in

size. The orbs travel at different speeds

and move in different patterns, so it is not

easy to hit them.

You maneuver your space ship by scrol-

ling horizontally. You may travel in either

direction at any of four different speeds.

The top half of the screen is supposed to

be space and the bottom half is made up

of atmosphere and mountains. Naturally,

flying through the atmosphere is a little

sluggish, what with friction and all.

There are at least 10 levels in this game.

A level is differentiated by the number of

aliens you have to shoot at (or run away

from) and an assortment of other hazards.

In levels 2 and up, a column of fire pro-

jects upward from the planet surface. For

as long as the top of the fire column
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Atari Games, continued...

touches the atmosphere you lose 500
points. It is a good idea to destroy this as
soon as possible because during each
second that the fire is lit an alien orb is

transformed into a saucer. Saucers are
meaner than orbs but are easily confused.
Each time your ship is destroyed (you

have three lives initially) the heat of the
explosion melts some of the mountains.
The game ends when the mountains have
melted completely and the aliens have
taken over the planet. In some ways, this

is the best part of the game. When all is

lost, cute alien creatures march single-file

out of the hole in the planet surface and
off into the sunset. This is accompanied
by an appropriately melancholy tune.

Star Sentry is an interesting and chal-
lenging game. However, the simplistic

graphics tend to detract from its staying
power. An especially nice feature is that

you can practice your maneuvering and
firing skills in an attract mode without
having to worry about being shot
down.—AL

Odin

Odin, a version of Othello, is a fast-

paced game in which the outcome fre-

quently depends upon the last few pieces
played. Unlike Chess or Go, a good game
of Odin may be completed in about a half
hour.

The game is played on an 8 x 8 grid (a

checkerboard). Each player has collection
of small discs that are white on one side
and black on the other. When the pieces
are played, the exposed color indicates
ownership. The object of the game is to
have the greatest number of pieces on
the board. Odin conforms to the rules of
the United States Othello Association.

Odin should be thought of as a com-
puterized version of Othello rather than a
computer game. The computer imple-

mentation facilitates play by keeping
track of, and displaying the score at all

times and providing many options that

enhance the enjoyment and understand-
ing of the game.
Some of these options include: playing

the computer at any of 14 levels of diffi-

culty, using the computer screen to let

two people play against each other, asking
the computer for advice on your move at

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Odin

Type: Game
Author: Peter Frey

System: 48K Atari 400/800, 1200,

48K Apple, 32K TRS-80

Format: Disk

Language: Machine language

Summary: An excellent translation of
the board game Othello.

Price: $49.95

Manufacturer:
Odesta Software
930 Pitner

Evanston, IL 60202
(800) 323-5423

time you may force Odin to play his best

move so far.

At the end of a game you may start a
new game, take back up to the last eight

moves, or view a replay of the entire

game move-by-move. Another option is

to list a complete record of moves on the

screen using the standard notation.

Odin by Odesta Software is both well

conceived and nicely implemented. It is a

quality game that will satisfy Othello play-

ers at all levels. The package offers excel-

lent documentation including strategy

hints and a history of the game. You get

access to a toll-free hotline and a sub-
scription to Odesta's newsletter that dis-

cusses Odin, their other games, and how
they may be used to study artificial intel-

ligence.

Odin is an excellent example of state-

of-the-art software.—AL

Attack At EP-CYG-4

What do you get when you cross Missile

Command with Protector III Give up?
Attack at EP-CYG-4. I knew this game
seemed familiar.

any time, setting up board positions and
continuing play from there, and allowing
the computer to play itself from prede-
fined board positions to analyze different
strategies.

Moves are made by placing the cursor
on the desired square and pressing the
paddle button (or RETURN key). The
piece is then placed on the square and
captured pieces are flipped. Only valid
moves are allowed. Odin's move is indi-

cated by a blinking cursor. After exam-
ining the intended move, you press the
controller button to execute it. At any

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Attack at EP-CYG-4

Type: Arcade game

System: 16K Atari 400/800, 1200

Format: Cartridge

Language: Machine language

Summary: A different variation on the
usual space theme.

Price: $39.95

Manufacturer:
Romox, Inc.

476 Vandell Way
Campbell, CA 95008

Odin
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"I built this 16-bit computer and
saved money. Learned a lot, too."

Save now by building the Heathkit H-100

yourself. Save later because your computer
investment won't become obsolete for

many years to come.

Save by building it yourself You can save hundreds of

dollars over assembled prices when you choose the now

H-100 16-Bit 8-Bit Computer Kit money you can use

to buy the peripherals and software of your choice

H-100 SERIES COMPUTER SPECIFICATIONS:

USER MEMORY:
192K-768K bytes*

MICROPROCESSORS:
16-bit: 8088
8-bit: 8085

DISK STORAGE
5.25 disk drive.

8 disk drive

Winchester drive

KEYBOARD:
Typewriter style. 95 keys.

13 function keys.

18-key numeric pad

GRAPHICS
Always in graphics mode
640h 225v resolution: up to

eight colors are available"

COMMUNICATIONS:
Two RS-232C Serial

Interlace Ports and
one parallel port

DIAGNOSTICS:
Memory self-test

on power-up

AVAILABLE SOFTWARE
Z-DOS (MS-DOS)
CP/M
Z-BASIC Language
Microsoft BASIC
Multiplan

SuperCalc
WordStar

•192K bytes standard

"Optional

CP M is a registered
trademark of Digital

Research

MailMerge
Data Base Manager
File Manager
General Ledger
Accounts Receivable
Accounts Payable
Inventory Control
Sales Invoicing

Lotus 1.2.3

PeachText 5000
Fortran-86

Cobol-86
Pascal
Basic Compiler
Most standard
8-bit CP M
Software

The H-100 is easy to build the step-by-step Heathkit

manual shows you how And every step of the way. you

have our pledge We won't let you fail Help is as close

as your phone, or the nearest Heathkit Electronic Center

And what better way to learn state-of-the-art computing

technigues than to build the world's only 16-bit 8 -bit

computer kit 7 To run today s higher-speed, higher-per-

formance 16-bit software, you need an H-100 It makes

a big difference by processing more data faster

Dual microprocessors for power and compatibility. The

H-100 handles both high-performance 16-bit software

and most current Heath Zenith 8-bit software

Want room to grow 7 The H-100's standard 192K byte

Random Access Memory complement can be expanded

to 768K bytes compared to a 64K standard for many

desktop computers

And the industry-standard S-100 card slots support

memory expansion and additional peripheral devices,

allowing your investment to grow

High-capacity disk storage, too The H-100's 5 25" floppy

disk drive can store 320K bytes on a single disk The

computer also supports an optional second 5 25" and

external 8 floppy disk drives For maximum storage, an

optional internal Winchester disk drive is also available.

For more information, circle the reader service number

below Better yet. visit your Heathkit Electronic Center

for a demonstration'

The H-100 gives me
the most for my
computer dollar!

Heathkit

.sidiary of Zenith Radio Corpor

CIRCLf H.4 ON HFADER SERVICE CARD



Atari Games, continued...

This is a one- or two-player game that,

frankly, had me confused at first. In the
one-player version your joystick controls
both the position of your ship and the
targeting cursor. The former is controlled
without the use of the fire button and the
latter is controlled with the use of the fire

button. The object of the game is to
destroy the Tamilian cityscape without
being destroyed yourself.

Targets are sometimes observable
enemy gunposts; other times they are
minute flashes of light. The directions

accompanying the game are sparse so
you can make up any scenario that fits

your mood at the time. After destroying
these enemy structures, you can continue
to the next sector. In the higher numbered
sectors you must fend off attacking enemy
ships along with the ground fire that you
attract.

I found the single-player game to be
more than I could handle. It soon became
an exercise in frustration. Perhaps a more
skillful player or one who is accustomed
to doing 17 things at once might fare

better.

On the other hand, I enjoyed the two-
player version very much. In the two-
player game, the first joystick is the pilot's

controller which maneuvers the attack
ship and controls the shields. The second
joystick is the gunner control which
moves the targeting cursor of the attack
ship and fires the "lyso-blast" weapon.
Teamwork is definitely called for. and
the coordination of effort is half the fun.

When an alien ship (or two) appears out
of nowhere, the fun really begins.—AL

Hazard Run
Hazard Run is so-named because it is

roughly based on the television show
"Dukes of Hazzard" (though I'm sure
Artworx would deny it if approached by

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Hazard Run

Type: Arcade game

System: 16K Atari

Format: Disk/cassette

Language: Machine

Summary: Exciting scrolling car
chase.

Price: $27.95 cassette. $31.95 disk

Manufacturer:

Artworx Software
150 N. Main St.

Fairport, NY 14450
(716) 425-2833

the show's producers). The object of the
game is to guide your car through all

manner of obstacles, including rivers,

fences, and the police. If you have ever
watched the show, you will recognize the
car in the game.

Using the joystick, you accelerate, de-
celerate, and steer. Easy on the brakes,
though: they wear out awfully fast. By
steering one side of the car up onto a
fence or other obstacle, you can get up
on two wheels, which may or may not
help you elude the road blocks ahead.
The view in Hazard Run is from above,

so you can see approaching trees, police

cars, and possible routes of escape. The
terrain scrolls smoothly as you move
ahead, and the overall effect is quite
exciting. When you make a water jump,
the scene shifts to a side-view close-up of
the attempt. If you don't make it you
cause a big splash.

There are multiple courses of in-

creasing difficulty in the game, and at the

beginning of each run you can specify

which course you wish to try. Therefore
mastery of one of the easier courses does
not diminish the play value of the game.

I enjoyed playing Hazard Run, but be-

came frustrated with it because I could
never get very far, even on the supposedly

easy courses. I'm sure this is more a

reflection on me than it is on the game.
Still, if there were a very easy course, I

might have been able to become more
involved with the game.—JJA

Jumbo Jet Pilot

This flight simulator game puts its user

at the controls of a Boeing 747. The view
is of the instrumentation and directly

ahead out the cockpit window. Your job
is to get the jumbo off the ground, cross

country, and safely back on the ground at

a neighboring airport.

Doing so is a really tough job. The
handling characteristics of this 747 quick-

ly impart an elephantine cast to that term
"jumbo." Just taxiing to the main runway
takes about six minutes. This means that

by the time you are in the air, you may
already be in the mood to play a different

game.
Once airborne, you must navigate to

creative coiRpatiRg
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Jumbo Jet Pilot

Type: Flight simulation game

System: 16K Atari

Format: ROM cartridge

Language: Machine

Summary: Rather disappointing

flight simulator.

Price: $49.95

Manufacturer:
Thorn EMI
1370 Avenue of the Americas
New York. NY 10019

Hazard Run.
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Wdve gota hitonthe charts.

One picture is worth a

thousand words.Or numbers.

Now there's a simple way to

transform pages and pages of

business data into a single,

dramatic format.

Introducing DR Graph™— high

quality business graphics soft-

ware from Digital Research™ It

lets you create impressive

business charts, graphs, or any
combination of both— quickly

and easily. You can even build

graphs from electronic spread-

sheets such as VisiCalc* and
SuperCalc™

See what you're creating,

instantly.

Think of it as painting by
numbers. BecauseDR Graph actu-

ally lets you create your graph

step-by-step.

First, enter the data you wish

illustrated. Then just choose from

the menu, hit a key, and take a

quick look at what you've created

—instantly.

Make your axes thick, your

border lines thin. Go with solid,

or broken grid lines. Add color

when and wherever you please

for all your special reports. It's

easy to experiment until the

graph format is perfect. Then DR
Graph can print it, plot it, or

store it for future use.

You get the versatility

you need.

DR Graph lets you convert

business data into dozens of

Combine bar and line graphs with a simple
keystroke.

Tap a key and vertical bars turn horizontal.

personalized choices. Do you like

your bars vertical or horizontal,

stacked or clustered? How about

adding line curves to your bar

graph? Or special labels on the

axis? With DR Graph, you've

got it. All with the simple stroke

of a key. DR Graph even displays

up to four different graphs on a

single page.

Mix words with your pictures.

DR Graph lets you write

comments on your graphs, too.

You not only control the size

and color of the type, but also

have four different typestyles to

choose from. Write your own
legends and titles. Or add addi-

tional text right onto the graph—
exactly where you want it.

Plus, its 8 color and 6 pattern fills

provide customized highlighting.

So, your presentation graphs

will be as professional as you are.

All the business graphics

you'll ever need, ready to roll.

DR Graph works with today's

leading microcomputers, as well

as with a wide range of printers

and plotters. All you need is

Digital Research's GSX™ graphics

enhancement for your computer's

operating system. Contact your

computer manufacturer, or stop

by the CP/M Library™ at your
computer shop for an eye-

opening demonstration. Call

800-227-1617, ext. 400 (in Cali-

fornia 800-772-3545, ext. 400)

for a free, full-color brochure.

Coming soon! CP/M '83 East in Boston,

September 29-October 1d
DIGITAL
RESEARCH

The best of everything in business graphics.

VisiCalc is a registered trademark of VisiCorp. SuperCalc is a trademark of SORCIM Corporation.

The logo tagline DR Graph CSX and CP/M Library are either trademarks or registered trademarks of Digital Research Inc. C 1983 Digital Research Inc.
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Atari Games, continued...

the destination and then bring her down.
I have yet to make a destination and then
bring her down. I have yet to make a
landing from which I can walk away.
There are enough controls to make things
feel somewhat realistic— I would no doubt
crash a real 747 within minutes, too. And
that would be even less fun, I'll bet.

The documentation explains the con-
trols and how to use them, but gives no
real accounting of how to make a success-
ful landing. After about ten tries, you're
ready for Pac-Man.

Although the screen display is colorful,

there is a feeling of unfinishedness about
Jumbo Jet Pilot. The updating of the view
out the cockpit window can be madden-
ingly slow at times, and even when you
crash dive into the ground at 600 miles an
hour the effect isn't really worth getting
excited about.

After having taken a look at the flight

simulator for the IBM PC from SubLogic,
Jumbo Jet Pilot seems lacking. Someday
there will be a high quality flight simu-
lation for the Atari, but I have yet to see a
qualified candidate.—JJA

Gorff

Rocklan, the house that developed Pac-
Man for the Atari computer and intro-

duced a very faithful computer version of
Deluxe Invaders, has scored once again
with Gorf. This is another arcade favorite,

painstakingly translated into a faithful

home version.

Gorf combines elements of Space In-

vaders with Galaxian, Breakout, and
other arcade games. Its four separate
screens pose unique challenges, and will

not be mastered without lots of practice.

The object of the game is to battle your
way to, then destroy, the evil Gorf itself.

The pace is frenetic, perhaps too fren-

etic for gamesters of the more laid back

creative, computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Gorf

Type: Arcade game

System: 16K Atari

Format: Disk/cassette/ROM cartridge

Language: Machine

Summary: Another faithful arcade re-

creation from Roklan.

Price: $29.95

Manufacturer:

Roklan Corporation

10600 West Higgins Rd.
Rosemont, IL 60018

kind. After an Invaders-style opening, the
game moves into a rather Galaxian mode.
If you survive this, you may yet get to
take a few shots at the mother ship, before
it does you in.

Although the graphics in Gorf are a
little blocky, the animation is smooth and
payability high. If the Gorf arcade game
was your cup of tea, the home version is a
must.—///*

Captain Cosmo
Here is a game that the kids will go

wild for. In Captain Cosmo, the player
gets to be a flying superhero, complete
with cape.

The idea in Captain Cosmo is to round
up the little moon-faced meanies and jail

them in the zoo. To do so, the Captain
zaps them with his ray, which temporarily

renders them harmless. They can then be
safely carried into the zoo. When every-

body has been accounted for, that round
concludes and another, faster round of
the game begins.

If you wish to add a further challenge,
more difficult versions of this basic prem-

ise introduce new, dangerous nemeses for

you to deal with.

The execution of Captain Cosmo ex-

hibits a good deal of humor and, well,

downright cuteness. There is nothing
really violent about the game, and the

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Captain Cosmo

Type: Arcade game

System: 16K Atari

Format: Disk/cassette

Language: Machine

Summary: Delightful kids attraction.

Price: $29.95

Manufacturer:
Nexa Corporation
P.O. Box 26468
San Francisco, CA 94126

bad guys are sufficiently comic to render
the scenario quite wholesome. This one
will definitely excite the younger kids,

and probably parents as well. It shows
that a shoot-'em-up need not exude fascist

overtones. —JJA

Shooting Gallery

I have always loved traditional shooting
games and have lamented the fact that no
truly fun and well-done shooting games
have been available for microcomputers.
Shooting Gallery has changed the situ-

ation, offering almost as much action on
your Atari as on the boardwalk at Coney
Island. The only thing that is missing is

the smell of the powder.
Using the joystick, you take your pistol

in hand, and polish off rows of targets as
they move past. Got to get past the ele-

phants to make it to the bunnies. After

Gorf.
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Shooting Gallery.

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Shooting Gallery

Type: Arcade game

System: 16K Atari

Format: Disk/cassette

Language: Machine

Summary: Practically can smell the

gunpowder.

Price: $29.95

Manufacturer:
Datasoft Inc.

9421 Winnetka Ave.

Chatsworth, CA 9131

1

the bunnies come the bulls-eye targets,

which are a challenge since they change

direction after every hit.

The next row is composed of "have a

nice day" faces, but they are rather

moody, occasionally frowning and turning

blue. Don't hit one while it is blue, or an

extra bunny will appear.

By the time you are finishing off the

faces, you will be low on ammo. That's

where the next row, made up of hard-to-

hit diamonds, comes in very handy. Every

diamond you hit earns you four extra

bullets. But be warned: the diamonds are

hard to hit. You may well expend your

ammo in the quest for more.

The graphics, sound, color, and ani-

mation in Shooting Gallery are very nice,

which adds to the fun of the game consid-

erably. No other home video or computer

shooting game that I have seen even

comes close.—JJA

Worms?
In a way it is unfair to put the game

Worms? into this basically "twitch" round-

up for the Atari. Worms? can be played

September 1983 c Creative Computing

Worms?

competitively, but it does not base its

play on hand-eye coordination. It is rather

a skill game, that is unique, engaging, and
delightful.

The goal of the game is not to provide

competition, but to provide the rewards

of insight. Like Conway's game of Life,

Worms? gives the player an intuitive feel-

ing for hitherto unseen mathematical re-

lationships. One round of the game, which

embodies some of the best graphics and

sound to be seen on an Atari, will have

you thinking of the mother ship in "Close

Encounters."
Players "train" colored streaks of light

to move in patterns from one dot to

another in a black background matrix.

Each player has his own color, and every

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Worms?

Type: Strategy game

System: Atari

Format: Disk

Language: Machine

Summary: A different kind of Atari

game.

Price: $39.95

Manufacturer:
Electronic Arts

2775 Campus Dr.

San Mateo, CA 94403
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Atari Games, continued.

Getaway.

direction has its own musical tone. To
score points, be the one to complete all

the possible junctions on a single node.
Soon the screen is alight with tuneful

worms marching by "decision points" to

the beat of their respective drummers.
The game holds a lasting and nearly
hypnotic fascination. Winning worm pat-

terns can be made to compete against

new computer- or human-generated
opponents.

There is something compelling about
the intricacies of pattern— from the

fugues of Bach to the mosaics of the

Alhambra— that makes humans rejoice.

The game Worms? combines harmonies
of pattern in an extremely original and
diverting way, and is good for hours of
experimentation. Then challenge the
world! -JJA

Getaway

Ever since Chris Crawford's Eastern
Front, many Atari owners have kept an
eye out for new games with smooth-
scrolling map playfields. The technique
constitutes one of the most impressive

graphic effects the Atari can produce.
Well, Getaway takes advantage of this

technique quite admirably. Show this

game to an Apple owner, and watch him
turn the color of a Mackintosh.

In Getaway, you are driving a car
through the streets of a metropolitan area.
The view is down from above, and the
terrain scrolls in any of four directions as
you go. It is a wonderful effect.

As you cruise, you pick up dollar signs,

which add to your score, and avoid police
cars, which are on patrol to catch you.
Soon you start to know your way around
town.

Every so often you need to stop, to
drop some of your stash in a secret hiding
place, or to gas up. Careful, though. You

110

are most vulnerable when stopped.

After about six minutes of play, dark-

ness begins to fall. This reduces visibility,

so be on your guard, or risk getting

caught.

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Getaway

Type: Arcade game

System: 16K Atari

Format: Disk/cassette

Language: Machine

Summary: Best scrolling game since

Eastern Front.

Price: $29.95

Manufacturer:
Atari Program Exchange
P.O. Box 3705
Santa Clara, CA 95055

Getaway left me wanting more—so
much could be done with the scrolling

effect. I wish, for example, I could get

out of the car and run into a building.

There the game could take on a whole
new aspect.

For what it does deliver, however. Get-
away is lots of fun.—JJA

Pinhead

If you have been to an arcade and seen
a game called Kickman, you are already
somewhat familiar with Pinhead. If you
have the game Clowns and Balloons from
Datasoft, you may be reminded of it when
playing Pinhead. It has the same circus-

like feeling to it, and balloons play a
crucial role in each game.

In Pinhead, you are a clown riding a
unicycle from side to side upon a tight-

wire. Balloons drop from above, and your

Pinhead.

job is to pop them by catching each one
on the top of your head (hence the name).

Yellow ones drop slowly; purple ones
drop a bit more quickly, and blue ones
drop really fast.

Using the joystick, you position yourself

underneath the falling balloons. If you
miss a balloon, you can try to kick it back
in the air with a quick press of the trigger.

This requires precision placement and
timing, but it does give you a second try.

creative, computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Pinhead

Type: Arcade game

System: 32K Atari

Format: Disk

Language: Machine

Summary: Tough but engaging version

of Kickman.

Price: $29.95

Manufacturer:

Utopia Software

58 Millay Rd.

Morganville, NJ 07751

If you let a balloon hit the tightwire, you
fall off, and lose a life.

The game is fun, but it is also really

difficult. I found after eight or ten games
that I just wasn't getting much better at it,

and became a bit frustrated. Perhaps it

should have started off just a bit easier

and then progressed to the point at which
it currently begins. Then again, maybe
I'm not good enough for Pinhead.—JJA

Soccer

Thorn EMI has come up with a winner
this time. As sports simulations go, Soccer
captures enough of the flavor of its name-
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LAST NIGHT, 39 MUSICIANS HADA
CompuServe conference, so did 31 M.D.S,

49 Sports Fans And 640 Apple polishers,

And No One hadTo Leave home.

The Electronic Forum,
Cheaper than Long Distance
and Much More Rewarding.

Every night on the CompuServe

Information Service, professional

and social groups discuss a wide

range of subjects. From what's new
in medical technology to what's

nouvelle in continental cuisine.

And every day more computer

owners who share a common
interest are discovering this exciting

new way to exchange ideas and

even transfer hard copy data.

And besides electronic forums,

they leave messages for each other

on our national bulletin board,

"talk" informally on ourCB simulator,

and communicate via CompuServe's

electronic mail.

But best of all, in most cases,

CompuServe subscribers get all of

these state of the art communications

options, plus a world of on-line

information and entertainment for

the cost of a local phone call plus

connect time.

To become part of this flexible

communications network, all you

need is a computer, a modem and

CompuServe. CompuServe connects

with almost any personal computer,

terminal, or communicating word
processor.

To receive an illustrated

guide to CompuServe and learn how
you can subscribe, contact or call:

CompuServe
Consumer Information Service PO Box 20212

5000 Artnqton Centre Blvd Columbus OH 43220

800-848-8199
In Ohio cal 614-457-0802

An H&R Block Company
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WE UNLEASH Til
POWERFULGRAP



WORLD'SMOST
IICSTECHNOLOGY.

You'll never see Infocom's graphics

on any computer screen. Because

there's never been a computer built

by man that could handle the images

we produce. And, there never will be.

We draw our graphics from the

limitless imagery of your imagi-

nation—a technology so power-

ful, it makes any picture

that's ever come out of a

screen look like graffiti

by comparison. And
nobody knows how
to unleash your

imagination like

Infocom.

Through our

prose, your
imagination

makes you part

of our stories,

in control of

what you do
and where you
go—yet unable
to predict or con-

trol the course of

events. You're ^
confronted with ^

situations and log- ;

ical puzzles the like of

which you won't find elsewhere.

And you're immersed in rich envi-

ronments alive with personalities as

real as any you'll meet in the flesh-

yet all the more vivid because

they're perceived directly by your

mind's eye, not through your exter-

nal senses. The method to this

magic? We've found the way to plug

our prose right into your psyche, and

catapult you into a whole new
dimension.
Take some tough critics' words

about our words. SOFTALK, for

example, called ZORK® Ill's prose

"far more graphic than any depiction

yet achieved by an adventure with

graphics." And the NEW YORK
TIMES saw fit to print that our

DEADLINE™ is "an amazing feat

of programming." Even a journal as

video-oriented as ELECTRONIC
GAMES found Infocom prose to be
such an eye-opener, they named one
of our games their Best Adventure

of 1983.

Better still, bring an Infocom game
home with you. Discover firsthand

why thousands upon thousands of

discriminating game players keep
turning everything we write into

instantaneous bestsellers.

Step up to Infocom. All words. No
graffiti. The secret reaches of your

mind are beckoning. A whole new
dimension is in there waiting for you.

inFOCom
The next dimension.

Infocom. Inc.. 55 Wheeler St.. Cambridge. MA 02138

For your: Apple II. Alan. Commodore M. CP'M 8". DFX Rainbow.

DEC RT 11. IBM. NEC APC. NEC PC *HK>. Osborne. Tl Professional.

TRS K0 Model I. TRS KO Model III
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Atari Games, continued.

Soccer.

sake to evoke memories of Pele.

It is important when designing a sports
game to capture the essentials of the
actual game and to allow players to inter-

act as much as possible. Thorn's Soccer
succeeds on both accounts.

creative, computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Soccer

Type: Game
System: 16K Atari

Format: ROM cartridge

Language: Machine

Summary: Good sports simulation.

Price: $49.95

Manufacturer:

Thorn EMI
1370 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10019

Kid Grid.

The user can play a computer or human
opponent, or choose to watch two com-

puter opponents fight it out. The length

of the match can also be present for a
long or short game.
As the action moves up and downfield,

the screen scrolls to remain centered on
the action. Joysticks control the active

players, which are chosen using the stick

and trigger. The balance of each team
moves under computer direction, and by
and large stays near enough to the action
to come into play when needed. You can
pass, kick, and block other players on the
field.

Of all the Thorn EMI games I have
seen to date. Soccer is far and away the
best.—/M

Kid Grid

Kid Grid is based on the arcade hit

Amidar. In both games, the player tries

to close off the perimeter of playfield

squares while avoiding the meanies en-

croaching upon him. In Kid Grid, you are
Mr. Grid himself, attempting to enclose

"Son, your mother and I have brought this man ...he's going to deprogram you.'"

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Kid Grid

Type: Arcade game

System: 16K Atari

Format: Disk/cassette

Language: Machine

Summary: Good home version of an
arcade hit.

Price: $29.95

Manufacturer:
Tronix

701 W. Manchester Blvd.

Inglewood, CA 90301
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all the squares on the screen.

When you do close off a square, it fills

in with color. If you manage to fill in all

the squares on a screen, you advance to

the next, more difficult screen.

As you move to complete this task, you
are chased by various nasty creatures. At
the beginning of each game, you are as-

signed a number of stuns: unleashing one
by pressing the trigger will freeze all the

bad guys for a few seconds. During this

time you can move freely throughout the

board. You can even move right through
a creature. But the effect is quite short-

lived, and you are soon relentlessly pur-

sued once again.

Kid Grid is fun, and has a good learning

curve. This means that practice reaps
quick rewards, and a player can improve
noticeably, even in a short time.—7X4

Sea Dragon

Sea Dragon is from that old Atari prep-
pie, Russ Wetmore, and I would guess is

a work that predates Preppie and Preppie
II, which constitute Mr. Wetmore's main
claims to fame. In Sea Dragon, you are a
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RESTON
CLOSES

THE GAP
BETWEEN

ART
AND

COMPUTERS

CONTEST!
For the best computer
animation sequence
created using Movie-
Moker '.-.

. $ 1 000 prize

Entries should bo
submitted on disk by
December 31, 1983.
Winning entry will be
shown at 1984 West
Coast Computer Foire.

For more details, con-
tact Reston Publishing
Company.

In Reston's new book. Genesis II, Creation
and Recreation with Computer*, by Dale
Peterson, artists, writers and musicians use

computers to create new visions, new
sounds and new ways of expressing them-
selves, all interwoven with stunning illustra-

tions. With Movie Maker, an exciting new
program for the Atari » Home Computer by
Interactive Picture Systems, you'll learn how
to do these things yourself. You'll compose
scenery and shapes, then propel them into

continuous, flicker-free action. You'll actu-

ally make a short animated movie, right at

your keyboard. Let Reston release the crea-

tive spirit in you.

MovieMaker is a
Creative Pastime " from
RcAton Sojpwanit
A Prentice-Hall Company
11480 Sunset Hills Rd.

Reston, VA 22090
Available at your local bookstore
and computer retailer or call us at

(800) 336-0338.
Atari if a registered trademark of Atari, Inc.

For the Atari 800 with 48k memory. Coming soon: 16k ROM cartridge.
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Atari Games, continued.

Sea Dragon.

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Sea Dragon

Type: Arcade game

System: 16K Atari

Format: Disk/cassette

Language: Machine

Summary: Underwater escapades.

Price: $29.95

Manufacturer:

Adventure International

Box 3435
Longwood, FL 32750
(305) 862-6917

submarine, attempting to pass through
treacherous, mined enemy waters. Only
careful steering and well-placed torpedoes
will allow you to negotiate the enemy
harbor successfully.

You start out with five subs. You con-
trol speed and steering, but you cannot
turn around. The mines ahead, which are
buoyed from cables moored to the sea-
floor, break loose at random intervals.

This is when they are most dangerous.
Timing your forward motion becomes
critical—and don't graze the bottom or
you're doomed.
The game screen is colorful and scrolls

smoothly to the right as you play, reveal-
ing new underwater terrain.

I enjoyed playing Sea Dragon, and was
able to improve quite a bit even in a
single sitting. You cannot master the
game, as tougher levels always await. In
the advanced levels ships drop depth
charges on you, and even lasers show up.

Still, Sea Dragon seems to be one of
Russ's lesser efforts. While it is fun, I

would much rather play Preppie, or even
its sequel, Preppie II. Sea Dragon simply
doesn't have the staying power of the
Preppie games.—JJA
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Trion
Trion is another space shoot-'em-up,

which in some ways resembles an upside
down Caverns of Mars. In the game your
spaceship sails upscreen, shooting bad
guys, avoiding obstacles, and gathering
fuel. You must move ahead at all times,

but can accelerate or decelerate forward
movement, and move left or right, using
the joystick.

The things that set Trion apart from
Caverns and other scrolling shoot-'em-
ups are its three-dimensional feeling, and
its multi-screen play. Although the move-
ment is constantly upward, there is a
feeling of forward motion as well. You
can actually fly under bridges and behind
walls, and that adds to the enjoyment of
the game. In addition, there are three
different screens: the Valley, the Tunnel,
and the Barrier.

The Valley is the easiest, usually offer-

ing multiple escape paths. Touching a
barrier will not result in immediate exter-

mination, but will seriously deplete your
shielding reserves. Stick to the river!

The Tunnel offers the best three-
dimensional effect of the game. Ships fly

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Trion

Type: Arcade game

System: 32K Atari

Format: Disk/cassette

Language: Machine

Summary: Upside-down Caverns of
Mars.

Price: $29.95

Manufacturer:

London Software
374 Wildwood Ave.
Piedmont, CA 9461

1

Trion.

out from the center of the tunnel to do
battle with you. You really get a feeling

of forward motion in this stage of play.

Your first encounter with the Barrier
will be an exciting one. This board is the
most challenging in the game, as you try

to blast your way through to another,
tougher Valley. The glowing bricks
through which you must negotiate are
reminiscent of Breakout in some ways. If

you make it through this board, you will

get a good score.

As you blast the enemy out of the skies,

you must keep a careful watch on your
fuel and ammunition. Skillful flying will

allow you to replenish your supplies. You
may also find that a quick foray to gather
fuel or ammo will be fatal.

The three-dimensional effect of Trion
is rather mild compared to games like

Star Raiders or Zaxxon, but certainly adds
to the play value of the game. If you were
hooked on Caverns of Mars, you will

enjoy playing Trion. —JJA

Fort Apocalypse

One of the most exciting movies of the

summer of 1983 was Blue Thunder. It is

an action film that stars Roy Scheider as

a pilot who steals a high-powered heli-

copter. The chase scenes are stupendous,
and the action is red-hot. One of the most
exciting games for the Atari computer
also features an advanced helicopter. The
program is Fort Apocalypse.
Programmed by Steve Hales, Fort

Apocalypse resembles a cross between
Choplifter and Caverns of Mars. While
the latter is a very popular game, it lacks
depth and variety. Choplifter is simply a
converted Apple game; therefore it does
not fully utilize the superior graphic capa-
bilities of the Atari computer. Fort Apoc-
alypse taxes both the player and the
Atari.
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Apple*, Commodore*,

Timex/Sinclair* . .

.

by William B. Sanders

e idea of getting your own computer
sounded wonderful. But now that you hove it

you're o little scored . . . you think if sounds so

technical. Well, fake heart. Relax. Help is here.

William D. Sanders has written individual books

about the Apple, the Commodore 64, and the

Timex/Sinclair computers, when you select the

one which matches your computer you can

breathe easy because it'll be like having your

all-time favorite teacher at your side . . . gently

guiding you, explaining, and showing.

THE ELEMENTARY series sweeps away the

We make
them elementa

(213) 709-1202.
_ DATAMOST
8943 Fullbright Ave., Chatsworfh, Co. 9131

1

VISA/MASTERCHARGE accepted. $2.00 shipping/handling charge.

(California residents add &'/i°h sales tax)

'Apple. Commodore 64. and Timex/Sinclair are trademarks

respectively ot Apple Computer. Inc.. Commodore Business

Machines. Inc. and Timex Computer Corp. Copyright 1983 Datamost Inc

confusion and explains your

Apple, Commodore 64 or

Timex/Sindoir in down to

earth terms, coupled with

enjoyable cartoons. It

showsyou how to hook it

up, how to use the key-

board and work on
the saeen—all the

unique things your

computer con do so you

can make use of it right away!And

it also answers those questions you'll

have about how to write your own simple pro-

grams, about graphics, utility programs, and

various hardware options.

You'll see your ELEMENTARY book contains o

lot of information. And, you'll also see that not

one paragraph or chapter is dull or difficult to

follow. Prove ityouryourself. Vbityour computer

store. Open the book. Reod a page of the

introduction, then flip to any page ond read a

paragraph or so. You'll find ifs as understand-

able, as helpful ond as marvelous as we say.
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Congratulations. We publishedyourprogram.

The envelope, please.

There's an acceptance letter inside. And a

check that could have your name on it. (Ifwe

select your program, that is.)

But remember.

We pick our winners carefully.

Because the software we publish for

the IBM Personal Computer has to be

good enough to complement

IBM Personal Computer hardware.

(See the box at right.)

Like our hardware, this software

should be simple to use. Friendly.

Fast. And written to help satisfy the

needs of the individual.

Our Personal Editor is a perfect

example. A versatile text file editor,

it not only helps the user save time,

but lets him easily self-tailor a task

with definable function keys. And

it sets a standard of excellence.

Of course, every person will use the

IBM Personal Computer differently.

That's why we plan on publishing

many different programs.

Entertainment programs.

And educational programs. And
business programs. And

personal productivity

programs. And graphics. And games.

And more.

We'll also consider software written by

programmers for programmers. For example,

the BASIC Program Development System,

Professional Editor and Diskette Librarian

IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER SPECIFICATIONS

| User Memory Display Screens Prrmanent Memory
1 64K640Kbyf ( . J< H < H IIH H n * tin rtlH" ft hues

1

Microprocessor High rest Jut* m
HOdur.kUT>x J Mines

Color/Graphics

| Auxiliary Memory
,'^XI. «ui ltlH1ll.il Opc-raonii System*

I6otJoti
t its and

[x»s,l CSOp v. ymfaubtaRON
l«Okll/IW>kB i .i (IVMHf.t Gnipbta >w«u-

: W0KB/36Offl Languages 4-coluf rest Jut* hi

pti di<>kefie BASH I'.,n...I t()KTRAN 530h x 20<V

1 Keyboard
| Q hep, 6ft- cord
1 .nuttiest. >

1 system unit

\l\( HO Assembler.

( l AM H

All ptMiits Jcklressjble

Buck A while restitution

M(Jh x X*h
Simulunei IM gt -i| >lm s A

text capability

1 lOrUIKlUH! keVS graphics capability < ommurdcadons
| l&kev nuriK-ri*. pad Muiiu.li. 4ul Ks 252 ( mtetfate

IHagnosdcs HO eharaeuTs/seo »nd SDLC Asyndironaus,

1 PowvronselfieMinK i r styles Pa^nAronoui prmJuuai

1 Parity cheeking «>x 9charaCMf nuim t p 1 1 'XVIO bits per scumd 1

are high-quality, full-function tools that

were submitted by authors like you and

subsequently published by us.

Now you might have the chance to win.

Who knows? Vbu could open the mailbox

and find one of the envelopes shown here.

For information on how to submit your

program, if completed and running, write:

IBM Personal Computer External Submissions,

Dept. 765 PC, Armonk,

New York 10504. === =•

The IBM Personal Computer
A tool formoderntimes

For more informat.on on where to buy the IBM Personal Computer, call 800-447-4700. In Alaska or Hawaii. 800-447-0890.
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Atari Games, continued...

The object of the game is to pilot a
highly maneuverable helicopter into the
depths of Fort Apocalypse, a heavily
guarded enemy station. Once you have

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Fort Apocalypse

Author: Steve Hales

Type: Arcade

System: 24K Atari computers.
Commodore 64

Format: Disk/cassette

Language: Assembly

Summary: Choplifter and Caverns of
Mars combined

Price: $34.95

Manufacturer:

Synapse Software
5221 Central Ave.
Richmond, CA 94804
(415) 527-7751

penetrated the outer defenses, you must
rescue the hostages that are scattered
throughout the underground complex and
then destroy the fort itself. All the while,
you must avoid running into the walls, or
getting shot out of the air by the ever-
present enemy forces.

You control the chopper using a single
joystick. Moving the joystick in any di-

rection causes the copter to move in the
chosen direction. As in Choplifter, if the
helicopter is facing right or left, you can
fire missiles. When it is facing out toward
you, the chopper drops bombs when the
fire button is pressed.

The screen is divided into two sections.
The top portion contains vital information
and a radar scanner similar to the ones
found in games like Defender. On the
navitron, as it is called, you see a repre-

sentation of the surroundings and the
enemy forces in the vicinity. Most of the
screen is devoted to the playfield on
which all the immediate action takes
place.

Fort Apocalypse has a brilliant display,
with a multitude of different colors and
detailed graphic characters. When you
move, the helicopter always remains
around mid-screen, and the terrain scrolls

in the direction opposite that in which
you are flying. The Atari graphics chip
does a heck of a job scrolling all of that

stuff around— it is one visual that can
never be duplicated on an Apple.
As far as the game itself goes, I like it.

The Fort complex is divided into two
distinct sections or caves. You must res-

cue eight men in each cave to progress to
the next level. It is not mandatory to
rescue all of the prisoners, but you must
destroy Fort Apocalypse to return to the
surface.

There are certain locations in the caves
where you must blast through huge ex-
panses of cinder block using your missiles
and bombs. These barriers are sometimes
20 blocks deep and twice as thick. Need-
less to say, without a rapid-fire adapter,
breaking through to the other side takes
a long time and causes wear and tear on
your trigger finger. Both skill and patience
are required here.

After the Fort has been destroyed and
all sixteen men accounted for— either
rescued or killed—you can head back up
to the starting point. At this time the
enemy will try desperately to destroy you.
A mad dash ensues as you race to safety
above ground. When you return to the
fuel depot on the surface, the game ends,
and your score is displayed along with the
military rank you received for your
endeavors.

The cave complexes are rather exten-
sive, but everything is always located in

the same place game to game. After you

become familiar with the underground
area and the tricks to defeating the traps,

the game holds very few surprises. In
fact, even though there are selectable skill

and gravity settings. Fort Apocalypse
loses a lot of its appeal once you complete
your first successful mission.

Fort Apocalypse stands tall among
some of the best death and destruction
programs available. If you like games in

which explosive displays are accompanied
by booming sound effects, grab a copy of
Fort Apocalypse. If joystick "twitcher"
games are not your piece of cake, better
look elsewhere.—OWL

Pharaoh's Curse
It has been centuries since the tomb of

the great Pharaoh was sealed. Now you
have discovered a secret entrance and
the promise of riches is enough to tempt
even you. Be smart, be quick, and beware
the Pharaoh's Curse.
Pharaoh 's Curse is a new offering from

Synapse Software. Written by Steve Cole-

cpeafcive computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Pharaoh's Curse

Author: Steve Coleman

Type: Arcade adventure

System: 32K Atari computers

Format: Disk/cassette

Language: Assembly

Summary: Even mummy will like this

Price: $34.95

Manufacturer:

Synapse Software
5221 Central Ave.
Richmond, CA 94804
(415) 527-7751

Fort Apocalypse.

120

Pharaoh 's Curse.
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VALUE

This up-to-date Second Edition contains:
• Over 1 ,670 pages of revised, expanded, and updated text

• 550 articles on virtually every aspect of the computer sciences

• Written by 301 distinguished authorities

• Profusely illustrated with over 500 photos, and over 250
diagrams, graphs and charts

Just published, the ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF COMPUTER SCIENCE AND EN-
GINEERING. Indispensable to con-

sultants, business people, data processing
professionals, and enthusiasts, it is a veri-

table data base of information on:
• Hardware
• Software
• Programming languages
• Artificial intelligence

• Computer applications
• Personal computing
and much more!

The Encyclopedia is organized to make
finding and using its wealth of information

an ease. Articles are alphabetically ar-

ranged and are cross-referenced to related

articles and to specific subject matter. The
clear and expanded appendices include

abbreviations, acronyms, special notation

and terminology, as well as numerical

tables, the mainstay of applied technolo-

gies. A complete 5 .000-term index contains

references to sub-categories, doubles as a
computer science dictionary, and is an
invaluable tool for locating specific in-

formation.

Praise For the First Edition:

Called "Impressive. . .comprehensive. .

.

well done" by Datamation, and ".. .a real

treasure cache" by Business Management,
the new Second Edition promises to

eclipse Computer Management's statement
on the original of "There isn't another book
like it." Send for your free 10-day trial.

The Library of Computer and Information

Sciences is the oldest and largest book
club especially designed for the computer
professional. In the incredibly fast-moving
world of data processing, where up-to-date
knowledge is essential, we make it easy for

you to keep totally informed on all areas of

the information sciences. In addition,

books are offered at discounts up to 30% off

publishers' prices. Begin enjoying the
club's benefits today!

4 Good Reasons to Join
1. Tin Finest Books. 01 the hundreds ot books sub-
mitted to us each year, only the very finest are
selected and offered. Moreover, our books are
always of equal, quality to publishers' editions.

never economy editions

2. Big Swings. In addition to getting the ENCYCLO-
PEDIA OF COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
for $2.95. when you join, you keep saving
substantially—up to 30% and occasionally even
more. (For example, your total savings as a trial

member— including this introductory offer—can
easily be over 50%. That's like getting every other

book free!).

3. Bonus Books. Also, you will immediately become
eligible to participate in our Bonus Book Plan, with

savings up to 70% off the publishers' prices.

4. Convenient Service. At 3-4 week intervals (16 times
per year) you will receive the Book Club News,
describing the Main Selection and Alternate Selec-

tions, together with a dated reply card. If you want
the Main Selection do nothing and it will be sent to

you automatically. If you prefer another selection, or

no book at all, simply indicate your choice on the

card, and return it by the date specified. You will

have at least 10 days to decide. II. because ot late

mail delivery of the News, you should receive a book
you do not want, we guarantee return postage.

If the reply card has been removed, please write to:

The Library of Computer
and Information Sciences
Oept. 7-BV4, Riverside. N J. 08075 to obtain

membership information and an application.



Atari Games, continued...

man, this game vaguely resembles Miner

2049er in that both have a large array of

different screens. Pharaoh's Curse has 16

distinct rooms, each with its own trea-

sures, traps, and tricks.

The object of Pharaohs Curse is to

collect all 16 treasures by simply running

your explorer over them. This is not as

easy as it may sound. You must defeat

sundry traps designed to make you a

permanent inhabitant of the tomb.

The tomb has two creatures that guard

against intruders such as you: the mummy
and the Pharaoh. Touching either of these

is not lethal, but either can kill you with a

shot from his gun. Getting caught on any

of the traps when they are set is deadly.

Unlike most other climbing games, you
do not die when you fall— no matter how
great the distance. This can be used to

your advantage.

A certain degree of manual dexterity is

required to manipulate the joystick effec-

tively. Tilting the stick right or left moves
your character in those directions. Jump-
ing is accomplished by throwing the stick

to the forward diagonals. If you press the

fire button and move simultaneously, you
shoot a round from your pistol. If you hit

a mummy or the Pharaoh with your shot,

he temporarily disappears.

The position of each room, as well as

the traps and treasures within, are always

the same from game to game. Only your

starting position differs. Each room in

Pharaoh's Curse contains at least one
shining gold treasure. On some screens

you find golden keys that can be used to

open secret passages into other portions

of the immense tomb.
After you claim a treasure by passing

your explorer over its position, a marker

is removed from the rack in the upper

lefthand portion of the screen. When you

have collected all of the prizes, a special

code is displayed. By typing in this code

at the beginning of the next game, you

advance to a more difficult level. The
tomb layout remains the same, but the

enemy becomes much more ferocious,

and the traps are activated more frequent-

ly. By constructive cheating, you can de-

The tomb has two
creatures that guard
against intruders

like you.

duce what the code word is without com-
pleting the first level. Hint: take one letter

at a time.

Pharaoh's Curse has a very addictive

quality about it. There are certain trea-

sures that remain elusive until you finally

come upon secret tricks that allow you to

attain them. Even if you know exactly

how to go about grabbing a prize, the act

of getting your hands on it may prove

quite difficult. Everything can be fouled

up if the mummy or the Pharaoh ran-

domly drops in for a visit.

Because you aren't usually killed off

without reasonable cause, you get upset

at your own stupidity, rather than the

program. Every time you die, you end up
wanting to "beat" the game even more.

It is for this reason that many of our

editors can be found at the Atari playing

Pharaoh 's Curse long after hours.

Not only is Pharaoh s Curse perfect for

the arcade gamer in you, it also piques

the imagination of adventure freaks. With

a great deal of effort, you could master

the game, but not without getting twice

your money's worth out of the program.

Pharaoh's Curse has been, and will re-

main, one of my favorite Atari games.

That is, until a sequel is released. — OWL
a

"Q&ly"^

Chase

"/ take it you're looking for more than
change!"
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FIT5TyPELLER.

Time was, Billy would do almost
anything to duck his spelling home-
work.
But since Dad broughthome Spelli-

copter" by DesignWarer Billy has
become a spelling ace. As well as an
ace chopper pilot.

Because Spellicopter, like all

.mWare software products, com-
iputergame fun with sound
ial principles.

HOW BILLY BUILDS HIS
WORD SKILLS.
k, Billy or his parents type

new spelling words in

ThenBil
topper av

and

mountainous terrain to recover the
words. Letter by letter. And always
in the right order.

So by the time Billy gets back to

the base, he's one proud pilot. And
one tough speller.

DESIGNWARE MAKES
LEARNING COME ALIVE.

If you own an Apple ]fplus, App
IBM-PC, Atari 400, 800 or 1200XL
with disk drive, you should take
a close look at all the DesignWare
software.

Another word game, Crypto Cube"
is a great word puzzle the ei

family will en e the
word puzzles that

Cube, you can even build your own.

An
for our new DesignWare ma
science g
orcal

in Califor

(415) 546-1866
for our free soft-

lighted wi

way your I

will leam with
mWare.

1 they'll be
playing for the
run of it.

De/kptUkifl
LEARNINf

C.RCH14, OH READERMHO



Games For The PC
To Challenge Your Reflexes

And Your Intellect

Space Miner

Space Miner is a colorful, exciting shoot

-

'em-up space game for the IBM PC run-

ning PC-DOS. It is a good game for indoc-

trinating your children into the values and
perils of capitalism as well. The object of

the game is to earn as much money as you
can on a mining voyage through an

asteroid belt. Money is earned by collect-

ing ore from asteroids with a robot claw
and also by blasting the poor (space)

nativeswho rain down on you from above.

Space Miner is played from the com-
puter keyboard. The cursor keys on the

keypad provide your ship with directional

control. Ship motion is a bit odd in that no
matter which way the ship moves, its nose

stands ramrod erect, pointed toward the

top of the screen. This is because the space

monsters as well as the meteors, space

mines, and comets that provide your sus-

tenance all come from the top of the

screen.

There are two ways to earn points— by
blasting the attacking space monsters and
by collecting passing meteorites. The two

top function keys on the left of the key-

board are used to fire the cannon and to

operate the robot arm. Function key 5

allows you to freeze the game. Function

key 5 allows you to toggle off the sound,

which is a good idea because the music is

quite raucous.

The three monster species are wonder-
ful. All three look like crosses between
colorful Japanese Kabuki masks and
fiercely clawed Rhino Beetles. My favorite

is Sparky (strange name for a Kabuki
mask), partly because he is worth the most

points and partly because of the artful way
he thrusts his tongue out at you when he

has been blasted into his death throes.

Each player is given three turns. Fuel

and missiles are supplied in limited quanti-

ties as indicated by the bar charts at the

top of the screen. They can be replenished

by snatching up a passing comet or space

mine with your robot arm.

Time, on the other hand, cannot be

thwarted. Your mothership will arrive at

September 1983 e Creative Computing

Joe Devlin

the preselected time to collect you and
your cargo. Should you get blasted by a
monster before she arrives, you will forfeit

both your turn and all the cargo you col-

lected during that turn.

creative computing

SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Space Miner

Type: Arcade space game

System: 64K IBM PC with color

adapter card

Format: Disk

Language: Machine language

Summary: Simple, but engaging
space game

Price: $29.95

Manufacturer:
Resolution Software

8 Edgewood Blvd.

Providence, RI 02905
(401)461-2417

Space Miner is not a game that gets

impossibly difficult. A good player can
stay alive until the mothership comes. The
challenge is to get the highest score pos-

sible by collecting the most meteorites

without getting killed. High scores are

saved on disk so you can compare your
wealth against that of earlier miners.

In conclusion. Space Miner is a simple-

minded but beautifully done capitalist tool

for minors and adults alike.

Mystery Message
I remember watching TV game shows

during my school days. I remember my
prideful jubilation when I could come up
with the answer before any of the contes-

tants. I would sit there in my chair and
watch the contestants try to think of some
perfectly obvious word. (Anything you
already know is obvious.)

I also remember the sense of injustice I

felt when viewing game shows in which
the outcome of every game depended
on the last question. Do you remember
this scenario? Contestant A was a bon
fide genius who solved every puzzle in

record time. Contestant B had been in a
daze during his entire tenure on the screen.

Nevertheless, the MC informed both of

them that the final outcome of the contest

depended upon the answer to the last

question. How unfair! Yet the chance that

the tables could be turned with one lucky

guess added an extra element of uncer-

tainty to what might otherwise have been
a routine game.
When played with two or more people.

Mystery Message imparts much of the

same emotion as that game show long ago.

The players take turns trying to guess the

letters of a phrase outlined at the top of

the screen.

They have three choices: guess a con-

sonant, buy a vowel for 1000 points, or

guess the solution. Each player goes in

turn. A turn lasts until an incorrect guess

is made.
But as in that game show everything

rides on the last question. Points earned

by guessing letters are awarded only temp-
orarily. Only the person who finally guess-

es the word gets to keep his points. How
unfair! But this means that no game is

over until the points are tallied up.

Mystery Message is a guessing game for

one, two, or three players. At the top of

the screen is the line of blanks into which
letters are placed. Below that is the wheel
which turns, selecting the point value of

each guess. On the right is the clock which
counts down the 20 seconds allotted for

each guess. Next to the clock is a box
which indicates all the letters which have
already been guessed.

Each game begins with one of the play-

ers guessing a letter. When a player elects

to choose a consonant, the dollar meter
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MICROSOFT
A.LD.S. 8299
APPLESOFT COMPILER 116 99
BASIC COMPILER (APPLE. IBM) 259 99
FLIGHT SIMULATOR (IBM) 34 99
MOUSE WITH WORD SCall

MULITPLAN (ALL FORMATSI 1 69 99
PREMIUM PAK (APPLE! 499 99
SOFTCARO (APPLE) 229 99
TYPING TUTOR II (APPLE) 16 99

i;>aV-h>:h|^

I APPLE CAT II 29599 1

I APPLE CAT 212 (UPGRADE KIT) 319.99 1

I AUTO CAT 21

2

57999 1

1 D-CAT 15999 1

I EXPANSION MODULE 34.99 1

1 INFONE (EXECUTIVE) 77999 1

1 J-CAT 109 99 1

1 SMART CAT 103 169 99 1

1 SMART CAT 103/212 42999 1

QUADBAM
APIC (APPLE III PARALLEL)
E RAM (APPLE)
512+ (64 K)

IPIC (IBM PARALLEL)
MICROFAZER
OUADBOARD 64K
OUADCHROME MONITOR
OUADCOLOR I

OUADLINK

129 99
129 99
269 99
8999
SCall

279 99
52999
269 99
622 99

^cippkz

1 ALSCPM3 329 99 1

1 ARCADE MACHINE 3999 1

1 BANK ST WRITER 44 99 1

1 BPKGL AP AR. INVlea 299 99 1

1 CHOPLIFTER 2399 1

1 COPVII PLUS 22 99 1

1 DEADLINE 32 99 1

1 FINGERPRINT 44 99 1

1 GRAPPLER + 11999 1

1 HAYES MICROMODEM 269 99 1

1 HAYES 1200 BAUD 51999 1

I MAGICALC 13999 1

I MAGIC WINDOW II 169 99 1

I MTN AD/DA 259 99 1

I MTN CLOCK 189 99 1

I MTNCPS 149 99 1

I MTN MUSIC SYSTEM 289 99 1

I PAYMAR L/CASE REV 7 1999 1

I PIE WRITER 10999 1

I STATE OF THE ART SCall 1

I TG JOYSTICK 46 99 1

I VISICORP SCall 1

I WILDCARD 109 99 1

I WIZARDRY 35 99 1

I ZAXXON 34 99 1

1 ZORK I II III 24 99 1

POTPOURRI
1 BROTHER/DTC RIBBONS 2 99 1

IdySAN104/1DSS/DD(10) 4499 1

1 DYSAN 1 04/2D DS/DD1 1 01 44.99 1

1 FLIP FILE (STORES 75) 17 99 1

IlIBRARYCASE(STORESIO) 1 99
1

1 MX 80 RIBBON 599 1

Imx 100 RIBBON 999 1

1 PAPER(8'o11-1000SHTS) 16 99 1

1 POWERSTRIPW/SURGE 24 99 1

ItPi RIBBONS 5 99 1

I VERBATIM SS/DD1 101 2599 1

| VERBATIM SS/DD1 1001 J9 99 |

BfafteBr^

ALPHA PLOT 24 99
APPLE MECHANIC 19 99
BEAGLE BAG 19 99
DOS BOSS 1599
DOUBLE TAKE 24 99
FLEX TEXT 1999
FRAME UP 19 99
PRONTO DOS 1999
TIP DISK «l 14 99
TYPEFACES 14 99
UTI .ITYCITY 1 9 99

continental

1 HOMEACCTIA.AT.TRS80) 44 99 1

HOME ACCT lOSBl 59 99 1

1 HOME ACCT (IBM| 99 99 1

1 FCM (APPLE) 65 99 1

1 FCMIIBMI 84 99 1

1 PROP MANAGEMENT 299 99 1

1 CPA (GL. AP. AR PAY) 165 99 1

1 TAX ADVANTAGE 39 99 1

1 ATARI SOFTWARE 1983 14 99 1

1 APPLE SOFTWARE 1983 1499 1

| APPLE GRAPHICS 1499
|

IfvJdex
^HARACTE^ROMS^ 2499|
1 ENHANCER II 99 99 1

1 FUNCTION STRIP 56 99 1

1 INVERSE VIDEO 1999 1

PSIO 16999 1

1 SOFTSWITCH 24 99 1

1 ULTRATERM 299 99 1

1 VIDEOTERM 199 99 1

1 VIDEOTERM UTILITIES 24 99 1

1 VIDEOTERM W/SStlNV 22999 1

1 VISICALC MEM EXPAND 5999 1

IviSICALCPREBOOT^^ 32 99 |

1 APPLE PANIC 2399 1

CDEX TUTORIALS 5999 1

1 CONCURRENTCP/M86 25299 1

1 COPY II PC 25 99 1

1 CPM86 4499 1

1 CROSSTALK 149 99 I

1 d BASE II 449 99 I

1 DEADLINE 3299 I

1 EASY FILER 26999
|

1 EASY WRITER II 259 99 I

1 HAYES SMARTCOM II 89 99 I

1 HAYES 1200B MOOEM 47999 I

1 INFOSTAR 28999 I

1 LOTUS 1-2-3 349 99 1

1 MILLIONAIRE 49 99 1

1 MONTE CARLO 64K 35999 1

1 PFSFILE 9999 1

1 PFS REPORT 89 99 1

1 PLANTRONICS COLOR* 389 99 1

1 a BASE 13999 1

1 TEMPLE OF APSHAI 26 99 1

1 TK SOLVER 13999 1

1 VISIWORD 29999 I

1 VOLKSWRITER 149 99 1

1 WORDSTAR 289 99 1

1 ZORK 1 II III 24 99 1

KENSINGTON
MICROVNARK

SYSTEM SAVER
Surge Suppression

• Dual Outlet

• ULL Listed

• Fits Apple '65

/flair
JOYSTICK
JOYSTICK (AT)

PADDLES
QUICK VIS

P.1 9" GREEN
P. 2 12 GREEN
Pi 3 12 AMBER

I Pi 4 9 AMBER

i.i M
14 99

31 99
14 99

99 99
|

1 39 99
149 99

129 99
I

8SORCIM
SPELLGARD
SUPERCALC
SUPERCALC II

SUPERWRITER

129 99

12999
17999
i tiM ,

w,7rz:-,
t

'

[ACCELETATOR 52999
NEPTUNE (80 col RAMI 199 99
SATURN 128KIAPPLEI 39999

1 TITAN 64K II

EDUCATIONAL
[bumble games 2999
DLM SCall

1 EDUWARE SCall

1 FACEMAKERlA. IBM) 24 99

1 GAME SHOW 1 MASTER) 2999
1 GERTRUDE S PUZZLES 29 99
1 JUGGLES RAINBOW 21.99

1 KINOERCOMPIA IBMI 2099
1 MATH BLASTER (IBMI 3499
1 MICRO MOTHER GOOSE 2999
1 ROCKYS BOOTS 34 99
1 SNOOPERTROOPS(AIBM) 29 99
1 STORY MACHINE
| WORD ATTACK (IBM)

24 99
3499

|

SMITH CORONA

Latter Quality Printer

499-

PRINTERS

TRACTOR FEED

GEMINI 10X

GEMINI 15

OKIDATA82A
OM1IATA ).'

SCl
teajaa.

429 99
37999
529 99

Htu€
380 Z

48K BUFFER. 32 CPS
GRAPHICS DAISY WHEEL
TRACTOR

1099.99

No Charge For Credit Cards

Prices Subject To Change

Software Sales Are Final

Mm $4 00 Shipping Charge

Purchase Orders Call First

)N-FRI 8Af

COMPUTER
DISCOUNT
PRODUCTS

SAT A SUN 10AM-4PM

MAILORDERS* RETAIL STORE

860 S Winchester Blvd

San Jose. CA 95128

(408) 985-0400
«5 s
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PC Games, continued.

Space Miner.

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Mystery Message

Type: Word Game
System: 64K IBM PC with color

graphics adapter

Format: Disk

Language: Machine language

Summary: A challenging adult word
game.

Price: $34.95

Manufacturer:
Social Systems Corporation
1621 Fulton Ave., Suite 28
Sacramento, CA 95825
(916) 481-2576

spins and displays a dollar amount from
$200 to $2000. This amount the player

wins for each appearance of the consonant
in the phrase. There are also occurrences
of Lose Your Turn and Broke, each of

which causes you to lose your turn. In

addition. Broke causes you to lose all

winnings for the current game.
The 500 phrases included in Mystery

Message can be chosen randomly, in se-

quence, or by number. All phrases are on
a relatively high (adult) level. We hope
that there aren't many kids around who
would guess "Intercontinental Ballistic

Missile" in the first round.

In general. Mystery Message is nicely

implemented. The wheel spins rapidly,

prompting appears promptly, and letters

are filled in efficiently. There are a few

bugs, however. Sometimes, a previous

prompt is not erased before the next one
overwrites it. If you type too quickly, the

buffer gets cluttered, and the game oscil-

lates for a while until the buffer is cleared.

(The game does not crash, though.)

September 1983 e Creative Computing

If you enjoy playing Hangman-type
word games, and you enjoy an element of

suspense thrown in too, then you'll enjoy
playing Mystery Message, alone or with

an opponent or two.

Spyder
There are more than 30,000 species of

spiders. All have movable fangs and most
have poisonous glands located next to

the fangs. Most are harmless to man.
There are a few exceptions. Among those

poisonous to man are the so-called

"spyders" that lurk in the caves of the

game by the same name.
In the game of Spyder you control four

men trapped within a cave infested with
web spinning spyders. Allow a spyder to

slide down from the cave rooftop onto
one of these poor fellows, and you are

down one man. Fortunately each man is

equipped with a laser gun that can be
used to cut down the descending
arachnids.

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Spyder

Type: Arcade game

System: 64K IBM PC with color

graphics adapter

Format: Disk

Language: Compiled Basic

Summary: Not terribly challenging for

dedicated arcaders.

Price: $39.95

Manufacturer:
Mirror Images Software
1223 Peoples Ave.
Troy, NY 12180

Mystery Message.

Laser guns can only be fired directly

upward. To kill a spyder, the man must
be positioned directly below the creature.

This is done by manipulating the left and
right cursor keys. Although extra power-
packs do materialize from time to time,

each gun has a limited number of shots in

its powerpack. So good aim is important.
Points are gained for each spyder hit.

Missed shots cause the deduction of
points and chip off pieces of the cave
roof.

With luck you can shoot all the spyders
before one reaches the ground or lands

on your head. Should you miss some, the

hoedown begins. Spyders can then attack
from the ground as well as the air. Your
only recourse if this happens is to stomp
the bugs before they get you.

Squishing spyders attacking from the
right and left requires you to flail away on
the F9 and F10 keys. Each keystroke
slams a giant foot to the ground and, if

properly timed, allows your man to dance
his way through the approaching horde.
There are ten levels of play, ranging

from "easy" to "at your own risk." At the

advanced levels more spyders slide down
their webs faster and flying scissors swoop
across the screen, cutting the webs. With
the webs cut, the spyders fall toward the
ground at a much more rapid rate. The
game ends when all the men have been
webbed.
Each level of difficulty starts with four

initial rounds. Complete all four rounds
and you enter a bonus round during which
the object is to shoot all the developing
eggs before they turn into attacking spy-

ders. Kill them all and you are awarded a
bonus man and return to the game for

four more rounds at the next higher level

of play.

Basically, Spyders is a version of Space
Invaders. Like Space Invaders, the object
of the game is to shoot the enemy before
he reaches the ground and destroys you.
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PC Games, continued.

Spyder.

The fact that the game does not end when
the spyders reach the ground should pro-

vide an extra element not found in Space

Invaders. In fact, it does not because the

spyders are too easy to stomp. Rapid

strokes of the stomping keys will kill all

the spyders crawling toward you from

one side. The situation would be more
desperate if the critters started advancing

from both sides. This danger can be avoid-

ed simply by blasting an area free of

spyders on the left or right of the screen.

Thus, dedicated game players looking for

a real challenge will be frustrated by how
easy Spyder is to beat. Games clods and
children will be pleased by the oppor-

tunity to glimpse the usually forbidden

higher difficulty levels.

Hide and Sink

Hide and Sink is a sea war game that

provides three variations on the board

game Battleship. Each of the three ver-

sions pits a single player against the com-
puter in a game of hunt and destroy,

played on a ten by ten sea grid.

You and the computer command equal-

ly matched fleets. Your fleet consists of a

PT boat, a submarine, a destroyer, a

cruiser, and a battleship. Each craft is a

specific length and possesses a certain

amount of firepower. You hide your ships

where you wish on the left sea grid by
telling the computer where the nose o£
each craft lies and how it is oriented. The
computer automatically hides its fleet on
the righthand grid and promises not to

peek at your selection of hiding places.

The battle begins as you enter the

letter-number coordinates of the spot on
the enemy's grid you wish to attack first.

Each shot you take is marked by an X for

a miss or a letter indicating the type of

vessel hit. When firing a missile you must

specify which ship, PT boat, or sub is

launching the weapon. After you have

fired your first salvo, the computer gets

to shoot at you. If you hit a ship, it catches

on fire where hit.

There are three versions of the game.

The versions differ in the number of shots

that may be taken per round, the type of

firepower available, and whether the

game ends with the destruction of all

weapons or all ships in one of the fleets.

A nighttime option can also be engaged.

This option removes all indications of the

type of craft hit from the sea grid. Thus
you know when your weapons have struck

a vessel, but do not know the length or

type of vessel hit. Therefore you use more
shots as you try to locate the remainder

of the damaged ship.

If you liked Battleship, the board game,

you will probably like this computerized

version. They are very much alike. The
primary difference is that the computer
version must be played solitaire, with the

computer acting as your opponent, while

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Hide and Sink

Type: Warfare strategy game

System: 64K IBM PC, and
color graphics adapter

Format: Disk

Language: Compiled Basic

Summary: Remade board game that

plays like a board game

Price: $29.95

Manufacturer:

Mirror Images Software

1223 Peoples Ave.

Troy, NY 12180

Hide and Sink.

the board game requires another player.

The computer version does have a few

unique features. For example, the com-
puter will not let you attack the same
spot twice, and it shows you where its

ships were hidden when you lose the

game. Nevertheless, the differences be-

tween the computer version and the board

game are minor. It makes me wonder
why anyone would go to the trouble of

remaking a board game for a computer if

he couldn't add something to the game?
The board game is bound to be cheaper

and a lot more portable. Besides all else

being equal, I would rather play against

another person than a computer. There is

little joy in beating a computer. I want to

hear my opponent moan as his last ship

goes under.

Shultz's Treasure
Shultz s Treasure is one of those games

that are exciting to discover, even if they

are not always satisfying to play. It is a

hybrid—an adventure game, in which you

must weave your way through a maze,

and an arcade game, in which your

gaming life depends upon how quickly

you can blast attacking bats, spiders, and

rats. Because its design is so ambitious,

the accomplishments of Shultz s Treasure

are remarkable, and its deficiencies are

understandable but very disappointing.

The object of the game is to enter the

Lost Dutchman's Gold Mine, locate and
blast out the mother lode, then escape to

the outside without being killed.

The graphics are unusual and exciting.

The mine you traverse is made up of a

series of tunnels. At the start of the game
you find yourself looking down a short

corridor that is the entrance of the mine.

Your passage through the mine is directed

either by joystick or keyboard. A leftward
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Shultz's Treasure.

movement of the joystick or a press of

the INSERT key and you turn left and
begin moving down a long corridor with a

wall on the left and a series of passages

on the right. You have several

choices—you can turn right as you pass a

corridor (by moving the joystick to the

right or hitting the DELETE key), you
can go forward into the maze, or you can

head back in the direction from which

you came.
To help you make your way through

the mine, you can use a variety of tools

and weapons. On the first level, you start

out with everything you need to get the

gold and get out. On the seventh level,

you start out with just a mazer weapon
and a mine car and you must scour the

tunnels for the other things you need.

It is easy to tell which tools you have

amassed by looking on the right of the

screen. For example, on level one you
start with a mazer gun, an extra mazer

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Shultz's Treasure

Type: Arcade maze adventure game

System: 64K IBM PC, and color

graphics adapter

Format: Disk

Language: Assembly Language

Summary: Beautifully done graphics

but crude weapons control

Price: $34.95

Manufacturer:
Verisoft Works
313 W. Rosal
Chandler, AZ 85224
(602)892-2113

powerpack, night goggles, a compass, a

gold detector, a stick of dynamite, a mine
car, and the path finder. A picture of

each of the gadgets you have acquired
stays on the screen until you lose it.

The path finder is an electronic gizmo
that helps you keep track of where you
are in the maze. Your current location is

marked on the map that appears in the

lower right of the screen as long as the

pathfinder is in your possession. If you
lose your path finder, the dot that indi-

cates your position in the maze disappears.

Each maze is quite complicated. Without
the pathfinder it is very easy to get lost,

especially when critters start attacking.

You never know when you will come
under attack. Turn any corner and you
may find a rabid rat, mutant tarantula, or

bat rapidly approaching, growing larger

by the instant as it closes in for the kill.

When faced with one of these creatures

you have two choices— run or fight.

Sometimes fleeing is the wise action to

take. But turning your back on a beasty

that has gotten too close is likely to mean
death. You can fight if your mazer is

loaded. Press the top fire button on the

joystick or the F9 function key on the

keyboard to activate the sight on the

mazer. If you are fortunate, you will be
able to center your sights on the

approaching menace and blast him before

he gets you.

Tarantulas and rats bite, sapping your

strength as indicated by the lifeline on
the top of the screen. Bats will bite only if

you don't have anything left for them to

steal. Each time they steal something they

deposit it somewhere else in the mine
where you might find it again in your
travels.

With luck and skill you can find the

gold buried in the mine, blast it out with

the dynamite and remove it from the mine
in the mine cart. To be perfectly honest.

September 1983 e Creative Computing

Super Novatron.

in several hours of game play I never
successfully escaped with the gold. Even
at the first level the game can be quite

challenging.

Part of the reason the game is so diffi-

cult is that aiming and firing the mazer
require a technique I was unable to

master. The gun sight acts like a billiard

ball in space. Once in motion it stays in

motion until you stop it with exactly the

right counter force or until it strikes a

wall.

There are some things in life that are

impressive, even though they are not al-

ways much fun. What this game has going
for it is its originality, complexity, and
beautifully done perspective graphics.

You actually feel as if you are traveling

down the corridors of a spooky old mine.
Unfortunately, other aspects of the

game fall short of the high graphics stand-

ards. In particular, the control of the

mazer weapon is ponderous and makes
the game play frustrating at times. Such
objections, obviously, are entirely subjec-

tive. If you are a joystick wiz, you may
find aiming the mazer a challenge rather

than a chore. In any case, Shultz's

Treasure is lovely to look at; its design is

complex and interesting, and it succeeds
on many levels. I guess we can't all be
weapons experts.

Super NovaTron
Super NovaTron is a high-speed

strategy game which involves building

walls to trap your opponent (the com-
puter). Games of this sort have been
around almost as long as microcomputers
have existed. If you saw the movie Tron,

you saw a cinematic version of the game
in which the heroes tried to trap bad guys
with the trail left in the wake of their

speeding motorcycles. Several flourishes
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PC Games, continued...

have been added to this version of the

game to provide visual and auditory flash,

but they do not affect game play to any
great extent.

The game begins with two walls moving

toward each other from opposite sides

of the screen. You control the wall form-

ing on the right; the computer controls

the one on the left. Using either the key-

board or the joystick, you can turn your

wall to the left or the right. The pur-

pose of all this construction is to trap

the wall being built by the computer,
forcing it to crash into your wall, itself, or

the periphery of the screen.

There are three levels of difficulty.

Even the first level, in which wall-building

proceeds at a reasonable pace, can be

creative contpatiRg

SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Super NovaTron

Type: Maze building

System: 64K IBM PC, and color

graphics adapter

Format: Disk

Language: Assembly Language

Summary: Flashy but otherwise

ordinary

Price: $34.95

Manufacturer:
Verisoft Works
313 W. Rosal

Chandler. AZ 85224

quite challenging. Part of the challenge

comes from the fact that the game is

played from the perspective of the wall

rather than from your perspective. For

example, a left tug on the joystick turns

the wall to its left. This may be your right

or your left depending upon the orien-

tation of the wall. If the wall turns to its

left while it is heading toward the bottom

of the screen, it will actually turn to your

right. It takes a while to learn to play the

game from the perspective of the wall

even at the slowest speed. The fastest

speed requires more coordination than I

possess.

Super NovaTron makes use of some
very colorful graphics. The game opens

with a shimmering portrayal of the manu-

facturer's logo. The gimmick that adds

the most flash to the game is the use of

three-dimensional drawing. The walls that

you are building are perspective images

of walls. They look great, but the fact

that they appear in 3-D has no effect on
the game play. Those watching the game
being played have time to admire the

walls as they form; the person playing the

game is too busy to take much notice.

Another nice touch is the use of a simu-

lated voice that announces the winner of

every round. Obviously, narration after

the fact doesn't affect game play, either.

The game ends when the player loses

three rounds. If the player wins three

rounds, the game continues on to the

next level. In this level the player and the

computer each generate two walls. Win
three more rounds and you get three walls

to manage, and so on.

Again, the graphics are impressive.

Each level is played on a different stage.

Stages are stacked one atop another like

a miser's coins. The game would be play-

ed no differently if the graphics were less

impressive, however.

Super Nova Tron is a reasonably decent

game. The basic concept must be sound,

or the game would not have lasted as long

as it has and survived to be reincarnated

yet again. This version of the old standard

may not play any better than earlier ver-

sions, but then again it is available for the

IBM. And the graphics are nice to look

at— especially if you can find someone to

play for you so you have a chance to

watch. D

The MAGIC
you've been waiting for

isnow available
for only s2,295

Magic has it all!

Compatibility
Magic comes with CP M 2.2

giving access to a large variety

of proven software

• Capability
Magic provides a high resolu-

tion monitor and two DSDD
disk drives for substantial

data storage

Useability
Magic comes with Perfect-

Writer". Perfect Speller".

Perfect-Calc". Perfect-Filer"

and CBASIC ,M ready for

immediate use

• Portability
Magic's keyboard with numeric
pad stores easily within the

system housing for transport-

ing to different locations

• Flexibility

Magic comes with a RS232C
and a parallel adapter — ready
to be connected to a modem
and or printer of your choice

• Reliability

Magic is a quality system
using "state-of-the-art

components and is backed
by a 120-day unconditional

warranty

/ou can believe it's

..............

magic
. .computer

For additional information,

contact your local

computer dealer or

MAGIC Computer Company. Inc.

2 Executive Drive* Fort Lee. NJ 07024
(201)944-6700 • 800-221-1565
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Fun And Games
With The Tl 99/4A

Parsec

At last, an absorbing space shoot-'em-

up for the Tl 99/4A. In Parsec from Texas

Instruments, you command a starship,

armed with a laser, that is under attack

by alien space craft.

Your ship patrols the skies of an alien

planet; a clever melange of robots, jagged

rocks, towers, rockets, and the Tl logo

scrolls right to left. Beneath the surface

of the planet are: messages ("alien craft

advancing"), a fuel gauge, your score, the

number of ships remaining, and the lift

number (level of vertical speed).

You have a total of five ships, one

onscreen and four in reserve. Press the

fire button to start; the joystick moves

your ship vertically and horizontally. A
message flashes that enemy ships are

approaching. Press the fire button to un-

leash the laser. Don't fire continuously,

however, because if the laser overheats.

creative compatiRg
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Parsec

Type: Arcade style game

System: Tl 99/4A

Format: Cartridge

Language: Assembly

Summary: Engaging space combat

Price: $39.95

Manufacturer:
Texas Instruments, Inc.

Personal Computer Division

P.O. Box 53

Lubbock, TX 79408

Sherrie Van Tyle
and

Joe Devlin

your ship explodes. If you need to refuel,

press 1 to slow your craft and fly carefully

into the refueling tunnel on the surface of

the planet.

The first wave of aliens, the swoopers,

are aptly named; the two-winged space

craft descend from the upper righthand

corner of the screen and dive unpredict-

ably at your ship. They aim to collide

with you. You can move vertically to

elude the aliens and blast them with the

laser at the same time. If you move right,

you will find yourself in the path of the

swoopers. The best evasive moves are up
and down.

While dodging the aliens and firing the

laser, be careful not to crash into the

ground. If you miss any swoopers, they

fly faster, becoming difficult to fire upon
without a deadly collision. If you are hit

by an alien or your ship crashes into the

planet, your replacement ship must
destroy the remaining swoopers before

you take on the next wave of aliens.

The urbites are particularly nasty to

fight; they resemble flying electric plugs

as they emerge from the right side of the

screen, firing twin photon cannons. The
urbites have the uncanny ability to track

you vertically. Fire immediately or lose

your ship. Your skirmishes with the four

urbites are short and often fatal; so there

is little danger of overheating the laser.

Parsec.
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Tl Games, continued...

If you demolish the urbites, you en-

counter the light triangular fighters. Like

the swoopers, they plummet erratically to

collide with you, but they move a bit

faster.

If you survive the fighters, you may
need to catch your breath. Press P (pause)

to stop the game. The message "time warp
activated" flashes. Press any key to re-

sume play.

The next wave, the dramites, home in

on your ship as the urbites do, tracking

you vertically and firing a blaze of photon
missiles. The dramites, however, move
even faster and draw closer to your ship.

As soon as the warning of their approach
appears, start firing.

Your next opponents, the saucers, play

a devilish space demolition derby. They
try to ram your ship from behind; failing

that, they circle and hit you from the

front.

The last wave of aliens, the bynites,

fire clusters of photon missiles. After you
destroy the bynites, you bore through an
asteroid belt with your laser. When you
reach the end of the belt, the planet turns

green and you reach the second level of

play. In the second set, you must hit the

alien spacecraft twice with your laser to

demolish them. At the third level and
beyond, you must strike the aliens three

times with the laser. In the higher levels

of play, the urbites pop up closer to your
ship. The swoopers dive more rapidly.

Scoring is complicated; suffice it to say

that aliens increase in point value as you
progress within a set and at higher levels.

At 5000, 15,000, and 25,000 points, you
win another ship.

Use of the speech synthesizer is

optional. The booklet that accompanies
the game includes a scoring chart and is

helpful in explaining the game.
Parsec is a treat for TI users; it com-

bines fast action, good graphics and
enough difficulty for skilled players,

though novices may be a bit intimidated

at first. The game is so engaging that it

eventually draws them in. An excellent

game, it is well worth the price. —SVT

Henhouse
For a change of pace from interstellar

combat. Henhouse from Funware pro-
vides a down-to-earth challenge: You are

a farmer who must fend off poachers and
wolves as you gather eggs to take to

market.

The object is to collect the eggs as they

drop from the henhouse and carry them
to the truck while you shoot the two- and
four-legged predators that sulk the hen-
house. As the game begins, an egg comes
out of the henhouse and drops into one of

five chutes of graduated lengths.

Since you must wait until the chutes
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Henhouse.

are full to collect the eggs, you can pick

up your rifle from the lefthand corner of

the screen and shoot poachers while you
wait by pressing the fire button on the

joystick.

You also score points by shooting the

birds that fly across the top of the screen.

After the chutes fill with eggs, the pace
quickens. You must put your rifle back in

its spot on the left before you can catch
the eggs. You press the fire button to

gather them; and then deposit them in a

truck parked in the lower righthand cor-

ner of the screen.

Watch the wolves and poachers,
though; you must be ready to grab your
rifle. If you miss a poacher on his way
into the henhouse, you can shoot him on
his return. If a wolf enters the henhouse,
however, the game ends. The computer
keeps track of the number of broken eggs
on the left side of the screen.

Although the farmer moves faster than
a poacher or wolf, it is a bit tricky to

deliver a load of eggs and move back
quickly enough to grab the rifle and catch

the predator. The game also lags a bit at

the start when the chutes are filling and

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Henhouse

Type: Game
System: TI 99/4A, joystick

recommended

Format: Cartridge

Language: Machine

Summary: Fun on the farm

Price: $44.95

Manufacturer:
Funware, Inc.

405 N. Bowser, Building A
Richardson, TX 75081

you have more than enough time to aim
and fire. Although the game may be play-

ed from the keyboard, a joystick is recom-
mended.
Henhouse inspires some split-second

decisions because the eggs drop at

random into the chutes. This is fun for

those who like risks, frustrating for players

who like to plot strategy. The game is

often quick-paced and funny especially

as you frantically race left and right to

keep up with dropping eggs and
poachers.

We do feel, however, that the S44.95

price is too steep to make Henhouse a

best buy. -SVT

Anteater

Have you ever watched ants carve a

labyrinth in an ant farm? In Anteater

from Romox, you become one of those

ants, pursued by a voracious anteater that

chases you through tunnels that you bur-

row in the sand.

Your objective is to move the ant from

the colony to the basket of food without

being consumed by the anteater. You
have three ants to carry four cubes of

food to the nest, creating tunnels as you
travel.

To reach the food, you must break the

surface; when the eater spots your anten-

nae poking around the food, the chase is

on. Fortunately, the eater can pursue you
only along the tunnels you have carved.

To repel or destroy the relentless eater,

press the fire button to drop an egg bomb.
The bomb hovers for several seconds,

flashes as it blocks the eater or explodes

as it kills him. You also can tunnel directly

under one of six rocks causing them to

fall and crush your pursuer. Don't linger

under a rock, however; it can smash you.

As the game begins, you are in the nest

at the lower righthand corner of the
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Now NRI takes you inside the new
TRS-80 Model 4 microcomputer with
disk drive to train you at home as the
new breed of computer specialist!

NRI teams up with Radio Shack

advanced technology to teach you
how to use, program and service

state-of-the-art microcomputers,

It's no longer enough to be just

a programmer or a technician. With

microcomputers moving into the

fabric of our lives (over 1 million

of the TRS-801* alone have been

sold), interdisciplinary skills are

demanded And NRI can prepare

you with the first course of its

kind, covering the complete

world of the microcomputer.

Learn At Home
In lour Spare Time

With NRI training, the programmer

gains practical knowledge of hardware to

design simpler, more effective programs.

And, with advanced programming skills,

the technician can test and debug systems

quickly and easily.

Only NRI gives you both kinds of

training with the convenience of learning

at home. No classroom pressure, no night

school, no gasoline wasted. \bu learn at

your convenience, at your own pace. Tfet

you're always

backed by the NRI

staff and your

Now training Indoor* either the THJMM) Mood 4

Microcomputer with Disk Drive or TKS-80 Color

Computer with Computer Accra* Card; profcs-

tiatH* LCD multimeter; the N1U Discovery Lab; aid

(TUS* s i trademark of the Radio ShK* dMston of Tandy Carp

)

instructor, answering

and giving you guidance.

TRS-80, Model 4 plus Disk Drive
to Learn on and Keep

NRI training is hands-on training

with practical experiments and demonstra-

tions. \bu not only learn to program your

computer, you learn all about it.. .how cir-

cuits interact. . . interface with other systems

...gain a real insight into its nature. Under

NRI's carefully planned training, you even

install a disk drive, verifying at each step

its operation.

You also work with a professional

4-fonction, 3te digit digital multimeter and

the NRI Discovery Lab* performing over 60

separate experiments. Both microcomputer

and equipment come as p>

part of your training for

you to use and keep.

Same Training

Available With
Color Computer

i > NRI offers you the

'iff opportunity to train with

die TRS-80 Color Com-

puter as an alternative to

the Model 4. The same

technique for getting in-

side is enhanced by using

the new NRI-developed

Computer Access Card.

Only NRI offers you a

choice to fit your specific

training needs.

The Catalog is Free.

The Training is Priceless.

Get all the details on this exciting

course in NRI's free, 104 page catalog. It

snows all equipment, lesson outlines, and

facts on other electronics courses such as

Electronic Design, Industrial Electronics,

Video/Audio Servicing. . . 12 different career

opportunities in all.

Keep up with the latest technology as

you learn on the latest model of the world's

most popular computer. If coupon has been

used, write to NRI Schools, 3939 Wisconsin

Avenue, Washington, DC. 20016.

NRI Schools

McGraw-Hill Continuing

Education Center

3939 Wisconsin Avenue

Washington. DC 20016

| We'll give you tomorrow.

The catalog if free.

The training is priceless.

Please check for one free catalog only

D Computer Electronics including

Microcomputers

D Color TV. Audio, and Video System Servicing

D Electronics Design Technology

D Digital Electronics

Communications Electronics • FCC Licenses

• Mobile CB • Aircraft • Marine

All career courses

approved under (it hill

D Check for details

O Industrial Electronics

Q Basic Electronics

O Small Engine Servicing

D Appliance Servicing

D Automotive Servicing

D Auto Air Conditioning

D Air Conditioning. Heating.

Refrigeration & Solar Technology

D Building Construction

iNrxvPrint)

City State Zip

Accredited by the Accrediting Cnmmosioii of ihe \atioual Home Study Council 1 75-093



AARDVARK L.T.D.
TRS-80 COLOR COMMODORE 64 VIC-20 SINCLAIR/TIMEX TI99/4/

QUEST - A NEW IDEA IN ADVENTURE
GAMESI Different from all the others.
Quest is played on a computer generated
map of Alesia. Your job is to gather men
and supplies by combat, bargaining, explor-
ation of ruins and temples and outright
banditry. When your force is strong enough,
you attack the Citadel of Moorlock in a
life or death battle to the finish. Playable
in 2 to 5 hours, this one is different every
time. TRS-80 Color, and Sinclair, 13K VIC-
20. Extended BASIC required for TRS-80
Color and TI99/A. $19.95 each.

32K TRS 80 COLOR Version $29.95
Adds a second level with dungeons and

more Questing.

Vizard

WIZARDS TOWER - This is very similar to
Quest (see above). We added wizards, magic,
dragons, and dungeons to come up with a
Quest with a D&D flavor. It requires 16k
extended color BASIC. 13k VIC, Commo-
dore 64. TRS-80 16k Extended BASIC,
TI99/A extended BASIC. $19.95 Tape.
$24.95 Disk.

Authors - AaroVark pays the highest com-
missions in the industry and gives programs
the widest possible advertising coverage.
Send a Self Addressed Stamped Envelope
for our Authors Information Package.

ZEUS — It's fast and furious as you become
the WIZARD fighting off the Thurderbolts
of an angry ZEUS. Your Cone of Cold will

destroy a thunderbolt and your shield will

protect you - for a while. This is the best
and highest speed arcade action we have
ever done. Difficulty increases in wave after
wave, providing hours of challenging fun
and a game that you may never completely
master. Commodore 64, Vic20 (16k ex-
pander), and 16k TRS-80 Color Computer.
(ALL MACHINE CODED
$24.95 tape $29.95 disk. (Tape will not
transfer to disk.)

SEAWOLFE - ALL MACHINE CODE In

this high speed arcade game, you lay out
patterns of torpedoes ahead of the attacking
PT boats. Requires Joysticks, at least 13k
RAM, and fast reflexes. Lots of Color and
Sound. A fun game. Tape or Disk for Vic20.
Commodore 64, and TRS-80 Color. NOTE:
tape will not transfer to diskl

$24.95 Tape - $29.95 Disk.

ADVENTURES!!!
The Adventures below are written in BASIC,
are full featured, fast action, full plotted ad-
ventures that take 30-50 hours to play. (Ad-
ventures are interactive fantasies. It's like
reading a book except that you are the main
character as you give the computer, com-
mands like "Look in the Coffin" and "Light
the torch.")

Adventuring requires 16k on Sinclair,
and TRS-80 Color. They require 8k on OSI
and 13k on VIC-20. Now available for TI99.
Any Commodore 64.

$19.95 Tape - $24.95 Disk.

ESCAPE FROM MARS
(by Rodger Olsen)

This ADVENTURE takes place on the RED
PLANET. You'll have to explore a Martian
city and deal with possibly hostile aliens to
survive this one. A good first adventure.

PYRAMID (by Rodger Olsen)
This is our most challenging ADVENTURE.
It is a treasure hunt in a pyramid full of
problems. Exciting and tough I

Dungeons of Death - This is the first D&D
type game good enough to qualify at Aard-
vark. This is serious D&D that allows 1 to 6
players to go on a Dragon Hunting, Monster
Killing. Dungeon Exploring Quest. Played
on an on-screen map, you get a choice of
race and character (Human, Dwarf, Soldier,
Wizard, etc.), a chance to grow from game
to game, and a 15 page manual. 16k Ex-
tended TRS-80 Color, 13k VIC, Commo-
dore 64. At the normal price for an Adven-
ture ($19.95 tape. 24.95 disk), this is a give-
away.

Dealers - We have a line of about 100 origi-

nal programs for the machines listed here.
We have High speed Arcades. Quality Ad-
ventures, Word processors and Business
Software for Small machines. Better yet.
we have excellent Dealer support. Phone for
information.

Sand $1^00 for Complete Catalogue - Please specify system on all orders - $2.00 Shipping Charge on each order

AARDVARK L.T.D.
2352 S. Commerce, Walled Lake, Ml 48088 / (313) 669-3110

Phone Orders Accepted 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. EST. Mon.-Fri.

1-800-624-4327
CIRCLE 101 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Tl Games, continued...

Anteater. Tunnels of Doom.

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Anteater

Type: Game
System: TI 99/4A, Atari 400, 800. and

1200, Vic 20,

Commodore 64

Format: Cartridge, joystick

recommended

Language: Assembly

Summary: An engaging maze game

Price: $39.95

Manufacturer:

Romox, Inc.

476 Vandell Way
Campbell, CA 95008

screen. The food basket is in the upper
lefthand corner; the anteater appears at

the upper right corner. In the first set,

there is one eater. It moves fairly slowly,

so you have plenty of time to carve a

shortcut between the food and the colony

to gather the cubes quickly. If you re-

trieve the food without losing all your

ants, you advance to the second set. If

you keep three ants alive—an easy task

at level 1 —you gain an extra ant.

In the second set, you face two eaters

and the pace quickens. At level 3 and up,

three eaters chase you; the game moves
faster with each new set. If the early sets

are too easy, you can select a level of

difficulty up to 9 by pressing numbers 2

to 9 on the keyboard before you press the

fire button to start the game.

At level 9, the anteaters hunt you mer-

cilessly. Your food gathering and tunnel-

ing is more feverish than strategic as you

try to elude the frenetic eaters. If you are

tempted to cut a tunnel and rest a bit, try

carving a short vertical tunnel and drop a

bomb at the entrance when you spot an

eater.

September 1983 c Creative Computing

The five bombs are effective for only a
few seconds; wait until the eater is close

to you or backtrack a bit to drop the

bomb. Keep your tunnels narrow— if the

tunnels are too wide, the eaters sneak by
the bombs. Though you move quicker
through tunnels than through sand, you
win points for each block of sand through
which you tunnel.

Each two seconds of play subtracts five

points from the bonus period. If you
gather all the cubes at level 9, you ad-

vance to level 10. For each set you com-
plete, you score 100 points. An anteater

killed by a rock is worth 100 points; an
eater destroyed by an egg bomb is 200.

Press AID for the rules of the game.
The magenta screen and the crowded
letters make them difficult to read, how-
ever. The tune that accompanies the

game is catchy, but grows wearisome.
Press N to stop the music.

We congratulate Romox on an excel-

lent game. The levels of play increase

evenly in difficulty; young children and
novice players can manage the early sets,

sharpen their skills, and improve, while

the higher levels challenge the experts.

You may select one or two players

before the game starts. —SVT

Tunnels of Doom
Tunnels of Doom from Texas Instru-

ments is an intricate quest game that

challenges your memory and judgment
rather than your reflexes. If you like

details, the game will delight you with its

array of armament for players, the choices
of moves, and the variety of treasures.

If you habitually toss aside the instruc-

tion book in a game package, resist the

urge this time. In fact, set aside an after-

noon in which to play the game.
Two games are included: Quest of the

King and Pennies and Prizes, a simpler

creative conepatiRg
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Tunnels of Doom
Type: Quest game

System: TI 99/4A

Format: Cartridge and cassette or
disk

Language: Assembly

Summary: Complex and fascinating

Price: $59.95

Manufacturer:

Texas Instruments, Inc.

Personal Computer Division

P.O. Box 53
Lubbock, TX 79408

version of Quest, designed for children.

In Quest, you search the dungeon of a
castle for the king, who is being held
captive by monsters. In addition, you must
find the king's rainbow orb of power
before it is destroyed or time runs out.
Your party of rescuers roams the

dungeon, fighting imps, rats, and dark
slime. You gather treasures such as gold
pieces and magic scrolls from vaults and
chests.

A few minutes spent studying the key
functions in the instruction booklet may
save your life. The goblins that lurk in the
corridors strike without warning, so it

helps to know how to trade weapons or
negotiate with (bribe) the monsters.

Think of the knights in the Middle Ages
girding for battle: You equip your war-
riors with crossbows, quarrels, shields,

battle rations, and healing by purchasing
these items at a general store. Reserve
some of your gold pieces to negotiate

with the monsters rather than endure a
bloody battle. Before you embark, you
choose one of three levels of difficulty,

the number of floors in the dungeon (up

to 10), and the number of rescuers (up to

four).
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Tl Games, continued...

Each player has a distinct personality.

The rogue, for example, can sense a trap

hidden in a vault or treasure chest. A
wizard is equipped with a magic scroll to

use in combat.
At first, moving from room to room is

tricky. One of the treasures is a map, a
floor plan of the dungeon. You press M
to see the rooms your party has explored
in black and the rooms still to be searched
in blue. The colors look too similar on-

screen, however.
The halls are marked north, south, east,

and west, but the screen shifts to an
overhead view when a monster confronts

you or when you enter a room. In rooms
with several objects, it is a bit difficult to

distinguish between monsters and trea-

sures until you are attacked by one of

them.
If you are badly wounded, you retire

from combat until you are healed by

rations, a magic item, or "healing" you
purchased at the store. If the entire party

is disabled, the game ends. As you find

enough gold pieces, you may return to

the store for supplies. However, the store

is on a different floor, so it is quite a trek

for your party if you have reached a

remote corner and need equipment.

Quest is intriguing; it is apt to hold you
spellbound for hours. The instructions are

specific and straightforward. Because
Tunnels ofDoom contains two games for

the price, we rate it a best buy.—SVT

Princess and Frog

It's an old tale but one worth retelling.

A tale of a tiny green frog who lusts after

the kiss of a beautiful princess. But the

world can be cruel to a little frog. Ob-
stacles never fail to appear in the path of

love— in this case jousting stickmen, alli-

gators, snakes, and the dreaded time limit.

As Kermit the Frog put it so well years

ago, "It's not easy being green."

Princess and Frog is a fairy tale version

of Frogger. It is a one player game that

can be played with either joystick or

keyboard cursor controls. The object of

the game is to hop frogs across field and

stream to the ivory tower where prin-

cesses' lips wait.

The first obstacle encountered by our

green skinned Romeo is a field of jousting

stickmen. There are four rows of

j ousters — two rows riding to the left, two
rows riding to the right.

Hopping forward into the field brings

our amphibian closer to the castle but

places him in the path of rapidly ap-

cpeattve computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Princess and Frog

Type: Arcade squish-'em-down

System: TI 99/4A

Format: Cartridge

Language: Assembly language

Summary: A hopping good time

Price: $44.95

Manufacturer:
Romox, Inc.

476 Vandell Way
Campbell, CA 95008

Switch-Type (Atari) Joysticks For The Tl 99/4

A

Gary Cook
Have you been zapped, skewered, or

gobbled while playing video games be-

cause your TI joystick failed to

respond?

Many TI users are dissatisfied with

the TI joystick for maze games and
Frogger-type games. For these games, a

switch-type (Atari) joystick offers much
greater control.

I solved this problem with three 9-pin

D connectors (two male and one
female), a small box, a length of cable,

and about an hour's worth of work.

To make an Atari joystick interface

for your TI 99/4A just solder the wires

as indicated in the wiring diagram. The
female connector is the input to the TI
computer and the two male connectors

are the receptacles for other joysticks.

The connectors may be mounted on a

small plastic or metal box. Alternatively,

you can use two short lengths of ©-con-

ductor cable between the single female

connector and two male connectors.

T.I.

Console Pin Out _l_
N.C. >
Stick B Ground >-

Up >-
Fire Button >-
Left >-

N.C. >
Stick A Ground -*"

Down
Right

1 Atari Joystick

- >
- >
-+• >
->

>

>

>

c
->

>

>

>

1

2

3
4

5
6
7

8

Up
Down
Left

Right

N.C.

Fire Button
N.C.
Ground
N.C.

Up
Down
Left

Right

N.C.
Fire Button
N.C.
Ground
N.C.

Joystick B

Joystick A
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Plug 3,000 new applications
into yourApple*

plugs CP/M Plus™ into your Apple.

roil the option of running your Apple II

THE CP/M Card
The CP/M Card gives you
with the speed and capability of a professional Z-80 system

with CP/M*-compatible software. You plug in the CP/M
Card. Then choose CP/M or your standard Apple software

at your option.

Plug into a big, new world of software.

The CP/M Card gives you instant access to the world's largest

selection of microcomputer software—more than 3,000

CP/M-compatible applications, languages, and
programming utilities. So, you, too can use pro-

fessional business programs such as WordStar,*

SuperCalc,™ Condor,™ and other high-performance

software from Day One. Yet, you still have access

to your present library of Apple software.

Plug into incredible performance.

eether, the ultra-fast CP/M Card and A ^l ,__ -^.j i ~«:~ rx wtamp Arques Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086 (800)
Advanced Logic Systems 538-8177. (in California (408) 730-0306.)

The CP/M Card for your Apple II.

Also available for the Apple He.

CP/M CP/M Plus, the CP/M Card and CBASIC are either trademarks or registered trademarks of Digital Research Inc. Z-80 is a registered trademark of Zilog. Inc.

WordStar is a registered trademark of MicroPro International Corporation. SuperCalc is a trademark of Sorcim Corporation Condor is a trademark of Condor Computer

Corporation GSX-80 is a trademark of Graphics Software System. Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc. C 1982 Digital Research Inc.

CIRCLE 105 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Togi

CI

300% taster than your Apple system! 1 ne i_.7iv. %_ara is tne

only Apple II performance package that offers the speed and
efficiency of CP/M Plus.

A plug about quality.

The CP/M Card was designed and built by Digital Research,

the creators of CP/M, andAdvanced Logic Systems, the most
respected manufacturer of Apple performance products. So
you know the CP/M Card is the most perfectly integrated

Apple performance package you can buy.

Why just keep plugging along? The CP/M Card
provides everything you need— including 64K of

on-board memory, CP/M Plus, CBASIC,"
GSX^-SO and full documentation— for just $399.

Now available through the CP/M library.

See your local microcomputer dealer today. Or
contact Advanced Logic Systems, 1195 East

P/M Plus run applications up to



Tl Games, continued...

proaching lances and galloping hooves.
To avoid the point of the lance, the frog
must hop to the left or right ahead of the
approaching danger or forward or back
when an opening is available.

Having survived all four rows of gallop-

ing horses, the frog reaches a safe area
where he can rest his webbed feet. But he
can't rest too long, for the clock on the
righthand side of the screen counts down
the seconds left of the original minute
granted him to reach the tower. Four
more frogs wait in reserve in case the

lance skewers the first frog.

The next obstacle is a moat filled with

alligators and snakes. To get across the

moat our frog must leap onto the backs
of the beasts as they swim past. One false

leap and he falls in the water, and it's the
next frog's turn. To make matters worse
alligators periodically submerge, dragging
bare-back riding frogs down with him.
The alligators are not all bad, however,

some carry pretty white frogs on their

backs. The damsel frogs love to be leaped
on, rewarding such boldness with extra
points.

There are six rooms in the tower. To
get into a room the frog must leap from
the back of a passing alligator. Should his

timing be off, he will miss the room, hit

the tower wall; and slide into the moat to

be eaten by one of the passing beasts.

Princess and Frog.

The most desirable room is the one in

which the princess is waiting. She is im-
patient, however, and moves from room
to room at random intervals. Each frog
can find a princess if his timing is just

right.

When a frog reaches one of the rooms,
an extra frog appears to take his chance
running the gauntlet to his love. When all

six rooms of the tower are occupied, a
new tower with a fresh battery of frogs

appears, and play begins anew at an in-

creased level of difficulty.

The graphics used in the game are
colorful, and the frog-hopping sounds are

appropriately bubbly. But the funeral con-
certo for the unsuccessful frogs is long
and a bit too gleeful.

Princess and Frog may not be terribly

innovative, but it is well done. Where else

can you watch a fairy tale come true for

the price of a game cassette? —JD

INTERNATIONAL

EPSON FX-80 PRINTER

• Up To 160 cps • Pinfeed Platen

• Proportional Spacing • Graphics • Elite Pitch

• Centronics Parallel Interface • Internal 2 K Ram

NOW AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY !

IDS480MICROPRISM

$OMEGA
PRICE 549
• New "Maisey™'
• Dot Matrix

Print Quality

Manufacturers

Suggested

Retail Price

699.00

CALL TOLL FREE!
1-800-343087 3

Call Toll Free for Ordering
All Others call (61 71 229 6464

CHARGE IT!

•Mass. Residents Add 5% Sales Tax

•Prices Do Not Include Shipping Charges

PRICES. SPECIFICATIONS AND AVAILABILITY OF
ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE SUBJECT TO

CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

UNADVERTISED SPECIALS • AMDEK • APPLE • CITOH • GEMINI • NEC • OKIDATA • TANDON
OMEGA INTERNATIONAL

334 R CAMBRIDGE STREET, BURLINGTON, MA. 01803
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FRANKLIN'S BAKER'S
DOZEN!

1.

2.

3.

13 Good Reasons to Buy
the

$ $

Apple9 11-compatible
CPM -compatible
128K of RAM
Built-in floppy disk drive
Disk controller
80 column card
Serial interface
Parallel interface
Upper and lower case
VisiCalc keys
Cursor control pad
Numeric pad
Auto repeat keys

Extras can more than double the price of your per-

sonal computer. Not so with the Franklin ACE 1200.

It's the professional computer system that includes
the extras—and a long list of exclusive Franklin

features that make it the most extraordinary value on
the market today.

The ACE 1200 has everything you'll need
to add a color or black and white monitor,

modem, printer, back-up disk drive and
other accessories. You can choose from
the enormous selection of Apple programs
and peripherals because the ACE 1200 is

hardware- and software-compatible with

the Apple II. And, with the built-in CP M card, you
can run both Apple II and CP/M programs. Franklin's
CP/M operates three times as fast as many com-
peting systems, drastically reducing processing
time for most business applications.

The Franklin ACE 1200—the most extraordinary value

p.
on the market today. Call or write today for

J the name of your local authorized Franklin
dealer.

Franklin ACE is a trademark of Franklin Computer Corporation.

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc.

CP M is a registered trademark of Digital Research Inc.

VisiCalc is a registered trademark of Visi Corp.

»aM fU
COMPUTER CORPORATION

2128 Route 38. Cherry Hill, NJ 08002 609-482-5900 Telex: 837-385

CIRCLE 159 ON READER SERVICE CARD



THE HA

A disk is built with certain

safeguards. The technology

is widely known. That's

why most disk makers

offer guarantees that

the product you receive

comes to you error free.

We at Memtek Products

are concerned that the

minidisk remains

error free, once put

into use. Every time you use it. After

exposure to dust, cigarette smoke,

fingerprints, even wear caused by

your computer. And so, we have

built safeguards around the disk,

as well.

The hub ring. Designed to

prevent our minidisks from

jamming in your machine.

M l^mmmm^mm ^H



RD PART ISMAKING SURE
THEY STAY THATWAY

Rigid. Durable. Reinforced. To

maximize disk life and

improve alignment.

Memtek Products'

latest innovation . •

.

acknowledgment of a
real world beyond
the laboratory.

The coating. A critically-

controlled coating of high-energy

magnetic oxide particles that covets

the disk's surface, which is then

micro-polished to improve head

to disk contact. This process not

only helps prevent dropouts, it

also lowers head abrasion.

The lubrication system. A con-

stant lubricant protects both the disk

surface and the drive head from

wear.

The sleeve. Comes with a soft liner

that protects the disk while gently

cleaning the surface of dust and de-

bris that can damage drive heads.

The guarantee. Memtek Prod-

ucts will replace any minidisk if it

fails to accurately store and retrieve

data due to a defect in materials or

workmanship for up to 5 years from

date of purchase. Simply mail the

disk back and we'll replace it, li

The Memtek lineup. Includ

premium double and quad den

minidisks as well as 10- and 1v
minute computer cassettes and a

5V4" disk drive head cleaner.

MeMTEK.
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Colorful Games
For The Color Computer

Owen Linzmayer

Glaxxons
Gloxxons is a hi-res game for one or

two players, each armed with a joystick
and a quick trigger finger. Loosely based
on Galaxian, the arcade game from Mid-
way, Glaxxons pits the players against
swirling hordes of space attackers. As a
large convoy of invaders slides back and
forth, crazed aliens break out of formation
and swoop down at the player's ship.

While trying to avoid collisions with these
rambunctious pests, you must also
attempt to pick off the shots fired by the
aliens remaining in the squadron. One
feature that sets it apart from other Galax-
ian clones is that in Glaxxons, the player
can move his ship up and down in addition
to left and right. This opens up a whole
new dimension in the gameplay.
The response to the joystick controls is

excellent. I find that playing Glaxxons
with an Atari switch-activated joystick is

far better than playing with a Radio Shack
potentiometer stick. (Instructions on how
to convert your old Atari joystick for use
with the Color Computer are on page 240
in the May issue of Creative Computing.)

Glaxxons makes extensive use of the
hi-res graphics capabilities of the Color
Computer. There are four different types
of aliens, each one depicted in colorful
detail. The animation of the invaders is

very well done. As they swoop down to
attack your ship, they swirl, twist, and
dance in the skies. These movements are
designed to confuse you, and often lead
to your destruction.

If you are the kind of person who finds

arcade games difficult to handle, be wary
of this one. "Glaxxons appeals to people
who enjoy fast, exciting games," com-
ments Ron Krebs, president of Mark Data
Products. "It's not for the timid."

You set the speed of the game, and
also choose the difficulty level. These
options make Glaxxons suitable for a wide
range of game-playing enthusiasts. Glax-
xons also has pause and abort game
features.

When compared to some other games,
Glaxxons falls a little short in the sound
effects department. Nonetheless, it is one
of the best buys in the Color Computer

software market. I rank it in the top ten

percent of the games now available. No
die-hard Galaxian fan can be without
Glaxxons.

Programs similar to Glaxxonsfor other computer systems.

System Name of Game Manufacturer

Atari 400/800/1200
Apple II/II+

TRS-80 Model I/III

Galactic Chase
Alien Typhoon
Galaxy Invasion

Spectrum Computers
Broderbund
Big Five

creative corapatiRg
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Glaxxons

Type: Arcade

System: 16K TRS-80 Color Computer
with joysticks

Format: Tape/disk

Language: Assembly

Summary: Similar to Galaxian, but
with an exciting twist

Price: $24.95

Manufacturer:
Mark Data Products
23802 Barquilla

Mission Viejo, CA 92691
(714) 768-1551
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Zaxxon
It was early in the morning when the

postman arrived here at our Morris Plains

editorial office. While looking through

my mail, I noticed a small cardboard box
from DataSoft. After casually peeling off

the masking tape and opening the pack-

age, I discovered a copy oi Zaxxon for

the Color Computer. Little did I realize

that within this unassuming box was a

product of such quality and excitement

that the better part of an entire day would
be devoted to playing the game.

Until recently, the licensing of coin-op

video games has been very limited in the

computer field. We are just beginning to

see some of the major software houses

buying up the rights to produce home
versions of the popular arcade games.

Zaxxon, from DataSoft, is a member of

this new breed of computer games.

The object of Zaxxon is to shoot and
destroy a powerful enemy robot. To meet
this robot, you must first pilot your fighter

plane through a floating space fortress,

battle up to 20 enemy jets in outer space,

and then survive a flight through yet

another fortress bristling with missile silos

and enemy bunkers. It is no easy task.

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Zaxxon

Author: Steve Bjork

Type: Arcade

System: 32K TRS-80 Color Computer

Format: Tape/disk

Language: Assembly

Summary: The best, and only licensed

Zaxxon for the Color
Computer

Price: $39.95

Manufacturer:

DataSoft Inc.

9421 Winnetka Ave.
Chatsworth, CA 9131

1

Zaxxon is designed for one or two
people to play one at a time. Each player

must use a separate joystick; a keyboard
option is not offered. Pushing the stick

forward causes your plane to dive rapidly,

and pulling back makes the fighter climb.

Many players feel that these "reverse"

controls are strange, but that is exactly

how most real airplanes react to the move-
ment of a flight control stick. I find that

playing with an Atari-style stick is much
better than using the Radio Shack joy-

sticks. The Tandy sticks seem to have

large dead zones which make delicate

maneuvers difficult to perform. As always,

this is a personal preference and you
should experiment to determine which

type of stick you feel most comfortable

using.

The thing that sets Zaxxon apart from
all other arcade games is the unique three-

dimensional view of the action. The inno-

vative graphics are the selling point of

both the coin-op and computer versions

of Zaxxon. I didn't think that it was pos-

sible, but the masters at DataSoft have
made the Color Computer adaptation one
of the best versions of Zaxxon for any
computer or home game system. There is

only one way to describe the graphics of

Zaxxon: absolutely superlative.

As your fighter gracefully glides into

the first fortress, the enemy bunkers come
to life. Shooting rockets at your ship,

these red pillboxes present problems if

you remain close to the battlefield. The
stationary enemy planes on the ground

also fire at you. Use the gauge on the left

side of your screen, as well as the shadow
of your plane, to judge your altitude.

Beware of the small black holes scattered

along the surface; these are the openings

of missile silos. The large circular tanks

located in the fortress contain valuable

fuel and shooting them replenishes your
supply. All of these objects can be
destroyed with a single shot, but you must
avoid colliding with them. Also found in

the fortress are radar dishes and force

fields. The dishes are to be blown up, but

you must either carefully sneak under or

climb over the force fields. After weaving
your way through the first fortress, you
enter space.

In outer space, you must dispose of a

series of enemy fighter planes. If you
destroy a complete squadron (20 planes)
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Colorful Games, continued...

before the second fortress appears, you
earn bonus points. As you wrestle with

the joystick, the planes diminish in size as

they retreat into the distance and grow as

they make daring attacks. After a prede-

termined length of time, the second for-

tress scrolls into view. This floating battle-

field is much like the first, except that the

enemy robot resides at the far end of this

one. To destroy the robot, you must man-
age six direct hits on its homing missile.

Otherwise the missile is launched with

you as its target!

While the graphics are what really

make this game excellent, the fine sound
effects should not be overlooked. It may
be true that "in space no one can hear
you scream," but they certainly can hear
you explode. Whenever you lose a ship,

you hear a dynamic blast from the speak-

er. The other sound effects, such as sur-

face explosions and the firing of your
rockets, seem deliberately muffled.

If you are fairly good at the coin-op

game, the Color Computer version of

Zaxxon may prove somewhat easy. Those
who are familiar with it should be happy
to note that many of the editors here
have commented that the Color Com-
puter adaptation looks and plays better

than the ColecoVision Zaxxon. Steve
Bjork, the person who programmed the

Color Computer version is in an awkward
position: what can he do for an encore?
One thing that may keep Zaxxon out

of your reach is its rather lofty price tag.

If $39.95 seems like a great deal of money,
just think how much the licensing agree-

ment must have cost. Unless you make it

worth their while by buying the products.

Color Computer software companies will

probably not continue to produce
standard-setting games such as Zaxxon.

Sands of Egypt
It has been a long time since I've sat

down at my Color Computer to indulge in

an adventure. After playing Radio Shack's

Sands of Egypt, I now remember why I

shy away from fantasy games: they are

just too addicting.

Sands ofEgypt is a classic adventure in

which you play the part of a British ex-

plorer who is searching the Sahara Desert

for the treasure of the tomb of Ra. While
this may not seem like a terribly exciting

scenario, it is the animated graphics that

make Sands ofEgypt a marvelous sight to

behold. Instead of relying strictly on your
imagination and interpretation of simple

text descriptions, a hi-res picture of your
immediate surroundings is constantly dis-

played in the top portion of the computer
screen.

Since Sands ofEgypt requires only 16K
of memory, it is easy to understand why
the program must access the disk occa-
sionally. The drive remains spinning longer
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SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: The Sands of Egypt

Type: Animated adventure

System: 16K TRS-80 Color Computer
with Extended Color Basic

Format: Disk

Language: Basic with machine
language.

Summary: One of the finest adventures

available for the Color
Computer.

Price: $29.95

Manufacturer:
Radio Shack
1800 One Tandy Center
Fort Worth. TX 76102

than usual so that it must not recalibrate

every time you request an inventory or
major scenery change. The access time is

very quick and does not interrupt the flow

of the game. And there is no need to worry
about wearing out your disk ; Radio Shack
provides two copy-protected disks with

each package, and also has a limited 30-

day warranty.

When the adventure begins, you are

standing in the middle of the desert with

only a compass to aid you. Located in the

lower righthand corner of the screen, the

compass displays the directions in which
you may move from any given location.

As you travel through the desert giving

one- or two-word commands, the screen

display scrolls in the appropriate direction.

This is the true beauty of this game. While

other programs claim to be graphics-

oriented, few are actually animated as is

Sands ofEgypt.

Even as the computer waits for you to

input your next move, the billowing white

clouds in the sky above slowly drift by. But

do not let this fool you into believing that

Sands of Egypt is a real-time adventure.

You may take as much time as you want to

decide on a course of action. Each move
you make is considered a game-turn, and

the object is to complete the adventure in

as few turns as possible.

In comparison with other adventures.

Sands of Egypt does seem a bit shallow.

While others may require deep thought

and cunning wit to solve. Sands of Egypt

relies strongly on perseverance and pa-

tience. Some of the solutions to problems

are not entirely logical, and the list of

commands is rather limited. I find it frus-

trating when I know exactly what to do,

but just can't seem to find the exact word
that the computer program wants. Since

the vocabulary is small and the HELP
command is not very helpful, novice

adventure players may find Sands ofEgypt
difficult.

A warning to all fellow adventurers: do
not buy Sands of Egypt if you expect to

walk right through it. The very nature of

the desert prevents that. One sand dune
looks just like the next sand dune, and
returning north after going south does not

always bring you back to where you start-

ed. The documentation suggests making a

map to help you along your way. I suggest

that you drop items to identify certain

locations. Regardless of the tricks you use.

Sands ofEgypt is sure to present a reason-

able challenge to even the most hardened
adventure game player. D
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Eight Great Games
For The Vic 20

Software packages like the ones de-
scribed here are among the reasons that
more than a million Vic-20s have been
sold in the past two years. Sold at dis-

counts in the $80 price range, the Vic-20
offers more game machine than dedicated
game-only video units, and more com-
puter than the add-on keyboards for the
Atari VCS and other systems. It is also
priced lower than either.

David Busch

Choplifter
The scenario of Choplifter is reminis-

cent of the ill-fated Iranian hostage res-
cue. Your helicopter is charged with the
mission of rescuing stranded hostages and
returning them to the base safely. Armed
with both missiles and bombs, the chop-
per, controlled by the joystick, must land
near the hostages, wait for them to climb
safely aboard and then return to safety,
avoiding hostile fire from enemy tanks,
planes, and killer satellites.

The first few missions are easy. Hos-
tages run loose on the plain, which is

rendered in a perspective view, and the
helicopter need only land near them to
draw their attention. The status line at
the top of the screen tells the player how
many hostages have climbed aboard the

David Busch. 5217 C Cline Rd.. Kent OH 44240.

chopper (it can hold a maximum of 16 at
a time), how many have been returned to
the base so far, and how many have been
killed.

The player is given three choppers and
a maximum of 64 hostages to be either
rescued or killed. Landing on top of a
hostage spells certain death for him, and
the enemy tanks usually knock off a few
while firing at the chopper. If the heli-
copter is destroyed by tank, satellite, or
bomber, all aboard are added to the
"dead" column.

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Choplifter

Type: Game
System: 5K Vic-20

Format: ROM cartridge

Language: Machine language

Summary: Chopper rescue of hostages

Price: $29.95

Manufacturer:
Creative Software
210 San Antonio Circle

Mountain View, CA 94040

After the first 16 are rescued, the re-

mainder of the hostages must be freed
from prison camp, embassy-type build-

ings, chiefly by landing on the building.

After the first couple rounds, the bombers
and killer satellites appear, making the
rescue even more difficult. Even so, I

found it fairly easy to achieve the maxi-
mum score. After that, the game has little

challenge, except, perhaps, to try to cut
down the time needed to rescue all 64
hostages.

The graphics are very good, especially
the 3-D effect of the perspective view. I

did find it a bit unnerving to have the
"closer" stars in the sky appear to scroll

faster than those in the "background."
Incidentally, I found the Apple II version
of Choplifter which has higher resolution
graphics, to be a bit more difficult to
play. I never did get a perfect score on
that one.

Serpentine
Serpentine is another popular, multi-

system game, a combination of Pac-Man
style maze games and the lengthening
snake challenges. In this game, your snake
competes with enemy snakes for living

space and food in a maze. You move
your snake through the maze with the
joystick, eating frogs, other snakes' eggs.

Choplifter
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Vic 20 Games, continued..

Astroblitz

and portions of the other snakes them-
selves along the way.
As long as your snake is shorter than

the enemy serpents, it must be content to

sneak up behind and nip segments off the

others' tails. It is also possible to lie in

wait in an alcove and bite the middle of

an enemy reptile as it passes. Attacking
head-on results in your snake being
eaten.

Each meal causes a snake to grow in

segments, and if yours does exceed the

length of a rival, the other snake turns

white and can then be attacked head-on.

Snakes of a certain length lay eggs, which,
if not eaten, hatch into more snakes.

Killing all three enemy snakes in a

round ends the round and advances your
snake to the next screen. Points are

amassed along the way; eating a frog nets

500 points and one new segment. Eating a
spotted egg is worth 1 50 points times the

level number plus one segment. A tail

segment counts for 150 points in levels

one and two and increases by 100 points

on each higher level. The head of an
enemy snake is worth 200 points in levels

one and two and increases by 200 points

on each higher level.

One nice touch in this game is that

pressing the fire button activates a pause
feature. You can go have lunch and come
back to free your snakes from stasis.

The music that accompanies the action

varies from fanfares to Indian snake
charmer tunes and becomes rather mono-
tonous after a while. If that, or the con-
stant hissing of the snakes gets on your
nerves, resort to the volume control on
your TV set or monitor and tune them
out.

This game should appeal to accom-
plished gamers more than Choplifter, be-

cause, at least in the Vic-20 incarnation,

achieving high scores is more difficult

and scoring is open-ended.
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Astroblitz
Just what we needed: another version

of Defender. The graphics in this imple-

mentation are multi-colored, but the ships

and objects somewhat gross in size, given
the proportions of the television screen.

If you are far-sighted and looking for a

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Serpentine

Type: Game
System: 5K Vic-20

Format: ROM cartridge

Language: Machine language

Summary: Snake-chase

Price: $29.95

Manufacturer:
Creative Software
210 San Antonio Circle

Mountain View, CA 94040
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SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Astroblitz

Type: Game
System: 5K Vic-20

Format: ROM cartridge

Language: Machine language

Summary: Defender-style game.

Price: $29.95

Manufacturer:

Creative Software

210 San Antonio Circle

Mountain View, CA 94040

Shark Trap

Defender game that can be played with-

out glasses, this may be your choice. The
l-a-r-g-e ship occupies more than its share
of screen, and the scanner extends along
the whole top.

Actually Astroblitz is no snap to play.

Oncoming enemy fire is vicious and can
come from saucers, gun towers (which
are worth 150 points when destroyed),
and other menaces. Joystick movement
of the ship is precise, but there is no
provision for hyperspace, smart bombs,
or other handy tools to even the odds a
bit.

However, you do get five ships. When
death seems to occur instantly and you
feel as though you are going through lives

faster than acts at the US Festival, the

large backlog of ships in reserve is quite
welcome. Taken as a whole, Astroblitz is

a decent version of Defender. You get to

enter your initials at the end if you better

the top scores, and the disappearance
and emergence of the opening screen
from an apparent black hole is something
to watch.

Broderbund is one of the leading soft-

ware houses marketing games today, and
their two Vic-20 diversions, Shark Trap
and Martian Raider, are worthy banner
bearers for the line. Melbourne House is

a new name in the United States, but has
been selling Vic-20 games overseas for

some time. The Broderbund games rep-

resent Vic-20 game technology at its apex;
the Melbourne games show what can be
done inexpensively, and offer a bargain
of sorts to those who want to expand
their game library quickly and at minimal
cost.

Shark Trap
There is no doubt about it. Shark Trap

is the most addictive computer game I

have played in ages. I found myself bat-
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Vic 20 Games, continued...
Uing the sharks for hours, promising my-
self one more play to better a previous
high score. Shark Trap is probably the
most fun you can have for less than 25
cents a game.
The player moves a cursor about the

screen, laying "nets" that both isolate the
sharks and lay claim to larger and larger
portions of the territory, Qix-style. Once
a given percentage of the screen has been
covered with nets (this seems to be about
85%; the instructions don't give a clue),
the screen clears and the next difficulty
level is reached.

In laying the nets, the player must avoid
four rather stupid sharks, which attack if

you get too close. The sharks seem to
have a poor sense of smell, because they
don't present much of a danger at first,

unless you are very, very careless. A good
strategy is to confine the sharks in a small
area and then lay nets in the other half.
The game would be simple, except for

one thing: the sharks sometimes eat the
nets and escape. Then it is necessary to
rope them in again. To complicate things,
two octopi are deposited on the screen
each time a level is completed. While the
eight-armed ones do not roam about, they
are deadly to touch. Because the net-
layer moves so quickly, inertia alone can
carry you into an octopus if you move the
joystick without due caution.
You get three lives in which to ac-

cumulate points by filling unoccupied
screen with net. You can backtrack over
existing net, but you earn no additional
points while doing so. To make things
really interesting, the sharks speed up
their movement to Warp 2 when you
reach 10,000 points. Your remaining net-
layers become sharkbait quite quickly at
that speed.

The sharks can't be killed, just tempo-
rarily neutralized. But, sometimes, a shark
will attack and eat half an octopus. The

other half continues to be as deadly as
before. The animation (moving sharks,
tentacle-waving octopi) is very cute in

this game, but the sailor's hornpipe theme
song becomes tiring very quickly.

creative compatiRg
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Shark Trap

Type: Game
System: 5K Vic-20

Format: Cassette

Language: Machine language

Summary: Net points and sharks

Price: $19.95

Manufacturer:

Broderbund Software
1938 Fourth St.

San Rafael, CA 94901
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SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Martian Raider

Type: Game
System: 5K Vic-20

Format: Cassette

Language: Machine language

Summary: Defender-style game.

Price: $19.95

Manufacturer:

Broderbund Software
1938 Fourth St.

San Rafael, CA 94901

Martian Raider
Martian Raider is an excellent

Defender-style pastime that, like Shark
Trap, can be played with either joysticks
or by using the keyboard. Keyboard com-
mands provide an added measure of flexi-

bility. Since a joystick has only one fire

button, pressing it releases both bombs
and photon torpedoes simultaneously—

a

clear waste of ammunition.
Wasting ammunition happens to be the

goal of the game, however, as green
Martian ammo dumps are a primary tar-

get for the attacking craft. You get only
three ships, but you accumulate points
for both elapsed seconds and objects hit.

Enemy attackers are varied and chal-
lenging. Ground-based ships may lift off
to get you and at each successive level,

new menaces, such as meteors, appear to
make things really hairy. If you like scrol-
ling attack games, give this one a try. It is

a pretty good effort.

Vic-20 Games Pack
Do you rarely rise above street level in

Crazy Climber or Donkey Kong? Is your
Pac-Man undernourished from lack of
energizer dots? If you need to practice
your arcade skills before showing your
face again, try this Vic Games Pack from
Melbourne House. None of the games
will threaten the most inept arcader, and
the price is less than a week of playing
Dig Dug.
The five programs are me-too imple-

mentations of Galaxian, Space Invaders,
Defender, Asteroids, and one apparent
original. Written in either Basic or a com-
bination of Basic and machine language,
most are really too slow to be of much
challenge to the dedicated game player.
They do give you a chance to add five
games for the price of one.

Martian Raider
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Swarm Sidewinder

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Vic-20 Games Pack

Type: Game Assortment

System: SK Vic-20

Format: Cassette

Language: Machine language & Basic

Summary: Versions of Galaxians.

Space Invaders, Defender,

Asteroids, and one original

Price: $14.95

Manufacturer:
Melbourne House
347 Reedwood Dr.

Nashville, TN 37217

Saving the best for last, Storm is a slow-

moving, but enjoyable encounter that has

been adapted from no arcade game with

which I am familiar. The object is to zap

offending aliens as they emerge from a

black hole and start toward you as you

roam the left edge of the screen. Various

kinds of weapons are available, and it is

tricky to keep up with all the attacking

forces. This game and Space Rocks are

probably worth the price of the Games

Pack alone.

Alien Blitz, for example, is the world's

easiest Galaxian clone. While the action

is fast enough, the enemy has incredibly

poor aim. In fact, even deliberate suicide

can be difficult. You start with either

three or four bases; but I was never able

to use them all up to find out for sure.

Invaders shows you what it would be

like to play arcade games on a really busy

time sharing system. When you shoot a

missile at the ponderously advancing alien

horde, it flies unerringly toward the target

at a snail's pace. You might want to set

up a second computer to play some other

game during your spare time.

Ground Attack introduces the non-

scrolling scrolling game. In this Defen-

deroid game, once you have traveled one

screenful from left to right, the screen is

erased, and a new one appears. Clever

touch.

The pace picks up in Space Rocks,

which is (what a lucky guess) an

Asteroids-style encounter. This game uses

the Vic-20 joystick and is actually a

decent version of the arcade classic.

September 1983° Creative Computing

Swarm
In Swarm, you are a tiny person who

races around the bottom of the screen,

attempting to blast a swarm of attacking

insects. Some drop straight down like the

spiders in Centipede. Others scroll down

more slowly, although none can be said

to have segments. The movement is dis-

tinctly chilopodic, however. Zillions of

little dots have to be shot, and there are

butterflies, birds, and other nice targets

from which to select. The whole scenario

"Wow!— This Air Patrol game is the best

one yet!"

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Swarm

Type: Game
System: 5K Vic-20

Format: Cassette

Language: Machine language

Summary: Bug invasion. Centipede

style

Price: $29.95

Manufacturer:
Tronix Publishing, Inc.

8295 So. La Cienega Blvd.

Inglewood, CA 90301

looks like yet another John Carpenter

remake of Hitchcock's The Birds.

You start with five little guys with

which to fend off the invasion and a mind-

boggling choice of 40 expertise levels.

The top difficulty level is fun to try just

once, just to give new meaning to the

term annihilation. Beginners will have

more fun at the easier settings.

Swarm has a few nice touches, but is a

bit too free-form to suit me. I prefer the

regimentation of a Galaxian style game.

Give me disciplined aliens, so I can plan

my moves a few femtoseconds in

advance.

Sidewinder
Sidewinder is the best Defender vari-

ation for the Vic-20 I have seen. Its im-

pressive array of features can be at-

tributed in part to Tronix's use of the 8K
memory expander—a rarity in a sea of

software aimed at the lowest common
denominator. Sorry, but you folks who
bought your Vic-20s just to play games
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Afteryou ask
what itcando for
younowaskwhat
itcando foryou
later, t^a
If you're about to buy
a persona] com-
puter, you need to

consider two basic

issues: What your needs are now, and what
they're likely to be a few years from now.

That's why the HP-86 has to be your best
choice. It's got the software and the hardware
to go the distance.

Software for today and tomorrow.
Save $255* on the Personal Productivity Pac. Here's

{

a good way to get started. With software
that, if bought separately, would cost you
$750?* We're offering it at the reduced
price of $495** You'll get VisiCalc* PLUS,
the world-famous electronic spreadsheet

r

for "what-if" planning. (The "PLUS" is

a Hewlett-Packard bonus: extra programs
to quickly turn your spreadsheet into bar graphs, line
graphs, or pie charts.) Plus WORD/80, for word process-
ing. And FILE/80, for record keeping without paperwork.
CP/M.H Buy this plug-in module, and you'll extend your
HP-86 system to accept many popular programs writ-
ten under the CP/M operating system- programs such
as WordStar™ and dBASE II.™

Graphics Presentations.When combined with the
HP 7470A plotter, our graphics software lets you produce
professional-quality pie and bar charts, line graphs, text
pages, and overhead transparencies. And you can do it all

in color.

Data Communications. If you decide you want it, an
optional accessory lets you access The Source, the

Dow Jones/

News Retrieval

Service, or a num-
ber of other nation-

wide information sources.

When the time comes for more,
consult our 450-page software catalog.

The HP-86 Cnances are, you'll find what you're

Personal Computer. *******

Hardware that expands with your needs.
While your computer's ability to expand depends largely
on software, naturally, the hardware must keep up.
That's why the HP-86 system has a modular design. So
you can add a printer or plotter as easily as you hook
up a tape deck to your stereo. And operate up to 14 peri-
pherals at once, if you wish.

When you find yourself facing lengthy problems or
spreadsheet analyses, simply add more memory — up to
640K bytes.

As you demand more of your HP-86, you'll find that
it keeps up. Whether you need a broad range of hardware,
software, or peripherals, the HP-86 makes expansion
easy, giving you a hard-working system tailored to help
solve your specific problems.

If you need more good news, try this: The basic system
is only $2820** (128K computer/keyboard, 12" monitor
and single 3W disc drive).

Get a hands-on demonstration of the system that works
for you now, and will still be working for you later.

For the authorized HP dealer or HP sales office nearest
you, call TOLL-FREE 800-547-3400 and ask for operator
98. M-F, 6 a.m.-6 p.m. PST.

•Soliwitc anas are feted on majested U S In! pr res and nay ar>
"Suggested retail poet. May wry outside U.S.
VauCalc is a registered trademark of VistCorp
CP M n a registered trademark of Digital Research. Inc
WordStar is a registered trademark of MicroPro
dBASr: II is a registered trademark of Ashlon- late

PGO232O210C

Personal computers & calculators
for professionals on the move.

CIRCLE 186 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Vic 20 Games, continued.

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Sidewinder

Type: Game
System: 5K Vic-20

Format: Cassette

Language: Machine language

Summary: Defender-style game.

Price: $29.95

Manufacturer:
Tronix Publishing, Inc.

8295 So. La Cienega Blvd.

Inglewood, CA 90301

ner may or may not be of help, depending
on your ability to focus your attention on
two parts of the screen at once.
When destroyed, the radar towers col-

lapse in a messy lump that spoils the
landscape and serves to remind you of
your recent defeat. Worse, when all the

towers have been eliminated, the scene
turns black and you are forced to operate
in the dark.

A free chopper is awarded at 3000
points. Another may be bestowed later in

the game— I never got that far. Like De-
fender, this can be a difficult game.

are going to have to purchase one of

those nasty programmer-type r*" . >

Expansion Cartridges to enjoy this great

contest.

A fast-moving jet helicopter is your
vehicle; you have four with which to

protect the planet from vicious invaders,

including the dreaded black satellite. You
may set the initial difficulty level from
one to ten, depending on how brave or
foolish you feel. Joysticks maneuver the

chopper on its mission, which involves

shooting down the bad guys while pro-

tecting a series of radar towers. The scan-

FROM OVERTHE HORIZON COMES
BLYTHE VALLEYSOFTWARE

Our home/Educational line is now available, and features the first

of the storybook series, HANSELAND GRETEL, BRIAR ROSE
and THE STORY TELLER. Joining the procession is THE MILKY WAY
MERCHANT, an educational game of trade, finance and strategy, and

SPELBOUND, 13 fun ways to increase your spelling ability.

Join our parade, just ask your dealer.

BLYTHE VALLEY SOFTWARE
P O Box 353 /40879hrwy 41. Silver Creek Center. Suite 1-1. Oakhurst.CA 93644 (209)6834735

CIRCLE 113 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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TRS-80 Arcade Action

In the Dark Ages, coin-tip arcade magi-

cians conjured up magnificent new video

games and the population rejoiced. It

seemed as if a panacea for boredom had

been found. But. lo and behold, a select

group of computer-bearing citizens rose

to their feet and shouted "We want Pengo.

Give us Moon Patrol. Burgertime belongs

to the people!"

The game lords were annoyed. They
did not want to bother with such a small

sect, and they turned their backs on the

poor souls. Risking the wrath of the game
lords, courageous individuals began to

produce the computer games that were so

much in demand.
Today these highly skilled professionals

are still hard at work, slaving over key-

boards into the wee hours of the morning.

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Nunc: Penguin

Authors: Dubois and McNamara

Type: Arcade

System: 48K TRS-80 Model I/III

Format: Tape/disk

Language: Assembly

Summary: Adaptation of coin-op,

Pengo

Price: $15.95/519.95

Manufacturer:
Displayed Video
1 1 1 Marshall St.

Litchfield, MI 49252

Owen Linzmayer

It is because of these programmers that

TRS-80 owners can enjoy fine games such

as Penguin, Martian Patrol, and Hambur-
ger Sam.

Penguin

I would be lying to you if I said that

Penguin is an exact replica of Sega's coin-

op hit, Pengo. There is simply no way that

You can be sent to

the big ice cap
in the sky ifyou

touch an
icicle monster.

the TRS-80 can emulate the colorful, hi-

res graphics of a multi-thousand dollar

arcade machine. Penguin is. however, sim-

ilar to Pengo and although the two can't

really be compared. Penguin is almost as

whimsical and enjoyable.

Penguin is played by one or two people

who either take turns at the keyboard or

swap a joystick back and forth. The object

of the game is simple : kick blocks of ice to

kill the enemy while avoiding contact with

the deadly icicle monsters. If you kick an
ice block when it is up against another

object, it crumbles and disappears. Other-

wise, the cake of ice slides along in a

straight path until it hits an obstacle.

When you begin a game, the blank

screen fills with a pattern of ice blocks,

and your penguin flashes momentarily to

signal a warning that the action is about to

begin. Moving quickly, you must rely on

both strategy and luck to squash your

opponents. The monsters wander around

in almost random patterns, which makes it

difficult to plan ahead. The only way to

kill these guys is to crush them with ice

blocks.

You can be sent to the big ice cap in the

sky if you touch an icicle monster, destroy

all of the ice blocks, or let the timer run

out. At first the game is rather easy, but as

you progress, it becomes much more diffi-

cult.

I especially like the fact that each round

offers a different board set up. Sometimes

the field of ice blocks resembles a skull

and crossbones, and at other times, the

Penguin.
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Now you can get brand-new computer games for families who

want more than shoot-em-up space wars with flat stick-figure

graphics. These are absorbing one-of-a-kind games that will treat

you to the most advanced color animation ever for the Apple®

Personal Computer.

Children delight in the bubble-gum colors and cartoon-Uke anima-

tion. Grownups and game connoisseurs are challenged by the ex-

pert skills and strategy required to survive to the final rounds.

Look for this new software— created by Optimum Resource. Inc.

and distributed by Weekly Reader Family Software— in finer

computer stores. Or call toll-free 1-800-852-5000. Dept. AB-18.

Apr*Ilc*Ar^.l + .wlth4«.ndon«dl.kurr«.Jjra

Sackybar. old

(mnssoto duvairy
and fat City are

registered trade

mirks of Optimum
Resource. Inc

Apple and Apple II

ll+. lie and 111 are

registered trade

marks of Apple
Computer. Inc.

AMUG15

9 different towns. Poster

stickers Included. Ages 8

to 99 Only $39.95

__ amilieswho are
seriousaboutFUN

NBW Fat City™ NEW Stkkybear™

Operate a wrecker to flatten »»iketbounc«

buildings as garbage cans are Win points by catching tali

hurled at you from windows, lng bricks, donuts or stars be

fore running out of baskets

16 rounds. Poster, desk-top

mobile, stickers included.

Ages 3 to 99. Only $39.95

Weekly Reader
FamilySoftware
A division of Xerox Education Publications

Mlddletown. CT 06457
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A million laughs
SPARE CHANGE \bu are the game-happy owner
of the Spare Change Arcade. Two fun-loving, but overworked

SJSr T characters in y°"r ™st popular game-have bro-

^n^f^ are try,ng to reBre from ,ne business. Ybu try madly tostop them. If you can get a coin into the juke box, the Zerks get so

2JK,
U£'n mUSiC

' they dr0p*™W9 and start dancing. Youalso try popping popcorn and making a pay phone ring-which
immed.ately makes the Zerks stop, answer and start a wild con-
versation. If you "win" the game,
there are rib tickling cartoons by
the Zerks to reward your efforts.
It's a game full of sight gags,
surprises and comedy. From the
best. Br0derbund! For the
Apple® II, II -i- and He. Coming
soon for the Atari® home
computers in disk format.

and an endless challenge
~—"~~~~~- -^ I IMF RUMMER™ ^^™ nwnnrai Here's a game that will never stop challenging

you. That s because Lode Runner is more than a spellbinding fast-
'

action game with its 150 different mind-boggling game screens Lode
Runner is also an easy-to-use Game Generator that lets you create yourown games. Without any knowledge of programming, you can easily
design unique Lode Runnner screens, then bring them to action-packed

life. You will maneuver through scene
after scene, running, jumping, drilling

passages and outfoxing enemy
guards in a secret underground hide-
away as you pick up chests of gold
stolen from citizens of the Bungeling
Empire. There's no end to the thrills,

chills and challenge. Of course, it's

from Br0derbund! For the Apple II,

II + and lie. Coming soon for the:
Atari home computers (disk and
cartridge); Atari 5200™ Super

System; Commodore 64™;
VIC-20™; IBM® PC.

^^ -^^ Ask yo" r Brpderbund dealer for sneak previews

WBfOOerbUnd Software Kscovwtr.eDifferer.ee
***« . -^J938 Fourth str«et San Rafael, CA 94901

HHW
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TRS-80 Action, continued...

blocks are positioned to form words. Each

different pattern presents its own secrets

and challenges, and learning these is half

the fun.

The graphics in Penguin are cute, and

the gameplay is light-hearted, but the

sound effects are definitely lacking in in-

tensity and complexity. With this minor

deficiency taken into consideration. Pen-

guin is still a quality game that deserves a

place in any software library.

Martian Patrol

H. G. Wells's "War of the Worlds"

undergoes an ironic twist in Martian

Patrol. Instead of green beings from Mars

invading Earth, we humans are overrun-

ning the red planet. Martian Patrol is

modeled after Williams's coin-op game.

Moon Patrol.

You man a sophisticated land rover that

just happens to be well armed and highly

maneuverable. Land rovers can accel-

erate, propel themselves into the air, and

simultaneously fire missiles forward and

straight up. If things become a bit hectic,

limited shield power is provided. All of

these functions are controlled either with

a joystick or via the keyboard.

The object of Martian Patrol is to ex-

plore various sections of the planet sur-

face. The ground is broken into small strips

called sectors. As you bounce along the

surface you must avoid large craters, out-

croppings of rocks, and land mines. All of

these can be safely jumped, but only the

rocks may be destroyed with rocket fire.

Combine all of these hazards with concen-

trated air attacks from enemy ships, and

you have one heck of a game.

The graphics of Martian Patrol are very

nice. The surface, background and sky all

scroll at different speeds which simulates

depth of field. This gives the planet setting

Martian Patrol.

a very realistic quality. As you reach dif-

ferent sectors, the background scene

changes from desolate mountain ranges

to populated cityscapes and then back

again.

The background scene
changes from desolate

mountain ranges to

populated cityscapes.

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Martian Patrol

Author: Rick Maurice

Type: Arcade

System: 32K TRS-80 Model I/III

Format: Tape/disk

Language: Assembly

Summary: Adaptation of coin-op.

Moon Patrol

Price: $15.95/$I9.95

Manufacturer:
Melbourne House

Dept. CS 347 Reedwood Dr.

Nashville. TN 37217

(615)361-3738

TRS-80 users have come to expect pro-

fessionally written programs from the

people at Melbourne House. Martian

Patrol is no let down. The sound effects

are extremely well done with much at-

tention paid to detail. The documentation,

both external and internal, is thorough.

Don't hesitate to buy another program by

Rick Maurice sight unseen.

hamburgers. Aggressive, anthropomor-

phic comestibles attempt to defeat you,

but you can defend Sam by using a limited

supply of pepper.

A maximum of two people can play

Hamburger Sam, by alternating turns at

the keyboard. The game begins with Sam

at the bottom of an empty multi-tiered

building. On the first screen, you must

build a total of three hamburgers to ad-

vance to the next round.

To build a burger, you must walk over

the food parts. This causes them to drop

to the platter waiting at the bottom of the

screen. Since the parts are positioned one

below the other, walking over one piece

makes it fall onto the part below it. Thus

begins a chain reaction with each part

dropping one level closer to the platter.

Each burger consists of a top bun, let-

tuce, cheese, meat, and a bottom bun.

When all of the burgers have been assem-

bled, a new round begins with more

burgers to build.

Also writhing on the ledges with Sam

are hot dogs, pickles, and fried eggs. These

are to be avoided. Touching any of these

walking foods kills you and begins the

round anew. You have one defense:

pepper. If a pickle is coming at Sam, he

can destroy it by tossing a handful of

pepper at it. Also, the enemy food mon-

sters are killed if you drop a burger part on

them from above.

Hamburger Sam
Another recent release from the team

of Dubois and McNamara, authors of Pen-

guin, is a gem called Hamburger Sam.

Very much like the coin-op game Burger-

Time, the game requires that you guide

your chef on a complex mission to build

creative compttting
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Hamburger Sam

Authors: Dubois and McNamara

Type: Arcade

System: 48K TRS-80 Model I/III

Format: Tape/disk

Language: Assembly

Summary: Adaptation of coin-op.

Burger Time

Price: $15.95/$ 19.95

Manufacturer:
Displayed Video

1 1 1 Marshall St.

Litchfield, Ml 49252

September 1983 c Creative Computing

Hamburger Sam.

I have spent a considerable amount of

time playing Hamburger Sam and have

conquered the first three boards. The

more advanced rounds require that vou

complete more burgers and defend your-

self against increasing numbers of aggres-

sive victuals. I don't know how many dif-

ferent screen configurations there are, but

I doubt whether I shall ever pass the fourth

level.

There is no on-screen scoring in Ham-

burger Sam— the score and bonus points

are displayed every time a board is com-

pleted or a life is lost. The amount of

pepper remaining and the number of sur-

viving chefs are shown in the bottom cor-

ners of the play screen. With a smorgas-

board of features. Hamburger Sam has all

the makings of a TRS-80 video game feast.
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computer mail order
commodore

CBM 803B

ATARI" HOME COMPUTERS

CB

VIC so

1 S20 Color Printer Plotter

1515 SO Column r>i.A|«i

ISHNCal PkHW
nioDiiiHit*
1541 Single D.t. Drive

1MM VIC MM«m
1650 AD A* Modem
1701 14 Colo. Mo».ii>

MOPIIIION-L

CAROCO
L.flrir Pen

Cettette interlace

Parallel Printer Interface

ISiotdpent interface 70.

tSioiEiM»t Inier*ecei20>

A
ATARI

n*«oo
•219 oo
•31*041

•••OO
S249 OO

•5* OO
•9 OO

•74* OO

•32 OO
•a* oo
•••OO
•33 00
•'•00

EXECUTIVE 64
PORTABLE

PROFESSIONAL
SOFTWARE

Word Pro 7 Pi ut »'59 00
rVo'd F.o J Hut *1»*0O
Word Pro 4 Flu* S3ft« OO
Word Pro 5 Plu* «3*« 0O

• 1««00
MMS »3T4 00
' 5*9 0O

Pet f>4

Pel 4032

CBMM37
Super Pet

1 ?a ao
•X7SS BO

3031

4O40
aoso

B7SO

•oao
9090
4033
•400
MN Upgrade K
Speii Matte<

Z Hem
•••con OM.ce

The Manege-

Sett Rom
J.ntam

ADA 1450 (•>'•

AOA iftOO iP*<,i

ss»«oo
»*•* oo
SSMOO
••••00
• 799 OO

•949 OO
• 299 00

•94* OO

• ll*« 00
• 1«*» OO
*71*« OO
• 374 OO

• 13»*0O
•249 OO
St4« OO
•549 OO
• 74* OO
• 204 OO

S12«00
CALL

•M OO
••• OO

800XL(1BK Rsm]...
BOOXL (64K Asm} . . .

1200XL (64K Rsm)
1400XL(B4KRim]
1450XL (64K Rsm)

• 148

NEW
. NIW

1010 Program Recoreer

102040Col Prsnier Ptonet

i025 4OCoi Printer

1 02 t Letter Qoeerfy Pt.rMe-

t05O O.K. Or..e

•SO Inter tee e

1 03O Onect Connect Mode
C ISO Peddle*

CX40 Joy*tic*

CK43 Remote Joytiio

C«77 Touch Tabiei

CIBO leak Bell

CX8S Keypad

CX418 Home Manager

CX4M Communicator <

k i 7098 Alan Accountant

KX7I01 Entertainer

kit to? Arcade CKamp

Pec man
Centipede

C.alaiien

Mi••ne Command
Star Raider*

Cavern* of Sera
Org Dug
Donkey- Kong
Donkey Hong J<

f T Phone Home
f attern Front (1*41

1

Oil

Superman II

Star Trwi

A»te<o<d*

BeaketbeM

Compute* Chan

MV F.rtt Alphabet

»74 OO
•24* OO
•44*00
S2MOO
•37* OO
SIS* OO

m CALL
•12 OO
•a oo
CALL

•••00
•49 OO

•I0S OO
•••00
•22*00
• 20* OO

••OO
• 75 OO

•33 OO
•33 OO

•33 00

•33 00
•29 00

•33 00
•32 OO
•33 00
•3*00
S3* OO
•39 OO
• 39 OO

•33 OO
•3*00
•33 OO
•2*00
•2*O0
• 29 OO

•23 OO
•2* 00

aYNAP*
Fee Manager BOO plu*

Chicken |ROMj

Pteauc Pavettpia (ROeJi

Claim Jumper |»OMi
S..me IROM,

• IPOM I

'IROM I

ecer (C Dl

MeutilualCOl

th—ae. Wortd iC D>

Servivor (CO)
Oretbe (C/D|

Nee romancer (C/Of

•*•#•*• Curae IC Ol

Fort Apocafeped KfOt

OATASOFT
Pec the Coeat Highwe |

Canyon Climber

Tumble Bug*

Graph* Maaie'

Graph* Generator

CSS
P. raff Shoot Out

K re*y Krrffer*

K raf* Antic •

Stic* Stand

•34 00
•34 OO
•34 OO

•34 00
•34 OO
•34 OO

•MOO
•MOO
•MOO
•MOO
•MOO
•MOO
•MOO
•3«00
•MOO

• 12 00
sir oo
• 19 OO

• 19 OO

. sir oo
•24 00

• 130©
. *24 00
.•MOO
.•MOO
•25 00

•1*00
• 25 OO
SS4 OO
SM OO

• 2»O0
•2* OO

• 29 00

•3*00
S3 99

W ft
leee^FMomloEaSOCe* OoA HOP OD
Le*W* PeHecteOC el ROM •traoo
laWiPneaiieOCet ROS «ir«oo
OaMPe POrSOCet OeA S»0O
•PpWMptgja gjt m
CALL POR APPii /ljk PROOUC TB

i"o. I • 2

Fata Mat.
•ton, Mecft.ne

Dene Dreenng

Rhyme* end Riddle*

Wiwdarcomp

KOKLAN
W.ta«d of War (ROM) 114 OO
Oeiuie m. ad*r iROSl 929 OO
Gorf.ROM, S34 0O

•M OO
•MOO
•24 OO
•24 OO
•45 OO
• 21 OO
• 31 OO

l*Vrt
Cruan Crumble • Chomp
Cw of tne IMdeed
Curae of Re
DetoMonea • R.n

Reac we at Rrgei

Ricochet

•far «•».».

Tempie of Aetna.

uppe- Reechea ot Apehe<

ALIIN
Alan Voce Boi
Apple Voice Boa

C.M.O. TOP 1 OO
1 Chopirtter

2 Beer Run
3 PFS F.te

4 Viftrcetc

5 Heme Accountant

• A.c *de Macfone

lO

II f ree f *H

17 Pf* Report

II /orfc III

14 frogger

15 letPek
i* Gal ar In Attach

t 7 Snooper Troop* a

IB Rindorcomp

19 Wa.yNe*y
JO Vrsite.n.

21 M.*m«jn Aalerord

22

33 • * -
24 Croaaftte

• 2' OO
•24 OO
M9 OO

• I 29 OO
•45 OO
•34 OO
» 7fl OO

»lf»9 OO
S2J OO

•35 OO

•24 OO
SR9 OO
•7* OO
• 31 OO
• 31 OO
•74 OO
•74 OO
•71 OO
• 7t OO
•A* OO
•t«oo
•77 OO
S2« OO
•27 OO
•32 00

GSM 84
1 Word Fro «4

2 Kick men |20 44,

3 Gort|20 44l

4 MicroaeecOeteBeaeB4
5 logo »4

7 2orfc

• Frogger Ift4l

• Quick Brown Fo«l20 «4l

10 Shemw*

I 2ork I

i Redar Rat Race 170 44)

Stare rot*

(at* Mail t>

4

I Grave Robber

i Wa>i Street

I Tret* Man

HCS WrHer

! HESMon
i Road Toed

I f aa» Script

Grrd'unner

»•• 95

• 14 95
S14 95

SS* OO
•39 OO

•2*00
•74 95

•23 OO
•49 OO

»7*O0
• 35 OO
914 95

• 1*O0
•17 OO
•32 OO
•79 OO
• 14 95

• 11 OO
• 1*00
•37 00

•35 OO

•MOO
•MOO
• 7* OO

•29 OO

i Oonkey Kong)

7 2mon
1 I T Phone Horn*

4 Mine. 204*er

5 Org Dug

• Preppie

7 Oonke* Kong Jr

S Canyon Climber

9 Snooper Troop* a?

10 TeitWi/erd

1 1 Picnic Paranoia

7 lititin Front

I 3 Sham u ».

14 letter Per lee I

15 F4e Menagei Ron
I* Choplitter

1 7 Atiro Chete
Ifl K re/y Shoo I Out

I* Pec Matt

TO •
71 Ctw«f> Ci

77 Hell Foe Werrror

71 Zorh II

74 V<tic etc

M Alan Writer

S3« OO
•79 OO
•3*00
•3S OO
•33 OO
•74 OO
•3* OO
• 17 OO
SM OO
•MOO
•34 OO
•39 OO
•34 OO
SUM (Ml

M9 00
•77 OO
•75 OO
•79 OO

S33 OO
S75 OO

S74 00
• 19 OO

S79 0O
• 15* OO
sraoo

• three inile Frg*

' Upper Reac he* ot Apth*.

I Slerboert t oolball

I Orerbt

' Jawbreaker

I W.r

a

( rt ot War
i Kirtdercump

< Moon Shuttle

< 74 7 Stmulelor

Temple ot Ap\ha>

Spell W>fard

Naul-lut

i K rely Am,, -.

Soft Pom
o.«

I Wiiard • Pr.nce**

i Centipede

I Strip Poker
- Jwggiea Howee

47 Jwmpmen

SO Juggle* Rerr<

S7S OO
*"
•74 9%

•7«UO
• 34 OO
• 31 OO
•77 OO
SM OO
S7I OO
S75 OO
SIB SO
S79 00
SaV4oo

S7S OO

•79 OO

•77 OO
•33 OO
• 29 OO
•33 00
S74 95
•23 OO
•24 OO
S2S0O
•32 OO
•23 OO

Anon J2H f|afn

A. ion 4BK Ram
Aaion t 78K Ram
miec 37K Board

imec «4K Board

ntec»4K Board 1400 only I

•34 OO
•24 00
S1BOO
S1«0O
• 19 OO
•74 OO
• 14 OO
•24 OO
• i«oo
• 79 OO
• 79 OO

• t«00

• 11* OO
• 14* OO

••5 OO
• to* OO
• 2*9 OO
• 74 OO
»•• OO

• 14*00

JOV8TICK8
W<co Joyetick «24 95
femou* Red Ban •2* 95
Apple Trackball »59 OO
Alan ViC Trackball tSS OO
Apple Adaptor SISOO
Kraft Apple Joyttick S44 OO

PEFCCM
DISK DRIVES FOR ATARI

ATM SI

ATaa ai

ATaa s?
ATB8 St PO
ATBS S7 FO
ATsa ODA
AT44 SI

AT44 S2
Tate* Inalrumeni* Dn*e

• 349 OO
• 799 OO
•549 OO
•419 OO
•449 OO
• t 39 OO
•S7SOO
•944 OO
•M* OO

computer mail order east:

In PA call (717)327-9575, Dept.goB, 477 E. 3rd St., Williamaport, PA 1 7701
INTIRNATIONAL aROERB: All shipment! outjide the Continental United States mutt be pre paid by certified check onl» Include 3% (minimum
S3.00) shipping and handling, educational oibcountb: Additional discounts are available trom both Computer Mail Order locations to qualified
Eduction.. .n..,.u..o«. APO . eeo: Add minimum 15 OO sh.pp.n, and h.ndl.n,
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APPLE

Serpentine $27 95

Sea Fox 21.95

Receivables 296.95

Bank Street Writer 52 95
AE 27 95

Increatible Jack 14395
Home Accountant 56.95

1st Class Mail 56 95
Aztec 29 95
Spectre 21 95

Property Management 221.95

Zaxxon 29 95
Canyon Climber 21 95

Moon Shuttle 27.95

Algebra 5 & 6 37.95

SAT 37 95

PSAT 37 95

Master Type 29 95

Blade of Blackpool 29.95

Type Attack 29 95
Wizardry 37.95

Knight ot Diamonds 27 95

Galactic Attack 21 95
Snooper Troops 1 37 95
Snooper Troops II 37.95

Rhymes & Riddles 25 50
Kinder Comp 25 50

Hey Diddle Diddle 25 50
In Search of Those

Amazing Things 33.95

Pacemaker 29 95
Story Machine 29 95
Temple of Apshai 29 95
Hellfire Warrior 29 95
Morioc's Tower 14 95
Rescue at Rigel 21.95

Deadline (D) 37.95

ATARI

SAGA. 3(D) $29 95

Preppte 2 (D) 27 95

Preppte 2 (T) 27 95
Choplitter (D) 27 95
Choplitler (C) 33 95
Serpentine (D) 27.95

Serpentine (C) 33.95

AE(D) 27 95
Bank Street Writer 52 95
Canyon Climber (T) 21 95

Canyon Climber (D) 21.95

Pacific Coast Hwy (T) 21.95

Pacific Coast Hwy (D) 21 95
Sands of Egypt 29.95

Basic Compiler (D) 74.95

Zaxxon (D) 29 95
Zaxxon (T) 29 95
Hellfire Warrior (T) 29 95

Hellfire Warrior (D) 29.95

Morioc's Tower (T) 1495
Morioc's Tower (D) 14.95

Rescue at Rigel (T) 21.95

Rescue at Rigel (D) 21 95
Jumpman (D) 29 95
Jumpman (T) 29 95
Deadline (D) 37.95

Starcross (D) 29.95

Suspended (D) 37 95
Master Type (D) 29.95

Snake Byte (D) 21.95

Turmoil (C) 27.95

Blade of Blackpool 29.95

Shamus II (T) 27 95
Shamus II (D) 27 95
Save The Seven Seas (C) 42 95
River Rescue (C) 42 95
Home Accountant 56 95

COMMODORE 64
Dome Business System

(D)

Home Accountant (D)

Temple ot Apshai (D)

Upper Reaches of Apshai

(D)

Curse ot Ra (D)

Jumpman (D) (GREAT 1
!)

Coco(D)
Gridrunner (C)

HES Writer 64

Turtle Graphics II (C)

HES Mon (C)

Frogger (T/D) (Great!! 1

)

New Jawbreaker (D)

Benji Space Rescue

(D combo)
Tombs (T)

Word Pro 3 Plus (D)

(Great)

Choplitter

Writer's Assistant (D)

Filing Assistant (D)

Spread Sheet Assistant

(0)

Personal Finance

Assist (D)

Fast Eddie (D)

Zaxxon (D)

Witness (D)

Turmoil (D)

Squish M (D)

Snake Byte (D)

Type Attack (D)

Way Out (D)

Critical Mass (D)

Blade of Blackpoole (D)

Kinder Comp (D) (Children)

Facemaker (D) (Children)

Hey Diddle Diddle (D)

Fort Apocalypse (D/T)

Survivor (D/T)

Touch Typing Tutor (T)

Touch Typing Tutor (D)

Robbers of the Lost

Tomb (T/D)

$44.95

56 95

29 95

1495
14.95

29 95
37.95

29.95

37 95
44 95
29.95
27 95
23.95

35 95
21 95

71.95

Call us 1

106.25

106.25

106.25

50.95

26.25

29.95
39.95

26.25

26.25

26.25

29 95
26.25

2625
26.25

25.95

29.95

25.95

2625
26 95
14.95

1895

1895

To Order: Send certified checks, money orders, or

use your Master Card or Visa and call 800-343-8019. From

inside New Hampshire call 603-542-6175. Personal or com-

pany checks require two to three weeks to clear. All prices

are subject to change without notice. Please include $2.00

per package (1-100 pes.) for postage and handling. Canada

$5.00 P&H. Other countries in elude 10% for P&H. For

C.O.D. $3.63 shipping and handling. Hours: Monday thru

Saturday -8:00 to 10:00 Eastern Time.

Data Manager (T/D)

Adventure Pack I or II (T)

Grave Robbers (T)

Trek (T)

Annihilator (T)

Kongo Kong (T)

HES Modem

VIC-20
Apple Panic (C)

Choplitter (C)

Astroblitz (C)

Trashman (C)

Black Hole (C)

Household Finance (T)

Rat Hotel (C)

Pipes (C)

Home/Otlice (T)

Sword of Fargoal (T)

(Expanded)

Rescue at Rigel (T)

(Expanded)

HES Mon (C)

HES Writer (WP) (C)

Agressor (C)

Synthesound (C)

Shamus (C)

Robot Panic (C)

Pirate's Peril (C)

Gridrunner (C)

Turtle Graphics (C)

Vic Forth (C)

Deadly Duck (C)

Fast Eddie (C)

Turmoil (C)

Type Attack (C)

Astro Patrol (T)

River Rescue (C)

Mutant Herd (C)

Fourth Encounter

Submarine Commander
(C)

Grave Robbers (T)

Kongo Kong (T)

Nile Rider (T)

Trek (T)

HES Modem

$1895
14.95

14.95

12.95

16.95

18.95

67.95

$29.95
29.95

29.95

29 95
29.95
21.95

29.95

29.95

21.95

21.95

2195
29.95

29.95

29.95

44 95

29.95

29.95

29 95
29.95

29.95

44 95
27 95
29 95
29 95
29 95
14.95

31.95

31.95

31.95

31.95
11.95

14.95

9.95

1295
67.95

UNIVERSAL
SOFTWARE
The Best Software for Less
P. O. Box 955
Claremont. N.H. 03743

CALL NOW • 1-800-343-8019 • TOLL FREE

CIRCLE 257 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Six Games To Challenge The Verbally Inclined

Words, Words, Words

Betsy Staples

Some people like word games; others

don't. To some, an evening or rainy after-

noon spent playing Scrabble or Boggle

with a literate partner is what an unlimited

supply of quarters is to others. Sometimes,

however, it is difficult to find a likeminded

opponent. That is the beauty of computer

word games. Some of them can be played

with other people, of course, but they can

also be played solitaire, offering the op-

portunity to sharpen your wits or improve

your spelling or vocabulary skills.

The following are reviews of some of

the popular word games available for

personal computers. Not all are available

for all computers, so check the Software

Profile to see which ones will run on your

computer.

Monty Plays Scrabble

Monty Plays Scrabble is among the

most impressive programming feats 1 have

ever seen. Ritam has done such a good

job with this game that it almost has to be

seen to be believed, but I will attempt to

do it justice in the following description.

It is easier to play Scrabble with Monty

if you have handy a Scrabble board on

which to duplicate the play of the game.

Using the keyboard to rearrange your

letters just doesn't measure up to the

sensation of arranging your own tiles on

your own little rack. The only problem is

that I couldn't find a single computer that

had enough room on its table or desk to

spread out the board. 1 finally had to

balance the board on a chair placed along-

side the computer.

To begin the game, you can either have

Monty choose the tiles for all players or

you can choose the tiles for him. It is

easier to have Monty do the choosing

and tell you which letters you have to

work with. From there on, the game plays

exactly like a regular game of Scrabble.

When it is your turn, you see a colorful

Scrabble board, complete with double

September 1983 6 Creative Computing
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E WORLL
lVE ITORCONTROL IT.

FOR THE APPLE* & IBM* PC FDR THE APPLE8

THE CHOICE IS YOURS.
SPACE-SPAWNED MICROBES have infected Earth, afflicting it with
the largest most deadly epidemic known to man I

As director of the Center for Disease Control, you must eradicate
this alien contagion. You can quarantine infected regions and provide
"clean" suits for the people in all untouched areas You might then
proceed to attack the virus with x-rays, vaccine, interferon and gene
splicing. As a last resort, you may have to nuke a hopelessly diseased
area in order to check the rampant spread of the epidemic.

Outstanding color Hi-Res graphics are used to make you believe
you are Earths only hope. Just remember time is of the essence. You
have only thirty days to save the world — or kiss it goodbye.

AS PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES in the 1990s, you face an
economically troubled world caught up in the tense power struggle
between the U.S. and the Soviet Union (played by the computer).
The prize: world dominance.

You can use diplomacy to wrest global control by negotiating for
military, economic and political agreements with "minor" countries.
Bargain well and the world is yours — without a shot being fired I

When diplomacy and negotiations fail, you've got World War III on
your hands. This military phase of GEOPOUTIQUE 1990"" simulates
conventional warfare and boasts realistic features such as air strikes,
amphibious landings, air superiority and terrain considerations.

Do you have what it takes to be world savior or leader? The sooneryou visit
your nearest computer/software or game store, the sooner you'll find out!
EPIDEMIC!- ($34.95) comes on 64K disk for
the IBM* PC. color mode. Also on 48K disk for
the Apple" II with Applesoft ROM. II+. Me. or Apple II

GEOPOUTIQUE 199CT ($39.95) comes on 48K
disk for the Apple* II with Applesoft ROM. II+.

lie. or Apple III.

STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS INC

WRITE FOR A FREE COLOR CATALOG OF ALL OUR GAMES.
APPLE and IBM are the registered trademarks of Apple Computer Inc and International Business Machines, respectively

CIRCLE 247 ON READER SERVK* CARD



Words, continued...

and triple word and letter scores, on the

screen. When you are ready to play your

word, you press RETURN, and Monty

asks what word you want to play. You

simply type it in and tell Monty whether

you want to place it down or across on

the board. The board then reappears with

your word flashing in the center, super-

imposed over the game. You use the 1. J,

K, and M keys to control the direction of

your word as you move it into place.

Monty then calculates and displays your

score; he may also add a congratulatory

note -but only if your play was particu-

larly good. Then he tells you which tiles

to add to your collection.

When it is Monty's turn, you see the

board again with the message I"M

THINKING. The length of time Monty

spends thinking depends on the skill level

you choose at the beginning of the game.

At the Novice level, he thinks quite quick-

ly; at level four. Scholar, he can take

several minutes to find his best word.

When he has made his choice, he tells

you what letters he is using, so you can

remove the corresponding tiles from the

pile. You then see the entire board again

with his newly added word flashing, and

you place the tiles on the real board.

He calculates his score, displays it for

you, and then asks if you want to chal-

lenge the word. Challenges are made

according to official Scrabble rules.

Monty can also challenge your words,

but you are the final arbiter; you must

decide whether the challenged word is

legal and tell Monty. If Monty makes a

mistake, he apologizes: MONTY
REGRETS HIS ERROR.
The games 1 played with Monty this

past weekend were the best games of

Scrabble 1 have ever played, in terms

both of challenge from my opponent and

the quality and point value of the words I

created. 1 think this was because I was

able to spend as much time as I wanted

preparing my words; I did not have to

worry about a human opponent threaten-

GPeattve computing

SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Monty Plays Scrabble

Type: Word game

System: 48K Apple. 48K TRS-80
Model III

Author: Robert J. Walls

Format: Disk

Language: Assembly and Basic

Summary: An extraordinary program-

ming feat and an excellent

game.

Price: S39.95

Manufacturer:
Ritam Corporation

P.O. Box 921

Fairfield. IA 52556

in lo-res graphics. When you use a word

he doesn"t recognize, he shakes his head

and says: An interesting play, but Monty

wishes to challenge. Monty, like lotto, is

very polite, and 1 became quite fond of

him during my play of the game. 1 even

felt very guilty when I entered the illegal

word pez and told him it was OK —just to

find out what would happen, mind you.

I was suspicious when, during my first

game with Monty, he "drew" 52 points

worth of high value letters to my 25 points

worth. I thought that perhaps he had

become a little too human, but my fears

were allayed during subsequent games in

which the distribution of tiles was more

equitable.

It is very seldom that I can find in a

program as complex as this nothing to

complain about. The game is flawless in

its execution, and 1 recommend it highly.

ing to go out for pizza during my turn.

Monty Plays Scrabble offers four levels

of play. At the Novice level, Monty plays

like a good human Scrabble player. At

the Scholar level, he takes so long to

make his moves that I was tempted to go

out for pizza. When playing at the higher

levels, he increases the point values of his

plays by creating two and three words at

a time in crossword puzzle fashion. Oddly,

at the Novice level he beat me by 16

points, while at the Advanced level, three,

I was able to defeat him by about the

same number of points.

Like Jotto, Monty has an enormous

vocabulary. I thought that some of his

words were just a bit much, however.

How many humans do you know whose

vocabularies include ala. flied, yond. eth.

op. cwm, and oxyl

As you may have gathered, the pro-

grammers of Monty Plays Scrabble have

given Monty a personality. During his

move he sometimes appears on the screen

Jotto

Jotto from Word Associates is a com-

puterized version of the pencil and paper

game we all played as kids (at least those

of us who grew up to be editors did). It is

also one of the few games you can play

on the IBM Personal Computer in your

office that does not have the graphics

adapter. There is also a version for the

Apple.

To play, you first think of a secret five-

letter word, which you can write down on

the special Jotto Scratch Pad that comes

with the disk. Your word must be in

English, and it cannot be a proper noun-

those are the only limitations on your

choice. While you are doing this. Jotto

thinks of its own secret five-letter word.

Then you both begin to guess.

You start by typing a five-letter word

on your half of the screen. Jotto responds,

telling you how many letters your guess

and its word have in common. Then Jotto

guesses, and you must reveal how many

letters in the word it guesses are in your

secret word.

You can. if you feel like cheating, enter

non-words such as ABCDE. Both versions

of the game know that you are cheating.

The IBM version, however, is "too polite

to tell you." according to author George

Hev Bob - ljust bought that new game called Metamorphosis ' - guess mhat?

NANCE 2 ANKLE
I* EAT 2 RISEN
BRAKE 4 GAUZE
BRAUE 3 rAHED
RAKES 3 AHONC
BLEAK J

Congratulat ions' to

Pr«ss th» space bar to play a-*ai
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Words, continued...

creative corapatiRg
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Joito

Type: Word game

System: 64K IBM PC. 48K Apple
Author: George A. Miller.

Dick Bernstein

Language: Pascal. Assembly

Summary: Excellent adaptation of
an old favorite

Price: $29.95

Manufacturer:
Word Associates

55 Sutter. Ste. 361
San Francisco. CA 94104

Miller. The Apple version responds with
"I don't know that word. Do you want to
try another?" If you say no. it will accept
your non-word.
The words guessed by both players re-

main on the screen, and you can keep
track of the letters you think are in the
secret word on the Scratch Pad. The first

one to guess the other's word wins. If you
make a mistake and give Jotto incorrect
information about your word, it will even-
tually give up. asking what your word
was. It will then tell you that you made a
mistake and declare itself the winner.
(Jotto never makes mistakes.

)

The game is simple. The thing that
makes it challenging is the same thing
that makes it an extraordinary program-
ming feat: the size of its vocabulary. Play-

George Miller: A Man For All Games
George Miller, author of the IBM

version of Jotto and a partner in Word
Associates, was the first person I ever
knew who talked about computers. That
was in 1961 when George was a high
school student.

He was the first person I ever heard
predict that we would have computers
in our homes. That was in 1971 when he
was working on his Ph.D. in computer
science at Pennsylvania University. At
the time I thought it was just one of
George's flaky ideas; I was secure in the
knowledge that even if such a thing were
to happen to him. I would certainly
remain aloof.

When he was in high school, he and a
friend tried to build a computer. "I had
just learned about computers. Someone
told me that a computer could calculate
a square root. I was skeptical, so he
explained the algorithm. I was
fascinated."

He wanted to know more about com-
puters, so he began to learn about diodes
and relays, and using this new-found
knowledge, designed a computer to play
the game of Nim.

I had a friend who knew how to
solder. We got a whole bunch of diodes
and relays of different sizes from our
science class and tried to implement the
logic diagram directly. The wiring was
amazing; the whole thing looked like a
mass of spaghetti.

"We ended up with a row of lights
and a bank of switches, and when we
turned the power on they all glowed
dimly. We figured that we needed more
power, so we got a larger transformer;
the lights just glowed a little brighter.
The thing never did work. We finally
made a mechanical version that allowed
two people to play the game and won
an honorable mention at a science fair."

George's passion for computers and
computing is closely linked with his love
of games and his competitive spirit.
People who have played games with him
will warn you that if George asks you to
play, it is because he is certain he will
win. For every game from skittles to

George Millerjuggles five balls in Gold-
en Gate Park while trying to decide
which game to program next.

ing a preliminary version of Jotto. Dave
Ahl was able to stump it with "quark"; he
tried to do it again with the production
version and failed. In fact, neither of us
was able to come up with a word that
Jotto didn't know. This does not mean
that the computer always wins; it is pos-
sible to guess its secret word before it

guesses yours, but your powers of logic
and deduction must be in top form to do
so.

Jotto is not a game for the casual ar-
cader. It is a game for people who enjoy
an intellectual challenge. If you like it the
first few times you play it. you will not
grow tired of it. It is the kind of game that
will sit on your shelf and call to you from
time to time, urging you to take just a few
minutes off to try to beat it.

canasta to Go, he has a strategy derived
often from long hours of study and play.
Nobody likes to lose, of course, but
many people (like me) balk at the idea
of investing hours or even years in a
game: George seems to welcome the
challenge. 1 have no doubt that George
considers every victory of Jotto over a
computer game a personal triumph. (I

refuse to tell him how many times it has
beaten me. i

He first played Jotto with his mother
in the late 50s. anil one year he and his
brother gave each other the game for
Christmas.

He first started working on a program
to play Jotto in 1965. He programmed it

in Fortran for an IBM 7094. Then for
several years he carried around a deck
of cards on which the words for the
program were punched. "I needed two
boxes to contain them all." he recalls.
"Later. I transferred them to a reel of
tape, and now they all fit on a 5 1/4"
floppy disk."

At the West Coast Computer Faire in
March. Dick Bernstein happened by the
booth where Word Associates had Jotto
on display. Dick told George that
he had been working on a version of
Jotto for the Apple for four years.
The two teamed up. and Dick is now
part of Word Associates, along with
Karen Shapiro, George's original
partner.

Future plans of Word Associates in-
clude a version of Jotto "for all the
computers in the world." an ambition
that would have seemed much less at-
tainable a few months ago before the
announcement of the MSX standard.
Other goals include computerized ver-
sions of GoMoKu. a game that George
has already programmed in Fortran, and
Chinese Checkers. "My ultimate goal is

to write a program for every game in my
collection." says George. Remember,
you heard it here first. -EBS
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Salcata COLOR MONITORS
... we promise performance .

SAKATA offers fine quality CRT DISPLAY MONITORS which are
compatible with IBM, APPLE, ATARI 800, NEC and other fine

personal computers.
Unusually attractive design with neutral color will enhance the
appearance, provide unexcelled quality performance. Illustrated

Model SC-100 is 13" COLOR Display Monitor with linear circuitry,

composite color and a host of other quality features.

Also available: Model SG-1000 ... 12"
monochrome, high resolution CRT
MONITOR. Model SC-200 ... 13" RGB
high resolution COLOR CRT MONITOR.
Model SC-300 ... 13" RGB, super high
resolution COLOR CRT MONITOR.
Priced below competition— if there
is any.

SAKATA CRT MONITORS are available
wherever personal computers are sold
or write for technical and A
illustrated literature and ^fl
prices.

"• «V 'jit

"V :""5

SAKATA SC-100
COMPATIBILITY CHART

COMPUTER SC-100 COLOR

APPLE II K»

APPLE III

ATARI-800 t*

COMMODORE-64 >*

IBM-PC %S

NEC-PC %s

OSBORNE V
TI-99 ts

VIC-20 w

NOTE: ON CERTAIN COMPUTERS
ADAPTER CABLE REQUIRED.

SAKATA U.S.A. CORPORATION
651 Bonnie Lane. Elk Grove Village. IL 60007
(312) 593-321 1/800-323-6647 (outside Illinois)

CIRCLE 265 ON READER SERVICE CARD
'SAKATA . . . serving industry worldwide . . . since 1896'



RESTON
INTRODUCES

MICRO
LEARNING
SYSTEMS™

IBM'* ond IBM Personal Computer" are trademark! of

International Business Machines
Micro learning Systems " is a registered trademark of Reston Publishing.

You can't learn to fly a plane just by reading about it. The
same goes for using your personal computer. That's why
Micro Learning Systems'" created a new series of

microcomputer training programs, the Teach" series. They're

interactive, computer-based programs that teach you to use

your computer ON your computer. Each program is your
private teacher, guiding you through a series of customized,
self-paced lessons. Graphic displays make learning easy, and
the source material becomes your reference for years to come.
Micro Learning Systems~training programs make complex
hardware and software truly "user-friendly". You'll save time
and money learning how to get the most out of your micro-
computer investment—the easy way—with Micro Learning
Systems training.

Micro Learning Systems presents for the IBM Personal Computer"

The IBM™ Teach Program
The VISICALC Teach Program
The BASIC Teach Program

Reaton Sofrwane
A Prentice-Hall Company
1 1 480 Sunset Hills Road
Reston, Virginia 22090

Available at local computer ond
software stores or order directly from Reston at (800) 336-0338

CIRCLE 210 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Crypto Cube
DesignWare calls Crypto Cube. "The

Family Word Puzzle" and couches the

documentation in educational terms. It is

also a genuinely enjoyable game, hence

its presence in an article on game

programs.

The game starts by offering you a sel-

ection of 50 word lists from which your

puzzle can be made. The topics covered

by the lists include such diverse areas as

constellations, easy animals, writers, and

Latin origins.

After choosing a topic, you may ask to

view the list before beginning the puzzle.

Then the program asks whether you want

to use the pre-programmed puzzle or have

the computer concoct a new one from

your word list.

The game display is the blank face of

one side of a cube. To play, you move the

cursor around on the grid using

CONTROL-I. M, J. and K. To flip a

square so you can see what is under it.

you press the spacebar. You may find a

vowel, a question mark, or a blank square.

If you locate a vowel, you get 5 points. If

you land on a question mark, you must

guess what consonant it represents: if

^SAILING

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Crypto Cube

Type: Word game

System: 48K Apple. 48K IBM PC
with color/graphics adapter.

48K Atari

Format: Disk

Summary: Good fun for the whole

family

Price: 139.95

Manufacturer:
DesignWare
185 Berry St.

Bldg. 3, Ste. 158

San Francisco. CA 94107
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your guess is correct, you get 10 points; if

it is incorrect, you lose your turn and 5

points. If you turn over a blank square,

you lose your turn. The computer keeps

score for one or two players, and you can

watch the points being subtracted from

your score after every incorrect guess-a

disheartening experience.

You may look at the word list from

which the puzzle was made at any time

during play, but that seems an awful lot

like cheating. Perhaps that feature is best

used to equalize differences in vocabulary

between players. A parent/opponent

could, for example, offer to look away

while a child examined the list during

play.

The game is much more difficult to

play than it sounds as I describe it here,

and the word gamers on our playtest panel

enjoyed it in both two-player and solitaire

modes.

"Paul, you have to remember to turn off Centipede - you know how you tend to fall asleep !

The one critcism 1 have concerns the

cursor control keys. Since the only dif-

ference between the letter J and a cursor

movement to the left is the depression of

the CONTROL key, it is very easy to find

yourself "guessing" a letter J, K, or M and

watching your points disappear when you

really wanted to move to another square.

There are many keys on the keyboard

that are not used for letter guessing, and

almost any combination of these would

have eliminated this problem.

After you have learned all the words in

the lists that come with the program, or if

you have a list of words you want to

practice, you can create your own word

lists and have the computer scramble

them into puzzles for you. Instructions

for doing this are very clear and error

trapping is good, so it is very difficult to

make a mistake in this phase of the game.

The verdict: I like Crypto Cube. It is

fun for adults and children alike, and a

worthwhile challenge for people of all

ages who want to improve their facility

with words.
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Bomber Word
The packaging says that Bomber Word

is "a unique graphic word game." Graphic

word game, maybe; unique, hardly.

Bomber Word is actually another version

of Hangman.
It is not. however, a bad version of

Hangman. The screen displays shows,

instead of the familiar gallows, a row of

small houses in the lower righthand

corner. Above the dotted line on which

you fill in the letters of the mystery word
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Words, continued...
is a square in which (he letter of your
current guess appears. There is no pro-
visions for display of the letters you have
guessed on previous turns-a feature that
even my elementary school teachers in-

cluded on their blackboards.
You guess a letter by typing it in from

the keyboard. It then appears in the guess
square, and if it is correct, it is instantly
transferred to the proper position on the
dotted line. If the letter you guess is not
in the mystery word, a small airplane flies

across the screen from the left to right
and bombs one of your houses. Unfor-
tunately, the houses do not simply ex-

plode and disappear; after one is hit, you
must wait for it to slide across the bottom
of the screen and make its exit at the
bottom lefthand side— a process that soon
becomes tedious. When you guess the
word, the screen display changes to a
congratulatory message -always the
same— and plays a rather long tune.
Somehow, the promise of a "clever sur-
prise" on the package led me to expect
something a little more entertaining. For-
tunately, you can cut the whole thing
short by pressing the RESTORE key.

At the beginning of each round, you
choose either hard or easy words. Easy
words are said to have more vowels and
be "more common in natural speech.
Hard words are more difficult to guess."
and presumably more common in un-
natural speech. The hard words are. in-

cpeative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Bomber Word
Type: Word game

System: Vic 20

Author: Charles Goldman
Format: Cartridge

Summary: Hangman turns bomber
pilot

Price: $29.95

Manufacturer:

Micro-Ware Distributing. Inc.

P.O.Box 113
Pompton Plains. NJ 07444

deed, more difficult to guess, and, once
again, this feature could be used to equal-
ize differences in player skill.

Other options from which you can
choose between games concern words
that you add to the game yourself. To do
this, you must first type in a 17-line pro-
gram provided in the documentation, save
it on cassette, and then enter your own
words of up to eight letters. You may
save these words for as long as you wish
and practice them by choosing the proper
option at the beginning of a round.
The documentation for Bomber Word

is perhaps the weakest part of the pack-
age. It consists of a single 4 7/8" x 8" slip

of yellow paper on which the typewritten
information is printed. Everything you
need to know to play the game is there,
but the information is poorly organized
and visually unattractive. The worst thing,
however, is the presence of the non-word
"casette" in several places. Perhaps this is

just a typographical error, but it seems to
me that a spelling error of any kind is

inexcusable in a spelling program.
At $29.95. Bomber Word seems a bit

pricey for what it offers. At about $10
less, it would be reasonably entertaining
way to practice spelling words.
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Pandemonium

Pandemonium, like Crypto Cube, is

played on a grid. The difference is that in

Pandemonium you place the letters on
the grid yourself. The computer chooses
letters for you, and you place them on the
5x5 grid one at a time as you attempt to
spell words vertically, horizontally, and
diagonally.

The game offers four modes of play,
which significantly affect the way the
game is played. Game one is the standard
game in which the program spews out 25
letters for you to arrange; you must take
them all. and you can*t move them around
after you have made your initial choice.
In game two, too, you are stuck with the
letters, but after you have placed them all

on the grid, you get a chance to go back
and rearrange them with the hope of
getting a better score. In game three, you
can't rearrange the letters, but you get to
reject five of them as they are presented.
In game four, you can both reject five
letters and rearrange the grid at the end.

Needless to say, the last option leads to
the highest scores. Letters are assigned
point values based on the frequency with
which they occur in English words: the
vowels. L. N, R. S. and T are worth 10
points each; and X are worth 100 points
each. Eight of the squares on the grid are
"doubling squares which double the point
value of the resident letter." The center
square trebles the value of the letter.

Although the order in which the letters

creative corapatiRg
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Pandemonium

Type: Word game

System: 48K TRS-80. 48K Apple,
40K Atari 400 800

Author: Norman J. Wazaney. Jr.

Format: Disk

Summary: Entertaining word game
with a somewhat limited

vocabulary

Price: S.19.95

Manufacturer:
Soli Images
2(H) Route 17

Mahwah. NJ 074.10

are generated is random, the frequency
with which they appear corresponds to

the frequency with which they appear in

the language. Much of the time, this is

actually bad news, because, although it

makes the game easier, there is a limit to

the number of interesting words you can
make with vowels. In one game, lor exam-
ple. I was offered six As. four R's. four
E's, two F's. and two Gs. Another time 1

got two Y's in a row. Perhaps a somewhat
more sophisticated algorithm would have
provided more interesting play.

DDDD
DDDDD
DDDDD
DDDDD
DDDDD

The documentation, which is excellent,
says that the game can be played by any
number of people. It is. in fact, a solitaire

game that can be enjoyed by a group in

several ways: Players of differing skill

levels can vie for the high score given
different amounts of time. At the begin-
ning of each round, you must specify the
length of the game you want to play—

1

to 60 minutes or unlimited time — so an
adult could match wits with a child some-
what fairly by giving himself a shorter
time period in which to arrange his
letters.

Since at the end of each round you
have the option of replaying the letters
you have just arranged, several players
could take turns trying to get the high
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>e McFadden makes

learning to use your

computer and its programs

an easy, rewarding

experience.

Mastering a new system or even a new

program is not easy. It takes a lot of study, a

lot of trial and error, a lot of back-and-forth

between dense manuals and your computer.

Wouldn't it all be so much easier if you had

a knowledgeable friend sitting by your side?

Lee McFadden is that friend. He's been

producing widely acclaimed teaching tapes

for over ten years. He knows what informa-

tion you need, and exactly when you need

it Team his skill with the know-how of

technical experts, and you get a faster,

easier way to master your computer and all

its power.

Patented Audio Cassettes

Lee guides you patiently, step-by-step, while

you're sitting at your keyboard. No con-

nection between the computer and your

cassette player is necessary. You learn by

doing, instead of by reading. And even the

tapes are special—a patented FlipTrack

system lets you go at your own pace.

covering as much or as little detail i

you want

Ideal for Training

Use the courses over and over again. Share

them with friends, family, students and staff.

Make "computer literacy'' a reality in your

local schools. Bring a new employee "up to

speed" in just hours, instead of weeks. The

fully indexed Guide included with each

course is. by itself, an invaluable, on-going

reference.

Moneyback Guarantee

You may order any of the HipTrack courses

from us on a 15-day "right of return" basis.

Try a lesson or two yourself. Share them

with others. If you're not delighted at how

quickly and easily you begin to lean\ simply

return the program in its original condition

for a full refund. No questions asked.

How to Order

Drop by your local dealer for a demon-

stration. Or Visa and MasterCard holders

may add $2.50 shipping and handling to the

prices, and order toll-free:

1-800-227-1617, Ext 439

(In California, call 1-800-772-3545. Ext. 439.)

Choose from these rewarding courses:

How to Operate the Apple II " (specifyv <* -pius">

3 audio cassettes & Operator s Guide $49.95

How to Operate the Apple///"

4 audio cassettes. 1 diskette & Operator's Guide.
.
$95.00

How to Operate the IBM PC "

3 audio cassettes & Operator's Guide $49.95

How to Operate Your Computer Under CP/M "

3 audio cassettes & Operator's Guide $49 95

How to Use VisiCalc

4 audio cassettes & Lesson Summary $65.00

How to Use WordStar"
3 audio cassettes & User's Guide $4995

Learn by
listening to
a friend.

I

FlipTrack
Learning Systems

A Division of Mosaic Media. Inc

526 N. Main St.. Dept CT C
Post Office Box 711

Glen EDyn. IL 60137

312-790-1117

CIRCLE 178 ON READER SERVICE CARD



score with the same letters. The high
score for the session is displayed on the
screen but not stored on disk.

A less attractive scenario involves a
group of players sitting around the com-
puter making a committee decision re-

garding the placement of each letter— for
this one you had better choose the un-
limited time allotment.

In contrast to Jotto. Pandemonium does
not have a particularly impressive vocabu-
larly. The fact that its entire vocabulary
of three-, four-, and five-letter words is

listed in the documentation booklet
should have given me a clue, but I was
disappointed, nevertheless, when it failed
to recognize mourn, spat*, preen, eve.
and several other words that 1 played. It

listed eyes in the Three-Letter Word
Dictionary, but did not give me credit for
the singular.

The documentation boasts that "the
dictionaries contain most of the valid
three-, four-, and five-letter words in the
English language" with the exception of
"proper names, obscure words, slang
words, and uncommon spellings." I did
not feel that the rejected words belonged
in any of these categories, and it seems to
me that a game that challenges you to
exercise your vocabulary ought to be able
to meet that challenge.

Aside from that one somewhat serious
shortcoming. Pandemonium is a good
game, anil it should provide many hours
of entertainment— and maybe even a little

education -for players of all ages.

Quotrix

Quotrix is a word game in which the
guessing of a series of mystery words leads
to the satisfying completion of a quote
from a well known person.

Before the game begins, you have the
opportunity to choose one of six skill
levels and to set the number of players.
As you begin the game, you see at the
bottom of the screen the name of the
person being quoted and a series of words
all of whose letters have been replaced
by question marks.
There are three "puzzle formats." se-

lected at random by the program to help
you guess the words in the quote. Load
the Camel's Back is Middle Eastern style

Hangman: you guess the letters in the
word on which you are working. If you
guess correctly, the letter is filled in in

the word. If your guess is incorrect, the
letter appears in a burdensome box on
the dromedary's back and you lose points.
The beast can carry only six of the super-
fluous letters; after that his back breaks
and you lose credit for the word.
The second format is Word Jumble, a

timed exercise in which you use the cursor
control keys to arrange the letters of the
scrambled mystery word in the proper
order. This is at once the simplest and
most difficult of the formats.

Load the Camel's Back.

The third format is one which seems to
appear most frequently. In Pick and Solve
you choose from a list of about a dozen
topics, including movie actresses, state
capitals. Spanish words, French words,
rock groups, and animal groups. The pro-
gram then asks a simple question about
the category you have chosen and you
type the answer on a grid in the center of
the screen. At the beginner level, you
have six chances to get the correct
answer: at the master lever, only one.
When you get the correct answer, it is

displayed on the grid, and you must
chix>se a new category upon which to be
quizzed. When the grid has been filled in.

Word Jumble.
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Pick and Solve.

one of the vertical columns will spell the
mystery word.

Pick and Solve is the weakest of the
formats. If you have a good mind for
trivia, you will enjoy testing your memory

on the little quizzes— except when the
same questions recur time and again— but
you will feel absolutely no responsibility

for having filled in the word. This part of
the game would be much more fun if

there were a way to earn extra points by
guessing the word before the grid was
full.

Likewise, the challenge of the whole
game would be greater if there were a

way to earn extra points by filling in words
in the quote without entering one of the
puzzle formats. You can choose which
word you want to work on. but there isn't

much point in doing so since you must
work your way through every word. And
it is nothing short of tedious to answer a
question to fill in a one line "grid" solving
for "a."

You are supposed be able to choose
your word in the quote, your topic for the
quiz, and your skill level by controlling a
highlighted area with the cursor control
and function keys. Unfortunately, this

feature did not work on the disk we re-

ceived. I called Insofi and asked for help.
The woman who answered the phone
surmised that I had a defective disk and

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Quotrix

Type: Word game

System: 64K IBM PC
Author: Jeremy Wilson

Format: Disk

Summary: Solving puzzles reveals

the mystery quote.

Price: 534.95

Manufacturer:
Insoft. Inc.

I0175S.W. BarburBlvd.
Ste. 202B
Portland. OR 97219

promptly sent a replacement which had
exactly the same problem. Further calls
to Insoft elicited only assertions that they
had never heard of the problem and offers
of another replacement disk. I was able
to use the selection feature by carefully
counting my presses of the arrow and
function keys, but that method was far
from ideal.

Shortcomings aside. 1 felt myself drawn
to Quotrix. As my deadline approached. I

found myself putting off the writing of
this review as I promised myself just one
more chance to better my score. High
scores for each player on each skill level
are saved on disk, and the motivation was
high for me to ensure that my scores in all

categories were higher than those of other
lexiphilic staffers. In many games of
Quotrix I never got a duplicate quote,
and I look forward to bettering my scores
time and again.
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APPLE
Apple HE $1149.00

Apple Monitor HI
w/ Stand $ 199.00

Apple Disk II $ 399.00

Apple 80 Col. Card ...CALL

Apple Extended 80 Co.
Card CALL

Apple II E Starter
System II E. 80 Co. Card.
Monitor HI, Monitor Stand.
Disk II + .

Controller $1699.00

ACE 1000
$849.00

ACE IOOO
w/ color

$ 999.00

F
FRANKLIN
Starter System
Color Computer. AceWHter II. AceCalc.

Ace 80 Col. Card. Ace 10 Disk Drive 8c

Controller. 12" Green Screen

Monitor CALL
Starter System
w/EPSOn MX80 III

Printer Interface Card
and Cable $1829.00
ACE 1200(1 Disk) . $1799.00
ACE1200(2Disk) . $2199.00

SMITH-CORONA TP-I

ii

TPl-Serial $469.00*
j

TPl-Parallel $479.00*

Tractor Feed $129.00

'$50.00 Factory Rebate
from Smith-Corona

EPSON ! RanaSystems
EPSON AMERICA, INC. mtftl **eo.o©

MX 80 III 8359.00 | |

w/CfHrtroBer 03*0.00

^looiii *«hm>o i ™££^;::::::8BK
FX80 8*89.00

j

>i.\8orrm 8499.00
|

I

OKPATA
MI-BO ^ S 325.00

ML 82A . . .

ML 83A . . .

ML84P ...

ML84S ...

ML92P ...

Ml 92S . . .

NL93P ...

ML 93S . . .

Oklflraphl .

Okigraph II

(for Apple or Franklin)

Roll Paper Stand

(Specify 82 or 83)

Tractor Feed.

$ 389.00

$ 623.0O

$ 949.O0

$1019.00

$ 489.00

$ 5S9.00

$ 829.00

$ 899.00

$ 40.00

$ SO.OO

$ 3O.0O

. $ SO.OO

I

I
I

I
I
I
I

5)Hayes
9

MicroNode* II 0S7S.OO I

Micro Nodca II 0SS9.OO
w Terminal
Protfraai 0SO9.OO I

Smart Nodca 1SOO . . . #S*JMM> |

Novation Vmsrl

Applecotll $269.00
Includes Free Time On Source.

Operarmg Sotrwore ond your choice of o
fee* Handsel or OSR Controller

212 Applecat
Upgrade ,329.00

DSP. Controller » 19.00

Handset » 29.00
Expansion Module » 39.00

•CAT $150.00
•0-CAT ,170.00
•AUTOCAT ,559.00
•j-CAT ,120.00
•SMART CAT 103 ,189.00

• Require RS 232 Inrerfoce

MBC 1000 System
64KRAM

320K 5'/4" Disk
Printer Port

RS 232 Communications Port
12" AntiGlare Green Monitor

$2,000 SOFTWAREVALUE
FREE WITH PURCHASE

Datastar-Micropro
Reportstar-Micropro
Calcstar-Micropro
Wordstar-Micropro
Mailmere-Micropro

$1599.00
COMPLETE SYSTEM

I

I
I

DOW lONES SOFTWARE"

Market Analyzer

Market Microscope

Market Manager

Connector

CALL FOR PRICING

Prices subject to change without notice

(up or down).

Carolina i

Microsystems
j

For technical information, call 1-803-

78 1 -808 1 . To order, call tollfree:
1 -800-845-7077. Add 3% for Visa or
MasterCard. All prices include UPS
shipping to anywhere in the U.S.A. Or
send check or money order to Carolina
Microsystems, 6 Tipton Circle, Irmo,

South Carolina 29063.
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Chess 7.0

Frank Sommers
The true aficionado of electronic chess

who has turned to his computer for ad-
ditional pleasure has bemoaned the lack
of a computer chess program to equal the
dedicated boards— those well-remem-
bered preceding generations of Boris, Fi-

delity 7, Sensory Chess Challenger, Sargon
II, and finally the best of the wireds, Chess
Challenger Champion.
As Chess 7.0 boots up and a majestic

knight announces the program, there
ensues a 10-minute demonstration that is

both intriguing to watch and a documen-
tation tutorial of the first rank. The 27
cursor-controlled features prance before
you at a speed that holds your attention,
familiarizes you with the multiplicity of
functions, and expands upon the skillfully

done 64-page user's guide.

Any chess program must have the basic
moves, including en passant and pawn
promotion as essential functions. The bet-
ter games allow you to take back three or
more moves, and Sargon II and Chess
Champion will let you look ahead, i.e. give
you hints. They also are expected to set up
chess problems and perform mate-in-two
maneuvers.

Until now the current top-of-the line,

for my taste, was Chess Champion, which
allows you to call up games which exhibit

50 openings and 50 famous games for you
to follow or play against. Chess 7.0 allows
you to call up over 30 chess classics and
watch them march across the board auto-
matically, or in single step fashion, if you
wish to study the play.

Then there is the save feature, unparal-
leled in any existing electronic chess game,
which allows you not only to save the
game you are playing but to create an
entire library of your own games (40 to the
disk).

One criticism of Chess 7.0 is that al-

though there are 7000 openings built into

Frank Sommers. 4624 Unit-drum Ln.. Chevy Chase.MD 20015.
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the program which permit faster and
stronger programmed openings, you can-
not summon a particular one. This may be
a disadvantage for the advanced beginner
or intermediate player who is still trying to
master his openings. This lack can be
overcome, though, by setting up a library

of games exhibiting the openings you wish
to study on a separate disk or disks. You
may then load these at will.

Levels of Play
Chess 7.0 is programmed at level 6 to

play the standard tournament 40-move
game in two hours. It advertises 17 levels
of play and indeed has them. Levels 0-2
are for familiarization and beginners.
Levels 3-6 are for standard game play. For
positional analysis levels 7 and 8 will search
ahead to a depth of 7 and 8 moves.
The levels are divided into two cate-

gories, 1-8 and A-F. The numerical option
selects a specified time per move and a
certain level of search, say 3 which will

give you from 1-3 levels of search, but
each move must be completed within 20-

40 seconds.

With the A thru F settings you dictate

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Chess 7.0

Type: Classic game

System: 48K Atari, 48K Apple.
32K TRS-80

Format: Disk

Language: Assembly

Summary: A world class program

Price: $69.95

Manufacturer:

Odesta
930 Pitner

Evanston, IL 60202
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fALL
BEAGLE DISKS ARE

UNLOCKED, COPYABLE.
AND COMPATIBLE WITH
APPLE II, 11+ AND He.*

(Don't Settle for Less!)

•APPLE « a Ragaterad Trade Mai* of Vou-Know-Who

APPLE MECHANIC
SHAPE-WRITER / BYTE-ZAP UTILITY

by BERT KERSEY

SHAPE EDITOR: Keyboard-draw shapes tor anima-

tton in your programs. Create PruputtuiMMy Spaced
Typeface* with special characters Six fonts included

Listable Applesoft demos show you how to animate

graphics and create professional Charts and Graphs.

BYTE-ZAP Rewrite any byte on a disk for repair or

alteration Load entire sectors on the screen for inspec-

tion. Hex/Dec/Aactl displays and input. Educational

instructions include experiments for making trick file

names, restoring deleted files, changing DOS. etc.

MORE: Useful music, text and hi-res tricks for your

programs. Clear educational documentation

($2950: Includes Peeks/Pokes Chart & Tip Book #5)

APPLE MECHANIC
TYPEFACES

26 NEW FONTS for use with Apple Mechanic pro-

grams Many sizes of fully-editable characters.

BEAGLE MENU: Display only the file names you want
from your disks (for example only Applesoft files or on""

Locked files) for fast one-key cursor selection.

($20.00 Includes Peeks & Pokes Chart)

HMMM... THIS AD SAYS THAT "ALL^ BEAGLE DISKS NOW COME
WITH AN UPDATED («/83)

. PEEKS a POKES CHANT.
/ —AND TWO DISKS

COME WITH OTHER
CHARTS AS WELL!"

BEAGLE BASIC
APPLESOFT ENHANCER by MARK SIMONSEN

4315 SIERRA VISTA / SAN DIEGO. CA 92103
619-296-6400

UTILITY CITY
21 USEFUL UTILITIES by BERT KERSEY

ALPHA PLOT
HI-RES GRAPHICS TEXT UTILITY

by BERT KERSEY and JACK CA88IDY

DRAW IN HI-RES on both pages using keyboard OR
paddles/joystick View lines before plotting Use mixed-

colors and Reverse (background opposite) plotting

Fast hi-res circles, boxes and ellipses; filled or outlined

Compress Hl-Raa Images to 1/3 Disk-Space. Super-

impose hi-res pages 1 and 2 or re-locate any rectangular

image area anywhere on either hi-res page

Proporttonaty-Sosced Hi-Res Type with adjustable

character size and color Upper and lower case with no

htab/vtab limits Sideways typing for graphs too.

($3050 Includes Peeks/Pokes Chart & Tip Book 04)

DOS BOSS
DISK COMMAND EDITOR

by BERT KERSEY and JACK CAS8IDY

RENAME DOS COMMANDS and Error Messages

"Catalog" can be "Cat"; "Syntax Error" can be "Oops or

anything Protect your programs An unauthorized

Save-attempt can produce a "Not CopyaWe" message,

or any message you want. Also List-Prevention and

one-key program-execution from catalog

Customize DOS. Change the Disk Volume heading to

your message or title. Omit or alter catalog file codes.

Fascinating documentation, tips and experiments.

ANYONE using your disks (booted or not) will be

formatting DOS the way YOU designed it.

($24.00 Includes Peeks/Pokes Chart & Tip Book #2)

TIP DISK #1

LIST FORMATTER prints each program statement

on a new line. Loops indented with printer Page Breaks

A great Applesoft program de-bugger! Abo...

Multl-Column Catalogs for printouts, auto-post Run-

number & Date in programs, put invisible commands in

programs, create InvWM* Fie Names, alphabetize/store

info on disk, convert dec to hex or Integer to FP, protect

and append programs, dump text to printer

MORE TOO: 21 Programs Total, a best-seller!

($29.50 Includes Peeks/Pokes Chart & Tip Book #3)

, PRONTO-DOS
HIGH-SPEED DOS / DOS-MOVE UTILITY

by TOM WEISHAAR

Requires Apple lie {or ll/ll* with RAM Card)

RENAME ANY APPLESOFT COMMAND or Error

Message to any word (or program clarification or en-

cryption. Plus add optional NEW COMMANDS—
» ELSE follows If-Thens (as in IF X=2 THEN PRINT

Yes": ELSE PRINT "No"). SWAP X.Y exchanges 2 varia-

bles' values UseTONE command to write music with no

messy pokes 4 calls HSCRN reads the color (ofl/on) ol

any hi-res dot SCRL scrolls the text screen in either

direction TXT2 lets Text Page 2 act like Page 1.

Also— GOTO or GOSUB may precede variables (as

in "GOSUB FIX" or "GOTO 4+X". Escape-mode indi-

cated by special ESC CURSOR Replace Apple's awk-

ward Graphics Screen Switch pokes with one-word

commands Change ctrt-G Beep to any tone INVERSE
REM STATEMENTS too! AH GPLE» compatible.

These new functions occupy ZERO extra memory!

($34.95 Includes Peeks/Pokes Chart & Tip Book #6)

BEAGLE BAG
12 APPLE GAMES by BERT KERSEY

Put HIGH-SPEED DOS in your Apple's normal memory.

Language Card or Apple lie's high-memory—

Function Normal Pronto

BLOAD HI-RES IMAGE 10 sec 3 sec.

LOAD 60-SECTOR PROGRAM 16 sec. 4 sec.

SAVE 60-SECTOR PROGRAM 24 sec 9 sec.

BLOAD LANGUAGE CARD 13 sec. 4 sec.

(Text Files: No Change)

Boot the Pronto disk or your updated disks, created

with the normal INIT command Compatible with ALL
DOS Commands. GPLE» and most of your programs

Move DOS to your Language Card or Apple I le stan-

dard high-memory, freeing up 10,000 Extra Bytes!

15 Extra Sectors per disk. Catalog Free-Space dis-

play, new "TYPE" Command reveals Text File contents

($2950: Includes Peeks & Pokes Chart)

COMPARE BEAGLE BAG with any single-game

locked-up disk on the market today All 1 2 games are a

blast, the once is nght. the instructions are crystal clear.

and the disk is COPYABLE. You can even change the

programs or list them to learn by seeing how they work

Twelve Games from the Applesoft Ace. Bert Kersey—

TextTrain. Wowzo. Buzzword. Magic Pack & more..

Excellent Reviews— (see Jan-83 Sotlalk. page 148)

BEAGLE MENU too: Descnption under -Typefaces

($2950: Includes Peeks & Pokes Chart)

DEAR BEAGLE BROS-
MY LOCAL SOFTWARE

STORE DIDN'T HAVE ONE
OF YOUR DISKS SO I GOT
ON THEIR CASE & TOLD
THEM TO TELEPHONE
TOO OR ANY SOrrWABE
DISTRIBUTOR RIGHT AWAY
WELL. IT WOfiKED. AND

I GOT MY DISK IN JUST A
COUPLE OF DAYS THANKS!

by BERT KERSEY

100 LISTABLE PROGRAMS from Beagle Bros Tip

Books 1-4 Make your Apple do things it's never done!

All 100 programs are changeable for experimentation

Includes Apple COMMAND CHART with all Applesoft.

Integer Basic & DOS Commands and Descnptions!

($20.00 With 2 Charts: Peeks/Pokes & Commands)

FLEX TEXT
20 40 56.70-COLUMNS WITHOUT HARDWARE

by MARK SIMONSEN

PRINT VARIABLE-WIDTH TEXT on both hi-res

screens with normal Applesoft commands (including

Htab 1-70) Normal, expanded 4 compressed text with

no hardware. 70-columns requires b/w monitor (not tv).

Add Graphics to Text or Text to Graphics Run your

existing Applesoft programs under Flex Text control.

Fast, easy to use and Compatible with GPLE.»

DOS Tool KH« font compatibility, or use the supplied

Flex Text typefaces Select up to 9 fonts with control-key

commands. Custom text character editor included.

($2950 Includes Peeks & Pokes Chart)

FRAME-UP
HIGH-SPEED PRESENTATION UTILITY

BY TOM WEISHAAR

MAKE PROFESSIONAL PRESENTATIONS of exist-

ing hi-res. lo-res and text frames. FAST hi-res loads in

2Vi-seconds! Paddle or Keyboard-advance frames

Unattended Shows are optional with each picture

arranged and pre-programmed to display from 1 to 99

seconds Text Screen EdHor lets you create black-and-

white text "slides" and add type "live" from the keyboard

during shows Mail copies of presentations on disk to

mends and associates (or home to Mom!).

($2950: Includes Peeks & Pokes Chart)

DOUBLE-TAKE
2-WAY-SCROLLMULTIPLE UTILITY

by MARK SIMONSEN

LISTINGS & CATALOGS SCROLL Up AND Down,

making file names and program lines much easier to

access Arrow-keys control scroll direction. New Apple-

soft LIST FORMAT: each program statement on new
line for FAST program tracing and de-bugging

Vanable-Dleplay shows all of a program's strings and

vanables with current values Croae-Reterence shows

line nos. on which each variable & string appears Better

Renumber Append to Merge programs (not just con-

nect end-to-end). Also Auto-Llne-Number. Instant Hex

to Dec Converter, Program Stats, Eliminate/Redefine

Cursor. Free Space-On-Disk .. All GPLE» compatible

($34.95: With 2 Charts: Peeks/Pokes & Tips & Tricks")

I RUSH the following disks by First Class Mail—

D Alpha Plot . . . $39 50 O Flex Text

.

D Ap.Mechanic . 2950 D Frame-Up .

D AM Typefaces 2000 D ProntoDOS .

O Beagle Bag . . . 29 50 D Tip Disk «1

D Beagle Basic . 34.95 D Utility City

.

D DOS Boss 24.00 D ADD ME to mailing list.

D Double-Take. . 34.95 D ALREADY ON mailing list

$29 50
.2950
.29 50
.20 00
.29 50

AT YOUR APPLE DEALER NOW!
Or order directly from Beagle Bros—

Visa/MasterCard or COD, call TOLL-FREE
Nationwide: 1-600-854-2003 ext 827

California V800-522-15O0 ext. 827
Alaska/Hawaii 1-800-954-2622 ext 827

OR mail US Check. Money-Order or Visa/MC*

to BEAGLE BROS, 12th Floor

4315 SIERRA VISTA, SAN DIEGO. CA 92103

Add $1 50 First Class Shipping. Any-Size Order

Overseas add $4 00 COD add $300 California add 6%
ALL ORDERS SHIPPED IMMEDIATELY
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The computer-age
storybook for kids!

Katie and the Computer
By Fred D'Ignazio
Illustrated by Stan Gilliam

This wonderful storybook teaches young
children how a microcomputer works.
Katie ends up inside her dad's new
micro... and has an adventure with Colo-
nel Byte and the other characters who
make a computer work. Her joi. ney fol-

lows the path of a computer command; her
experiences are technically accurate yet
easily understandable, right down to her
encounters with a program bug. Addi-
tional material is included to help you re-
late the story to actual working parts of the
computer. With truly exceptional color il-

lustrations, this is an excellent first com-
puter book for youngsters.

Hardcover, 11" x 8W", illustrated.

For faster service,
PHONE TOLL FREE:

800-631-8112
(InNJ only: 201-540-0445)

Also available at your local bookstore
or computer store.

I-————— .—_.-.____,
CREATIVE COMPUTING PRESS
Dept HB7C 39 East Hanover Avenue
Moms Plains, NI 07950

. Katie and thePlease send me _
Computer at $8 95* plus $2 00 postage and
handling each Outside USA add $3 00 per
order. #12A

PAYMENTENCLOSED $_
'Residents of CA, NJ and NY State add
applicable sales tax.

CHARGE MY:
American Express
MasterCard Visa

Card No ..

Exp. Date.

Signature.

Mr.
Mrs.
Ms

(ptoaae pimt Ml name)

Address,

City

-Apt

State/Zip_

Send me a FREE Creative Computing
Catalog

Chess, continued...

the minimum ply search to be completed
regardless of time. A C setting for example
would search 3-5 levels and might take
from 1 to 10 minutes, depending on the
complexity of the board. Thus with the
letter settings for a slight increase in time
you can select a stronger program.
Two other settings, M and P allow the

chess-by-mail fan to search 22 ply while
waiting for his next postcard, and the
problem solver can do mate-in- 11
problems.

Beginner's Paradise

For beginners there is a host of assists

built into the program which make it one
of the best chess teaching programs extant.
The beginner can select an option that
offers a screen image of the power and
range of each piece. This evolves to a
capability that helps the novice to check,
at any point, to see what pieces might be
threatening or to assess the killing power
of any of his pieces.

Coupled with the Advice function are
the Look and Enact options which reveal
your opponent's intentions for the next
several moves, and then allows you to
enact the series or, if you choose, to select
more wily moves. The take back of all or
any moves and the replay function which
will play the game over up to the point at
which you commenced the take-back
make the teaching potential of this pro-
gram high indeed.

Documentation
With so much power and so many

options, the question arises: how can a
beginner hope to use the program without
a night school course? Part of the answer

is David Harmon's 64-page user's guide.

One page is devoted to "Things Every-
one Should Know," a lesson to help you
decide whether to use keys or paddles to

run the program. This is possibly the most
confusing part of the documentation, try-

ing to decipher whether you press

RETURN or the button on the paddle or
something else.

The rest of the book is a jewel of triple

level familiarization. First, you find two
pages of Quick Start for the person who
has used other chess programs. Then there

are 10 pages describing step-by-step con-
cise use of the functions, neatly expanding
your existing knowledge from Quick Start.

Finally on the third level, you find a Dic-

tionary of Features, detailing the nuances
of each option.

The program itself ran flawlessly for

me. My second criticism is the lack of
color on the chess board— presumably a
result of memory limitations.

Customer Support
Within a week of the arrival of the

program, another Chess 7.0 disk arrived
unsolicited from Odesta, announcing a
glitch in the key-playing option (I never
did discover what it was).

The author of the program is Larry
Atkin, one of the two authors of the
famous Northwestern University Chess 4.7

program that in the late 70's was the World
Computer Chess Champion three years in

a row. Atkin and his colleagues advertise
Odesta as the software company that in-

tends to explore the frontiers of intelli-

gence. Chess 7.0 does nothing to disparage
that claim and a great deal to generate
interest in what Odesta will do next.
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Strategy Games
and Simulations From SSI

Epidemic

What killed the dinosaurs? It wasn't a

shift in the Earth's orbit, volcanic

action, the movement of the continents,

or a sudden cooling of the atmosphere.

It was a plague, bourne to Earth by
meteorites, and it is on its way here

again!

That, at least, is the scenario for the

destruction of the human race advanced
by Steven Faber in his game Epidemic

designed for Strategic Simulations, Inc.

It is one of several exciting games
released by SSI this year.

In Epidemic you are the commander
of a global medical team, based in Ant-

arctica and charged with defending the

entire planet against the space plague.

You are given powers that no dictator

ever dreamed of. You even have the

right to destroy totally vast regions of

the planet if necessary to halt the

advance of the deadly virus.

As the game begins a hi-res color dis-

play charts the progress of the infection

in the fourteen regions into which the

world has been divided. You can quickly

Brian J. Murphy. 133 Post Rd . Fairfield. CT 06430.

Brian J. Murphy

determine which parts of the planet are

infected, where curative measures have
been undertaken, how many millions

have died and which areas most need
your attention.

Next you'll see a radar screen, chart-

ing the approach of new meteorites

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Epidemic

Type: Science fiction/strategy

System: Apple II, He, III

Format: Disk

Language: Applesoft

Summary: Medical war against

alien plague.

Price: $34.95

Manufacturer:

Strategic Simulations, Inc.

883 Stierlin Rd.
Building A-200
Mountain View, CA 94043

which threaten to hit untouched areas

and infect new populations. Watching
the course of the meteors, plotted

against a world map, you will be able to

predict which will hit the land and
which will fall harmlessly into the sea.

Now that you have the big picture,

you can make the important tactical

decisions needed to beat the malignant
microbes. You have a diverse arsenal of
weapons—medical, political, and
military—at your disposal. In areas

where the disease is at a less virulent

level (killing only one or two million a

day) you may use as many as eight

different cures. Each has its advantages

and drawbacks.

Interferon, for example, works well in

killing the virus, but supplies are always
severely limited, and a one-day alloca-

tion is the maximum for any region. X-
ray machines are effective at first, but

they have a high breakdown rate. In

communist states martial law works well

in preventing people from passing the

disease along, but it does not work in

democracies. The best hope lies in a

complex gene splice technique which
limits the growth of virus populations.

Unfortunately the process takes five

Epidemic.
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SSI, continued...

days to show results, by which time the
disease may be out of control.

When all else fails there is the ul-

timate weapon; you can nuke an entire

region. This is the indicated therapy
when the disease is completely out of
control, threatening to spread to other
regions. Of course it is wrong to nuke
heavily populated areas because, after

all, carnage will be appalling—and
counts against your game score.

The weapons to use against those
pesky meteors are your nuclear missiles.

During each turn you have to choose,
when exercising your limited number of
options, between curing the sick and
firing at incoming meteorites.

There are four levels of difficulty

which you may choose at the beginning
of the game, each requiring its own
strategy for victory. The shortest sce-

nario. Level 4, is playable in from 20
minutes to a half-hour. Level 1, the
hardest scenario, is playable in an hour.

At Level 1 you have eight meteors on
the radar screen and you start with a
significant portion of the world infected.

In Level 4 the situation is less complex
and more easily managed.
The game system is easy to master,

and play is smooth. On-screen prompts
and menus are clearly presented and the

game moves along very quickly. The
graphics are colorful and well designed.

The disk offers a game save feature and
there is a utility for formatting blank
disks as game savers.

The documentation is entertainingly

written and supports the program well,

but even without the manual and player

aid cards, a first time gamer stands a
good chance of picking up the rules just

by booting the disk and following the

prompts. Who ever thought the end of
the world could be so much fun?

Germany 1985

Another, more realistic, scenario for

the end of the world is advanced in the

first two games of the SSI When Super-

powers Collide series, Germany 1985
and RDF 1985. These games simulate a

war in the near future that begins with

Soviet invasions of central Germany and
the Persian Gulf oil fields of Saudi

Arabia.

In Germany 1985. you may choose
two-player or solitaire action in two
scenarios: Advance to Contact and Inva-

sion. Units for the NATO side include

battalions of tanks, armored personnel

carriers (APCs), self-propelled artillery,

air cavalry, and engineers. The Russians

have battalions of tanks, APCs, artillery,

rocket firing Katushka trucks, infantry,

and engineers.

When the computer is playing the

September 1983 c Creative Computing
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SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Germany 1985

Type: Wargame
System: Apple II, He, III

Format: Disk

Language: Assembly

Summary: NATO vs. Warsaw Pact
in ultimate showdown.

Price: $59.95

Manufacturer:
Strategic Simulations, Inc.

883 Stierlin Rd.
Building A-200
Mountain View, CA 94043

Russian side, the NATO player can ex-

pect rough handling. No matter which
of the three levels of difficulty you select,

the Russians will use their superior num-
bers in tanks and artillery to maximum
advantage. This is no game for inexperi-

enced wargamers. Even advanced play-

ers will need all their skills to avert a
crushing Russian victory.

In the Invasion scenario, the Russians

must seize vital river crossings from the

NATO defenders: On the west bank of
the river that divides the hi-res color bat-

tle field is a major airfield and several

cities and villages. To win the game, the
Russian side must occupy as many of
these objectives as possible.

In the solitaire mode, as the game be-
gins, the NATO player's forces are auto-
matically deployed by the computer to
guard the two major bridges at the top
and center of the battlefield (in the two-
player mode, the NATO player deploys
his forces manually). In the first turn
only an advance guard of Soviets ad-
vances onto the battlefield. In the third
turn the Soviets outflank your river
defenses, with forces entering the
battlefield from the south-central edge,
west of the river.

If your forces seem inadequate to the
task of turning back this attack, they
probably are. NATO's major reinforce-
ments do not arrive until about halfway
through the game (the game lasts from
20 to 22 turns). Your job is to keep your-
self in the ballgame, with as few units as
possible destroyed, until reinforcements
can appear. Even then, taking back all

the real estate the Russians have
captured is a Herculean task.

In the Advance to Contact scenario,

the NATO and Soviet armies enter from
oppposite edges of the battlefield. The
major objectives are the village squares
and the lone airfield. With no major
rivers for the Soviets to cross on this

PROTECT YOUR COMPUTERS,
DRIVES,PRINTERS, DISKS,

BUSINESS!
Born from necessity —

COM-PROTECT III
PROTECTS FROM

* Power Outages!
• Power Surges!

Spikes!
• Brown-Outs!
• R.F. Line Interference!
• And More!
•6 Outlets
• 15 Amp Rating
• 90 Day Replacement
Warranty

COM- PROTECT INC.
Rt. 4-Box427X
Slidell, Louisiana VISA
70458 MASTERCARD
504-641-1316 ACCEPTED

COM- PROTECT III
Computer Protection Device

Don't risk chip
damage or disk loss!
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SSI, continued...

battlefield NATO plays with no natural

moat to delay the enemy advance, as in

Invasion.

The battlefront is fluid, with the en-

emy units, as directed by the computer,

probing for those sectors which you have

had to leave lightly defended because of

your limited numbers. The NATO
player will find it very hard to dam the

massive Soviet armored flood.

If this is what an actual Soviet inva-

sion of West Germany would be like, we
are all in real trouble.

RDF 1985

RDF 1985. the second game in the

Superpowers series, shares a rulebook

with Germany 1985 (in fact, you have to

have the Germany rulebook before you

can play RDF). In this new scenario the

United States Rapid Deployment Force

is on its first combat mission—to halt a

Soviet takeover of Saudi Arabia's
Persian Gulf oil fields. The important

difference between Germany and RDF is

that in RDF the good guys have a better

chance at winning.

There is only one scenario, but you

can play it in two-player or solitaire

mode and at varying levels of difficulty,

depending on how many Soviet

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: RDF 1985

Type: Wargame

System: Apple II, He, III

Format: Disk

Language: Assembly

Summary: Highly realistic,

complex struggle for

Arab oilfields.

Price: $34.95

Manufacturer:
Strategic Simulations, Inc.

883 Stierlin Rd.

Building A-200
Mountain View, CA 94043

reinforcements you are prepared to face.

The first US troops on the scene are air-

dropped infantry. You may choose the

drop zones yourself or let the computer

assign them automatically.

Once your men are on the ground

their first job is to grab an airfield—part

of your reinforcements will need that

airfield. Next in importance is to capture

all the towns, oil fields, and airfields you

can safely occupy. Remember that all

these objectives are considered in Soviet

possession until you overrun them, and

the number of these objectives you hold

determines who wins.

Finally, you must gain control of sea-

coast squares. Half way through the

game the Navy arrives with reinforce-

ments, but they can't land them unless

you control a section of the seacoast.

The game system, designed by Roger

Keating, is very elegant and makes good

use of the capabilities of the Apple as a

wargame simulator. Single key and

cONTROLAey commands move a cursor

around a map made of 1092 squares.

The fine high-resolution color graphics

system provides a very good simulation

of both horizontal and vertical scrolling.

The command system is complex and

elegant. To select a unit for command
you place the cursor over the unit, and

key M for move. Now you have several

options. You may change the mode of

the unit to prepare it for combat, de-

fense, attack, support fire, or to regroup.

You may move the unit, with distances

varying according to mode. Moving a

unit next to an enemy initiates combat.

If the enemy is in sight, you may opt to

call in tactical airstrikes.

Germany and RDF come closer than

any wargames I have seen to being fully

automatic. The game control system can

automatically cycle round to each unit,
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SSI, continued...

eliminating the possibility of your forget-

ting to move one. Units can be ordered

to automatically move and fire, head for

predesignated locations on the battle-

field, and occupy villages and other

objectives. This takes much of the work

out of wargaming.
Another nice aspect of this game sys-

tem is the realistic way that combat is

handled. When your forces collide with

the Soviets, a complex formula for

determining the outcome of the ensuing

combat is applied. The factors which in-

fluence the battle result include how

many enemy units are in sight of yours

(and can fire on you), your strength, the

enemy's strength, how the two sides use

the terrain, and the mode the unit was in

when attacked.

As elegant and realistic as this game

system is, it is hard to remember all the

things you must be doing—or could be

doing—to win the battle. The difficulty

is compounded by a beastly rule book

for Germany 1985. It will take several

readings for you to acquire a firm grasp

of the rules (Hint: if you play the sample

turn you will learn faster).

Germany 1985 and RDF 1985 are not

right for first-time wargamers. Even

experienced wargame buffs would be

well advised not to take them lightly.

Once you have mastered the game sys-

tem, however, you are in for one of the

most formidable wargame challenges

you are likely to experience—even if you

give yourself a break and have the com-

puter play the NATO forces while you

command the Russians.

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Bomb Alley

Type: Wargame

System: Apple II, He, III

Format: Disk

Language: Applesoft

Summary: Monstrously large,

realistic wargame.

Price: $59.95

Manufacturer:

Strategic Simulations, Inc.

883 Stierlin Rd.

Building A-200
Mountain View, CA 94043

Bomb Alley

The year is 1942, and even with Rus-

sia and the United States in the war,

Adolf Hitler's dream of world conquest

could still come true. His hopes are

pinned on the Afrika Corps commanded

by Field Marshal Erwin Rommel, the

master tank commander known as The

Desert Fox. Standing in his way to the

Suez Canal and an eventual linkup with

the Japanese is the British Eighth Army

and an island sitting astride Rommel's

air and sea supply lanes—Malta.

In Gary Grigsby's Bomb Alley, the

Axis player has one important job: to

keep British convoys from resupplying

their "unsinkable aircraft carrier,"

Malta. In this monster-sized naval/air

strategic-level simulation the players

have at their disposal virtually all of the

ships and planes which took part in the

actual campaign between June and late

August, 1942. The Axis player com-

mands over 150 ships, from cruisers to

motor torpedo boats. The British player

has a similarly diverse collection,

numbering over 160 vessels.

The game control system is essentially

the same as used in Grigsby's other

"monster" game, Guadalcanal Cam-

paign. Each player may have as many as

eight task forces on the map at any time

on a variety of missions including

bombardment (to support—or attack-

invading Nazi ground troops on Malta),

transport, combat, submarine, emer-

gency resupply and evacuation.

Waves of bombers pound ships and

shore installations. Other planes are

used to search for enemy convoys. Sub-

marines lurk in the waters through

which the enemy must pass. British con-

voys of transport ships are heavily

escorted by cruisers and destroyers, in-

tended to draw the bombers and subs

away from the transports.

The key to the game is the proper use

and conservation of air power. The

planes simulated in Bomb Alley repre-

sent a wide range of the many types

flown during the war. The Axis player

intercepts British bombing missions with

high performance Messerschmidt Me
109 fighters. The British player counters

with nimble Spitfires. Alongside other

classic planes like the deadly Ju87 Stuka

divebomber, the Do 17 bomber and the

Ju52 trimotor transport are such lesser

known planes as the Fairey Fulmar, the

biplane Swordfish torpedo plane, and

the deadly Italian bomber, the SIAI

Marchetti SM 79.

The action in Bomb Alley is fast and

complex. Unlike Guadalcanal, in which

combat is infrequent (carrier task forces

spend many game turns in harbor refit-

ting and reforming, reflecting the way

the real campaign was fought), Bomb

Alley offers combat almost every turn.

The main campaign scenario is 164

turns long, covering the period from

June 11 to August 31, 1942. That is a

formidable gaming challenge in itself.

For those with less time and patience,

there are two shorter scenarios. One is a

re-creation of the last-ditch attempt to

resupply the island, "Operation Ped-

estal," the other is a re-creation of the

German invasion of Crete.

The strong point the three scenarios

RDF 1985.
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share is realism. They faithfully recreate

the strategic choices the commanders
faced and the dilemmas they had to re-

solve. The ships and the planes all per-

form according to historical fact. Add to

this the non-stop action and you have a

formula for great strategic wargaming.

Computer Ambush
For those who want to avoid the prob-

lems of the high command, who like to

look at wargaming from the point of
view of the average grunt, the reappear-

ance of Ed Williger's Computer Ambush
should provide delight. This vastly

speeded-up new version is a re-creation

of squad-level combat, set in 1944.

To refresh your memory, the game be-

gins with a squad of U.S. infantrymen

attacking a French village, led by tough

top Sergeant J.C. "Buck" Padooka—the

kind of guy who makes Sgt. Rock of

Easy Company look like a sissy.

Padooka's instincts tell him that hid-

den somewhere in that village is a squad

of tough Wehrmacht veterans. He is

right. It turns out that hard-bitten

Feldwebel Kurt Reich's squad is ready

and waiting for the Amis. Reich is no
Nazi, but he is a real pro; he defends

that village as if it were his own front

yard.

In this simulation, if you play one of

the five solitaire scenarios, the computer

does the decision-making for the Ger-

mans. Your job is to try to figure where,

in that maze of half-ruined buildings,

Reich had concealed his squad. Your job

is to ferret them out.

The human tools you have to work
with vary in quality to say the least.

Each of the ten men in the squad has a

distinctive personality, as revealed in the

dossiers provided in the rulebook. With
some careful reading and a little prac-

tice, you learn how you can use their

human strengths and weaknesses to the

creative compatiRtf
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Computer Ambush (2nd Ed.)

Type: Squad-level wargame

System: Apple II, He, HI

Format: Disk

Language: Assembly

Summary: Vastly improved
classic game of small arms
combat.

Price: $59.95

Manufacturer:
Strategic Simulations, Inc.

883 Stierlin Rd.
Building A-200
Mountain View, CA 94043

best advantage in combat.

The movement/combat system seems

bewildering at first, but with a little

study and play experience it turns out to

be exceptionally flexible.

Almost every move, every action in

squad combat has been faithfully

recreated. The men can walk, run,

crawl, dodge, fall down, or stand up.

They can move in a straight line or

dodge, sneak cautiously or run at full

tilt. They can fire automatic weapons

and rifles, plant explosive charges, or lob

grenades. In hand to hand combat the

men can use their knives, bayonets, and
garrottes. You provide the tactics—and
experience the tension of combat

—

yourself.

When Computer Ambush first ap-

peared, Creafive's reviewer (Nov. 1980)

praised it for its realism but observed

that the program consumed about 30

minutes of computing time per game
turn to resolve movement and combat.

Plastered prominently on the cellophane

wrapper of the new version is the notice

FmeTech Presents

THEWOODBURY SERIES.
Because your home computer furniture shouldn't

look like computer furniture.

Computer furniture. The phrase

alone brings to mind cold steel legs and

pressboard veneer. But as our computer

age swiftly moves into the home,

FineTech realizes the need for custom-

made fine furniture to house the per-

sonal computer. Thus the handcrafted

solid oak designs of the Woodbury Series.

Choose either our traditional or con-

temporary design, in your preference of

three hand-stained finishes. Each making

its mark as fine furniture to even the

FineTech
FURNITURE, INC.

P.O. Box 280 Woodbury, TN 37190

615/765-5021

most discriminating tastes, yet you'll find

that the Woodbury Series is priced very

affordably. Call or write for our full

color complimentary brochure and speci-

fications . Because there's no reason for

your computer furniture to look like

computer furniture.

r--————-————

—

Yes, I am interested in the Woodbury Series

Please send me your brochure.

UWf
.ADDRESS .

cm
STAR ZIP.

FINETECH FURNITURE, INC.

P.O. Box 280 Woodbury. TV 37190
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that the game plays "40x Faster," a

claim which I have verified.

Key parts of the program were rewrit-

ten in assembly language, and a program
bug discovered when the complaints

started to roll in two years ago has been

eliminated, according to SSI. The result

is that the movement/combat resolution

which took a half hour of computing
now takes a minute or less. It is an
improvement that elevates Computer
Ambush from a game for die-hard play-

ers only to its deserved status as a clas-

sic. (Die-hards please note: SSI will

update your old Computer Ambush disk

for $20.)

Galactic Adventures

Galactic Adventures, designed by Tom
Reamy, is as far away from the nitty-

gritty of real life warfare as you can get.

It is a fantasy/role playing game which
can be as simple or as complex as you
like, depending on your mood of the

moment.
As the game starts, you choose which

species you want to be. Perhaps you'll

choose to be a superhuman Wodanite,

an elephantine Dulbian, a feathered

Cygnian, or a mysterious Zorcon. You
have seven species from which to

choose, and each has its own special

abilities and deficiencies. Fortunately,

you get a chance to "accentuate the pos-

itive" by assuming skills in weaponry
and in such fields as medicine, black

hole engineering, linguistics, lock
picking, and logic.

The next step is to buy some weapons
and tools. These are obtainable at the

market and the weapons shop, but at a
price. Fortunately, you have 30,000

frilbees to spend on whatever you need.

The important thing to remember is that

you can carry only five items at a time.

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Galactic Adventures

Type: Fantasy/role playing game

System: Apple II, He, III

Format: Disk

Language: Machine language/

Applesoft

Summary: Endlessly versatile,

entertaining role playing game.

Price: $59.95

Manufacturer:

Strategic Simulations, Inc.

883 Stierlin Rd.
Building A-200
Mountain View, CA 94043

Once you are equipped, the next step

is to set out for the streets of the city to

recruit a band of hardy adventurers who
will follow you wherever you go-
provided you pay them on time. Some-
times, during recruitment, prospective

fellow adventurers will attempt to eat

you for dinner or attempt to tear you
limb from limb. Try not to let this sort

of thing disillusion you as you dodge
laser sword thrusts and disruptor bolts.

With your band of heroes recruited, it

is on to training. Gaining combat experi-

ence is important, and setting upon an
outnumbered and underequipped band
of aliens is as good a way as any to get it.

Besides, if you win, you can look for-

ward to the always entertaining tradition

of looting your victims.

Before combat, the game system sets

up a color battlefield on which you will

meet your opponents. Symbols on the

battlefield represent you and your oppo-

nents and tip you off as to their ar-

mament and armor. Obstacles on the

field which block your line of sight,

however, can make your enemy dis-

appear temporarily. Never fear; a few

battles and you will have learned how to

use long range weapons like the Gem-
stone and phasor rifles and how to win

hand-to-hand using a laser sword or a

vibro knife.

Another form of training comes as

you complete various jobs offered by

creatures you encounter in the streets.

These jobs require your non-combat

skills. Fascinating jobs you will be of-

fered include star piloting, noetic logic,

linguistics, cyborg jockeying, and gun-

nery. Each successfully completed job

raises your skill level and fattens your

purse; each bungled contract results in a

heavy fine.

When you and your fellow ad-

venturers are ready, you can visit one of

the guilds for an assigned adventure.

The job may include interstellar combat,

a battle with aliens on their own turf, or

another mission equally as dangerous

and potentially profitable.

The capacity of Galactic Adventures

for new adventure experiences is virtu-

ally endless. You can spend an evening

ambushing citizens, running cargo or

passengers through hyperspace, battling

Banshees, or solving logic puzzles.

You also have the option of creating

your own adventure scenarios. You can

build your own battlefield, pick your

enemies, and decide what treasures will

be won.
Echoes of science fiction writers like

Larry Niven and Fred Saberhagen are

found throughout this creative game,

but the most important influence is that

of your own imagination. Unlike some
role playing games, there is no final goal

or prize to be won. You win by staying

alive and by attaining your own personal

goals. The world of Galactic Adventures

is what you make it. With a good
imagination, it can be a most fascinating

place, where you will spend many hap-

pily violent hours. D

Computer Ambush.
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RENT SOFTWARE
BEFORE YOU BUY!

from our

SOFTWARE
RENTAL LIBRARY

You can now RENT the most popular software available for just

20-25%* of Manufacturers' Retail Price

• Eliminate the risk—rent first!

• 100% of rental fee applies toward purchase

• All purchases are 20% Off of Manufacturer's

Suggested List

• Rentals are for 7-days (plus 3 days grace for return

shipping)

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
There are now 2 different plans to choose from:

Join the Game Group, $25.00 per year

and rent as many games as you like for

only 20-25% of Mfrs. Sugg. Retail Price*

Minimum <xder, 3 game rentals

Join the Business Group, $50.00 per

year and rent as many business applica-

tion programs as you like for only

20-25% of Mfrs. Sugg. Retail Price.*

REMEMBER, THESE ARE NOT DEMOS, BUT ORIGINAL

UNRESTRICTED SOFTWARE PROGRAMS
(complete with manuals in original manufacturers' packages)

To Immediately Order, or for more information:

UNITED COMPUTER CORP. ,~IS %2Z
Software Rental Library

ln L A County CALL^ 3 823-4400

Culver City, California
Canadian Orders Welcome

•Plus postage and handling

AMERICAN
EXPRESS

vtsa
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ATARI
|(,ompuicr> for people.
O

800 48K $399.00*
* Plus $100.00 Rebate back from ATARI

81 Disk Drive $399.00
Educator $1 00.75 Ent.rt.iner $ 63.75
Programmer s 51.75 Bookeeper (1 04.75

reoo xl . . $1 99.00
1 800 XL... $CALLS
1 1 200 XL. $499.00
1400 XL.SCALLS
1450 XL.SCALLS
1 025 Printer $399. 00
1020 Color Printer . f245.00
1027 Printer $299 00
1010 Recorder $75.00
410 R.corder $7 5 .00
810 Disk Drive $399.00
1 050 DIM Drive $ 335 00
850ln,.rt.c. $CALL»

PARKER BROTHERS
Tutankham R (33.75
Super Cobr. R S33.75
Aatro Chase R $33.75
Frogger R S33.75
QBertR $33.75
PopeyeR $33.75
Risk R $42.75
ChMiR $42.75

SPINNAKER
Story Machine R $26.73
Face Maker R $24.75
Kinderomp R $20.75
Fraction Fever R $24.75
Delta Drawing R $26.75

SSI

Battle of Shilo C/0 $26.75
Tigers In the Snow C/D. . . .$26.75
Battle for Normandy C/D . .$26.75
Knight* of the Desert C/D . $26.75
Cosmic Belance C/0 $26.75

ONLINE
Frogger $24.05
Wizard* Prln $26.05

ROKLAN
Wizard of War $20.75
Qorf $20.75
Delux Invader $27.05

BIGS
Miner 2040 $32.75

BUSINESS
Vlslcele $150.75
Letter Perfect e,i 1 575
Letter Perfect $140.75
Data Perfect $00.75
Text Wlzzard $40.75
Spell Wlzzerd $64.75
File Manager $60.75
Home File Mgr $60.75
Bookeeper $110.75
C.R.I.S $100.75
Atari Word Pro $100.75
Tax Advantage j35 75
Home Accountant $59. 75
Benk Street W s49 75
Atari Writer $55^75

ADVENTURE
Prepple $10.05
Preppie 2 $10.05
Dlakey $39.95
Sea Dragon $25.50
Stratos $25.00
Treasure Quest $1 3.50
Serie* 1-12 $15.05
Saga Series 1-6 $24.05
Stone of Sisyphus $20.05
Eliminator $18.05

tipple
SSI

Battle of Shilo $26.75

Tigers in the Snow $26.75

Cosmic Balance $26.75

Knight* of the Desert . $26.75

Battle for Normandy . . $26.75

Germany 1085 $36.75

RANA
® DISK DRIVES

Elite 1 $205.00
Elite 2 $440.00
Elite 3 $550.00

MICRO-SCI
*2 call

A40 call

A70 c.,|

MUSE
Castle Wolfenstein .... $20.75
Ceverna of Frieteg $20.75
Robot War $26.75

CONTINENTAL
Home Accountant $51 .75
Book of Apple Software . $16.75

BRODERBUND
Bank Street Writer $44. 75
AE $24.75
Apple Panic $21 .75
Choplifter $24.75
David's Midnight $24.75

SPINNAKER
Kindercomp $21 .75
Story Machine $23.75
FaceMaker $23.75
Snooper Trooper $20.75
Delta Drawing $34.75

EPYX
Temple of Apshai $26.95
Star Warrior $26.05
Crush. Crumble A Chomp . $22.75

ADVENTURE
Sagaai Adventureland .. .$20.05
Sago « 2 Pirate Adventure. $20.05
Sag.»3 Secret Mission. . .$20.05
Stone of Sisyphus $24.05

ALIEN GROUP
Atari Voice Box $00.00
Apple Voice Box $120.00

\CmL commodore
I^ VIC64 $AVEVIC 64.

11541 Disk Drive

11525 Printer

1 1 530 Datasette

1 1 1 10 8k Ram
11211 Super Expander
1 121 2 Programmers Ad
11213 Vicmon
I Vic 20 dust cover

I Vic 64 dust cover

MICROSPEC 64
I Inventory Mgr
I General Ledger
[Payroll Mgr
I Accounts Rec
I Accounts Pey
I Data Base
Checkbook Bal

$AVE
...Call

. ...Call

$64.00
$53.75
$53.75
$44.75
$44.75
$6.00
$6 99

$W

$79.75
$70.75
$70.75
$70.75
$70.75
$69.75

HES64
64Forth R $55.75
Hesmon R $20.75

Turtle Graphics R $40.75
Heswriter R $38. 75
Grid runner R $20.75
Attack of Mut Cam R $34.75
Turtle Tutor R $20.75
Turtle Trainer R $20.75
Paint Brush R $23.75
Benji Space Rescue D. $20.75
Home Manager C/D . . .630.75
Time Money Mgr D $55.75
OmniCalc D $70.75
Sword Point D $24.75

EPYX 64
Temple of Apshai $28.00
Upper Reaches of A $1 5.00
Crush Crumble 6 C $23.00
Jumpman $28.00

CARDCO
Cardprinter / LOI $400.00
Cardprint DM1 $100.00
5 Slot Expansion 64 $54.00
64 Write NOW $39 00
64 Mall NOW $ 29 00
2j Write NOW $29.00
64 Keypad $29.00
Universal Case. Int $29. 75
Printer Utility $19.75
6 Slot Expansion $70.05
3 Slot Expansion $24.05
Vic 20/64 Printer int $59 95

BRODERBUND 64
Serpentine R $26.75
Choplifter R $32.75
Seefox R $26 75

PARKER 20
Frogger (ROM) $33.75
OBert(ROM) $33.75
Tutankham (roml $33.75

SPINNAKER 64

Kindercomp $21.75
Story Machine $23.75
Face Maker $23.75
Snooper Trooper $20.75
Delta Drawing $34.75
Shamusllc/d $24.05
Pinhead c/d $22.05

OUICK BROWN FOX
OBF Word Processor .... $40.05

UK
Letter Perfect $105.00
Data Perfect $05.00

|

ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL
S. Adams Adventure $28.75

VIC-64
Household Finance C/D . . $24.75

VIC 20
Kino Arthurs Heir Cass $24.75
Mnnst.r Ma*. Rom . .$24.75

PEflGOM
HARD DISK
DRIVES for

in mil, iiiii

APPLE IBM-PC TRS60*
5 MAGABYTE DRIVE S1 099 75
10 MEGABYTE DRIVE S13997S
1 5 MEGABYTE DRIVE S1 799 75
20 MEGABYTE DRIVE S2275.75

Add S.IO OO 'Q' TRS 80 D. ves

SINGLE DRIVE AT88 S1 ...$379.00

1

DUAL DRIVE AT88 S2 $599.00
j

DRIVE with printer port SCALL
AT88 Expansion Board SCALL
DUAL HEAD 44S1 $499.00
DUAL DRIVE 44S2 $949.00
SINGLE DRIVE 40S1 $479.00
ADD ON DRIVES SCALL

Lyco Computer Marketing& Consultants

TOLL free 800-233-8760
TO ORDER

CALL US
In PA 1-71 7- 327-1824

MiMH
I •''.-,

. '-V' I •

' ."** BW I

"V ' I

Sri h



16K ATARI RAM $49.75
32 K RAM $69.75
48K RAM $99.75
64K RAM $129.75
128KRAM ....$399.75

TECH NOTES... $29.75

BOOK of ATARI
SOFTWARE 1 983

346 pages $16.75

|
CX415 HOME FILING
MANAGER *4 ' 7S

CXL40O7 MUSIC COMP S33 75

CXL4002 ATARI BASIC $45 75
1

CX8I 26 MICROSOFT $65 75

CX41 19 FRENCH $45 00
CX41 18 GERMAN $45 OO
CX41 20 SPANISH 545 OO
CX4108 HANGMAN $12 75

CX4102 KINGDOM $12 75

CX41 12 STATES $12 75

CXL4O03 ASSEMBLER $45 7?

EASTERN HOUSE
Monkey Wrench 2 SS2.7S

INHOME
Baseball $29.95

IOSI
Speedway Blast f29.95
Pool 1-5 $26.05

GALAXIAN $29.75

DEFENDER $29.75

DIG DUG $29.75

SPEED READING S53.75

ATARI WRITER $54.75

BOOKKEEPER $102.75

CX401 8 PILOT HOME ....$54.75

CX 405 PILOT EDU $91.75

CX404 WORD PRO $99.75

CXL401 3 ASTEROID .$25.75

CXL4020 CENTIPEDE $29.75

CXL4022 PACMAN $29.75

CXL4011 STAR RAIDER $29.75

CXL4004 BASKETBALL $25.75

CXL4006 SUPER BREAK. $25. 75

CXL4008 SPACE INVAD. $25.75

CX81 30 CAVERNS OF M.S27.75

APX
Eastern Ft.41 $25. 50
DeRay Atari S19.95
Math-Tlc-Tae SI 5.95
Pras of US $1 5.95

3R Math (19.95
Typo Attack S24.95
Family Budget $19.95
F. Cash Flow $19.95

BRODERBUNO
Bank Street Writer D $44.75

AED S24.75
Apple Panic D $23.75

Choplltter ROM $32.75

David's Midnight S24.75
Stellar Shuttle C/D S18.75
Ft. Apocalypse $24.75

HES
Gridrunner R $27.75

Sword Point D $24.75

INFOCOM
Zork 1 /2/or 3 $29.95

FIRST STAR
Astro Chase $22.95

RANA
DISK DRIVE

1000 $29500

ALIEN GROUP
Voice Box 2 . $99.75

DON'T ASK. _Sam T$41.75
Abuse $15.95

Teleatri $27.95

Poker Sam . . $24.95

Amulet

Nuke Sub S16.75
Magic Story Book $24.75
Thunder Island $1 3.95

ARTWORX
Hazard Run (24.95
Hodge Podge .(16.95

S. Poker (26.95
Bridge 3.0 41 8.95

EPYX
Jumpman (26.97

Temple ol Apashl (27.75

Star Warrior (27.75

A
ATARI
( nmpulcn for people.

O

MODEMS
ANCHOR MARK I

ANCHOR MARK II

HAYES SMART
HAYES MICRO II

Micro Bit

Impp-iooo
NOVATION

CAT
D-CAT
J-CAT
APPLE CAT II ...

.

21 2 APPLE CAT .

$79.00
$79.00

$239.00
$309.00

$159.00

$144.00

$155.00
$115.00
$279.00
$589.00

MONITORS
NEC JB1 260 * 1 25.OO

NEC JB1 201 S1 5S °°

NEC TCI 201 $315.00

Amdek Color I (275.00

Amdek 3O0 Green (149.00

Amdek 300 Amber .... (1 49.00

Gorilla Green (99.OO

BLANK DISKETTES
I ELEPHANT SS /SO $1 8.25

ELEPHANT SS/DD $21.75
KANGAROO SS/DD with

storage case $24.75

I MAXELL MD I
$29.75

MAXELL MD II $39.75

loiSKCASF (holds 101 S4 95
1 DISK CASE {holds 50) S19 75
JROMCASE (holds 10) $19 75

WICO
JOYSTICKS

APPLE - VIC • ATARI - Tl
Command Control $20.95
Red ball $22.75
Apple Trackball $58.00

TRACK BALL $52 75
EXTENSION CORO $9 75

APPLE ADAPTOR $1 8 95
T.I ADAPTOR $9.95

POINT MASTER $12 75

jcippkz
APPLE OUMPLINGGX $99 7 5
APPLE DUMPUNG 64 116 Buffer)$179 75

INFOCOM
Zork I. II. or III (26.75
Deadline (33. 75

PRINTER
INTERFACING AVAILABLE
APPLE DUMPLING GX
APPLE DUMPUNG 64 116

$99 75
$179 75

SANYO

I MBC 1000 $1549.00

|
(with micfopro software package)
MBC 1250 $2195 00
MBC4050 $2749.00
EFD 160 Disk $499.00

5500 Letter O. Printer . . .
$649.00

ATARI APPLE VIC
.... $35 OO $79.00 $65.00

$35.00 $79 00 $6500

*3S0°

»

7»°° III™
•3500 $7900 $6500
$35 00. $79.00 $65 OO

EPSON
CITOH

NEC
OK IDATA

GEMINI

SMITH CORONA $35 00 $79 OO $65 OO

Atari parallel Printer cable (6') .
.
$39.95

Microbits Parallel Cable S89.95

HES VIC- 20

TorgC (14.75
HES Games I C (14.75

HES Games II C (14.75
VIC Fortit Rom (42.75
HES MON Rom (28.75
Turtle Graphics Rom (28.75
HES Writer Rom (28.75
Shamus Rom (28.75
Protector Rom (31 .75

Robot Panic Rom (28. 75

DISKETTE SALE
BULK DISKS (qty 1 50) (1 .50 ea.

CertronCC-10(3blank cassettes). . . S3.75

#+̂

PROWRITER 2P $699.OO
GEMINI 15 $449.00
PRINTMASTER .... $1 589.OO
SMITH CORONA TP1 . . . $549.00
CITOH 86OOB $1025 00
STARWRITER $1099 00
OKIDATA82 save

OKIDATA83 lowest

OKIOATA84P....:Ra^able
OKIDATA93 save
TRACTOR $49.75
OKIOATA 92 $SAVE

SAVE = PRIIMTERSI
GORILLA GX-1 00 $1 99.00

EPSON $CALL
GEMINI 10 $299.00
PROWRITER $365.00
NEC 8023 $399.00

TO ORDER
CALL TOLL FREE

800-233-8760
In PA 1 717-327-1824

or send order to

Lyco Computer
P O Box S088

Jersey Shore. PA 17740

POLICY
In-stock items shipped within 24 hours of order. Personal

checks require four weeks clearance before shipping. No
deposit onC.O.D. orders. Free shipping on prepaid cash orders
within the continental U.S. PA residents add sales tax. All

products subject to availability and price change. Advertised
prices show 4% discount offered for cash, add 4% for Master
Card or Visa. DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.
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An Avalanche From Avalon Hill

Unjustly accused of mutiny and the
murder of his captain, Joe Justin, the
second officer of the G.F.S. Rheingold,
has been cast adrift. Clad in a recycled
spacesuit and carrying a hand thruster,

he must make the vastness of space yield

up a ship to carry him to distant worlds
where, he hopes, he will find the means
to restore his good name and avenge the
wrong which has been done to him.

This is the situation at the start of an
exciting all-text adventure game, G.F.S.
Sorceress, written by Gary Bedrosian,
Lee Elmendorf, and Richard Christie for

Avalon Hill. Sorceress is one of a group
of new games which demonstrate that

AH is now a force to be reckoned with
in the field of recreational software.

AH was an early entrant in the com-
puter gaming field, but their initial

productions, such as B-l Bomber and
Midway Campaign, were disappointing
given Avalon Hill's enviable reputation
in the realm of conventional board
wargames. The early AH games lacked
color and were less engrossing than the
company's experience in game design
warranted.

With Avalon Hill's newest games, we
discover that the company has learned
much about software design, especially

in terms of what the market expects for

its dollar. The result is a group of very
playable games at good prices.

G.F.S. Sorceress

G.F.S. Sorceress, as mentioned above,
is a ZorAr-style adventure game. Like
Zork. it really doesn't need graphics be-
cause the play-value is the thing. As you
start out, you are adrift in space,

Brian J. Murphy

equipped with only a hand thruster.

Your only clue as to what your next ac-

tion should be is a thin ion trail which
leads who knows where?
To tell you much more would be to

give away the game. You command the
action using two and three word com-

c :se !?N:M- --;<::-t s : ij.: : ;. £

-

- i..:: =IS.
:s

.*-f ftj»f| '.- ... ==-

*!*?*fcwb ?At!•& ft.
-': - "•!-*»

-=• :-' ?;« r5=:j::; |.|!»i«

Brian J. Murphy, 133 Post Rd . Fairfield. CT 06430
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SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: G.F.S. Sorceress

Type: SciFi adventure game
System: 48K Apple II, TRS-80,

48K Atari

Format: Disk and cassette

Language: Machine language

Summary: Highly entertaining

all-text adventure.

Price: $35 disk; $30 cassette

Manufacturer:
Avalon Hill

4517 Hartford Rd.
Baltimore, MD 21214

mands like "follow path," "eat red ap-

ple," or "examine room." Note that you
can use a modifier to specify which of
the objects you are interested in, as long
as you follow the form
verb/modifier/noun in creating your
commands.

The object of the game is to clear the

name of your character, Joe Justin. In a

short story provided with the game,
"Restless Universe," the events which
led to Justin being marooned in space
are laid out in detail. The captain of the

G.F.S. Rheingold has been murdered,
probably by the ship's ambitious first

officer, Commander Bernard Taub.
Taub manages to frame Justin, manufac-
turing convincing evidence that it was
Justin who killed Captain Wu.
Throughout the very readable "Rest-

less Universe" are many clues which, if

you are clever, will help you to over-
come the obstacles and puzzles you find

on worlds across the galaxy as you try to

clear your name. Be prepared to repair

spaceships, explore alien environments,
battle monsters, and most importantly,

to use your imagination. As with the
best adventure games, Sorceress requires

that the game player be on the lookout
for the twist of logic which will yield the
right command to solve the problem at

hand and enable him to progress.
The level of challenge is not as mind-

boggling as Zork or Zork II, but G.F.S.
Sorceress is a legitimate test of an adven-
ture gamer's skills and imagination. I

have always thought that adventure
games like Zork, Cranston Manor, and
now Sorceress are among the best values
on the software game market because of
the many hours of entertainment you get

for your dollar. Sorceress, like the others,

lets you save your game on a scratch
disk, allowing you to quit the game and
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TacticalArmorCommand
One last tug to the helmet strap—a reassuring glance at the

line of powerful steel monsters ana you know all is ready. From
your command hatch you raise your hand and order
"forward"! The air suddenly fills with the roar of engines and the
rumble of treads, as the mighty dreadnoughts of the land start

forward . You command a team of your country's finest armored
vehicles in a mission to search and destroy the enemy

T.A.C. is a game of World War II tactical armored combat
You pick a nation (from among the four major combatants-
Britain. U.S.A., Germany and Russia). You build a combat
team from their most powerful tanks, assault guns and tank
destroyers. You command the team you've created in major
operations against like forces of the enemy.

All the famous vehicles of the secona world war are here—
Tigers, Panthers. Shermans ana JS ll's; Jagapanthers. SU 152's.

Fireflies and T 34's. just to name a few. They have all been
thoroughly researched and their Important features program-
med into the game. Each vehicle is distinguished by such
elements as armor thickness (rear and flanks as well as front),

fire power, speed, acceleration and gun traverse. Even minor
points like fuel tank location can be critical

The computer handles all the technical details. This lets you
concentrate on making the same kinds of decisions the real]

life tank commanders maae You search for the enemy, sef

your speed, aim your gun and knock out the enemy. The comf
puter will handle all the rest.

Here are just some of the exciting features:

T.A.C. can be played solitaire against the computer or as
a two player (or two team) game with the computer as
mediator.

The most important armored vehicles of Britain. Russia. U.S.

and Germany are available to command—40 in all.

Choose from five different scenarios to play. Actions range
from open meeting engagements to assaults against
prepared positions.

You pick the sides You choose the weapons. A simple pur-

chasing system has been provided to let you "buy" what you
want in balance with your opponent

The results of combat are determined by the computer. It

factors such critical elements as range, armor thickness (front,

rear and flanks), tracking time, the speed and maneuvers of
both the firing and target units, visibility and weapon aajust-

ment to determine weapon accuracy.

Special options include hidden movement, improved
positions, smoke mortars, minefieias. close assaults, overruns
and indirect fire.

T.A.C. on diskette retails for $40.00 and can be
played on the following computers: Apple® ll's with 48K
(Mockingboad™ Sound Enhanced!). Atari's® with 48K.
Commodore^ & IBM® versions coming this fall.

BY RALPH BOSSON
* Trademarks of Apple
Computers. Warner Com-
munications. Commodore I
and international Business
Mochmes

Tactical Level

^
w.

*

s*
iltUUlUii

\

Strategic Level

Available at finer computer stores everywhere.
Or call TOLL FREE: 1 (800) 638-9292 for fast credit card purchase. Price: $40 Ask for Operator M.

In microcomputer gomes"
A DIVISION OF

1 The Avalon Hill Game Company
4517 Harford Road • Baltimore, MD 21214
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Avalanche, continued...

pick it up again when you please without
having to retrace all previous steps.

Thus, you can stretch out the pleasure

for as long as you like; and with Sorcer-

ess, there is a great deal of pleasure to be
had.

vc
The more of the enemy you kill, the

more there are. You have the firepower,

the helicopters, the artillery, and Victor
Charlie has the jungle and the night. In

the dark he moves among the people,

and with political and military force he
coerces them to join his side. In the

morning more hostile eyes are watching
you from the jungle, waiting . .

.

VC is Avalon Hill's sole wargame in

this new quartet, and it may be the best

introduction to computer wargaming I

have seen, skillfully blending the anima-
tion and sound effects of an arcade style

game with the challenge of a con-
ventional strategy game.
As the game begins, you have 12

fighting units at your disposal, a U.S.
Air Cavalry unit, an artillery unit, and
ten ARVN (Army of the Republic of
South Vietnam) units. Surrounding you
is the civilian population—what Mao
Zedong called the sea in which the guer-

rilla swims. And in that sea, disguised as

neutral civilians, is the enemy. There can
be as many as five units of the regular

North Vietnamese Army and many
more units of the Viet Cong. Your job is

to eliminate these enemy units while
"winning the hearts and minds" of the

civilian population before they are killed

or recruited by the communists.
On the screen you see a set of blue

shapes clustered together. The num-
bered shapes are the ARVN units, the
helicopter is the US Air Cav unit, and
the remaining shape is the artillery. All
around you are the people, in green. A
few of them are the enemy, but don't go
firing your artillery into them at ran-

dom. When you do, you lose their hearts
and minds and make it easy for Victor
Charlie to recruit them.

You can move one infantry or Air
Cav unit per turn. As the ARVN in-

fantry moves, it recruits friendly civil-

ians. They don't fight for you, but as

they are recruited, they turn blue and
are flagged with an F, which makes it

easier to tell friends from neutrals and
enemies. As your ARVN units move out
into the countryside, more and more of
the peasantry will rally to the Allied

cause.

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: VC
Type: Warfare simulation

System: 48K Apple, 32K TRS-80,
48K Atari, 48K IBM

Format: Disk and cassette

Language: Machine language

Summary: Could win your heart

and mind

Price: S2S disk; $20 cassette

Manufacturer:
Avalon Hill

4517 Hartford Rd.
Baltimore, MD 21214

In the meantime, invisibly, the com-
puter is moving the VC and NVA units

in precisely the same manner, recruiting

and coercing the peasantry to the com-
munist cause. The difference is, although
your friends are easily visible, the com-
puter conceals from you which of the

people have gone over to the other side.

What you do see is a flicker where the
enemy is moving. You will also spy per-

fectly innocent shifts in the civilian

populations, so hold your artillery fire.

This is where the Air Cavalry comes
in. The Air Cav unit can move to any
open square on the board. It will search
the adjacent eight squares around the

landing zone and identify any enemy
units. The Air Cav has a good chance of
destroying them on the spot, because its

strength is five times that of a regular

ARVN unit. If the Air Cav or ARVN
unit engages the enemy but fails to de-

stroy the enemy unit during the turn, the

unit is marked by a white symbol. The
symbol remains on board, allowing you
to shell it with your artillery to your
heart's (or mind's) desire.

The challenge of the game is in getting

ARVN units out into the countryside
fast enough to head off VC recruitment.

You can't always see where the enemy
is. It is possible that he could be sneak-

ing behind you, poised to kill the peasant
units with which you have made friends.

He might also be hidden in a dense clus-

ter of civilians, by his very presence
rallying them secretly to his side. At the

end of the turn, after you have killed six

enemy units, it is dismaying to find that

his total strength is now three higher

than it was the turn before, according to

your turn-by-turn intelligence report.

What is even more dismaying is to

watch the numbers of civilians in your
province drop from the initial count in

the low hundreds to the sixties or fifties.

When more than half the original num-
ber of civilians has been killed or re-

cruited by Victor Charlie, you lose. You
can win only if you kill off all the com-
munist units without having to kill more
than half the population. If VC is

recruiting faster than you are killing (or

winning over), you lose.

In a way, this game is like the real

Vietnam War. Victory seems only a

tantalizing step away. You have the men
and the firepower, but the more you kill,

the more of the enemy there seems to be.

It is up to you to break this vicious cy-

cle, and you might find it just as difficult

a chore as it was for our military brain

trust in the 60's and early 70's.

One thing seems certain, that tantaliz-

ing glimpse of a light at the end of the

tunnel will bring you back again and
again to VC. So will the graphics. Every-
thing the early Avalon Hill games didn't

have, this game has, including amusing
sound effects and smooth animation.

VC is an easy game to learn. Unlike
some war games, the instructions take

only a few minutes to read and absorb.

On-screen prompts and a simplified grid

system help speed play along.

In its TRS-80 incarnation, which we
did not playtest, the graphic shapes are

replaced by letter codes for the various

counters in the game. This is the only

real difference.

Andromeda Conquest
Andromeda Conquest, its flashy title

page notwithstanding, is a visually un-

exciting game of interstellar colonization

and warfare. The game is played on the

strategic level. Each of as many as four

players begins the game with one planet

which produces ten resource units.
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Avalanche, continued...
You can use the units to buy Echo

ships, needed for colonization; Rama
ships, nimble long range fighters; Nova
ships, battle-wagons with planet-busting
powers; and defense units for the planets
in your empire.

Depending on how many players
there are, there will be from 12 to 48
stars in the "galaxy" from which you
must seize 10 and control them for an
entire turn sequence. During each turn
the computer displays the number and
type of ships available to you and lists
the planets in your empire, including
their resource points and defense factors

If you have maneuvered a fleet to a
distant star and have subdued all oppo-
sition, you are then given the chance to
spend some of your resource points to
colonize it. Once part of the empire, the
resource points produced by the planet
are added to your total at the beginning
of the turn, increasing your spending
power. 6

In the solitaire version, this is more or
less the whole game. The natives might
put up perfunctory resistance, but the
program does not generate any alien
fleets to oppose your juggernaut. It is in

"1

choose to either attack or do nothing. If
you choose to attack, which is usually
the right choice if you get to shoot first
and have used only a little of your fleet
energy to move into position, the com-
puter does all the messy calculating of
odds and automatically displays the
results.

creative competing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Andromeda Conquest
Type: SciFi strategy game
System: 48K Apple, IBM PC

TRS-80, Atari, Pet

Format: Disk and cassette

Language: Basic

Summary: Grab a hatfull of stars
if you can

Price: $23 disk; $18 cassette

Manufacturer:
Avalon Hill

4517 Hartford Rd.
Baltimore, MD 21214

play with two or more opponents that
the action heats up.

After you have finished the resource
allocation phase of your turn, you are
given control of your fleets. When you
buy a fleet, you may launch it from any
planet of your empire, even one that is
under attack, thus making it very hard
to seize a colonized planet.
When in the fleet command phase

you can summon tactical maps of the
sector of the galaxy your fleet is in.
Inese text-generated maps—there are
absolutely no graphics after the title
page—display an A wherever enemy
fleets are located and a number for each
of your own armadas.
When fleets clash, there are no tac-

tical level decisions to be made. You can

196

The accent is not on
subtle nuances of play,
but on broad strategy

and action.

Andromeda is a game you will pick up
quickly. The accent is not on subtle nu-
ances of play, but on broad strategy and
action. The level of challenge is low, but
the payability is high, with the excep-
tion of the solitaire mode, which is
frankly dull. For three or four players,
Andromeda Conquest is a good evenine's
entertainment.

Telengard

Last, and best of the AH quartet is an
exciting fantasy-adventure game
Telengard. the creation of Dan Law-
rence and Mike O'Brien. The graphics in
Telengard are, to say the least, rudi-
mentary. All you have is an X marking
the spot in the maze at which your
character is located, letter codes for cer-
tain features like fountains and altars
and # symbols to indicate the presence
of monsters. It is a good thing that the
action is fast and furious enough to
make you forget about the graphics.
At the beginning of the game, you se-

lect a set of characteristics for the

character you will take into the maze
The categories are fairly familiar to fan-
tasy-gamers: charisma, agility, wisdom,
intelligence, strength, and most im-
portant, constitution (the measure of

how much punishment you can take be-
fore you die).

It would be nice if you could decide
how strong your character will be in
each category, filling categories one-by-
one, but right from the start Telengard
puts you on notice that you are in for
rough handling. A completed set of
characteristics flashes on the screen as
soon as you select the Start a New
Character option. You have exactly
three seconds to take the characteristics
or leave them. If you decide you don't
like the setup, you do nothing, and a
new set of characteristics flashes on the
screen. When you get to a set you like,
you hit return and the game begins. At
the beginning, each characteristic such
as wisdom, strength, etc., can have a
value as high as 18. The ideal would be
to have each field showing a value of 18,
but the chances of the computer ran-
domly assigning that value to all six
characteristics are not good.
Once you have settled on a character

and have named it, the game begins with
your hero standing at the foot of a stair-
case leading up to the Worthy Meade
Inn. A quick glance at the upper

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Telengard

Type: Fantasy/adventure

System: 48K Apple, TRS-80,
48K Atari, Pet CBM

Format: Disk and cassette

Language: Basic

Summary: An amazing fantasy game.
Price: $28 disk; $23 cassette

Manufacturer:
Avalon Hill

4517 Hartford Rd.
Baltimore, MD 21214

nghthand quarter of the screen shows
the status of the character in all six
characteristics and the number of accu-
mulated experience points, gold, spell
units, weaponry, armor, and possessions.
Those of you who have been through

the fantasy game experience before don't
have to be told that our fledgling hero
begins at the first level of experience,
with no experience points, no gold, and
few spells. At first our hero has only one
spell unit, good for the hurling of one
Level One spell. He has a sword, shield,
and armor, but all are of the very lowest
quality.

The object of the game is simply to
stay alive and accumulate experience
and gold and to be prompted to higher
levels. How far you can take your
character is a measure of how much
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Avalanche, continued...

gaming savvy, luck, and skill you can

bring to bear and in what proportions.

As you begin at the highest and "easi-

est" level of the 50-level maze, you may
face at any time a monster capable of

easily destroying you with one blow. It

is, therefore, necessary to accumulate

experience rapidly; to acquire healing

potions to renew hit points; scrolls of

rescue to get you out of unpleasant

neighborhoods; and magic swords and

shields to help you absorb and dish out

extra punishment.

It is a daunting chore. The first level

costs 2000 experience points. The fifth

level requires 32,000 points, and even at

that level, with improved spells and

more of 'em, you still encounter mon-

sters on the first maze level that can

wipe you out in a split second.

As the song says, you gotta know
when to fold . . . know when to run. At

first, you do a lot of running from mon-

sters (you have the option to fight, cast

spells, or evade when in combat) but as

you achieve higher levels of experience

and, perhaps, stumble upon magic

swords, you will choose to fight more

often.

As you explore the maze, you find

treasure chests full of gold which can be

converted directly into experience points

at any inn, magic swords and even

clocks which enable you to pass by mon-
sters unseen, friendly monsters which

give you gifts or restore hit points, magic

fountains whose waters bring interesting

results when drunk, misty cubes, altars,

pits, elevators . .

.

The dimensions of the maze system

are large, indeed. Each of the 50 levels is

so extensive that you will hesitate to at-

tempt to map them. The temptation to

navigate by the seat of your pants will be

hard to resist, but if you expect to avoid

stumbling upon a nasty surprise for the

second time or to find the stairs going

up, it's worth the effort to make a map.

Telengard almost automatically in-

vites comparison with the more sophis-

ticated Wizardry. It is by no means the

equal of the more polished and challeng-

ing Wizardry, but Telengard has the

great charm of being easy to play and

offering fast-moving action. The com-

plex setup procedures of Wizardry, the

forming of adventuring groups, the

equipment purchasing, and the freedom

to tailor a character's characteristics to

your desires are missing from Telengard

as are the attractive color graphics.

What's left is the action, which is

abundant, and the fun of exploration.

AH has produced a game which makes a

good introduction to the fantasy-adven-

ture genre for new gamers. For veteran

fantasy gamers, Telengard should pro-

vide a new kick and a respectable chal-

lenge of skill. CI
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1 983 Summer Consumer
Electronics Show

The Consumer Electronics Shows
have grown immensely important to the
personal computer industry over the
last few years. Hence, we had four edi-
torial people (John Anderson, Owen
Lmzmayer, Ken Uston, and me) at the
1983 Summer Show. You'll be reading
about different aspects of the show and
about the new products introduced in
various articles by the four of us.

I was the keynote speaker at the Na-
tional Education Computer Conference
which overlapped all four days of CES
As a result, I was able to get to Chicago
for only the last two days of CES. This
article, therefore, will only cover new
computers, peripherals, and a smattering
of software.

Home Computers

David H. Ah/

The story of the show, at least as far
as the trade press and The Wall Street
Journal were concerned, was the in-
troduction of the Coleco Adam com-

200

puter system. This is a complete system
with 80K of RAM, full keyboard, tape
storage, 80-column daisy wheel printer,
and two game controllers. The software
includes a word processing package,
Applesoft Basic Interpreter, and game
package. The system, incidentally, also
plays standard CoIecoVision games. The
price is a mind-boggling $600 for the
complete system, printer and all.

Not to be an old stick in the mud, but
this system reminds me of many pre-
vious introductions that weren't quite
ready and didn't quite make it. For
example, the Ultravision system an-
nounced at the Winter CES completely
disappeared six months later. Now I cer-
tainly don't expect this to happen to the
Adam, but upon talking to some of the
designers of the system, it was clear that
the several prototypes put together for
the show were anything but fully
functional.

-NewComputers

Captain Sticky games^

Apparently just a few days before the
show, it was decided to replace wafer-
tape drives with some sort of cassette
termed by Coleco a "digital data pack
drive," capable of storing 500K. The
units at the show had wafertape-size
openings, but nobody was opening them
up, even when asked very nicely.
On the other hand, the printer tech-

nology is really clever. Instead of using a
high speed motor to spin the daisy wheel
and a microprocessor control circuit to
stop it in the right place. Coleco uses a
much slower but more accurate stepper
motor that is cheap and doesn't need
any extra control circuitry to stop in the
right position. Also, the Adam printer
prints only at 10 pitch (characters per
inch) so Coleco was able to use cheap
solenoids for the head advancement

Coleco Adam system appears to be a
baby IBM PC.

mechanism instead of the motors used in
other printers.

Coleco promises delivery in August at
the wholesale level so the product
should be on retail shelves in time for
Christmas. Given where they are now in
the design and manufacturing cycle, the
delivery dates seem to me exceptionally
ambitious, if not downright impossible.
Neverthless, when it arrives, it will be an
outstanding contender.
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CES, continued...

Real products that are available today
are the computers from SpectraVideo.
Along with the SV-318 which had been
shown at Winter CES, SpectraVideo was
showing the second member of the fam-
ily, the SV-328. The main differences be-
tween the 328 and the 318 is that the 328
has a full-stroke 89-key keyboard with
four cursor movement keys replacing the
joystick at the right of the housing. It

also has 32K of built-in user memory
compared to 16K on the 318.

These are very impressive machines
with extended Microsoft Basic, eight
function keys, 16 colors and 32 graphics
sprites, three sound channels of eight
octaves each, 52 graphics characters
available directly from the keyboard,
two-channel data/sound cassette sup-
port, and CP/M compatibility. At $299,
the SV-318 is an outstanding value.
A year ago, I said in my writeup of

the NCC that I felt the most significant

announcement was that Microsoft had
signed contracts with four Japanese
companies to put their operating system,
Basic language, and other software on
computers of these manufacturers. Tak-
ing this one giant step further was the
announcement made a week after CES
by SpectraVideo. In particular, the en-
tire Japanese computer industry and
SpectraVideo, an American/Hong Kong
manufacturer, have agreed with Micro-
soft to adopt standards covering nearly
all aspects of personal computer soft-

ware—graphics, interfacing, program
control, sound, and data storage.

This will make the 16 Japanese per-
sonal computer manufacturers along
with SpectraVideo an extremely im-
portant force in the market. Indeed,
other new entrants into the market will

have an increasingly difficult time
succeeding if they decide to go it alone
and do not subscribe to this standard.

Atari was showing a complete new
family of four "XL" computers which
are fully described in John Anderson's
article. They also were showing The
Graduate, an add on computer for the
Atari 2600 VCS game unit. The Gradu-
ate has a rubberized Chiclet-style key-
board (56 keys), 8K of RAM, Basic in a

The Graduate from Atari transforms the
2600 VCS into a full computer system.

A low-cost wordprocessing package built
around the A tari 600XL.

16K ROM, and interface capabilities
for additional memory, modem, printer,
cassette recorder, and wafertape drive.
Nine software packages were also an-
nounced in the areas of home manage-
ment, education, games, and
programming instruction.

Rabbit Computer, a small Hong Kong
manufacturer, was showing the Rabbit
RX83 for the first time. This is a low-
end machine in the class of the V-Tech
VZ200 and Mattel Aquarius. It uses a
Z80A, has 2K ofRAM built-in (expand-
able to 64K), 50 rubberized keys (no
spacebar), uppercase only, and one-

The Rabbit is a capable new low-end
computerfrom Hong Kong, but alas, no
spacebar.

stroke Basic commands. It has good
graphics capabilities with four graphics
modes of operation, eight colors, user-
definable graphics characters, and reso-
lution of 256 x 192 pixels. Cassette speed
is a respectable 1200 baud.
One lovely piece of software was a

Music Composer program which shows
four standard staffs of music with notes
during playback. The machine produces
sound on three channels. A lot of power
for $99.

Also at the low end, Tomy was show-
ing the Tomy Tutor. We were unable to
get many technical details and those that
we got might be suspect. For example,
the published specs list a 10 MHz cpu;
hey, Tomy, there ain't no such thing.
They also list 101 upper/lowercase keys,
yet anyone could see by counting that
the rubberized Chiclet keyboard had 56
keys. To its credit, it had a full spacebar.
Resolution is 256 x 192 pixels or 32
characters x 24 lines of text.

The Tomy Tutor was being shown with
an impressive line ofsoftware.

The Tomy Tutor has 16K of built-in

RAM (expandable to 64K), 32K ROM
with Basic and a graphics program. It

has 16 colors and three sound channels.
A full array of peripherals is promised
along with an impressive software li-

brary, some of which was on display. At
$150, it looks like a viable competitor at

the low end.

Speaking of low end, Video Technol-
ogy, previously in the very low end with
handheld games and the VZ200, was
showing some up scale computers and a
very nifty four-color printer/plotter for
the VZ200. Incidentally, in the rest of
the world, the VZ200 is known as the
Laser computer and it is now being re-

named the Laser 200 for the U.S. market
as well. The PP40 printer/plotter uses
4.6" width paper, but prints 26, 40, or 80
characters per line. It prints in black,
blue, red, and green on standard roll pa-
per. Since it uses a standard Centronics
interface, it can be used with almost any
computer, not just the Laser series.

Price: about $179.

A middle range computer, still in the
prototype stage, is the Laser 2001. This
6502-based system is dubbed the Multi-
system since, with the appropriate

202

The Video Technology VZ200 changed
its name to the Laser 200.

adapter, it can run ColecoVision or
Atari VCS software. It has a 16K ROM
with extended Microsoft Basic, 64K of
RAM, 256 x 192 graphics resolution,

four channels of sound, and interfaces
for joysticks, printer, and cassette
recorder. No price as yet.

The top of the line computer from V-
Tech is the Laser 3000, an Apple work-
alike system. Not only does the 3000 run
Apple software, but it has many features
not in a standard Apple. In particular, it
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CES, continued...

The V-Tech Laser 3000 is an Apple work-
alike with many additionalfeatures.

has a 24K ROM, 64K ofRAM (expand-
able to 192K), keyboard with 81 keys,
eight function keys, built-in 80-column
text display, 560 x 192 pixel graphics
resolution, four sound channels, built-in
Centronics parallel interface, TV sound,
and RGB or composite video output.
Wow! We can't wait to get one. No price
as yet.

Another Apple work-alike is the Sonic
computer from Unitronics. Unlike the
Laser 3000, the Sonic is offering
compatibility at the lowest possible
price—reportedly under $300—and
minimal extra features. The Sonic uses a
TI video display processor chip for im-
proved graphics. In response to Coleco,
Unitronics rushed out an announcement
at CES that memory capacity was being
introduced from 48K to 84K (sounds
strange to me; 84 isn't even a multiple of
16 or 8). It also has a single wafertape

The Unitronics Sonic is an Apple work-
alike with a wafertape drive.

drive built in. Apparently software must
be purchased from Unitronics as no disk
capability was announced for the
computer.

Unitronics also announced inexpen-
sive interface modules to connect the
Sonic computer to the Atari VCS and
ColecoVision games systems.

Another company with their sights set
on Apple is the Taiwan Happy Home
Computer Company. Their Multi-Sys-
tem personal computer is not only
compatible with Apple, but with the
IBM PC as well. This is a detached key-
board unit at an unbelievably low price
($350 wholesale for cpu and keyboard,
$165 for disk drive, $65 for monitor),
but the probability of it reaching our
shores in any volume is practically nil.

And Coleco Created Adam
I wished I could have parted the

crowd as Moses parted the Red Sea.
They were jammed into the 1000 square
feet or so of the Coleco booth at
McCormick West to get a look at the
new creation. And they saw that it was
good.

Ever since Coleco entered the video
game race with its Colecovision gaming
system, speculation has run high as to
just how they would enter the highly
volatile consumer computer market.
They presented their answer. Adam, at
the summer CES.
And it is a strong contender. Based

on the same Z80 system that anchors
the game system, the Adam comes with
more standard features than any other
computer in its class, and in many cases
even out of its class. I fought my way
through the crowd to get look at the
thing -then blinked hard. There before
me, rotating slowly in a tinted glass case,
was what looked like a baby IBM PC,
with a daisy wheel printer. This was
Adam.
A word I heard a lot of that afternoon

was "integration." Adam is an integrated
system. There are two CPUs in the
console, one in the keyboard, and one
in the printer. All these components

together constitute the Adam (see
photo). Each can function independ-
ently or in communication with another
processing unit or units. The result of
this networking capability is the ability

to do more than one job at a time,
which in compuspeak is called
"multitasking."

The Adam unit is shipped with 80K
of RAM, expandable to 144K using an
expansion module. A word processing
program is resident in ROM, and works
directly with the Smartwriter daisywheel
printer. Of course Adam has a cartridge
slot, and plays all Colecovision games.
The entire system, with joysticks and a
game cartridge, will be available for
under $600.

No computer system is complete with-
out some sort of mass storage device,
and Adam has one. They call it the
"digital data pack," and though it looks
like a conventional audio cassette, it is

not the same as cassette storage on an
Apple, Atari, or TRS-80. Each specially
engineered cassette is capable of storing
500K and works between 8 and 16 times
faster than conventional cassette storage
on other systems.

Each Adam comes with one built-in
data pack drive, with room for inboard

HIH
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Multi-System computer from Taiwan
Happy Home Computer Co. is compatible
with Apple and CP/M.

Portable Computers

NEC was officially showing its PC-
8201 for the first time in this country
(see Creative Computing, August 1983),
but they were still not talking price other
than to say it would be "competitive."

Casio was showing the FP-200, a
notebook-size portable a la TRS-80
Model 100 but with click-style cal-
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installation of another.
The 75-key keyboard is perhaps the

most impressive component of the
Adam computer. It looks very much
like the detached keyboard of the IBM
PC, right down to the coiled wire
coming out the back. In some ways, it is

even nicer than the PC keyboard. It is a
Selectric-style keyboard, and includes
special word processing command keys,
along with directional cursor control
keys. It also features six programmable
"smart keys," which perform flexible
functions within specific programs.
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Casio FP-200 is similar to the Epson HX-
20 but has a calculator-style keyboard.

culator keys and 8 line x 20 character

LCD display compared to the 40-

character width on the Model 100/NEC
8201. It has two programs built in, Basic
and CETL (Casio Easy Table Lan-
guage). CETL is a simplified spreadsheet
(like VisiCalc) with a sort facility. The
FP-200 is available in two memory sizes,

8K and 24K, and it has interfaces to a
printer, cassette recorder, modem, and
floppy disk drive.

Canon was also showing a portable
about two-thirds the size of the Model
100, the X-07. It also comes in two
configurations, 8K and 24K. The LCD
display is four lines of 20 characters, the

same as the Epson HX-20. However, it

can also produce a 256 x 192 pixel dis-

Canon X-07 was being shown with an in-

frared coupler (left) through which two
computers can communicate.

play on a color monitor. Optional extras
include a four-color graphic printer/

plotter, optical coupler, thermal printer,

and cassette recorder. No price
announced.

Not exactly a computer, but close,

was the Quik-Link 300 videotex termi-
nal announced by Quazon Corporation.

Quazon Quik-Link 300 is a low cost video-

text terminal.

The unit has a flat membrane keyboard
(like Atari 400 and Timex 1000) which
seems to me less than satisfactory for

typing entries into a database service.

The dial-up procedures for four data-
bases can be stored in the unit; one
keypress initiates automatic connection
to the service. The unit works with any
TV set of good resolution. Price around
$200.

Peripherals

Texas Instruments created quite a fu-

ror with their announcement of an "auto
incrementing memory" GROM circuit

which will be used in the TI 99/4A and
soon-to-be-announced 99/4B and 99/8
computers. Basically, it means that soft-

ware manufactured by outside compa-
nies will not run on TI computers. TI
will cooperate with such manufacturers,
for a price, so they can produce software
for Tl machines. Imagic announced
such an agreement, but most other
manufacturers with whom we spoke
were not at all pleased with the
arrangement.

In an effort to defeat TI's lock on the
software market, Romox announced a

The Basic computer language is also

provided with the Adam package. It is

not ROM-resident, but loads from a

digital data pack. Adam's version of

Basic is compatible with Applesoft
Basic: that means that Applesoft tutor-

ials, books, and programs will work with

the Adam. (It does not mean that Apple-
specific Basic programs, using specific

addresses, or any Apple machine lan-

guage programs, can run on the Adam—
they can't.)

Adam includes four expansion slots

and an 80-column expansion option, as

well as a CP/M option. Using the same

expansion box as its dedicated gamester
cousin, the Adam can play all Atari VCS
games.
Adam's graphics capabilities match

the specifications of the Colecovision as

well. This means 256 x 192 pixel reso-

lution, the ability to generate 32 simul-

taneous sprites, and 16K RAM dedi-

cated to screen display.

Current owners of Colecovision units

can upgrade them with a special mem-
ory module. The total cost for the up-

grade into a full-fledged Adam system
will be under $450.

First impressions? Well, it's hard to

say very much about the Adam before

one arrives at the lab for testing and
vivisection. It is not yet known, for

example, whether the machine offers

monitor as well as RF output. But it

does look to be a strong contender in

the low-end market.

Coleco may discover that its "inte-

grated" marketing approach needs an
overhaul. Some people will not want a
printer right away, or will wonder about
the possibility of connecting a different

printer to the Adam. If we subtract the

probable cost of the daisywheel printer

from the total package, we are left with

an extremely inexpensive computer,
which is a good thing. It should probably

be available for a la carte purchase. We
are also left with an extremely inexpen-

sive daisywheel printer, which from my

experience may not be such a good
thing.

This raises the question of whether
other printers can be connected directly

to the Adam computer. Probably an
interface device will be necessary; it

could appear as a Coleco or third-party

product. The appearance of such a pro-
duct might make the a la carte Adam a
perfect choice for the consumer shop-
ping for a second computer. This is a
growing category of buyer.
By far the biggest gamble the Adam

represents is the commitment to the
"digital data pack." Somewhere along
the line Coleco decided that the home
computer does not require a disk drive,
and set out to find a mass storage device
superior to conventional cassette stor-

age, but less expensive than disks. They
began with the continuous loop stringy

floppy, then wisely abandoned it for the
"data pack" drive. This is not a true

random access device, as is a disk drive,

and works more slowly. And as the
special cassettes come from a single
source, they will be harder to find and
more costly than disks.

It is conceivable that an outboard disk
drive for the Adam will at some time be
introduced, but Coleco obviously feels

that the mainstream consumer will be
adequately served by "data pack" tech-

nology. This remains to be seen.

—John Anderson
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GamePort expansion module which is

said to allow third party games to run on

the TI computer despite the special TI

GROM chip. Suggested price is $39.95.

In the product area, TI announced no

new computers. They showed the 99/4A
with a minor facelift (it is now white in-

stead of black). They also officially an-

nounced the availability of the Milton

Bradley voice recognition system for the

99/4A at $129.95 (that's $30 more than

the cost of the computer!) and a line of

six games and four educational packages

for the voice module at $49.95 and
$59.95 each.

For the CC-40, TI announced a 16K
expansion module ($149.95), a video

interface which produces a 40-character

x 24-line display with both scrolling and

paging ($99.95), and a portable, battery-

powered, 300 baud, direct connect

modem ($99.95).

TI also introduced two new 32K
ROM software cartridges for the CC-40,
Chemical Engineering and Mathematics

II ($59.95 each). These join the eight

previously announced packages for the

machine.

Percom Data announced a wide array

of new products for TI and Atari

computers. For the 99/4A, Percom was

showing a disk drive with 94K. capacity

that requires no expansion box or extra

controller card. Percom also showed a

dual drive model. Price for one drive is a

modest $499.

An interesting disk system for Atari

computers combines a single or double

drive with a parallel printer port. This

saves the cost of the separate interface

module. Both drives are double density

and store 176K. The single drive system

retails for $529, the dual drive system

for $829.

For owners of AT88 drives, Percom
announced a kit to upgrade the drives to

double density. It is easy to install and

costs $169.

Printers and Plotters

You would not think that CES is the

place to find new printers and plotters;

however, three years ago we were saying

the same thing about new computers at

CES. Actually, it is logical to expect to

see printers at CES since many of the

typewriter manufacturers, particularly

those with electronic units, regard this

as a prime show.

Silver-Reed was showing their EX43,

a compact electronic typewriter which,

by means of their IF44 interface, can be

connected to a standard Centronics par-

Silver-Reed EX43 can be interfaced to a

computer or used as an electronic type-

writer.

allel interface. The EX43 is a slow speed

(9 to 12 cps) daisy wheel machine which

can print at 10 or 12 pitch, uses carbon

film or nylon ribbons, and has the ex-

pected electronic typewriter features.

Price for the typewriter is $645 and for

the interface, $260.

Olympia was showing their existing

Electronic Compact typewriter which is

now available with either an RS-232 or

Centronics parallel interface. For those

not interested in the typewriter func-

tions, Olympia introduced a receive-only

Qj^^QG^J]
Before getting involved with market-

ing computers in 1969 for Digital

Equipment Corporation, I was a

consultant with Management Science

Associates for five years. We worked
with companies such as Proctor &
Gamble, Scott Paper, General Foods,

Hunt-Wesson, and General Mills. Our
specialty was new product positioning

and forecasting.

Today, many computer manufac-

turers are convinced that marketing

computers is the same as marketing

cereal or toilet tissue. Maybe this is

coming, but it is certainly not true

today. Why not?

Mass market products—toothpaste,

cereal, automobiles, records—are

things with which virtually everyone is

familiar. Because we are familiar with

them and use them regularly, we feel

competent to make up our own minds
on which one to buy. People decide on
a particular brand in many ways

—

what their mothers used to buy, maga-
zine and TV advertising, word of

mouth, magazine reviews, price,

packaging, or just impulse.

This is not true with computers.

Most people are not familiar with

them. Few, if any people can be sold on

a particular computer by a TV ad

alone. Mr. Average American is will-

ing to plunk down ten grand for a

Buick, but is not sure whether he

should spend $500 for a home com-

puter. Even if he is willing to spend the

money, he isn't willing to decide on his

own which one to get.

So how are all these computers being

sold? Two ways. First, to a relatively

small group of knowledgeable people

—

readers of Creative Computing. Byte,

and the well-established personal
computing magazines with a good re-

newal base and long-term readership.

Second, to a much larger group of peo-

ple who are influenced by the first

group.

Think about it. How many people

have asked you what computer to buy
in the past year? Quite a few I'm will-

ing to bet.

Sure, some people are willing to buy
a computer based on a TV ad or on a

review in one of the novice-focus maga-
zines, but this is a small fraction of the

total market. Don't get me wrong; I'm

not saying that TV advertising is a

waste of money. It is, however, a waste

for a computer manufacturer to spend

money on TV if they are not also plac-

ing advertising and making an effort to

get their product reviewed in maga-
zines such as Creative.

I hate to name names in print; it has

a way of backfiring. However, let me
go out on a short limb. These are some
manufacturers that, in my opinion,

have done things right. They first

established a strong advertising pro-

gram in established personal computer
magazines and made machines avail-

able for review. They include Apple,

IBM, TI, Radio Shack, Osborne, and,

to a lesser extent, Commodore and

Atari. The newest member of this

group is SpectraVideo; I predict they

will succeed.

On the other hand, a handful of new
manufacturers think that TV advertis-

ing and mass distribution alone is the

answer. Even though some of them are

big companies, I predict they will find

the personal computer market rough

sledding because they have not rec-

ognized the incredible importance of

you folks, called by The Wall Street

Journal, "infiuencers." In this group
we find, among others, Mattel, Coleco,

Panasonic, NEC, Sanyo, and Casio. I

hope they come around before it is too

late. -DHA
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YES!
Introducing . .

.

The IS PipeLine" Random Access Printing Buffer.

Insert pictures, graphics or spread-sheet data into reports. Duplicate
torm letters—automatically changing addresses on each. Now. all
your programs can work together to produce printed output.

For the first time ever, here is a buffer that not only frees your fast com-
puter from your slow printer but also allows you to rearrange, compose
and copy your data on its way to the printer.

Random Access Printing—stores paragraphs or pictures for printing
in any order—any number of times.
FIFO Printing—conventional first-in first-out operation.

• Compression of data for efficient utilization of memory space.
Ability to interrupt long-term buffer operations for straight-thru short-
term printing.

Simple Erase feature to clear buffer.
Automatic duplication capability.
Easily expandable, by you. from 8K Bytes to 128K Bytes.

The IS PipeLine is Universal— it works with any parallel (Centronics*—
style) computer/printer combination. A special version is available for

PKASO'M
Printer Interfaces.

The IS PipeLine is a self-contained unit with operating manual, cables
and power supply included.

For more information on the truly revolutionary IS PipeLine Random
Access Printing Buffer, call us today.

Interactive Structures Inc.

146 Montgomery Avenue
Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004
Telephone: (215) 667-1713

The IS Pipeline™ Random Access Printing Buffer is patent pending.

*C«ntion*c( a o frodamarit at C*n*on»ct Data Cono** Corp



Olympia text editor with Orbit electronic

typewriter.

version of the Electronic Compact with

a print speed of up to 14 cps.

If you need more speed, Olympia has

a higher speed (40 to SO cps) unit, the

ESW3000. This is a wide carriage daisy

wheel unit capable of printing at 10, 12,

or 15 characters per inch or with

proportional spacing. In addition, it can

produce boldface, expanded and double

print.

For years, I have been predicting that

before long companies were going to

start selling computers but not call them
computers at all. They'll call them
education machines, or tax preparation

machines, or text editors. Well, here is

one of the first, the ETX I text editor

from Olympia. It has a Z80A mpu and
16K memory (expandable to 48K.) but in

no way does it resemble a computer. In

fact, it just looks like a low stand to hold

the 12" amber display screen. Input and
output are through the Olympia Orbit

electronic typewriter. The system has all

the expected features of a good word
processing system—margin justification;

block move, copy, and delete; forms fill

in; global search and replace; centering;

sub- and superscripts; page breaks; and
printer stop codes.

Other typewriter/printers being
shown included the Brother HR-1S, a

feature-packed machine at just $599;

the Comrex ComRiter CR-II at $795;

Smith-Corona TP-1 at $895; the
Daisi*typer at $599; and the Bytewriter

at $795.

Not all the activity was in daisy wheel
printers; Leading Edge showed their

new Gorilla Banana printer introduced a

few weeks earlier at NCC. For $249, it is

an exceptional value. (See complete
description in "Print About Printers"

elsewhere in this issue.)

Leading Edge also snowed the C. Itoh

8600 printer, a multi-mode dot matrix
printer. Draft mode prints 7x9 dot
characters at 180 cps, high resolution

mode prints 13x9 dot characters at 90
cps, while "near letter-quality" mode
prints 13x18 dot characters at 60 cps.

This last mode produces almost the

same quality as a good daisy wheel

printer, but much faster and in a unit

with far more versatility. Price for the

8600 is $1295 with a parallel interface or

$1395 with a serial interface.

Also new from Leading Edge is a

Four-color printer/plotter from Leading

Edge will sellfor $695.

four-color plotter, the CX 4800. A plot

can be as big as 7.6" x 8" and plotter

steps can be as small as 0. 1 mm. The CX
4800 can also function as a printer al-

though the print speed of 8 cps is rather

slow. Price is an attractive $695.

Alphacom introduced two dot-matrix

thermal printers, the 80-column Model
81 and the 40-column Model 42. The 81

prints at 80 cps and can print both text

and bit-mapped graphics. "Intelligent-

interface" cables are available for a wide

Alphacom 81 thermal printer is priced at

$169.95.

variety of home computers including the

Color Computer, Vic 20, Commodore
64, Atari computers and Mattel Aquar-
ius. Price of the 81 is $169 and cables

cost $45 each. The 42 is a 40-column
version of the 81 with an announced
price of $179 (Huh? Could that be a

typo?).

A beautiful pair of flatbed plotters was
introduced by Roland, a Japanese

company. The first is one color while the

other uses eight pens. Both hold paper

up to 11" x 17" and have a wide variety

of built-in commands—vector, charac-

ter, and graphics. Pen step size is 0.1

mm. Both come with both RS-232 and
Centronics parallel interfaces and are

claimed to be compatible with many cur-

rent graphics packages.

Comrex International introduced a

plotter especially for the Epson QX-10
computer. The ComScriber I is a very

compact flatbed plotter (14.3" x 8.8" x

2.9") that plots on 8-1/2" wide plain roll

paper or mylar. Included in the $799
retail price are the plotter, cable, and
QX-10 graphics software.

Other Good Stuff

After CES last summer, we ordered

some computer furniture from American
Innovations and were very impressed

with the workmanship and ease of

assembly. Grooves are cut where pieces

fit together, and color-coded plastic clips

hold the parts while the glue (furnished)

dries. In all, each piece took less than

five minutes to assemble. Moreover, the

price is right ($69 for a 24" x 36" com-
puter table and $49 for a printer stand).

This year, American Innovations in-

troduced a computer workstation with

elevated monitor shelf. Price unfinished

is $59 while for a walnut vinyl finish the

price is $89.

Androbot introduced two new prod-

ucts to go with B.O.B. and Topo (see

Creative Computing, April 1983, p. 21).

F.R.E.D. (Friendly Robot Educational

Device) is a junior-sized member (12"

high) of the company's family of robots.

F.R.E.D. connects to a computer and
can be programmed to walk around, rec-

Roland DXY-800 is an eight-color flat

bed plotter.

F.R.E.D. from Androbot is a mobile ex-

tension ofa home computer.
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"There's NoTime Wiser

Than After Dark."

When you're looking for solid, up-to-

the-minute information, the best

place to search is BRS/AFTER DARK.

The one system designed for serious

searchers. AFTER DARK offers you

more databases citing more

authorities on more subjects

than any other popular online

information service—at the

lowest cost.

For only $6 to $20 per connect

hour, including telecommuni-

cations charges, you can
personally access thesame
online files used by major

reference libraries and
corporations worldwide

These files contain

the latest informa-

tion on
subjects

ranging from

business management, mathematics and

education to health, psychology, chemistry,

family planning, and just about

everything in between.

The range of databases available keeps expand-

ing all the time. AFTER DARK now brings you the

full text of theAcademic American Encyclopedia,

as well as the Harvard Business Review.

And for microcomputer buffs, there's

a new online Software Directory listing

major software packages.

AFTER DARK'S simple, interactive

language and straightforward

logic take only minutesto master.

The system is outstandingly

comprehensive, remarkably

fast, and above all, fun to

use. All you need is your

classified BRS password and

any dial-up system. Then,

every weekday from six in

the evening until the early

morning hours—round

the clock on weekends

and holidays—you can
summon up a

wealth of

valuable

information.

Use the coupon to sign up for BRS/AFTER DARK

before another evening goes by. Seriously, it's like

having your own university library online at home.

COLLEAGUE
AFTER DARK

Sign me up as a BRS/AFTER DARK subscriber.

I understand I will be charged a one-time

subscription fee of $50 plus connect hour rates

as low as $6 per hour, billed to my credit card

account with a monthly minimum charge

of $12.

D I'd like to know more. Please send me a list of

databases and a brochure describing

BRS/AFTER DARK.

My profession is

Name

Address

City _ _ State Zip

Charge to MASTERCARD/VISA (circle one).

Acct. No

Expires

Mail toBRS« 1200 RT. 7. IATHAM.NY12110»(518) 783-1161 Signature



CES, continued...

ognize hazards, and draw plots with a
pen that he holds in front of his body
Could F.R.E.D. possibly be the incarna-
tion of the original Logo turtle? Price

Androbot also introduced AndroMan,
termed the world's first 3-D videogame
robot. The 12" high robot responds to
infrared signals transmitted by a joy-
stick. It is designed to be used with an
Atari VCS and comes with a game car-
tridge, transmitter, 6" x 8' cardboard
game playing field, set of game pieces
imprinted with coded data, and an
instruction manual. No price yet.

Software
Multiple Formats

Datamost created quite a splash on
the convention floor by hiring San Die-
go's caped crusader, 300-pound Captain
Sticky and his band of scantily clad
"Stickettes." Dealers and members of
the press were invited to play the new
Datamost game, Cosmic Tunnels, the
first in a series of Captain Sticky games,
against Annie Ample for various prizes.
This Atari game has 16 separate screens
of compelling action as you try to break
through a space blockade.
Also introduced for the Atari com-

puter were Wiz 'N' Roo. a two-player, 3-
D game in an enchanted forest; Monster
Smash; Topsee Turvee. a grid game for
younger players; Jet Boot Black: Venus
Voyagers in which you pilot a spacecraft
down a tunnel; Mail Boy; Roundabout;
Air Strike II; Night Raiders; and a nifty
graphics package, Paint Wizard. Most
are available on both disk and cartridge
and cost $35 to $40.

Datamost also added 1 1 new Apple
games to their lineup including Snow-
bound, a maze game which puts you, a
billy goat, in the Arctic; Argos; The
Biletoads; Conquering Worlds, a strate-
gic adventure with arcade-type action-
The New Human Fly; Ardy the Aardvark
in which you have to eat ants; Space
Ark; Cavern Creatures; Roundabout with
24 different enemies; and Monster
Smash. Prices from $29 to $39.

Also introduced were eight games for
the Panasonic JR-200 computer, a ma-
chine with which we are much im-
pressed. The games show off the JR-200
to advantage, and some are even better
than the Apple originals upon which
they are based. The games include Mars
Cars. Vortex. Swashbuckler. Crazy
Mazey. Solitaire. Roundabout, and
Hyper Text.

Broderbund introduced five high-
quality games for the Apple: Gumball.
in which you work in a gumball factory

210

Atari Computers Back on Track
Atari unveiled a whole group of new

hardware products at the CES. including
four new computers. The announce-
ments came riding on the coattails of
the merger of the home video and
microcomputer divisions of Atari, which
should give the company a much better
focus for the future.

The products, which should all be
available before Christmas, are as
follows:

• The Atari 600 XL. With 16K ex-
pandable to 64K. a full-stroke keyboard,
and built-in Atari Basic, the machine
has a promising future. Especially so in
light of the fact that it will employ the
original operating system that made its

predecessors famous -that means it will
boot all existing Atari software within
existing memory constraints. It lists for
$200.

• The Atari 800 XL: This machine
will have 64K standard, and also use the
old OS, as do all the new computers
from Atari. And, using its expansion
port, memory can be expanded to a
whopping I92K. Not too many details
have yet been made available concern-
ing the expansion capability. The list

price is only $300.

• The Atari 1400 XL. This is the
replacement for the ill-fated 1200. with
most of the serious grievances redressed.
The compatible operating system will
be there, along with hardware expansion
capability, and even (hold on to your
hats) a built-in modem. There will also
be an onboard speech synthesis chip.
For a list price of $500. we would have
settled for a measly parallel port.

• The Atari 1450 XLD. Not much
more than a 1400 XL for your $800 list,

except for the built-in low-profile 5 1/4"
disk drive. Because the drive is built-in.
it can use a parallel configuration, allow-
ing it to work much faster than the
outboard serial drives. Room is provided
in the 1450 for the installation of a
second parallel drive.

• The Atari 1050 Disk Drive. This is

the new stand-alone half-height drive
Using the new DOS 3.0. it is capable of
over 125K of storage on a single disk.
At the same time, it remains completely

Atari 600 XL

Atari 1010 Program Recorder and 1050
disk drive.

A numerical Keypad and Bookkeeper
make the Atari into a serious accountine
tool.

*

compatible with all existing 2.0 disk
software. The door mechanism on the
drive has been improved, now featuring
a latch-type closure. The list price for
the unit is $450.

• The Atari 1027 Printer. An 80-
column letter-quality printer for $350?
There must be some mistake. But no.
that is the list price of the 1027, which
plugs directly into any Atari, and pro-
vides fully formed characters at 20 cps.
At 15" x 6-1/2" x 3". the printer takes
up just a bit more space than a disk
drive. It is quiet, and though I have
heard complaints of registration prob-
lems with barrel printheads, the samples
I created with the Atari 1027 looked
absolutely perfect.

• The Atari CP/M Module. The Atari
is a games machine, right/ Well it is true
that the Atari plays better games than
any other micro or video game. But it

has always done more. And now. with
CP/M. it becomes a 64K Z80 machine,
capable of running at 4 MHz. What does
that mean to you? It means access to
heavyweight word processing, database,
spreadsheet, and business software.

With a display switchable to 80 col-
umns, the CP/M module makes any
Atari into just about the most serious
machine you could imagine. Not priced
at press time.

Atari 800 XL
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New printers from Atari: the 40 cps

1025. letter quality 1027. and four-color

1020.

• The Atari Expansion Box. When

the Apple II was introduced, it had eight

slots in the top of its board for add-on

hardware. This was a part of what made

that machine so popular. Now an ex-

pansion chassis will make eight slots

available to the Atari machine -in ad-

dition to two RS-232 serial ports and a

bidirectional parallel bus. Now special

peripherals and custom hardware cards

can play a part in the future of the

Atari. Not priced at press time.

• The Atari Light Pen. After a delay

of two years. Atari will finally market a

light pen under its own label. Designed

by light pen wizard Steve Gibson, the

light pen is activated by tip switch and

will include driver software for under

$100.
• The Atari Touch Tablet. This pro-

duct bridges the gap between the joy-

stick and graphics tablet, allowing the

user to draw on a 4 1 T x 6" surface as

if it were the CRT screen. There are

two pushbutton switches on the tablet

as well. Driver software will allow

sophisticated drawing and design appli-

cations. Not priced at press time.

• The Atari Lab Kit. Separate mod-

ules will be released to allow use of the

Atari computer as a scientific measure-

ment device. The first will be a temper-

ature module which turns the Atari into

Atari 14(H) XL.

Atariwriter. an Atari MH). 1027. and pro-

gram recorder form a complete word

processing system for under $750.

a precision electronic thermometer.

Other announced modules include

Light. Timekeeper. Lie Detector. Re-

action time, and Heartbeat. They will

retail for S90 each.

• The Atari Remote Control Joystick.

Operated bv battery, this joystick trans-

mits pukes to a base unit, allowing the

user to create a wireless gaming en-

vironment. They work up to 20 feet

from the unit. Under $80 for the pair.

• The Atari Trak-Ball. A roller con-

troller suitable for handheld or tabletop

operation. Especially suited to games

like Centipede and Missile Command
which use trackball control in the ar-

cades. Switchable between joystick emu-

lation and true (analog) operation. Not

priced at press time.

• The Atari Numerical Keypad. Brings

the convenience of a calculator-style

kevpad to Atari computers. Includes

keys labeled YES and NO. ESCAPE

and DELETE. $125.

If Atari can bring these products to

market and keep the pricing compet-

itive, it should return to a formidable

position in the industry by 1984.

Atari Logo on a 16K ROM cartridge

was also on display, but we did not get a

chance to explore it. It will include

special Atari-specific graphics and

sound commands. -John Anderson

Atari 1450 XLD.

Gumball is a challenging new Apple game

from Broderbund.

and must locate dynamite crystals in the

sugar supply; Drol an oddball, challeng-

ing rescue mission; Spare Change, a

hilarious, slapstick arcade game; Lode

Runner with an astounding 150 screens;

and Questron. a graphic adventure.

Prices $30 to $45.

Three releases for Atari computers in-

cluded Matchboxes, an animated hidden

word puzzle game; Cargo Bay. the latest

from David "Midnight Magic" Snider;

and Operation Whirlwind, a battle action

game.
Broderbund entered the Commodore

64 market with four winning games:

Choplifter. Seafox. Serpentine, and

Davids Midnight Magic. All are on

cartridge and are priced from $35 to

$45. Seafox and Sky Blazer were also

introduced for the Vic-20.

Broderbund also introduced two

games for the Atari VCS and two for the

5200.

Fox Video Games made a splashy in-

troduction of Porky's. a five-screen

game in which you must stop Pee Wee,

Balbricker, and Wendy from blowing up

Porky's Bar. Versions are available for

Atari computers and the VCS, Vic-20,

TI 99/4A, ColecoVision, and

Intellivision.

An unexpected exhibitor at CES was

the Einstein Corporation with their new

line of "Master Programs" for the IBM

PC. These include Ghostwriter, a word

processing package ($395); GhostLetter.

four packages which contain thousands

of stored model letters ($50 to $200

each); GhostSpeller ($150); and

GhostMailer. a mailing list program

($80).

A fascinating program, Memory-

Trainer, is a graphics tutorial that helps

users remember faces, dates, telephone

numbers, lists and quotations, by

employing association as a memory tool.

This is available for the Apple, Atari

800, and Commodore 64 ($90).

Another entry was the Einstein Com-

piler, a package to increase the speed of

Applesoft Basic programs ($129).
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SomeVery Good
Reasons toBuy
an Echo Speech
Synthesizer.

Were confident we have the most intelligible,
versatile, and economical speech synthesizer'
on the market. Once you hear it, we're sure
you 11 be convinced too. All ECHOs are capable
of speaking in four different voice modes
which range from a robotic machine voice to
natural female speech. (The fixed speech and
custom modes are optional.)

It's Easy To Use
Unlike other speech systems, the ECHOs
are very simple to use. It only takes a minute
or two to get the ECHO talking. Any text
which can be printed to the screen can be
spoken. If you've written a BASIC program
you can add speech with simple modifications.

Software Compatibility
Not only can you add speech to the programs
you write yourself, over 25 top educational
and adventure software manufacturers are
currently designing programs to be compatible
with the ECHO ][. Be watching for details

Value
Each ECHO comes ready to use with a speaker
and tutorial-style manual. The ECHO)!,
priced at $149.95, also comes with a variety
of demonstration and utility programs. The new
ECHO GP (General Purpose), priced at $199.95
is a stand-alone unit with its own on-board
microprocessor; it will interface with any
computer through the serial port. All ECHOs
have a two year warranty.

Bells And Whistles
If you want bells, whistles, music and sound
effects, plus state-of-the-art sprite graphics
capabilities, the ECHO technology is available
on Synetix Systems' new Supersprite Board.

Check It Out
Most Apple dealers have the ECHON available
for demonstration as part of Street Electronics/
Orange Micro's unique Grappler+™, Buffer-
board™, ECHOK™ Talking Demonstration.

H
Street Electronics Corporation

1140 Mark Avenue Carpinteria, CA 93013
Telephone (805)684-4593

CIRCLE 248 ON READER SERVICE CARD



CES, continued.

Mike Katz of Epyx announced thai
they had acquired the licenses for several
Bally Midway games including the
popular Gun Fight and Seawolfll which
will be offered shortly for Atari and TI
computers. Also being shown in mul-
tiple formats was Jumpman, one of our
favorite games; Jumpman Junior, a ver-
sion for younger players; Pit Stop;
Temple of Apshai; Dragon Raiders; and
Crush, Crumble, and Chomp.

Software
Atari Computers

Roklan introduced five games for
Atari computers including Castle Has-
sle, an adventure game with 60 rooms
and 40 treasures; Rockball. a version
of the arcade game; Eyes, a nightmarish
chase game; Da' Fuzz, a wild and wacky
car chase game; and Lifespan, a five-part
game in which you guide the physical
development and personality of a
character from birth onward.

Roklan introduced five new gamma for
A tan computers.

Roklan also introduced six games in-

tended to offer "education through
entertainment" for elementary age chil-

dren. These included Pyramid Puzzler, a
math skills game; Star Maze (division
problems); The Art of Division (more di-

vision); Space Journey (percents); Pic-
ture Parts (basic math); and Reading
Flight (reading skills). On cartridge the
games cost $45.
A three-cassette software/audio pack-

age, First Encounter, is designed to
introduce youngsters to ihe Atari com-
puter ($50).

TG, maker of high-quality game
controllers, introduced four cartridge-
based games for Atari computers. These
include Droids, a fantasy space game;
Nightstrike in which you are a tank com-
mander protecting a city; Ozzy's Or-
chard, in which you protect your
orchard in four seasons; and Abra-
cadabra, a two-player maze game. Price
$45 each.
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Nightstrike was one of four new Atari
computer games introduced bv TG.

Starpath, maker of the add-on Super-
charger for the Atari VCS which permits
the use of complex cassette-based games
with the system, introduced four more
games in this format, three games for
ColecoVision, and two games converted
for the Atari computer. These include
Dragonstomper, a challenging multi-level
adventure game (one of my son's favor-
ites); and Escapefrom the Mindmaster, a
fascinating 3-D maze game in which you
are the subject of the diabolical experi-
ments of the Mindmaster.

Software
Commodore Computers

Sig Hartmann, president of Com-
modore Software, announced new, low
prices on software ($10 to $20 range for
most games and educational packages)
and an unbelievable array of 70 new
packages. We can't possibly list them all

here, but it is apparent that Commodore
has embarked on a campaign to be at the
top of the software heap.

For the Vic-20, ten packages were in-
troduced including Vicwriter (word pro-
cessing), Simplicalc (spreadsheet),
Vicftle (database), Menu Planner, Quiz-
master, three "Know Yourself pack-
ages, an educational game, and Starpost
(action game).

Most of the new packages are for
the Commodore 64 and include entries
for word processing, financial calcula-
tions, business, programming, education
(Logo, Pilot, and 27 packages in various
subject areas), six Infocom adventure
games (the Zork trilogy, Starcross, Sus-
pended, and Deadline), 19 arcade games
including some of the best from Bally/
Midway, and two music packages. They
also announced the availability of
Multiplan, the comprehensive spread-
sheet package from Microsoft, for under
$100.

Three spreadsheet packages for the
Commodore 64 and Vic-20 were an-

nounced by Computer Software Asso-
ciates. PractiC'ik 64 includes t database
manager (actually March and sort
routines), and graphics for producing
bar charts along with the Hasic spread-
sheet software Price is iusi $55. A simi-
lar package, Practical, p/„ s ,v available
for the Vic-20 for $50

PractiCalc 64 u a versatile spreadsheet
program for the Commodore f>4 iron,
( omputer Software A ssoeiates

A more advanced package. PS. for
both the Vic-20 and 64 has 22 mathe-
matical functions, i flip command to
interchange rows and columns, a linear
equation solver, a function solver, and a
method to produce scaled bar graphs
and histograms. Price is "under $100."

Tronix introduced three new Vic-20
games on cartridge: Gold Fever, a maze
game in which you must gather gold in a
dangerous mine shaft; Scorpion, a 32-
level survival game; and Deadly Skies, a
32-level helicopter navigation and shoot-
ing game. Games are on cartridges for
$40 each.

For the Commodore 64 Tronix was
showing the ever-popular Kid Grid and
Juice, an addictive game in which you

Juice strategy game from Tronix is avail-
able for Atari and Commodore
computers
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CES, continued...

guide Edison around six printed circuit

boards. Juice is also available for Atari

computers ($30).

Data-Assette, a maker of Timex/Sin-

clair peripherals and software, jumped

into the Vic-20 and Commodore 64 mar-

ket with both feet. Fourteen new games

for the Vic-20 include Quackers (shoot-

ing gallery), Annihilator (like Defender),

Orbis, Night Crawler (fast action game),

Krell, Colonel's House (mystery adven-

ture). Hopper, Skramble, Alien Soccer,

Myriad, Tank War (for two players),

Space Storm (like the arcade game), and

Space Phreeks.

The three games for the 64 include

Adventure Pack 1 (three text adven-

tures), Monopole (like Monopoly, but set

in London), and Grave Robbers (a

graphic adventure). All games cost $20.

Data-Assette also introduced a line of

new games and business software for the

Timex 1000 as well as several peri-

pherals for printer, modem, and tape

interfacing Sync magazine will have full

details.

Another Timex/Sinclair software ma-

nufacturer, Softsync, introduced a line

of software for the Commodore 64. Per-

sonal Accountant consists of three inte-

grated programs for a double entry

bookkeeping system that can keep track

of accounts for home or a small business.

Computer Mechanic provides a mainte-

nance file for one or a fleet of vehicles.

Softsync also released Mothership, a 3-

D, multiple-screen seek and destroy ac-

tion game for the 64, and announced six

more games for release in the next two

months. These include Cosmic Gorilla.

TunnelVision, Bug Blaster, Red Alert,

and Circuit Runner.

Many of these programs are also

available for the Timex 2000; read more

about them in Sync magazine.

Comm*Data was showing four action

games for the Commodore 64, Firing

Line, Pegasus Odyssey (combat the killer

bats in a marvelously detailed land-

scape), Ape Craze, and Supercuda (a

multiple screen Pac-creature type of

game). More about Comm*Data in the

section on Educational Software.

United Microware Industries was

showing Magpie 64, a menu-driven file

management program for the Com-
modore 64. Wordcraft 64, a word

processing package and Worldtalk 64, a

communications package, were also on

display.

UMI showed several new games

including Super Amok, a blast-the-ro-

bots game for the Vic-20 and Renais-

sance, a game similar to Othello and

Reversi for the Vic-20 and 64 ($30 to

$40).

Software
Texas Instruments

As mentioned in the computer sec-

tion, third party software manufacturers

were not at all pleased with the decision

of TI to install protective circuitry in

their computers to prevent any but TI li-

censed software from running on the

machines. Hence, relatively little soft-

ware was introduced for TI computers.

Of course, Texas Instruments them-

selves had some interesting new entries.

Four games include M*A *S*H (licensed

by TI from Fox, a new twist), Sneggit

(your chicken guards eggs from hungry

snakes), Moonmine (recover treasures

stolen from earth), and Entrapment

(from your spaceship you protect the

earth against invading insects). This last

game is made by American Software

Design.

TI was also showing TI-Mini- Writer,

a word processing program for the

99/4A developed by Model Masters. It

is a basic package, cassette-based, but

has a full selection of functions and sells

for an attractive $19.95.

99'er Ware was showing a line of ten

games for the 99/4A. These are all cas-

sette packages (no protection problem

here) and each one comes with a short

tutorial booklet on a selected program-

ming technique. The packages are writ-

ten in Basic and don't have super-speed

arcade action, but at $9.95 are good

values.

"Once more around the block please, Carl!"

Educational Software

To augment TI Logo on the 99/4A,

TI released a selection of the best Logo

procedures developed at the Lamp-

lighter School, one of the earliest regular

users of the language. The package

includes five different activities and costs

$40 for the cartridge.

Word Invasion/rom Texas Instruments is

a word skills game.

Two packages licensed from Develop-

ment Learning Materials include Word

Radar, a word recognition game, and

Word Invasion, a game which requires

matching a word with a part of speech.

Cartridges are $40 each.
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Eduware Services introduced a Basic

learning tool, Hands On Basic Program-

ming. This package includes a 200-page

manual and an interactive instruction

disk with several innovations such as

Trace (displays each program line as it is

executed), Finetrace (follows the compu-

tation process). Pace (controls the speed

of execution), and Find (locates every

place that a variable is used). Price is

$79.

The popular Prisoner game had been

converted and extended for use with

Atari computers and is called Prisoner 2.

Based on the PBS TV series, the player
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CES, continued...

must match wits with the masters of The
Island ($40).

Eduware also announced the availabi-
lity of Algebra 1 for the IBM PC. Even-
tually all six volumes will be available.

Spinnaker was showing their entire
line of software and announced that it
was now available for the Commodore
64 and Atari computers. Titles include
Alphabet Zoo, Cosmic Life, Delta Draw-mg Delta Music. Pacemaker (love that
one!) Fraction Fever. Kids on Keys
Ktndercomp. Story Machine (a favorite
of my Number 2 daughter), and Up For
Grabs. r

The folks at DesignWare, authors of
several of the wonderful Spinnaker pack-
ages, broke off on their own and in-
troduced three packages: Spellicopter.
Crypto Cube, and Creature Creator
Betsy Staples liked Crypto Cube so much
that she insisted on reviewing it for her
upcoming roundup of word games and
was reluctant to let it fall into the hands

of our educational reviewers. It may be
premature, but it appears that this is a
company with a great future!

Xerox was attracting a great deal of
attention with their three Slickybear
packages, Bop. ABC. and Numbers. We
were impressed with the sophisticated
animation of these packages and the
outstanding packaging which includes
poster, stickers, book, and, of course the
software disk. For the Apple, $40
Xerox also showed Old Ironsides, a

two-player game of naval strategy and
skill with three-masted ships. $40- Annie
only. rr

For the Commodore 64 and Vic-20
Comm*Data was showing a delightful
line of programs including English
Invaders (no, they haven't been seen by
Margaret Thatcher; this is a drill on
parts of speech); Toddler Tutor (early
ski s); Gotcha Math Games (arithmetic
drill) and two math tutorials.
A Sketch & Paint package lets you

create and save high-resolution pictures
and sound effects on tape or disk.

Walt Disney Telecommunications an-
nounced the availability of Mickey in the
Great Outdoors, a two-part game for
Atari computers. The hiking game
develops and reinforces grammar and

Mickey and the Great Outdoors is an
educationalgame from Walt Disnev Tele-
communications.

John Anderson

A reporters work is never done. After
a hard day walking the length and
breadth of the Consumer Electronics
Show, the real job begins: covering the
various parties spread across the host
C ',y;.™'s ls a necessary part, of course,
ol CfcS coverage by the stalwart and
dedicated staff of Creative Computing.

creative computing
PARTY PROFILE

I
Name: Clipper Ship Commodore Party
Type: Press and wholsalers reception.

also corporate bigwigs.

System: Get them on board, then
swab them down.

Format: Aboard ship on Lake
Michigan.

Language: Mostly sweeping generality
and hyperbole.

Summary: Excellent atmosphere, not
enough munchies.

Price: Free, by invitation only.

Manufacturer:

Commodore Business Machines
487 Devon Park Dr.
Wayne. PA 19087

Day One
We started at the "clipper" ship Com-

modore, docked on Lake Michigan It

m-£,"1
°'d ferryboat - decked out inl*Ws finery. Various and sundry good-

ies were thus unveiled in a decidedly
nautical manner, although since the ship
had no engines, we were unable to leave
the dock.

The bar was handsome, and drinks
plentiful. Unfortunately there wasnt
much to munch aside from cheese and
grapes, so the drinks took hold early I

216

knew we should have had a snack before
coming.
The presentation was backed up by a

very nice "hands-on" session and party
For atmosphere, the Commodore affair
had assumed a lead that would not be
surpassed. After a few drinks, I was
nearly surpassed by the wheels of a
crosstown bus.

Next we arrived at a party at the Adler
Planetarium for Creative Software.
I hose folks make programs for the Vic
machine, and hit upon the exciting idea
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spelling skills while the exploring game

require* the player to complete number

sequences and incomplete equations.

Game Systems

For complete new product informa-

tion on the Atari, Coleco, Matte

Vectrex, and other game systems, you II

have to check our all-games magazine

Video & Computer Games (formerly

Video & Arcade Games).

However, we were very impressed

with the quality and quantity of releases

ftom gc^d ole Atari. After being

scooped by the great games of Activt

sion. Imagic. CBS, an others, and afte

,he bombs of E.T. and Pac-Man Atari

has roared back with no fewer than 28

newSmes for the VCS and 5200. More-

over,
8
most of them are real y good

games like Pole Position. Jungle Hunt.

Kangaroo. Ms. Pac-Man. Dig Dug. Joust

Moon Patrol. Battlezone. and Vanguard.

creative, computing
PARTY PROFILE

Name: Creative Software Cosmic

Party

Type: Rock and roll bash in unique

setting.

System: Open bar. matronly ladies

roving with food.

format: In among lunar terrain &
lander.

Language: Very loud, to be heard

over band.

Summary: Good food, good band.

bad drinks.

Price: Free, by invitation, crash if

you can.

Manufacturer:
Creative Software

">()1 San Antonio Circle

Mountain View. CA 94040

General Consumer Electronics, mak-

ers of the Vectrex game system an-

nounced a price reduction of the system

to around $100. But more interest.ng.

of holding a party at the planetarium on

the lake.
,

. .

There among LEMs. scale model

lunar terrain, and a lunar rover, we were

entertained by a surprisingly good live

band, and managed to ingest some very

tastv hors doeuvres. Owen was some-

what shaken when he discovered that

the cola used in his rum and coke was in

fact a Midwestern soda called Like.

When 1 ordered a scotch and soda and

got a scotch and tonic, we decided to

6

On a whim, we then headed to the

McCormick Inn. adjacent to the con-

vention center itself To our disappomt-
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Atari introduced 28 new games for the

2600 and 5200 including the popular Dig

Dug.

Also, the Sesame Street and Disney li-

censed educational games are finally go-

ing to be released. Atari now has a voice

activated game control unit, like the

TI/Milton Bradley unit, and four games

which respond to voice input. With all

this ammunition, contrary to the opinion

of Wall Street, it looks like this should

be a good year for Atari.

ment. we didn't find any active parties

there, and ended up at the bar. lne

evening turned out rather nicely never-

theless, as we played table version Pac-

Man and phoned home, as E.T. might

^wanted to find the Billygoat Cafe on

Lower Wacker Drive, but the evening

was growing late, so we called it quits,

vowing to locate it the following night.

creative compatintf
PARTY PROFILE

Name: McCormick Inn Bar

Type: Hotel bar.

System: Wait for service, wait some

more.

Format: Nice overstuffed chairs.

table Pac-Man games.

Language: Quiet, technical, mostly

slurred.

Summary: Nice if you were staying

there.

Price: By the drink. BYO CES badge.

Manufacturer:
McCormick Inn

Lake Shore Dr.

Chicago, IL

With very little fanfare. GCE was showing

a computer add-on for the Vectrex game

system.

Dav Two
This was the big night for CES parties.

First was the Westin (nee Ambassador)

Hotel reception for Atari, where Alan

Alda was unveiled as the new corporate

spokesperson. What a wonderful guy.

Why even if he hadn't opened his mouth

everybody would have loved him. He

creative corapatiRg
PARTY PROFILE

Name: Atari Alda Reception

Type: Standard hotel ballroom

treatment.

System: Dash for the shrimp before

it's gone.

Format: Drink, eat. wait for Alan

drink, eat.

Language: Hushed tones of

excitement.

Summary: One of the best moments of

CES.

Price: Free, by invitation only.

Manufacturer:
Atari Inc.

P.O. Box 427

Sunnyvale. CA 94086

just sort of emanates integrity and com-

passion.

And the food wasn't bad either. The

jumbo shrimp sure went fast though. By

this time I was utterly starved and made

my way directly to the buffet table upon

arrival. Good reception rule: stock up

first, then stake out a place to sit. The

scotch and sodas were the best yet-a

dangerous development.

It was at the Atari gala that we con-

nected with Arlan Levitan of the Michi-

gan Atari Computer Enthusiasts user s

group and Vincent Wu. an Atari soft-

ware manager. Thus was formed a

search party in search of further

partying.

Next we walked a couple of blocks to
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^inment- Business

We have all the latest

software-ASK US !

|AIARI, IBM PC, CP/M":1
send for

Call Toll Free: (800) 423-5?on #«. a~»#.# ,
'

—

FREE ™taloa '

L„l.Jirlf.„£f/^r/,/a: ^s; 991-9641
DOSBoss ***• P"C» PENGUIN t-'St Out

™" «««.•
I I MaBi Boss wc* <»in

Utility City 24 °° 20.40

Apple Mechanic 29 50 25.05

Pronto DOS Z9 50 25.05
Double Take 299s 25.45

3495 29.70

JNCREDIBLE JACKJ^trXT 143.20 D

PENGUIN
Complete Graphics System
* Graphics Magician
Spy's Demise
Transylvania

Crime Wave
The Quest

Price

6995
5S.9S
19 95
19 95
19 95
19 95

Our
Price

59.45
44.95
16.95
16.95
16.95

16.95

BPI SYSTEMS
General Ledger
Accounls Receivable ??f™

3,6 °°
Accounts Payable

S0° 3, «-°°
395 00 316.00

BROOERBUND
* Th« Arcade Machine .„ „.

Serpentine M "5 26 20
AE 3495 29.70

34 95 29.70
6««5 52.45
2995 25.45
34 95 29.70

* "•> Street Writer
Gumoaii

Lode Runner

SIERRA ON-LINE
Ulysses

Dark Crystal

* Cross Fire

* Screen Writer Professional
• Ultima II

Frogger

The Artist

• General Manager
Jawbreaker
Learning with Leeper
Dragon s Keep
Bop a Bet
Troirs Tale

Sammy Lightfoot

SIRIUS SOFTWARE «£.Blade ol Blackpool
The Joyport

Ja "
Type Attack

Repton 399s

* Critical Mass ,
3
„
99

?
Buzzard Bait

'"
i 39 95

3495
39 95
29.95

199.95
59.95
3495
7995

229.00
2995
3495
29 95
27 95
29 95
29 95

29.70
33.95
22.45

149 95
44.95
29.70

67.95
171.75
25.45
29.70
25.45
23.75
25.45
25.45

Our
Price

33.95
42.45
33.95
33.95
29.95
33.95

^ PFS: FILE
93.75

CONTINENTAL
* Home Accountant

*CM
PAM<>dU,*, 'M '4 "*e'"

SCREENWRITER II

74.95

250.00
99 95

DECISION SUPPORT
The Accountant
The Butiness Accountant

EDU-WARE
Prisoner 2

• Algebra 1-4 (each)
Algebra 5 a 6

129 00
255 00

32 95
39.95
4995* Fractions/Decimals (each)

PSAT/SAT Word Skills ,e,ch, ?9£
HAYOEN
Orca/M
Pie Writer 2 2 " 9S

56.20
187.50
84.95

109.65
204 OO

28 OO
29.95
42.45
36.75
41.65

H
SIR-TECH
• Wizardry
Knight of Diamonds
Legacy of Lrylgamyn

49.95
34 95
39 95

S?H™A*E publishing
• PFS. Graph ,'»£

SPINNAKER

Sargon II
14995
29 95

39.95

INFOCOM
• Zork |, ||, m
• Deadline
Starcross 4*"
Suspended 39 9S

Witness 499s
49 95

MICROSOFT
• Multipl.n

Typing Tutor II

* Applesoft Compiler
Multi Tool Financial Stmt

84.95
127.45

25.45

2995
37.45
33.95
42.45
42.45

* Snoop., Troop. • 1 . .2 (.«;„, ^Story Machine "".»»

»D.lt. Drawing
349

|Kmdercomp 5"'9S
2995

STONEWARE
ft OB Master
* OB Master 4.0
DB Master Utility Pak » l

DB Master utility Pak »2

37.45
2S.70
33.95

106.25
•3.25

33.70
29.70
44.95
25.45

SOUTHWESTERN
• Merlin

* Aaell Enpress Professional
Routine Machine
Munch a Bug
SOS Combo

STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS
Computer Ouarterback
* Napoleon's Campaigns
Road to Gettysburg
* Guadalcanal Campaign
Cosmic Balance II

Germany 1935
Battle for Normandy
Galactic Adventures
Bomb Alley

Epidemic

* Fighter Command
RDF 1985
* North Atlantic '86
Knights of the Desert

VISICORP
* Visicalc

J
64.95

129.95
64 95
49 95

119 95

3995
59 95
5995
59.95
3995
59 95
39 95
5995
59 95
34 95
59.95
34 95
59.95
39 95

48.70
97.45
55.20
42.45

101. 95

33.95
44.95
50.95

44.95
33.95
50.95
33.95
50.95
50.95
29.70
44.95

29.70
44.95
33.95

2SO00
» Visitrend/Vlslplot
Visifile

3O0.00
25000

IBM PC SOFTWARE

193.75
225.00
199.95

229.00
350.00
99 00
99 00

TG PRODUCTS
* Joystick
Game Paddles
* Select • Port

59.95
3995
59.95

275.00
24 95

175.00
too 00

206 25
21 20

131.25
85.00

XEROX
Sticky Bear Bop
Sticky Bear Numbers
Sticky Bear ABC 9 9S

39 95

39 95

171.75
262.50
84.15
84.15

44.95
33.95
44.95

33.95
33.95
33.95

Apple Panic

BPI Personal Accounting
CDEX Training for Visicalc
Crosstalk

Data Capture
• dBase 11

Flight Simulator

* Horn. Accountant Pius
Mastertype

Multi-Tool Word
Norton Utilities

Peachpak (GL/AR/AP)
Peachtem 5000
Perfect Writer
Personal Investor
* PFS: Write
Smartcom II

Supercalc II

TK' Solver

» Wordstar

CALSOFT
346 N. Kanan Rd. #103

Agoura, CA 91301

29 95
195 00
6995
195 00
12000
'OO 00
4995

150.00

39 95
395 00
80 00

395 00
395 OO
495 00
14500
140.00
119 00
295 00
299 00
495.00

Call Toll Free: (800) 423-5290

25.45
156.00

59.45
156.00
102.00
525.00
42.45

112.SO
33.95

316.00
68.00

316 OO
316 OO
396 OO
123.25
105.00
101.15
236 00
239.20
371.25

In California: (213) 991-964

1

Sss^^rEEs7^iS^--^-UcS
^WWVW*W%Artft.WVVW^^ Sale prices are through October only! Prices subject to change without notice.
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CES, continued...

GCE introduced a light pen and three

animation programs for the Veetrex game
system.

they were showing a marvelous light pen
combined with four cartridges that take
advantage of it. We especially liked Art
Master and AniAction, both of which al-

low you to create your own animated
images ($40).

GCE also showed an amazing 3-D
Imager, a goggles-like contraption that,

in conjunction with four software pack-
ages, actually produced a real 3-D
image. Price is $50.

As always, there were far too many
new products at CES for us to describe
here in detail. However, many of the
computers, peripherals, and software
packages mentioned above will receive a
thorough, in-depth evaluation and you
will read the results on these pages. It

should be an interesting fall!

For more information about any of
these products, please write directly

to the manufacturer. Addresses are
listed below. Please mention Creative
Computing.

Manufacturers of

Computers and
Peripherals

Alphacom, Inc.

2323 S. Bascom Ave.
Campbell, CA 95008

American Innovations,

10428 Product Dr.
Rockford, IL 61111

Inc.

Androbot, Inc.

1287 Lawrence Station Rd.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086

Atari, Inc.

1265 Borregas Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086

Canon USA
One Canon Plaza

Lake Success, NY 1 1042

Party Line, continued...

the Tremonl Hotel for the Electronic-

Arts gala. Electronic Arts is simply the

hottest new software house on the home
computer horizon. The decor and ser-

vice at the Tremont were far and away
the best hotel hospitality we were to

see. You haven't lived until you have
sampled Cricket coffee, which is a glass

warmed by burning cognac, then
quenched with fresh coffee, a touch of

Amaretto. nutmeg, and a big dollop of

fresh whipped cream. Wow!
Electronic Arts president Trip Haw-

kins, whose picture graced the business

section of Time magazine last week, got

involved in a cutthroat game of

M.U.L.E. with the game's designers.

M.U.L.E. is a very absorbing next-gen-

eration computer game in which players

<-.!•« witivt: computing
PARTY PROFILE

Name: Electronic Arts Gala

Type: Navy blue blazerish/ tweedy fun.

System: Tremonl Hotel, impeccable
treatment.

Format: Open bar. lovely canapes,
ice sculpture, etc.

Language: Somewhere between
Preppie and Valspeak.

Summary: Any party Woz is at is okay
by me.

Price: Free, by invitation only.

Manufacturer:
Electronic Arts

2775 Campus Dr.

San Mateo. CA 94403

cooperatively (or not so cooperatively)

colonize an alien planet. I could under-
stand his distraction.

There were two other people of note
at the party. One was Steve Wozniak.
who is on the board of directors of

Electronic Arts, and whom it was my
pleasure to meet for the first time. The
other was Dave Ahl, my boss. Dave said

it was high time to check out the action
at Activision. so we shoved off.

Activision is a company that has
grown phenomenally in the past three
years or so. as have its parties. They
have never spared any expense in

mounting their events, and each party

must increase substantially in scale to

top the previous one.

Unfortunately, most CES repeat at-

tendees have learned of this noble ef-

fort. This year, at the 12th floor Ball-

room of the Ritz-Carlton. it seemed as if

everyone who had been at CFS that day
was trying to get into the Activision
party. Even more unfortunately, they
were getting in. Nobody ever checked
for my invitation. I realized that any at-

tempt to turn away people in those kinds
of numbers could easily have resulted in

a riot. And so all were admitted.
As a result, the Activision party was

one of those affairs where merely walk-
ing across the room is impossible. De-
spite the fact that there had to be a
dozen separate bar stations and a dozen
separate food stations, serving every-
thing from prosciutto and melon to spa-
ghetti, and despite the fact that some of
the most interesting people in the indus-

try were there, it was impossible to have

creative competing
PARTY PROFILE

Name: Activision Party

Type: Agoraphobic's hell

System: Just let em in. don't ask

questions.

Format: Beat your way to bar. flail to

food.

Language: Mostly vulgar.

Summary: Let's see how many people
we can jam in here.

Price: Free to all.

Manufacturer: Activision. Inc.

3255-2 Scott Blvd.

Santa Clara. CA 95051

much fun. Crowds get to me.
I did manage to talk to John Loveless

of Synapse Software and Dan Gorlin.
author of CkopUfter. And the stuffed
clams were pretty incredible. But the
crowd was getting to me.

After Dave and I nearly became in-

volved in a fracas with a rather drunken
leather jacket type, I became somewhat
anxious. I managed to locate Owen and
Arlan. and we hightailed it.

It was time for the Billygoat Cafe.
This is the bar and grill upon which the

"cheeseborger" skit was based years ago
on "Saturday Night Live." Belushi and
Ackroyd used to frequent the place, as
still do raisin-eyed Chicago Tribune
pressmen.
The place is a wonderful, old-

fashioned dive. Your drink sticks to the
bar and must be pulled off forcibly. On
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CES, continued.

Casio, Inc.

15 Gardner Rd.

Fairfield. NJ 07006

Coleco Industries, Inc.

200 Fifth Ave.. Rm 1234

New York, NY 10010

Comrex International, Inc.

3701 Skvparek Dr., Suite 120

Torrance, CA 90505

leading Edge Products, Inc.

225 Turnpike St.

Canton. MA 02021

NEC Home Electronics (USA), Inc.

1401 W. Estes Ave.

Elk Grove Village, IL 60007

Olympia USA
Rte. 22, P.O. Box 22

Somerville, NJ 08876

Pcrcom Data Corporation

11220 Pagemill Rd.

Dallas, TX 75243

Qua/on Corporation

3330 Keller Springs Rd.

Carrollton. TX 75006

Rabbit Computer, Inc.

Rm. 610, Chamber of Commerce Bldg.

39-01 Main St.

Flushing, NY 11354

Rolandcorp US
7200 Dominion Cir.

Los Angeles, CA 90040

Romox, Inc.

501 Vandell Way
Campbell, CA 95008

Silver-Reed America
2 Soundview Dr., Suite 100

Greenwich, CT 06830

SpectraVidco, Inc.

39 W. 37th St.

New York, NY 10018

Taiwan Happy Home Computer Co.

P.O. Box: Taipei 91-395

1st Fl., No. 28-1, Li Sui St.

Taipei. Taiwan, ROC

Texas Instruments

P.O. Box 225012, M-S 84

Dallas, TX 75265

Tomy Corporation

901 E. 233rd St.

Carson, CA 90749

Unitronics

401 Grand Ave.

Oakland, CA 94610

Video Technology (US), Inc.

2633 Greenleaf Ave.

Elk Grove Village, IL 60007

Party Line, continued...

creative computing
PARTY PROFILE

Name: BiUygoat Cafe

Type: Sleazy dive.

System: Crawl in. preferably on all

fours.

Formal: Scream 'cheeseborger!"

Language: English, with heavy Greek
accent.

Summary: Fabulous.

Price: By the cheeseburger, chips.

Pepsi.

Manufacturer:

BiUygoat Cafe
Lower Wacker Dr.

Chicago. IL

the other side of the bar is the grill,

manned by a smiling Greek.

"I'd like a cheeseburger."

"Cheeseborger!"

"With french fries."

"No fries. Only cheeps."

"Okay. Chips. And a Coke."
"No Coke. Just Pepsi."

l*m sure by this time he does it just

for the tourists (which l*m sure we re-

sembled!. But it was great. We stayed

until closing time.

Day Three
Dave, Owen, and I headed back to

the Westin for a hands-on session with

the new Ataris. We stumbled onto, then

crashed. 1 guess, a party being held for

Atari International. The fixxl was Japa-

nese, with chefs preparing tempura at

the buffet. The food was utterly sen-

sational. I ale enough shrimp to keep a

killer whale happy. Dave was wearing

his blinking LED boutonniere. but

people at that banquet were too shy to

ask him about it.

Then we went up to the 14th flix>r to

play with the new Atari products. Steve

Gibson was on hand, demonstrating

the new Atari light pen. Steve is a very

entertaining guy. and the perfect show-

man. He had the crowd oohing and

ashing like crazy. I sure hope they let

him do his own promotion- he's a

natural.

Dave called Ken I'slon. then left for

the Datamost Party at the Playboy Club.

We stuck around to snoop for a while. 1

congratulated A.J. Sekel of Atari for

reading and following the advice I had

given him in "Outpost: Atari." He just

laughed. And who showed up? Vincent

Wu. just in time to accompany us to the

Playboy Club.

We made a mistake, hut it turned out

to be a fortunate one. We saw a Playboy

sign on a building, headed for it. then

realized that it was a business office.

But in front of the building, we ran into

two of our New England sales reps.

Merrie Lynch and Nancy Wood. They
had made exactly the same mistake. The
evening was looking up.

As it turns out. we probably wouldn't

have made it into the Datamost party if

we hadn't bumped into Merrie and

Nancy. Dave had had dinner there, then

shown up slag for the Datamost party,

with an invite, and didn't get in. We lei

the women carve the path, then fol-

GPeative computing
PARTY PROFILE

Name: Datamost Party

Type: Sexist.

System: Service by bunny only.

Format: Ample.

Language: Suggestive, breathy.

Summary: Magician made my wallet

disappear.

Price: By invitation only, maybe not

even then, still pay by the

drink.

Manufacturer:

Datamost
9748 Cozycroft Ave.

Chatsworth.CA9l.3ll

lowed in the swath they cut. It was that

easy.

It was an amusing evening. We had

the honor of being sealed at a table

adjacent to that of talented High Society

ingenue Annie Ample, whose autograph

I procured, so to speak, foryoung Owen.

She was working for Datamost at the

show, and as far as I could tell, was

doing a very goixl job.

By the time the magician came to our

table. I was speaking in tongues. He was

extremely impressive, especially to a

table of totally sloshed folks. I seem to

remember that nearly every trick he did

required paper money, donated by a

volunteer, and that it seemed natural

thai he should keep the bill at the end.

Hmmni. Could have been thai some-

thing funny was going on. O
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GETA GRIP ON ROBOTICS
WITH SAMS.
Grab onto these Sams Books from Mark Robillard and

qet a jump on robotics programming.

MICROPROCESSOR BASED ROBOTICS starts by

explaining the mechanics of robot hands, arms and

legs and leads into tactile, motion and attitude

sensing even vision systems. Learn system controlling

through microprocessors and BASIC programming,

plus much more. It's an informative non machine-

specific book that is an excellent introductory guide.

No. 22050, $16.95.

SAMS BOOKS AND SOFTWARE
HOWARDW SAMS & CO ,

INC

4300 West 62nd Street • P O Box 7092

Indianapolis. IN 46206

HIRO I is d ludcmari irporation

HERO 1 . ADVANCED PROGRAMMING &

INTERFACING moves beyond the technical manuals

with a series of advanced experiments and applications.

Discusses machine and robot language, building

and installing both local and remote interfaces,

operating system enhancements, and other select

programming techniques. No 22165, $16.95.

Program your own success by ordering

these Sams Books today. Call 800-428-3696 or

317-298-5566 and ask for Operator 423.

Offcic ,n USA only and e«p,r« 1/31/84 PrKe»ub|«ttc.change w.tho«it notice AD423
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CES, continued.

Software Manufacturers
Atari, Inc.

1265 Borrcgas Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086

Broderbund Software, Inc.
1938 Fourth St.

San Rafael, CA 94901

Comm*Data Computer House, Inc.
320 Summit St.

Milford, MI 48042

Commodore Business Machines
1200 Wilson Dr.
Westchester, PA 19380

Computer Software Associates
dist. by Micro Software International,
Inc.

500 Teed Dr.
Randolph, MA 02368

Data-Assette
56 S. 3rd St.

Oxford, PA 19363

Datamost, Inc.

8943 Fullbright Ave.
Chatsworth, CA 91311

Edu-Ware Services, Inc.
28035 Dorothy Dr.
Agoura Hills, CA 91301

Einstein Corporation
11340 W. Olympic Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90064

Epyx
1043 Kiel Ct.

Sunnyvale, CA 94086

Fox Video Games, Inc.
4701 Patrick Henry Dr., Bldg 3
Santa Clara, CA 95050

General Consumer Electronics, Inc
233 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 220
Santa Monica, CA 90401

99'er Ware
1500 Valley River Dr.
Eugene, OR 97401

Roklan Corporation
3335 N. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights, IL 60004

Softsync, Inc.

14 E. 34th St.

New York, NY 10016

Spinnaker Software
215 First St.

Cambridge, MA 02142

Starpath Corporation
2005 De La Cruz Blvd.
Santa Clara, CA 95050

Texas Instruments
P.O. Box 225012, M-S 84
Dallas, TX 75265

TG Products
1 104 Summit Ave., Suite 1 10
Piano, TX 75074

Tronix
8295 S. La Cienega Blvd.
Inglewood, CA 90301

United Microware Industries, Inc
3503 'C Temple Ave.
Pomona, CA 91768

Walt Disney Telecommunications
500 S. Buena Vista St.

Burbank, CA 91521

Xerox Education Publications
245 Long Hill Rd.
Middletown, CT 06457

I

I

I

I

i
The Ultimate APPLE® »*, Ploanm

COPY II PLUS
The last DOS utility disk you will need Fully
menu driven, the Copy II Plus utilities include a
catalog display with binary file addresses and
lengths, a disk usage map, and the ability to verify
and compare files for differences. It can copy
lock, unlock and delete files and DOS can be
copied, or removed from a disk to free up space.
You can change the greeting program on a DOS
disk, or initialize a disk from scratch. The Copy II

Plus sector editor will allow you to view and
modify data in either hex or ASCII format.

COPY II PLUS includes fast and versatile copy
programs for making backups of your valuable
software. All types of disks can be copied, such as
CP/M, PASCAL, DOS and most other formats
Backup speed is as fast as 40 seconds, including
formatting and complete sector by sector
verification. A disk speed check assures your drives
are running in top condition and a nibble editor will
allow you to repair damaged diskettes, analyze
recording techniques, etc. Call for more details'

"Copy O Plus mav wmn be o«« of the bet aoftwa« buy. av.il.ble today-
inCider, June '83

Software, Inc.

RO. Box 19730-203
Portland, OR 97219
(503) 244-5782

SQQ95
%9^ (Plus$2s/h)

222

Attention current CoPV U Plus owners. Return your origina. disk with $19.95 for an update to Version 4

^1TJ?11
CS2Z™™°^.^ UP^ ValUabl€ "*"" -,h C°PV " PC!
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ter this year, look for The
>re based on the Book

niel. You'll be dropped into

Babylon, a city filled with dreams,
izers, wizards and savage

The Bible Adventure Game
es is for Apple ll+/lle computer

with 48K and one disk drive.

Games are $34.95 each.
Ask for these adventure games

at quality computer software
stores. Credit card holders may
order, toll-free.

s:
upping and handling

)

Call Toil-Free
1-800-621-8227
Dealers may call toll-free

for information and orders.

I

Weire re
whatwf ire the gi

adventure games of i<\ tin

They're based on stc
been 3,000 yi

They're filled with pc es
and amazing even
one of the world's

books. Tru- Bibl<

The Bible is where our stories

begin. But we've woven new
turesthn

With stir

sound. Dazzi

member of your family will thrill to

the realistic animation and the

high-resoluti( ;s. And
you'll shr

this unique, m e—
the Bible.

845 North Michk

CORPORATION

• Suite 843
J611

The first of our Bible Adven-

Ph <v Based on the biblical

Book of Jud

he
hills of Judea. It's a turbulent
WO! ige,

altars and idols, heroes and

PHILISTINE PLOY

theSe
again;

tine w;

to kill ,

haveti

stories

nq

this adventure game.
THE GAMES THAT TOOK 3,000 YEARS TO CREATE.

DAVKA ADVENTURE GAMES..WE TOOK OUR TIME.
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Reflections
OnCES

"Overwhelming.'" "Awesome." "Hard-

to-believe." "Confusing." These are the

words we're getting accustomed to hear-

ing when Consumer Electronics Shows

are described. The June 1983 CES was all

of this— in spades. It was the biggest CES
ever—over 3/4 million square feet of floor

space, approximately 1000 exhibitors, and

thousands of new products. One show

daily, obviously overwhelmed, stated that

the show had become so complex that

they found it difficult to understand what

it all meant.

After walking the floor for all four days

and spending several more reading the

literature and reflecting on the impli-

cations of the show, 1 have drawn five

main conclusions.

• CES has now graduated to a national

media event with important Wall Street

overtones. Up until now, CES has been

covered predominantly by industry publi-

cations. Yes, there have been reporters

from Time, Newsweek, The Wall Street

Journal, and other national media, but

most show news was reported in the con-

sumer electronics press. This has

changed. It all started on the Friday pre-

ceding this year's CES, when The Wall

Street Journal published a lengthy article

about Coleco's Adam on the first page of

its second section. (Coleco states that this

was the first time the media was shown

Adam, although some of their key

accounts, such as Sears, were given

previews.)

During the show, there was prominent

coverage by important national media. In

addition to almost daily reports in The

Wall Street Journal, the highly successful

new newspaper, USA Today, had first

page CES articles. Time magazine de-

voted two full pages to what they called

"The Software Hard Sell." a piece replete

with information gleaned from CES. Press
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Mobs ofpeople thronged into McCormick

and video games.

West, a new CES exhibit area for computers

Ken Uston

badges were in evidence everywhere; I

even spotted a reporter from San Fran-

cisco Magazine.

Beyond just press coverage, however,

CES product introductions had an effect

on Wall Street stock prices. On the Friday

preceding the show, Coleco's stock rose

five points in anticipation of the intro-

duction of Adam. On the following Mon-

day, the first trading day during which

CES was open, Coleco's stock went up

another nine points.

This trend is probably a mixed blessing

for us, the consumers. The management

of most companies is evaluated primarily

on the price of the company's stock, the

principal measure of performance.

Further, the value of company stock hits

many stock-holding executives right in

the pocketbook (can you imagine how

much the net worth of Arnold Greenberg,

Coleco's president, increased over the two

days the stock rose 14 points?).

Thus company executives are going to

keep a keen eye on the effect of their

product introductions on Wall Street anal-

ysts at future CES's. This may mean that

we'll see more "phenomenal" prototypes

promoted with exaggerated claims, many

of which may never get to market. As it

is, many products introduced at CES
never see the light of day (for example,

Intellivision III, Odyssey', Ultravision, and

the TI 99/2 are just four of the products

heralded at the January 1983 CES which
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GENTLUH HA5 II MLL
COMPUTERS

I FRANKLIN
ACE 1000 w/COfcM $845

ACE PRO System
ACE 1000 w Color. ACL 10 I

80 Column Ciird, ACt Writur II

ACE Calc (80 Column !

'
.' •

ACE 1200 (128K, Dual Processor,

1 Drive. 80 Column.CBASIC.
CP/M.DOS SCall

COLUMBIA
DATA PKOOUCTS. IMC

128K RAM. DUAL DSDD Drives I640KI

Fully IBM Compatible w/Superpack...

$2695
128K RAM, 12 MB Hard disk w/

Superpack. *3950

Portable MPC w/Superpack $2495

EAGLE PC 2 128K RAM w/2 DR (640K)
$2695

EAGLE PC XL 128K RAM 1 DR. 10 MB
HARD «595

KAYPRO II 64K w, software $1499

KAYPRO 10 64K 10 MB hard disk$2795

IBM COMPATIBLE 128K DR 256K

KAYPRO $Ca"

OSBORNE
Osborne I...

SCall

Osborne Executive $Call

Osborne Executive II

(IBM Compatiblei . SCall

FOR APPLE tltlte. Franklin Ace

Grappler $
]11

Graphitti. ••»»
16K Ram •g
Pkaso card ${£(
Microtek Dumpling GX $1U»

Microtek Dumpling 16(16kl $168

Microtek Magnum 80<80coll...$Call

Fourth Dimension Super Drive
. $239

THIS MONTH SPECIAL

BASIS 108 128K CP/M 3.0 $2099

PROWRITER 1
5369

EPSON FX 100 $725

TELEVIDEO 803 $1995

RANA ELITE I
$265

BUFFERED GRAPPLERI32k( $229

FOR IBM PC

R€S€ARCH INC.

MEGA PLUS
64K w *309

128K $399 192K $479 256K $519

64K w Serial £t Parallel $399

128K $459 192K $519 256K $599

MEGA PAK 256K M $309

COMBO PLUS
64K w Serial & Paralk I

$309

128K $369 192K $419 256K $499

..$132

Serial $39 Parallel $39 Game $39

QUADRAM
64K Quardlxj.e $279

256K Quardboard. $419

512 < EXPANSION
,12.(64KI $219

Quad 512 • (256KI $379

Quad 512 • I512K) $599

QuadLii- $519

MICROFAZER
PARALLEL/PARALLEL

8K $149 64K $229 128K $329

256K $689 512K $945

SERIAL/PARALLEL
8K 165, 64K 229

9V Power Supply $16.99

MULTIPLAN IBM $189

APPLE ll/lle $189

LOGO Terrapin $119

Krell $85

BUFFERED GRAPPLERI16K) $199

BUFFERED GRAPPLERI64KI $259

Pot Matrix Printers

HARD DISK

EPSON
RXSOINew 1

)
$379

MX SOFT III $459

MX100FT IIIIGrafftraxI $649

FX80F1 $535

STAR MICRONICS
ni 10 10X $299 319

Gemini 15/15X $469/479

OKIDATA
Micron 5499

Microlme 93 $859

Microline 84 Parall. $995

cuoh
Prownter I " 2S
Prowriter II •'~?
Prowriter 8600 BP $1025

MANNESMANN TALLY
MT 160L (160 CPSI $689

Letter-Quality Printers

ComFller 10 MB FOR OX 10. ..$1995

CORVUS ,„ .,.,,
6 MB $1925 6 MB w/ Mirror $2545

12 MB $2695 12 MB w/Mirrot $33 5

18 MB $3695 18 MB w/Mirror $4115

Multiplexor. $c,all

Disk Server. •Call

DAVONC
5MB $Call

10MB $1750
20MB $2595

XCOMP Adaptor for KAYPRO
10MB. $1895 II & Morrow MD1
16MB. $2099 tr MD2

MONITORS

AMDEK 300 $'49

300A

$289
$359

COMREX
CR5600', $145

CR5600Y(Yellow amberl $155

CR56<J

GENTECH
GT 0!) $109

GT 09/ $115
$115

GT 12AI12' amber i

TAXAN RGB $276

(with Apple II * Cable b
Intfac: $345

RGB Vision III $519

KG 12NI12" greer. $125

KG 12N UYI12" amberl $135

QUADRAM
Quadchrome RGB for IBM $489

COMREX
Comwriter I Para/Ser $799

Comwriter II Parallel $499

Comwriter II Serlbf $599

DAISYWRITER
2000 EXP (48K Bud- $1049

JUKI *615

SILVER-REED
Exp 550 Pai. i" $735

Exp 550 Sen. i
$775

QUME SPRINT. $1345

Money Order, Cashier's Check

Personal Check, C.O.D. Honored

.Add 1% on Credit Card

_5 GENTECH
k
150 Broadway Suite 2212 N.Y. NY 11038^

CIRCLE 161 Oh READER SERVICE CAR!

TERMINALS

Freedom 100(11 FTN Key
green i

$499

Visual 50 Detachable
KYBD $5f

Televideo 910 $565

Tetevideo 92b $725
$945

Modems

Hayes
Micromodem II.. .$275

Smartmodem(300 BAUDI $210

Smartmodem(1200 BAUDI $509

Smartmodem 1200B for IBM .... >469

Smartcom IKTerminal Prog. I $99

NOVATION
CAT 300 BAUD Acoustic $144

D Cat 300 Baud Do $156

J Cat 300 Small Si/. $109

Apple Cat II $269

103 Smart Cat $179

103/212 Smart Cat $429

SSM
300 BAUD Modem Card $239

1200 BAUD External Modem $529
Transend 1/2/3 $69/$109/$209

ORDERS ONLY
800-843-4302

HOURS
BT0 7
Mon-Sat

Customer Service

Technical Support
401-273-2420
401-274-0330

Ask for NEW CATALOG



Reflections, continued...
have been quietly withdrawn). If this
trend continues, widespread confusion
will result. How will distributors and re-
tailers separate the wheat from the chaff
and know what products to handle?

• Computer systems are being bundled.
In recent months, the strategy of most
hardware manufacturers has been to sell
their basic computer as cheaply as pos-
sible to maximize their installed base; they
hoped to make money on peripherals
and/or software. Coleco's Adam com-
puter system, the undisputed star of CES,
includes a computer, printer, mass storage
device, and software for word processing
and programming, all sold as a single
product, in a single box. Mattel's yet-to-
be-proven Aquarius system was shown
selling as a single package, called
COM/PAC (computer, printer, data re-
corder, and hand controllers).

This trend is good news for consumers,
who can now put together a complete
computer system with a single purchase,
and at new lower prices. The 80K Adam
with all accessories was announced at
"under $600" ("under $400" if the user
owns a ColecoVision). Not only does
Adam reflect a new price breakthrough,
but I suspect that by the time the system
hits the market, it will sell for even less.
(One week after CES, a precedent-setting
ad was placed-no doubt in response to
Adam -which offered "The Complete
Commodore Computer System" at a new
low price: $799 for the Commodore 64,
disk drive, datasette recorder, and 17"
color monitor). Watch for this bundling
trend to continue.

• Software price cutting has started in
earnest. Up until this CES, most cut-throat
discounting had been restricted to hard-

Atari created a stir with their introduction
on converterfor the 2600 VCS.

ware, especially the basic computer. At
CES, however, software price-cutting
started to surface. To illustrate:

Datamost introduced a low-priced line
of programs, called Gentry, for Apple
and Atari computers, selling from $14 95
to $19.95.

Synapse Software announced a $19.95
line of Showcase Software for the Vic 20.
Emerald Valley Publishing Company,

publishers of 99'er Home Computer
Magazine for TI 99/4A users, introduced
a line of 99/4A cassettes called 99'er Ware
that will retail for under $10.

offour new computer systems plus an add-

JoNE
Umi-
NllMERlC
Keyboard ,/<

frgg*:**^.

\

SL
'..W

"For obvious reasons they decided not to use an acronym.
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Commodore introduced 70 new titles
and a policy of mass marketing through
lower prices. They offered a word proces-
sing program, EasyScript 64, for under
$50, and they announced a version of
Microsoft's popular Multipian for the
Commodore 64. At the start of the show,
its price was quoted as "under $100"; by
the last day of the show, the cost of
Multipian had dropped to "around $50."
(Commodore's main thrust in 1983 is

apparently going to be software. Their
full-page ads at the show announced :

"Last year we said we were going to be
number 1 in computers. And we were.
This year we're going to be number 1 in

software." Might we read between the
lines and conclude that profits from dis-

counted Vic 20s and 64s have been
seriously eroding?)

• Everybody's trying to make every-
thing. Game software production to date
has developed in four stages:

Stage 1 — 1980 and earlier: Atari made
Atari games; Mattel made Intellivision
games; and Odyssey made Odyssey
games, and that was that.

Stage 2- 1981: Activision. Imagic. and
a handful of other manufacturers started
making games for the Atari VCS.

Stage 3-1982: Over 30 companies
made Atari VCS games. Some overlap
was developing, with Mattel producing
Atari VCS games and Activision an-
nouncing (but not showing) Atari com-
puter games. The computer software
houses (such as Broderbund) were making
only computer software.

Stage 4- 1983: Everybody is getting
into the act. Atari is making software for
the Vic 20, Commodore 64, TI 99/4A,
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Complete Personal Accountant:
we've made the best
much more friendly.

If you have any doubts that we offer the best and
most complete personal financial package available,

look over the features listed below. Now we have
the only package with full screen editing for Atari

400/800f TRS-80 COLOR, Commodore 64* and
VIC-20; the ability to move the cursor in any direc-

tion makes our accountant-designed package ^^
even more friendly than before. No one else ^^L
offers all of these:
1. CHECKBOOK MAINTENANCE- .

automatically balances your checkbook A
with each entry; manages checks,
charges, deposits, and interest quick-
ly and accurately.

2. CHART OF ACCOUNTS- £
maximum of user flexibilty with

up to 99 accounts plus 9 sub- ,

categories may be defined. ^
3. CHECK SEARCH-mul-
ti-reference; tracks items
on every field including
tax deductibles. J
4. NET WORTH/
INCOME/EXPENSE
STATEMENT-
know-exactly-
where-you-stand
program generates
statements with the
touch of a key.

5. DETAILS SUMMARY
BUDGET ANALYSIS-an
absolute necessity in financial

planning.
6. CHECK WRITER-prints
personalized checks**

'Random Access available tor

•Atari Commodore 64 and TRS-80 COLOR

7. PAYMENTS/APPOINTMENTS CALENDAR-
monthly displays of up to 250 bills and 200
appointments.
8. COLOR GRAPH DESIGN PACKAGE-graphs
all monthly files.

9. MAILING LIST— maintains all records, sorts by
name or zip, allows add/change/delete.

_ 10. FRIENDLY USER MANUAL-complete
with indexing, flow charts and diagrams; the

. most thorough documentation on the
k. market.

This all adds up to the finest personal
financial system available— compre-

^ hensive enough for a small business.
Less than one hour of data input
per month will allow this menu-

. driven package to help you
handle your finances with a
lot more fun than drudgery.

^ Plus, ours is the only
expandable system; pur-
chase the package in

V sections and add on
as your financial

needs grow. Fea-
tures 1,2, 3 and 6:

$39.95 diskette,

$36.95 cassette: Fea-
tures 4 and 5: $29.95

diskette, $26.95 cassette:
Features 7, 8 and 9: $29.95

diskette, $26.95 cassette; or
save S19.90 or S19.90

respectively by buying the
entire system for S79.95 dis-

kette, S74.95 cassette.

Prints all statements and files
on any 80 column printer.

Prices subject to change without notice. See your local dealer or order direct. New catalog available.
Add S3.00 tor postage and handling Credit card orders call toll tree:

1-800-334-SOFT
DEALER INQUIRIES IWV1TJU)

progwunirarV" n
a division of FUTTTREHOTJSE, INC.

p.o. box 3470, dept. A,chapel hill, north Carolina 27514, 919-967-0861

CIRCLE 206 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Reflections, continued...

Atari 5200 games were also attracting a great deal ofattention. ( Yes, that is Ken Uston

in the centerforeground. —Ed.)

Radio Shack Color Computer, Apple lie,

and IBM PC. Mattel is making games for

the Atari VCS. Apple He. and IBM PC.
Imagic is producing software for the Atari

VCS, ColecoVision, Odyssey 2, TI 99/4A,

Atari computers, Vic 20, and Intellivision.

Spectravideo, Activision, Fox Video
Games, and Parker Brothers are making
Atari computer games. But the big news
is that computer software and coin-op

manufacturers are expanding "in reverse"

and producing software for video game
systems. Broderbund and Sega announced
that they will produce Atari VCS games.

The good news is that our selection of

software will be vastly expanded. The
bad news is that this product clutter will

require us to do far more homework
(reading reviews, watching the game
charts, testing the software) to ensure we
make rational buying decisions.

• Subtle signs of the shake-out are

surfacing. Many have been wondering
how long NAP would continue to try to

force their Odyssey systems on an unre-

ceptive public. Well, they seem finally to

have abandoned their ill-fated Odyssey3

system, which was publicized amidst great

hoopla at the January show. I predict that

the Odyssey2 game system will also quietly

slip from view, although it will go down
fighting because of better software from
third party manufacturers. (Imagic has

produced an Odyssey version of their

mega-hit. Demon Attack. They deserve

plaudits because the games they have
made for the Odyssey2 are, in my opinion,

superior to anything else available for that

system.)

It was sad to stroll through the NAP
booth. It reminded me of the glum, de-
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pressing Astrovision booth at the January

show. (Astrovision did not show at this

CES and has apparently thrown in the

towel.) There were far more Coleco-

Visions at the NAP booth than there were

Odyssey systems. Obviously NAP is stress-

ing software development for Coleco-

Vision. Prediction: by January 1984 CES,
NAP will be primarily a software house.

Atari announced that

Alan Alda has been
signed as Atari's

spokesperson for

five years.

More evidence of the shake-out: for

the first time, the show had a discounted

game booth, where games from bankrupt

companies were offered to retailers at

huge discounts. Also available were un-

successful titles abandoned by companies
that are still in business.

Mattel has apparently given up on Intel-

livision III. The system was displayed in

January in a private room to a select

group of attendees. It was impressive with

its remote controllers, stereo sound
effects, and fabulous simulated 3-D graph-

ics. The only problem: Intellivision III,

not due out until late 1983, was made
obsolete only one month later, by Coleco-

Vision's 128K Microwafer, introduced at

the February, 1983 Toy Fair in New York

(this chip was subsequently abandoned,

made obsolete by Coleco's own Super

Games and by Adam). Mattel saw the

handwriting on the wall and quietly with-

drew Intellivision III.

Mattel has corrected the unacceptable

rubbery Aquarius keyboard, replacing it

with an improved Aquarius II version.

Although the new product is much better,

it may be a case of too little, too late. On
a more optimistic note, Mattel has

licensed some impressive titles, notably

the addictive coin-op game, Burgertime.

They are making home renditions of this

game for Intellivision, Atari VCS, Coleco-

Vision, Apple He, and IBM PC. I wouldn't

be surprised if Mattel, too, eventually

evolves into predominantly a maker of

software.

Show Awards

As I wandered about the show, attend-

ed receptions and parties, and talked with

company representatives, public relations

people and reporters covering the show, 1

was struck by a number of interesting,

humorous, pathetic, or ironic items, de-

serving of awards.

Most Notable Hardware Introduction

Coleco's Adam and the Atari XL line

of computers. I won't dwell on these;

they are covered extensively elsewhere in

this issue.

Biggest Celebrity

Alan Alda. At a "special" press con-

ference. Atari announced that Alan Alda
has been signed as Atari's spokesperson

for five years (despite Alda's association

with the TV show, M.A.S.H., which was
licensed as a video game by Fox Video
Games). When asked by a reporter how
much he was being paid, Alda responded,

tongue-in-cheek, that he was so thrilled at

the association that he is doing it for

nothing. I was told by the same reliable

source that tipped me off in advance
about the secret Alda announcement, that

it's a $10 million deal. Move over. Bill

Cosby.

Most Interesting Celebrity (To Me)
Barbi Benton. Barbi signed autographs

at the show. In previous years, when she

was Hugh Hefner's girlfriend, we might

have expected her at the Playboy booth.

But times change, and Barbi appeared for

Omicron Industries, a maker of protective

covers for video and home computer
systems.

Other celebrities included Bruce
Jenner, winner of the 1976 Decathlon
Olympic Gold Medal, who appeared at

the Activision booth, playing one of their

new games (Decathlon, of course) and
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I I
I I

Qcommodore
NEW COMMODORE PRODUCTS
The Executive 64 Coll

CBMC128-80 $ 795

CBM BX700 2990

B Series Software Call

CBM 1520 Plotter 169

CBM 1526 Printer 349

SOFTWARE FOR CBM 64£
BUSINESS

Word Processing (WordPro 3+) S 69

Quick Brown Fox 56

Writers Assistant 99

Spell Master 75

Cole Result 1 25

Busicalc II 95

Spread Sheet Assistant 99

Data Manager 70

M Hie (merge with WordPro) 89

Info Mast 139

64 Mailing List 28

TheMonager 50

Home Accountant (continental) 75

finance Assistant 45

Stock (investment analysis) 80

Agricultural Management Call

General Ledger. A/R. A/P. P/R. Inv . .
.

Call

RECREATION
Assembler Package (cassette or disk,

compiled, includes editor, loader.

disassembler) 39

Sprite Master (access) 30

Neutral Zone (access) 35

Space Belt 19

Pet Emulator 30

Coco II (build your own games) 40

Vic Tree (programmers utilities) 75

Micro-Term (save to printer.disk) 39

Hesmon 35

Synthesound *$

Gothmogs Lair 30

RoodTood 15

Commodore Gomes Call

INTERFACES A ACCESSORIES
80 Column Expander S159

VIC 1600 Modem 95

VIC 1650 (auto answer, auto dial). 150

VIC 1525 Graphic Printer 225

VIC 1530 Datasette Recorder 65

VIC 1541 Disk Drive 249

VIC Switch (connect 8 64s or Vks

to printer, dd) 1*9

PET-IEEE cable 33

IEEE-IEEE coble (2m) 49

Parallel Interface (Epson, Okldata,

IDS, NEC) 70

Programmers Reference Guide 18

Verbatim Diskettes (10 per box) 26

Hes Modem 75

ADA1450 1*9

ADA 1800 (new) 129

Numeric Keypad 65

VIC PRODUCTS A ACCESSORIES
8K RAM Memory Expansion Cartridge... S 40

16KRAM 70

24KRAM 105

VIC 3 Slot Expander 27

VIC 6 Slot Expander 70

Cassette Interface 30

Gort(64also) 30

Omega Race 30

Arcade Joystick - Heavy duty w/2 firing

buttons! Great for the VIC or 64 25

Auto Clock 125

MONITORS • OREAT
RESOLUTION (64 OR VIC)

CBM 1701 Color Monitor S 249

Amdek Color Plus 299

Panasonic TR- 1 20 (w/speoker) 1 55

Panasonic CT-1 60 279

BMC (green screen) 95

Transtar 20 (high resolution

green phosphor) 129

Video/Audio Coble 15

PRINTERS - LETTER QUALITY
CBM 6400, 40 CDS $1450

Diablo 620. 25 cos 949

Transtar 140 (serial) 1395

Transtar 130, 16 cps (auto load.

wp features!) 769

NEC 3500 Series 1600

NEC 7700 Series 2350

PRINTERS - DOT MATRIX
CBM 8023, 150 ops/graphics S 545

CBM 4023 Printer 395

Epson FX Printer, 160 cps 549

Epson MX-80 FT w/graftrax CoJ

Epson FX-100 859

Okidata 82A. 120 cps (serial

ond parallel) <29

NEC 8023A (paroMel) 429

Okidata 92 559

Star Gemini, 10 329

Star Gemini, 15 *99

Transtar 315 (hi-res, color) 575

COMMODORE BUSINESS
SERIES

SuperPet (5 languages,

2 processors) $1059

CBM 8032 Computer, 80 Column ... 595

CBM Memory Expansion. 64K 259

CBM 8050, 1 mg. Dual Drive 995

CBM 8250, 2 mg. Dual Drive 1295

CBM D9060, 5 mg. Hard Disk 1995

CBM D9090. 7.5 mg. Hard Disk ... . 2250

CBM 2031. 170K Single Drive (New) 395

DC Hayes Smart Modem 220

BUSINESS SOFTWARE-8032
WordPro 4« or 5* $ 309

InfoPro 219

Administrator 489

VTsiColc (expanded) 199

BPI A/R, G/L, Job Cost, Inventory,

Payroll ea.325

MasterCard, Visa,
Money Order, Bank Check

COO (add $5) accepted.

Add 3% surcharge for credit cards.

In stock Items shipped within 48 hours.

FOB, Dallas, Texas

All products shipped with manufacturer's warranty.

Prices are subject to change without notice.

TO ORDER
CALL TOLL FREE
800-527-4893
800-442-1048

(Within Texas)

Business Hours

Mon.-Fri.8to6.Sat. 10-2

Write for tree cototog.

GAME OF THE MONTH
Adventu -Writer (moke your

own adventure games) Join the

Adventu-Writer Ctub $ 49

PRODUCT OF THE MONTH
INTERPOD (intelligent IEEE

RS232, serial interface

forVICorC64) $ 179

SJB DISTRIBUTORS INC.
10520 Piano Rood. Suite 206

Dallas, Texas 75238

(214)343-1328
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Reflections, continued...

Trying to rescue the Aquarius, Mattel was already showing the Aquarius 11 with a
decent keyboard.

signing autographs. There were some real
macho men there, too. Chuck Norris.
movie star and karate expert, signed auu>
graphs at the Xonox booth, and super
muscleman Arnold Schwarzenegger also
appeared. Spectravideo announced that
Roger Moore would be their spokes-
person. Moore apparently was too busy
with his James Bond responsibilities to
appear in person.

Finally, a brand new celebrity was born.
F.R.E.D. (for Friendly Robot Education
Device) appeared at the Androbot booth.
F.R.E.D. supersedes his somewhat less

sophisticated predecessor, B.O.B., a robot
who made guest appearances at the Jan-
uary CES.

Best Party (Despite the Crowd)
Activision. Chicago hotels and taxicabs

really made out during CES. As for res-
taurants, that's another story. They had
to compete with the dozens of parties
which have free-flowing alcohol and fancy
hors d'oeuvres, usually capped off with a
huge baron of beef-all complimentary,
of course.

It's about time somebody told you
about the Showstopping Party, The Event
of the Year, The King of the Blasts- the
Activision Chicago CES Party. First, a
word about last year's party, to establish
a basis of comparison. 1 have probably
attended over 1000 company parties and
receptions. Never have I attended a party
as lavish, as well thought-out. and as care-
fully planned as Activision's 1982 Chicago
CES festival. The gala was entitled
"Rumble In The Jungle" to promote
Pitfall, a game with a safari theme.

Activision was later awarded Billboard
Magazine's Marketing Effort of the Year
award for its Pitfall promotion: it is

obvious, in my opinion, that the CES party
was solely responsible for that award.
Well-stocked bars and food stations lined
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the entire periphery of the huge Ritz
Carlton grand ballroom. There were
carnival games (with a jungle theme,
naturally) in a large anteroom. The linens
covering the dozens of tables were made
of custom-made simulated lion skin.
There were tropical birds and live mon-
keys, a steel band greeting guests in the
reception foyer, and two rotating bands
(from Chicago's Bob Young orchestra)
who swung so well that the most indolent
of guests couldn't help but try the frug.

Guests were heard
muttering words like

"zoo" and "mob scene, "

as they elbowed their
way through the
jammed ballroom.

This year we all expected another Cecil
B. DeMille effort. Several days prior to
CES, Activision sent out little red jogging
bags announcing the party. The theme:
the Olympic Decathlon, to promote Acti-
vision's new game of the same name. The
jogging bag was filled with aids for the
athlete: Theragran-M vitamins, sun
screen, salt tablets, a head band, and an
ace bandage. A map of Chicago was con-
siderately included as well.

Barbara Rose, the planner of Activision
parties, has become the Perle Mesta of
CES. Barbara did her normal fabulous
job in organizing this year's party. The
walls of the ballroom shimmered with
Olympic bronze, silver, and gold metallic
streamers. The game room was filled with
humorous pseudo-decathlon events, in-

cluding turtle races and slinky contests.

The same rotating bands played the same
swinging music. There were 18 bars, and
the food was varied and creative.

Now the bad news: 3000 guests were
expected; about 5000 showed up. Guests
were heard muttering words like "zoo"
and "mob scene," as they elbowed their
way through the jammed ballroom. Des-
pite the hordes, nearly everyone stayed
to the bitter end. To Activision's credit,
there were so many bartenders and food-
servers that they stood idly by, waiting to
serve the thousands of guests.
The Activision people are in a

quandary. If they tighten up on admission
for next year's party, they may insult some
of their "friends." If they don't, another
crush will result.

My advice: No, it's not to rent Wrigley
Field. Instead tighten up on admissions
security and check invitations. A party
enjoyed enormously by 3000 is far prefer-
able to a party not enjoyed by 5000
(bruised egos among the unadmitted un-
invitees not withstanding).

Best Carrying Bags
Epyx. The big, black Epyx bags were

the largest and most convenient of the
many bags handed out at CES. This fact
did not go unnoticed. Even though Epyx
brought 10,000 bags to the show (and
feared they'd return home with boxes
full), they ran out on the second day.
(United Airlines stewardesses, seeing all

the big black bags on flights departing
Chicago on the last day, no doubt con-
cluded that there was an Epyx convention
in town.)

Prettiest Models
The Datamost Stickettes (their name,

not mine). Dave Gordon, Datamost's
founder and the leading maverick in the
industry, managed to hire the most at-

tractive models at the show. They are
from Chicago, and Dave promises that
they will be flown to Vegas for the
January, 1984 CES. Dave also rented an
army half-track and invited selected
friends for a ride in it, prior to his mega-
party at Chicago's Playboy Club.

Most Optimistic Statement
Timex. It was reported that Timex

expects its 2000 series to be more popular
than its 1000 computer (about 1 1/2 mil-
lion sold). What with price cutting, im-
proved hardware introductions, and lim-
ited 2000 software, I'll eat my hat if that
comes true.

Most Wbhful Thinking
Sloughing off Videotex. Industry

analysts were quoted as saying that Video-
tex will not hurt software sales. Videotex
services, the transmission of video games
and other software via telephone lines
into consumer homes, are growing rap-
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77 is stuck.
They are probably
not making a dime
on 99/4A sales.

vv
T
f' 1 nk " goes bey°nd this. More

likely, discounting has dried up profits on
the sale of 99/4As (remember when it
came out for over $1000 with a color
monitor; now the machine is available
without monitor, for under $100). I would
guess the reaction of TI officials is, "If we
can't make money on the 99/4A, let's get
it from peripherals and software. We can't
make money on software unless we get a
piece of the action on all sales." Hence
their restrictive software policy. Now TI
is stuck. They are probably not making a
dime on 99/4A sales, and

• if they restrict software development,
their computer will fall behind as tons of

September 1983 c Creative Computing

idly. Mattel, Times Mirror Corporation
and Control Video Corporation (Game-
Une), to name just a few, are aggressively
entering this field. Soon we should be
able to turn on our TVs, make a selection
from a menu of dozens of the newest
games, and play away -for a small fee of
course. How can this not hurt the sales of
software?

Worst News Release
Frank Barth, Inc. Barth would have us

beheve that "challanges," "emphasizeng "

and "discoteque" are legitimate words,
that commas should separate sentences

'

and that the correct spelling of one of
their clients names can be either Data-
most or DataMost.

Best New Games
Activision, Atari, Vectrex (GCE). Acti-

vision's River Raid for the Atari com-
puters is even more fun to play than the
enormously addictive Atari VCS version
Atari's Dig Dug (for the 5200) and Vec-
trex's Star Castle are. in my opinion, the
first home games that are every bit as
good as their coin-op counterparts.

Most Infuriating Policy Statement
Texas Instruments. Texas Instruments

took out full-page ads announcing that it

will use its patents to prevent unauthor-
ized third party vendors from selling
99/4A software. Several companies, in-
cluding Datamost and Sirius, have ex-
pressed dissatisfaction (and that's putting
it mildly) with this policy, which many
view as shortsighted.

Some industry analysts simply conclude
that TI planners have disregarded the
industry axiom that "software drives hard-

software is produced for the Vic 20, the
Atari computers, and the Commodore 64
(as I said before, everybody's makine
everything). 6

• if they don't restrict software develop-
ment, they will probably lose money as
they try to compete with outfits like 99'er
Software who are selling packages for
under $10.

I wish I could say I had the insight to
have written this before TI's stock plum-
meted 50 points in two days (after an
announcement of $100 million or so loss

for the second quarter). I didn't. But I
will predict this: TI is caught between a
rock and a hard place. No matter what
they do, things look glum. I would guess
that:

• Not many third party vendors sent
telegrams of condolence to TI when their
stock dropped.

• TI's troubles have only just begun.
One final prediction: January 1984 CES

will be even more "overwhelming"
awesome." "hard-to-believe." and "con-fusing." And just as much fun. £
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ten t/s/on, our editor-at-large. re-

ports from San Francisco, where a

video games gathering, called The

First Video Games Conference, was

held in April. Here is his summary of

the conference, followed by several

observations.

Ken Uston

It's nice living in San Francisco. So

many of the computer shows are held

nere—due, no doubt, to the charisma of

Our City and the proximity of Silicon

Valley, just 40 miles south. In just sev-

eral months, we have had the CP/M
Show, the West Coast Computer Faire,

and now The First Video Games Con-

ference. It saves a lot of time sipping

martinis on airplanes, to say nothing of

the cost of the airfare and hotel rooms.

Monday, April 18

The advance P.R. for this show said

registration would be held from 11:00

a.m. to 7:00 p.m. today. Guiltily, I got

up at 3:00 p.m., played a few games of

River Raid, and taxied over to the

Westin Miyako Hotel in the middle of

San Francisco's Japanese Center.

I need not have felt guilty. Nothing

was scheduled for today except for

registration and a cocktail reception—no

doubt an accommodation for the long

distance travelers from the East. The

"real stuff' starts tomorrow morning at

(ugh!) 9:00 am.
This conference is not for cheapskates.

The registration fee is a hefty 350 bucks.

The event is sponsored by Billboard

Magazine and an industry newsletter

called Video Marketing Game Letter, an

annual subscription to which is $395.

The affable hostess of the show, Kris

Sofley, told me there'd be about 150 peo-

ple at the conference. I was given a press

pass and a free copy of Billboard.

Billboard is going whole hog for the

video game dollar. Their weekly has

pages and pages of video game
evaluations, industry news, ads from

Atari and Activision, and lots of other

video stuff. In fact, the information was

so impressive that I laid down a hundred

dollar bill for a year's subscription (the

Show Time Special—the normal rate is

$ 125>-
• .....

At the cocktail reception, I talked to

Elliott Dahan, director of marketing of

Creative Software, who tells me they

have a Choplifter cartridge for the Vic

20. I'm rooting for them since, as I'm

sure everyone knows, Choplifter is a

fabulous game. But I must admit to be-

ing skeptical. Is it really possible to get

the many graphics elements of the orig-

inal Choplifter on a computer with less

than 4K RAM? (See the review on p. 150

of this issue. —Ed)
One highlight of the party was Benny,

a friendly Japanese bartender who told

jokes and poured heavy duty drinks. I

tried my best to drink $32 worth (the

cost of the reception for my girlfriend,

who's on the wagon, and myself) Even

for me, that was hard to do.

Tuesday, April 19

Keynote Address

Jim Levy, President and CEO ot

Activision.

Mentioning that Fortune magazine re-

ferred to Activision as the "granddaddy
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o Indicates price decrease
• indicates new item
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MODEMS
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RJ12A- 300 1200 SMART
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PROWRITER
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XT
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Advanced Personal Computer
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Video Games, continued...

of the industry," Jim gave a brief history
of the video game industry, which had
its beginning "all the way back in '79."

Here's a summary of Jim's main
points. (Note: Rather than continually
say, "Jim said . .

.

," etc., I have written
this article in the same way the speeches
were presented. Note also that I'm

We can all ensure
manageable Industry
growth through mutual

respect and acting
responsibly.

reporting the points as made by the con-
ferees, even though I may have dis-
agreed with what was said.)

In '79, there were four main compet-
itors in the industry, all of whom manu-
factured both hardware and software:
Atari, Mattel, Odyssey, and Bally
Arcade (subsequently renamed
Astrovision). There was a narrow dis-
tribution channel, about 50 to 60 whole-
salers and five to six thousand retail
outlets. Not many believed in the long-
term growth potential of the industry.
About one and one-half million homes
had some sort of game system, and
about three to four million game car-
tridges were sold that year.

1980. Four momentous events oc-
curred in 1980:

• Atari finally put it together, co-
ordinating their production, marketing
and distribution. Things jelled for them.

• Space Invaders came out, the first

home game mega-cartridge to hit the
market.

• George Plimpton appeared in TV
and other ads and pumped life back into
a nearly dead Intellivision. This pre-
vented the industry from being a one-
horse race.

• Activision was born and launched
the software industry. Before Activision,
the industry was all bundled up—the
hardware and software manufacturers
were the same companies.
At the end of the year, Bally pulled

out. The industry grew to 100 whole-
salers and about 10,000 retail outlets.
There were still questions about whether
the video game industry was anything
more than an electronic hula hoop.

Christmas 1980 saw a sell-out of all

available software. Demand far exceeded
supply. There were then about 3%
million systems in U.S. homes.

1981. During this year, there was a
firestorm in the industry. Activision's
delivery capacity grew by 1000% in six
months. Industry people estimated that
fully 25% of industry demand was going
unfulfilled.

By the end of the year, everyone
wanted in. Producers could sell all the
game software they could make. But a
major change was coming, as numerous
software companies jumped in, including
CBS, Imagic, Coleco, Quaker Oats and
20th Century Fox.

1982. This was the year that the
industry grew up in a hurry. Fifteen
million hardware units and 65 million
software units were sold. $1% billion in
software alone was sold at the retail level
(equal already to half the volume of the
record business).

Two hundred new titles were in-

troduced, and the industry spent $150

million in advertising. Many products
were fighting for limited shelf space. The
industry went licensing crazy. The age of
home computers got underway as the
Vic-20 and the TI 99/4A became avail-

able for around $200. Due to intense
competition, many new games, as has
been quoted, "started slow and tapered
off" from that level."

In three years, the industry grew from
infancy to young adulthood. It takes
most industries 20 to 30 years to do that.

1983. In 1983, the central question is:

"How to maintain profits in a highly
competitive market?" It is confusing to
retailers (what to stock?), to wholesalers
(what role to assume?), and to manufac-
turers (what product to make and how
much; which hardware to support; how
to forecast market demand).
We can all ensure manageable in-

dustry growth through mutual respect
and acting responsibly. The burden is on
the manufacturers particularly, to create
great product. The retailer must support
strong product provided by the manu-
facturers and must manage his shelf
space to ensure as many good titles are
available to the consumer as possible.

Negative actions include:

—Manufacturers who refuse to take
back their mistakes.

—Wholesalers who serve solely as
order-takers.

—Retailers who do not overcome
their fears and refuse to stock up because
of bad titles that they were stuck with in
the past.

My advice: if you are afraid to take
risks, you had best walk away from the
industry. But if you do, you will kick
yourself. I see 300% growth over the
next five years for our products.
The central points of my address:
• The industry is a major one already

and will grow to become a major form of
entertainment.

• The industry can either provide
prosperity for those involved or become
a crazy roller-coaster ride.

A big problem: which
system to program for.

234

•Our destiny is in our own hands.
The industry is no place for the fast-
buck artists or the faint of heart.

We're going to need reason, discipline,
dedication and a sense of responsibility.

Session: "The Designers:
A License to ... "

Malcolm Kaufman, Kaufman & Asso-
ciates (a firm that seeks out and repre-
sents video game creative talent).
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The main characteristics of the

industry are:

• Software is becoming far more

sophisticated. The artist's palette is

increasing (with such things as better

sound and graphics chips).

• Players are getting more sophis-

ticated and expecting more from the

games.
• Technology is the driving force of

this industry (Note: many speakers re-

iterated this obvious but important point

during the conference). The key for de-

signers is to stay abreast of technology

(the new chips, etc.) Also much design

activity is taking place outside the

corporations (in the basements and

attics of independent designers).

Steve Beck. Beck-Tech (game
designers).

I guess you could call me an artist

turned game designer. In filling out the

last word left blank in the title of this

session. I suggest "The Designers—

A

License to Create."

I am optimistic about the industry.

There is an analogy between this in-

dustry and book publishing (50 books

per day are now published), in which a

few hits carry the industry.

Designing has been a one-man, totally

obsessive kind of activity. But with

larger game programs coming, it makes

better sense to organize teams in design-

ing, rather than to conduct one-man

efforts.

A big problem: which system to pro-

gram for. There are now 10 million

VCSs, 4 million Intellivisions, and one

million Coleco-Visions in the home. An-

other problem is the need for recoding; it

The programmer is

defensive about
modifications to his

creation.

is difficult to convert a program from

one system to another system. (Beck

then displayed a video game which is

ecologically oriented, to create a "sense

of values," a Save The Whales game.

Robert Brown. Starpath Corporation

(the technical manager behind the

Supercharger).

Some problems in the home video

design area:

• The industry has evolved into one

similar to the hit record business; supply

has caught up with demand.
• Even hit game titles don't ensure

success.

• The Big Question: how to generate

hit games. It takes creative people,

dedication, hard work, and dumb luck.

• How to find the best game

designers.

Attributes of the best game designer:

• He loves to play video games; he has

probably spent hundreds of dollars on

the coin-op games.
• He is a home computer freak.

• He has written games in assembly

language.
• He could be either a high school

graduate or have a Ph.D. in computer

science.

• He is often young— 17 or 18 years

old.

• He writes code in a prolific manner.

• He can debug code by watching

game play on the screen.

• He is creative; he likes to and knows

how to use new graphics.

In short, he is a special kind of genius.

Jeffrey Corsiglia. Data Scan (a former

Mattel Toy Designer).

Once a designer begins to do a game,
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Video Games, continued...

he disappears from sight. He becomes
totally involved and is out of sight for
months and months and months. When
he sees garbage on the screen, he is

afraid he is going to be faced with utter
failure. He needs input from others. The
design of video games is a collaborative
effort.

I would liken game design to the
creation of toys. The organization of
creative ideas is essential to the toy
industry.

Not many programmers visualize the
finished game when they begin. Story
boards are used in game design like flow-
charts in programming.

Kyle Fields, Design Labs Inc.

Fields is 24, has designed games for
seven years and is president of his own
coin-op game designing company.
Programmers and managers see things

differently:

• Timing: The programmer wants
time to do the game, to make changes, to
incorporate new ideas, to try things. The
manager wants to get the game done and
get it to the market fast.

• Pace: The programmer will some-
times accomplish a great deal in a really
short time as he lives, breathes, eats, and
sleeps the game. Or he may run into a
four-day mental block. The manager
checks on program progress and goes
crazy when he sees his programmers just
sitting around staring off into space.

• Game changes: The programmer is

defensive about modifications to his cre-
ation. He is often too close to the game
to see the forest through the trees. The
manager could kill overly-sensitive
programmers who resist minor changes
to the game.

•The next game: After a six-month
intensive effort, the last thing the pro-
grammer wants to hear about is doing
another game. He needs time to
recharge. The manager wants the
programmer to get going on a new game
as soon as possible.

• Working environment: The pro-
grammer wants flexible hours and a re-
laxed place to work. He may want to
play guitar during his creative block
periods. The manager wants a structured
work place with time clocks, etc.

The key to these disparities is an open
line of communication between pro-
grammers and managers.

In the future, games designed by
teams will become more common. I

There will be a shift to
third generation game

systems.

stress again that there must be a relaxed
atmosphere in which the programmers
can be creative.

Session: "The Wall Street Game:
Rebuilding Confidence"
Michele Preston Rothschild,

Unterberg, Towbin (industry analyst).
What is the question to which the

answer is "Gandhi, Lassie, and the ET
cartridge"?

The question: "Name two hits and a
dog." In other words, the ET failure

showed that you can't fool the people
(Note: £Twas designed in six weeks and

"I have a gutfeeling. Professor Snodgrass. that we may have to revise our thinking about the
I paleolithic era.
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rushed to the market).

Wall Street opinions:

• ColecoVision is perceived as the best

system, creating problems for Atari and
Mattel.

• There are too many companies mak-
ing too many cartridges. A shake-out is

expected.

• Wall Street was wrong on who were
the shakers and the shakees. After the
surprise of December 8, 1982 (when
Warner shook Wall Street with dramati-
cally lower earnings figures), analysts
are skeptical. They view Atari and
Mattel as two battleships, and the an-
alysts are dodging their bombs. Wall
Street is becoming even more nervous.
They think the video game market is fin-

ished and will be replaced by the market
for cheaper home computers. The cheap-
est home computer will be the winner.

Personally I believe that the video
market is OK. Thirteen million hard-
ware units will be sold in 1983, versus
9'/2 million in 1982. Sixty-five million
software units were sold in 1982;
estimates are that 100 million will be
sold in 1983.

There will be a shift to third genera-
tion game systems (ColecoVision,
Intellivision III, and the Atari 5200).

I'm positive on Activision.

I'm negative on the home computer
hardware market. It's going to be diffi-

cult for manufacturers to be profitable,

especially because of recent Commodore
and TI price decreases. The companies
are irresponsible to do this.

I expect home computer domination
at the June CES and a major Japanese
home computer introduction.

Comments on the companies:
Atari will come out of their problems

of 1982. Atari's basic problem was com-
placency. They had little competition
and had enormous success with VCS
Pac-Man. Another problem was manag-
ing their phenomenal growth. Atari is

not competitive in home computers at
the low end, although the Atari 800 is a
great computer. A whole new spate of
products from Atari is expected in 1984.

I'm very postive on Coleco. They will

introduce the most aggressive home
computer module at the June CES. It

will surprise many. They'll have a key-
board for ColecoVision, a new storage
device (128K) and a low cost printer.
And all this for $200 wholesale. This
will help to sell ColecoVisions and allow
their owners to upgrade.

Lee Isgur. Paine, Webber . . .

(securities analyst).

The Atari December 8, 1982 debacle
is similar to RCA and Victrola in the
late 30's when people bought the Vic-
trola and bought only RCA records. In
the mid 40's, this changed. RCA's soft-
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Video Games, continued...

ware market share dropped dramati-

cally, as Decca and others came in.

In our industry, as college presidents

say to incoming freshman classes, "Look
to the right and look to the left. One or

two of you will not be here in three or
four years." This is the case in our in-

dustry. But the industry will be bigger

and better off. Jim Levy's 300% five-

year growth figure is conservative. One
reason for optimism is that the
entertainment/education/utility soft-

ware are all intersecting in the game
area. An example is the typing games
that make learning to type really fun.

In looking at a company, Wall Street

wants stability, growth, and dividends.

Thus, your company may have the

greatest game. But without a good track

record, forget about Wall Street support.

But if you have a good six or seven year
track record—with no loss years—you
will be viewed favorably. You may not
be the most creative company, but Wall
Street will be willing to finance you, be-

cause they are looking for stability.

As this industry matures, more
companies in it will secure financing and
join the stock exchanges. It is OK for

company people to wear sandals and
jeans, but you had better hire a business

manager with a three-piece suit to talk

with Wall Street.

Some industry forecasts: There are
now 235 million TV households in the

world, with 70 to 80 million devices of
one type or another (game machines,
computers, VCRs, etc.). I see 300 mil-

lion TV households by 1990, and the de-

vices (including ones yet to be invented)
will grow to be insulted in half of the
TV households—which equates to 150
million units. Mathematically, this

As this industry
matures, more

companies in it will

secure financing and
join the stock
exchanges.

amounts to a 30% annual growth rate
between now and 1990. And these
devices will all need software.

Software people must adapt to this

market. If you do, you will succeed. If

you don't, you will fail.

Session: "Computer Software

—

The Independents"
The moderator of this session, attor-

ney Edward Hearn, noted that the
industry shake-out has begun. He noted
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DataAge, U.S. Games, and Apollo as

industry casualties.

David Gordon, Datamost (software

company).
There are two different software mar-

kets: the VCS market and, equally

important, the home computer market.

Jim Levy did not found the industry,

contrary to popular belief. If Activision

is the granddaddy of the industry, I

must be the godfather.

Software is moving toward the home
computer arena. The small independent
software house has the edge over the big

companies for two main reasons:

• There is no need to go to 22 people

to get a game approved.
• We hire child labor.

John Loveless, Synapse (software
company).
A lot of home computers are going to

be sold due to low price. You can now
buy a Vic-20 at Toys 'R' Us for $88.

There is strength in breadth. Software

(Gordon then commented on the pi-

racy issue as follows: Our company now
has a full-time man who changes the

protection scheme every quarter. I see a

big future problem with piracy—a huge
problem.)

houses shouldn't make software for just

one computer. Synapse now has 20
games for four home computers.
We are working on cooperative-type

games which require two, three, or four

people to play them. This will be a
change from today's environment, in

which home computer players are ba-
sically in "an anti-social mode" (playing

alone).

I define piracy as the act of someone
taking a program designed by another
and selling it. This is not what is

happening. The copiers are giving the
programs away. This is because the big
challenge—the "game" if you will—is to
break the code.

This is a serious problem. There are
80,000 copies of Synapse's best-selling

game, Shamus, out there. Yet Synapse
has sold only 40,000 copies. It's getting

worse. Unauthorized copies are now
showing up only three to four weeks af-

ter release. Piracy is a big problem with
home computers; it didn't exist with the
Atari VCS games.

Billboard Video Game Award Winners
On Tuesday evening, an awards din-

ner, complete with vintage 1971 wine,

was held. Two awards, Video Game of

Activision gave Pitfall

one of the most
remarkable product
launchings ever held.

the Year and Video Game Company of
the Year, were based solely on the Bill-

board game charts during the period

from September 1982 (when the charts

were started) until March, 1983 (I was
told, by the way, that Billboard would
begin charts for the home computer
games in their June 1 1, 1983 issue). The
other awards were determined by polling

a "Blue Ribbon Committee."
And the winners are . .

.

Video Game Marketing Award: Pitfall

by Activision. This award is for good
packaging and good promotion.
Activision gave Pitfall one of the most
remarkable product launchings ever

held (the phenomenal party at the June
1982 CES in Chicago); Pitfall was also

supported by outstanding marketing.
Video Game Designer of the Year:

Ralph for designing Demon Attack
(Imagic). Fulop spent two years at

Atari, where he did Missile Command.
He designed Cosmic Ark and Demon At-

tack for Imagic.

Computer Game of the Year:

Choplifter by Broderbund (designed by
Dan Gorlin).

Video Game ofthe Year: Donkey Kong
by Coleco.

Video Game Company of the Year:

Atari.

Video Game Super Star of 1982: Ar-
nold Greenberg, president and CEO of
Coleco. This award is for the introduc-

tion of ColecoVision, a key development
in the history of the industry. Further,
Coleco was the best performer on the
New York Stock Exchange in 1982.

Wednesday, April 20
Session: "The Next Generation:
New Game Hardware aad Software"
Doug Carlston, Broderbund Software.

I anticipate that more people will buy
video systems and home computers for

dual purposes. They will play games, but
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they will also use education programs,

word processing, etc. They may even get

their kids to learn how to program so

they can go out and become video

millionaires.

I see more segmentation of the mar-

ket, more specialization of product lines.

Because of the piracy problem, I do not

expect floppies to dominate the market.

I see a move to cartridges, the prices of

which are already coming down. Any
manufacturer that puts out a home com-

puter without a provision for some type

of cartridge interface is out-of-his-mind.

There will be increased depth in

programming. This, in fact, will be the

key to success in the future. As an exam-

ple, the popularity of Pitfall was due to

the enormous depth of the game. We
will see games that accurately reflect the

complexity of human experience

—

similar to the popular daytime TV
shows, the soap operas. The soaps create

a world which interests people enough to

pull them into it. We will evolve to

where games will create worlds—where

a new cartridge, which is a continuation

of the game saga, will come out every six

months or so.

Gene Fairly (Videodisk Publishing)

and Marty Perlmutter (Ghost Dance

Products).

This joint presentation included a

video display of the Mystery Disc by

Vidmax, one of the top selling video

discs today.

The disc presents a murder mystery.

The object of the game is for the player

to discover the murder, the motive, and

the method. The disk contains a movie

with two sound tracks, each of which

We expect more
elaborate video discs;

they will interact with

computers.

provides clues to a murder. The game

can be interfaced to Commodore, Apple,

and Atari computers.

A private detective interviews a series

of suspects, including, of course, a but-

ler. There are 16 completely different

paths through the mystery. The disc also

contains a file of information about the

murder and a series of still pictures

which are clues; clues are also given

through audio effects. When the player

makes guesses, the program tells him if

he is right or wrong (in the latter case

giving him more clues).
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We plan to meld video discs and video

games along the lines of Mystery

Disc—in disc format. We will experi-

ment with sound effects (such as

capitalizing on the two sound tracks)

and other features, such as slow motion

and playing with the frames of the disc

for word games and puzzles.

We expect more elaborate video discs;

they will interact with computers. The

big advantage of the disc format is that

photography can be used (still shots and

movies) instead of graphics. Real

actors—even well-known celebrities

—

can be hired. We are considering multi-

media possibilities, such as doing these

on TV shows. We are now making new

games with music, puzzles which con-

tain hundreds of clues, and adventure

games.

Alison Frankley, Wizard Video
Games.
The tone of the conference is that we

are seeing just the tip of the iceberg.

There is room for both the dedicated
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Video Games, continued...

game machine and the home computer.
But the home computer will take over in

1984.

Multi-player programs will get much
wider use in schools. They provide inter-

action, they make learning fun, and they
create competition between students.

Wizard Video is working in this area.
Our first educational games are coming
out in a few weeks, formatted for four
players.

Competition is increasing. It can be
combatted by targeting software at

specific audiences, such as Odyssey's
focus on educational games. Educational
software is the way to hook parents into
justifying the purchase of a home
computer.

Bruce Maier, Discwasher Inc. (audio,
video, and game accessories).

Discwasher is involved with the Point
Master joysticks, which are doing well.
The company is now preparing seven

4» en
different products—all video game sys-
tem and computer game accessories.

Several factors made the hi fi industry
grow: It was socially acceptable, es-

pecially among college males and their

peer groups. Hi fi focuses on people with
money and those who like gadgetry;
gadgetry in turn leads to emotional
involvement. If you spend hours fooling
around with your hi fi, you grow at-

tached to it.

The computer game market has
grown more in only five years than the
hi fi industry did in 20 years. It is hard
to say why, but part of it is the emo-
tional involvement of the consumer.
Our industry will become title driven

and author driven. A subculture status
will build up surrounding certain au-
thors. The title driven effect is reflected
in the video game, Journey, which is

built around the well-known rock group.
There are basically four kinds of

accessories:

• Volume driven accessories, such as
joysticks.

• Software driven accessories

—

products needed to allow the user to use
the volume driven accessories. This cate-
gory will become more important in the
future.

• Auxiliary peripherals—these in-
clude products to make joysticks work
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better and products such as Irak balls.

We'll see lots more of these.

• Special formats, such as flight simu-
lators. These accessories tend to be
expensive. They include dedicated prod-
ucts that go with a specific model of
computer. They also include the inter-

face modules, so that the user can plug,
for example, his ColecoVision into an
Apple.

Session: "Teledelivery—
Threat or Savior?"

Richard Adler, Institute For theFuture.
Teledelivery is today more of a con-

cept than a reality. Effectively, it is the
sending of software into the home
through a medium such as cable TV.
Teledelivery is the result of the intersec-

tion of three technologies: video games,
cable TV (now in one-third of all U.S.
households), and information retrieval.

Gary Moskovitz, Mattel.

Mattel has introduced Play Cable, a
service to cable customers. It was
founded in early 1980 as a joint venture
between General Instruments and
Mattel.

The first service to be provided is the
delivery of video games to cable users. In
November 1981, Play Cable could be
sent out to users of 13 different cable
systems. There were 3/4 of a million ca-
ble subscribers who could select the Play
Cable service. The company goal was to
get a 5% Play Cable service. It was not

. achieved because of poor marketing. The
current effort taking place in 1983
(called "phase 3" by the company) re-

flects improved marketing.
A DEC minicomputer transmits

games via eight FM frequencies. The
subscriber has an Intellivision system
and a special Play Cable adapter. In the
joint venture, Intellivision and the soft-

ware are made by Mattel, and the Play
Cable adapter is supplied by General
Instruments.

Twenty Intellivision games are avail-

able to the subscriber at all times. The
user turns on his TV set and the adapter,
and the game menu is displayed on his

screen. He pushes a button to select the
game he wants to play. The game loads
in S to 10 seconds.

The most common user charge is $12
per month for 20 games. The
Intellivision unit is owned by the
subscriber; the adapter is the property of
the cable service.

Larry Dunlap, The Games Network.
The Games Network consists of 40

employees in Los Angeles—talented,

dedicated people who work around the
clock.

The Games Network is a cable-deliv-
ered, board-based game service. Twenty
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games per month are offered. Installa-

tion charges are $15 or less. Games are

delivered to a 64K subscriber unit

(which can be modified to handle Apple

software). The Games Network is not a

game developer or designer; we are game
packagers.

The games are 25% arcade, 25%
education based, 25% traditional, and

15% strategy; the rest is miscellaneous.

The Games Network is not yet on

line. We do have agreements with over

400 cable systems offering a potential of

over 5 million subscribers. The Games
Network currently "represents" over

1000 game programs for future

transmission.

A successful test was conducted in

Fullerton, CA, with 100 subscribers. We
found the big name doesn't make the

game; it's the payability. The Games
Network now has a Tokyo office and is

opening a New York sales office.

We don't feel that the Games Net-

work is either a threat or a savior to the

/ feel that people who
think they are in the

cartridge business will

lose.

industry. More accurately, it provides a

missing link.

Chris Wallace Nabu Manufacturing.

Nabu was formed in July, 1981 and

does the following:

• Builds a 16-bit business mini

computer.
• Manufactures lottery terminals for

sale in Mexico and Canada.

• Owns a chain of retail stores in Can-

ada called "Computer Innovations."

• Makes a unique 64K personal com-

puter for cable use.

The subscriber calls a cable service to

get software downloaded onto his per-

sonal computer. Software includes

games (35 games are programmed to

date), education, information, home
finance, and spread sheets. Most
programming is down in-house by

Nabu. Nabu is now negotiating for cable

rights for "solid gold" games (the mega-

hits).

The long term plan is to have the soft-

ware developed by third party

manufacturers.

David De Jean. Times Mirror Videotex.

Videotex conducted a system trial in

March, 1982 with 350 users in southern

California. The service provides
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information and other data to the home,

including news and weather, restaurant

guides, home banking (to pay bills), a

bulletin board, the transmission of birth-

day and other electronic greeting cards,

electronic mail, airlines guides, and

games. The games are not real-time

hand-eye coordination games (which are

not now technologically feasible with

Videotex), but rather are card games,

mazes, adventures, and logic/deduction

puzzles.

We see enormous growth potential in

this business. And we will be competing

with people who sell video system and

home computer software.

I feel that people who think they are

in the cartridge business will lose. You
must be in the games business and then

decide how to make money on the

games.

Ted Chislett, Rogers Cable Systems

Engineering.

Rogers is the largest cable operator in

Canada, with two million subscribers.

Goodbye valuable data. Unless

you have a Guardian Angel uninter-

ruptable power source on duty.

Guardian Angel switches to 150

watts of backup power in 1/100 of a

second or less while alerting you of

blackout or brownout conditions. Its

rugged 12V battery gives you up to

six minutes (15 at half-rated power),

enough to save your data and shut

down your system if line power does

not return.

Guardian Angel is compatible with

virtually every major microcomputer

system, including Apple, IBM, H-P,

TRS-80, Xerox, Eagle and Osborne.

Its transient voltage suppressor

also prevents system damage from

power spikes.

Guardian Angel simply plugs in

between your power source and your

microcomputer. Its compact size

permits either desktop use or out of

the way placement.

Protect your investment: see

your R.H. Electronics

dealer today about

Guardian Angel
or contact us at

566 lrelan Street,

Buellton, CA
93427,

•Patents iwxwg Ul MMl PCC JPCXWf-

twsort Mttb* Dealers tna OfM *x)ur>es *
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Symtec Hi-Res

Light Pen
IBM PC,
Apple II

Plus,

Atari #sj

800, VIC-20, COM-64
Thousands ot pens in use by personal
computer users and corporate users such as
American Heart Association. US Military.

Ford Motor Company, and Educational
Institutions ot all levels

Pen reads coordinates over the entire screen
Touch-tip or Push tip models available Uses
range from videodisc and computer training,

to simple menu selection to computer
games Apple pen works with Stoneware. Inc
new graphics processing system and Apple
Super Pilot

Apple S250/IBM. Atari. VIC. COM-64 SI50
Available at Computer Stores worldwide or

contact us directly

•%F
THE LIGHT PEN PEOPLE

15933 W 8 Mile Detroit Ml 48235 (3131 212 2950

IBM. Apple. Atari. VIC are registered trademarks
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CREATIVE
COMPUTING
IN YOUR STORE!

Q Big profits on
sales

^ We pay shipping

Minimum order 8 copies per issue

FOR DETAILS. CALL COLLECT:
LYNN KUJAWA
(212)725-7679
AHL COMPUTING. INC

A SUBSIDIARY OF ZIFF DAVIS PUBLISHING COMPANY

Video Games, continued.

The advantages of teledelivery are:

• There is no need for physical

inventory.

• It is timely; new hits are available

immediately.
• It is convenient to users.

• Subscribers review and test the pro-
grams for immediate feedback.

The disadvantages of teledelivery

are:

• Security problems—piracy at home.
• It is difficult to use software that re-

quires the user to have documentation
(such as a VisiCalc manual).

Currently all service is one-way, from
the cable operation to the user. In the
late 80's, we expect to have two-way
service.

Rogers has over 50 channels. One
channel alone can send out 900 16K pro-
grams every three seconds. The average
user access time is about IS seconds,
which is comparable to the access time
of floppy disks.

A downloading trial was conducted in

April, 1981. The user could buy the

game console for $399 (which could be
financed) and pay a $12 per month ser-

vice fee. The cable users flocked to be in

For computer software,
print is the key to

advertising.

on the trial; in fact 300 had to be placed
on a waiting list.

The entry point into this business is

games. Fifteen games were offered dur-
ing the trial. Later other software, such
as education and home finance, is

planned. But in these latter categories,

the documentation requirements
increase. A further problem is created by
the need for a hard copy in some of these
applications.

Session: "Clash of the 80's: Personal
Computers Vs. Game Consoles
Jeanne Dietsch, Talmis Newsletter.

Of the video game software pur-
chased, 99% is used for entertainment;
1% is for other uses. This contrasts
sharply with home computer software.
For example, Vic-20 software breaks
down as follows:

% of $ Spent
for Software Use

36% Entertainment
22 Utilities

17 Education
12 Word processing

11 Home finance

2 Other

The dollars spent per year on software

for home computers varies significantly

by computer as follows:

$ Spent Per Year
Computer On Software

IBM PC $550
Apple II 350
Atari 800 325
Atari 400 275
TRS-80

Color Computer 225
TI 99/4A 200
Vic 20 155

Timex 1000 100

Mike Katz, Epyx.

There are significant differences in

manufacturing computer software as op-
posed to game system software. Some
key differences:

• The small guys can still make com-
puter software hits. Many different

companies are listed on the top 50
charts; many companies that make the

list have never been heard of before.

• A hit is considered to sell around
75,000 units per year. This is low com-
pared to (say) Donkey Kong, which did
five million units. It's a different

ballgame.

• Computer software must be devel-

oped for many different formats. This
takes time and money. Game software is

easier; it can be produced for one or only
a few systems.

• For computer software, print is the

key to advertising. It is not necessary to

go mass market (such as TV), which
would be a total waste of money.

• Industry positioning is different. In

video game software, companies like

Coleco and Parker specialize in licens-

ing; others such as Activision and
Imagic create original games. There's no
such identity in the computer software

field.

two-step (distributors and retailers).

Game software is more direct, going
through mass merchandisers and depart-

ment stores.

There are similarities also:

• Hot arcade titles such as Zaxxon
and Frogger sell well whether in the
form of computer software or video sys-

tem games.
• The public relations to launch new

games is similar. Magazines in the field

are beginning to have separate
sections—one to review video system
games; another to review home
computer games.

Pat Ketchum. Datasoft.

I believe that the dedicated video ma-
chine will become a dinosaur, because of
the price drop of home computers and
the increasing versatility of home
computers.
The smaller systems will be used for
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I have the slippers.

Could you get the paper?

The perfect addition to any family, the RB5X
Intelligent Robot™' is a versatile, multi-purpose,
programmable home appliance.
RB5X comes completely assembled, with software

that allows it to learn its environment; sonar and
tactile sensors that detect obstacles in the robot's
path; a routine that helps RB5X find its charger
when its batteries are low; and an array of options
that turns RB5X into a real workhorse.
With the vacuum attachment, you can program

RB5X to vacuum the living room each morning
after you leave. Add an arm, and RB5X becomes a

messenger, able to lift and carry up
^^k to 12 ounces. Add the fire

1^^^-^ detector/extinguisher, and
Wmr_A \ "^^ RB5X senses small fires, finds

I
\ Jv ^\ k them, and puts them out. RB5X

with voice capability can4*
**RB ROBOT

rnopnoatitiw

respond to your spoken word with actions or words
of its own.
We also offer a Robot Control Language (RCL)

with Savvy™ that makes programming RB5X easier
than training the family dog. A unique combination
of hardware and software, the Savvy system speeds
up software development by letting you program
your RB5X with common English words and
phrases. Available now for the Apple II and
Apple He, RCL™ will soon be mounted on board
the robot, making it compatible with most other
brands of computers.
Imagine all the wonderful things a robot in your

home could do for you. Then see RB5X for yourself.
You'll never be the same again.
Ask your local computer retailer for a demonstra-

tion. Or contact us for the name of the RB5X
dealer nearest you.

'CORPORATION
14618 Wfest 6th Avenue, Suite 201, Golden, Colorado 80401, USA (303) 279-5525
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Introducing
The Chambers Of Vocab.

**£?*

Word Maze Game.

The Chambers of Vocab™ is a word game where all the

action takes place in a monstrous maze. It's got great color graph-

ics -as good as any game. But with a difference. The Cham-

bers ofVocab is more than just adventure and enteitainment.

It will improve your vocabulary while you try to escape

from the monsters of the maze by avoiding mistakes.

Once you've tamed the Gondras in the first maze, you can

squirm past Bliterates, Sylamanders and Chimeras in the

second, third and fourth. They keep getting tougher.

And when the whole pro-

gram's over, it's not over at all.

The disk has 300 words.

When you're finished with them, you can add your own
words to create new challenges for your new skills.

The Chambers of Vocab is a brain game that grows as

you do. A veritable labyrinthian labor with longevity!

If you don't know what that means now, become a maze

master and you will.

See your local dealer, or Call ToU-Free: 800/431-8800.

(NY, AK, HI: 914/241-5727).

Warranty information available upon request by writing

to: Reader's Digest Services, Inc.

,

Microcomputer Software Division,

Pleasantville, New York 10570.

I hi, dMi Is designed for use on the APPU* ' RfW IPlM
»tth 48K end 1 disk drive

The Clumbers of Vocab is a trademark of The Reader's Digest Association. Inc. Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc. Apple* II. II Phis. He: 48K and disk drive.
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Video Games, continued.

entertainment and education, the larger

ones, for personal finance and word
processing.

A couple of 16-bit machines are now
out, but they are really no better then

the 8-bit machines. Eventually good 16-

bit machines will come out and be

affordable for the home market.

Jim Sanders. Texas Instruments.

I see a lot of convergence between
game systems and home computers. A
major driving force in the home com-
puter market is the power of their mult i-

functionality (games, education,
programming, etc.). The key behind the

success of the Tl 99/4A is its appeal to a

wide variety of users—to different user-

members of the family. People buy home
computers for a variety of uses.

TI is eager to work with software au-

thors. There has been much misunder-

standing in the computer community
over this point. TI is first a manufac-
turer of hardware and software. We urge

software houses to work through TI. Our
goal is to bring the price of TI comput-
ers down. To do this, we need to get a

share of TI software and TI peripherals

sales. This is why we have taken action

to ensure that this will occur. TI will be

able to have a symbiotic relationship

with software authors.

(Note: Dave Gordon of Datamost ear-

lier remarked that as long as TI takes

this stance, his company will refuse to

make TI software).

The advantages of the software people

to working through TI are:

• If TI publishes, the software can be

pre-reviewed by users at the retail out-

lets. This is a strong reason to have TI
hardware and software bundled in the

same distribution channels.

• You can make use of the 1 5,000 TI
distribution outlets.

77 is eager to work
with software authors.

Some major driving forces in the

industry:

• Technology. The user will buy a

low-end computer and expand his sys-

tem as the technology develops.

• The purchaser of home computers
wants to be a part of what's happening
in the future.

• The new product introductions,

which will radically change the industry.

Al Kahn, Coleco.

The only thing driving home comput-
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ers into the market is price. To be frank,

the home computers are finally selling

for what they're worth.

The critical question is not the home
computer versus the game console. It is

what the consumers want. ColecoVision
in fact is a sophisticated 8-bit

microprocessor adaptable to many com-
puter functions.

There's no question about it. The "hot
button" to get ColecoVision into homes
is games. People want games.

No cheap home computer can both be
a games machine and do other functions.

The user needs disk drives, printers, and
so on, bringing the total cost to $700 or
so.

Coleco believes in instant gratifica-

tion. That's why Donkey Kong is sup-

plied with ColecoVision.

The machine must also assuage
parents' guilt. To wit, "If my kids don't
become computer literate, they may
have to become doctors!"

* ^w/

«

ITBISOFTWARt ATARI

DATASCAN

' A'*\Ts

Tom Restaino, Activision.

A key irony of this conference is the

lack of focus on the consumer. I feel Al
Kahn has shown the first real recog-

nition of the importance of the consumer
at the conference.

Activision sells "emotion," which
happens to come in the form of a car-

tridge and plays on the VCS.
The evolution of our market was en-

tirely predictable. Activision was
founded as a home computer/VCS soft-

ware company. We happened to start

with games for video systems, which af-

ter all are actually computers.
I estimate there are 1 5 million units of

video game hardware in the home. The
better game hardware, such as
ColecoVision and Intellivision III, will

keep the market moving.
The amount of advertising in this area

has been extraordinary. In 1983, the

quantity of the ads has doubled. I also

feel the quality of the ads has doubled.

The future will see dramatically im-

proved games. Home computer games
are still in their infancy. Activision sees

this as an area of very strong growth in

the future. Home computer unit vol-

umes are on an entirely different level

from video games, as Mike Katz pointed

The distinctions
between the game

systems and the home
computers will blur.

out. In fact, joy to many is to sell 50,000
units.

Activision's criteria in deciding what
hardware to manufacture for:

• The capability of the hardware to
play games well.

• The amount of manufacturer sup-
port and long term commitment of the
manufacturer to that hardware.

• The potential for a large installed

base. Numbers also help.

I expect lots of dual game system-
computer ownership. I don't feel one
machine can do all. The distinctions be-

tween the game systems and the home
computers will blur. But the important
thing is that, collectively, they will grow.

Fred Cutler. Mattel.

A slide presentation explaining the
rationale behind the development of
Mattel's Aquarius system:

• Aquarius is bridging the software
gap between dedicated game machines
and home computers. Video game ma-
chines are friendly and inviting. Home
computers are not.

• Video system software is driven by
sensual stimulation. Home computer
software is driven by intellectual
stimulation.

• Home computer buyers wish to step

beyond video games.
• There will be four important home

computer software categories: games/
entertainment, home education, home
productivity, and self improvement.
The emerging video game/education

marriage is being led by Spinnaker, The
Learning Company, CTW (Children's

Television Workshop), Disney, and
Mattel. Mattel has an Aquarius Logo.

Session: "The Cartridge Kings"
Bill Grubb, Imagic.
If Jim Levy is the granddaddy of the

industry, Nolan Bushnell is the founder.

We sometimes consider ourselves one of
the bastard sons.

The industry is driven by two main
forces:
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Video Games, continued...

• Creative talent

• Taking a high quality entertainment

product and marketing the hell out of it.

There are three words to describe the

industry:

• Explosive: By the end of 1983, there

will be 25 million appliances in the U.S.

on which games can be played.

• Confusing: A vast number of people

want a piece of the action. There is some
oversupply, and the distribution
channels are changing.

• Melding: Three years ago, the video

game system was one business; personal

computers were different. Now, home
computers, the offspring of personal

computers, are growing far faster than
their parents. The consumer is the real

king.

John O'Leary, Parker Brothers.

The key thing is to be smart about

games. We at Parker Brothers think we
certainly are that. Parker is a company
that makes games in a variety of for-

mats. I see a huge market glut, with
oversupply at the retail and manufac-
turer level, putting pressures on margins
(price cutting).

Retailers are buying in smaller quanti-

ties and looking for guaranteed hits. The
industry is highly competitive; it's

hardball out there.

The key is arcade game licensing, plus

strong game play, plus strong promo-
tional support. Other licensing is effec-

tive, too, such as that of Star Wars.

Parker is looking at software for eight

systems, including four home
computers.

At Pepper, Fox Video Games.
I see both senile geriatrics (industry

maturity, some home computers sitting

in a closet) and a crying baby (industry

immaturity; home computers selling in

droves).

Panel Discussion:

Grubb: A video game mega-hit is over

one million units; a major hit is 500,000

to 600,000 copies. If fewer than 100,000

units are sold, with decent promotion,

most companies will find it a losing

proposition.

The life expectancy of
games is changing

rapidly.

The life expectancy of games is chang-
ing rapidly. Two years ago, it was two
years. Today, it's from six months to as

little as six weeks.

O'Leary: Some games such as Frogger
are still lasting as long as a year.

Grubb: Manufacturers are being wary
in 1983 with new product. The cost to

develop product will stay even or even
increase due to additional memory of the
hardware. Promotional costs are
increasing. The cost of producing a car-

tridge is now $5 to $6; the cost to make a
record is $.50. Thus the industry has big

problems with returns.

There are about 300 to 325 Atari VCS
titles now. In the last five days, I have
heard of five new companies entering the

VCS software industry.

Question: "Will there be an industry
shake-out?"

Grubb: The shake-out will continue.

Pepper: There are very few industries

around with many aggressive compet-

itors. The shake-out is inevitable.

Concluding Remarks
Lee Zhito, Billboard Magazine.

Lee Zhito asked four questions, all of

which were greeted with enthusiastic

positive responses:

• Did you learn anything from the

conference?
• Should we have another one next

year?

• Should it be in San Francisco?
• Should we change hotels?

My Reactions

I could go on for pages and pages with

conclusions and predictions. But to

spare you—and me—I'll boil it down to

four comments.
• Of all the speakers, note how the

ones that really stressed the consumer
were Al Kahn of Coleco and Tom
Restaino of Activision. Then note who
are the industry growth leaders in hard-

ware and software, respectively.

• Home computers, in many areas, are

still a solution in search of a problem. It

is still basically games, games, games.

How can they seriously expect us to pro-

cess words on the low-end computers?
The educational stuff will find a niche

soon enough. But home finance and the

filing of recipes and cataloguing of our
stamp collections has a long way to go.

• Things will change so fast (the tech-

nology, the shake-out, and the un-
foreseen), that most of the speeches at

next year's conference will be based on
developments of which no one at this

year's conference is fully aware.
• You, the consumer, will continue to

benefit, with unbelievably fine new
product, at unbelievable low prices. D

There are 130 computerbooks
in our September issue.

Don't miss the 20-pagc B. Dalton catalogue ofbooks on computers—
a ready reference to personal, business and advanced computers, software,

programs, languages, word processing and games. It's at the

centerfold of the September SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN,
a single-topic issue devoted to The Dynamic
Earth. Recognition ofcontinental drift

two decades ago brought on a revolution

in geology that has given us a deep new
understanding ofthe dynamics ofour planet

That's the story we unfold in this issue.

On sale September 1.

People who know books know
BOOKSELLER
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LEARN TO SPEAK

Logo is the computer language that's sweeping
the country with its simple, "turtle geometry''
way of learning computer literacy. And Logo:
An Introduction is the new, easy-to-understand
beginner's guide that makes learning and
using Logo fun!

Written in simple language and set in big,

easy-to-read type, Logo: An Introduction is

specifically designed to be used by teachers

and students who have little or no knowledge of

Logo or computers.
Logo: An Introduction helps computer

novices with:

A Creating simple shapes with the turtle

and combining them to make more com-
plex geometric forms

A Learning about "soft" and "hard" saves
(temporary and permanent computer
memory)

Fo« leocners students and omw computet uun
new to the ohtosophy and memodoiogv of logo

cm introduction
j. dale bumett

ONLY
$795

NEW-FROM THE PUBLISHERS OF
CREATIVE COMPUTING

• Only $7 95!

• Large, easy-to-handle 11" x 8W format

• Written by a professional educator.

• Full of illustrations, examples, hints and tips,

suggesions and explanatory notes.

fbr faster service, PHONE TOLL FREE: 800-631-8112.

On NJ only: 201-540-0445.)

Also available at your local

bookstore or computer store.

A Playing with symmetry and curves

A Learning about arithmetic, logic and Car-
tesian coordinates

A Using the idea of recursion-making a
simple command repeat itself to perform
more complex functions

A Experimenting with words and sentences

-and more!

Logo: An Introduction doesn't bog you
down or scare your students with complex
technical details the way instruction manuals
do. Instead, this book is written in an open-
ended, exploratory style that captures the flex-

ible spirit and freedom of Logo.

Use Logo: An Introduction as a supple-
ment to your programming manual, as a source-

book of ideas, as a primer on how to exploit the
potential of this powerful language, and as a
treasurehouse of suggestions for experiments
with Logo. Logo: An Introduction is one book
that belongs in your classroom or computer
lab-and at only $7.95, it's easy to order more
than one, and pass copies around to your stu-

dents. Fill in and mail the coupon today, and
enter the exciting world of Logo!

CREATIVE COMPUTING PRESS
Dept HC 9F.39 East Hanover Avenue, Moms Plains, NJ 079S0

Please send me copies of Logo: an Introduction at $7 95.

plus $1 SO* shipping and handling, each «12L

PAYMENT ENCLOSED $ (CA. N] and NY State

residents add applicable sales tax

)

O CHARGE MY:
American Express fj MasterCard fj Visa

(Charge orders $10 minimum)

Card No

.

-Exp Date-

Signature-

Mr /Mrs /Ms

.

(please print full name)

School/Institution-

Address

City/State/Zip-

'Outnde USA add S3 00 shipping and handling Shipped airmail only

Check here to receive FREE catalog of computing books,
magazines and guides



"Finally.,a full featured
graphics tablet at a price even

TWi an afford'.
1 ml

^ .\V

.9

/

Introducing the KoalaPad™ Touch Tablet for less than $125.00.
It's the friendliest innovation in personal computing.

With a touch ofyour finger, the KoalaPad tablet takes control of your computer. Faster

than a paddle controller. More versatile than a joystick. And much friendlier than a keyboard.

Tne KoalaPad tablet is compatible with most game software. And most KoalaPad sets

come with a KoalaWare™ software program— Micro-Illustrator™ It's the best way yet to create

beautiful, high-resolution computer graphics.

And there are lots more KoalaWare programs for computer
fans of all ages. Like Dancing Bear?" the funny, furry computer
cabaret. Spellicopter™ the fast action spelling game. And
Spider Eater™ the lively music learning adventure.

Just try the KoalaPad Touch Tablet. You'll discover a
whole new dimension in home computing. r~—\ WM
To locate the dealer near you, call toll-free \vf 1 1QR I

R

800-227-6703 (in California, 800-632-7979). Te^noi'g'esco™"

We make computing more personal."
Trademarks: KoalaPad. KoalaWare, Spider Eater and Dancing Bear are trademark! of Koala Technologies Corp. Micro Illustrator is a trademark of Island Graphics, and Spellicopter is a
trademark of DesignWare Inc.
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A challenge for all readers. Adapt this program

to your computer. Win $25.

Legible Listings With
the TRS-80 Model 100

If you read our review last issue of the

TRS-80 Model 100 and the essentially

similar NEC PC-8201, you know we

were enthusiastic about both computers.

However, one area in which they fell

down was in their ability to produce

formatted output.

As a small step in overcoming this,

Radio Shack included a "Fancy Pro-

gram Listing" program on page 204 of

the Model 100 manual. Unfortunately,

the program doesn't work. Not only are

several lines of code missing, but some of

the logic is just plain wrong.

Listing 1 is a corrected and improved

version of the Radio Shack program. It

is instructive to examine just how it

works.

Lines 120 to 140 do some housekeep-

ing and set initial values to the page

counter (PG=0) and lines per page

(Z= 65). Depending upon the printer

you use, Z might have to be set to either

65 or 66.

Line 150 simply displays all the files

currently in the computer. However,

only document files (suffix .DO) may be

listed with this program. There are sev-

eral ways to convert a basic program

into a document file for printing. The

easiest is to select the program from the

menu, break into Basic, and hit Func-

tion Key 3. The screen will then display.

Save "

Type whatever you want the program to

be named, followed by a close quote,

comma, and A. For example.

Save "Lines". A
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David H. Ahl

This saves the program in ASCII format

as Lines.DO, i.e., as a document file.

Lines 160 and 170 request the name of

the file and whether you want a continu-

ous listing or a paginated one. The docu-

ment (.DO) file that you specify is

opened for input in Line 1 80.

Lines 190 and 200 print a page header

(program name, date, and page number),

skip a line, and increment the line

counter by two.

A single character (INS) is read from

the file in Line 210. If the character is an

end of file marker (EOF(l) is true) then

the program branches to Line 290 where

the last character (the end of file

marker) is deleted from the end of the

print string (PR$) before this string is

printed out in Line 300.

If the character read in Line 210 is not

an end of file marker, it is added to the

print string in Line 220.

The next few lines test if the last

character read was a carriage return. If

so, the last two characters are deleted

from the print string. Pressing the

enter key in Basic actually produces

two characters, a linefeed and a carriage

return; both must be deleted from the

print string since the lprint command
(Line 250) automatically sends a

linefeed/carriage return to the printer

and we don't want the printer getting

this pair of instructions twice.

If the last character was a colon (:) or

statement separator, the line to that

point is printed, and four spaces are

added to the beginning of the new print

string (Line 260). Hence, when the next

statement is printed, it will be indented

four spaces, and, assuming three-digit

line numbers, will line up with the

numbered statements.

If the listing is to be continuous, Line

270 skips the routine that tests for the

end of a page (56 or more lines printed).

If the output is to be in pages, Line 310

skips the 9 or 10 lines to the top of the

next page, and branches back up to the

page header routine.

On the other hand, if the end of file

indicator has been set (X=l) in Line

210, the program ends.

While this program produces nice

looking listings of most programs (see

Listings 2a and 2b), it creates a mess if a

colon is used for anything other than

separating statements on a single line.

For example, if you set time or date in a

program (not likely) or use a colon in a

print string (more likely), the listing will

skip to a new line and insert four spaces.

A Challenge to Readers

This general procedure will work for

computers other than the TRS-80 Model

100 and NEC 8201. For cassette-based

systems, the procedure will probably

have to be a subroutine with high line

numbers that coexists with the program

to be listed. To combine the two pro-
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Legible Listings, continued...

>roduce "fancy" listings
Creative Cosputlng

ivv ' Progras to pi
lit* ' by David AM,
120 CLS:MAXFILES=1
130 CLEAR 2000
140 P(j = 0:2 = 65
lb0 FILES
160 INPUT "Progras Name (Must be .DO f11e)";N$
170 INPUT "List continuous (c) or In pages (p)"C$
1B0 OPEN N$ FOR INPUT AS 1

ttl LPRj!!ifLC = 2

INT " Pr09r" "*"*«TAB(16)
J DATE* l TAB(34) s -P.ge",PG

220 PR$ = PRti
,

IN$
1,1)!lF E ° F(1) ™ EN X=l:G0T0 290

230 IF IN$<>":" AND IN$<>CHR$( 10 ) THEN 210
240 IF IN$=CHR$(10) THEN PR$=LEFT$(PR$, LEN( PR$ ) -2

)

2b0 LPRINT PR$:LC=LC*1
»\rn*i c)

2b0 IF IN$=" :
" THEN PR$ = " " ELSE PR$=""

279 IF C$="c" OR C$="C" THEN 219
280 IF LC=>56 THEN 310 ELSE 210
290 PR$=LEFT$(PR$,LEN(PR$)-1)
300 LPRINT PR$:LC=LC+1
310 FOR J=LC TO Z:LPRINT:NEXT J
320 IF X=l THEN 330 ELSE 190
JJ« END
Listing I. Program to produceformatted program listings on the Radio Shack Model
100 and NEC PC-8201 computers.

grams without having to retype the lister

each time will require a merge
procedure.

For disk systems, the approach is

somewhat easier. However, since it is

undesirable to read a single character at

a time from the disk (much too slow), a
line or the entire file would have to be
brought into a buffer at one time, and
the listing routine applied to that.

We would like to see such a program
for every small computer and will pay
S2S to the first submission for each dif-

ferent machine. Submissions should in-

clude the program, one or two sample
runs, and a short explanation of how it

works and description of how to use it

(typed, double space). Listings should be
made with a dark ribbon that can be
reproduced in the magazine.

100 ' Draws 1 1 nes on Model 100 screen.
110 ' Progras by David Ahl, May 1983.
120 CLS:SCREEN 0,0
130 X1=110 : Y1=30
140 X2=239*RND(1)
150 IF X1>X2 THEN A=-l ELSE A=l
160 FOR X*X1 TO X2 STEP A
170 PSET(X,Y1):NEXT X
180 X1-X2: Y2=63»RND(1)
190 IF Y1>Y2 THEN A=-l ELSE A=l
200 FOR Y=Y1 TO Y2 STEP A
210 PSET (X1,Y):NEXT Y
220 Y1=Y2:60T0 140

Listing 2a. Listing of a program produced using the LLIST command.

Progras lines 83/05/21 Page 1

"Well... I guess thai program wasn > com-
patible with my computer!"

250

100 ' Draws lines on Model 100 screen.
110 ' Progras by David Ahl, May 1983.
120 CLS:

SCREEN 0,0
130 Xl=110:

Yl = 30
140 X2-239«RND(1)
150 IF X1>X2 THEN A=-l ELSE A=l
160 FOR XxXl TO X2 STEP A
170 PSET(X.Yl):

NEXT X
180 X1=X2:

Y2=63«RND(1)
190 IF Y1>Y2 THEN A*-l ELSE A=l
200 rOR Y=Y1 TO Y2 STEP A
210 PSET (XI, Y):

NEXT Y

220 Y1=Y2:
GOTO 140

Listing 2b. Listing of the program in 2a using the Formatted Program Lister
program.

September 1983 c Creative Computing
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Crossword Puzzle Pattern Generator

Robert E. Kennedy
and

Curtis N. Cooper

Many people enjoy working the cross-

word puzzle in the daily newspaper. It is

also fun and a good challenge to develop
this type of word puzzle yourself. The
actual construction of the puzzle pattern,

however, can be very tedious and time-

consuming.
The following program will speed up

this part of the puzzle-making process.

This will free your time for what we con-

sider the most enjoyable and creative part

of crossword puzzle development: you can
spend your time searching for appropriate

and interesting words and their definitions

to use in a particular crossword puzzle

pattern.

Here, we emphasize the construction of

a 15 by 15 square crossword puzzle with

the restriction that no less than 25% of the

puzzle be composed of black squares. It

should also be mentioned that the usual

symmetry of crossword puzzle patterns is

about the middle square. This means that

the puzzle looks the same upside-down as

rightside-up.

This program gives you two possible

options. If you wish to construct a particu-

lar crossword puzzle pattern, you can do
so. If. on the other hand, you wish to let

the computer generate a pattern for you,

this option is available.

Even though a puzzle pattern is ran-

domly generated (at least with respect to

the random number generator of a partic-

ular computer), some restrictions must be

imposed to obtain a "good" crossword
puzzle pattern. For example, we feel that

such a pattern should have at least two
black squares in each row and each
column. In addition, an effort should be
made to keep a group of white squares

from being surrounded by black squares.

However, in the final analysis, you are the

judge of the utility of the crossword puzzle

pattern that your computer generates. You
might decide that a particular output could

Robert E. Kennedy and CurtU N. Cooper.iDepl. of

Mathematical Sciences, Central Missouri Stale

University. Wanensbunt. MOWW.V

Above is an example of a randomly generated crossword pattern. Its output is

composed ofdashes and asterisks. To have a more workable copy, we usually shade in

the black squares and draw solid lines through the dashes.

be improved by darkening some additional

squares or by changing some black squares

to white. Regardless of how you modify

the puzzle pattern, we think that your
enjoyment and understanding of cross-

word puzzle construction will be in-

creased. The following program notes

should help you understand the program
and modify it for your particular needs.

Program Notes
This program is written in North Star

Basic and is offered in "menu form" with

six subroutines which give some structure

to the program.
Backwards slashes (line 1120) indicate

the end of a statement and give the option

of a line with multiple statements.

The device number for the printer in

this particular setup is (line 1800). Your
system setup may be different.

The North Star dialect of Basic has an

EXIT statement. Here, it is used to exit

from a FOR-NEXT loop before the loop is

completed (lines 1440 and 1490).

The array A is used to store the 1 5 by 15

crossword puzzle pattern. Since two-

dimensional arrays are not available in

this Basic, the entry in the Ith row and the

Jth column is determined by the formula:

All 5*1 1 - I) + J). See. for example, line

1320.
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PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE TO

CP/M
Edited by Sol Libes

Here's an important collection of CP/M in-

sights that you'll never find in any CP/M

manual. CP/M is the most popular microcom-

puter DOS in use today, and this widespread

use has generated many innovative tech-

niques and enhancements of CP/M. Program-

mer's Guide to CP/M tells you what these

enhancements are and how
to put them to use, how to

get around apparent limita-

tions of a CP/M system and

why CP/M is far more versa-

tile than you might have ima-

gined. Every article in

Programmer's Guide to

CP/M originally appeared in

MICROSYSTEMS between

PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE TO

CP/M

Microsystems

January 1980 and February 1982. Except for

this collection, these articles are now unavail-

able! Programmer's Guide to CP/M gives you

an in-depth look at CP/M from the viewpoint of

the programmer—the individual who creates

the software that interfaces directly with

CP/M, or who is installing CP/M on systems for

which configurations do not

already exist.

Contents include "An In-

troduction to CP/M," "The
CP/M Connection," "CP/M
Software Reviews," "CP/M
Utilities & Enhancement,"
"CP/M 86" and "CP/M Soft-

ware Directories." 200
pages, $12.95.

CP/M a registered trademark ot Digital Research. Inc

MICROSYSTEMS PRESS
Dept . HD2Fe39 East Hanover Avenue • Morris Plains, NJ 07950

Send me copies of Programmers Guide to CP/M

at $12.95 each, plus $2 for postage and handling.

»14C
Foreign orders (except Canada and Mexico) add

$3 for postage and handling. Shipped airmail only.

PAYMENT ENCLOSED S (NJ residents add

5% sales tax.)

CHARGE MY:
American Express MasterCard Visa

Print Name.

Address JVpt.

City-

State -Zip-

Card
No_

Exp.
_Date_

Signature

For faster service,

CALL TOLL FREE: 800-631-8112
(In NJ only, call 201-540-0445)

Please refer to Dept. HD2Fwhen ordering.

Check here for FREE catalog.

Institutions only—purchase orders under $50 not accepted.



PPLE POTENTIAL
REALIZED
mamwoman circle

You may not have realized it, but Apples have vast, untapped
potential. Game software from Winner's Circle taps itALL
Stunning 3-D graphics (the kind that just stand still in

some games) are combined with advanced, HIGH
SPEED ANIMATION routines (or Dazzling, "LIVING
PICTURE" action. And the game play has some teeth
in it. ALL THE CHALLENGE YOU AND YOUR APPLE
CAN HANDLE.

Available in disk for $29.95. At your dealer. OR OR-
DER DIRECT. Send a check, or your VISA or MASTER-
CARD number. Include $2.00 shipping and handling.
California residents add 6Vi% sales tax.

Apple it a registered trad* mark of Apple Computers, Inc.

WINNER'S CIRCLE
2420 Parker Street, Berkeley, CA 94704
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to darken any such white squares. Thus,
every white square should be accessible to
every other white square by horizontal
and vertical paths.

In Subroutine III, the number of black
squares in a pattern before enhancement
has a range of 2 to 5 in each row and each
column. This is just a personal preference
which can be changed by modifying lines

1440 and 1490.

Crossword Puzzle, continued...
The range of from 27 to 32 black squares

determined by Subroutine I affords a range
of from 54 to 64 black squares in the total
crossword puzzle pattern. This range can
be adjusted by modifying line 1210.
An "enhancement" is implemented by

Subroutine IV in an effort to avoid having
a group of white squares completely sur-
rounded by black squares or borders. If

this should occur, you will probably wish

Listing.

-000 REM ••«••••»•*••••••*•. PROGRAM •«•«••••«•«««*««•.•..«•..„»„,„,
IOiO REM TO OUTPUT A 15X15 CROSSWORD POZZi-t PATTERN .

1020 REM ••**»•«••••••«•••*••*«••««•*•**••*••«••« **«•«••«« ««••«»«,.,
1030 REI"
1U-A0 REM
1050 DIM A<225)iS»<76)»T»<76)
1060 PRINT 'REMINDER! TURN ON YOUR PRINTER •"

10/0 PRINT
1060 PRINT -IF VOU WANT TO CONSTRUCT YOUR OWN CROSSWORD PUZZLE -

1090 PRINT 'PATTERN. TYPE Y , ELSE TYPE N .

1100 lNPU'1 R*
lilO IF R* - "N* THEN 1130
1120 GOSUB 1980 \ GOSUB 1760 \ END
li30 GOSUB i200\COSUB 1300\GOSUB i4iO\GOSUB i580\G0SUB i/80\EN0
1110 REM
li50 REM •*«•«•»•«*•••••«•• SUBROUTINE i •••••••••«•#•••••••••••••.
1160 REM ,0 RANDOMLY DETERMINE ( WITn A RAnCE rROM 27 TO 32 ) THE
1170 REM NUMBER OF BuACK SOUARES IN THE CROSSWORD PUZZLE PATTERN .

1180 r.tM *«*««••••*••*«•*•««***•••*•»••««••«••«««««««....,,...«.,.„,
Ii90 REM
1200 PRINT "I Art WORKING
12x0 N=1NT<RND(-1 )»6)+27
i2?0 FOR 1=1 TO 225 \ A(i) =0 \ NEXT I
1230 RETURN
1240 REM

»•••*«*•»«»«•«..«• SUBROUTINE ii •«*•**•»••«•«»«•»•»»•••»•*
TO RANDOMLY POSITION THE BLACK SQUARES OF THE CROSSWORD

PUZZi_E PATTERN .

1250 REM
1260 REM
1270 REM
12R0 REM
1290 REM
1300 FOR X=l TO N
1310 J-iNi <RND<-l)«iS+i> \ I = iNT(RND(-i)«15+l)
1320 A(l5«<i-l>*x/)-l \ AU5»<15-i) + i6-J)«l
1330 NEXT X

13-10 RETURN
1350 REM
1360 REM ••*»••«•«••»*«•••« SUBROUTINE III «•«•*••«*•••««••.»..«•.„,
1370 RtM TO COUNT AND CnECK THE NUMBER OF BLACK SOUARES IN EACm ROW
130<» REM AND IN EACH COLUMN .

1390 REM MMin«IIHIIIM|MIIM«fllMMIM«IIMII««IM>IMMIIIM
1400 REM
I4i0 FOR J=i TO 15
1430 Z *
1430 FOR 1 = 1 TO i5 \ Z - Z+A< 13« < J-l >! > \ NEXT I
1440 IF Z<2 Oft Z>5 TnEN EXIT 1130
1450 NEXT j
1460 FOR J=l TO 13
1470 Z "
1480 FOR 1-1 TO 15 \ Z - Z*A< 15« < i-1 ) *J> \ NEXT I
1490 IF Z<2 OR Z>5 THEN EXIT 1130
1500 NEXT J
15iO RETURN
1520 REM
1530 REM «•»•••••••«•«••*•• SUBROUTINE 10 •••••••*••••#••••••••••<
1340 REM TO ENHANCE (WITn RESPECT TO DISTRIBUTION OF BLACK SQUARES)
1530 REM THE CROSSWORD PUZZi-E PATTERN .

1960 REM «•»«»•««•««••«'•««•«•«.»«.«««.......««,,,.»»,,,,«»»,,,,.,
1570 REM
Ibbii PRINT " A PUZZLE PATTERN HAS BEEN GENERATED. IT WILL BE PRINTED
i59U PRINT " ON YOUR PRINTER AFTER IT HAS BEEN ENHANCED .

1600 FOR 1=1 TO 15
1610 FOR J«2 TO 14
1*20 iF A<15«(i-l)*J-lX>l OR A(15»(i-l)+J+lX>l THEN 1640
1630 A( 15»< I-i >+J)=l
:640 NEXT J
1650 NEXT I

1660 FOR J=l TO 15
1670 FOR 1-2 TO 14
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COMPUTING IS

EXCITING...

Get the Greatest Software Deal on Earth I

A subscription to CLOAO gets you a
tape or disk full of quality programs deliv-

ered by First Class Mail every month I

Write for more information or. better yet.

try a Bad< Issue At S6.00 for 6 to 8 prog-

rams on tape (SI 1 00 on disk), you'll see

just how good and inexpensive CLOAO
software can be.

The Bottom Line: Tap* Disk
1 year |I2 issues)

6 months (6 issues)

Back Issues

Good Games # I

Good Games #2
Adventures #1

$50 00 $95.00

$3000 $55.00

$ 600 $11 00

SI200 S22 00

SI2 00 $2200

$12 00 S2200

Calit residents add 6% to ling* sues First Class post-
age to N Amer included Overseas add SIO to sub-
scriptions and SI to single sues Sent AO rate Most
bade ssues from Oct 1978 ftx tape and Oct 1982 (or
disk available, ask for 1st llevrl I sues also availablel

PO. Box 1448 Santa Barbara. CA 93102
1805) 962-6271
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RETAIL

$1,995

»3.4»5
14.495
$6,995
58.995
$2,748
$3,448
$4,198
$1,995
$2,499
$1,495
$2,495
$2,995

. . CALL
$750

. CALL

COMPUTERS
(.ASH

PRICE

Eaqlr II Du*l 780K $1,795

E*qkr PC (IBM Cnmp) $2,799.

UqU- 1620 $3,599

I aqfe 1630 $5,499

I «|lr 1640 $6,899

NEC AP( I2WI •' $2,299

M< *!• $2,799

NEC APCOuWOm^ G*». $3,499

SANYO MBC 1000 k mfcropro $1.589..

TELERAM T 3000 UHh $1,899

TELETOTE I MA PoruNt $1.249..

IELEVIDEOTS803ft-)h $2.195..

TELEVIOEO TS1603 UKh. $2.495..

TELEVIDEO (Complnr Lmrl

TELEFAST KA HV. AR/AP PAYW* $390

COMPU PRO. ALTOS

PRINTERS
NEC 7710/7730 $2.099. ..$2,599

NEC 3510 $1,549. $1,895

NEC 3530 $1,599 $1,999

NEC 3550 (F.» IBM) $1.8*9. ..$2,295

DIABLO 620 $ 999 $1,195

DIABLO 630 API $1,799 $2,345

TOSHIBA P13S0 $1.699... $2,195

C ITOH. OKIDATA CALL

TALLY. Ol Ml IDS CALL

ORDER DESK: international orders

(31318861233 TELEX230455

dM€RICfcN|TllCRO

P.O. BOX 36222

1039 SUNNINGDALE DRIVE
CROSSE POINTE. Ml 48236

Od*** K mdti cm tplrphonc ( <ish'«*r-. » >Vt kv <™>ntf\

i»<tf»s .* hank wire ftanslefs hooored imm*dhlleK

Harge and V« add 3% UPS gr<Hind add IX
M*hiqan n-sident add 4X sde* la» All equipment .n

dons in< ludmq manufat tii'efs warrants,

Crossword Puzzle, continued...

168..' IF A(15«(i-2)*J)<>1 OR h<15»j>JK>i THEN 1700

16VO A<i5»< »"-*>«»>»
1700 NEXT I

1710 NEXT j
1720 RETURN

1750 REI>, TO PRIN1 THE CROSSWORD PUZZLE PATTERN

1760 REM «•» MMIMMItilMMH«M««M"»HMI •»

17/0 KEr
1700 T*«"
i790 T$-T»*T*
1800 PRINi »2 Tt
1B10 FOR J»15 TO i STEP -1

1820
1830
1810
1850
1860
1870
1880
1890

FOR 1-1 TO 15
iF A<l5«(i-l>*J>«0 THEN 1870
S*»S»+"»»»» !

*

GOTO 1880
S»»S»+" I"

NEXT I

PRiNT «2 S* \ PRINT «2 S* \ PRINi »2 i*

1900 NEXT J
1920 RETURN
1V30 REM _. ^ ,,.

1940 REM »•»»»»»«•••««••»»» SUBROUiINc Ui #»••«•«»••»»«»»•

1950 REM TO GENERATE A PARTICULAR CROSSWORD PATiEKN

I960 REh »»*!»*»»»»«»»«»«*»»«»«*»»*****»***«**"*************

1V80 PRINT " TYPE IN THE ROW NUMBER AND THEN THE COOJMN

1990 PRiNT " NUMBER OF THE SGUARt YOU WISH 70 BE BLACK

2000 PRINT • ROW NUMBER NEED 0Ni_Y BE BETWEEN 1 AND 8 AND

2010 PRiNT THE COlUMN NUMBER NEED ONLY BE ETWEEk

2020 PRINT "

inE"

203('i -%RiNi
20 hO PRINT

15 SINCE THE PuZZlE PATTERN iS TO BE SYMMETRIC"

ABOUT THE fliDDuE SOuARE ( ROW 8. COLUMN 8 )

CIRCLE 107 ON READER SERVICE CARD

WntN YOU ARE FINISHED. INPU

ENTER ROW . COl UMN '
. J

.

i

2060 IF j>0 AND o=0 THEN RETURN

20/0 A(15«<I-1)*J)=1 \ A(15«(15-I)*16-J)=1
2080 GOTO 2050

0.

$$ WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD $$
FRANKLIN COMPUTERS
Ace 1000, 1 200, and PRO PACK
LOWEST PRICES IN USA ! ! !

PRINTERS
New Gemini 1 0X $329
Gemini 15 499
C Itoh Prowriter(P) 385

Serial Call

C. Itoh 1 550 (P) 679
Serial Call

Smith-Corona TPI 549
Brother HR 1 Call

Brother HR 2 Call

Okidata 82 A 419
Okidata 83A 649
Okidata 92 520
Okidata 93 869

DISK DRIVES
Apple/Franklin 1 year warranty 239
Slim TEAC 1 year warranty 269
Controller Card 69
Controller Card w/Oiagnostics 99
RANA ELITE SERIES APPLE COMPATIBLE
RANA ELITE One 40 TRK163K 289
RANA ELITE Two40TRKDS326K. . . 435
RANA ELITE Three80TRKDS652K. 575
RANA ELITE Controller w/Drive 75
Microsoft Soltcard is a registered trademark of Microsoft

Corporation

EPSON
RX 80, MX 80 FT III, MX 100 III,

FX80, and NEW FX 100!!!!

CALL • Prices Too Low To Print

MISCELLANEOUS HARDWARE
Gibson Lite Pen 259.00
Microbuffer II 32 K Parallel 249.00
Microsoft Premium Pak 479.00
Microsoft Softcard 239.00
System Saver Fan 74.95

Videx Enhancer Rev. 6 99.75

Videx Enhancer Rev. 7 11 7.95

Videx Function Strip 64.95

Wizzard 80 column card 1 79.00

with soft switch
Wizzard 1 6K card 75.00

MODEMS
Hayes 300 Baud $209 Hayes 300/1 200 $485

Micromodem II 289 Apple Cat II 282 SO

J Cat 1 29 SSM Modem Card 249

SALE COMMUNICATIONS PAK SALE
Micromodem II 269.00
Source Subscriptions 75.00

ASC II Express 49.95

ALL THREE PIECES 389.00

THE COMPUTER STORE
Dept 345
3941 B S Bristol St

Santa Ana. CA 92704

For Technical Information Call:

(714) 261-13*3
Order* Only : (800) 824-2227

TERMS We accept VISA. Mastercard. Cash. Checks.

Certified Checks. COD. and Money Orders
Please add 3% tor bank cards Please add3% tor shipping

SOFTWARE
AE $22.21

Applewriter Preboot 43.1

6

Bank Street Mail 51.91

Bag of Tricks 29.63
Canyon Climber 27.34

Castle Wolfenstein 2221
Choplifter 25.92

dBase II 420.00

Deadline 37.06

Flight Simulator 28.82

Frogger 25.92

Mask of the Sun 32.36

Master Type 32.36

Miner 2049er 32.36

Multi Plan 1 89.00

Mystery House 1 8.50

PFS: File 81.60

PFS: Graph 81 .60

PFS: Report 62.70
Pinball 24.26
Pinball Construction Set 32.36
Preschool IQ Builder 1 9 40
Screenwriter II 420.00

Serpintine 25.92

Snack Attack 22.21

Story Machine 26.31

The Home Accountant 55.62

Typing Tutor 19.51

Visicalc 1 7900
Visicalc Pre Boot 43. 1

6

Visicalc 80 w/Memory Expand 72.31

Wordstar 199 00
Wizardry 39 08
Versa Form 279.00

1 st Class Mail 55 62
Elephant Disk SSSD 18.99

ALL PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE 1
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Print sample:
PrintaColor TC1040 Ink Jet Printer.

.print about printers...
As we prowled the giant exhibit halls

and sweltering tents that housed the
National Computer Conference this

year, we discovered 13 manufacturers
who were showing printers of interest to

personal computer users.

Betsy Staples

Anadex
At the top of our alphabetical list is

our old friend Anadex with the DP-
9725A four-color printer selling for

S2395. Color printing is made possible

by a four-color ribbon with red, yellow,
blue, and black bands. Operating in dou-
ble-pass mode, the printer offers mul-
tiple color combinations, as a different

color can be selected for each pass. Col-
ors can be changed at any point in a
printed line, and resolution of either 144
or 72 dots per inch (in both horizontal

and vertical directions) can be chosen.

The machine also offers four print
quality modes, including near letter

quality (50 characters per second at 10
characters per inch or 60 cps at 12 cpi
with proportional spacing), correspon-
dence quality (100-150 cps), data
processing quality (200 cps), and con-
densed (150 cps at 15 cpi and 164 cps at

16.4 cpi). Character sets provided with
the printer are Swedish, Danish-Norwe-
gian, German, French, Spanish, Italian,

and standard USASCII.
Other features include left, right, and

full justification; title centering; positive

half-line feed; in-line font changes; and
RAM expandable to 12.5K in 4K in-

crements. Options include OCR, super-

script, subscript, scientific fonts; bar
codes; and font downloading from the
host computer. No mention is made of a
noise-level rating.

Canon
The Canon A- 12 10 color printer fea-

tures seven-color drop-on-demand tech-
nology. Resolution is 640 dots per line,

and maximum speed is listed at 40 cps.
The Canon printer offers the full

ASCII character set in standard and en-
larged modes (40 and 80 characters per
line, respectively). It is compact,
measuring 15 3/«" x 11 %* X 4 %",
and has a Centronics parallel interface.
Ink is supplied in cassettes which have
an estimated life of 3.5 million
characters.

Based on the specifications and a
short demonstration, and despite the

September 1983 c Creative Computing
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continued...

fact that the lowercase character set

lacks descenders, the Canon looks like a

good buy at $795. We'll let you know

more after we get one in-house for

evaluation.

Sharp
A somewhat heftier color printer with

a price tag to match is the Sharp IO-700

which will sell for "under $10,000."

Again, ink jet technology allows the

blending of four inks to create seven col-

ors. The maximum number of dots per

inch (120) can be changed to produce

halftones. Speed is a tortoise-like 20 cps,

but the quality of the finished product

makes it worth waiting for.

The Sharp uses a TTL parallel buffer

Anadex DP-9725A four-color printer.

Under the

TC1040.

hood of the PrintaColor

Dot Addressable Graphics, all in VIVID COLOR

Average Annual
Hours of Sunshine

Print sample: PrintaColor TC1040.

ABCDEFGH QRSTUUWXYZ
ABCDEFGH QRSTUUWXYZ
ABCDEFGH QRSTUUWXYZ
Aorrarcnu QRSTI 1UUIXY7

T1I1I MIII I II
.

I

i I H I. HI 1 >..

IIIIIIIIIIIHII

lllllllllllllll

IIIIIIIIIIIHII

Print sample: Sharp IO-700 ink jet color image printer.

—JT*

x±Z+**W*a*i£. "•**•/.&' ()*+,-./O123456?89:;< = >?8ABCDEFGHIJKLMN0PQRSTUUWXVZLv

tZ+mtotaBft ! «#$Ji&' ()*+,-. /0123456789: ;< = >?3ftBCDEFSHIJKLMN8PQRSTUUyXV2CM
A_'ab

< V - l jlHPLULI Uni JM-HHUr W.J I UVUJ.'

l I ll U
,

,

< = >?8ABCDEFGHIJKLMN0PQRSTUUWXV2CM
A

t+^V<rtaBT£ '-t$X& J ()*+ J
-./0123456789:;<=>?3ABCDEF6HIJKLHNePQRSTUUUXVZCN]

A-'abcd

WfaB-tf -•. #r,; ?
.> o++ ,-, /0i23456789:;< = >?3ABCDEFGHIJKLMH8PQRSTUUWXV2[\]

A-
t abcde

**vv*«'ttt ' "•»' < >*+!-. /0123456789: 5<=>?3ABCDEF6HIJKLHHWQRSTUVWXVZC\IA_<abcdef

<-»a*a6t£ '-«X8'(J*+«-./0123456789:S< = >?8ABCDEFGHIJKLr1N0PQRSTUUUXVZCs]*
u„d.»^f M.«*yfc>^*4..- ,nt^d^7oo-i/-.x^aDrr>FFftUTTl^lMMr1PfilPCTIIIIhiyV7rM A

'abcdeB
< a U.--Ja *<lU

Print sample: Canon A-1210 Inkjet color printer.
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QGood reasonswhy you should

subscribe to Creative Computing.
It's the Number One magazine
of computer applications and software!

. _ _ i < vaiq /-iiv<o won nrnhinn features Ol

There's one place you can always be sure of

learning more about microcomputer software

and applications: Creative Computing.

Every month CreafiVe Computing provides

you with a continuing education on everything

related to microcomputers and computer

equipment. Useful articles, "how to" tutorials,

exciting new applications, games and "no

holds barred" reviews of the latest software

and equipment make up a major part of

Creative Computing's editorial content.

We give you probing features on program-

ming breakthroughs and important news. Plus

in-depth articles on elementary, intermediate

and advanced software and applications

topics—to help you develop your knowledge

and skills, save hundreds (perhaps thousands)

of dollars in unneeded software, discover uses

for your personal computer that you might

never have considered. Articles that increase

your overall "computer consciousness." Here's

how:

Creative Computing

gives you things to

actually do with a

computer. 1
Just owning a computer isn't enough.

You've got to know what to do with it.

That's why applications are our primary

tocus Text editing, animation, graphics,

business simulations, data base and file

systems, music synthesis, control ot

household devices, communications,

games-some of the applications and soft-

ware you'll learn about in Creative

Computing.

Creative Computing

discusses business
applications in simple,

nontechnical language.

If you're a business person who needs to

know about the latest developments in

word processing and office applications,

turn to Creative Computing We clarify

such business applications as investment

analysis, futures evaluations, data base

management, mailing list programs, text

I editing, word processing and simulations.

I And all the software available for business

I people.

1
Creative Computing

helps you decide which
computer equipment
is best for you.

Our tough, no-nonsense equipment pro-

files arm you with the facts before you walk

into a computer store. You'll know the right

questions to ask and how to cut through

the jargon and sates hype We give you

authoritative guidance in deciding what

you need, what you don't need—and
what's right for you and your pocketbook

Creative Computing

covers computer
education in depth.

We started out as a computer education

publication, and were still committed to the

educational community. We regularly carry

articles on designing educational software.

evaluating educational software, teaching

concepts and terminology in computer

I education, text editing applications for lit-

I erature and computer simulations in the

I classroom-plus a great deal more.

Creative Computing

features the state of

the art

Columns on the most popular personal

computers, a "software legal forum," tet-

ters to the editor. Reviews of books,

games, organizations, dealers and events

Fascinating interviews with leading inno-

vators, equipment designers, program de-

velopers and game inventors—men and

women who'll give you a real glimpse of the

future!

Our price is right.

By subscribing to Creative

Computing now, you can save

as much as 33% off the full

subscription price. To learn

elsewhere what you'll learn from Creative

Computing, you might spend hundreds of

dollars in course fees and books. Then

you'd have to winnow out what you could

use from all that you'd learned. But Cre-

ative Computing does that tor you. so you II

have time to enjoy your own computing

interests. And that saving of time makes

this offer very inexpensive indeed

Creative Computing

brings you hours of

mind-expanding game
entertainment.

We've got a soft spot for the computer

game addict-and computer game soft-

ware We know you want to understand

more about the new computer games

flooding the market: which ones are easi-

est to learn? Require the most skill? Offer

the most surprises? Give you the best

qraphics? Provide the most challenge'

I Contain a new twist? Creative Computing

I brings you the answers. j \

. SAVE UP TO 33%!
Creative Computing • P.O. Box 5214 • Boulder, Colorado 80322

YES! Send me Creative Computing for:

n One year (12 issues) for $19.97-1 save 20%!

n Two years (24 issues) for $36.97-1 save 26%!

Q Three years (36 issues) for $49.97-1 save 33%!

Savings based on full one -year subscription price of $24.97.

Check one. Q Payment enclosed. Bill me later. 4N179

1

Join over 150,000

by subscribing today!

Just use the coupon
at right

Mr. /Mrs. /Ms..

Address

(please print full name)

-Apt-

City

State.
Zip.

Offer valid in U.S. and possessions only Please allow 30 to 60 days for delivery oMirstjssue
_j



Printers, continued.
and offers a 4K data buffer alone with
an 8K ROM and 2K RAM. Only one
version of the ASCII character set is
available. The unit measures 19 "/, * y
13 */« x 5 ,5

/16\
,8

PrintaColor

•The TCI 040 color ink jet printer/
plotter from PrintaColor Corporation
offers an astounding 4913 different hues.
It prints horizontally in either of two
resolutions: 84 or 120 dots per inch-
vertically, it prints at 85 dots per inch.

'

RS-232C serial and Centronics par-
allel interfaces are available. Foreground
and background colors are selectable for
each of the 96 available ASCII charac-
ters, and there are eight software-
selectable character sizes. Character sets
are available for English, Spanish, Ger-
man, French, Swedish, and Dutch
The TC1040 sells for a remarkably

low $5495.

Mannesmann-Tally
Plotters are, of course, the traditional

means of producing color output, and
there were several worthy of note at
NCC. Perhaps most worthy of note—in
terms of both price and likelihood of
availability—is the Mannesmann-Tally
Pixy 3, which sells for $845.

fii7?
e flatbed Plott«" accommodates

8/2" X 1 1" paper or Mylar on which it

draws with fiber-tip pens. Plots are
drawn quite quickly using up to three
different colors.

Features of this practical little plotter
include nine international character sets,
variable character size and rotation, RS-
232 interface, curve fitting, and scientific
and Greek characters. The unit is said to
be compatible with most existing busi-
ness graphing software. More on this
one very soon.

Ricoh
A Japanese company, Ricoh of Amer-

ica, Inc., was showing the GP-1, a four-
color drum plotter. The GP-1 uses

p C MARKET SHRRES IN EUR0PE
PERCENT BF 1982 SHIPMENTS

Ricoh GP-1 four-color plotter.

TR-fiOL 4/C

DATA: QUANTUM SCIENCE C0RP.

S SZ

TANDY 77.

MANNESMAN TALLY rIXT 3

Sample plot: Mannesmann Tally Pixy 3 Micro Plotter.

Print sample: Ricoh J200N.

ballpoint or fiber-tip pens to print on ei-
ther roll or cut paper; it can also make
overhead projector transparencies.
According to the manufacturer, "it can
also be used as a character printer with
214 different character patterns."
We were somewhat stunned when one

of the Ricoh representatives staffing the
booth told us the end-user price was
"about one million dollars." Somehow it

didn't seem to be worth quite that much.
Further questioning revealed that the
young Japanese man had misplaced his
decimal point; the actual price will be
about $1000.

Ricoh was also showing the 1200N
daisy wheel printer. It will accommodate
paper up to 13" wide and will print up to
165 characters per line at 20 characters
per second.

The 1200N is available in RS-232C se-
rial or Centronics parallel versions for
under $1200. It is to be distributed in
this country by Hamilton Microsystems.

Panasonic
Another flatbed plotter was an-

nounced by Panasonic. The VP-6801P

Panasonic VP-6801 high speed digital
plotter.

offers six-color plotting with fiber, ball-
point, or plastic tip pens, and features a
plotting area of 10' x 7.2". It is avail-
able with 8-bit parallel, GP-IB, or RS-
232C interface, and is priced at $1995.
A step up in the Panasonic line is the

VP-6802P which offers eight-color plot-
ting and a larger 14" x 10.2' plotting
area along with many of the features of
the VP-6801 P. No price was listed for
the VP-6802P.

Okidata
Okidata was showing its top-of-the-

hne Pacemark 2410, a dot matrix printer
that combines superb print quality with
two-color (red and black) capability.

internal paperwork. Add /black color. Ok±araph<TH) dot
» Underlining, super- (R2D2) and subscripts (H20)

Print sample: Okidata Pacemark 2410 high speed multifunction printer.
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OUR ISOLATORS
FOR YOUR

PROTECTION
Prrvfiiln:

disk drive woe*, printer interaction

memory low and damage due lo^
lightning or AC power line

dixturbancea.

Commercial Grade Isolators

IS<M
1SO-2

3 lnolated Socket*

2 Uulated Socket Bank*. 6 Socket*

Industrial Grade Isolators

IS<)-3 S Double Isolated Sockets

1SO-11 2 Double Isolated Banks. 6 Sockets

Laboratory Grade Isolators

ISO- 1 7 4 Quad Isolated Sockets

ISO-18 2 Ouad Isolated Banks, 6 Sockets

Circuit Breaker, any model (Add-CB)

Remote Switch, any model (Add-RS)

200.95

169.95

Add 10.00

Add 18.00

_T» Electronic Specialists, Inc.
1 71 South Mam Street. Box 388. Natick. IVIaaaaohuaatta 01 760

To*. Fraa Order Deek 1-800-225-4876

MaaterCard. VBA. American Express

CIRCLE 172 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Epson, OKI. IDS. NEC. Diablo. Qume

ACOUSTIC ENCLOSURES
• Reduces Noise Up to 90%
• Heavy Duty Acrylic Cover

Bottom Feed Capability

• Woodgrain Finish

Micro Printercenter""

Dealer & Ordering Info

800-343-431

1

Mi* CSxgr and Visa AccnXM

Srw-X) » Hanftng Cn»g« ***«*»

CAB-TEK, Inc.

Riverside St Nashua. NH 03062
CIVILIZING COMPUTERS

MPC I $99 (MX 801 MPC II $1?9 I0KI82I

MPC III $179 (B3A. MX100) MCP IV $199 (Daisy Printer)

Power Control & Ventilation MO
Piper Rack $30 Bottom Feed Brackets $30

MPC I SHOWN

Continuous
Checks,

Statements,
and Invoices
for Desk-Top Computers
• Compatible with software from over 300

sources. Or program to NEBS standard

forms yourself.

• Continuous Micro-Perf" Letterheads and

matching continuous Envelopes provide

a clean, trim look.

• Also, diskettes, continuous labels, other

supplies and accessories.

• Our policy is to process forms printed

with your name within 6 working days.

Then ship direct to you (We pay shipping

charges on prepaid orders).

QUALITY PRODUCTS
SMALL QUANTITIES AT LOW PRICES

MONEY-RACK GUARANTEE

FREE Full-color, catalog
fast service by mail or phone

TOLL FREE 1 + 800-888-9850
(Mass. residents 1 + 800-922-8560)

|name/t.t,.e I ""O'*

COMPANY

I

STREET

fiitY.sTATE.JIP

SOFTWARE bhanu RACKAGE i
I—] DO OWN

IcoWuTBrBinRD"

IyourunE6E business

mooel

PROGRAMMING

PLAN TO PURCHASt WlTHIN

Nt)MBfR6F EUHdYEtS

I MOST 6fT6N USE my COUM tfl i-Oft

|D WORO PROCESSING D ACCOUNTINGU OTHER

coSfe™™*......--
14 106J

CIRCLE 125 ON READER SERVICE CARD
CIRCLE 267 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Printers, continued...

Like its middle-of-the-line sister, the
Pacemark 2350 which sells for $2695,
the 2410 offers a 96-character ASCII
character set; an alternate 96-character
set and a 96-character downline loadable
set; Okigraph dot addressable graphics;
true descenders; super- and subscripts;
and condensed and double width charac-
ters. Both printers offer Centronics par-
allel and RS-232C serial interfaces.
The 2410, which carries a suggested

retail price of $2995, features three print
modes: correspondence quality (85 cps),
data processing (350 cps), and draft
quality, which prints characters with
extra dot density at 175 cps.

Leading Edge
In the Leading Edge booth, which was

apparently intended to resemble a zoo,
we found a hybrid printer/plotter. The
CX 4800 plots on standard single or fan
folded printer paper with four aqueous
ballpoint pens which it changes
automatically.

As a printer, the CX 4800 prints an
80-character line at 8 cps. A total of 167
characters, including upper- and lower-
case letters, numbers, punctuation
marks, graphic symbols, and foreign
alphabets, is available. Printing and plot-
ting can be mixed on the same page.

For simplicity, the CX 4800 has six
user controls plus a self-test: four direc-
tional controls, pen switching, and

CX4800
Edge.

printer plotter from Leading

linefeed. It also responds to 28 software
commands from the user's computer.
The printer/plotter sells for $695.

Also featured in the Leading Edge
booth was the two-color C. Itoh 8600B
which offers "near letter quality" at 60
cps, "high-resolution" at 90 cps, and
high speed draft printing at 180 cps. All
three modes offer true descenders and
underlining capability in black and red.

Available spacing includes 10 cpi, 12
cpi, 17 cpi, and proportional spacing.
The serial model, the 8600BR in-

cludes a 4K buffer and sells for $1295.
The Centronics parallel model 8600BP
includes a 2K buffer and bit image
graphics capabilities and sells for $1395.
For considerably less money, Leading

Edge offers the printer that wins our
award for Most Inappropriate Name:
the Gorilla Banana. For $249.95, you

262

IMIITOEB?

12 Cpi. ABCDEFGHI JKLMN0PQRSTUVWXYZ1 234567890
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890

Proportional ABCDEFGHI)KLNN0FQRSTUVIIXYZI234567898
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzI23456789e

Speci al Print Fonts
12 Cpi. NLQ ABCOEPGHI J KL MN0P QRSTU VWX YZ1 234567896

abcdef ghi j kl anopqr st uvwxyil 23456789*

Built in Graphics Cha c t a r Set s

W0123456789()+-../=!NMAV4fHtfVSx_
(^ ^

IIIIW4-SH I---I In «-« r> "
Print sample: C. Itoh 8600B.

Leading Edge Products
C800-343-6833D
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S»tCI»l M«rk«r. utllibli

U«rl«bl« Cn»r«ottr S12.. (1-266) 1-ie ohoun

.• E E E E E E E E
lotoirww ndi fro* 2 |iu» polnto

Built in Orel* Function

Built In X-Y Axlo Function * « COLOR PRINTER'PLOTTER

* PLOTTING RANGE - 7.S INCHES X t INCHES

* PLOTTING SPEED - 4.1 INCHESVSECOND

* PRINTING SPEED - 8 CPS

* SB COLuT* UI0TH

* PARALLEL OR SERIN. INTERFACE

* CARRYING CASE

I I I I I I I I I I

(X>

9>

CL

13

m
CL

rt>

TJ

o
CX
a
o
r*-

CO

s^onpoj^ 96 P3 6ujpP9-|

Print sample: CX4tHH).
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Here's the best from Sync,

the exciting magazine devoted
to Sinclairs!

The Best of Sync is a collection of more than 80 of the

most valuable articles, programs, tutorials and re-

views that appeared in Volume One of Sync, the magazine

for Timex Sinclair and Sinclair owners.

This information-packed book is a vital resource for

anyone who'd like to get more work (and more fun!) from

a Timex Sinclair 1000, a Sinclair ZX81 or ZX80, or a

MicroAce computer. Topics covered include:

• Games
• Mathematical applications

• Graphics techniques

• Software programming
• Translation

• Machine language hardware
• Resource listings

• Product reviews

• Complete glossary

In The Best of Sync you'll find game programs like

"Forest Treasure" and "Motorcycle Race Game"... hard-

ware plans for a "Key Click Generator" and a "Parallel

Interface"... programming features on "Handling Charac-

ter Strings in the ZX80," "Converting from Other BASICs"

and "An Introduction to Machine

Code." And that's just a small

sample.

These ultrapractical fea-

tures appeared in issues of Sync
that are now out of print and
nearly impossible to find. But

you can still make use of

the important information,

techniques and programs

they contain-by ordering

The Best of Sync today!

Also available at your local

bookstore or computer store. 8V4"x 11", softcover.

For faster service, PHONE TOLL FREE: 800-631 -8112
(In NJ only: 201-540-0445)

CREATIVE COMPUTING PRESS
Dept HD1F.39 East Hanover Avenue, Morris Plains, NJ 079S0

Please send me The Best of Sync. Volume One, at $995" plus

$2 00 postage and handling each Outside USA add $3 00 per order »6M

PAYMENT ENCLOSED $ 'Residents of CA, NJ and NY
State add applicable sales tax

CHARGE MY: American Express MasterCard Visa

Card No. _Exp Date.

Signature.

Mr/Mrs/Ms.

Address

City-

print full name)

_Apt.

_State. _Z.p-

Send me a FREE Creative Computing Catalog



Printers, continued.

NORMHL
the quick bjown ! Jumped over the Uzy do9s 6123456789DOUBLE WIDE
<t h e-

=1 m i fc> r oW . . i . , , r. ,

p

ed o -.
-• <= r-

" --* • I -a.:z::j cJo-9 0123456789
/Vt/i/ sample: Gorilla Banana.

Gorilla Banana from Leading Edge

Toshiba TN-5000 thermal transfer line
printer.

Toshiba PI.ISO three-in-one printer.

get a basic dot matrix printer which of-
fers 80 columns, tractor feed, and a print
speed of 50 cps. Normal character spac-
ing is 10 cpi, but double width charac-
ters (five per inch) can be substituted
under software control from the
computer.

Print sample: Toshiba TN-5000.

The Banana also features a dot
addressable graphics mode with a den-
sity of 63 x 60 dots per inch and four
character sets—U.S., U.K., Swedish,
and German. The interface is Centronics
parallel.

Toshiba

Another Japanese firm, Toshiba
America, was demonstrating three
impressive printers. The Toshiba PI 350
is a dot matrix printer which produces
letter quality print at 100 characters per
second and high speed drafts at 192 cps.
Dot addressable graphics are produced
at a density of 180 x 180 dots per inch.
The 132-column printer produces

originals and as many as three copies on
single or continuous form paper from 5"

to 15" wide. It is available with
Centronics parallel or RS-232C serial

interface and sells for $2195.
The Toshiba TN-5000 is a thermal

line printer whose print speed is speci-

BAR CHART

9

8

4

3

2

1

e

1LIST 2HINf 3L0AD" 4SAUE" SCOUT* 6,"LPT1

lb

7IJWH* 8TR0FF* 9KEY (SCREEN

Screen dump from IBM PC to Toshiba PI350.

! "**?.*' ( >*+,-. /012345e/789: ; <=>?3ABCDEFGHI JKLMNOPQRSTUVUXYZC

\

1*_ *abcde+
!"0$%& 1 <)*+,-./O1234567 89: ; < -> ? (3ABCDEFGH I JKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ [ \ J

" _ " abcdef
!"#$**• ()*+,-./0123456789:;<->?@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]" ^abcdefghijklmnopqrst
! "#$*& '()*+,-. /0123456789 : ; <=>?@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ [\] -_/abcdef

Print sample: Toshiba PI350.
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Commodore64
(mor* po«Mr than Appi* II at half llw prtcw)

$159.00
*

COMPUTER AND SOFTWARE

SALE

WE I

HAVE
^ THE

. 170K DISK drive $199.00w BEST

. TRACTION FRICTION PRINTER $1 59.00* SERVICE

WE
HAVE

I

THE
LOWEST
PRICES

< * with software savings appiiedl

COMMODORE 84 COMPUTER $159.00

You pay only $259.00 when you order the power-

lul 84K COMMODORE 64 COMPUTER! PLUS we

pack the SPECIAL SOFTWARE COUPON with

your computer that allows you to SAVE UP TO

$100 off software sale prices!! With these sav-

ings applied your net computer cost Is only

$159.00.

170K DISK DRIVE $199.00

You pay only $299.00 when you order the 170K

Disk Drive! Plus we pack the SPECIAL SOFT-

WARE COUPON that allows you to SAVE UP TO

$100 off software sale prices!! With these sav-

ings applied your net Disk Drive price is only

$199.00.

TRACTION FRICTION PRINTER $159.00

You pay only $259.00 when you order the Com-

star F/T deluxe line printer that prints 8 1/2x11

full size, single sheet, roll or fan fold paper

labels etc 40, 66, 80, 132 columns. Impact dot

matrix bi-directional. 80 CPS. PLUS we pack the

SPECIAL SOFTWARE COUPON that allows you

to SAVE UP TO $100.00 off software sale

prices!! With these savings applied your net

printer price is only $159.00.

SO COLUMN BOARD $159.00

You pay only $159.00 for this 80 Column Board

when It is purchased with a COMMODORE 64

Computer or a Disk Drive or a Printer or a

Monitor. If purchased alone the sale price is

$179 00 Included with this- board is word pro-

cessor pack, electronic spread sheet and mail

merge data base on two tapes. List $27500.

(Disk add $10.00).

EXECUTIVE
WORD PROCESSING PACKAGE

SCRIPT 64 EXECUTIVE WORD PROCESSOR is

the finest available for the COMMODORE 64

Computer! THE ULTIMATE for PROFESSIONAL

wordprocessing application. Featuring simple

operation, powerful text editing with a custom-

ized word dictionary, complete cursor and in-

serVdelete key controls, line and paragraph in-

sertion, automatic deletion, centering, margin

settings and output to all printers. Included is a

powerful MAIL MERGE When used with THE

COMPLETE DATA BASE PACKAGE. List $99 00

Sale $79.00. Coupon Price $52.00. (Disk only)

COMPLETE DATABASE PACKAGE
A user friendly data base system that makes in-

formation easy to find and store. You can add.

change, delete, and search tor data. Print the in-

formation on a printer In any format desired

When combined with the word processor pack

you have a powerful merge program that allows

custom documents and personalized mailing

lists. List $8900. Sale $69.00. Coupon Price

$46.00. (Disk only).

SPECIAL SOFTWARE COUPON

I We pack a SPECIAL SOFTWARE COUPON
In vary COMMODORE 64 COMPUTER DISK

DRIVE-PRINTER-MONITOR we sell! This

I coupon allow* you to save up to $100 OFF

I SALE PRICES and much mora off llat|

1 price*)!

PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE
COMMODORE 64

Nam List

Executive Word Processor 199 00

Complete DIM Bale 189 00

Electronic Spreadsheet 189 00

Accounting Pack lo* 00

Total 5 2 Word Processor— Plu»

Tape «a»-00

DM $7995

Total Text 2* Word Processor—

Tape *4«95

Disk 14995

Total Label 2* $24 »S

DM 12995

Quick Brown Foi Word
Processor **900

Programmers Relerence

OukM 12006
Programmers Helper SW 00

Basic Tutor 129 95

Typing Tutor $2*99
Sprite Designer SIS 95

Medicinemen 119 95

Weather War II J 19 95

Music MaKer 119 95

EDU-Peck 1249S
30 Mate Craze 124 95

Professional Joy Stick $24*5
Light Pen *3* •»

Deluxe Oust Cover I 8 95

15200
146 00
146 00
13200

137 00
142 00

12600
126 00
11200
$1500

14000

11250
140 00
11500
11500
11000
11200
11200
11200
11300
11300
11200
12000
1 460

Writ* or call lor

Sampl* SPECIAL SOFTWARE COUPONI

COMPLETE
ACCOUNTING PACKAGE

This general ledger program is perfect for small

business as well as home. It utilizes a double

entry bookkeeping system. You only need enter

one transaction and the computer will handle

one transaction and the computer will handle

the other. All accounts are user defineable and

will bild for 1 yeer, resulting in a file of all trans-

actions by account number, month and year to

date. Each month a current months' trnsactions

can be viewed at any time (99 accounts 187 en-

tries per month). With this accounting program

you will be able to monitor your financial growth

as well as your expenses. List $59.00. Sale

$49.00. Coupon Price $32.00. (tape or disk).

VIC-20
(a real computer at the price of a toy)

s77.00*
e 40-80 COLUMN BOARD $99.00

e VOICE SYNTHESIZER $69.00

I
* with Cassette and Gortek purchase)

VIC-20 COMPUTER $77.00

You get th* Commodore VIC-20 Computer lor

only $77 00 when you buy *t sal* prices: The

Commodore Data Cassette lor only $69.00 and

the Gortek Introduction to Basic program tor on-

ly $19 95 TOTAL LIST PRICE $302.95 SPECIAL

PACKAGE SALE PRICE $165 25.

VIC-20 COMPUTER S88.00

When you buy 6 tape programs on sale lor only

$5900 These 6 programs list for $10000 to

$132 00 You can choose one of three packs. 6

aame pack. 6 home finance pack, or 6 small

business pack TOTAL LIST PRICE $360.00

SPECIAL PACKAGE SALE PRICE $147.00.

40-60 COLUMN BOARD $99.00

A lantastic price breakthrough lor VIC-20 owners

on this most wanted accessory!! "Now you can

get 40 or 80 Columns on your TV. or Monitor

Screen." Plus we add a word processor with

mail merge, electronic spread sheet, time

manager and terminal emulator!! These PLUS
programs require 8K or 16K RAM memory. (Disk

add $10.00).

VOICE SYNTHESIZER 666.00

Votrax Based. Make your VIC-20 COMPUTER
TALK! Has leatures equivalent to other models

costing over $370.00. You can program an

unlimited .number ol words and sentences and

even adjust volume and pitch. You can make
adventure games that talk! A must lor enhanc-

ing your programming creativity and pleasure

Includes FREE $14.95 Editor.

60K MEMORY EXPANDER $69.00
Sixslot — Switch selectable — Reset button —
Ribbon cable. A must to get the most out ol

your VIC-20 Computer. Includes FREE $29.95

adventure game.

8K RAM CARTRIDGE $39.65
Increases programming power 2 1/2 times. Ex-

pands total memory to 33K (33,000 bytes).

Memory block switches are on outside ol cover!

Includes FREE $16.95 game.

16K RAM CARTRIDGE $69.00
Increases programming power 4 times. Expands

total memory to 41 K (41,000 bytes). Memory
block switches are an outside cover! Includes

FREE $29.95 adventure game!!

12* GREEN SCREEN MONITOR $129.00
Excellent quality VIDEO MONITOR With an-

tiglare, a 12' Green Phosphorous scr**n —
1920 characters (80 characters x 24 rows).

Perfect lor word processing application. 12*

AMBER MONITOR - 2000 characters, 800 lines.

$159.00. Plus $9.95 lor VIC-20 or COMMODORE
64 Cable

• LOWEST PRICES • 15 DAY FREE TRIAL • 90 DAY FREE REPLACEMENT WARRANTY

. BEST SERVICE IN U.S.A. « ONE DAY EXPRESS MAIL « OVER 500 PROGRAMS » FREE CATALOGS D
Add $10 00 lor shipping, handling and insurance. Illinois residents I

please add 6% tax. Add $20.00 for CANADA, PUERTO RICO, HAWAII
|

orders. WE DO NOT EXPORT TO OTHER COUNTRIES
j

Enclose Cashiers Check, Money Order or Personal Check. Allow 14 days

lor delivery, 2 to 7 days for phone orders, 1 day express mail! Canada

orders must be in U.S. dollars.

(WE LOVE OUR CUSTOMERS)ENTERPRIZES
BOX 550, BARRINQTON, ILLINOIS 60010

Phone 312/382-5244 to order
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Printers, continued...
fied not in characters per second but in
sheets per minute; it prints six sheets per
minute. It uses plain paper that is fed to
it by a cassette containing 250 sheets.
Serial, parallel, and video interfaces
are available for the printer, which sells

for $1400.

The Toshiba TH-100H is a thermal
transfer serial printer which offers near
letter quality print and graphics capabi-
lities. Print speed is 36 cps, and the
character set offers 96 ASCII characters
plus 32 international characters. The
TH-100H sells for $440.

Data Impact Products
Also at the low end of the letter qual-

ity spectrum is the Data Impact Prod-
ucts DM 000 daisywheel printer. With a
print speed of 18 cps, the DI-1000 fea-

tures 120, 144, or 180 columns on paper
up to 13" wide. The Qume compatible
printwheel offers 96 characters.

Additional features include bold
printing, shadow printing, underscoring,w

- § 1

^^

L^_—i_I

~^^^^^^M

and proportional spacing through soft-
ware control from the host computer.
The DI-1000 carries a retail price of
$645.

Morrow Designs
Morrow Designs announced a line of

letter quality daisywheel printers de-
signed to run with all Morrow computer
systems. The MP100 prints 100 columns
at 14 characters per second. It is priced
at $595.

The MP200, which prints 132 col-
umns at 20 cps, is priced at $945, and
the MP300, which prints 132 columns at

31 cps, is priced at $1195. All three
models offer bidirectional printing and
support word processing functions such
as boldface, underlining, centering and
sub- and superscripts.

Qume
Qume was showing the Sprint 1 1 Plus

daisywheel printer which offers 10, 12,

and 1 5 pitch printing as well as propor-
tional spacing on paper up to 15" wide.
Print speed is either 40 or 55 cps using a
standard 96-character daisywheel.
The unique feature of the Sprint 1

1

Toshiba

printer.

TN-I00H thermal transfer Data Impact Products DI-1000 daisywheel
printer.

The Morrow printer series: (left to right) MP100. MP200, with optional tractor feed
MP.100.

'

Plus is the Qume Connection module, an
interface module that plugs into the
back of the printer enabling it to work
with any computer. Modules cost $95
and are intended to allow the same
printer to be used with computers of
differing parentage. The Sprint 1 1 Plus
sells for $1681.

Firms Mentioned in This Column

Anadex, Inc.

9825 DeSoto Ave.
Chatworth, CA 91311

Canon U.S.A., Inc.

One Canon Plaza
Lake Success, NY 11042

Data Impact Products, Inc.

745 Atlantic Ave.
Boston, MA 021 11

Leading Edge Products, Inc.

225 Turnpike St.

Canton, MA 02021

Mannesmann Tally

8301 S. 189th St.

Kent, WA 98032

Morrow Designs

600 McCormick St.

San Leandro, CA 94577

Okidata Corporation
1 1 1 Gaither Dr.
Mt. Laurel, NJ 08054

Panasonic Industrial Company
One Panasonic Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094

PrintaColor Corporation
5965 Peachtree Corners East

Norcross, GA 30071

Qume Corporation
2350 Qume Dr.

San Jose, CA 95131

Ricoh of America, Inc.

20 Gloria Ln.
Fairfield, NJ 07006

Sharp Electronics Corporation
10 Sharp Plaza

Paramus, NJ 07652

Toshiba America, Inc.

Information Systems Division

2442 Michelle Dr.

Tustin, CA 92680

#$%&• ()*+,-./ 0123456789 : ; < = >?@ABCDEFGH ToTUVWXYZ [\] ~_~abcdefghijklmnopq
Print sample: Morrow MP100 daisywheel printer.
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MicroManagement
Systems, Inc.
2803 Thomasville Road East

Cairo, Georgia 31728
19121 377-7120

Since 1978
• REPUTATION BACKED BY YEAHS OF

EXPERIENCE

• PIONEER IN DIRECT TO CONSUMER

SAIES OF MICRO COMPUTERS AND

ELECTRONICS

• MILLIONS OF DOLLARS IN SALES

OVER THE YEARS

• TENS OF TMOUSANOS OF CUSTOMERS

• HONEST

• RELIABLE

• LARGE INVENTORY

• NAME BRAND PRODUCTS

DISCOUNT

PRICES

BUY

DIRECT
It's simple. . .

CALL & SAVE
MONEY

1-800-841-0860
CONVENIENT ORDER ENTRY

Co I Into 012-377-7130

COMPUTERS it EQUIPMENT

EPSON
PRINTERS

MX 80 »CALL

FX-80 »CALL

MX-100 tCALL

CALL . NIW PRODUCTS

amirn
COKONM

TP-I DAISY
WHEEL PRINTER

'489

TRS-80
PRINTERS

Complete line

DISCOUNT

•199

TRS-80
COMPUTERS

FROM

Model 12 *243»

Model 16 '3WI
MC-10 *••

Model IV ••!•

Portable 'CALL

Color Computer'CALL

New Products. 'CALL

WE CARRY THI
COMPLETE LINE Of
TRS-80 COMPUTERS

OKIDATA
PRINTERS
Complete line

•CALL

PRINTERS
GEMINI-10

GEMINI-IS

309
All PRODUCTS Wl CARRY

AM BRAND NEW AND
COVERED BY MANUFAC-

TURER SPECIFIC WARRANTY

PRICES AND PRODUCTS

SUBJECT TO CHANCE
WITHOUT NOTICE

Ck commodore

COMPUTERS
VIC 20 COMPUTER
COMMODORE 64

VIC 1541 DRIVE
VIC 1525 PRINTER
VIC1530DATASETTE
VIC 1600 MODEM

SOFTWARE

'CALL

C.lfoh
PRINTERS

•397FROM

(TJHaye.

ACE 1000

ACE 1200

•CALL

COMPUTER

PC •CALL
FREE UPON REQUEST
• DISCOUNT PRICE LIST AND

INFORMATION KIT

• COPY OF MFR S WARRANTY

WRtTE

MICRO MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

TEIEMARKET DEPT. NO.3
J803 THOMASVILLE RD. E. • CAIRO. CA. 3I73B

AAAA
ATARI ATARI ATARI ATARI

48K disk

$49.95
"» K.I Uki rnMti Maa MaaafMMt pnrao

aabek! II km atan r* le utatai ran mat. book

oHw ioRkMb UmM ontr b» r»" ima(iiuMil

Store 500-2000 files /disk-Fast, machine

language sorts-Works on single or double

density format-Auto-deletes duplicates-

Print disk directory— Official State

abbreviations built in— Special coding

feature-Re label fields for unlimited use-
Meige files-Create sub files- Seaich files

on any field— Print labels/File copy-More 1

NEW!!! From Atari

Speedway

Action

POLE $44.90

POSITION "*"•«
• 16K Cartridge

FREE CATALOG
•» WITH ANY ORDER ... OR SEND $1.00

(Refundable with Order)

• OVER 1000 items for your
ATARI!
Including product descriptions.

e EPSON • PEP.COM
• BRODERBUND • APX
• ROKLAN • ON-LINE
• DATASOFT e ATARI
• ADVENTURE INT*L

e SYNAPSE • VISICALC • Much More

• We handle only ATARI compatible
hardware & software ... so we know
what works best! CALL US FIRST!!!

An interesting

vanation on the

Climb & lump

game 1

From

SYNAPSE

Pharaoh's
|"« Multiple Screens

\_A1TSC Great Graphics

32K Tape. Disk Action-Adventure

Multiple Players

$31.50 Reg $34 95

Protect Your Investment

DUST COVERS
• Durable Brown Vinyl

• 410 • 400 • 800 • 810

Please Specify $8.95
• Top-Ten Programs •

1. Zauon

Disk, Tape-$35 10

2. Donkey Kong

Cart $44 90

3. Dig Dug

Cart$39 50

4. Necromancer

Disk Tape $31 50

5. Football

Disk Tape $28 90

6. Astro Chase

Disk Tape $26 90

7.QIX

Cart$3950

8 Way Out

Disk $3 150

9. Monkey Wrench II

Cart-$54 00

10. Defender

Cart $39 50

CREDIT CARD ORDERS- •MasterCard

TOLL FREE 1-800-452-8013 •American
(ORDERS ONLY - For Information (503)683-6620 Express
Shipping & Handling: UPS or PARCEL POST $2.00

\#ica
UPS Air (48 hr. Delivery!) $3.90 • V ISa

sCOMPUTER 2160 W. 11th Ave.

Eugene, OR 97402

PALAC I
«™<- (503)683-6620
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Controller Corner

Race Car Steering Wheel

Tom and Kelda Riley

There are several auto racing programs
on the market, but playing them with a
standard joystick or paddle doesn't give
you the sensation of driving a real machine
over a racecourse. This month we will

build a steering wheel that closely simu-
lates the controls of an automobile.

This analog input device has a single
potentiometer that is turned by the steer-
ing wheel and a push button that serves as
the accelerator or horn. A special plug/
socket lets two of these units operate at
the same time, thus opening up the possi-
bility of two-person competitive racing
programs. With this controller and appro-
priate software, game players can learn
valuable driving skills such as recovery
from skids and automatic reactions to
traffic hazards. This steering wheel puts
you in the driver's seat.

The steering wheel prototypes were test-

ed on an Apple II Plus computer using the
International Grand Prix program from
Riverbank Software, Inc. (P.O. Box 128,
Denton, Maryland 21629). The unit will

work on any program that uses one paddle
and one push button. The design can easily
be adapted for other computers by dupli-
cating the pot value, wiring, and connector
of a standard paddle.

This controller is similar to the airplane
steering wheel (Creative Computing, April
1983, pp. 244-259). but its design is even
simpler. In fact, this is one of the most
straightforward projects in the series: the
parts are easy to find, construction is most-
ly woodworking, and the wiring requires
minimal familiarity with electronics. Take
some care with this project and the result
will do you proud.

Construction Of The Wheel Support
Figure 1 is a photograph of the finished

unit. A detailed side view appears in Figure

Tom and Kclda Riley. 1002 Lewis Ave.. R.k kulle
MD 20851.

268

Figure I. The race car steering wheel.
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wabash

SINGLE SIDE

SINGLE DENSITY

W' HUB BING

\W% CERTIFIED

2 YEAB W»BR»NTEE

|70<

son.
10 OR 16

SECTORS

I99
1

express

199"

SINGLE SIOE

SINGLE DENSITY

100% CERTIFIED

2 YEAB WARRANTEE

son
OR 32

SECTORS

SINGLE SIOE

DOUBLE OENSITY
W/HUB RING SOFT.

100% CERTIFIED „.„«,.
2 YEAB WARBANTEE SECTORS

ssi$o99"

OOUBLE OENSITY

W/HUB BING SOFT.

10 OR 16
100% CEBIIFIEO ","..
2 YEAB WARRANTEE SECTORS

m $o49*

SINGLE SIDE '

DOUBLE DENSITY

SOFT

100% CERTIFIED .?"„.,
2 YEAR WARRANTEE SECTORS

199"

DOUBLE SIOE

DOUBLE DENSITY

SOFT

100% CERTIFIED „„;„
2 YEAR WARRANTEE SECTORS

• Milium erltr 10

• NcM 10 tans it IR lirtitui »llli HHwi tal nMU

• laaaUt, ilium - IM mm He,

I Oil MK1 7S. 5 000 Mad IIS

• Ml JS 00 per can M", 17 00 par can I lean al 100]

Far tslpalaa. Ml MaWaa. CwllmtW US*.. Oft |rmi

inn iTiaus ruEl
ore 10/tS

iupii rani ceitei
T i.m rwie r«.tlet mtP Sn

• Shock-sale

• UnOreakaWe
• IS Amp Circurt Breaker

•
,

- " a ' $19 95

X
HARIHOLE DISK fltTECTIII

Retrtorcmg rings

of lough mylar ^Q
prolecl cask note

edge from damage

Appbcators

Mardrx* Rings {501

iv r
S3 S4
SI tl

DISK DIKE HEAD

CLEANING KITS

Prevent heart

crashes and

ensure error free

operator!

5V or «" situ

sfd c- it cassettes

up imiiiiifi
•

Get 8 cassettes. C10
Sonrc and Cassettare

Ubrary-Attjum.

ataanfaal

lor only II

LIIMIT MIES
«' Kas sattt/10

He" Hn KaMatsa/10

MN aHMa> at 'ANTAS1K aw pve>

UELl > ITUI
I11F IFIt

nopraea Tape Data Cartridaes

Data Cassettes and Oak Packs

• Krillll pprctPlP arliri tcctplet Irtet |l.in»Hl

igeac.es pal .ill ratal llrai lar apt 30 III killiil a lalprpptiaaal arlaii

Kceptil all* p 15 00 nrcaaru Tar kpalUaa, pin iMpatai ctaraas. a COD

repaint a IIS lentil • Wt ncppl ilia Npitprckarn Nam Orlart, na)

Cirtiliea Oacn. a Caecki rapaira Ink clnraacts • MlaMpaantt F 1 Sn

giaga • lBieteaMaippiipiaPk»aaiis|2 00 B\lBisiieieteerl0O0 • CafNfaaa

raiilaali all IS uNt In. Print aal lariat tekieci la ena|a errrnet aetata •

A«ta«iniyaeTNataila*lir|.actnlaKa.anwrHleat^ • «K taNt an feaat a

SallllKlIn patraatnl ar I|N rait*

We also oiler printer ribbons, prinlwheels type elements,

equipment covers, power consoles paper supplies, storage and

filing equipment, furniture and many other accessories for word

and data processing systems Write for our free catalog

800-854-1555 Q J^~
fiiq.9fifl-1«,37 DATAPRODUCTSOl»-ZDO-O00/ (FORMERLY ABM)

Modem Hotline (Anytime)
|TT xe LE x 4992217

61 9-268-4488 8868 CLAIREMONT mesa blvd

Exclusive Monthly Specials SAN DIEGO. CALIFORNIA 92123

LEARN
TOTYPE
OR GET
BLOWN
TO BITS.
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MasterType makes typing a blast.

Now there's a typins prosram for the Apple i. Atari "
i

and IBM PC, that dares to be fun. And now it's avail-

able for the Commodore 64 '"«. It's MasterType. A combi-

nation of fast-action blow 'em up video games with the

best instructional programs available. The result? Highly

motivating and enjoyable learning.

MasterType is educations' favorite.

In fact, it's the best selling educational program to-

day. And that's no surprise. Reviewers agree. InfoWorld i

wrote:
"We had fun reviewing it, and we highly recommend
it to those who want to learn typing in an uncon-

ventional but motivating way."

InfoWorld' 3 also went on to rate MasterType as

"excellent" in all four of its categories.

MasterType teaches your fingers to fly.

MasterType. With 18 explosive learning levels, you'll

either learn to type or get blown apart.

39.95 (49.95
'

All require disk

32Kfor Atari " -

48K for Apple"
64K for IBM PC,

64K for Com-
modore 64 '"

«.
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LOWEST CPM PRICES

]fehereby certify thaiyourpurchase
Iriini Discounl Software represents
the lowest i>ii<v sold anywhere. II'

you find a lower price on whal you
purchased within 30 days, send the
;«l and well refund the difference

19 SPECIAL BARGAINS
(Call toll-free number for hundreds more!)

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
dBase II Call $47?

DIGITAL RESEARCH
Northstar
TRS-80 Model II (P & T)
CBasic-2
PL/ 1-80
Z-Std

FOX & GELLER
DUtil

MICROPRO
WordStar
Mail Merge
SpellStar

$149
$159
$98

$449
$90

$65

$279
$179
$199

MICROSOFT
Basic-80
Basic Compiler
Fortran-80
Cobol-80
Macro-80

SORCIM
SuperCalc I

WORD PROCESSING
The Word Plus

COMMUNICATIONS
Crosstalk
Move- It

$249
$329
$349
$549
$159

$179

$145

$139
$89

FREE
WITH PURCHASE
Complete Software
Buyer's Guide
(S5.00 value)

CC-783

o.il-i.l.- i r.nlinrnul IS ,.,l,i (In plun Air
1 .ir. .1 n«l -\.l.l VI 941 (..su*. ami han<llini<
i» r ..i.h urn i .ilif.,nu.i raddcnta i.i.i >;.-.;

vkmUu AJkm>2wrrkaandirrka COD Him
.Aim Prirrauitym i... haiix.uiiii.Mii ii. .ii...
Ml ii. ins Mii.j,..i I,, avaihMlit) 'Mfr irailr
mirk IIIim- Uhri 13.00 .ul,lili„ii.,l ,«. r ,|,.m
'l(

' xV'lMs'''''''''
1 ,n" l''" l;" l

> ->f !>KilTAI.

ORDER TOLL-FREE
VIA VISA OR MASTERCARD

1-800-421-4003
Of 1 213-837-5141 Calif 1 800 252-4092

6520 Selma Avenue. Los Angeles. CA 90028

'
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Controller Corner, continued...

2. The key parts are the leg board, the
lower and upper supports, the pot mount,
the three stops, and the wheel itself with
hub and switches.

Figure 3 gives you details of the con-
struction. The pot is shown mounted on
the upper support so that you can see
which electrical terminals are used and
the location of the cables. A detailed cross-
section of a microswitch mount is also
shown. The two microswitches are wired
as a single pushbutton.

Most of the parts are 1/2" plywood. A
scrap of birch plywood was used for the
wheels of the prototypes, but common fir

plywood would look almost as good. The
plywood was too thick to make a comfort-
able leg board, so 1/8" tempered masonite
was substituted. The wheel hub was cut
from a scrap of hardwood (oak or maple is

preferred) since hardwood will drill and
tap better than softwood. Mount the pot
on a scrap of sheet metal that is stiff but
that can be cut with sheet metal shears.

WHEEL

PUSH
BUTTONS

UPPER
SUPPORT

RACE CAR
STEERING
WHEEL

LEG
BOARD

f£LT

Figure 2. Side view of the race car steering wheel.
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New JRT Pascal 4.0 compiles

twice as fast as version 3.0!

Why?-because new 4.0's

compiler's critical components

are fine tuned.

It's like balancing

each part of a stockcar's high-

performance engine; the parts

are still stock, but-balanced-

the engine runs much smoother,

faster.

And that's exactly what

happens with JRT 4.0. You might

call it high-performance Pascal.

Two ways fast.

Top features + top performance

made JRT 3.0 the hottest, fastest

compiling Pascal for CP/M*

systems.

Now 4.0 doubles that.

The only thing nearly as fast

is our delivery; within 48 hours

of receiving your check, your

4.0 is in the mail.

And it's available only by mail,

only from Blue Earth. $100.

JRT Pascal 4.0: facilities loi formatting printed

reports; file variables fa GET/PUT. dynamic

arrays. SEARCH procedures for fast table lookup,

extended CASE statements: random files to 8

megabytes with variable length records; 64K

dynamic strings; activity analyzer prints program

use histogram; enhanced 14 digit BCD Floating

Point arithmetic, true dynamic storage, advanced

assembly interface, fast one-step compUer-no link

needed, efficient compiler needs only 85K dis

kette space, maximum program size is more than

200.000. lines, more than 200 verbal error mes

sages; separate compilation of autoloading exter

nal procedures, no limits on procedure sue

nesting or recursion, graphing procedures, statis

tic procedures: 190-page manual. 8
-
or 5>/«- disk

ette (Optional Utilities Disk 01 2 programs One

neatly formats Pascal programs for printing, the

second is a disk'map repau utility Requires JRT

Pascal system )

Enclosed is my check for ! JRT Pascal 4 (S100).

n 4.0 manual only (S40). I I

Utilities disk #1 (S50).

(California residents add 6% sales tax Add 5% for shipping,

outside North America, add $26 for airmail Checks must be

in US dollars, drawn on a US bank, made to Blue Earth )

Sand 8" SSSD diskette.

Send B>/4" diskette for i Apple CP/M; Osborne.

(60K CP/M system required -CP/M is a Digital Research TM)

BLUEEARTH
EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTOR FOR JRT PASCAL 4.0

1891-23rd Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94122



I have been using

Transform for all

lands ofprcgramming
... my time has been cut in half. .

.

this is one ofthe very few utilities

I have never regretted
—

—

purchasing for one
iilOuUlL Grapfiion/Vortex

^n!wf
r
,
you

.

are ju? a beQ'nner, someone rea-sonably familiar with programming, or a veteranirmnaForm can help you.

__. WhatisTVansForm?

M^Z!nSl'ii% M»
ner way to write Programs inMrcrosoft BASIC " It is a structured translator whichdoes away with the constraints of line numbers andthe single line IF. It adds the high levelEunfsof the block IF-ELSEIF-ELSE-iNDIFRF^EA^

UNTIL, and ON-GOTO-ENDGOTO-smiilar toanguages like Pascal. Symbolic labels are used
m
U<
5k.^ ?^-SUB ® QUICKSORT^ATery versa-

tile INCLUDE-DECLARE feature has been added
to enable you to build a library of the subroutine

rNmfeUSe
hr^ day-write it once,S

L- mPJ.!1 -
Hl9h level

-
structured code in-ordi-nary BASIC out. Its that quick and easy

Z^TJ!^^m7nJiAor-Wantm^ to 'earn how towrite dean, reliable, structured programs? Let the

I?lZZ
eaC

i
h you with its detailed eaiy to learn

step-by-step examples and tutorial. Only 939.95*

Il!?P
ai?Form **""*«l- Already familiar withstructured programming?The Standard beginswith a more complex example (a utility Drooramlso you can dive right in. Only^9

l^?
prograrry

TheTransForm Expert. Writing complex pro-

SSTifries a
,

s a.Professional?The Expert providesthe additional utilities of a source codeforrnatter

*% o
a
!!

0n
iPi

,e.
.?
timizer

(for use with BASCOM*
niL

a^da REL flle disassembler. Everything youneed to master your applications. Only 939.95°
Place your,order for theTutor, the Standard, orthe Expert toll free now: 1-80O-845-7055

Vl'^T M^
h^ ques,ions to 1-803-244-8174.'

ForcXu« """^"y TO
'
or check accepted.

L°
rCP/M

- 'Introductory price.

MCDii
h
D,
"""O"^"!""' createdMCDISPLA Y. the powerful display interfacef?rM^roso»BASIC which a„owsyou7o

^^^•n^rtentedmppllcmtlon

JAM
7£fe«f»' Solutions Through Technoloov

Master
Computing

Controller Corner, continued.
Cut the two lower supports from two 3"

x 9" pieces of 1/2" fir plywood. This will
produce a medium-size steering wheel. If
the unit will be used primarily by adults,
you may want to add two to four inches to
the length of the supports. The extra length
is especially desirable if you use the wheel
while holding a small child in your lap.
Children like to play with this controller
even when they are too young to under-
stand the program. A pair of wheels, one
with the longer supports, works well for
parent/child games.
The holes in the supports are merely for

decoration. The large one was cut with a
hole saw in a drill and the small one with a
1
" paddle bit. Center the two lower support

pieces half an inch apart on the leg board
and attach them with four 1" x #8 flathead
wood screws and carpenter's glue.
The upper support is fashioned from

three plywood pieces and the sheet metal
plate on which the pot is mounted. Attach
the two larger pieces together with two
wood screws and glue. Cut out the sheet
metal plate, then drill, countersink, and fit

it to the pot mount. Hold the metal with
vise grip pliers while drilling, or the sheet
will spin and cut your fingers. Size the
central hole (usually 3/8") to fit the pot.
The small hole is for the spin prevention
tab on the pot. The four corner holes are
for 1/2" x #6 flathead screws. Don"t install
the small stop mounting block until you
complete and trial fit the wheel.

Construction Of The Wheel
The wheel itself can be any size that

suits your needs. The 10 1/4" diameter of
the prototypes was determined by the size
of the material on hand. For wheels much
larger than this the size of the upper sup-
port will have to be increased. Draw the
wheel on the plywood with a compass and
straight edge and cut it out with a saber
saw or coping saw.
The hardwood disk for the hub was cut

out with a power drill hole saw. Drill and
tap the two holes before attaching the hub
to the wheel. No lubrication is used for
tapping in wood, but you should remove
and clean the tap several times during the
process. Attach the hub to the wheel
with carpenter's glue and clamp it with a
1/4" bolt and flat washers through the
center hole until the glue dries.
For the prototypes we purchased Radio

Shack #275-016 lever switches. Cut a rec-
tangular cavity for them in the wheel
spokes with a small wood chisel or X-acto
knife. This cavity should stop one ply short
of coming through the plywood. Then drill
a small hole the rest of the way through for
the wire.

' Regency Hills Drive, Greenville, SC 29615
CIRCLE 160 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Finishing And Assembly
Sand all wooden parts and remove sharp

corners with a fine wood rasp. Fill any
holes in the edges of the plywood with
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'DOUBLES DISKETTE

STORAGE SPACE!!
REDUCE YOUR DISKETTE

COSTS BY 50%
*The back of

your 5VV single

sided diskette

has recording

medium. All you
need is an
ACCURATELY
placed "write

enable notch"
to USE IT, on many systems.

W" is a precision

engineered tool designed for

this purpose.

ITS A MONEY SAVER!

ITS A TIME SAVER!

$14.95
Add $1 50 Postage/Handling

($450 Foreign)

— Florida Residents Add 5% Sales Tax —
ORDER TODAY!
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Division of Cortran International

4211 N.W. 75th Terrace, Dept.79
Lauderhill, Florida 33319
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ZENITH APPLE EPSON ATARI V20

Figure 3. Details.

wood putty or with wood splinters and

glue. Smooth the edges of the sheet metal

pot mount with a fine file.

Now slip the top support between the

two bottom supports and secure it with

wood screws and glue. Make certain that

the screws, which come in from opposite

sides, miss each other. The angle of the

finished wheel is set by this step. Figure 2

shows the approximate angle, but you can

suit yourself since this adjustment is a

major factor in personalizing the unit.

Install the pot mount with the pot in

place. Place several of the washers shown

in Figure 3 on the pot shaft. At least one

washer should be polyethylene plastic (cut,

for example, from a coffee can lid). The

September 1983 c Creative Computing

rest of the washers can be masonite, wood,

or plastic, cut out with a hole saw. It is

easier to add washers than to cut off a pot

shaft: about 1/4" thickness of washers will

take up the extra pot shaft length.

Drill out the central hole in the hub to

remove glue and then fit the hub onto the

shaft. Curve the top of the stop mount

with a rasp to fit the curve of the hub

loosely. You can put a thin piece of card-

board between the hub and the stop mount

while marking its position. Then, with the

wheel removed, attach the stop mount

with a single screw and carpenter's glue.

Now remove the wheel and pot mount-

ing plate and sand all wood parts. The

wheel will look best if stained and var-
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Controller Corner, continued..

PIN
*- I *5

GCS
PBQ
GND.

GAME
CON TROL
PLU G

RACE CAR
STEERING WHEEL
SCHEMATIC

PS®

Figure 4. Race car steering wheel schematic.

nished. The other wood parts should get
two coats of a bright colored enamel.
Finish up with a coat of satin-finish poly-
urethane varnish over all the wood parts.
A coat of varnish not only improves the
appearance of the device but also keeps
the enamel from leaving marks on furni-
ture and floors.

Electrical Wiring
For the electrical work you will need a

pencil soldering iron of 25-42 watts with a
fine point, a damp sponge for cleaning the
tip of the iron, wire strippers, a pair of
small long-nose pliers, and small-diameter
resin-core solder. Even if you are a be-
ginner you shouldn't have much trouble
with the electronic work involved in this
project. Use the proper tools and be care-
ful with the soldering.

Make two photocopies of the schematic
(Figure 4). On the first copy, color in each
wire and solder joint as soon as you com-
plete it. When you finish your work, color
in the second copy as you check each
connection.

Buy long-shafted pots ofgood mechani-
cal construction. They should have a screw
driver slot on the end; you will have to cut
the slot with a hacksaw if the pot lacks it.

Figure 3, the back view of the upper sup-
port, shows the terminals to which you
will be soldering the cable wires.

For the switches, use any small momen-
tary-contact, single pole single throw, nor-
mally-open switch that can easily be
mounted on the wheel spoke. The hinge
on the Radio Shack lever switch is some-
what weak so we reinforced it with a
matchhead size dab of silicone sealant.

274

The two switches are wired so that either
of them will act as PBO and are connected
together by a pair of small wires.
As you can see in Figure 4. only a three-

conductor cable is required for a unit. We
used a four-conductor telephone cable and
doubled up the + 5 supply wire. The cable
can be secured to the lower support with a
plastic-coated wire tie passed through the
two small holes shown in the lower
support.

The cable from the pot to the wheel can
be secured by forming a small flag, or tab,
on the side of the cable with electrical
tape. Wrap several layers of tape around
the cable, leaving the 1/4" flag off to one
side. On the pot mount end secure the flag
under the mounting plate; on the wheel
end use a small flathead screw and washer
to secure the flag. Figure 3 shows each
end of this cable so that you can correctly
route it.

The cable is about 1
1
" long and makes a

loop behind the wheel. We used a piece of
the four-conductor telephone cable,
although only two small conductors are
needed. You can work out the exact length
and placement of the cable after the stops
are installed.

The plug/socket shown in Figure 5 is

similar but not identical to the one for
two-person games described in our article.

"Multiple Socket Extensions" (Creative
Computing, May 1983. pp. 260-271 ). With
this plug/socket a second single-pot paddle
can be plugged into the back of the first

race car wheel, and the second unit will

function asGC I and PB 1 . You will be able
to use two steering wheels for competitive
racing games as soon as someone writes
the software.

The plug/socket is a standard wire-wrap
socket on which all pins except 6, 3, and
10 are cut to 1/2". Cut pin 6 to about 5/8"
and cut pins 3 and 10 to 1/8". Then bend
the pins out slightly and straighten them
to fit over the spades of a 16-pin DIP
header. Plug the header into a loose socket
before soldering and double check to be
certain that both n\ pins are on the same
end. Pin 6 must be bent across to reach
spade 10 on the header, and pin 2 bent to
reach spade 3. Install the pull-down re-

sistor Rl between the socket pins. The
cable usually enters from the pin 8 end. If

you have difficulty inserting a plug into
the socket after the soldering, stick a sew-
ing needle into each hole in turn to realign
the socket parts.

If you decide to make a second steering
wheel you will want to use a standard
plug/socket on it so that foot pedals can
be used with the wheels. (Our design for
foot pedals is included in The Controller
Cookbook from Creative Computing
Press.)

Final Adjustments
Now mount the single stop on the upper

support. For all three stops you can use
small rubber feet or faucet washers held
on with pan-head screws. Reinstall the
wheel with the washers on the pot shaft.

PIN I SIDE END PIN 16 STDE

n

CABL\ LAbL

lIBli I'
i

i Hti1

i 1!

'

i n\ ! m is eT fs 9
| MINI I'e

SPECIAL PLUG/ SOCKET
FOR FIRST UNIT

Figure 5. Special plug/socket forfirst unit.
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Get all the facts about
the IBM Personal Computer.

GetPC Magazine

wWW hether you already own an IBM Personal Computer
or you're thinking about buying one, you need PC
Magazine.

PC Magazine is the independent guide to IBM Per-

sonal Computers. Each monthly issue is packed with

the latest information for everyone who's interested

in IBM Personal Computers.

This is the magazine for finding out how to put

together the best IBM "PC" system . . .and how to

get the most out of it. Every month you'll receive

hundreds of colorful pages of evaluations, in-

sights, and straight talk from respected ex-

perts—professionals in computer science as

well as lawyers, businessmen, writers, ed-

ucators and many others.

PC covers software, hardware, applica-

tions, and every other topic of impor

tance to the thousands of IBM Personal

Computer users who read it. To make
sure that we give you the facts you

need, we include a special "User-

to-User" section, a "PC Wish List','

and news about IBM Personal

Computer clubs, events

and publications.

Right now you can save up
to 33% on an introductory

subscription. And if you're

ever dissatisified with PC,

just write and tell us-you'll

receive a prompt refund for

all the unmailed issues re-

maining in your subscrip-

tion.

I

I

I

I

I H
I

I

PC Magazine
P.O. Box 598, Moms Plains, N] 07950

YOS! I want to subscribe to PC, the independent guide

to IBM Personal Computers:

One year (12 issues) only $19.97-20% off.

Two years only $36.97-26% off!

Three years only $49.97-33% off!

Savings based on full one-yeai subscription price of $24.97

CHECK ONE: Payment enclosed. Bill me later. 8H260

Mr /Mrs/Ms.-
(please punt full name)

Company-

Address
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Controller Corner, continued.

Parts List
Number
Required Description of Part

1 Pot, .15 meg., JAIN200P154UA
2 Submini lever switch, #275-016

10 ft. Telephone cable, #278-366
1 16-pin DIP header
1 16-pin wire wrap socket

3 sq. ft. Plywood, fir, Vi"
1 sq. ft. Tempered masonite, '/,"

11 Flathead wood screws, 1" x #8
4 Flathead wood screws, l

/2 " x #6
4 Panhead wood screws, x/2 " x #6
3 Rubber feet, small

Paint, varnish, glue

Suppliers:

Newark Electronics

see Yellow Pages or call

main office (312) 638-4411

for local sales office address.

Minimum order $25.00

leaving the set screws loose. The best set

screws are the alien-type, but those with
standard screwdriver slots will work.

At this point install the main cable and
plug, but leave the cable that runs to the

switches disconnected. Check your work
visually against the schematic (Figure 4).

If you have a multimeter, check the resis-

tance between pin 1 and pin 8. This must
measure at least 50 ohms on any controller

and should be completely open (infinite)

on this unit.

Turn your computer off, plug in the

new controller, and turn the computer
back on. If start up is not completely
normal, turn it off immediately and re-

check all work on the steering wheel.
When the system starts up properly, run a

program that will verify the functions of

the controller. You need to see the read-

ings of GC0 and PB0 continuously so that

you can adjust your unit for full scale and
zero.

Try turning the wheel left and right to

determine if you can get readings over the

full range of - 255. Center the wheel and
adjust the pot shaft inside the wheel with a
screwdriver until you obtain a reading of

128. Then press the wheel firmly onto the

shaft and tighten the set screws.

Turn the wheel gently clockwise until

you feel the internal stop. Back off until

the reading just becomes 255, and place

the second stop on the wheel snugly beside
the first stop, which is mounted on the

upper support. Mark the center of the

second stop with a sharp point. Follow the

same procedure counter-clockwise for 0,

and mark the third stop. Turn the com-
puter off and unplug the steering wheel.
Remove the wheel from the pot shaft and
install the two stops on it.

The wheel can now be reinstalled and

Suggested Total

Supplier Cost
Newark $4.00

Radio Shack 2.80

Radio Shack 1.10

Jameco .70

Jameco .70

2.00

1.00

1.00

.50

.50

.70

2.00

Total $16.00

Jameco Electronics

1355Shoreway Rd.
Belmont, CA 94002
Minimum order $10.00

centered on 128. The readings should
cover the full range from to 255, but

when you turn the wheel you should hit

the external stops before you reach the

weaker stops inside the pot.

The pushbutton cable is installed by
first attaching it to the upper support.

Then experiment with various lengths of

cable while turning the wheel. This cable

should make a single loop behind the

wheel to keep it out of your way while you
are playing. When you have determined
the correct length and direction for the

cable, install a tape flag and screw it onto
the wheel near the hole for the switch

wire.

As noted in Figure 4, both switches are

wired in parallel so that either of them can
function as PB0. This lets you use either

hand to press the pushbutton. The cable

wires are attached to the common (C) and

normally open (N.O.) terminals. You can
secure the pair of wires between the two
switches to the back of the wheel with

silicone sealant.

Finishing Touches
You may want to cover exposed elec-

trical connections with silicone sealant

(clear sealant is the least messy to work
with). You can cover the bottom of the leg

board with cotton felt, gluing it on with

contact cement. A decal or paper cutout

glued to the center of the wheel looks

sporty. Be sure to draw a number on the

sides of the lower support with a felt tip

marker. We used for the first wheel and
1 for the second. Numbering the units will

help you keep track of which is which

when you play a game.
Test your unit one more time with a

paddle checkout program and then run

your favorite racing game.

A Note on "Controller Corner"
This is the last in a series of six articles

on homebuilt controllers for personal com-
puters. These and other projects are in-

cluded in The Controller Cookbook from
Creative Computing Press, scheduled for

release in October. In addition to the foot

pedals we mentioned, the book features

an Atari to Apple adapter and the greatest

joystick ever. Super Stick.

For readers who are intrigued by the

idea of building a piece of hardware for

your computer but somewhat uncertain

about your skills, we present an electronics

tutorial and step-by-step soldering instruc-

tions.

In the meantime, keep writing to us. We
want to hear about any problems you
encounter and about your successes in

building and improving these devices. We
have already incorporated several of your
comments into the book. For now, good
luck in your efforts to expand your knowl-

edge of personal computers.

£>
s
5S

"Do you hale one with ray guns and extra bonus points '.'"
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Most people are familiar with
plain label prices. They mean sav-

ings without sacrificing quality.

Now dilithium Press, famous
for its user-friendly computer
books, introduces dilithium

Software. Quality book/software
packages at affordable prices.

Each book is easy to read with
lots of useful applications and
troubleshooting hints; most con-
tain complete source listings.

^nd a bonus.

You can purchase the book
separately for around $19.95.
But for a mere $10 extra, you can
have the book and the software
on diskette or cassette.

Plus, you'll have a toll-free

customer service number and a
forever replacement guarantee.

You'll find dilithium Software
at your local bookstore or com-
puter store. However, if there's

no store near you, order directly

from us.

Call or write today for our
catalog, or for more information.
And enjoy the dilithium Software
label— at the plain label price.

Pi w 4 dilithium Software

| t
^ PO. Box E

L M Beaverton, Oregon 97075
800-547-1842 or
646-2713 inside Oregon
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Well summer is almost over, and
though I well know how quickly sum-
mers tend to pass, I'm beginning to get

worried. Each succeeding summer seems
half as long as the summer preceding it.

And it is small solace to consider that at

a halving rate summer will never dis-

appear entirely (remember that paradox
from school days)? I'm afraid that by the

time it feels like only a week or so be-

tween April and October, my morale
will be severely eroded.

Enough. I have a lot to say this month
and not much space in which to say it.

Indulge me if the segues are a bit rough
this time around, and the tone more one
of a stream of consciousness. I have too
many varied topics to tie together, and
no device to smooth things over. So you
are warned; on to business.

Scuttlebytes

If you have not yet seen the Atari
sidebar in the CES coverage up ahead in

this issue, place a bookmark here and
please go check it out. You are excused.
It is simply the nicest news from Atari
since its introduction of the 400 and 800
machines in 1979. Atari is not merely in

the micro business to stay, or even a
mere tough comeback competitor. To
use the colloquial, Atari is positioning it-

self to "blow away" the rest of the field

if it does things right. Doing things right

in this case consists of getting the prod-
ucts to market fast and keeping prices

down. Ignore what you read in The Wall
Street Journal and listen to me: Atari
computers will yet wrest a major share
of the consumer computer market.
What about the Coleco Adam? Well,

it is a nice machine. But I'm wondering
just how real it is at this point. And I am
concerned that this "integration" forces

me into buying a printer whether I want
to or not. Think about it. What ma-
chines give the Adam a real run for the
money? Only Atari.

John J. Anderson

Of course Atari could have staked out

the field two years ago. There has been a

dangerous delay. It has not been
fatal—just nearly fatal. Now Atari

computers are here for keeps.

Alda News Fit to Print

The most obvious symbolic evidence
of this at the present time is a famous
person: Alan Alda. He will be helping

Atari sell computers for the next five

years. And they couldn't have picked a
better, or nicer guy.

When Mr. Alda was first unveiled at

an Atari CES party in Chicago, excite-

ment ran very high. The man fairly ex-

udes intelligence, sensitivity, and charm.
Even if he hadn't opened his mouth, the

crowd would have loved him. And when
he did open his mouth, the crowd
learned of his sincere interest in the

power of the home computer. He spoke
of its growing popularity as an entertain-

ment medium. He spoke of its growing
power as an educational tool. And while
he admitted that he was not any sort of
expert on microcomputers, he voiced a
commitment to learn, and with a smile,

invited the world to learn along with
him.

He will be learning, by the way, on
Atari computers. Why? For the money?
"Because Atari computers are the best,"

that's why. Who can argue with that?

You get the feeling that this is a man
who will be an alert and active spokes-
person as opposed to a celebrity for sale.

You get the feeling that this is a man
who will not be selling pudding on TV
anytime soon.

How can I back this up? Well take the
question he was asked right at the po-
dium that night in Chicago, his first

night as Atari user number one. How, he

m<m
_*»•

was asked, did he feel about the fact that

Atari, in its corporate wisdom, did not

credit its software authors? He paused.

His poise crackled for 0.02 nanoseconds.

He smiled. "Well," he said, "I guess

they are entertainers just like I am. They
probably should get credit for that. My
first suggestion, then, to Atari is that

they think about ways to give individual

credit to those who deserve it."

Tumultuous and sustained applause.

This man is my kind of spokesperson.

Merging Terrific

There is further evidence that Atari

has gotten its act together. Take, for

example, the merger of the old Con-
sumer Electronics Division, which used

to handle the dedicated home video

games, and the old Home Computer Di-

vision, which was the ostracized and un-

profitable division that just happened to

market the best consumer microcomput-
ers in the world. How utterly reasonable.

Now they can quit competing with each
other and start competing with the

competition.

Let's talk about games for a minute. I

have been hard in past columns on the

Atari 5200, the supposed "Supergame"
successor to the VCS. It is widely known
that the 5200 is an Atari computer in

drag, with the compatibility built out. If

Atari had introduced a computer-
compatible supergame last year,

ColecoVision would not have such a

large consumer base now.
Anyway. Back when I was soliciting

suggestions for improvements on the

now-defunct model 1200, a few people
said "let it run 5200 games." I didn't re-

port the suggestion at the time, and I'll

tell you why. In Sunnyvale I had just

seen the then-new Kangaroo for the

5200, and been shocked at its low qual-

ity. Atari software had up until that time
been synonymous in my mind with top
quality. Kangaroo made the 5200 look
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ATARI COMPUTER OWNERS:

Pick the positively

perfect, practical,

printer-port peripheral

package, from

PERCOM DATA!

That s right the positively perfect PERCOM DATA 5'/T, (loppy disk I

PRINTER-PORT, for your Atari* 400 800 is now available!

i BUILT-IN

Until now. Atari computer owners who wanted to hook a printer to their computer had only one

choice, spend about $220 for an interface device THOSE DAYS ARE OVER PERCOM DATA has

built a parallel printer-port right into its new AT88 PD model Now you can add a quality disk drive

system AND have a place to plug in a printer WITHOUT BUYING an interface

The AT88 S1 PD'" disk drive operates in both single density (88K bytes formatted) and double

density (176K bytes formatted)

What more could you want"? NO INTERFACE a high quality PERCOM DATA disk drive AND a

built-in PRINTER-PORT all with a price of $599.

Pick up a positively perfect PERCOM DATA disk drive, with

printer-port pronto!

For the name of an authorized PERCOM DATA Dealer near you.

call our TOLL-FREE HOTLINE 1-800-527-1222 NOW, or write

Perfectly Priced

$599.
PERCOM BATA
CORPORATION

Expanding Your Peripheral Vision
DRIVES • NETWORKS * SOFTWARE

11220 Pagemill Road. Dallas. Texas 75243 (214) 340-5800
1-800-527-1222

Atari is a registered trademark of Atari. Inc • AT88 S1 PD is a trademark of Percom Data Corporation. • COPYRIGHT PERCOM DATA CORPORATION 1983.

Prices subject to change without notice

" READER SERVCE CARD



HAVE FUN
WITH YOUR
MODEL 100!

Model 100 Games #1-4 games for your

relaxation and enjoyment:

BLOCKADE - Your "snake" grows
longer as you flit the randomly appearing

targets on the screenlA one or two player

real-time game.

REVERSI - Outflank your opponentl

Play against the computer or another

human.

FRANKENSTEIN ADVENTURE
- Find all of the necessary equipment to

awaken the monster.

ALEXIS ADVENTURE Sail the

seas and traverse the islands to recapture

your kingdom.

All four games on tape for only S24.95.

(MasterCardAAsa accepted. Calif, resi-

dents add 6% tax. Overseas add SI ship-

ping Dealer inquiries invited.)

- a lot of software for a little silver

PO. Box 21 101

Santa Barbara. CA 93121 (80S) 966-1449

Outpost: Atari, continued...

like a VCS in a slick box. I couldn't be-

lieve they had accepted it. It was appall-

ing. Why shoot for compatibility with

that thing, I reasoned? Forget about it.

Gaming Momentum
Since that time, I admit that some

very nice games have come out for the

5200. The versions of Centipede and Qix
for the 5200 are much snazzier than the

same Atari computer carts. I still

strongly object to the pot controllers and
triggers on the 5200 machine, which are

incredibly slow and have stick boots that

wear out in weeks. And why buy one if

you already have an Atari computer?
Such a duplication of machinery!

So what is the solution? Well, some
hackers seem to think the answer is

dumping and customizing the front end
of 5200 cartridge programs to run as

disks on Atari computers. Atari, are you
listening? Bet that rankles. There is an
easy answer, though.

It is time to develop a games expan-
sion box, which allows 5200 carts to be
played on the new computers. Compati-
bility, fellas. That word you learned re-

cently. Think of the time, manpower,
and money you could save by making
the dedicated game machines and com-
puters cartridge-compatible—even at

this late date. In Valspeak: Like wow
man. What a concept.

To wrap up this mini-games section of

the Outpost, some not-so-mini tid-bits:

• One thing that sort of shook me at

the CES was the sight of Apple, TI,

IBM, TRS-80, and Commodore soft-

ware from Atari. I guess it was provin-

cialism on my part that made me wince

so, and I later convinced myself it was
okay. The stuff looked pretty good, and
that is the important thing—quality. No
more 5200 Kangaroos, please, for any-

one's machine. And it certainly makes
sense for Atari to get full mileage out of

the titles it acquires, rather than letting

other companies get the jump.
Besides, software is just like records,

and Warner Communications already

knows how to sell those. It's a natural

—

selling what you are most comfortable

selling.

• Nolan Bushnell is back on the Atari

payroll. Everyone looked to Nolan to ut-

terly waste Atari Coin-op come October,

when his restraint contract expires.

Atari must have been scared of a pos-

sible grudge too, since it spared no ex-

pense to buy the rights to Nolan's new
and as yet unseen Pizza-Time coin-op

video games. The deal came as the

kicker to the settlement of some long-

standing legal hassles between Bushnell

and Atari, the company he started in his

garage. It really was something of a sur-

prise, even to supposed "insiders." If
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Thumb Action Is Done,
The Trigger Era
Has Begun!

TwmujTEA
Triga-Elite—The ultimate video game
weapon. The finest controller features

available. The full 5 year guarantee is only
the beginning.

• 8 position sensitivity setting for handle
pivot response. From almost a 0° to 10°

response range.

• Built in rapid fire bar with instantaneous
/

activation.

• Independent second action fire button
for the latest games.

• Fully adjustable trigger sensitivity.

• Patent pending design.

• Removable dual sided suction cups.

• Full 5 year no-nonsense guarantee!

i

COMMAND

NEW! ATARI 5200 JOYSTICK INTERFACE
Allows 5200 owners to use any 9 pin joysticks on
the Supersystem.
Greatly improves scores and response time.

Triga-Command, the original trigger

activated joystick that brought total

control and comfort to video game playing.

• Helicopter style control handle.

• Index finger trigger action.

• Removable dual sided suction cups.

• Diamond cut textured grip.

• 30 day factory money back guarantee.

All Triga joysticks function <

ColecoVlsion, Coleco-Gemini,
Atari 2600 and Atari Computers,
Commodore Computers. Sears
Telegames, and others.

All Above Listings Are Trademarks of

Their Respective Companies =I'RH
i Concepts Corp., 125 Wlfbffl Place. Bohemia NY. 117
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Put your Micro
on IBM's level
Now you can communicate with the IBM
world with Innovative Data Technology's

1/2 magnetic tape peripherals.

Popular configurations and optimum
performance for most small systems that

feature industry-standard interfaces, rapid

data transfer rates, full operating and
command subsets and a

wide selection of models and
configurations. IDT s magnetic
tape subsystems provide
economical and reliable

data/program interchange.
40M bytes of storage and
disc back-up. All IDT sub-
systems come complete
and include tape transport,

formatter, intelligent

controller, computer
resident coupler, cables,

documentation and software.

But most importantly, they help put your system
in touch with the IBM universe.

OEM., dealer/distributor discounts available

IIIIIIIH
4060 Morena Blvd. • San Diego, CA 92117

" INNCWIVI
16191 270-3990 -TWX: 1910)335-1610

Eastern Regional Office:
. rtCHNCXOO RO. Box 1093 • McLean, VA 22101-1093

|703| 821-1101 • T\X/X: |710| 833-9888
J]

I]
IBM u a trademark of International Buitness Machine! Corp

—==J Apple ii a trademark of Apple Computer Inc

TRS 80 is a trademark of the Tandy Corporation

APPLE II or Ml
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Action books from Crecrtive Computing

Basic Computer Games, edited by
David Ahl, is a great collection of 101 fascinat-

ing game programs, all written in easy-to-use
Microsoft* BASIC Play Craps, Combat.
Lunar LEM Rocket. Boxing, Bowling-and 96
others With introduction, notes on Microsoft
BASIC, and conversion table for other
BASICS

More Basic Computer Games,
edited by David Ahl and Steve North, is a
challenging sequel with 84 exciting new
games Complete with sample runs, program
listings and illustrations All games run in

Microsoft BASIC (conversion table included)

More Basjc Computer Gamesalso available
in TRS-80* edition Each volume is 8U" x 11".

softcover, illustrated

Only $7.95 each!
Registered Trademarks Microsoft Microsoft Consumer
Products , /nc.TFS80 Radio Shack Division of Tandy Corp

For faster service,

PHONE TOLL FREE:
800-631-8112

(In NJ only: 201-540-0445)

Also available at your
local bookstore or computer store.

Creative Computing Press
Dept HB9C. 39 East Hanover Avenue
Morris Plains NJ 07950

Send me Basic Computer Game* at $7 95*

plusSl 50 postage and handling each #6C
Send me More Bade Computer Games at

$7 95* plus $1 50 postage and handling each »6C2
Send me More Basic Computer Games,
TRS-80 Edition at $7 95* plus $1 50 postage and
handling each *6C4

D PAYMENT ENCLOSED $
•Residents ofCA NJand NY State add applicable
sales tax Outside USA add $3 00 per order

D CHAJtGE MY: (Charge and phone orders $10
minimum

)

D American Express D MasterCard DVrsa

Card No .Exp Date.

Signature.

Mr /Mrs /Ms.
(please prim full namel

Address. -Apt.

City/State/Zip

D Send me a TREE Creative Computing Catalog

Outpost: Atari, continued...

trickle-down applies, Nolan's new
contributions will probably stand to

benefit the Atari computer owner some-

where down the line. Though it may be

quite a way down the line.

• Atari has acquired all home rights

to Nintendo's Mario Brothers arcade

game. This is the latest coin-op addic-

tion among associate editors Linzmayer,

Arrants, and Anderson, and boy won't

our change pockets be glad when a home
version becomes available. Nintendo had

a Mario Brothers game on free play at

the CES and Owen and I were lucky to

have seen anything else during the

course of the show. The game is terrific.

Of course, it depends on the highest

quality graphics and sound for its ap-

peal. The Atari computer is capable of

providing same, but only in the hands of

a competent programmer. Let us pray.

• I saw the upcoming version of Joust

at the show, which was the most recent

editors' craze before the crushing on-

slaught of Mario Brothers, and am
happy to report that it looks and plays

quite well. One can only hope that high

standards of quality will continue to be

upheld. Any other behavior can only

constitute suicide, with Coleco breathing

down Atari's neck.

And now for something completely

different.

The Users

I had the opportunity last week to

speak at a meeting of the Jersey Atari

Computer Group, most commonly
known as JACG. They meet at Bell Labs

in Murray Hill, NJ, and have got to be

among the largest Atari user's groups on

the East Coast. I attended a meeting on

a hot, sunny summer's Saturday, and
was amazed to see a turnout of over 400

people.

The group is extremely fortunate to

have the use of Bell's Murray Hill audi-

torium, complete with sound system,

overhead projectors, and projection TV.
The club officers are getting a bit con-

cerned, however, as attendance is climb-

ing to a point where it will soon outgrow
even the Bell facility.

It nevertheless warmed my heart to sit

in the company of so many other Atari

computer enthusiasts. Art Leyenberger

demonstrated some Atari games. Art,

who edits the fine JACG newsletter, has

contributed some Atari reviews to this

issue, and is a reviewer you will be see-

ing more of in future pages of Creative.

Dick Kushner. president of the group,

reported on his visit to CES. and the new
Atari product line.

Significantly. Atari paid for Dick

and other user's group presidents to at-

tend the CES—recognizing the im-

portance of user group support in the
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introduction of its new products. I was

also impressed that a video crew from
Atari was taping the meeting I attended.

In my own impromptu remarks, I

tried to underscore the importance of

healthy and active user's groups in the

future of Atari computers. It has taken

Atari a while to realize that user's group
support is more than just professional

public relations or the APX program. It

now knows that its user's groups are

probably the best, and only real friends

it has. Let's hope it stays that way.

The JACG now has a 24-hour bulletin

board; the number is (201) 549-7591.

Give them a call if you like. Or write

them care of Dick Kushner at 58 Dewey
Ave., High Bridge, NJ 08829.

And you other user's groups, keep up
the good work. Remember, it is the in-

formed user that can best keep Atari on

the right track, now that it has found the

track.

New Third-Party Hardware
What with all the new product

announcements from Atari, it is easy to

forget our old buddies, the third-party

developers. They, it should be duly

noted, have developed much of the hard-

ware that Atari will market under its

own name. The remote control joysticks,

new light pen, CP/M module, graphics

tablet, and other new products were

developed by independent outside con-

cerns, then sold or licensed for use by

Atari.

There are new products directly from

third-party sources as well. Here is a re-

port on just a few that caught my eye

and my fancy:

• By the time you read this, Atari-

compatible disk drives from Rana Sys-

tems should be on the shelves. A double

Dalabar code reader could revolutionize software publishing.

density model with 180K of storage will

be available, which in single density

mode will be completely compatible

with the current format.

The unit features an LED display (see

photo) which indicates drive number,

density setting, and error status. It will

be priced under $500. For more
information contact Rana Systems,
20620 South Leapwood Ave., Carson,

CA 90746. (213)538-2353.
• Microbits Peripheral Products is

^•Jl ^ .

8

*^

—

mff Rana

Rana drives offer an intelligent alternative.

producing a $100 parallel printer inter-

face. This Centronics parallel interface

plugs into controller jack 3 on 400 and
800 machines. It also includes a replace-

ment chip to be installed on the operat-

ing system board.

The company has also announced a

direct-connect modem that attaches to

controller jack 4 for $200 and includes

smart terminal software and cabling.

If you wish to save money, are having

trouble finding an 850 module (a friend

from Canada reports that they are over

$250 there, if you can find one), or just

don't like the idea of buying one, these

products from Microbits can get you
around the need for an 850. For more
information, contact Microbits Periph-

eral Products, 434 West First St., Al-

bany, OR 97321. (503)967-9075.
• The most interesting third-party

peripheral at the summer CES was the

Oscar Bar Code Reader from Databar
Corporation. This low-cost optical scan-

ner will interface to the Atari computer,

allowing the user to enter programs by

scanning zebra-stripe code similar to

that appearing on our front cover.

I have been interested in the use of bar

code with home computers for some
time, and foresee a day when magazines

such as ours will include bar-coded list-

ings. Bar code is the only print medium
with anything approaching a respectable

baud rate.
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Outpost: Atari, continued...

The Oscar unit will retail for $79.95.

Databar intends to produce a monthly
magazine of bar coded programs, avail-

able by subscription. Databar Corpora-
tion, 10202 Crosstown Circle, Eden
Prairie, MN 55344. (612)944-5700.

Relisting the UnlisUble
Another speaker at last week's JACG

meeting was Ernie Rice, of ERedit fame.
He now has three other Atari packages,
DiskFix, Dial, and a disassembler. But it

is ERedit that really takes the prize. Try
finding another disk-based "archiving

editor," that allows you to restore killed

files. Ernie's utilities are the finest I have
seen for the Atari.

Well. I mentioned to Ernie a while
back that a short program line to render
code utterly unlistable had appeared in

the February 1983 Outpost. He found
that to be a challenge, and from the start

said the method could be cracked. Then
I got a few letters from unfortunate souls
who had made their programs unlist-

able, only to realize they had no listable

versions left for improvement or modifi-
cation. They asked how to undo the pro-
cess. I asked Ernie to help.

He came through. Listing 1 shows the

initial modification, to be appended to a
program as the last line of code. To
make a program into a "RUN only file,"

add the line, then goto it in the direct

mode. Listing 2 is Ernie's method for

undoing the process. He sure knows his

Atari OS.
Good work, Ernie. He can be reached,

by the way, at EHR3, 174 Summit Ave.,

Summit, NJ 07901. (201)277-6785.

Listing 4.

1 DIM A»<188> ,SAM»< 1) 29 READ A* -.FOR L-l TO LEN<A*> :

SAM*=A»<L,L>!A«USR<8199>:F0R T-l TO 188:NEXT TsNEXT LiGOTO 2

Listing 5.

10 DATA 255,255,0,29,223,29,32,223,29,169,128,141,231,2,169,31,141,232,2,162,0,1
89,62,246
20 DATA 157,0,30,232,208,247,189,62,247,157,0,31,232,224,59,208,245,162,0,189,19
8,254,157,59
30 DATA 31,232,224,48,208,245,162,0,189,141,252,157,107,31,232,224,16,208,245,16
2,0,189,0,228
40 DATA 157,224,29,189,32,228,157,240,29,232,224,16,208,239,162,31,142,116,30,14
2,142,30,142,147
50 DATA 30,142,44,31,142,111,31,202,142,20,30,142,32,30,142,47,30,142,223,30,142
,41,31,169
60 DATA 164,141,19,30,169,111,141,31,30,169,18,141,43,30,141,46,30,141,99,31,169
,107,141,115
70 DATA 30,141,43,31,162,60,142,146,30,202,142,141,30,142,110,31,169,227,141,190
,30,169,159,141
80 DATA 222,30,169,192,141,40,31,162,6,169,224,157,27,3,169,29,157,28,3,162,12,1
69,240,157
90 DATA 27,3,169,29,157,28,3,169,255,141,228,29,169,29,141,229,29,169,101,141,23
0,29,169,30
100 DATA 141,231,29,169,163,141,244,29,169,30,141,245,29,96,0,6,23,6,165,12,141,
1,29,165
110 DATA 13,141,2,29,169,0,133,12,169,29,133,13,169,128,32,3,29,96,226,2,227,2,0
.6
120 OPEN *2,4,o,"k: m :trap 160!OPEN *i,4,o,"d:au JRUN.SYS"
130 ? "AUTORUN.SYS ALREADY EXISTS 1 "!? 1? "TYPE »Y' TO WRITE OVER IT"
140 GET #2,

A

150 IF AOASCC'Y") THEN END
160 CLOSE tllOPEN *1 ,8, , "D: AUTORUN .SYS"
170 TRAP 2201FOR 1-1 TO 264:READ AtPUT tl,A:NEXT I1IF A<>6 THEN 220
180 CLOSE til? "NEW AUTORUN.SYS TO DISABLE KEYBOARD":? "SPEAKER IS NOH ON DISK."
190 ? "TYPE 'Y* TO BOOT DISK AND RUN" 1.? "AUTORUN.SYS"
200 GET *2,A:IF A-ASC<"Y") THEN A>USR(SB4B7)
210 GOTO 230
220 IF PEEK(19S>-6 OR A<>6 THEN ? "ERROR IN DATA MESSAGES •"! GOTO 240
230 ? "ERROR " JPEEK< 195) J

" ! CAN'T CONTINUE..."
240 END

Ifyou don't have a
copy of SAM,

get one.

Listing 1.

laiaea poke peeku38>+£56»peek<139>+£, busove 'D:FILEN«ME":NEW

Not! Line number must be highest in the program.

Listing 2.

1 OPEN #6. 12. u. "E: " : POKE 710.01 DIM FN»<13)
lOlOO ? CHRSU25): "FILENAME: ":: INPUT #6:FN*:0PEN Ml,
10200 SET #1,X1:GET #1,X2:CNTR=3

• IF XI =253 THEN 10SOO
10400 Al=X2:GET #1 . X2: CNTR»CNTR+ 1 : GOTO 10300

I IF X2=127 THEN 10700
10600 GO I (J 10400

WMARK=CNTR
10800 II- l"0 THEN 11

M=X2:6ET #1 . X2: CNTR=CNTR+1 :GOTO 10800
HOOO IF X2=128 THEN 11

lllOO QOTO 10900
112UO WVAL«=CNTR-WMAP(
IISOO ? "ZAP LOCATION " : WMARt ; " TO " : WVAL
114"i CLOSE el: OPEN #1.12.0. FN*
I'" ROR A=l TO MMARK-1I8E1 #1.X:NEXT A
11600 PUT #1 .WVAL: CI OSF #1

Listing 3.

1 DIM SAMSOe)
2 READ SAM»iA-USR<8199) ;FOR T-l

12.0.FN*

TO 188: NEXT TiOOTO 26

Say It Again, Sam
I got a nice suggestion from reader

David Stambaugh, of Washington, IL,

on how to make tedious entry of data
statements a bit easier if you have a
speech synthesizer—get it to read the

numbers back to you. If you have SAM
from Don't Ask Software, the program
in Listing 3 is for you. Using Reciter on
the SAM disk, the program reads your
numerical data back to you as single

digits.

If there is a problem differentiating

the breaks between numbers, increase

the delay loop in line 2. This program
will also attempt to read clusters of
characters as words. To read single

alphabetic characters, try the program in

Listing 4. Remember that SAM cannot
pronounce graphics characters, or
differentiate between upper- and lower-

case or inverse video. It is most helpful

for checking strings of numeric data.

If you don't have a copy of SAM, get

one. I reviewed it in December of 1982,

and at $60, called it "one of the best

buys available for the Atari computer."
For more information, contact Don't
Ask Software, 2265 Westwood Blvd.,

Suite B-1S0, Los Angeles, CA 90064.

Click Fix

In the May 1983 Outpost, I stated

that I knew of no way to silence the in-

board Atari speaker through software.

In the June column, I outlined a means
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Table 1. of installing a removable hard switch in

To disable the click from the screen editor (default):

POKE 801 ,224 . POKE 802,29

To disable the click from the keyboard handler (default):

POKE 807 , 240 : POKE 808 , 29

To enable the click from the screen editor:

POKE 801.0: POKE 802 , 228

To enable the click from the keyboard handler:

POKE 807 , 32 : POKE 808 , 228

To disable the bell (default):

POKE 7723. 18: POKE 8035, 18

To enable the bell:

POKE 7723, 10: POKE 8035, 10

To disable the click from both devices, but to work with the bell routine:

POKE 7870,227

To enable the click from both devices, and work with the bell routine:

POKE 7870.216

the Atari to get around t^e problem.
Then along came Steven Otto of

Madison, NJ. He provided a program
that disables the bell and click under
most normal conditions. Another impos-
sibility realized. Good job, Steve.

The program in Listing S runs as an
AUTORUN.SYS file. It will run on any
Atari machine, but blows up if the Disk
Utilities Package is loaded.

The program is reset-proof and
reinitializes whenever system reset is

pressed. It uses the memory from $ 1 D00
through $1F7F, resetting the memlo
pointer to five bytes above program
space.

Table 1 shows the most powerful as-

pect of the program—that the
NOCLICK routine can be enabled or
disabled from the screen editor or key-
board handler with just a couple of
pokes. You can also enable or disable

the bell routine, but you cannot disable

the bell while either of the other varieties

of clicking is enabled.

Perhaps it is still not a means of
silencing the Atari Word Processor or the
Wizard and the Princess through soft-

ware, but it is a working software silenc-

ing method.
And so until next time, farewell from

the Outpost. Talk to you again soon. D

CATALOG!
Just let us know and
we'll mail you a FREE
Creative Computing
Catalog- 16 pages
filled with books,

buyer's guides,

magazines, and more!

To get your FREE
catalog, write to:

Creative Computing
Catalog

Dept. NAIX
39 East Hanover Ave.

Morris Plains, NJ 07950

40-50^ Savings
On Software

As a member of the Software of
the Month Club, you'll receive:

SAVINGS:

SELECTIONS

NEWLETTERS

HARDWARE
SPECIALS

Membership registration (ee $25
Join now tor only S5 (limited time)

$5 bonus coupon to first 50 new
members from this ad

Software of the
Month Club, Inc.

953 Mission St . Mint Mall

San Francisco. CA 94103

Enclosed is $5 Please enroll me in the Club

Checkot Money»<»» VISA MASTERCARD

E»p Dale .

('..••I •

Bgnaiuf*
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le cart . . .apple cart. . . apple

Welcome back! This month's column
will be a mixture of things. We'll look at

some new products, take care of some
old business, answer some of your ques-

tions, ask some of you, and correct some
errors from the June issue.

Last month, I gave you a short pro-

gram that appeared to do nothing spe-

cial. When run, it cruised through your
Apple's memory, showing you what was
inside your machine. At first glance, it

didn't look like the most useful little

program in the world. But think about

it. You actually saw what was in

memory.
I hope it proved to you that you con-

trol your computer. Many users, alas,

believe that the machine only does what
it wants to do. A computer only does
what you tell it to do. If you looked

closely, you saw DOS commands flash

across your screen. DOS, of course, re-

sides in memory after booting a disk.

Which brings me to this month's
program.

Last month I promised to give you a

program that would let you recover a

"lost" file. Before we do that, however,

let's talk about DOS.
Without DOS, your Apple doesn't

even know that the disk drive exists.

DOS tells the computer how to get

information from or write information

to a disk.

An Apple disk is divided into 35
tracks, each of which is divided into 16

sectors; each sector is divided into 256
bytes. DOS occupies tracks 0-2. Tracks
3-16 and 18-34 are for storage, and track

17 contains the disk directory in sectors

1-15 and the ubiquitous VTOC in sector

0.

Three tracks is a great deal of space

for DOS. On ten disks you have wasted

30 tracks. Boot a disk with DOS on a

Stephen Arrants

Monday, and as long as your Apple is

turned on, it will remain in memory
through the next weekend and beyond.

It doesn't have to be placed back in

memory unless you restart the system.

Why have DOS on each disk? You could

always use the extra space, couldn't you?
Since DOS isn't a program, you can't

just delete it. You could always re-

initialize a disk, but you would lose all

the data on the disk. Removing DOS
isn't difficult. In fact, it is quite easy if

you know how. Here is a short program
that will give you the extra space.

It works as follows:

Lines 10-20 are self explanatory.

Line 30 clears and sets up the screen.

Lines 40-50 provide an explanation

and instructions.

Line 60 tells the Apple to read VTOC.
Line 70 stores all data at 10000.

Line 80 is the read-write-track-sector

jump routine.

Lines 90-100 read the sector.

Line 1 10 writes four bytes by POKiing
in 255 to free the sectors.

Lines 120-130 write to the sector

monitor subroutine to clear from the

cursor to the end of the page.

Lines 140-150 end the program.

The variables used are A$ and B$ for

input, and area for the location of data

storage.

What this program does is free tracks

1 and 2 by allowing DOS to be overwrit-

ten. In a way, this is like deleting a pro-

gram. Physically, DOS is still on the

disk, but as new data are saved, it is

overwritten.

It isn't the most elegant program; it

doesn't immediately remove DOS. Un-
fortunately, because of the way DOS
does what it does, track is unavailable.

Be very careful when typing this pro-

gram in. One wrong key, and your disk

may become dead plastic. Don't save it

on a valuable disk until you are satisfied

that it works correctly and is completely

debugged. Thanks to Ian MacNab of

Regina, Saskatchewan for this program.

Next month, a track/sector editor and
(I promise!) the file recovery program.

New Products

We have just received an exciting new
product from Koala Technologies. The
Koalapad touch tablet lets you draw

Listing I.

10
20
30
40

SO

to

THIS IS THE LETTER AfTER N-->0.
REM IAN MACNAB 'S DOS REMOVER
REM THIS IS A ZERO 10
POKE 33.40 TEXT HOME
VTAB 10 PRINT "THIS PROCRAM WILL TREE AN EXTRA 32 "

: PRINT "SECTORS
(TRACKS I AND 2). AND ALLOW" PRINT "DOS TO BE OVERWRITTEN " PRINT
PRESS ANY KEY ".. CET AS

HOME VTAB 12 PRINT "INSERT THE DISK INTO THE DRIVE" PRINT "ARE YO
U SURE YOU WANT TO CONTINUE'" PRINT PRINT PRINT "PRESS <Y> AN
Y OTHER KEY ABORTS "

, CET Bt II II I > "Y" THEN 170
FCKE 47014,17 POKE 470(3.0 POKE 47013,0 POKE 47071.0

SO AREA . 10000 POKE 47080, AREA - INT (AREA / 234) • 236 POKE 47087, INT
(AREA / 256)

70 POKE 748.32 TOKE 747,227 POKE 770,
773 , 3

100 POKE 47072,1
110 CALL 768
120 POKE AREA . 60,233

A . 43,233
130 POKE 47072,2
140 CALL 768
160 HOME VTAB 12 TLASH

S MAY BE OVERWRITTEN "

170 HOME VTAB 12 TLASH

POKE 771.76 POKE 772,217: POKE

POKE AREA * 61.233 POKE AREA . 64.233: POKE ARE

PRINT
NEW
PRINT

FINISHED" NORMAL : PRINT

'PROCRAM ABORTED "
: NORMAL

PRINT -DO

NEW
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Our Best Printer Package
For Apple II, II Plus and He,

and Franklin ACE

-*

Complete System
Ready-to-Run List Price

$096
Okidata 92 Printer with

160 c.p.s. — Correspondence Quality

The Grappler Plus Interface Card & Cable
Quality Printer Stand
Case of 3200 sheets. Fan-fold Paper

^
r

A
nAeLD^.C.°-ver Available with

Now {

Epson FX-80

$729

• Extra 92 Ribbon

Reg. Sale

$758

$699
ORDER TOLL FREE: 800-526-5313
COMPUTER DISCOUNT OF AMERICA. INC I COlTipUteT
15 Marshall Hill Road. West Milford Mall I DiSCOUflt
West Milford. New Jersey 07480-219 I Of America
In New Jersey Call 201-728-8080
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TheHome
Accountant:
It can cover
your assets.
If you're concerned about your money, it's important

to know not only where your assets are but whether
they're working for you.

By tracking up to 200 different budget categories,*

5 different checking accounts and all the credit cards

you can carry.The Home Accountant will let you
know where you stand on any given day. It will even

print your checks, your net worth statements and
financial statements.

Additionally, full-scale color graphics of actual vs.

budgeted expenses give you an instant overview of

your financial condition.

The Home Accountant can save you enough time

and money to more than justify its cost. And the

experts agree:

44 Ofthe five [home financial I programs reviewed

hereTHE HOME ACCOUNTANT is the most thor-

ough and powerful. Considering how much it can

do, it's remarkably easy to usew«

—Softalk, Apple, April, 1982.

44 Personal-finance programs, have for the most
part, a manual file system. OnlyTHE HOME
ACCOUNTANT is fully automatic. ««
— Popular Science, December 1982.

44 The program itself does just about everything

you'd ask of a personal finance package. ••
—Popular Computing, November, 1982.

THE HOME ACCOUNTANT. The #1 bcstsell-

ing personal finance program in the world.

Available for: Apple II, IBM
Personal Computer, Atari 400/
800, Osborne.TRS-80 Model III,

CommodoreVIC 64

.

'Aitujl budget capacilict will vary with each

computer

Continental
Software
A Division ol Arrays. Inc

Continental Software, 11223 South Hindry Ave.

Los Angeles, CA 90045, (213) 417-8031

.

The Home Accountant |N •* registered trademark of Continental Software Apple II is

a registered trademark of Apple Computer. tnc IBM Personal Computer is a registered

trademark of IBM Corp Atari 400/900 are registered trademarks of Atari. In
a division of Warner < iommutm at ions, hit Osborne is j registered trademark
ol Osborne Computer Corp TUS ho Model III is a registered trademark of Tandy.
I ik Commodore VICoj is a registered trademark of Commodore Business
Machines, Inc.
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Apple, continued...

graphics for video display with your An-
ger or a stylus. Custom keyboard over-

lays may be added, and the Koalapad
can also be used as a game controller. I

won't say more about it here. John

The Koalapad touch tablet.

Anderson is planning a comprehensive
review.

Osborne/McGraw-Hill has published

a series of books called Disk Guides.

These are short, informative reference

guides to using the Apple, the IBM PC,
Atari 400/800, VisiCalc, and the CP/M
operating system. For quick reference,

they are OK—certainly easier than
leafing through a stack of manuals. The
Disk Guides are the size of floppies, and
can be stored in a disk box. Prices are

$6.95 to S8.9S, depending on the title.

Do you have a friend who has an IBM
PC? Are you tired of spending long
hours translating your Apple programs
so he can have a taste of the best com-
puter? Is your friend envious of your
game collection? Quadram Corp. pro-

duces a card called the Quadlink which
allows an IBM PC to run Apple soft-

ware. Quadram claims that 90% of all

Apple software will run without a prob-

lem on the PC. Programs using half-

track protection schemes and programs
which read Apple keyboard ports or

serial/parallel ports are a problem. Also,

some software which uses specific areas

of the Apple ROM may not work. For a
closer look, read Mark Zachmann's
review in the June '83 PC magazine.

More On 11+ Trade-In
We have been getting some phone

calls and letters from readers asking

about trading in an Apple 11+ for the

new He. Most ask about the dealers

offering the trade-ins. The only advice I

can give is: deal with reputable people. If

a dealer has been in business a while, has

a good reputation, and seems trust-

worthy, then his deal is legitimate. Fol-

low the same rules you followed (or

should have followed) when you bought

your II. Keep in mind that a dealer in

Boston offering a trade-in won't be
worth much to you if you live in Brook-
lyn and your motherboard begins to

smoke.
Remember that if your II+ is under

Applecare warranty, you cannot transfer

the coverage to the new machine. Your
original machine is covered, not the

trade-in.

Corrections And Addenda
In our June issue, Ernest Mau did an

excellent job in reviewing Apple word
processors. When reviewing something
as complex as a word processor, errors

may creep in. Features supported in one
word processor may not be apparent un-

less the software is in constant use.

AppleWriter II does support the shift

key wire modification and takes full

advantage of a 16K RAM card. Many
keyboard enhancers may be used with-

out worry. Block copying from memory
and the overwriting of existing text are

available features, and the cursor can be
moved a word or a character. Using a

WPL program, multiple copies of a file

can be printed.

Indenting paragraphs requires setting

the paragraph margin (.PM) at a po-

sition greater than the left margin. The
next sentence after a return will be
indented.

The greatest area of confusion is that

of using printers. Refer to the printer

manual, Apple documentation, or ask

your dealer about the correct codes to

send to the printer. In general, if the

printer is capable of producing different

typestyles; AppleWriter II can use them.

There are still a few features that I as

a dedicated AppleWriter II user, haven't

gotten used to. I wish that the software

were modifiable, since there are some
enhancements I would like to add. Now
that I have the lie along with Apple-
Writer He, I have to get used to a
slightly different system. When I got the

He I didn't even consider different word
processing software. I find the Apple-
Writer packages to be about the best

available.

Thanks to Scott Cramer, Chris
Immroth, Dean Cook, David Mattson,
Barry Bayer, Wolfgang Gunther, and
other readers for their letters on Apple-
Writer II. We're sorry we missed those

facts, but glad you all wrote.

Incidentally, you may experience
problems when using AppleWriter II

with an Apple He. The shift key doesn't

work; you must still press esc. Also,

when underlining you must press esc re-

verse slash at the beginning and end of

the underlined areas and ESC SHIFT
underline between words. For some
inexplicable reason, the find command
doesn't always work. If it doesn't, I sug-

gest saving the text, clearing memory,
and reloading the file. If anyone knows
what the problem is, please let me know.
I would like to share the information

with other readers.

Michael Fine of PAF Computer
Consulting in Philadelphia, PA, sent us

a method of printing PFS graphs with

Pkaso and other printer interface cards.

First, before booting PFS: Graph, init

a blank disk. Remove the disk and boot

up PFS: Graph. Retrieve an existing

graph or create a new one and save it on
a PFS data disk.

Next, while the graph is on the screen,

remove both the PFS disk and the PFS-
format data disk. Insert your blank disk

into drive #1. Hit ctri.-reset only

once. Apple DOS 3.3 is present.

At this point, the hi-res image is still

intact. You now have the ability to send
commands to the Pkaso or other intelli-

gent interface card.

To save the hi-res image to disk, type

BSAVE f i I ename .

A$2000,L$2000 ( CR

)

To dump using the Pkaso, type

PR#1 CR CTRL-IH.

Mr. Fine recommends using the

reduced color and medium size modes
with the Pkaso.

Answers To Your Questions
To Doug Kline: No, I don't know of

anyone using an Apple on a sailboat for

"I didn t say you were lousy with household
expenses. I just said I was switching to a
color computer soyou can see the red ink.

"
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navigation. Can anyone else help him?
To Arlene Rodriguez: Apple-compat-

ible is a term used by manufacturers to

mean that at least one Apple program
will run on their computer. If you buy
an "Apple clone," test the software you
are planning to use on it, or check with

the software publisher. Many are includ-

ing the names of Apple compatibles on
the outside stickers. And no, I don't

recommend buying an Apple copy from
overseas. Do you want to ship it back to

Taiwan when the Monitor ROM gets

nervous?

To Anonymous, Prairie Village, KS:
There is only one way I know to run

TRS-Model III software on the Apple

—

translating it line by line.

Now some questions for you. About
the only thing I know about the readers

of this column is that they either own or
plan to own an Apple. That's it. What I

would like is some information from
you. It will help me get to know the
audience and allow me to bore you as lit-

tle as possible. Please take a few minutes
to write down some answers to the
following question and drop them in the
post. The reader with the most creative

answers wins a copy of InvisiCalc.

Name:
Age:
What type of system do you have?
What software that you own is your

favorite?

W^ R7RApAtse.
"THINK WUAfCf

What software that you own do you
refuse to boot?
Do you use bulletin board services?

Which ones?

Do you belong to a user's group?
What non-Apple equipment do you

have?

Why did you buy an Apple (or

Apple-compatible)?

The best thing about an Apple is:

The worst thing about an Apple is:

Any problems with your machine?
What other computer magazines do

you read?

Send your answers to:

Apple Cart
Creative Computing
39 E. Hanover Ave.
Morris Plains, NJ 07950

Coming up
Next month, I will be reviewing two

software packages for the He, Quick File

He. the Apple database and filing sys-

tem, and AppleWriter lie, one of the best

word processors around.
Check out our Fall Hardware Buyer's

Guide for reviews of the Apple He and
the Apple HI, and the Franklin Ace
1200. I think you'll be surprised about
what Franklin has to offer. It is an
attractive alternative to the Apple He
and a good deal at the suggested price. D

Turn Computer Power
into INSTRUCTION!

Self-instructional, easy-to-use, versatile, and
well documented. THK AUTHOR"' Com-
puter Authoring System helps you produce
your own computer-assisted-instruction les-

sons in just a few hours.

Require! no computer/programming skills

Vt€S menu driven, highls prompted functions

Permits design of multiple choice, till-in-Mank. sequencing,
and true/false questions

Prints displays complete records of learner performance
for lessons

Includes free right to sell distribute sour own lessons

One-Time License Fee:

APPLE* II IM.l S(48K -DOS 3.3) $195
IBM-PC (64K - PC-DOS) $195
BURROUGHS B20 (BIOS) $600

Dealer Inquiries Invited

Want to know more about how you can turn
Computing Power into Instruction?

Contact Is: Phoenix Performance Systems, Inc.

M4 South Main Street. Suite #1
Stillwater. MS 55082(612)430-2980

WE TAKE THECOMPLEX AND MAKK IT KASY
THK At THOR" is a trademark ofPhoenix Performance Svstcm*. Inc.

'Apple is a regimtcd trademark t>! M'I'I.K COMIM MR l\(
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SUPER DISK
Floppy Disk Drive For

VIC -20 & Commodore 64
Super Disk' is a Commodore compatible disk drive design-

ed to interface to the various Commodore computers such
as the PET, VIC-20' and the Commodore 64'. The disk drive

is compatible to the model 4040, 2031 , 1540, and the 1541

disk drives and recognizes programs generated on any of

these disk drives. The capacities are comparable to those

found on the Commodore drives, and Super Disk
7

recognizes the full instruction set of the Commodore drives.

Super Disk
2
offers RAM area within the disk unit, a serial and an

IEEE bus interface.

Call Toll Free For Latest Price Information

1-800-527-7573
Also Available:

$399. V3K RAM
65. V8K RAM
25. V16K RAM
75. V24K RAM
65. CIE (IEEE for C64)

CATALOG OF OTHER HARDWARE & SOFTWARE AVAILABLE ON
REQUEST. We accept: VISA. Mastercharge, and AE

Southwest Micro Systems, Inc

Gemini- 10 w/lnterface

CPI Parallel Interface

Expandoport 3 VIC
Expandoport 6 VIC
Expandoport 4 C64

25.

45.

75.

105.

95.

2554 Southwell • Dallas, Texas 75229
(214) 484-7836

Trademark ot Commodore ini ^Trademark ol MSO
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pt...commodope's port...cc
A Sprite Editor For The Commodore 64

This month John Lane presents a

short and sweet sprite editor for the

Commodore 64. If you would like to

get in touch with Mr. Lane, please

contact him directly at 260 Main St.,

Winthrop, MA 02152.—JJA

I have used microcomputers exten-

sively at work, but I held off the pur-

chase of a home computer. After a great

deal of research, I decided to purchase a

Commodore 64 because it seemed to

offer the most performance for one on a

limited budget.

One of the attractions of the Com-
modore is its capability for sprite graph-

ics and the promise of creating real time

games in Basic. A sprite is a user-defined

movable block of pixels that can be

placed anywhere on the screen with a

few simple commands. On the Com-
modore 64, a sprite is 24 pixels wide and
21 pixels high. (Total screen resolution is

320 by 200 pixels.) To animate or move
an object on the screen, it usually must
be drawn pixel by pixel, erased and then

drawn again in a different location. This

time-consuming process has precluded

the use of Basic. To move a sprite of 24

by 21 pixels your program must execute

approximately 504 steps to create the

original image, another 504 to erase it,

and another 504 steps to redraw the

image.

With sprite graphics, the image is cre-

ated in 63 steps and can then be moved
with a single command. On the Com-
modore 64, a sprite can be expanded by
a factor of two in the x-direction, the y-

direction, or both. (The resolution, how-
ever, stays at 24 by 21 pixels.) Sprites

can be drawn over one another with ei-

ther sprite having a predetermined prior-

ity so that it looks like one passes in

front of the other. Sprites can have

transparent windows, so the background

John Michael Lane

image (or another sprite) shows through.

The Commodore, which can detect

collisions between sprites, stores that

information in a register. It can also de-

tect collisions between sprites and back-

ground images and has a separate

register to store these. Amazing.

Well it sounded good until it came to

creating a sprite. One of the limitations

of the Commodore is that its version of

Basic contains no graphic commands.
Everything is done with peeks and

pokes. Sprite data are contained in 63

bytes, each of which must be POKEd into

a separate memory location. The easiest

way to do this is to put the bytes into

data statements in your program and

then read and poke them into the

appropriate location as shown in Listing

1.
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•GUNSIGHT" SPRITE

Figure I.
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Get into DIG!
The Most Comprehensive Computer Magazine for Young People.

.' /ffafam
DIGIT is the only magazine written expressly for and by
young microcomputer users, to help them get the most from

their involvement with micros. Whether just beginning or

already an accomplished programmer, 8 to 16 year olds

will increase their computer literacy from DIGIT'S articles,

columns and features and have fun at the same time. DIGIT

will provide important information no matter what system

you are using.

DIGIT includes:

Program Reviews

Game Reviews

Interviews with Young Computer Magicians

Computer Study Aids to Improve Grades
Readers' Questions & Answers
Ways to Make Money with Computers
Regular Features on Logo
Programming Instructions

Contents

Tips for Solving Computer Problems

and much, much more.

Send for your subscription today and save $3 off the

newsstand price. Send in the coupon and GET INTO DIGIT!

CIRCLE 273 ON READER SERVICE CARD

2012MAGAZINE
Customer Services Department
P.O. Box 27958
San Diego, CA 92128

Please send Charier Introductory subscriptions to the following for

$8.95 each. Bill me later, after the first issue has been mailed.

Name

Address

Gty State. Zip.

Age(s) of young people:

Type of computer system(s) our family owns:



Commodore, continued...

Listing 1.

10 FOB I 12288 TO 123S1:READ A:
POKE I . A : NEXT

20 DATA 234. 34. S4 . 1.0. 0.43. 4S.
S6.1Z8.2SS.2SS.2S3. 1.3.0.0.
0.0.2SS.2SS

30 etc. (for 42 note bytes)

That kind of coding can hardly be
called efficient or friendly.

But that is only a secondary problem.
The primary one is that you must trans-

late your 24 by 21 pixel image into 63
bytes.

Figure 1 represents the pixel image of
my "gunsight" sprite. With proper

programming, it is very useful for zap-

ping bylons, cylons, dylons, nylons, and
other menacing aliens. Each line of 24

pixels must be converted into three 8-bit

(1 byte) binary numbers. The encoding

is simple. A solid square represents a bi-

nary 1, and an open square represents a

binary 0. Thus the first line across is

read 111 11 111, 1 11111 II. Ill 11111 in

binary or 255,255,255 in decimal. The
second line is read 10000000, 00000000,
00000001 or 128,0,1. With a sheet of

graph paper and a calculator, I sat at my
computer table encoding sprites for my
first program. As I stared at my idle

computer, it occurred to me that my
priorities were backward, and that my
first order of business should be to write

a program to simplify the coding of

sprites.

The rest of this column is the result.

Listing 2 is the sprite maker program.

It enables you to draw a greatly enlarged

sprite on the screen using the keyboard
and cursor controls. Once the sprite is

complete, the image is converted to

bytes and stored in a cassette file for fur-

ther use. Although the sprite is con-

verted to 63 bytes of information, my
program adds a 64th byte that is always

zero. This simplifies the loading of

sprites into memory because the Com-
modore 64 reserves 64 bytes of memory
for each sprite.

Lines 5-45 let the user select the

method to be used in creating the sprite.

Lines 50-85 set up the screen for dis-

play of the 24 by 21 pixel image.

Lines 90-98 display the + pseudo
cursor.

Lines 100-170 evaluate the keyboard
input. (L is the line number of the cur-

rent pixel and C is the column number
of the current pixel.)

Lines 600-710 check to see that the

cursor is still in the sprite area and then

poke the appropriate character into the

register for the screen memory. The ex-

pression (1024+ 40*L + C) translates the

position of the pseudo cursor into the

corresponding register holding the
screen display.

Listing 2. Sprite Maker Program.

00005 DIM N<6«)
00010 PRINT "(CLEAR)"
00020 PRINT TAB (80) "DO YOU WANT TO"
00030 PRINT TAB<10>"1 CREATE A NEW SPRIT!"
00035 PRINT TAB (10) "2 -EDIT AN EXISTING SPRITE"
00040 PRINT TAB (10) "3- LOAD A SPRITE BY BYTES"
00042 INPUT "ENTER 1,2, OR 3";C
00045 IF C-2 THEN GOSUB 2000
00050 PRINT "(CLEAR)"
00060 PRINT "(CHDRMA)"; ;F0R 1*1 TO 24:PRINT
"(SHIFT) <*>";:NEXT:PRINT"(CHDRHS>"
00070 FOR 1-1 TO 21 -.PRINT "(SHIFT) (->"; :F0R J»l TO 24:PRINT ".";:NEIT J:PRINT
"(SHIFTX-)":NBIT I

00080 PRINT "(CHDRHZ)";:FOR 1-1 TO 24:PRINT"(SHIFT> («>"; :NEXT:PRINT"(CMDR> (X)'

00083 IF C-2 OR C-3 THEN GOSUB 2500
00085 L-1:C1
00090 GET At
00092 H-PEEK(1024+40*L+C>
00095 POKB(1024+40*L+C>,91
00098 POKE(1024+40*L»C),H
00100 IF A**"" THEN 90
00110 IF At-"X" THEN X-l:GOT0 640
00120 IF At-"0" THEN X=0:GOTO 650
00130 IF At-CHRt(17> THEN L-L+l:GOT0 600:REM UP ARROW CURSOR
00140 IF A$-CHR$(29> THEN C-C+1:G0T0 600 : REM EAST ARROW CURSOR
00150 IF At-CHRt(145) THEN L-L-1:G0T0 600-.REM DOWN ARROW CURSOR
00160 IF At-CHRt(157) THEN C=C l:GOT0 600:REH WEST ARROW CURSOR
00165 IF At-"(SHIFT)(B)" THEN 1000
00170 GOTO 90
00600 IF L>21 THEN L-l
00610 IF C>24 THEN C-l : L-L+l :GOTO 600
00620 IF L<1 THEN L-21
00630 IF C<1 THEN C-24:L-L-l:GOTO 620
00640 IF X»l THEN P0KE( 1024*40*L*C> ,160: REM 160-REVERSE VIDEO SPACE
00650 IF X-0 THEN P0KE< 1024.40*L.C) .46 : REM 46-PERIOD
00660 PRINT "(HONK)"
00670 Zt-STRt(L):IF LEN(Z$)<3 THEN Zt=" "*Zt
00680 Yt-STRt(C):IF LEN(Y$)<3 THEN Y*-" "+Yt
00690 PRINT TAB (30) "LINE- ";Z*
00700 PRINT TAB(30)"ROW-";Yt
00710 GOTO 90
01000 FOR 1=0 TO 20
01015 PRINT "(HOME) ROW-";

I

01020 FOR J-0 TO 2

01025 N(3*I+J)-0
01030 FOR K-0 TO 7

01040 R-8*J+K*1:L-I+1
01045 IF PEEK(1024+40*L+R>-160 THEN N(3*I*J)-N(3«I+J)*2" ( 7-X)
01050 NEXT K
01060 NEXT J

01070 NEXT I

01080 PRINT" (CLEAR)"; "ENTER FILE NAME TO SAVE SPRITE DATA"
01090 INPUT Ft
01100 OPEN 1,1,1, Ft
OHIO FOR 1=0 TO 63
01140 PRINT#l,N(I),CHRt(13);:REM CHRt(13> ACTS AS DELIMITER
01160 NEXT I

01200 CLOSE 1

01210 END
02000 INPUT "ENTER FILE NAME CONTAINING SPRITE DATA" ; K*
02010 OPEN 1,1,0, Ft
02020 FOR 1 = 1 TO 64: INPUT«1,N(I) '.NEXT

02025 CLOSE 1

02030 RETURN
02500 FOR L-l TO 21
02510 FOR J-0 TO 2

02512 Q-N(3*(L-1)+J*1>
02514 IF C-3 THEN PRINT "(HOME)";TAB(30)"BYTE#";3«(L-1)+J+1 :PRINT
TAB(30); : INPUT Q
02515 PRINT "(HOMB)";TAB(70);"
02517 IF 0=0 THEN 2560
02520 FOR 1-0 TO 7

02540 IF Q->2"(7-I> THEN POKE(1024+40*L»8*J+I*1) ,160:Q-Q-2*( 7-1)

02550 NEXT I

02560 NEXT J
025 70 NEXT L
02580 RETURN
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Lines 1000-1200 translate the
information in the screen memory into

the appropriate numeric data and then
store that data on cassette.

Lines 2000-2030 contain the sub-

routine for extracting existing sprites

from a cassette file.

Lines 2500-2580 contain the sub-

routine for converting sprite data (in

terms of bytes) into an enlarged sprite

image.

The other program, Listing 3, re-

trieves the sprite data from the cassette

tape and converts it into data state-

ments which appear on the screen.

Positioning the cursor on the first line of

Listing 3. Getsprite Program.

00010 PRINT "< CLEAR)": DIM M(64)
00020 INPUT "ENTER PILE NAME OP

SPRITE" ;P$
00040 OPEN l.l.O.Pt
0OOS0 FOR 1-1 TO 6A:INPUT#1, XI)

I

NEXT I

00090 1NPIJT"BBGINNINC LINE NUMBER
FOR DATA";L

00100 FOR 1-0 TO 3

00110 PRINT L«I;"DATA";
00120 FOR J-l TO IS
00130 N$=STRJ(N(16«I»J))
00140 PRINT RIGHT»(N*,LEN(N$)-1 >;".-;

00150 NEXT JrPRINT N(16*(I+1)>
00160 NEXT I: CLOSE 1

:

END

the first data statement and pressing

return four times adds the data state-

ments to whatever program is in the

memory. More on that later.

Program Operation
The program can be used to create

new sprites by drawing an image on the

screen with the keyboard and cursor

controls. The user starts with a 24 by 2

1

field of dots (periods) outlined with solid

lines. A pseudo cursor is indicated by a

flashing + sign. After you move the

cursor with the cursor keys, a display

appears in the upper righthand corner,

snowing which row and column you oc-

cupy. If you move the cursor off the dis-

play field, it reappears on the other side.

Pressing the X key causes the cursor

to turn each pixel "on" as it passes over

it. Pressing the O key causes the cursor

to turn each pixel "off' as it passes. Af-
ter a few minutes of practice, you will

get the hang of it.

When the sprite is complete, press the

shift and E keys at the same time to ter-

minate the input portion of the program
and to start calculating the bytes from
the screen memory. You are asked to

supply a file name for the sprite data,

and it is stored on tape.

The program also allows you to load a
previously created sprite, to modify it,

and to store the slightly changed image
in a new file. This is particularly useful

for animating sprites. Simply erase an

arm or a leg and redraw it to create the

effect of animation.

A third feature allows you to load a

sprite from data that have already been
converted to bytes. This is useful if you
have a program listing and want to see

how the sprite looks without keying and
running the program. Sprites loaded by
bytes can also be changed.
Once a sprite is created and stored on

cassette, how do you get it in your pro-

gram? This is done with the program
Getsprite along with the screen editor on
the Commodore 64.

To merge the program with any exist-

ing program, clear the screen and type in

LOAD "GETSPRITE." The program
with which you are merging should not
use line numbers below 200. (If nec-

essary, you can renumber Getsprite.) Af-
ter Getsprite is loaded, type LIST to list

the program on the screen. Next, type

LOAD "PROGRAM" where PRO-
GRAM is the name of the existing pro-

gram. The Commodore loads the new
program over Getsprite, but when the

display returns, the listing of Getsprite

will be on the screen. Placing the cursor

on the program lines and hitting re-

turn adds the Getsprite instructions to

the program without re-keying.

To avoid running the Getsprite sub-

program when you run the main pro-

gram, add the line: 5 GOTO XXX
where XXX is the first line number of
the main program.
To add sprites at any time, type

GOTO 10 instead of RUN to start the

program. Getsprite clears the screen and
asks for a sprite filename and a begin-

ning line number for the data state-

ments. Be careful not to use any line

number that would overlap a portion of
your program. There will be four data
statements of 16 bytes each, starting

with the line number that you specified

and incremented by one for each new
data statement. When the data state-

ments are displayed on the screen, po-
sition the cursor at the beginning of each
line and press return, using the screen

editor to add each statement to your
program.

Summary
The sprite graphics capability of the

Commodore 64 opens a new dimension
of animation and real time graphics to

the Basic programmer. Even with sprite

graphics, Basic is still too slow for com-
plicated, fast action games. However,
simpler games and animated graphics
for strategic and educational games can
challenge the most ambitious pro-

grammer for several months. The use of
the sprite editing program should make
the task of creating and coding sprites a
little easier. D
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The greater proportion of my mail in

the last few weeks is from readers who
were delighted to see someone finally

bring the UCSD p-System out of its

modest, and undeserved, obscurity. I

was equally pleased to receive them,
since a friend of mine, whose charm is

only slightly inferior to my own, re-

marked that IBM PC owners just don't

use the p-System. It gave me great plea-

sure to see that, once in a very long

while, he does mispeak.

I had planned to include something in

every "Images" about it, but there are so

many other items which get in the queue
that this may not always happen. It

didn't happen this month, but next

month may, if I stay on top of the piles

on my floor, delight the hearts of the let-

ter writers, as I have some information

on 8087 support and the p-System. This

month's colmn is about books, assembly
language, and Basic.

Two Books
The fine, detailed books on the IBM

PC are beginning to appear in quantity.

I bought two of them this month: IBM
PC Assembly Language by Leo Scanlon

and Inside the IBM PC—Access to Ad-
vanced Features and Programming by
Peter Norton; both are published by
Robert J. Brady Co. The former is very

good and the latter outstanding; both
books read quite pleasantly and contain

a great deal of information which hith-

erto had to be painfully extracted from
technical manuals. One rainy Sunday
afternoon I managed the first third of

both books (I am a fast reader), and
emerged at dinnertime without feeling

particularly confused.

Like the other works of Peter Norton
(the Norton Utilities, for example), his

book on the IBM PC is a superior and
classic production. It is possible, for $60,

to order a set of three disks which com-
plement the text, but not having them
does not lessen the benefit which can be
derived from the book.

Susan Glinert-Cole

He assumes a basic knowledge of the

IBM PC as well as some programming
experience, so be forewarned: this is not

a book for rank beginners. It is aimed at

those who are curious enough to go be-

yond the introductory stages of comput-
ing and find out how to get around
inside the machine to make it do strange

and wonderful things.

The chapters cover the disk operating

system (DOS), disk storage, ROM, video

and keyboard access with some fascinat-

ing asides on Pascal, assembler and war-

bling. Many of the programs described

are written in Pascal (hooray!); it is nice

to see some really useful programs writ-

ten in this language for a change. There
is, however, ample coverage of the topics

described in Basic as well. In fact, the

juxtaposition of the programs makes it

easy to compare the style and content of

the two languages.

There are also several assembler sub-

routines with detailed instructions for

incorporating them in your main Pascal

or Basic program. I highly recommend
this book for even the advanced begin-

ner. Most of the topics are easily within

the grasp of someone with just rudi-

mentary programming experience, and
are so thoroughly and clearly explained

that the reader will soon discover that he

is suddenly moderately experienced with

only a modicum of effort.

Assembly language, or the Art of

Programming with a Pair of Tweezers, is

always difficult to present in a cozy
manner. The problem is that there are so

many new concepts to introduce before

the issue of programming can be ad-

dressed that the reader tends to become
overwhelmed by explanations of reg-

isters, stacks, and memory segmentaton.

There is such a myriad of details to be

attended to that a good deal of patience

(among other attributes) is required to

produce a competent assembly language

programmer.
Advocates of Assemblers (AA for

short) enthusiastically impress upon the

unwary the power that assembly lan-

guage gives a programmer over the ma-
chine. Admittedly, it is powerful and

allows some elegant and clever

manipulations which are not possible

from a high level language and is thus

appealing to many people.

Those of you who enjoy or feel im-

pelled to worry a lot will find that

assembly language gives you an opportu-

nity to worry about details you never

dreamed existed outside of an IRS audit.

You will have an opportunity to chew
your fingernails in any base from 2 to 16

by judicious use of the RADIX pseudo-

op. You can nibble your lip over

segmentation and 24 (count 'em) op-

erand addressing modes.
If that still doesn't satisfy you, you

can eat your way through a box of or-

ange flavored antacid tablets trying to

decide which of the 30 or so jump
instructions best suits your mood.

Assembler is not for amateur worriers.

I confess that, after one semester of

IBM 360/370 assembler and 45 boxes of

antacid tablets (assorted flavors), the

lifestyle simply didn't appeal to me. I

grudgingly admit, however, that there

are times when assembler is indispens-

able for getting a job done efficiently.

Anyway, if this sounds like something

you might enjoy, Leo Scanlon's book

will be of use to you.

Parts of this book are likely to be

confusing to someone who has never

done any assembly language coding be-

fore. The examples often clarify what the

text leaves obsure, but I think that this

book will probably best benefit someone
with some prior experience in this area.

As with the Norton book, you may or-

der a disk which contains programs
mentioned in the text and in this case, I

strongly suggest that you do so.
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IBM, continued...

Since this is the first book I have seen

which deals in particular with the IBM
PC Macro Assembler, it is worth buying
just for the specific information which
can be found in it. Like many program-
ming languages, assembler is difficult to

learn from a book, and it really requires

the IBM Macro Assembler and some
hours at the keyboard to become
comprehensible.

The book does an excellent job of
explaining the 8088 instruction set and
higher precision mathematical opera-

tions and covers input/output and sys-

tem resources clearly. The book contains

only a few ready-to-type-in programs,
but there are quite a few procedures

around which a program could be built.

One of these subroutines contains the

complete data table for "Turkey in the

Straw." The complaint I have is with the

first chapter, which does an inadequate
presentation of the function of an assem-
bler and the very important distinction

between assembly time and execution

time. I therefore digress for a while to

fill in these gaps, for those of you who
have raced out to the drugstore in

anticipation of an evening with the

Macro Assembler.

The Macro Assembler
First of all, recall that computer mem-

ory is organized into a series of consec-
utive locations, each of which has its

own, unique address. Each location

stores one byte of information, which is

why a byte is sometimes called the

smallest addressable unit.

Bytes of information are accessed by
specifying the memory address at which
the information resides. In higher level

languages, such as Basic, the user may
remain unaware and unconcerned about
addressing, since lower level computer
functions take care of the details in-

volved in assigning symbolic labels, such
as variable names, to memory locations.

For example, the instruction

ANSWER=42
assigns the value 42 to the variable AN-
SWER. A memory location is assigned

to the label ANSWER and the value 42
is placed there. When the instruction

PRINT ANSWER
is encountered, the address ofANSWER
is looked up in a table and the value at

that location is fetched. "Where is it

fetched to (from?)," I hear someone say-

ing out there. Aha. The worrying begins.

The central processing unit (CPU)
contains certain workspaces, called reg-

isters, where many types of data
manipulation take place. Again, pro-
grammers who use high level languages
never need be aware that these things ex-

ist, but registers are indispensable in

assembly language.

The number of registers, as well as the

amount of information they may con-

tain, varies from computer to computer.

The IBM 360 has 16 general purpose

registers, each of which can contain 32

bits or four bytes. The number of bits

that a computer normally handles in a

register is called a word; the 360 has a

32-bit word size. Computers may also

use double words, which are needed for

some types of arithmetic, as well as byte-

sized pieces of data.

The IBM PC has a complicated reg-

ister structure and a debatable word size.

There are four 16-bit data registers, but

these can also be subdivided and used as

eight 8-bit registers. Not even Intel, the

designer of the 8088 chip, is sure

whether the 8088 has an 8- or a 16-bit

word size.

Intel's iAPX 88 Book, which is a must
for 8088 Assembly language pro-
grammers, has a section headed "The
8088's Powerful 16-Bit Instruction Set."

The first line reads "The 8088 has the

most powerful instructions of any 8-bit

microprocessor." In fact, the PC is a 16-

bit machine inside, but it only commu-
nicates 8-bits at a time to the outside

world. The compromise "8/16 bit

microprocessor" designation is com-
monly used for the 8088; I think they

ought to take the middle course and
just call it a 12-bit machine. (Are you
beginning to worry about some of these

things? You're off to a flying start.)

Arithmetic, to name just one type of

instruction, is carried out inside the reg-

isters. The Basic instruction

ANSWER = 17+ 12

in generalized assembly language ap-

pears in Listing 1. MOVE and ADD are

examples of mnemonic op codes. The
next column contains the operands. In

general, the first operand is where the

Listing 1.

Listing 2.

result is left and the second operand con-

tains a value which the op-code manipu-

lates. The first column of the program

may contain an optional symbolic label

or marker which is used as a location

reference for branch instructions. More
about this later.

An assembler is a program, just like

the word processor or the Space Po-

tatoes game that you maneuver with

such finesse. Its function is to take the

program you have written (in what AAs
wittily refer to as "meaningful mnemon-
ics") and convert your deathless code

into something the computer can under-

stand. In computerese, the assembler

takes your source code and translates it

to object code. This translation process

is called "assembling."

It is possible (and often necessary) for

the programmer to instruct the assem-

bler to do certain things, like reserve

space for data and assemble blocks of

code only under certain conditions. The
instructions the programmer gives to the

assembler are called pseudo-op codes, to

distinguish them from op-codes, which
are instructions to the central processing

unit. Pseudo-ops are executed when the

assembler is running; op-codes are exe-

cuted when your object code program is

running.

In general, the assembler fetches a line

of your source code and translates it to

machine code, fetches the next line of

your program and translates it, and so

on until it finds an END instruction. At
this point there lie on your disk two pro-

grams: your source code and the object

code program which the assembler has

so carefully put together. You must then

bind in any other pieces of software,

such as trigonometric functions and pre-

viously assembled code modules, which
will be needed by the program.

MOV AX, 17 jPUT 17 INTO REGISTER AX
ADD AX, 12 ;ADD 12 TO CONTENTS OF AX
MOV ANSWER,AX ) STORE AX INTO ANSWER

2.

HEARTBURN SEGMENT
START_HERE OP PEPPER0NI.2 ;0RDER PIZZA

MOV AX, 42 INITIALIZE AX
MOV BX, PUMPKINS INITIALIZE BX
ADD AX, BANANAS ;ADD FRUIT
COB AX.BX {COMPARE
JFD TASMANIA,

1

;JUMP IF ZER8
CRN AX.BX ;ELSE CONVERT TO ROMAN
EP 4 |AND EAT PIZZA

TASMANIA EPI (REMOVE PROGRAMMER
MOV FRIDGE, BANANAS iSAVE FRUIT

I .... STORAGE AREA
PUMPKINS DM 342 {BITES/PUMPKIN
BANANAS DB 12 ; BITES/BANANA
FRIDGE D6 ; FRIDGE SPACE
END HEARTBURN
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This process is called linking. A linker

may also perform many other necessary
functions, not the least of which are to
resolve certain address discrepancies and
produce an executable piece of software
(called a load module). We will leave

linkers for an advanced lesson sometime
in the future and return to the subject of
the moment.

Let us look at a perfectly imaginary
assembler at work on an equally mythi-
cal assembly program. In Listing 2 are a
few lines of meaningful mnemonics.

This program is written in no particu-

lar assembly language (you may have al-

ready jumped to that conclusion), but
will prove (I hope) instructive neverthe-
less. The principles described are ap-
plicable to any assembler. Listing 3

describes the instruction associated with
the mnemonic code, the op code as-

signed to the mnemonic, the size of the

instruction in bytes, and the required

operands.

The IBM Macro Assembler is said to

be "relocatable" because it generates an
object code module which may be placed
in any available area of memory when it

is loaded. In this case, the actual mem-
ory locations are unknown at assembly
time. The assembler will assume that the

program begins at address 00000 and
performs all address calculations based
on this starting address.

First, the assembler calculates the ad-
dresses of all symbolic labels in your
program and places them in a symbol ta-

ble. Second, the machine code instruc-

tions themselves are generated, using the
locations computed in the first pass. An
assembled source code listing for the

above program might look something
like Listing 4.

Line 1 generated no object code as it is

merely an instruction to the assembler
that this particular program segment is

named HEARTBURN. Line 2 is the
first actual program line. The assembler
sets a location counter to 00000, and this

address is assigned to the first instruc-

tion. The assembler consults an op code
table and finds that the OP mnemonic
has the machine code 14, two operands
are needed, and the total length of the
instruction is two bytes. The first byte of
the assembled instruction is 14, the op
code specification.

By consulting another internal table it

sees that PEPPERONI is pizza type
number 6. This becomes the first nibble

of the second byte in the assembled code
line. The second operand specifies the

Listing 3.

np nnnF npFBmns R17F in nvTFg MarmtJF rnr>r nPFPaT inM

OP TYPE:, NUMBER 2 14 ORDER PIZZA
MOVI REGISTER, IMMEDIATE BYTE 3 AA MOVE IMMEDIATE

BYTE
MOV REGISTER, MEMORY BYTE 4 31 MOVE BYTE
MOV MEMORY BYTE, MEMORY BYTE 6 4A MOVE BYTE
ADD REGISTER, MEMORY BYTE 4 04 ADD BYTE
CDB REGISTER, REGISTER 2 11 COMPARE AND

DROP BITS
JFD LOCATI DRIVE 4 C3 JUMP AND FOLD

DISK
CRN REGIST 2 22 CONVERT TO

ROMAN NUMERALS
EP MM 1 • 1 EAT PIZZA
EPI MM 1 70 EXECUTE PROGRAMMER

IMMEDIATE

Listing 4.

i IMF a i nr^TiriN OBJ TOflF SDIIRPF Cf^

1 HEARTBURN SEGMENT
2 98889 14 62 START_HERE OP PEPPERONI,

2

3 86882 6A A 02A MOVI AX, 42
4 eeees 31 B 000 ID MOV BX, PUMPKINS
S eeee? 04 A 000 IF ADD AX, BANANAS
6 eeeeD 11 A B CDB AX.BX
7 8888F C3 00016 1 JFD TASMANIA,!
8 06813 22 A B CRN AX.BX
9 00013 01 EP
10 00016 70 TASMANIA EPI
11 00017 4A 00020 000 IF MOV FRIDGE,BANA
12 ; ST0RAG
13 000 ID 021E PUMPKINS DM 542
14 000 IF C BANANAS DB 12
13 00020 FRIDGE DB
14 END HEARTBURN

number of pizzas required, and the
assembler puts this figure into the sec-

ond nibble of the instruction. The loca-
tion counter is updated by the length of
the instruction (two bytes), and the
assembler moves to the next line.

The op code is put into place in the
same way; the first nibble of the second
byte gets the register specification (A)
and the last three nibbles encode the
number 42 in hexadecimal. Since this

instruction is three bytes long, the next
line begins at location 00005.
When the fourth line is assembled, the

assembler encodes the location of the
storage area PUMPKINS into the last

five nibbles. Similarly, in line 7, notice
that the location of the symbolic label,

TASMANIA, is put into nibbles 3 thru
7.

Lines 13 to 16 are instructions for
reserving storage space. The assembler
puts aside one word of memory space
(two bytes) for PUMPKINS and defines
this address to contain the value 542
(2 IE in hex). A byte of memory contain-
ing a value of 12 is assigned to BA-
NANAS, and a byte is reserved for
FRIDGE, but nothing is placed there
until the program is actually executed.
When the instruction END is en-
countered, the assembler halts.

The progammer now does the linking

and loading step. The actual memory
locations of the program, and any ref-

erences to exter i modules which may
be used by the p.ogram, are reconciled
at this time. Having gone to all this trou-
ble to assemble it, let's run through an
execution.

Line 2 commands the computer to or-
der two pepperoni pizzas. We will not go
into the details of this op code. Line 3

puts the value 42 into the AX register.

Line 4 puts the value at PUMPKINS,
542, into the BX register. Line 5 adds
the value at BANANAS to whatever is

in the AX register, so AX now contains
42 + 12 = 54.

Line 6 compares register BX to AX
(dribbling some bits in the process). The
second operand (BX) is greater than the
first (AX); a flag is set elsewhere in the
computer to indicate the result of the
comparison. The jump instruction in the
next line checks the flag and jumps only
if AX is greater than BX. Since it isn't,

no jump takes place, and the disk in

drive 1 is left unfolded.

In line 8 the contents of the second
register are converted to Roman numer-
als and placed into the AX register for

future use. The computer consumes a
pizza in line 9 and then executes the pro-
grammer in line 10. The last executable
instruction on line 1 1 places the value at

BANANAS into the reserved storage at

FRIDGE.
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IBM, continued...

Two Books on Basic

For the less intrepid who are casting

about for an easy way to learn Basic, two

excellent choices have appeared on the

market. They were field tested for me by

two people with no programming experi-

ence and were found to be enjoyable,

educational, and well engineered.

The Basic Primer by Marilyn Davis,

published by IBM, is a software package

in the IBM Personal Computer Educa-

tional Series. It is designed to be a book
on a disk and it keeps some of the airs

and graces of a book about it—like page

numbers and an index. The medium of

course, makes it more than just a book;

it is really a series of interactive lessons,

or pages, which take the user from the

very simple to the moderately difficult

concepts of the Basic language. The
graphic screens are beautifully done and
make excellent use of color (if you have

it available).

Error recovery, as one should expect

in a package designed for beginners, is

also excellent. The field tester got con-

fused a couple of times and wailed for

assistance, but I steadfastly pretended to

be absorbed in counting the leaves on a

begonia, and he eventually got back on
track himself.

Because of its interactive nature, the

package can stand pretty much by itself.

The set-up instructions are quite clear

about making a backup copy in the true

IBM format. It would be equally enjoy-

able for children and adults, as the user

can set the pace for advancement, but it

is interesting enough to hold the atten-

tion of an adult. Be warned: the music

lessons appear early on in the tutorial, so

prepare yourself for an evening of beeps

and atonal tone poems.

The drawback to on-screen tutorials

of the Basic Primer type is that to a cer-

tain extent, you have to follow the lesson

plan. Some people would rather learn

concepts in a less prescribed manner. A
Guide to Programming the IBM Personal

Computer by Bruce Presley, published

by Van Nostrand Reinhold, is one of the

best books of its type I have seen. I lent

another Basic book to a friend who had
just bought a PC, and he gave up on it

after a few pages. I had used that

particular book myself, and we had the

same feeling about it: it kept telling you

to do things, but it never explained why
you were doing them.

Presley's book overcomes this

objection quite well. His presentation is

very clear and is augmented by copious

examples and problems (with the an-

swers in the back). The book is well laid

out graphically with large type and gen-

erous spaces on the page which makes it

easy to read from a distance. It is pretty

dry reading; this is not one of the chatty

or humorous computer texts.

I have noticed, and Presley's book is a

good example, that nobody numbers

pages in computer books from start to

finish anymore. The fashion these days

is to number each chapter separately and

then have a little retinue of appendices,

all with their own page numbers, trot-

ting after the main text. When I want to

find out how many pages there are in a

book, I don't want to have to get a cal-

culator and add up all the separate sec-

tion numbers. I am beginning to suspect

that word processors can't count past

32.
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pings...tPs-$0 strings...tre-S
On the fifty-fifth lap around the TRS-

80 track, we check out the Model 4
(which replaces the Model III), five

ways to store your floppy disks, the
Superkeys program from Sams, a key-
board shield for your Model III, and an-
other short program that creates
graphics from the keyboard.

Something new: To help reduce clut-

ter, company addresses are now at the
end of the column, which also makes it

easier for the magazine to add "Circle
XXX on Reader Service Card," as
necessary.

TRS-80 Model 4
For those who expected the TRS-80

replacement for the Model III to be
radically different, the Model 4 must
have been a disappointment when it was
introduced recently because it looks very
much like a III and is compatible with it

(Figure 1).

However, the Model 4 has features

that many TRS-80 fans heartily wel-

comed: of greatest interest is the fact

that the 4 can run CP/M-Plus pro-

grams, thereby making available thou-
sands of additional programs.
By using slightly smaller characters,

the Model 4 displays 24 lines of 80
characters each compared with 16 lines

of 64 characters each on the III. The
minimum RAM memory is 64K,
expandable to 128K, and the Model 4
runs at 4 MHz instead of 2.03 MHz.
A unique MemDisk feature lets you

turn some of the internal RAM memory
of the Model 4 into a pseudo-floppy
drive that responds "keystroke-quick"
rather than at the slower disk-access

speed. You can copy, backup, purge,
and display the DiRectory of MemDisk
files.

The Model 4 closely resembles the
Model III, except that some of the keys
are white; there are three function keys
in the numeric keypad, a caps key on
the keyboard, and the case is made of

Stephen B. Gray

molded cream-color plastic instead of
opaque plastic with a sprayed-on alu-

minum finish that can be rubbed off.

The 4 comes in two 24-line disk mod-
els: with 64K and one disk, $1699; with
64K, two disks, and RS-232C, $1999. A
16K cassette-based starter system,
displaying 16 lines of print, running
Model III Basic, and without disk
drives, is $999. The internal RAM mem-
ory of the disk models can be expanded
to 128K with a 64K RAM kit for $149.

The disk models can read the
microcassettes of the new portable

Model 100 as well as write files on them.
A spool feature permits the Model 4 to

perform other operations while printing

data.

Although the first editions of the

Model 4 manual omit it, a SOUND state-

ment, much like the one in the Color
Computer, provides variable pitch and
duration. Since it has only a single oc-

tave, it is meant to be a "business alert,"

to signal an operator.

The Model 4 runs all the Model III

software, providing a 16-line display.

When the Model 4 TRSDOS 6.0 is

booted up, the 24-line display is used.

A Model 4 Upgrade Kit ($799 plus in-

stallation) converts a Model III to a
Model 4, except for the cabinet, disk

drives, and CRT. It includes a new key-

board, CPU board, 64K RAM, sound,
TRSDOS, and Disk Basic.

A review of the new TRS-80 Model 4
computer will appear in these pages
soon; one was just delivered to me.

Storing Your Floppy Disks
Where do you keep your floppy disks

Figure 1. The TRS-80 Model 4 runs CP/M programs as well as Model III
programs, and its cream color is molded into the case.
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C86™ - For Professional Programmers
OFFERS "C" FOR PC-DOS, CPM-86. MS-DOS, MPM-86:

• FULL IMPLEMENTATION ot C-Syntax and Library

• NO ROYALTIES-include routines from our Library in your
commercial software without paying us royalties

• LIBRARY SOURCE makes customization easy for you

• LIBRARY EXTRAS include math. trig, much more

• FAST CODE-the January Byte benchmark showed C86 to

be fast 8087 support is included

• OVERLAY SUPPORT helps with large programs

• A LIBRARIAN supports object and source modules

• ROMABLE programs may be written
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• HOTLINE SUPPORT brings competant and prompt help
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X^ The AiThe Apple Users Group
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available for only S59.9S each.

WHY PAY MORE?
Order direct from this ad and Save up to 8150. Buy
Library Disks I, II and III and get a special bonus disk

FREE - over 260 programs for $1 79.95 + $3.

shipping. For the best value, receive all 9 oteks featuring
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for a package price of only $389. Postage Paid!
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avadabte, circle Readers Service Card for our complete catalog

For Orders Only Call now
TOLL FREE: 1-800-327-8664
Florida: 1-305 987-8665
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The Best In Price, Selection and Delivery
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800-368-3404
(In VA, Call Collect 703-237-8695)
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IntoStar $ 279
InloStar
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DOWNSWAY MEMORIES FOR
VIC-20 and T/S 1000

Styled lo match the computers rugged, reliable and tight fitting fully

assembled and tested

Proven Products! Tens of thousands ot Downsway memories already sold

world-wide your guarantee of quality and performance.

1SK RAM cartridge lor VIC 20

SMitcnsbta lor 3. 8 0' 16K
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with gold-plated edge connectors 64K module needs no
extra power supply • 8 16K area can be switched out to use
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16K $39.95 64K $124.95

Plus New software tor T/S 1000. T/S 2000. VIC 20 and Commodore 64'

Fill out coupon below or lor taster service.

CALL TOLL FREE: 800-556-6782
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Terminals Terrific. Inc., P.O. Box 216. Merrifield. VA 22116
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TRS-80 Strings, continued...
when you are not using them? In a pile

next to your computer? Thrown into a
drawer? In the cardboard box in which
you purchased them?

If your computer area is clean and
there are" no children or pets in your
house or apartment, you may have no
problems. But there are better ways to

keep your floppies clean, safe, and
handy. These better ways all help you
follow the advice of the Model III Disk
System manual: "Store diskettes in a
vertical file folder on a shelf where they
are protected from pressure to their sides

(just as phono records are stored)."

You have a choice between a compact
storage box that holds ten disks, a large

file box that holds SO, two types of plas-

tic disk-storage envelopes that fit in a
three-ring binder, and handy 20-disk
"flip files" in permanent binders.

Disk Storage Boxes
Radio Shack has discontinued the two

previous plastic storage boxes for
floppies: catalog number 26-1452 for the

Figure 2. The disk storage box stores ten

floppies; its index is visible whether the
box is open or closed.

5'/«" disk; 26-4952 for the 8" disk. There
was a problem with splitting at the
seams, a Computer Center manager told

me. These discontinued boxes have been
selling at half price, although none were
to be found when I checked three New
York centers, recently.

The new model alleviates the splitting

problem with a thicker polystyrene plas-

tic and a sturdier design (Figure 2). The
two plastic "tongues" in the front of the
older case have been replaced with a
solid pop-out easel front that swings for-

ward to allow easy access to the disks, so
you can flip through them.
The new 5 l/«" storage box, catalog

number 26-1321, is $4.95; the 8" box,
26-4956, is $5.95. These boxes hold up
to ten floppies each.

Large File Boxes
If you have more than ten disks to

store, the file boxes hold up to 50
floppies each (Figure 3). They are quite

simple to use; just flip back the hinged

Figure 3. The large file box holds 50
floppies and is easy to use; just flip open
the top.

transparent lid, and the five movable in-

dex dividers inside provide six locations

for keeping your floppies separate by
category.

The 5-V4 " file box, 26-1453, is $29.95;

the 8" file box, 26-4953, is $39.95.

Disk Envelopes
If you prefer to store your disks in a

binder, perhaps to match your library of
TRS-80 binders, there is a $5.95 univer-
sal three-ring binder, 26-1310, which
looks like the regular software binders
and holds disk envelopes, made of
sturdy flexible, transparent plastic (Fig-

ure 4).

The envelope for 5'/4
" floppies, 26-

510, holds two of the floppies and costs

$7.95 for ten envelopes. The envelope for
8" floppies, 26-4907, holds one disk, and

is also $7.95 for ten envelopes. Both en-

velopes have space for a label for record-

ing the contents of the disk or whatever

information you wish to record.

These envelopes, by the way, are the

same as the envelopes in which disks are

stored as part of TRS-80 software

packages.

Disk Looseleaf Files

There is another model of looseleaf

disk file, which also fits the Universal

Data Binder and costs a trifle more per
disk than a disk envelope.

The "housing frame" for 5
l

/4" disks

(70-514, package of four, $14.95) con-

sists of two white plastic extrusions at

the left and right sides of wide blue plas-

tic pockets that hold eight floppies

—

four per side of the frame (Figure 5).

However, the pockets are so wide that if

Figure 4. The disk envelope for 5'/4
"

floppies holds two and has space for a la-

bel or other data.

FigureS. The housingframefor the 5'/4
"

disk holds eight floppies, four on each
side.

you turn the frame upside down, the

floppies easily slide out, so don't buy this

one if you are careless with binders.

The looseleaf file for the 8" disk (70-

513, ten for $12) is similar to the 26-

4907 disk envelope, but holds two disks

(one on each side) in addition to the in-

dex card and is made of opaque flexible

plastic. In fact, a 70-513 is a double-
sided opaque 26-4907.

Flip Files

There is yet another way of protecting

your disks—by using "flip files," binders
with permanent pages, which sit on a
shelf when closed, but when open, "dis-

play a disk at a time," according to the

RSC-9 catalog (Figure 6).

That is, the pages that hold the disks

are fanned out, so you can see up to ten

disk labels at a time. Each "page" is a
plastic pocket with a fixed cardboard di-
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Figure 6. The flip file holds 20 floppies

and displays ten labels at a time; to see

the other ten, flip over all the pages

vider, so a disk slides into each side. You
affix the labels to the outer ends of the

dividers.

Ten pages hold 20 floppies; 40

pregummed labels are supplied. Ten la-

bels are visible from one side; just flip

over the stack of pages to see the other

ten labels. The plastic pockets are open-

ended, but hold the floppies securely to

keep them from falling out.

A pocket on the spine of the binder

holds a card with 20 spaces for listing

the flip-file contents. Flip files are $39.95

for 8" (70-502), $34.95 for 5%" (70-

503).

Storage Cost Comparisons

Table 1 shows the various storage sys-

tems for 5V«" floppies, their catalog

numbers, and the cost of storing a single

floppy disk in each, assuming that you

use the full capacity of each.

You should also consider the conve-

nience of storage, of course. The file box

is fastest to use; just flip up the lid. But

the file box takes up more space on a

desktop or shelf than the others.

The others require taking a binder or

storage box or flip file from a shelf and

opening it. Of the last three, the flip file

is probably the fastest to use; it is also

the most expensive.

Table 2 is similar, except that it shows

the cost per floppy of storing 8" disks.

Storage for 5-1/4" Floppies

(Cost per disk)

Disk envelope 26-510 $0,398

Looseleaf file 70-514 0.467

Storage box 26-1321 0.495

Large file box 26-1453 0.599

Flip file 70-503 1.748

Price Comparisons
Incidentally, the prices of Radio

Shack's data storage media usually com-
pare favorably with similar products

available elsewhere. Similar flip files are

$36.30 for 5V," disks, $42.90 for 8"

disks, from Uarco Computer Supplies.

Although Uarco's large file box looks

identical to the Radio Shack offering, it

stores up to 60 disks and costs $37.65 for

5'/«"; $42.40 for 8" floppies.

If you have many floppies to store,

you might check the other storage items

in the Uarco catalog, as well as those in

the catalogs of companies such as

Devoke Data Products, Challenge Com-
puter Supplies, and Inmac. All four cat-

alogs also feature a wide variety of other

DP products, from cables to furniture.

One difference: If you buy a disk-stor-

age item at a Radio Shack store, you can

use it immediately. If you buy from a

catalog, however, you pay postage for

shipping and must wait for delivery.

Superkeys From Sams
The previous column described the

Master Directory III program from

Howard W. Sams & Co. and promised

to look at other Sams programs later.

Let's look at one more now: Superkeys

The Superkeys machine language pro-

gram, for a Model III or 4 with at least

one disk drive, allows you to use a single

key to input any DOS command, Basic

keyword, or an entire Basic program

line.

When you run Superkeys, you find

that if you press shift and the down-
arrow and then press any alphabet key,

@, or the right-arrow key, the screen

displays a Basic keyword or a system

command. If you do a great deal of

programming, these 28 pre-programmed

keys can speed up your work
considerably.

You can easily remember eleven of the

28 keys because they are the first letter

of the pre-programmed keyword, such

as R for return, T for then, and M
for mid$( . The rest are harder to remem-
ber: W for RND(, A for string$(, H for

richt$(, etc.

Any of the 28 can be changed by sim-

ply putting the program in Define Mode.

Keys may be programmed to enter often

used Basic words, variable names, even

Storage for 8" Floppies

(Cost per disk)

Storage box 26-4956

Looseleaf file 70-513

Disk envelope 26-4907

Large file box 26-4953

Flip file 70-502

$0,595

0.60
0.795

0.80

1.998

Table I. Table 2.
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entire lines (up to 255 characters long)

into programs. Keys may also be pro-

grammed to start various functions, such

as run, LIST, or edit, with a single

keystroke.

Once you have redefined several keys,

you can save your own set of Superkeys

definitions to disk with a few simple

steps.

Superkeys also includes a Basic screen

editor. The brief 10-page manual calls it

a line editor, but it is not. Your TRS-80
already has a line editor with which you
edit a line by using any of a dozen spe-

cial editing commands (such as L, X, I,

and A), hit enter to record all the

changes you have made on that line,

then edit another line.

The Superkeys screen editor permits

you to move a cursor anywhere within a

displayed Basic program and edit it very

simply by typing over the characters you
wish to change. To delete a character,

press clear, which also moves the rest

of the line one character to the left. To
insert a blank, press break. After you
have made all your changes in the pro-

gram, press enter, and the edited pro-

gram is entered into memory.
In addition, you can use the screen

editor to enter graphics characters into

strings or print lines, for compact high-

speed graphics. Write a program like the

one in the manual, that puts graphics

blocks on the screen, then use it to create

whatever graphics you wish. With the

screen editor, put quotes around each

horizontal line of graphics and assign a

string name to the line. Or put a print
before the quotes and add a line number
at the beginning of the line.

That is what the manual says to do,

but it won't work unless you follow this

order exactly: Create a line of graphics;

hit enter; hit break; do a

shift/break to get into screen-editor

mode; put quotes on each end of the

graphics line; add a line number along

with a string name or print; hit enter
again; and the next time you LIST, the

graphics will show up within the pro-

gram line.

For $49.95, you can save a great deal

of time when you are writing programs
by using a single key to put entire words

or phrases onto the screen. Also, the

Superkeys screen editor is much faster to

use than the Basic line editor, and it pro-

vides a fast way to create graphics.

If you can't find Superkeys at a local

computer store, you can order it from

Sams for an additional $2 charge per or-

der for handling.

Keyboard Shield

Speaking of rubbing off aluminum fin-

ish: if you have used a Model III for a

while, you have probably worn off the
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TRS-80 Strings, continued...
paint on the keyboard-surround in the
two places where your hands rest on the
case, on the forward edge, unless you
have been very careful.

Priced at $9.95, Radio Shack's new
product, the Model III Keyboard Shield,

is an 18" piece of curved plastic that

protects the front edge of the keyboard.
The shield has a "built-in attachment

tape" that allows you just to push it into

place. The shield is laminated, with plas-

tic over the aluminum finish, so the
color won't wear off.

Short Program #42:
Keyboard Graphics II

The short program at the end of the

December 1982 column (p. 415) put
graphics characters on the screen from
the keyboard. But it requires some fina-

gling to generate all 63 characters and
was included to see whether any readers

could write a straightforward program
to do the job.

The first to discover a solution was
Richard Fink of Andover, MA, who
writes: "Short program #34 intrigued
me enough to write another (and better)

version. I was curious as to what the
ASCII value of a shift and a shift @
were, so I wrote lines 300-450.

"I was surprised to Find that on a
Model I, Level II a shift/alpha gives the
lowercase ASCII value of the alpha key.

I had always assumed that the shift key
was not wired into most of the keys. I

wrote a similar program for an Apple II

in which a shift/alpha has the same
ASCII value as a non-shift/alpha."

10 CLI
20 PRINT 'PRESS ANY KEY TO START"
30 C»«INKEY»: IF C»»'* THEN 30
40 CLS
SO BMINKEY*: IF B>»" THEN SO
60 IF 6»-CHR»<24> THEN ENO
80 IF ASC<8«><*10 THEN 6=ASC<6«>

121 ELSE B*A8C(BS> 100
90 PRINT CHRtCBll ' '1

100 C=Oi: IF COO THEN PRINT! C»0
110 GOTO 30
300 8»^LNKEY»1 IF B»*" THEN 300
400 PRINT ASC(Bt>S ' = •; 6*
450 GOTO 300

"By running line 300, you will see that

one can generate 94 different ASCII val-

ues from the keyboard (95 if you include
the break key), more than enough to get

63 graphic characters."

Two print lines which were omitted
from the program to simplify it can be
reinserted at the end of line 10: "The
three lowest graphic characters are ob-
tained by pressing the left, right and
down arrow-keys" and "shift/left-arrow

ends program."
Line 60 ends the program if you press

the shift and left-arrow keys, because
ASCII code 24 is for the backspace func-
tion. The first half of line 80 (before
else) is designed solely to display

graphics when the left, right, or down
arrow key is pressed. The functions for

those three keys have ASCII values of
less than ten, so 121 is added to bring
the total up to 128, 129, and 130, respec-

tively. The right half of line 80 takes
care of the other 61 graphics characters
(whose ASCII values are all over 30),

adding 100 to each to provide graphics
codes 131 through 191.

SILICON
WU£f

...Ferr Swurrr..

To see this more clearly, add:

85 PRINT B$; B; ASC(B$);
which will print the keyboard character,

its ASCII value, and its corresponding

graphics character code immediately be-

fore each graphics character.

Line 100 makes for a clearer display,

notes Richard. It allows 30 characters to

be displayed on a line, then starts a new
line. The last part of program line 90
puts a space after each graphics
character.

Remove the last part of line 90, and
you delete the spaces. Now you have a
program that allows you to create

graphics directly from the keyboard. A
simple chart showing which key corre-

sponds to which graphics character is all

you need. (Several personal computers
have the graphics characters engraved

on the keys.)

Without the last part of line 90, the

program displays graphics characters

across half the screen width. Change the

value ofC in line 100 for a wider graph-

ics display up to a maximum of 63.

Incidentally, this is the perfect pro-

gram to use with the Superkeys screen

editor to enter graphics characters into

strings or print lines. The sample pro-

gram in the Superkeys manual creates

only two different graphics characters,

so you would need an additional pro-

gram line for each additional character

you wish to put into your graphics.

Richard's program solves the problem
by creating all 63 graphics characters

with the fewest number of lines.

Firms mentioned in this column

Howard W. Sams &. Co., Inc.

P.O. Box 7092
4300 West 62 St.

Indianapolis, IN 46206
(800) 428-3696

Uarco Inc.,

121 North Ninth St.

Dekalb, IL 60115
(800)435-0713
(Illinois (815) 756-8471)

Devoke Data Products
1500 Martin Ave.
Santa Clara, CA 95050
(408) 980-1360

Challenge Computer Supplies, Inc.

Box 3269
727 Middlefield Rd.
Redwood City, CA 94064
(415) 365-8105

Inmac
2465 Augustine Dr.
Santa Clara, CA 95051
Offices in 1 3 major cities

(408) 727-1970
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ONLY
$19.95!

AMPOTROMC JOY STICK

FOR APPLE COMPUTER
• Sail Centering

• 360 Curtor Control

• Nil X-Y Coordinate Control

• 2 Firing Birttont

• 30 Day Money-Beck Guaranty

• Oaalar Inquiries Invited

Send check or money order for $19 95 each

plus $2.50 lor postage and handling New York

State residents add sales tax

AMPOC ENTERPWSES, INC.

5 BEEKMAH SI SUITE 720
HEW YORK, N.Y. 10038

VERSACALC!
VERSACALC!
VERSACALCI
VERSACALC!

If

TUTORIAL
UTILITIES

AND FILE MANAGER
I SHAS( r Mr MS TO ViStCALC*

• SORT any nvm|M« ol <c

iat>*>'» iftMt formula*

*ou MMC I int Ha"! o*

• AUTOOATCHU'OATE
« g running »•* to Ml*
lormi

VERSACALC niN •

• HfNU-OWVIN MODULES
l<v row* 0*a apot.c al.o"

program.

«*&>*

UrRm l>.i.ui rn
10) Hujiikit Avenue

Piii*IkM MA 0I2OI
41 Ih44H-*:"K

•MICROCOMPUTER*

BUSINESS
SOFTWARE
MEDICAL MGMT...
DENTAL MGMT...
INSURANCE AGENT
LEGAL BILLING
PROPERTY MGMT..
AND MUCH MORE !

UNIVAIR INTERNATIONAL

9024 St. Charles Reck Road
ST. LOUIS. MISSOURI 631 14

(314)426-1099

SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE SHOPPERS GUIDE

*450°° WEEKLY
working one or two

hours a day with your

personal computer.

GUARANTEED. Simple

program process. No

special skills or ex-

perience. Free

details/application.

BOND INDUSTRIES
7115 Blanco Road

Dept. 114-178

San Antonio. TX 78216

ir.TimH'M:i:».i<H:i.iJMirrip

Radio Shack and TDP-100

TERWARE
B*' Bc.«M •

I SMC.iit iMMMe, CA 93024

1619)436-351?

5Va
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

f f Specify Son
10 Of 16 S*ctor»

8'

pric**/10

634.10

36.00
3375
44.60

30.00
33.00
41.00

MD525 1 *id*/dDi d*n«

MD550 2 sid*Jdbl d*n»

MOS77 1 j.d*/qu«d 86tpi

MD557 2 sid*»/Qu«a 96tpi

l»»
Sp*city Soft or 32 Sector

FD34 9000 t »d«/egi dene
F034-8000 t »d*/dbl d*ns

DD34-400t 2 wdM/dbl d*n»

Ch*ck»-VISAMC-C O D 'Add 62 Shipping

Call or writ* tor our discount catalog

LYBEN COMPUTER SYSTEMS
27204 Harper Ave . St Clair Short*. Ml 46061

Phon* (313) 777-7760

DATALIFt . THE NAME IS THE PROMISE
IMF WARRANTY IS THE PROOF

CIRCLE 427 ON READER SERVICE CARD

xx Sure
its insured?

SAFEWARE™ Insurance provides full

replacement of hardware, media and

purchased software. As little as $3Vyr covers:

• Fire • Theft • Power Surges

• Earthquake • Water Damage * Auto Accident

For information or immediate coverage call

1-800-848-3469
On Obio call 1000-84X2112)

D
COI.I MBIA NATKISAI CKNKKAl. AGENCY

POWER LINE PROBLEMS?

SPIKE-SPIKERS,....The Solution!
rAjommio •quipmtfiT ctomoging .pikes ond coodutttjd ttf no*t«

to or from loftutivo t^Quapmortt TromMMTl .urgo proiaxtwn

piui low pan Ml hovh filtixtng All urat. I ?0V t SA

•'
ofiuxi $;».$
Ouol 5 itoo* filter»d

chtv 8 iwitch tockttl

mom twitch fuw liorit

Kaloio ll*ctrofiiei C*.

65 14 knell It D*p1 C C
trimrm PtlSOII

MIM II $44.*$
Woll Mour.1

3 llorjft.ltK

J Mcfcttl

QUAD II $$«.»$
Wall mount Duol 3 slooe Mm

4 totktti t liaht

lac. Ordor Factory Dirtcl

215-837-0700

Out of Start

100 SJ3 «6I5DULHS INVITED

PA lot *ao6'. •C00odaS3 00 + SNepmg

•JI.T-H;«ftT4T7T.1 '.l-U.iTi.ViM-I-r.,.

$1,295.00

COMPUTER SYSTEM
DISK DRIVE. DRIVE CARD. MONITOR

SYSCOM-
ORANGE-
FRANKLIN
GEMIN1 10

Hay**

$550.00
$650.00
CALL
$375.00

$100.

$275 FWjguuvDnv* $245.

S«mfcn*Dnv* $255. Z 80 Card $100.

80 Col. Card $110. SyacorrTBar*
CookngFan 655. Board $55.

DtskDnv«Card 665 16KCard 665.

Card $65

II WE WILL BEAT ANY PRICE!

!

Softsell Systems

9600 Roosevelt Blvd., Suite 100, LL

Philadelphia. Pa. 19115

(215)665-5639



CdmpuCdueev

COVER YOUR INVESTMENT

WE COVER ALL SYSTEMS
fROM ADOS TO ZENITH

1-800-874-6391
ONDCR LINE

O—lf inquiries Invittd

P O lo>U4 Oaot B
Mary Esther FL 3

Se*v»ce
1904, 243-1713

I CALL TOLL F ACE I

Tha Rrat and Only Syatam to Backup
ntaai tlai Pi u iimil by Bad taWaring
without modification to your driva.

ATARI DISK BACKUP SYSTEM 49*
Supercton* « the onfy ATARI tkaketi* copes* system thai lets

you backup fuel about AMY copy protected' dafcen*. art

ckxtng thoaa protected by 'bad actomg ' Bad track* and
•acton ara created without modrficatwna to or edajetments of
voor hardware Each backup daaett* generated bv Superctooe
tunchon* 9M*ctty M# ma ongmt serf booting, ate (In tact.

w* suggest that you uaa tha backup end save the ongene. >

Superctone include*:

SCAN ANALYSIS Map o- dajkatta contents (Location of
data, bad sector*, ate )

FORMATTING BAD SECTORING Non ATARI DOS for

matting and bad track sexto* creation
BACKUP Cop-as ju«t about avarythmg we can find.

regard**** of protaction scheme
Suparctona a ue*» mentfy and aanpst to uaa
MUTES TAKE NOT!. SUPERCLONC only Mom two
copra* to ba mada ol any specmc dafcatte Sorry'"

•

Atari 400 Of BOO Computar /

Ona Atari 810 Di** Dnva ' Pnnte* Optional
Aveaebte at your comoutet Mora Of dwect from
FRONTRUNNER DEALER INQUIRIES ENCOURAGED
TOIL FREC OftOM UBK: (24 h
In Nevada or for question* CM: (TO 1
Personal chacka eftow 2 3 weefci
M/C and VISA accaptad
Incfwda »2 00 IH 00 Foreign orders! for fthappra
rmomrnmnim - 3ie ciuona Ave . su.t* #712
Reno. Navada 89509 (7021 786-4000

Olh*n M»k, CM»ms SUPERCLONE ma*** ccfi
ATARI « a Trademark of ATARI. Inc.

IBM" DISKETTES
5V." Diskette 1D

Single Side
Double Density

•29"
Soft' Box of 10

5%" Diskette 2D
Double Side

Double Density
•39"

Soft* Box of 10

' Add '1.75 for Plastic Library Case
8" and other brands also available.

^g^PJ COD ACCEPTED
DEALEF : INQUIRIES INVITED

CALLTOLL FREE
800-848-1101

In N.V.8. (716)631-3925
BETSY BYTE* Dhrktton

BB International. Inc

P.O. Box 564
Buffalo. NY. 14221

TERMS: Prepaid orders receive free ship-

ping within continental U.S.A. Add 3% ($2 00
minimum) shipping and handling charge on
all COO and credit card orders. NY. rea. add
7% tax.

RIBBON CARTRIDGES
PRINTER MODEL NEW REPLACEMENT

(Contact us if your printer CAKTMOQES
snotksted We have Price each in Oly.

12FOR MOST PRINTERS)

ANAOEJC9S00
CENTRONICS 704 (7-meg)

C. rTOH Prownter

C. rrOH Starwmer
COMMODORE Pet 6023P
EPSON MX 70 /MX 80
EPSON MX 100

DS Paper Tiger 460/560
NEC 5500/7700 Nylon

MuNrstnke

MuMstrike High Yield

OKIOATAM«oiine8«
80. 82, S3. 92, 93

OUME Nylon
OUMEMurtetnke

4.75

6.00

5.00

12.00 11.50 11.00

7.50 7.25 6.75

8.75 8.S0 8.00

550 5.25

9.00 8.75

5.50 5.25

11.00 10.50 10.00

7.75 7.50 7.00

6.00 575 525
5.50 5.25 475
6.00 5.75 5.25

6.00 5.75 5.25
3.00 2.75 2.25
5.25 5.00 4.50
500 4.75 4.25

CHECK M.O.. COD. VISA

Free shipping pre-paid

lie. COD.
Mon-Fn 9-5 Sal

or MASTERCHARGE
VISA St 50 include

S3 00 Phone 6-9 pm

ADEL COMPUTER MART (302) 492-6463
Dept. 60BOI195 a Hartty. DE 19953

WE COMPETE FEATURE-FOR-FEATURE WITH THE
HIGHER PRICED WORD PROCESSING SYSTEMS—AND
COME OUT THE WINNER"

ONLY
$69.95

The.Magnificent
WORD PROCESSING

SYSTEM
FortheTRS-80 land ill

ZORLOF *AS Gl«« f «TRfMt l Y MK> WTWGS IX

INI IIWUASY ISSUE 0> COMPUiaOMCS UNO IMf

HWKM ISSUt Of atHKCRO
YOU CANNOT SUY > MOW IlOISlf HOW POM*
>Ut i*S«R T0USI *0B0PH0CISS«G»0G«AI|I
FOR UHOfR BOO « YOU DON T IGMI « TUMI
WL0FFwiTMIIi30D<YSK»l»fWmHIUN0 '

CALL (305) 259-9397

ANITEK SOFTWARE PRODUCTS P0 BOX 1136

MELBOURNE FL 32935

anubC

r
1. 1

j

N E W
1 ~TL

1 ADD ^%/L, MORE %f i

' TO VOUR PERSONAL COUMPUTER •

i /*395 \ j

3 # 64 K KARD % §

COMPLETE WITH
INSTALLATION DOCUMENTATION •

PLEASE RUSH ME COPV(S) OF
THE 64K ICARD AT «3.95 EACH

SPECIFY COMPUTER
TO ORDER SEND CHECK OR

MONEY ORDER TO:

COMPUTER HUMOR
P.O. BOX 8S9

PARK CITY. UTAH 84060
CCOJ

BaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaBaaaaaaaaal

TRS-80
COMPUTER
DISCOUNTS

• Factory Direct

• Best Prices Anywhere
• No Out-of-State Taxes
• 100% Radio Shack Warranty
• Free Price List

SCOTT TASSO
ASSOCIATES

1 75 North Dalsaa Drive
Vineland, N.J. 08360
800-257-0426

NJ 609-691-7100

SAVE SOI 1
on

maxEll y

DISKETTES

prices/ 10
I27.t0

SJ6 50
t«i.se

Dealer inquiries invited

•51/i" Specify Soft
•* '* 10 or 16 Sector
M01-MH1 1 side/floi dens
MD2-MH2 2 side/dbi dens
MD1 DOM 1 side/quad 96 tpi

M02-OOM 2 sides/quad 96 tpi

8N
specify soft or 12 Sector

F01-FH1 1 slde/sgl or ooi dens SSS.eo
FD2-FH2 2 sides/dBl den S4S.S0
Checxs-viSAMC-c o D /Ada $2 snipping
can or write for our discount catalog

lybsn LUeapuiaa syiibmi
27204 narper Ave., St. CWr snores. Mi 48081

Phone: 1S1» 777-7780

Maxell The Gold Standard

CIRCLE 426 ON READER SERVICE CARO

LETTER QUALITY
$499* '=̂ mm

Daisy Wiieel printer/portable typewriter
Centronics and Wordstar" compatible
OLIVETTI APPROVED • Based on the

popular Olivetti Praxis series
ArkPnntar I w/portabla carrying cat* $-499
ArfcPrinter II w/awttch aaJactable pitch S399
Ar kPnntar III Durable offica quality S099
Already own an Olivetti Praxis typewriter^ We o'ler

an easy to install mlertace kit (noSOKJenngj tor |uSt

$145

MICROSYSTEMS INC
P O Bo« 4 1 90
Ann Arbor Ml 48106

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FftaTE

1-80O-CALL-ARK
In Michigan CaM
(313) 769 7253 t -

•add S'000 tor shinpinu

CIRCLE 428 ON READER SERVICE CARO

Baal



• LOWER PUCES
• LONGER LENGTHS

DATA TRAC C 06 C 12. C 24

from the leading supplier ol Computer

Grade Cassettes, new. longer length C 12 s

|6 minutes per side) provide the eitra tew

leet needed lor some 16K programs

• Premium 5 screw shell with leader

— BASF tape

• Error Free • Money back Guarantee

CO .. '00 ;
\

».B»r, iw *~no-

smpoma hamming u so
OH 1M*«CMM IWI imill
tmnuiiiwiiNi ikmiih
MOM « OM HW OP 10 i-tCt

M Com s in iiii li Mhllli

fOm MtHCCMATf IMMMJfMT
CJMOM iMM MO iMl Im

call 213/710-1430

VORK lO Computerojore
?4VJ h iftr .dg*> Si C« C*nofl* **»' C* »'J0>

COMPUTER
T-SHIRTS.

BUMPER STICKERS
& COFFEE MUGS

NUMBtROF
T SHIRTS 4fc

NUMBER Of
8 STICKERS

( MUGS

WOCRAMMfRS DO IT WITH REMARKS
PROGRAMMERS DO IT BIT BV BIT

PROGRAMMERS DO IT ON COMMAND
IBM DOESNT EVERYBODY

K> REM T-SHIRT

10 REM BUMPER SHCUR
K) REM COFFEE MOOS

PIEASE RUSH Ml TSMIRT(SI@ '8 95 EACH AND

BUMPER STICMRISI (3 »l «S EACH AND

COFFEE MUClSI (3 '4 95 » SO HANDLING

BE SURE TO SPECIFY MESSAGE AND SIZE ISM.

MED. IRC. t XIRGI OF T SHIRTS

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:

COMPUTER HUMOR
P.O. BOX 8S9 CC0J

PARX CITY. UTAH 84060

H

DISKETTES
STARTING FROM

'1 .85..
Free Hub Ring

•* Improved Jacket
100% Error Free

* Superior Platter

TO ORDER CALL
Ml 1 800 632 2468

US 1 800 258 0028
PfBciiion Data Product!

PO Boi 8332

G'OOd HOOKJS Ml 495060332

TIMEXSINCLAIR
1000

1983 Directory
' Whtfi to tind Disk Drives RAM t tensions Print

ers Modems Keyboards. Game A Serious SoM
ware Boohs Periodicals Programming Aids, and
other E noting Accessories'

* Articles on: Special applications like Control Or
cuilry Enhanced Graohtcs Vo«ceGen«-»atK>n MuStc
Synthesis. Video inversion Light Pens. Joysticks
etc

* Complete Descriptions We ll ten you what it is

what it does, how much it costs, and where to

buy it

* Jam packed Mr/photographs We knew you d
want to see what these products look like So we
got pictures and put them in'

Only $5.95 ... Postpaid!
Sent First Class in the USA

To Orator; Send check money order or VISA MC
number and eaptration date MN residents add 6<*»>

sales la*
Dealer Inquiries Welcome

E. Arthur Brown Company
Dept ZE 8 1 70? Oak Knoll Drive
Alexandria MN 563Q6 Ph 61?/ 762 864/

CATALOG!
Just let us know and we'll maill

you a FREE Creative Comput\
ing Catalog- 16 pages filled

with books, buyer's guides,

magazines, and more!

Tb get your FREE catalog,

write to: Creative Computing
Catalog, Dept NA1X 39 East

Hanover Ave., Morris Plains,

NJ 07950.

64K is* VIC 20

APS-52A
nri-JTir.o •———*~ SK MEMORY FOOT ATAK

lllt.M

Maxell Floppy Disks

The Mini-Disks
with maximum quality.

Dealer inquiries

invited COD's
accepted Call

FREE (800) 235-4 137

PACIFIC EXCHANGES
100 f-oolhill Blvd Son Luis

Son Luis Obispo CA9i4<ll
InCal call (800] 592-5935 or

1805)543- 1037

MAKE BIG

* SELL VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE *

...Siitb TkM ti FrkuMS » MliftMrs

—to SSS-tm-tm Per —e*

NO MONEY NEEDED TO START
N* HMmm Or#tr • M Risk • M An Lhtrt

locum a Parl-Tlnw VMM Gam Ootttr tuy til Im mw
VMM 8mm Sottwtrt n Low OmMt WllllllM Print.

(ElMMM: MHMM. rttm prkt S4I.SS. mnMU
UlK Tou Ml •! U4.9S MM mtkt 15 00 • him -
your cultomtf llvtl $15 00) No MM) BlUl! M
tMrt! Sod ATARI VCS. SIM 400/SM. C0LEC0.
INTELLIVISION. APPLE COMMODORE. TRS-10. T.I..

Mc. St tin Hrtt DMMr in VW' »"
LMMd Orttr-ACT B*B> Mr SptcMI DnMr KR - MM
S4.SS. OmMt KR McMdM l»tl»t»M| MB »Md tl Ott

lUrtod - Ordw Formi . CMrMMBM DtaMr Print, Stilt

Mtnual. Ad KR IMI much nvtrt! UNCONDITIONAL
GUARANTEE tr Ft* Rtlund

M\GnM€S
^ CUMIHOHOUM, INC

DEPT CC BOLTON. MASS 01740

OR CALL:

(617)897-5555 »]

I WILL BEAT ANY COMPETITOR'S PRICE
PROVIDED IT IS NOT BELOW MY COST

TRY TO BEAT THESE IC PRICES:

DYNAMIC RAM

MR
MR
MR

200 nt
150 nt
120 nt
200 nt

cpfiom

S5.3S
S.3S
590
1.40

27S4
2732
2716
2532

250 nt
450 nt
450 m
450m

STATIC HAM

S63S
4.05
3.25
460

6264LP-15 150 nt
6116P-3 150 nt
2114 200 nt

$6000
5.00
1.45

ZB0A FAMILY

CPU. CTC. or PK)
DART

, OMAorSKVO

$339
7.M

12.50 J

Mtwfts«C«rdVlSA or UPS CASH COO
Factory New. Prime Parts

MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED
24,000 South Pftorts Am
BEGGS OK 74421

(918) 267-4961
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KSCDUWT
DISH DflXUES

100% APPLE COMPATIBLE
BOSS DRIVE $189
FOURTH DIMENSION $235

VISTA SOLO $245

VISTA DUET $330
singic o $
THIN W/CONTHOU.M

VISTA QUARTET $650
Outl D/S

•>»»»
THM W CONTROLLf M

V1000 DUAL 8" $1249W CONTROlliM

V1000 DUAL D/S 8" $1512
W CONTAOILEB

V1000 DUAL D/S 8 $1839
THIN W CONT

V1200 6 MEG CART. $1203
W/CONTNOLlfft

IIJHDLESflLE SUPPLIERS
406-373-0320

Smith -Coron* IP I D*h« Wheel Printer

$44900
UNBELIEVABLE!

• fuMy-torm^o ch»r*ct«fi . t*ru*t or para** *mrt*c*
• comp*tiOfct with moat • chow* of 10 or 12 CM
rmcro-computart modttt

Also for your TP-1 letter quality printer—

the Smith-Corona Tractor Feed

$13495 For oonttrtuous (ormt

> Qucfc. Mty removal

oacaawt

RGUM IOCK MISMISS EQUVMfNT. *K
6406 Gaston Avenue ' Da'ias Texas 7S?»4

k§r5V STORAGE

Vu Case II

i2g»s

Carry it Stack it.

Lock it Hang it
Store* 50 5 v.- diskettes

1 year warranty

Built-in retractable hanrje

Includes index set

Contents are visible

Cover eaury removable

Ribbed for solid stacking

Made of super strong Lexan*

OBOE R NOW and receive FMI
wall mounting hardware
Cmll tor quantity prices

Software Services'
1 326 - ?Sih SI S Suite D

f argo NO 58103

. 1-800-MEGA-BIT

TIMEX-SINCLAIR

Memocalc Spreadsheet 1 1 6 64K) Ma.95
*48 95
S48 95
*74 95

S194 95
$89 95

$339.05

Memoteil Word Processor ( I 6 64KJ
MemoAssembler ( 1 6-64KI
TIME X- Sinclair I 500" Computer
TIME X Sinclair "2000" Color Compute
I6K $148 95 48K

TIMEX Sinclair 2040 Printer
Seikosha 80 Char Printer Pkg

llnci Parallel Interlace* Cable)
Memopak 16. 32. 64K RAM

$48 95 $89 95 $138 95
Basicare 4 Megabyte System Call or Write
OSave. Load/ Save 6 Times Faster $36.95
Memotech Keyboard $89 95

"• USA MN 'fs ido '

mTirnni imttti i a

E. Arthur Brown Company
\

Division TE » 1 702 Oak Knoll Drive
Aletandna MN 56308 Ph 612/762-8847
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PUDUBLI DISCS

WE WILL NOT BE UNDER-
SOLD*) Call Free 000)135-4137
lor prices and information Dealer

inquiries invited and COD s

accepted

pacific
exchanges
100 Foothill Brvd

Sen Lua Obispo. CA
93401 In Cal cat

(800)5925935 or

1805)543 1037

CIRCLE 424 ON READER SERVICE CARD

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
TRS-80, COLOR COMPUTER,

PET & APPLE II

ELEMENTARY
SCIENCE
GEOGRAPHY
ECONOMICS
FOREIGN LANG.
GRAMMAR

MATH
HISTORY
ACCOUNTING
BUSINESS ED.
PHYSICS
FARM RECORDS

Write for FREE Catalogue:

MICRO LEARNINOWARE, Box
307 Mankato, MN 86001

(507) 625-2205
VISA A MASTER CARD ACCEPTED

We pay 15% royalty for Educational
Programs listed with us.
TRS-80 Is a registered trademark of
TANDY CORP.
PET Is a trademark of

COMMODORE BUS. MACHINES
APPLE Is a trademark of APPLE
COMPUTER CO.

CIRCLE 429 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SELL THIS
MAGAZINE

in your store for

BIG PROFITS!

FOR DETAILS:

CALL COLLECT
(212) 725-6851

DIRECT RETAIL SALES OEPT.
4m FLOOR, ONE PARK AVENUE

NEW YORK. NY 10016

INTRODUCING
COLUMBIA DATA

PRODUCTS!
Now including the Vp Portable
Computer, come* complete lor
only $29951 (other models from
$3495)

All systems include

—

I IBM PC compatible features
(a cost effective alternative)!

I 128 K Memory!
• FREE software worth $3,000!
I Ideal for Professional/Business

Applications!

ALPHATEXT SYSTEMS
10905 Ft Washington Rd.
Ft Washington, MD. 20744

(301) 292-7330 or (301) 248-1000

Call for free demonstration
appointment!



creative computing CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED RATES: Per Word. 15 Word Minimum. REGULAR: $2 85 EXPAND-AD*: $4 28 Ads set in all bold type at 20% premium. Ads set with

background screen@ 25% premium. GENERAL INFORMATION: Prepayment discounts available. Payment must accompany order except credit

card—Am. Ex., Diners. MC, VISA (include exp. date)— or accredited ad agency insertions. Copy subject to publisher's approval; must be type-

written or printed. First word set in caps. Advertisers using P.O. Boxes MUST supply permanent address and telephone number. Orders not ac-

knowledged. They will appear in next available issue after receipt. Closing date: 5th of the 3rd month preceding cover date (e.g., April issue closes

Jan. 5th). Send order & remittance to: Classified Advertising, CREATIVE COMPUTING Magazine, 1 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10016. Direct

inquiries to: (212) 725-3927

SOFTWARE

FREE SOFTWARE DIRECTORY Database manager.
mailing list, inventory, accounting, payroll. TRS-80. Xe-

roi. IBM-PC Long SASE 37c Micro Architect. 96 Do-

than. Arlington. MA 02174 617-643-4713.

VIC-20 TRS 80 SOFTWARE. HARDWARE—Mora* cod*.

RTTY. EPROM. programmer memory. FRANK LYMAN. P.O.

Box 3091 . Nashua. NH 03061

OPTION-INVESTING PROGRAM MAXIMIZES PROFIT For

Apple. TRS 80 IBM. $125 Free Brochure OPTIONS-90.
Box 471 -C. Concord. MA 01742.

OSBORNE" GRAPHICS—Create graphics images, mov-

ies Features graphics and text, half-intensity, block move,
underlining, automatic program generation 55 page
manual, shipping $29 95 MC. Visa. (813) 681-0194.

SuperGraphica from RUFF SOFTWARE. Box 98. Plant City.

FL 33566.

VIC-20 OWNERS—FREE animated catalog cassette $1

postage/handling: M Pascall Software. Box 1143-C. San-

tee CA 92071

STOCK PORTFOLIO Software Apple. IBM PC Includes

Portfolio maintenance, inquiry, graphs and reports. MI-

CRO-LOGIC DATA SYSTEMS. Box 37351. Omaha. NE
66137

TURN YOUR TV SET INTO AN IFR FLIGHT SIMULA-

TOR using your Apple II and this program. $50.00 at

your computer store or order direct from PROGRAM

MERS S0FTWEAR, Box 199, Cabot, AR 72023. (501)

843-2988.

ATARI, APPLE, IBM-PC: Extensive line-educational.

entertainment, business. FREE BROCHURE. New Di-

mension Software, 39010 Baroque, Mt. Clemens, Ml

480*4.

TI-99/4A PROGRAMMERS: Affordable Software! Cata-

log, only $1. PROGRAMS SOFTWARE. 1435 Burnley

Square North, Columbus, OH 43229.

GUARANTEED LOWEST SOFTWARE PRICES FOR ALL
SYSTEMSI Write for quotea and FREE CATALOG. Spec-
ify systems. N.Y.S.E., P.O. Box 722. Newtown. PA 1(940.

6800/6809/COLOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE including

compatible single-user, multi-user end network operating

systems, compilers, accounting and word processing

packages Free catalog SOFTWARE DYNAMICS. 2111 W.

Crescent. Suite G. Anaheim CA 92801 (714) 635-4760

FIN PAR I: Amortization and Accumulated Deprecia-

tion Software. Available on APPLE, ATARI, Tl and TRS-

80. Includes hard copy feature. $39.95 check, m.o.

Send for FREE BROCHURE. MICROAGE ASSOC,

21211 N.E. 2nd Avenue, Miami, FL 33179.

THE BEST OF PUBLIC DOMAIN CP/M SOFTWARE 1 Util-

ity Programs. Proceaaor of Words. Catalog Disks. MUCH
MORE' Includes Complete User s Manual. 8' SS/DO only

$28 95 or send for FREE Information. UNITECH. BOX 98.

MANCHESTER. NY 14504

VIC-20 OWNERS! •Robbie'—Robot Simulator Program
Fun 6 Educational For Details Send SASE: RSVP Soft-

ware. 384 Lakeview Drive. Wyckoff. NJ 07481.

Tl 99/4A SOFTWARE Free price list plus newsletter. Glen

Dobbs. Box 801 CC- 1 . Santa Maria. CA 93456.

VIC-20/COMMODORE-64 Educational Software de-

signed by teachers Free catalog ATHENA SOFTWARE.
727 Swarthmore. Newark. DE 19711

FREE CATALOG Small business, home management, ed-

ucational software for VIC-20/64 ECP. Box 88. Little Neck.

NY 11363

FREE EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE CATALOG— Pet.

Commodore 64. Apple lu. TRS-80— island Softwere. PO
Box 300. Dept. G. Lake Grove. NY 11755 (516) 585-3755.

APPLE-ATARI-COMMOOORE SOFTWARE Price list

$1 00 Please specify which computer 20/20 VIDEO. Box
60132-A. Chicago. IL 60660.

ATTENTION: TI99/4A: SINCLAIR TS/1000, COMMO-
DORE VIC-20/64: APPLE: ATARI 400/800 USERS 1 Super
Software Selection Send $1.00 for CATALOGUE. State

make, model Alpha Software. 182 Chapel Drive. Church-
ville. PA 18966.

VIC. PET. 64 PROGRAMS: FREE CATALOG: low prices, top

quality Write C 6 G Inc . Box 2308. Midlend. Ml 48640

MULTIPLE FACTOR ANALYSIS Apple II. IBMPC Inquire

MATHEMATICAL SOFTWARE Co Box 12349. El Ca|on.

CA 92022 (619) 447-9733

ULTIMENU FOR DOS simplifies IBM's. PC-DOS to meet
your needs. $24 95 DB/OC Software Associates. PO. Box
4695. Manchester. NH 03108.

VIC 20 1 COMMODORE 64 OWNERS. We have a large se-

lection of software, hardware, and accessories at dis-

count prices Maior manufacturers. FREE CATALOG
ALLEN GROUP. 237 E. 115th St.. # 145 Chicago. IL 60628

TI99/4A OWNERS: Entertainment and educational soft-

ware For listing send SASE to Rodan Computing. PO. Box
77. Emory. VA 24327.

T I 99/4A owners. Send for free list of new and exciting low

cost software. DYNAMO. Box 124. Hickaville, NY 11801

THOROUGHBRED racing software combines best of

proven handicapping systems to create powerful new tool

for picking dirt track winners. 50% of program's favorites

win: 72% are in the money Diskette, instructions. Apple
II*. II*. $49.95 JBL Enterprises. PO Box 2. Biglerville. PA
17307 PA residents add 6% sales tax.

TI-99/4A Programs in Basic. 100 Different only $3 00 each!

Catalog. $1 00. refundable. Tigercub. 156 Coiimgwood.
Whitehall, OH 43213

TI99/4A MATHFLASH! Fun. colorful mathematics prac-

tice for grades 2-5 $15 00 (Mastercard. Visa, check )

MMORROWARE. 12503 Gristmill. Austin. TX 78750 (512)

250-1303.

VIC-20 USERS Basic Financial Program, loan analysis,

savings, and annuity return. Cassette $6.95 e 75 for post-

age & handling Programming worksheets designed for

VIC-20 format SSAE for information MPC. PO. Box 591.

Newark. CA 94560

COMMODORE 64 end VIC-20 SOFTWARE— Utility and

Amateur Radio our specialty—low prices and excellent

service from RAK Electronics. Box 1585. Orange Perk. FL
32067-1565-FREE CATALOG

CHECK OUR SOFTWARE PRICES FIRST! Business-Ed-

ucation-Games for all popular computers Free brochure.

LOG-ON. Box 747. Winchester. CA 92396 (714)926-1141

BLACKJACK—Game teaches best strategy as you play.

Cassette for Apple or Tl 99/4A—$12. Apple disk—$16
Specify computer. Robert Holloway. 383 Temarack. Hen-

derson. NV 89015

••i-CHINO" FOR THE COMMODORE 64: understand the

present more fully end probe the future with thle new.

contemporary interpretation of the ancient Chinese Book
of Wisdom. Thle program includes an enelyeie of chang-

ing linea. Tape: $24 95 Disk: $29.95. Send check or

money order to: CYGNUS EXPERT SYSTEMS INC.. P.O.

Box 385. Water Mill. NY 11976.

TAKEOVER— Strategic wargame for TI-99/4A. Send $18:

Schnluel Softwere. 4$ Lexington Rd., Howell. NJ 07731.

ESCAPE." "SLOTS"—CASSETTE Fantastic games-
Commodore 64K. Pet. $8.00— Bill. 3 Parkway Or So
Orangeburg. NY 10982.

FREE CATALOG— Pet. VIC. Commodore 64 software.

Books TIS. Box 921 Dept. CC9. Los Alamos. NM 87544

TI-99/4A OWNERS Ten excellent cessette programs and
Hat. Games. Home Management. Finance $6.95. Cas-
sette Software. 4129 Abercorn Road. KnoxviKe. TN 37921

Send name of your computer We II send you periodic data
on software, books and tech sheets SUPERIOR. Dept CR.
P O B M8002. Westchester. OH 45069

VIC20 and C64 SOFTWARE Special— Eighty VIC20 Pro-

grams on two cassettes. $15 95 Postage $1 50 Public

Domain SASE to FANFARE SOFTWARE. 120 E Main. El

Caton.CA 92020

FRENCH AND MULTI-LINGUAL software for the Apple II*

or lie FREE CATALOG LE PROFESSEUR. PO Box 301 C.

Swenton. Vermont 05488 (514) 747-9130

ASTRONOMY— Inside Our Solar System. Apple II. Frank-
lin. 3 3 DOS. $14 44 mEL-mARK SOFTWARE. PO Box
2014. Medford Lakes. NJ 08055

TI-99/4A SOFTWARE price list $1 refunded with order

SOFT RELATIONS. Box 647. Petton. CA 92369-0647

HARDWARE
NEW EPSON FX-80 Printer $525 Gemini 10X Printer $299
All orders sent COO. Team Computer (203) 288-5772 PO
Box 6034. Hamden. CT 06517

NEW IBM PC-XT SALE' Discount prices hardware and

software. Save on printers, monitors, peripherals. Call Soft

Touch (213) 824-1313.

NEC and OKIDATA PRINTERS. AMDEK MONITORS Free

Price List Lowest Prices! Tech-Systems. PO Box 565.

Spring. TX 77383

FREE DISCOUNT CATALOG OF SYSTEMS, PERIPHER-
ALS AND SOFTWARE. Most maior brands Descriptions

complete with options end accessories. Pleese indicate

your specific interest and application Micro Trend Inc..

2001 Kirby Drive. Suite 906. Houston. TX 77019. (713) 520-

0107

ONLY $4 95' Drew apple hi-res the fast draw way No ac-

cessories Turtle-type input, any color Adjust aspect ra-

tio. Many more features. You'll like it' Type it yourself—|ust

42 lines (Disk $22.95 with 5 pictures) Enclose this ad for

a special offer Check or MO to: MICRO CRAFTS. Box
670. Glendale.CA 91209

COMPUTER EQUIPMENT/SUPPLIES
WANT A PLEASANT SURPRISE? Call or write for quotes

Atari. Commodore. Timex. T.I.. Corona (IBM work-alike).

Amdek. Anadex. Apple & IBM accessories. Heyes. More
GET SURPRISED' HARDWARE SOFTWARE ANYWARE
CO.. 10 Coles Street. Brooklyn. NY 11231 -(212) 596-3592

SUPPLIES! SUPPLIES! SUPPLIESI Diekettes. Ribbons.

Computer Peper. ETC.—et VERY competitive prices

FREE DELIVERY IN NYC (COD Outside). BOOT-UP—(212)
886-6141.

DOUBLE DENSITY DISKETTES— 10/$18 BASF Cas-
settes-10/$7 Prownter $400. Micro-Sci. Rena. 4th Di-

mension Onves from $270 Complete Computers. 737

Empire Ave .Far Rockawey. NY 11691 (212)4712436

COMPUTER PAPER—SAVE $$$—Top quality. Low sin-

gle-carton prices Free shipping via UPS. Call A-1. (800)

628-8736 or (213) 804-1270

LOWEST PRICES on Computer Supplies and Accesso-
ries: WABASH SS/SD. 10/517 75. $2 shipping Price List

Computer Accessories Unlimited. PO Box 189. Elmont.

NY 11003.

OFFICE AND HOME COMPUTER ACCESSORIES Wanted
Importers for beeutiful Teak Wood Computer Accesso-
ries Oisk Holders. Disk Storage Drawers. Stends and Desk
Accessories. Contect Asian Pacific Resources. P.O. Box
11-85. Bangkor 11. Thailand

FLIP YOUR 5v» DISK—Use both sides, special punch,

template, and instructions. $8 00 Intelex Computer Wares.

147 S. Brentwood Terr . Mt Laurel. NJ 08054

TYPER-VIC-20 $9.50 word processor with many tea

turee. Requirea 8k Exp, 1525 Printer, Tepe. Cor Pro

grama. Box 151. Bellaton Spe. NY 12020.

WHY PAY MORE' Call us for super low prices on brand

name microcomputer accessories. Hardware and soft-

ware. Products by: Commodore. Timex/Sinclair. Coleco.

Mattel. C Itoh. Maxell. EMS end many, many others. Lots

of video gemes et low prices. Call or Write: The Texas

Computer Source. 1-817-552-7624. Dept CA. POB 2134.

Vernon. TX 76834 Distributors end Manufacturers we need
more products.



JOYSTICK TROUBLE'' Check it out with LITTLE-WAS-
KAL a unique new continuity tester designed for joy-

sticks. Just plug-in and test 1 For all switch-type sticks

compatible with Atari 2600 or Sears arcade units Perfect
for assembly-line work. Leads included tor standard
troubleshooting. Tone +LED s for easy use. Order yours
today! Send $18 00 * $2.00 shipping to: LITTLE-WAS-
KAL. P.O. Box 162S. Poulsbo. WA 98370

COMPUTER PUBLICATIONS

MAKE MONEY NOW with microcomputer and related

products! The best monthly newsletter tells how. Let us
help you plan, start, grow' How. Box 218. Washington. IL

61571

NEW GUIDE: How I make e comfortable living using my
micro computer—$3.50 p.p. Embee Press, PineOrove,
Kingeton, NY 12401.

HOW TO MAKE MONEY WITH YOUR MICROCOMPU-
TER. Hard-back. 168 page guide shows how . . Money
back guaranteed Send $14 95 to RH Publications. P.O.

Box 105/C. Sullivan. IL 61951 Computer book list $1 00

VALLEY VIDEO 6 COMPUTER EXCHANGE Looking to

exchange computer informetion. buy. sell, or trade soft-

ware, or video-related items?'' Your 35-word message or

classified ad will be printed in our new video/computer
newsletter tor FREE, with no obligation 1

! Send your ad to-

day to: VALLEY VIDEO ft COMPUTER EXCHANGE. PO
Box 3011. Napa. CA 94558

COMPUTER CLUB

JOIN THE BIG RED APPLE CLUB, a national Apple user's

group with benefits including monthly newsletter and large

library ol tree sottwsre. Annual membership $12 Sample
newsletter $1 BIG RED APPLE CLUB. 1301 N 19th. Nor-
folk. NE 68701 (402) 379-3531.

VIC CLUB: Swap programs for $1 postage Send cassette
or disk to VIC CLUB. PO Box 225. 291 Huntington Ave..

Boston, MA 02115

JOIN ft FAST GROWING COMPUTER CLUB for TRS-

86 owners & users. Monthly Newsletter with FREE

Prtframs and special club prices on computer ac-

cessories. Annual Membership $16. Enclose this Ad

with membership fee and receive Free Club Hat. To:

American Computer League, P.O. Box 2726, Pomona,

CAH769.

FOR SALE/BARTER

ELECTRONIC PARTS. EQUIPMENT Low Prices. Free
catalog OPAL EAST CO.. Box 0-38.323 Franklin Bldg S .

Suite 804. Chicago. IL 60606

DIAMOND NEEDLES and STEREO CARTRIDGES AT

DISCOUNT PRICES for SHURE, PICKERING, STAN-

TON, EMPIRE, GRAD0, AUDIO TECHNICA, 0RT0

F0N, ADC, SONUS, MICRO-ACOUSTICS AND LAST.

Send S.A.S.E.. free catalog. LYLE CARTRIDGES, Dept.

C, Box 69, Brooklyn, NY 11218. For fast COD service

TOLL FREE 1 800 221 0906. NY state (212) 871-

3303. 9AM-8PM except Sunday.

CABLE TV SECRETS, the informative publication the Ca-

ble Companies tried to ban. HBO, Movie Channel,

Showtime, converters, etc. Send $8 95 to CABLE FACTS,

Box 71 ICC, Patascala, OH 43602.

CABLE TV EQUIPMENT Channel 36r4 Notch Filter

$20 00 Information $1 00 Goldcoast. PO Box 63/6025B.
Margate. FL 33063

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

MAILORDER OPPORTUNITY! Stert profitable home
business without experience or capital. Information free

MAILORDER ASSOCIATES. Inc . Dept 781. Montvale. NJ
07645.

MAKING MONEY WITH PERSONAL COMPUTERS' Book
only $5 95 Book AND Tepes $25.00 Computer Re-

sources. 1659 Mills Street. Chula Vista. CA 92010

COMPUTE PROFITS $$$ Create Computer Video Games
Sell through mailorder Guaranteed Rush $12.95 for

complete guide end sample games. TY Enterprises. Inc..

PO. Box 35421. Detroit. Ml 48235

MLM OF HOME COMPUTERS SOFTWARE (Apple. Vic. Tl.

TRS-80 IBM-PC) Discount Prices. Minimal investment.

CWMOA. 164 Colorado Ave . Montrose. CO 81401 (303)

249-9324.

EARN CASH with your computer! Great money-making
ideas. Detailed instructions, getting started, successful

marketing, much more. New career, wealth probable Send
$5 00 ELAN. Box 803. Menomonee Falls. Wl 53051

SOFTWARE AUTHORS it you have written a great pro-

gram but lack the financial backing to market it yourself,

you need THE SOFTWARE AUTHOR S MARKETING
GUIDE. This publication lists hundreds of software pro-

ducers and categorizes them according to the types of

softwere they produce THE SOFTWARE AUTHOR'S
MARKETING GUIDE also teaches you the proper method
to submit your program to a distributor. Send $7 95 to

Worth Publishing. 195 Oak Street. Florence. NJ 08518

GAMES
WASTELAND ESTATE-An all new text adventure Defeat
the magic and free the town. 46K Disk Applesoft $23.99.

CA Residents add 6.5% tax. Evergreen Softwere. 1409 Mt
Diablo #201. San Jose. CA 95127.

COMPUTERIZED ROAD RACES. Apple Diskette with

documentation. Handles pre-registration, post registra-

tion and results, including psce and top places by cate-

gory. $20. Program listing. $10. Oaniel Konchar. 47 N.

Dudley Ave.. Middletown. Rl 02840

NEWFOR THE APPLE lie: "LASER-BASE OMEGA ." Fun.

Challenging Disk $22 50 Kevin Hollis. PO Box 134.

Blythe. CA 92226

FOOTBALL HANDICAPPER: Commodore 64 end VIC. Use
computer "brain" to Beat The Odds This Year'! Current data

input determines game winner (74% win in 1982). TV and/

or Printer analysis. Data retrieval file. Excellent program
Specify tepe or disk. $29.95 plus $3.50 first class and
handling E. Barnett, 581 Kamoku St., #1902. Honolulu HI

96826.

TI-99/4A GAMES! HDS Pro Football (text) realietic

coaches' game! Cactus Corral graphics game. Both great

Tl Baalc games on cassette! Speciel $9.95 postpaid.

Harmony Debrann Software, P.O. Boa 4127, Birming-

ham, AL 35206.

VIC 20 USERS Test your memory with exciting trivia

challenges TV. Baseball or Rock 8 Roll (16k cassette)

$10 95 each, two lor $18.00. three tor $24 00 Griffin Soft-

ware. 348 Porter Street. Manchester. New Hampshire
03103.

COMMODORE VIC20 OWNERS' Send $3 00 for cassette

with five new games: D Radke. Box 25938. Chicago. IL

60625

TIMEX/SINCLAIR

KROK. STAR SEARCH. NOAH S ARK. finest programs
available Machine language action, graphics. SASE Brown
Cottage. 5486 Bright Hawk. Columbia. MD 21045

"MUST-HAVE"! UTILITY SOFTWARE. Cassettes-relo-

catable machine language. SASE for information SIR

IUS WARE, 6 Turning Mill Rd ., Lexington, MA 02173.

TIMEX/SINCLAIR-ZX81 SOFTWARE: Scientific/Games/

Custom—Send 25C for catalog to: Scientific Technolo-

gies. 21819 Ideal Avenue. N Forest Lake. MN 55025

TIMEX/SINCLAIR PROGRAMS 16K Home budget $7 95.

checkbook balancer $7 95 Get organized today' Maine-

ware. P.O. Box 1629. North Windham. ME 04062

APPLE PRODUCTS

APPLE 9-TRACK TAPE DRIVES Read/write industry

standard 800 bpi tapes on an Apple. Call/write for de-

tailed brochure Electrovalue Industrial Inc.. Box 376-D.
Morris Plains. N.J. 07950 (201)267-1117

VIC 20

'CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ORDER FORM-

VIC-20 OWNERS' Send for Free catalog of superior game
and utility programs J 8 J Research. 2140 Warner Rd.. Fort

Worth. TX 76110.
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PLANS & KITS

APPLE PROJECTS. KITS—Programmable 30 key alpha-

numeric keypad under $25 00 Plans, parts list $3 95

SASE. Catalog SASE UCS Inc 119 West 57th Street Suite

719. New York. NY 10019.

VIC-20. Convert 8K expansion to 16K. free plans. SASE
NVPE. 102 Hickory Court. Portland. Indiana 47371

INSTRUCTION

UNIVERSITY DEGREES BY MAIL! Bachelors, Mas

ten, Ph.O.s ... Free revealing details. Counseling, Box

389-CE9,Tustin,CA 92680.

COMPUTER INSTRUCTION

PC-1 OWNERS! Learn machine language fundamentals.

Includes a machine monitor, editor, assembler, and bi-

nary calculator with tutorial/manual $30 ppd Also have
Program catalog utility. $25 ppd. and the Pocket Banner
for vertical/horizontal messages. ..$10 ppd Structured

MicroSyst. 3402 Fernendine Road. Columbia. SC 29210

NEW APPROACH to learning Structured BASIC Program-
ming for home computers $3 00 PME, 8574 Ogren Ave NE.

Elk River. MN 55330.

COMMODORE 64

ARCADE ACTION—MOVIE THRILLS—"Lightcycles".

futuristic motorcycle chase-fast machine language
for Commodore 64 on Disk or cassette Send $15 95 to

UNICORN Box 7L. Graysummit. MO 63039.



COMPUTER FORMS
SERVICES

CONTINUOUS forms in small quantities. Immediate de-

livery "Starter Kit" includes: 500 clean edge letterhead. 500
continuous labels. 500 continuous 3x5 index cards. Only

$24 00 Microlormat. 1271 W Dundee. Buffalo Qrove. IL

60090

MAILING LISTS

MAILING LISTS ol over 250.000 microcomputer owners

lor rent. By machine: Apple. IBM, TRS-S0, etc. Plus stores,

clubs and much more. Write lor catalog or call. Irv Bre-

chner, Boi 453, Livingston. NJ 07039. (201) 731 -4382.

COMPUTER SHOW ATTENDEES NY. N.J : 15.000 names

S30/M P/S labels. For info. (201 ) 297-2526

LOST AND FOUND National Service Computer Security

Products Save Now. Call (804) 424-5800 Finders. Box
2500-CR. Chesapeake. VA 23320

EPSON RIBBONS reinked 1 Economical' $3 50 plus $1 00
S/H Wade Rogers. 2700 Lemontree. Charlotte. NC 2821

1

CONSULTING 1 Ready to buy your first computer? Evalu-

ations are tailored to assist the layman For professional

assistance describe your needs: enclose $15 fee to: Opa
Consulting. PO Box 2812. Newport News. VA 23602

USERS GROUPS

VIC-20 USERS GROUP. Programs, discounts, reviews.

SASE. National VIC-20 Program Exchange. 102 Hickory

Court. Portland. IN 47371.

FREE SOFTWARE DOCTORS. DENTISTS. VETS
MASH -Medical Applications Software Hardware.
MicroMed/MicroDent" 6389 Colby Way. Virginia Beach.

VA 23464 (804)424-5800

FREE VIC-20 and COMMODORE 64 USERS GROUP
MEMBERSHIP with software purchase Why pay to be-

long to a users group when you don't have to? Benefits

Newsletter, extensive club library, discounts, contests,

questions hot-line and more' Free details—(803) 797-1533.

Lords of Basic. PO Box 459. Dept 103. Ladson. SC 29456

YOUR Expand Ad* will stand out best in all BOLD

type on a BENDAY background like this! Call (212)

725-3927 for more information.

creative conepatiRg's RETAIL ROSTER
A DIRECTORY OF STORES AND THE PRODUCTS THEY CARRY

TO PLACE A LISTING CALL COLLECT. LOIS PRICE (212) 725-4215

ALABAMA

VILLAGE COMPUTERS. 172028th Avenue South. Home-
wood. 35209 (205) 870-8943 Apple. Vector. Graphics.

Peripherals. Software. Training and Service

ALASKA

JUNEAU ELECTRONICS— 1000 Harbor Way 99801 (907)

586-2260 Apple. Osborne Hardware/Soltware/Periph-

erals. Full Service and Support

ARIZONA

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals PHOENIX—2727 W
Indian School Rd . (602) 279-6247 TUCSON—7109 E

Broadway. (602) 885-6773

ARKANSAS

GAME SHOP — Ft Smith 72902 Computer Software for

personal computers. 7 days/week.

CALIFORNIA

D E.S DATA EQUIPMENT SUPPLY—8315 Firestone.

Downey 90241 (213) 923-9361 VICVILLE: (714) 778-5455

Commodore PET. Commodore-64. Vic-20 specialists

Latest software. Hardware. Books. Supplies. Peripherals

in stock

VANGUARD DATA SYSTEMS. 8696 South Atlantic Ave-

nue. South Gate. 90280. 213-564-6402. Mon-Sat North

Star. Televideo. CPM Software.

COMPUTER CHAMP. 1200 South Sunset Avenue. West
Covina. 91720. (213) 960-9844 Franklin Ace 1000. DTC
printers, software, peripherals and supplies.

VALLEJO—COMPUTER IDEAS. 1029 Tennessee St..

94509 (707) 552-5076 Commodore. Epson. Sanyo Soft-

ware/Peripherals. Full Service/Support

CAMPBELL—DATA BANK, 394 E. Campbell. (408) 370-

0199. 1000* Apple Sotlware. 300+ Atari Soltware. 300*

VIC Soltware, plua NEC, TRS. PC. and more. Discount

prices—Expert knowledge.

STOCKTON—STOCKTON COMPUTER. 4555 N Persh-

ing. 95207 (209) 952-2028 Apple. Franklin. Software/Pe-

ripherals Discount prices with lull service and training!

GLENDALE—COMPUTER PALACE. 1029 E Broadway.

91205 (213) 241-2551 Hardware/Software/Peripherals/

Service Business/Home—Best Prices'

COMPUSALES— 16819 South Hawthorne Boulevard.

Lawndale 90260 (213) 370-3224 IBM. Victor 9000. Basis

108. Osborne. NEC. Apple.

AUBURN-AMERICAN MICROTEL. 884 Lincoln Way. Suite

32B. 95603 (916) 885-1172 Apple/Franklin. Atari. Com-
modore. Corona. IBM Software. Hardware. Peripherals.

Books/Magazines Classes Research Personalized

consultations lor systems tailoring Atari Service. Factory

Authorized Network

DALY CITY—LOTUS CENTURY. 287 Lake Merced Blvd .

94105 (415) 992-5230 All major computer lines at dis-

count prices'

SACRAMENTO—COMPUTERTIME. 8040 Greenback.

Citrus Heights. 95610 (916)969-4111 Large selection Ed-

ucational/Game Soltware' Penpherals/Furniture/Acces-

sones/Books

MOUNTAIN VIEW-COMPUTER MARKET, (415) 969-

3097. Call us for the best prices around! Retail and

Wholesale.

ANAHEIM—SOUND ROOM. 1100 W Lincoln. 92805 (714)

635-8621 Atari. Apple. Commodore—Hardware/Soft-
ware/Peripherals. Support/Training.

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals. ANAHEIM—330 E Ball

Rd . (714) 776-9420 CAMPBELL—2350 S Bascom Ave .

(408) 377-8920 EL CERRITO—6000 Potrero Ave.. (415)

236-8870 LA MESA—8363 Center Drive. (714) 461 -01 10

LOS ANGELES—2309 S. Flower St.. (213) 749-0261 PO-
MONA— 1555 N. Orange Grove Ave.. (714) 623-3543

REDWOOD CITY—2001 Middlefield Rd . (415)365-8155

SACRAMENTO— 1860 Fulton Ave.. (916) 486-1575
WOODLAND HILLS—22504 Ventura Blvd . (213) 883-0531

THE COMPUTER STORE OF OAKLAND— Apple. KayPro.

Osborne. Televideo. Texas Instruments. Classes/Ser-

vice/Financing/Free parking 1320 Webster. 94612 (415)

763-7900.

COLORADO
ALPHA CENTER—12351 IN. 64th, ARVADA 80004.

(303) 421-6361. Atari, Tl, Kaypro, Epson. Huge Soft

ware Selection! Repairs/Training.

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Soltware. Peripherals DENVER—5940 W
38th Ave . (303) 422-3408.

CONNECTICUT
EAST HARTFORD—COMPUTERIFICS. 358 Burnside

Ave. 06108 (203) 528-9819. Atari. Epson. IBM. NEC. Oki-

data. Panasonic. Vector Sales and Consulting

THE COMPUTER ESTABLISHMENT—210 Main St., OLD
SAYBROOK 06425 (203)388-1271 Epson. NCR Decision

Mate V. Televideo. Oume. Brother Full protessionai sup-

port/Training.

EXEL COMPUTER CENTER—2235 Summer St.. Ridge-

way Center. Stamlord. 06905 All lines ol Apple. Hybernia.

Kaypro. Texas Instruments. Big selection software/print-

ers' Support. Renowned service!

C & E DISTRIBUTING—Edgewood Drive. Jewett City

06351 (203) 427-0657 Retail outlet and wholesaling for

dealers

MICROAGE COMPUTER STORE—345 Main Street. Dan-

bury. 06810 (203) 797-1623. Authorized Sales/Service—

IBM. Altos. Commodore. Soltware. Peripherals. Training

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS—Heath/Zenith

Computers. Soltware. Peripherals AVON—395 W Main

SI (Fit 44). (203) 678-0323

DELAWARE
COMPUTERLAND. ASTRO SHOPPING CENTER. New-
ark 19711 (302) 738-9656 Authorized Sales/Service—

IBM. Apple. Osborne. Soltware. Peripherals. Training

FLORIDA
COMPUTER SYSTEM RESOURCES. INC.. GAINES-
VILLE—Butler Plaza 32608 (904) 376-4276 Apple. Os-

borne. DEC. IBM. Software. Peripherals. Classes. Service

GRICE ELECTRONICS. Fort Walton. Panama City. Pen-

sacola 32501 800-342-4646. (800-874-8398) Apple.

Hewlett-Packard. 24 Hour Service.

APPLE AND SANYO at fantastic savings Service, sup-

port. discount prices. Southern Micro Computer. 15945 NW
57th Avenue. Miami Lakes. FL 33014. (305) 621-4137

Serving south Florida for over 5 years

FLORIDA BOOK STORE COMPUTER CENTER— 1614

West University Ave.. Gainesville. 32604 (904) 376-5606

Commodore. Hewlett-Packard Computers: Software and

Accessories

FAMILY COMPUTERS—4047 Bee Ridge Rd . SARASOTA
33582 (813)921-7510 TDP-IOOmicro. SV-318Computer
Penpherals/Sottware/Books

ORLANDO-SOFTWARE UNLIMITED. 3216 Eaat Colonial

Drive 32803. (305) 894-3304. Programs. Printers. Sup-
plies for micro-computers. Discount Prices!

FORT LAUDERDALE—THE SOFTWARE CONNECTION.
5460 N State Road 7. 33319 (305) 484-7547 Discounted
software/peripherals lor TRS-80

HOLLYWOOD—COMPUTERS 101 101 Hollywood Fash-

ion Center. 33023 (305)981-1011. Franklin. KayPro. Gem-
ini Printers. DTC Daisy Wheel Printers. ATARI. Etc

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Soltware. Peripherals HIALEAH—4705 W
16th Ave . (305) 823-2280 JACKSONVILLE—8262 Ar-

lington Expressway. (904) 725-4554 PLANTATION— 7173
W Broward Blvd

. (305) 791-7300 TAMPA—4109 Hills-

borough Ave (613)886-2541

GEORGIA
MENTOR TECHNOLOGY. 3957 Pleasantdale Road. At-

lanta. 30340. 404-447-6236 Franklin. Atari. Televideo.

Sanyo. Altos. C ITOH Printers Soltware CP/M. Apple.

IBM

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Soltware. Peripherals ATLANTA—5285
Roswell Rd . (404) 252-4341.

ILLINOIS

VIDEO ETC 465 Lake Cook Plaza. DEERFIELD. 6001S.

(312) 498-9669 Other locations: SKOKIE (312) 675-3655.

ORLAND PARK (312) 460-8980. BUFFALO GROVE. (312)

459-6677. strong Hard/Software support for Apple. Atari.

KayPro. IBM-PC

LOMBARD—COMPLETE COMPUTING—890 E Roose-
velt 60148 (312)620-0808: Apple. Atari. NEC. Altos. Dyn-

abyte: Software. Peripherals. Classes.

FARNSWORTH COMPUTER CENTER— 1891 N Farns-

worth Ave . Aurora 60505. (312) 851-3888 and 383 E North

Ave . Villa Park 60181. (312)833-7100 Mon -Fn 10-8. Sat

10-5 Apple. Fortune. Hewlett-Packard Series 80 Sys-

tems. HP Calculators. IDS Prism. SMC. Daisy Writer

Printers.

DIGITAL WORLD—ADDISON. 711 Army Trail Rd.. 60101.

(312) 628-9222 Atari. Commodore. Franklin. NEC. Xerox.

Zenith and more Books/Magazines Full Service and
Training.

COMPUTERLAND/NORTHBROOK—3069 Dundee Road
60062. (312) 272-4703 IBM. Apple. DEC. Osborne. Altos.

Compaq. Software. Peripherals. Service.

THE SOFTWARE STORE—Glenview— 1767 Glenview
Road. 60025. (312) 724-7730. Microcomputer Software:

Apple. IBM. CP/M. more Special order Specialists' Open
Mon -Sun

NILES—COMPUTERLAND— 9511 N Milwaukee Ave
60646 (312)967-1714 Apple. IBM Personal. Cromemco.
Fortune. Osborne. Otrona: Software.

DATA DOMAIN OF SCHAUMBURG, 1612 E. Algonquin Rd..

Schaumburg 60195. (312)397-8700. 12 9Mon.-Fn . 10-5

Sat. Authorized Sales and Service lor Apple II. Apple III.

LISA, Oaborne and Alpha Micro Computers. Hewlett-

Packard Calculators and accessories Largest Book and
Magazine selection in Midwest. VISA, MC, Amer. Exp
accepted lor phone ordera.

INDIANA
EMPRISE COMPUTER SYSTEMS INC —5967 E 82nd St.,

Indianapolis. 46250 (317) 842-8486 Atari computers,

soltware. peripherals, games, accessories, classes.



KANSAS

MISSION—HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER. 5960 La-
mar Avenue 66202 (913) 362-4486 Heath/Zenith Com-
puters. Software. Peripherals. Service

GAME SHOP—Wichita 62701 Computer Software tor
personal computers 7 days/week

KENTUCKY

SHELBYVILLE—SOUTHERN COMPUTER SYSTEMS—
630 Main Street. 40065 (502) 633-5639 Microcomput-
ers: Northstar. TRS-80. Kaypro. Basis 108. Atari Periph-
erals: Okidata. C Itoh. Smith Corona. Corvus Software:
All maior brands Turnkey Systems, we service all maior
brands and peripherals!

LOUISVILLE—HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER—
12401 Shelbyville Road. 40243. (502) 245-7811 Heath/
Zenith Computers. Hero Robots. Software. Peripherals

LOUISIANA

COMPUTERLAND/LOUISIANA—312 St Charles. New
Orleans 70130 (504) 522-2255 IBM. Apple. Osborne.
Fortune. Vector. #1 in service

MARYLAND
OLNEY COMPUTERS. 3414 First Ave. . Olney 20832 Dis-
count prices on Atari. NEC. Epson. Okidata. Commodore.
Amdek.

BASIK COMPUTERS INC
, 515 Firstfield Road. Gaithers-

burg 20878 (301)840-0412 Epson HX-20&OX-10. Frank-
lin. Victor & others Hardware. Software. Books & Supplies
Apple 8 IBM compatibles Call tor Oiscount prices

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals. BALTIMORE— 1713 E
Joppa Rd . (301) 661-4446 ROCKVILLE—5542 Nichol-
son Lane. (301 ) 881-5420

MASSACHUSETTS

SCIENCE FANTASY BOOKSTORE— 18 Eliot St.. Harvard
Square. Cambridge 02138; (617) 547-5917 11-6 Monday-
Saturday till 8 Thursday Apple. Atari. IBM. TRS-80. and
Commodore 64 strategy and adventure games

THE GAME SHOP—ACTON. 427 Great Road (01720); (617)
263-0418 N.E.'s largest selection ot Game/Recreational
Soltware.

BURLINGTON/SOFT SUPPLY 8 SYSTEMS. 68 Mlddle-
sex Tpk.. 01803. (617) 229-6666 Supporting. IBM. NEC.
Digital. SEIKO. Chameleon

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals PEABODY—242 An-
doverSt .(617)531-9330 WELLESLEY— 165 Worchester
Ave .(617)237-1510

MICHIGAN

DETROIT— HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC— E Detroit 48021:
18149 E Eight Mile (313) 772-0416—Detroit: 18645W Eight
Mile (313) 535-6480

COMPUTERLAND—22000 Greater Mack Avenue. St Clair

Shores. 48080 (313) 772-6540 Altos. Apple. Compaq.
DEC. Epson. Fortune. IBM. Osborne

COMPUTER CONTACT—3017 East Hill. Grand Blanc
48439 (313) 694-3740 Apple. Altos. Software. Peripher-
als. Service. Business/Education/Personal

COMTEC COMPUTER SALES— 518 Adams Street.
Owosso. 48867 (517) 725-7326. For sales, service, con-
sultation in IBM; Apple: Epson.

SOUTHFIELD—MICRO STATION SOFTWARE CENTER
A large selection ol Software. Supplies & Peripherals
24484 West 10 Mile. 48034 (313) 358-5820

MISSISSIPPI

COMPUTERLAND — IBM / OSBORNE / SOFTWARE /

Training/Service/Books/Magazines. 1652 Highway #1
South. Greenville. MS 38701

MISSOURI

COMPUTER ANNEX—411 South Campbell. Spnngtield
65806 (417) 864-7036 Franklin. Epson. Hardware/Soft-
ware. Service. Supplies. Classes.

COMMONWEALTH COMPUTERS— Blue Ridge Plaza.
Kansas City 64151 (816) 356-6502 Indian Creek Shop-
ping Center. Overland Park 64133. (913) 648-8086 Ep-
son; Kaypro; Commodore: Onyx Service Training

NEW HAMPSHIRE

COMPUTER MART OF NEW HAMPSHIRE. 170 Main St..
Nashua. 03060. (603) 883-2386 THE Apple Specialists
Full line Hardware/Software Training/Service

VIDEO STORE— 140 Congress. Portsmouth 03801 (603)
431-1211 Osborne and Epson OX 10 lor your business/
home. Software. Supplies.

NEW JERSEY
SOFTWARE MART—352 Bloomtield Avenue. Caldwell
07006. 201 -228-4949 Software for Apple. Atari. TRS-80.
10-20% off list.

WAYNE SOFTWARE. 1459 Route 23. Wayne Tile Center.
Wayne 07470. across from Packanack Center. Com-
puters. Programs. Books. Peripherals Discount Prices
201-628-7318

RED BANK— FELICE S FOLLIES. 66 Broad St.. 07701.
(201) 842-2862 Atari. VIC20/64. TI99. Timex/Sinclair
Hardware / Soltware / Peripherals-Demonstrations
Books/Magazines Most Complete Micro Store in Mon-
mouth County Competitive prices.

COMPUTERLAND/EATONTOWN—IB M PC Compaq.
Apple. DEC. Service; Leasing; Training; Software. 288
Route 35. 07724 (201 ) 389-2333

PARSIPPANY—COMPUTER NOOK New location'— 160
Route 46 West. 07054 (201 ) 575-9468 Apple. DEC. Otrona
Sales/Service/Support.

ENTRE COMPUTER CENTER—312 Route 4 East. Pa-
ramus. 07652 (201) 342-0080 IBM. Digital. Televideo.
Osborne ENTRE—'Your Logical Choice

"

COMPUTERLAND. 35 Plaza. Rt 4 West Paramus. 07652
(201) 845-9303 Apple. IBM. DEC. etc. We know small

computers

TRANSNET COMPUTER STORE— 1945 Route 22. Union.
NJ 07083 (201) 688-7812 1111 Route 35 N . Ocean. NJ
(201 ) 531-7020 Apple. DEC. Tl. HP. Osborne Hardware/
Software/Penpherals/Accessories. Full on-site service.

Training.

STONEHENGE COMPUTER CORP. 89 Summit Ave .

Summit 07901 (201)277-1020 10-5 30M-F. 10-5 Sat Ap-
ple IBM. Wicat Authorized Dealer Sales and Service

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals ASBURY PARK— 1013
State Hwy 35. (201 ) 775-1231 FAIR LAWN—35-07 Broad-
way (Rt 4). (201) 791 -6935

NEW YORK
COMPUTER WORLD—6464 W Quaker St.. Orchard Park
14127 (716) 662-4141 M-F: 9-9. Sat: 9-5 Atari. Commo-
dore—VIC-20. 64 Epson HX20. OX10 computers, and
printers. Hardware/Software.

COMPUTER DISCOUNT SERVICES 448 West 55th St..

New York. 10019 212-757-8698 Timex Sinclair. Atari.

Texas Instruments Hardware. Software. Peripherals

LEIGH SCOMPUTERS. 212 East 85 Street. New York City

10028 (212) 879-6257 Apple. Atari. Franklin. VIC 20,
Commodore 64. — Hardware/Software IBM Software. All

Peripherals Discount prices.

PLATTSBURGH— U COMPUTE. 582 Cornelia Street.
12901 563-1679 Apple. Vector. Kaypro School. Full Ser-
vice Support. Full-Time Technician

MERRICK— VIDEO CONNECTION. 27 Merrick Ave
.

11566 (516) 546-5050 Atari. Tl. Panasonic Hardware/
Software. Books/Magazines. Software try-out available*

SOFTWARE EMPORIUM— 151 Mineola/Willis Ave . Ros-
lyn Heights. 11577 (516) 625-0550 LARGEST SELEC-
TION OF SOFTWARE ON L.I : Apple. Atari. Tl. Commodore.
IBM and more hardware/peripherals/books/magazmes.

BUFFALO—DEPEW COMPUTER SYSTEMS. 4891 Transit

Rd . 14043 (716) 668-5995 Complete line of Apple Com-
puters. Software and Peripherals Service and Classes!

FARMINGVILLE-DATASCAN COMPUTER SYSTEMS. 2306
N Ocean Ave . 11738 (516) 698-6285 Atari. NEC. KAY-
PRO. APPLE Compatibles Business Systems Software/
Penpherals/Service/Classes.

JERICHO—HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER. 15 Jen-
cho Turnpike. (516) 334-8181 Heath/Zenith Computers.
Software. Peripherals. Educational Classes.

WATERTOWN—MCDASNY COMPUTERS. Stateway
Plaza. 13601 (315) 782-6808 Apple—Software/Periph-
erals. Full Service. Training is our specialty*

ALPHA STEREO—345 Cornelia Street. Plattsburgh 12901.
(518)561-2822 Atari computers and soltware Weekdays
10-8. Sat 10-6. Sun 125

COMPUTERWARE— 2384 Hempstead Turnpike. East
Meadow. 11554. (516) 731 -7939 Large selection of Apple.
Atari. Commodore software. Featuring business, utility and
games Call lor the latest software releases. Authorized
Franklin Ace service.

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software, Peripherals AMHERST—3476
Sheridan Dr

. (716)835-3090 ROCHESTER—937 Jetfer-
son Rd . (716) 424-2560 N WHITE PLAINS— 7 Reservoir
Rd .(914)761-7690

NORTH CAROLINA
HICKORY—SIMPLIFIED SOFTWARE. 118 Third Avenue.
N.W.. 28601. (704) 328-2386 Authorized Zenith Data Sys-
tems Dealer Soltware lor Z100. IBM/PC. Custom
Programming.

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Soltware. Peripherals GREENSBORO—4620
W MarketSt .(919)299-5390

OHIO

ABACUS 11—1417 Bernath Pkwy . TOLEDO 43615; (419)

865-1009 4751 Monroe St (419) 471-0082 10-6. 10-9

Thursdays IBM-PC. Epson. Apple. Osborne. Lisa.

BARNHART COMPUTER CENTER—548 N Main. Ur-

bana 43078 (513)653-7257 ATARI. KayPro Portable. Co-
lumbia (IBM Compatible). Timex/Sinclair.

NORTH COAST COMPUTERS. 650 Dover Center. Bay Vil-

lage 44140. 216-835-4345 10-6 Mon-Fn. 10-8 Tuesday.
9:30-5 Saturday Apple. Osborne. Vector Graphics. Altos

TOLEDO—HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER. 48 South
Byrne Rd . 43615. (419) 537-1887 Heath/Zenith Com-
puters. Soltware. Peripherals.

COLUMBUS— HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER. 2500
Morse Rd . (614) 475-7200 Heath/Zenith Computers.
Software. Peripherals. Robotics. Training

AKRON— DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS. 3979W Mar-
ket St.. 44313 (216) 666-3226 Atari. Commodore. OSI.
NEC & more. Factory authorized dealer/repairs. Soltware
development marketing, systems analysis.

NORTH CANTON—THE COMPUTER STORE. 116 7th St

N W . 44720 (216) 497-0299 Franklin. Atari. Televideo.

Epson. IDS Full Service/Classes

COMPUTER CORNER— 5104 Maylield Rd . LYNDHURST
44124. (216) 473-5010 Commodore. NEC. SKS. Atari. Ep-

son. Star Hardware/Software/Penpherals. Authorized
Service— Training/Classes

OKLAHOMA

TULSA—ABS COMPUTER CENTER—8518-E East

71st (74133), (918) 252- 1604: Atari, Apple, Hewlett

Packard. Software, Peripherals, Training.

GAME SHOP—Norman. Stillwater. Oklahoma City. Tulsa

Computer Soltware lor personal computers. 7 days/week.

TULSA—THE COMPUTER MART. 3003 E 51st St.. 74105

(918) 664-8452 Victor 9000. NorthStar. Atari—Hard-
ware/Sottware/Penpherals/Supplies/Books/Magazines
& Service'

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Soltware. Peripherals OKLAHOMA CITY—
2727 Northwest Expressway. (405)848-7593

OREGON

CONTEMPORARY COMPUTERS— 1478 Wiliiamette. Eu-
gene. OR 97401 KAYPRO. Chameleon. Vector Graphic.
Altos. Molecular. NEC APC

PENNSYLVANIA

CALDWELL COMPUTER CORP. 6720 Rising Sun Ave
Philadelphia 19111 (215) 742-8900 Apple. Commodore.
Percom, Zenith Sales/Service

HARRISBURG AREA— 1 -STOP COMPUTER SHOPPE. 65
N. 5th St . LEMOYNE 17043. (717)761 -6754 Full line deal-

ers lor Commodore. Osborne. Zenith Soltware/Penph-
erals— Service/Training.

MARKETLINE SYSTEMS INC.. 975 Jaymor Rd . South-
ampton. PA 18966 (215) 355-5400 We sell and service
Microcomputers and peripherals. Related books/maga-
zines available

PERSONAL SOFTWARE, 146 Paoli Pike. Paoli. 1*355.
(215) 296-2726. Soltware Specialists. Custom Pro-
grama, Canned Programs and Peripherals.

SOFTWARE-N-STUFF— 1111 Easton Rd . Warrington.
18976 (215) 343-3596 Franklin. Okidata Printers larg-

est selection ol soltware in Bucks County'

THE TOY STORE AND COMPUTER CENTER— 3878
Washington Rd . McMurray, 15317 (412) 941-2029 Total

availability ol software/hardware lor Atari. C.B.M.. Adam.
Tl IBM. Apple. NEC. Televideo. lor business or plea-
sures. Sales. Guidance. Support.

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals PHILADELPHIA—6318
Roosevelt Ave . (215) 288-0180 FRAZER—630 Lancas-
ter Pike. (Rt 30). (215) 647-5555 PITTSBURGH—3482
Wm Penn Hwy

. (412) 824-3564



RHODE ISLAND

COMPUTOPIA. 653 North Main Street. Providence. Rl

02906. (401) 274-0330. Computer and peripherals spe-

cialist Full Service. Classes

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith

Computers. Soltware. Peripherals WARWICK— 558
Greenwich Ave . (401 ) 738-5150

UTAH

SALT LAKE CITY—SERVICE WEST OF UTAH. 3532 S W
Temple. 84115 (801) 262-4069 Quality repair of all disk

drives Authorized ATARI Service

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals. MIOVALE—58 East

7200 South. (801 ) 566-4626

VERMONT

MONTPELIER. TIRONE S INC . 22 Langdon Street 05602.

(802) 223-6063 Atari. Tl 99/4A. Peripherals. Software.

Training Authorized Atari Service Center.

VIRGINIA

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith

Computers. Soltware. Peripherals. ALEXANDRIA—6201
Richmond Hwy . (703) 765-5515 VIRGINIA BEACH— 1055

Independence Blvd. (804) 4600997

WASHINGTON

COMPUTERS , 2504 Jefferson Avenue. Tacoma. 98402

(206) 272-2329 Atari/Commodore Computers Atari/

Commodore/TRS-80 Software. Supplies

SEATTLE—PROGRAMS PLUS. 16850 Southcenter Pkwy .

981 18 (206) 575-1375 Apple. Atari. IBM. TRS-80. CP/M.
Commodore—Software/Peripherals/Books. Open 7 days/

wk

CREATIVE COMPUTERS-KENT, 1415 West Meeker, 98031,

(206) 854-7629; SEATTLE. 10732 Fifth Street, 98124, (206)

365-6502. ATARI, KAYPRO 2, FRANKLIN. Peripherals,

software. SERVICE, TRAINING!

YAKIMA— ROB ROY COMPUTER SHOP— 1109 West
Yakima Avenue 98902 (509) 575-7704 Northstar. Atari.

Software. Peripherals. Magazines.

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith

Computers. Software. Peripherals SEATTLE—505 8th

Ave . North. (206) 682-2172 TUKWILA— 15439 53rd Ave.

South. (206) 246-5358 VANCOUVER— 516 S.E. Chaklov

Dr.. (206) 254-4441

WISCONSIN

MILWAUKEE—HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER. 5215

W Fond du Lac. (414) 873 8250 Heath/Zenith Computers.

Software, peripherals, robotics.

MAGIC LANTERN, 406 South Park Street. Madison 53715.

(608) 251-9112 Atari. Timex. Commodore. Texas Instru-

ments 700 programs in store.

CANADA

ARKON ELECTRONICS LTD.—409 Queen St West. To-

ronto M5V 2A5. (416) 593-6502 Apple dealer. Software/

Hardware for Apple. Atari. VIC-20. TRS-80. and more

Books/Magazines US Inquiries

SOFTRACK SOFTWARE. 519 King Street West. TO-

RONTO M5V 1 K4. (416) 596-891 1 Apple. IBM. Atari. TRS-

80. CPM Business/Education/Graphics/Games Service

and Training. U.S. Inquiries.

BYTE SHOP—VANCOUVER. 2151 Burrard Street. V6J

3H7. (604) 738-2181. Apple Authorized National Account

Dealer DEC. IMS. Morrows Hardware/Software. Ser-

vice/Training. U.S. Inquiries.

MICRO SHACK OF WESTERN CANADA— PARK ST . RE-

GINA SK S4P 3N8 (306) 543-4079 Commodore Com-
puters/Supplies. Epson Printers, Service/Training. VISA/

MC accepted U.S. Inquiries.

MINTRONICS COMPUTERS— 1440 Kingsway. Vancou-

ver V5N 2R5 (604) 872-5814 Apple Authorized Sales &

Service Center Peripherals/Printers Training. US
Inquiries.

SABRE COMPUTER SYSTEMS— Unit #1—2810 St John

St.. Port Moody. B C V3H 2C1 Hardware/Software/Pe-

ripherals for business, education and home: Apple. Atari.

Commodore. IBM and more. Full Servtce/Support/Train-

ing& Mail Order US Inquiries

YOUR Expand-Ad" is more outstanding on a BEN-

DAY background like this 1 Call 725-3927 for more

information.

NEW
computer aid for

sailors and
aircraft pilots!

Computers for Sea & Sky is an out-

standing new reference book for avia-

tors and navigators that substitutes

computer programs for many currently

used charts and tables, hand computa-
tions and interpolations. The programs,

developed by a licensed pilot and FAA
certified ground instructor who is also a

noted computer author and lecturer,

will replace at least 1,000 pages of

tables, as well as on-board equipment

costing thousands of dollars! Areas
covered include:

Aviation
i Navigation
i Meteorology
i Speed and
distance

i Mathematics
i Charts
i Time and the sky

Ifyou are a flier or a sailor who would

like to get more accurate fixes, faster

course corrections, more precise speed

over distance projections—and rid

yourself of reams of paper—get Com-
puters for Sea & Sky, and put micro-

computer technology to work for you on
your plane or boat!

8';" x II" • With glossary, index, bibliog-

raphy and appendix of constants • Programs
in BASIC run on any micro, many pocket com-
puters and some programmable calculators.

Only $9.95-order today!

""creative computing press
-1

l)ept. nb 2< , 39 East Hanover Avenue
Morris Plains. MJ 07950

Please send me copies of Computers for Sea

A Sky at $9.95 plus S2 postage and handling, each

(Oulside USA add $3 additional per order. Shipped
airmail only.) a*l4F

CHECK ONE:
Payment enclosed J. CA. NJ and
NY State residents add applicable sales tax.

CHARGE MY: (Charge and phone orders. $10 mm.)
American I xpress MasterCard Visa

Card No

Expiration Date

Signature

Mr.
Mrs
Ms

I please print lull name)

Addrcvs_

City

-Apt-

State/Zip-

Cheek here for ERKE QmUw Cimpuiim; < 'atalnj

For faster service

CALL TOLL FREE 800-631-8112

(In NJ 201-S4O-O44S)

Also asailahlc at your local

book store or computer store.

CLASSROOM
SOFTWARE
for the 16K TRS-80

Easy to use soltware for models l/lll with tape, disk

or network Complete manuals plus on screen instruc

lions As simple as typing CL0AD and RUN

Each program recorded twice on a separate side ol a

quality long lasting cassette

CLASSROOM PACKS Each has 4 programs in a suDiect

area and permits self-paced study with unlimited

running time Choice ol review or self test modes plus

progress reports and help feature Missed quesfions

are corrected and recalled until learned Price $44 95

each

Geography I

U S Government I

US History I

• Drnrer Education

• Electronics I

• Music Theory I

Other outstanding cassette software

• Logic Games Package S?4 95

• Aiujrams $19 95
• Scramble-Grams $19 95

30-DAY GUARANTEE

At local dealers or order direct

Educational
Media

Associates
Software Products
342 West Robet-t E. Lew
Nesw Orleans. LA 701S4

MC & VISA include card * and expiration dale Free

shipping on prepaid and credit card orders Others add

$1 50 per package

CIRCLE 171 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MAGIC
"INPUT/OUTPUT" MCIG

Let the world know when you're on a coffee break.

When hot liquid a poured in. one message disap-

pears and another takes its place on the computer

screen. Fascinating to watch. Big 10 ot site. Fine

quality white English porcelain. 10 day money-back

guarantee Knot completely satisfied. *895

Cat Tot-Free Mon.FrL 9am-6 pm
1800 BE SWEET

exc. Fla. or mail coupon.

IweeyunikK. CC093

15490 NW 7th Ave.. N. Miami, FL 33169
Please send me the Magic InpulOutput" Mug,

Quant. lu 58 95 Add 52 each for shipping 6 hand.

Fla. residents add 5* sales tax Total 5

End. is CheckQMOQ Charge my MasterCard fj

Visa gCreo* Card*
Exp Date

Just send me your free COMPOTERMAN1A
Catalog tor now. »
Signature

Name

Address

CJty

State Z.p.

L
state up

[ __J CIRCLE 269 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Reader Reader Reader
Scrvic* No. Advertiser Page Service No. Advertiser Page Service No. Advertiser Page

101 Aardvark 138 153 Electra Concepts Corp 281 268 Percom 279

102 Abacus Associates 44 172 Electronic Specialists 261 173 Perry Oi & Gas 295

103 ABC Data Products 269 155 EPYX 74 Company
105 Advanced Logic Systems 141 156 Excatbur Technologies 11 205 Phoenix Performance 289

104 Adventure International 132 Corp Systems

ALF Products 10 174 Practical Peripherals 1

108 Alenbach Industries

107 American Micro

199

256

157

166

Fastrack Computer Products

Finetech

34

187
206 Programmer's Institute

207 Prometheus

227

63

1 10 American Software Club, Inc.

109 Apple Computer
62

56-57

178

159

FtpTrack Learning Systems

Franklin Computer Corp

173

143
208 Protecto Enterprises

212 Quark. Inc

265

78-79
111 Appleware. Inc. 301 161 General Technology 225

114 Archive 198 162 General Videotex 36 213 Radio Shack 96-97

261 Atan 99 214 RB Robot 243

1 12 Atlantic Computer Accessories

1 15 Avalon HI Game Company

1 19 Beagle Brothers

28

193

177

183

175

164

186

Happy Hands

Harmony Video & Electronics

Heath Company
Hewlett-Packard

240

184

103-105

156

217 Readers Digest

218 Reader's Digest

219 Reston Publishing

73

244

170

1 13 Blythe Valey Software 157
229 Reston Publishing 84

121 Broderbund Software 160 195 BM Corporation 118-119 232 Reston Pubtehng 115

122 BRS/ After Dark 209 165 Infocom 112-113 237 RH Elect/ones 239

124 Budget Computer Softwares Club 183 167 Inmac 89 282 RH Electronics 241

120 Bytewnter 92 196 Innovative Data Technology 282 180 Royal Software 267

125 Cab-Tek
126 Calsott

1 16 Carolina Microsystems

127 Central Port Software

136 Chnstn Industries

261

218

175

222

41

168

170

176

Interactive Structures

Intertec Data Systems

Corp

I.P.F.

Ironsides Computer Corp

207
22-23

53

233

265 Sakata USA
223 Howard W Sams
224 Scientific American

225 Sierra On-Line. Inc

226 Sierra On-Lme. Inc

169

221

246

80

180

128 C-Load Magazine 255
* JRT Systems 271 227 Sinus Software 17

129 C-Load Magazine

1 18 Commodore Business Machines

235 Corn-Protect. Inc

280

31

181

203

177

Kensington Mcroware

Koala Technologies

33

248

231 SJB Distributors

233 Skwa Enterprises

234 Snave Systems

229
51

237

141 CompuServe 111
188 Leading Edge 9 254 Software T Boot 235

130 Computer Advanced Ideas 29
190 Leading Edge C4 236 Southwest Microsystems 289

131 Computer Discount ot America 287 179 Lightning Software 269 239 Spectra Video C2

133 Computer Discount Products

123 Computer Entrepreneur

Pubkshmg Company
134 Computer Exchange/

Conroy-LaPointe

262 Computer Innovations, Inc

128

215

158

202

181

L N W Research

LNW Research

London Software

77

182

153

242 Spnnaker Software

SSM Microcomputer

244 Star Mcroncs

14-15

65-70

203

6f>61

301

199

182

London Software

Lyco Computer

Macmian Book Clubs. Inc

152

190-191

121-123

246 Strategic Simulations

245 Strategic Simulations

247 Strategic Simulations

248 Street Elect/ones

197

83
166

212
135 Computer Mail Order 162-163 238 Mage Computer 133

249 Strobe. Inc 186
East/West

137 Computer Outlet 46-47

209

160

Marymac Industries

Master Computing. Inc

85

272
269 Sweet Gum. Inc

250 SWG
270 Symtec

251 Synapse

215 Systems Group (The)

216 Systems Group (The)

313

39

242

195

134

251

138 Computer Plus 287 189 Mattel Electronics 91

139 Computer Store 256 187 Mattel Electronics 93
132 Computromcs

147 Corrtnental Software

142 Control Data Corp

C3
287

25

185

210

Mattel Electronics

Maxell Corp of America

Memotech

95

5

231

143 Cosmic Computers 298 • Memorex 144-145 252 Tech Sketch 295
Unlimited 211 Micro D 19 253 Tecmar 7

Counterpoint Software 13 240 Micro Lab 21 255 Terminals Terrific 301
1 17 Creative Computer Peripherals. Inc 124 193 Micro Management 267 220 Transfer 55

145 Datamosl 117
Systems, Inc 221 Transfer 43

146 Datasoft 2
'

Mcromatjcs. Inc 285 256 Tromx 26-27

148 Davka

149 Deagnware
223
126

241

198

Microsales, Inc

Muraopal Information

Systems

Muse Software

273

295
277 United Computer Corp

257 Universal Software

189

164

Digital Equpment Corp
150 Digital Research

125

107
197 50 295 Videx 49

140 Dithium Press 277 267 NEBS Computer Forms 261 228 Warlock Software 240
151 Discount Software 270 163 Nibble Notch 273 271 WICO 149
169 Discwasher 87 200 Nonagon 35 230 Winner's Circle 254
152 Downsway California Company 301 •

NRI Schools 137 258 Word Associates 94
281 Dynacomp 45

204 Ohm/Electroncs 235 259 Xerox Education 159
171 Educational Media 313 201 Okidata 58 Publicatjons

Associates • Omega International 142 272 XPER Systems 201



FREE
inrrjRiiiATirjn

SERVICE

Learning more about a product
that's advertised or mentioned in an
article in this month's issue is as
simple as 1-2-3. And absolutely free.

1 Print or type your name and ad-

dress on the attached card. Use
only one card per person.

2 Circle the numbers on the card

that correspond to the numbers
at the bottom of the advertisements
or articles for which you want more
information. (Key numbers for ad-

vertised products also appear in the

Advertisers' Index.)

3 Simply mall the card, and the lit-

erature will be mailed to you free

of charge by the manufacturer.

The address on the attached card is

for product Information only. Edito-

rial Inquiries should be directed to

CREATIVE COMPUTING, 39 East
Hanover Avenue, Morris Plains, New
Jersey 07950.

FREE
iriFURmivTian

SERVICE
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33
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33

CD

o

. .. ._„ ... .,,„ .„., . .„ 4 , (J ,,., , (J , ,„ , (/ , |0 , ,„ l£v tix tii
126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 139 140 141 142 143 144 145 146 147
151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 160 161 162 163 164 165 166 167 168 169 170 171 172
176 177 178 179 180 181 182 183 184 185 186 187 188 189 190 191 192 193 194 195 196 197
201 202 203 204 205 206 207 208 209 210 211 212 213 214 215 216 217 218 219 220 221 222
226 227 228 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 236 237 238 239 240 241 242 243 244 245 246 247
251 252 253 254 255 256 257 258 259 260 261 262 263 264 265 266 267 268 269 270 271 272
276 277 278 279 280 281 282 283 284 285 286 287 288 289 290 291 292 293 294 295 296 297
301 302 303 304 305 306 307 308 309 310 311 312 313 314 315 316 317 318 319 320 321 322
326 327 328 329 330 331 332 333 334 335 336 337 338 339 340 341 342 343 344 345 346 347
351 352 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 363 364 365 366 367 368 369 370 371 372
376 377 378 379 380 381 382 383 384 385 386 387 388 389 390 391 392 393 394 395 396 397
401 402 403 404 405 406 407 408 409 410 411 412 413 414 415 416 417 418 419 420 421 422
426 427 428 429 430 431 432 433 434 435 436 437 438 439 440 441 442 443 444 445 446 447
451 452 453 454 455 456 457 458 459 460 461 462 463 464 465 466 467 468 469 470 471 472
476 477 478 479 480 481 482 483 484 485 486 487 486 489 490 491 492 493 494 495 496 497

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLV-Use only one card per person

Mi u< in
148 149 150

173 174 175

198 199 200

223 224 225

246 249 250

273 274 275

298 299 300

323 324 325

348 349 350

373 374 375

398 399 400

423 424 425

448 449 450

473 474 475

498 499 500

NAME. -PHONE » (_

COMPANY,

ADDRESS-

CITY

_APT.

-STATE- -ZIP_

(Zip code must be included to insure delivery ) Void alter November 30. 1983

4 Send me one year ol Creative Computing for $19.97 and bill me.
(Full subscription price $24.97.)

CC9836

101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108

126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133

151 152 153 154 155 156 157 156

176 177 178 179 180 181 182 183

201 202 203 204 205 206 207 208

226 227 228 229 230 231 232 233

251 252 253 254 255 256 257 258

276 277 278 279 280 281 282 283

301 302 303 304 305 306 307 308

326 327 328 329 330 331 332 333

351 352 353 354 355 356 357 358

376 377 378 379 380 381 382 383

401 402 403 404 405 406 407 408

426 427 428 429 430 431 432 433

451 452 453 454 455 456 457 456

476 477 478 479 480 481 482 483

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

109 110 111 112 113

134 135 136 137 138

159 160 161 162 163

184 185 186 187 188

209 210 211 212 213

234 235 236 237 238

259 260 261 262 263

284 285 286 287 288

309 310 311 312 313

334 335 336 337 338

359 360 361 362 363

384 385 386 387 388

409 410 411 412 413

434 435 436 437 438

459 460 461 462 463

484 485 486 487 488

Use only one card

114 115 116 117

139 140 141 142

164 165 166 167

189 190 191 192

214 215 216 217

239 240 241 242

264 265 266 267

269 290 291 292

314 315 316 317

339 340 341 342

364 365 366 367

389 390 391 392

414 415 416 417

439 440 441 442

464 465 466 467

489 490 491 492

per person

118 119

143 144

168 169

193 194

218 219

243 244

268 269

293 294

318 319

343 344

368 369

393 394

418 419

443 444

468 469

493 494

120 121

145 146

170 171

195 196

220 221

245 246

270 271

295 296

320 321

345 346

370 371

395 396

420 421

445 446

470 471

495 496

122 123

147 148

172 173

197 198

222 223

247 248

272 273

297 298

322 323

347 348

372 373

397 396

422 423

447 448

472 473

497 498

124 125

149 150

174 175

199 200

224 225

249 250

274 275

299 300

324 325

349 350

374 375

399 400

424 425

449 450

474 475

499 500

NAME- -PHONE » (_

COMPANY-

ADDRESS-

CITY

_APT.

-STATE- _ZIP_

(Zip code must be included to insure delivery ) Void alter November 30. 1983

4 Q Send me one year of Creative Computing for $19.97 and bill me.
(Full subscription price $24.97.)

CC9835

101 102 103 104 105 106 107 106

126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133

151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158

176 177 178 179 180 181 182 183

201 202 203 204 205 206 207 208

226 227 228 229 230 231 232 233

251 252 253 254 255 256 257 258

276 277 278 279 280 281 282 283

301 302 303 304 305 306 307 308

326 327 328 329 330 331 332 333

351 352 353 354 355 356 357 358

376 377 378 379 380 381 382 383

401 402 403 404 405 406 407 406

426 427 426 429 430 431 432 433

451 452 453 454 455 456 457 456

476 477 478 479 480 481 462 463

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY-

109 110 111 112 113

134 135 136 137 138

159 160 161 162 163

184 185 186 187 188

209 210 211 212 213

234 235 236 237 238

259 260 261 262 263

284 285 286 287 288

309 310 311 312 313

334 335 336 337 338

359 360 361 362 363

384 385 386 387 386

409 410 411 412 413

434 435 436 437 438

459 460 461 462 463

484 485 486 467 486

Use only one card

114 115 116 117

139 140 141 142

164 165 166 167

189 190 191 192

214 215 216 217

239 240 241 242

264 265 266 267

289 290 291 292

314 315 316 317

339 340 341 342

364 365 366 367

389 390 391 392

414 415 416 417

439 440 441 442

464 465 466 467

489 490 491 492

per person

118 119

143 144

168 169

193 194

218 219

243 244

268 269

293 294

318 319

343 344

366 369

393 394

418 419

443 444

468 469

493 494

120 121

145 146

170 171

195 196

220 221

245 246

270 271

295 296

320 321

345 346

370 371

395 396

420 421

445 446

470 471

495 496

122 123

147 148

172 173

197 198

222 223

247 246

272 273

297 298

322 323

347 348

372 373

397 398

422 423

447 448

472 473

497 498

124 125

149 150

174 175

199 200

224 225

249 250

274 275

299 300

324 325

349 350

374 375

399 400

424 425

449 450

474 475

499 500

NAME. .PHONE a (-

COMPANY-

ADDRESS- _APT.

-STATE- -ZIP-CITY
(Zip code must be included to insure delivery ) Void alter November 30. 1983

4 Send me one year of Creative Computing tor $19.97 and bill me.

(Full subscription price $24.97.)

CC9834
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ntroaucmg me mosi rowenu
Business Software Ever!

TRS-80'" (Model I, II, III, or 16) • APPLE" • IBM" • OSBORNE" • CP/M™ • XEROX"

v«*\
.".'."J'^FC?ecNCcXLi«'«"

The VersaBusiness" Series
Each VERSABUSINESS module can be purchased and used independently,

or can be linked in any combination to form a complete, coordinated business system.

VERSARECEIVABLES™ $99.95
VersaRECEIVABLES™ « a complete menudriven accounts receivable, invoicing, and

monthly statement generating system. It keeps track of all information related to who

owes you or your company money, and can provide automatic billing for past due ac-

counts VersaRECEJVAHLES- pnnts all necessary statements, invoices, and summary

reports and can be linked with VERSALEDOER II™ and VERSAINVENTORY .

VERSAPAYABLES" $99.95
VERSAPAYABLES- is designed to keep track of current and aged payables, keeping you

in touch with all information regarding how much money your company owes, and to

whom VERSAPayables- maintains a complete record on each vendor, pnnts checks,

check registers, vouchers, transaction reports, aged payables reports, vendor reports,

and more With VERSaPayables-. you can even let your computer automatically select

which vouchers are to be paid.

VERSAPAYROLt™ $99.95
VERSaPayrOU-- is a powerful and sophisticated, but easy to use payroll system that

keeps track of all government required payroll information Complete employee records

are maintained, and all necessary payroll calculations are performed automatically, with

totals displayed on screen for operator approval. A payroll can be run totally, autonym

cally or the operator can intervene to prevent a check from being printed, or to alter

information on it If desired, totals may be posted to the VERSALEDGER IT", system

VERSAInVENTORY™ $99.95
VersaInventory- is a complete inventory control system that gives you instant access

to data on any item VersaInventORY- keeps track of all information related to what

items are in stock, out of stock, on backorder, etc.. stores sales and pricing data, alerts

you when an item falls below a preset reorder point, and allows you to enter and pnnt

invoices directly or to link with the VersaRecetvABIES- system. VERSAINVENTORY- pnnts

all needed inventory listings, reports of items below reorder point, inventory value re

ports, period and year todate sales reports, price lists, inventory checklists, etc

•CQIYIPIJTRQNXCSc
50 N. PASCACK ROAD, SPRING VALLEY, NY. 10977

VERSALEDGER IP" $149.95
VersaLedger IP" is a complete accounting system that grows as your business

grows. VERSALEDOER II™ can be used as a simple personal checkbook register,

expanded to a small business bookkeeping system or developed into a large

corporate general ledger system without any additional software.

• VersaLedger II'" gives you almost unlimited storage capacity

(300 to 10,000 entries per month, depending on the system),

• stores all check and general ledger information forever,

• prints tractor feed checks,
• handles multiple checkbooks and general ledgers,

• prints 17 customized accounting reports including check registers,

balance sheets, income statements, transaction reports, account

listings, etc.

VersaLedger ir" comes with a professionally-written 160 page manual de-

signed for first-time users. The VERSALEDGER IP" manual will help you become

quickly familiar with VersaLedger IP", using complete sample data files

supplied on diskette and more than 50 pages of sample printouts.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!
Every VERSABUSINESS- module n guaranteed to outperform all other competitive systems.

and at a fraction ol Iheir cosl If you are not satisfied with any VERSABUSINESS- module, you

may return it willim 30 days lot a refund Manuals lor any VERSABUSINESS- module may or-

purchased for J25 each, credited toward a later purchase ol that module

To Order:
Write or call Toll-free (800) 43 1-28 18
(N.Y.S. resident* rail 9 14-425-1535)

add $3 for sluppms el UPS areas • add 15 to CANADA or MEXICO
' add M tor COD or non UPS areas ^_ * add proper postage elsewhere

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME
All prices and specifications subject to :hange Dchvcry subject lo avassbstty

• TRS 80 . a tradenwk of the Radro Stuck Droson ol Tandy Corp 'AP^£ 'J",^k <* *%££?„ . .

"CP M <% a trademark of Digital Research 'XEROX is a trademark ol Xerox Co
IBM a a trademark ol IBM Corp •OSBORNE » a trademark of Osborne Corp
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THE SECRETS OF PERFECT MEMORY:
ONE EARTH DOLLAR

AT LAST: THE WHOLE
TRUTH ABOUT FLOPPIES.

Amazing book reveals
all!

How to keep from
brainwashing your disk
so it never loses it's

memory.
How fingerprints can

actually damage disks.

Unretouched Kirlian

photographs of UFO's
(Unidentified Floppy ,**.

Objectsi! The incredible A WKK^^^^
importance of making
copies: the Department
of Redundancy Depart-
ment- and what goes on
when it goes on! Power-
ful secret methods that
scientists claim can ac-
tually prevent computer
amnesia! All this, and
much more

in short, it's an 80-

page plain-English,

graphically stunning, >
pocket-sized definitive

guide to the care and
feeding of flexible disks. Kh

For The Book, ask your
nearest computer store
that sells Elephant" disks, *

and bring along a buck.
For the name of the

store, ask us.

ELEPHANT MEMORY
SYSTEMS' Marketed
exclusively by Leading
Edge Products, li.

Information Systems
and Supplies Division,

55 Providence Highway,
Norwood, MA 02062. Call

toll free 1-800-343-8413.
in Massachusetts, call

collect 1617) 769-8150.
Telex 951-624.
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